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PREFACE.

This book has been written to provide a discussion of

higher dynamics suitable for students of engineering,

physics, or astronomy. To a large extent the examples
and exercises have been drawn from practical affairs, and

have been chosen more for the sake of illustration of

physical principles than for their mathematical interest.

With hardly an exception, the exercises given at the end

of each chapter have been carefully verified, and it is

hoped that but few of them are in error. A large number

of examples have been worked out in the various chapters,

where practical illustration seemed to be required.

A considerable space is devoted to gyrostats and gyro-

static action, and we have used throughout this chapter, and

elsewhere, the method set forth in 9 of calculating rates

of change of directed quantities for a moving system. This

method of proceeding occurred to one of us about fifteen

years ago [see Gray's Physics, Vol. I.], and we have found

it very useful in our teaching, as enabling solutions of

difficult problems of rotational motion to be readily built

up from first principles. The advantage of the method is

most apparent in Chapter IX., which is an expansion of

an article on Gyrostats and Gyrostatic Action in Machinery
communicated to the Institution of Engineers and Ship-
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builders in Scotland in 1905. Some elementary accounts

of gyrostatic action have appeared during the last two or

three years, and it is right to say that we are not indebted

to these for our method of treatment.

We have derived assistance from various works, but, as

was to be expected, our obligations to Sir George Greenhill's

writings are especially great. Besides making additions of

the most practical and valuable kind to the science of

dynamics, Sir George Greenhill has long advocated the use

of units of the sort employed by men to whom a com-

parison with the force of gravity on a given piece of matter

is the most ready means of estimating a force, and protested

against . the common dynamical limitation of the word

weight. There can be no doubt that the ordinary use of

the word in connection with the buying and selling of

commodities "weighed" by a balance can never be got

over, and that the connotation of the word in that

connection is more frequently that of quantity of matter

than that of gravity force. And it is better to take

advantage of a common connotation than to do something
which may tend to confuse it. Hence we have often used

the so-called practical units, but without any sacrifice, for

none was required, of the real advantages of the absolute

system.

We are under obligations also to Jacobi's Vorlesungen
ilber Dynamik, Routh's two treatises, Appell's Mecanique
Rationelle, Despeyrous' Mecanique, and Herr Foppl's Tech-

nische Mechanik. The aim of the last-named work is

similar to our own, and the student will find in it, e.g with

regard to compound vibrators of different kinds, some

interesting developments of matters which have been

treated though generally in a somewhat different manner

in the present volume.
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The proofs of the first two-thirds of the book have been

read with great care by our colleague, Dr. R. A. Houstoun,

and Dr. Pinkerton, of Edinburgh, has kindly read the

chapter on Gyrostats. We offer our thanks to these gentle-

men, and also to the officials and workmen of the Glasgow

University Press for their care and attention throughout
the printing of the book.

ANDREW GRAY.
JAMES G. GRAY.
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CHAPTER I.

KINEMATICS OF A MOVING POINT.*

1. Speed and Velocity. We suppose that the direction

of motion of a point nowhere undergoes absolutely sudden

change. The point, materialised as a particle of matter so

small in every dimension that it only serves to mark

position in space, therefore moves in a curve in space the

direction of the tangent to which is everywhere perfectly
definite.

The displacements of the point are in all cases with
reference to some system of marks in space which are

taken as at rest. Such- a system of marks is called a

reference-frame. It may be a curve fixed in space along
which the point is constrained to move, or it may be axes

of coordinates, for example Ox, Oy, Oz drawn from a

point 0, in three different directions which are not in one

plane. Most frequently they are taken mutually at right

angles, and are supposed either to be at rest, or to be in

motion in some specified way, with reference to other

coordinates which are taken as at rest. The motion of

the point along the given curve may be defined by the

variation of its distance measured along the curve from a

specified fixed point in it, or it may be by the rate of

change of the quantities which specify the position of the

point with reference to the axes chosen. The relativity
of motion will be found discussed in more detail in our

elementary treatise.

The curve may in some extreme cases appear to be such

*The kinematics of the motion of a rigid body will be considered in

direct connection with problems regarding such motion.

G.D. A <E
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as to contradict the condition here stated. For example, a

particle ascends under the retarding action of gravity
until it is brought to rest and begins to descend. At every
instant except that at which it has come to rest, the

direction of motion is perfectly definite. The particle does

not change the direction of motion suddenly : its speed
has been gradually diminished, and it is at rest at the

instant of reaching the highest point ;
it does not remain

at rest for an interval of time however short, but still

continues to gain downward velocity, and the instant of

rest is the point in time which separates the interval

during which the particle ascends from that during which
it descends. Again, when a marble is dropped on a stone

floor and rebounds, or a cricket-ball is struck by the bat,

the direction of motion is changed suddenly, as suddenness
is usually understood with respect to ordinary phenomena.
But in reality the change of direction of motion occupies
an interval of time, that of the duration of collision,

though, as reckoned with respect to the time required for

ordinary changes which can be followed by the eye, the

interval is short.

It must be understood from the outset that in dynamics
an instant is not what in ordinary affairs it is often

supposed to be, an interval of time of indefinite length : it

is not an interval of time at all. It is the final terminus
of one interval of time, and the initial terminus of the

interval which immediately succeeds. Two planes meet in

a line which is not part of either plane, not being a surface

in any sense, but is only a dividing mark or common
boundary to be crossed by a moving point passing from one

plane to the other. A point again is the dividing mark
where one part of a line or curve ends and another

portion begins : it is not, however it may be indicated

by a spot of chalk on a blackboard or a spot of ink on

paper, other than merely a mark of position in space.
So with an instant in time the distinction between it

and an interval of time, must be clearly understood. A
pendulum bob at a certain instant is at the extremity of

its swT

ing in one direction
;
but the bob does not remain at

rest for any interval of time however short; the swing
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in the opposite direction begins just when that in the first

direction terminates.

The distinction between an instant and an interval of

time is the key to the solution of many of the puzzles

regarding motion which perplexed the old philosophers.

They held that a body could not move from one position to

another without occupying in succession a continuous

series of intermediate positions, and then came to the

conclusion that if that were so motion was impossible,
because it was tacitly assumed that occupation of a position

implied rest in that position. Each position is occupied at

an instant in time, but not during an interval : the true

idea in no way negatives the possibility of motion, and the

contradiction had no real existence.

At the instant which marks the beginning of an interval

of time the moving point or particle is at Pv at the instant

which marks the end of the interval and the beginning of

a succeeding interval it is at P
2

. P
t ,
P

2
are points on the

curve along which the moving point is displaced, and are

at a definite distance apart, measured along the curve.

We form the ratio s/t, that is the ratio of the numerical
value of the distance to that of the time in which it is

traversed, and call it the average speed of the moving point

during the time t The unit of speed is thus the speed in

which unit of distance is described per unit of time.

Speed is thus expressed in feet per second, centimetres

per second, miles per hour, or according to any other choice

of the units of length and time.

In many cases it would merely cumber our equations
to indicate at every symbol or group of symbols the units

employed ;
but when it is necessary, in the statement of

results or elsewhere, to specify units we shall do so by
adopting for feet per second the symbol f/s, or ft/sec, for

centimetres per second cm/s, and so on.

The meaning of the word per is to be observed. The

point does not necessarily move for an hour or even for

a second. But it traverses the distance s, which may be

miles, or only a fraction of an inch in length, at such and
such an average rate or speed. For example, the statement
that the speed is 60 miles per hour means that if this
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average speed were maintained constant for an hour the

distance traversed would be 60 miles : the actual duration

of the motion from P
1
to P

2 may be only a small fraction

of a second. The distance traversed in a given time is

equal to the average rate of displacement multiplied by the

number of units of time, just as the amount of a work-
man's earnings for a given time is equal to the product
of the rate of wages into the numerical measure of the

time. The speed, or rate of displacement, is no more
distance traversed than a rate of wages is a sum of money,
and must always be expressed as distance per unit of time.

The idea of uniform speed presents no difficulty to

anyone. Speed, whether the direction of motion remains
constant or not, is constant when equal distances along
the path are described in equal intervals of time, however
small these intervals are taken. The proviso contained

in the words italicised is necessary : a train, for example,
might run 30 miles in each of successive hours, or 7 h miles

in each of successive quarter-hours, even though it stopped
at stations : a test by a sufficiently short interval of time

would reveal the true variability of the motion.

2. Varying Motion. We now consider the varying motion
of a point a little more particularly. We suppose that the

motion is continuous as regards speed as well as regards
direction. By this we mean that the distance s

2
described

in any small interval of time t
2
which follows immediately

an equal interval r
1 ,

differs from that described in the

interval r
x by an amount s

2
s
1 ,

the ratio of which to s
1

tends towards zero as r
t
and r

2
are diminished without limit.

In passing from P
1

to P
2 along the curve, the point

occupies in succession every position P between P
x
and P

2
.

But it does not remain in one position P for any interval

of time, however short. Its position is P at an instant or

point of time.

At P the motion is along the tangent to the curve at

that point. The point does not move along that tangent

through any finite distance, for immediately, as it advances,
it finds itself moving along a new tangent, and so on. We
may indeed regard the motion as one always along a straight
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line, which continually turns round so as to touch the curve
at each successive position of the moving point, and thus

at each instant the point has a definite direction of motion.

The speed is also definite for each position P of the

point. The average speed is s/t for the displacement from
P

1
to P

2
. Now suppose Px ,

P
2 ,

while always having the

position P between them, to be brought closer and closer

together. The distance traversed is continually diminished,
and so also is the time t. In all cases that are here con-

sidered the ratio s/t retains a finite value, however much
s is decreased in length, and as P

1
and P

2
are brought

closer and closer together without limit of closeness, ap-

proaches more and more nearly to a limiting value, which
we define as the speed of the point at P.

The direction of the motion at P, and the speed thus

defined, constitute the complex idea of the velocity at P.

3. Illustrations of Varying Speed. Curve of Speed. That
a continuously varying speed has a definite value at each
instant may be illustrated in the following manner. Two
trains are running side by side, one at uniform speed v,

the other with varying, let it be supposed increasing, speed.
A passenger on the latter train, regarding the carriages
of the other, sees them at first moving ahead

;
but they do

so more and more slowly as time passes, until at last they
appear to be falling behind. There is an instant at which
the uniformly moving train seems to the passenger in

the other to be standing still, and just then the speed of

his train is v
,
the speed of the uniformly moving train. It

does not however remain v for any interval of time,
however short, but merely passes through that value.

Another illustration is obtained from Atwood's machine,

(see p. 139, and Chap. VI.). Two equal weights are attached

to the ends of a fine string passed over a vertical pulley,
as there described. A small additional weight is placed
on one, and the system at once begins to have a varying
motion. At a certain instant the additional weight is

removed without disturbing the system, and the variation

of the motion is thereby annulled. The motion thereafter

is as nearly uniform as the slight frictional resistances
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which act on the system permit : the varying motion which
existed at the instant has been, so to speak, stereotyped by
the removal of the additional weight.
The existence of a definite value of the varying speed at

each instant is recognised in the methods used by practical
men for its measurement. For example, Bashforth's

chronograph for measuring the speed of a bullet deter-

mines the interval of time taken by the bullet to travel

from one screen to another in its path. The bullet pierces
the screens, and an electrical registering arrangement
marks the time by a line drawn on a moving surface by
a pencil. The distance between the screens is known, the

interval of time in which the bullet traverses it is got from
the length of the line drawn and the rate of motion of the

pencil, and the speed is calculated.

Now it is important to know as nearly as possible the

speed of the bullet when it leaves the muzzle of the rifle.

Hence one screen is placed close to the muzzle, and the

other as near the former as is consistent with accuracy of

the time measurement. The speed found is the average
speed of the bullet for the interval, and it is evident that

the closer the screens are together the more nearly is this

average speed the speed at the first screen.

It is usual to denote the limiting value of the ratio s/t,

ds
when t is made small without limit, by the notation ---,

or, as we shall write it in the text, ds/dt. Here dt may
be taken as denoting any interval of time whatever, small

or large, provided ds is the corresponding displacement
which makes ds/dt have the limiting value of s/t, defined

above as the speed at P. Thus, for example, at P the

speed may be 88 feet per second, so that the numerical
value of ds/dt will be given by assigning to dt any
numerical value n, provided we assign at the same time

to ds the value n x 88. Or if we denote the value of ds/dt

by v, then ds is the distance, v dt, described in any time dt

when the rate of motion is v. The Newtonian or fluxional

notation will also be used in what follows for time-rates

of change of quantities. Thus, instead of ds/dt we shall

often use s, instead of dv/dt, v or a, and so on.
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4. Distance traversed at Varying Speed. The distance s

described in the interval between t = t and =
15
when the

value of v varies from instant to instant, is given by the

equation ch

8=\ VCU, (1)

where the expression on the right has the following signi-
fication. Let the interval of time from t to t be divided

into a succession of n short intervals and let

the value of v at the middle of t
1
be vv at the middle of t

2

be v
2 ,

...
,
and so on. Then the whole distance which would

be travelled along the path in the interval ^ 1 ,
if the

speed during each interval were what it actually is at

the middle of that interval, would be the sum

S
l =l\T1+ V

2
T
2 +... + VnTn (2)

Clearly in the case of continuously varying motion this

approximates more and more closely without limit to the

A 2 Time M N

Fig. 1.

true value of the distance traversed in the time t^ 1
,
as

the intervals rv t2, ...tw are made shorter and shorter,
and their number n increased without limit. The limiting
value s of s

x
when this is done is the meaning of the

right-hand side of (1).

This is illustrated by the diagrams (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

The interval of time f
x

1 is represented by the straight
line AB, and AAV A t

A
2 ,

...
,
A nB, the segments into which
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AB is divided, represent the shorter intervals tv t
2 ,

...
,
Tn ,

which make up the interval t t . For any instant,

represented by M on the line AB, the true value of v is

the length of the ordinate MP, drawn from M to meet the

curve GPD, which is drawn so as to represent the mode of

variation of v. The successive ordinates dotted in midway
A

3 ,
and so on,between A and A

lt
A

x
and A

2 ,
A 2

and

represent the speeds v
1}
v
2,v3 ,... at the instants represented

by the mid-points of the intervals AA
X ,
A

X
A

2 ,
A

2
A

? , and

so on, of AB. Thus the sum of the areas of the rectangles

standing on AA
lt
A

X
A

2 ,
A

2
A

S ,
... is v

1
t

1+ v
2
t

2+ v
3
t
3+ ...

,

or s, that is the distance which would be traversed on the

supposition stated above.

But we might have proceeded on either of other two

suppositions, (1) that the speed throughout each interval

is the actual speed at the beginning of that interval, (2)
that the speed throughout each interval is the actual speed
at the end of that interval. Calling the speeds according
to (1) v\, v2, ... v'n ,

we get a distance travelled in time ^ t^

S
' =

V-Tj+ v'2r2+ . . . +<Tn .

Again, calling the speeds according to (2) v[, v2 ,..., v"n ,

we obtain for the distance traversed,

s" =
I'i'Tj+ vIt2 -f- + v"nrn .
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Here s'is the area contained between AB, the end ordinates

of the curve and the lower steps which form the tops of

the rectangles on AA
X ,
A

X
A

2 ,
... AnB (see Fig. 2), while s"

is the area bounded by AB, the end ordinates of the curve
and the uppermost steps which form the tops of the

rectangles. If now, as is always possible, the intervals

AA
X ,
A

X
A

2 ,
...

,
A nB, that is t

x ,
t

2 ,
... rn ,

be so taken that

the curve lies everywhere above a lower step and below an

upper step, the true area between AB, the end ordinates

and the curve will lie between s' and ". Moreover, the

values of S lie between these, for clearly s'OO".
If, now, each of the intervals AA

Y ,
A

X
A

2 ,
...

,
A nB be

diminished without limit and their number n be increased

without limit, so that always

AB =AA
l+A 1

A
2 +... +AnB,

the difference s" s' will diminish without limit, and both
s' and s", with s, which lies between them, will approximate
without limit of closeness to the area contained between

AB, the end ordinates, and the curve, that is to s, the true

distance traversed in the time t
1

1 . This is the meaning
of equation (1) 4.

The connection of the extremities of the ordinates repre-

senting the speeds at successive instants by a definite curve
is the graphical representation of the law of dependence of

the speed on the time. In other words, the speed is some
function of the time, or as it is usually written, v=f(t).
We have then for (1) 4,

(1)=
[

1

f(t)dt.
J to

The body of rules for the evaluation of s when f(t) is

known constitutes that part of the Integral Calculus which
deals with what are called definite integrals.
A speed-curve drawn with speeds laid down as ordinates

against distances travelled as abscissae, is convenient for

some purposes. It enables, as we shall see, accelerations in

the direction of motion to be easily represented graphically.

5. Uniformly Varying Speed. The curve connecting the

upper extremities of the ordinate in Fig. 2 is in this case a
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straight line, and the end ordinates are v
, Vq+ol^ 1

).

The area contained between AB, the end ordinates, and the

curve is now the product of the length of base AB and the

length of the mean ordinate, which is

iK+%+a(*i-*o)} or
*>o+ M*i-A))-

But AB = t
1

t
,
and therefore, since s, the distance

traversed in time t
x

t
,
is numerically equal to this area,

we have 8^-gK+ iaft-y} (1)

or s = v (t1 -t )+ hMk-tof (2)

If the time be reckoned from the instant represented by
A, we have t = 0, and the interval is simply tv Then

8=^+^ (3)

This is the case of a speed which increases uniformly
with the time, and has an initial value v

,
which may be

either positive or negative ;
that is, the initial speed

may be either in the direction of the part OL(t t ) added in

time t t
,
or in the direction opposed to that. A body

moving vertically under gravity fulfils very approxi-

mately these equations.

Ex. 1. Let f(t)
= v + (x.t, which is the case of motion of a point

which has uniform acceleration a. in the line of motion.

We have /. . x . i /. . v>

that is, <**= $[{v + a.(t l
-t )}

2
-v%\

=
iif

i

1 -$vl,

where vt ,
v are the final and initial speeds.

Ex. 2. If a body moves under uniform retardation r, and starts

with speed v
,
it travels in time t

x
1 a distance

s=v (t l
-t )-hit1

-t )
2

.

Here the speed at time t is v -r(t-t ),
and therefore

rh
s= {v -r(t-t )}dt

= v (t1
-t )-r(t1

-toy.

If the body is just brought to rest at time t=t
x ,

we have
r(h

~ io)
= v

i
and * becomes r(^ -t )

2
.

Ex. 3. A train starts from a station A, and after 4 minutes stops
at another station B, 2 miles distant. During the first minute the
train is uniformly accelerated, during the next 2h minutes it runs

I
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uniformly, and during the remaining \ minute is uniformly retarded.

Find the acceleration, the uniform speed and the retardation.

If a, r be the acceleration and retardation, v the uniform speed, and

hi hi h tne intervals, we have

by the last example. But clearly r=2a, and v=at
1
=rt3 ,

so that

8= v($t1 + t2+ it3).

Now the distance is 10560 feet, and so taking foot-second units,
we get v= 10560/(30+ 150+ 1 5)

= 54*15.

and therefore a = '902, r= 1 -805.

Thus, indicating the units in the manner explained in 1, we
have

y = 54T5//s, a=-902//s
2
, r=l*805//a

2
.

Ex. 4. A bullet from a service rifle has a speed at the muzzle of

2500//s. If it is shot vertically upwards, find, on the supposition
of zero resistance, how far the bullet will ascend, its speed when at

half that height from the point of projection, and the interval of time
after which it will just have returned to that point.

Ex. 5. It is recorded of Hiawatha that

" He could shoot ten arrows upwards,
Shoot them with such strength and quickness
That the tenth had left the bowstring
Ere the first to earth had fallen."

Supposing that he shot off an arrow every four seconds, find the
initial speed of the first arrow, and the height to which it ascended.

6. Graphical Representation of Directed Quantities. Com-

position and Resolution of Velocities. Relative Velocity.

Any directed quantity can be represented by a straight
line drawn in the specified direction, and made as many
units in length as there are units in the numerical measure
of the quantity. Hence we may represent a velocity in

this manner by a straight line so drawn from any
convenient point 0.

Let, then, OA (Fig. 3) represent a displacement in direction

and magnitude, and OB, 00 be adjacent sides of a parallelo-

gram of which OA is the diagonal passing through 0. If

we consider a point displaced along the line OA, it is easy
to see that the step OA is not merely equivalent in result

to the two steps OB, BA, or the two OB, 0C, or the
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two OG, GA, taken in succession; but that when it is

taken any one of these pairs may be regarded as effected

simultaneously. For let the point move along the line OG,
and at the same time let the paper with this line upon it

be carried in the direction OB in such a manner that the

Fig. 3.

Themotion of the point is along the line OA in space

displacements effected are OG and GA, where GA is the

displacement relative to the point moving along OG.

Similarly, BA is the displacement relative to the point

moving along OB. [See Relative Motion in our Elementary
Dynamics.]

Similarly, if OA represent a velocity, that is the dis-

placement per unit of time in that direction, OB and BA,
or OB and OG, or OG and CA, represent three pairs of

velocities made simultaneous or coexistent in the same

way, and each pair is equivalent to the single velocity
OA. Let a be the angle AOB, and let the other angle
OAB, (3 say, be also given. To find OB and OA, we have

OB = CA = OA .

sm0 ^ , OC=BA = OA
sin(oc+ /3) sin(oc+ /3)

since OBA = ir (a+ ,8).

If the second condition assigned be . not the angle f3,

but the length of OB, we have

OG=BA= s/OJz+ OB2-20A. OB cos a

.,, . Q OB .

with sin p = 77^ sin ol.
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If for OA we write v, for OB, or CA, v
x ,
and for OC, or

BA, v
2 ,
we put these equations in the more compact form

sin ft sin ex
v. = v v9 = v

and

sin(a+ i8)'
2

sm(a+ /3)'

v
2
= \A/

2+ v\ 2vv
l
cos oc,

sin p = sm a.

a)

(2)

.(3)

/1

Q
(is/ dz

Pdy /dx

Most frequently the resolution is rectangular, that is

OB, 00 are taken at right angles. Then the equations are

simply v
r
= v cos ol, v

2
= v sin ex (4)

It is clear that in the case of rectangular resolution

the problem is definite if one

angle a, or one component
OB, is given, but that in the

more general case, either both

angles ol and
/3,

or one angle
and one component, must be

given. In both cases the

plane of resolution must also

be specified, as the resolution

may be made in any plane

containing OA.

Further, a given velocity
in any direction OA may be

resolved into components
along three directions not all

in one plane. It is usual to

consider only three directions

which are mutually at right angles, OX, Y, OZ, say

components vXi vy ,
vz of v are given by

VX = V COS OL, Vy = V cos /3,
vz
= v cos y, ....

where ol, {$, y are the angles which the direction of v makes
with OX, OY, OZ respectively.

These give ^ = ^4-^+ ^, (6)

since the condition

cos2oc+ cos2/3+ cos2y = 1 (7)

Fig. 4.

The

(5)
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is fulfilled for the three angles ol, /3, y, which three

rectangular axes make with any direction in space. The
cosines of a, /3, y are called the direction cosines of OA.
The three components vx ,

vy ,
vz are, when taken together,

equivalent to the single velocity of speed v. Now it is a

proposition in geometry of space, easily proved, that the

projection of any line OA (of length v say) upon any other

line OB, inclined at an angle to OA, is equal to the sum
of the projections upon OB of the components (vx ,

vy ,
vz )

of OA parallel to the axes OX, OY, OZ. We have thus, if

ol', ft , y be the angles which OB makes with these axes,

V cos = Vx COS OL + Vy COS ft+ Vg cos y', (8)

or, by the values of vx ,
vy ,

vz found above,

cos 6= cos ol cos ol'+ cos /3 cos ft+ cos y cos y, (9)

a value of cosO which will be frequently of service in

what follows. The notation I, m, n for cos ol, cos
/3,

cos y
is commonly used for brevity. Then (9) is written

cos 6=W+mm'+ nn' (9
r

)

Any number of coexisting velocities can be compounded
so as to give an equivalent system of velocities. Thus the

two velocities of speeds v
lt
v
2 ,
discussed above, are equivalent

to the single velocity of speed v given by equation

v = Jv\+ v
I 2t\v2

cos 0, (10)

where is the angle of inclination of the direction of v
2
to

that of vv The single velocity found is the resultant

of the two given velocities. Its direction is in the plane of

the given velocities and inclined to the direction of v
1

at an angle a given by

cosa= -^ v 11 /

v

Now take the more general case of a number n of

coexisting velocities of speeds v
lf

v
2 ,

v
3 , ... vn . Take three

axes at right angles to one another, OX, OY, OZ, and let

these axes make with the direction of v
x angles ol

1 , /3ly yx ,

with the direction of v
2 angles oc

2 , /32 , y2 >
an(3 so on. Then
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taking the sum of the components of all along OX, of all

along Y, and of all along OZ, we get

vx= v
1
cos 04 4- f2

cos 04 -f- . . . 4- vncos an^

vy= i^cos&+ v
2
cos ,82 -f . . . + vn cos n I (12)

vz
= ^cos yx+ ^

2
cos y2+ ...+ t;wCOfl yJ

Thus we get three coexisting velocities of speeds i^, vy ,
vz

which are equivalent to the given system. These have
a resultant of speed v given by

v = Jvl+v*y+ vl. (13)

The direction of v makes with the axes angles the cosines

of which are
^ ^ ^
v' v' V

These results apply also to other directed quantities
which are capable of being resolved and compounded in

the same manner.
If the speeds of two particles A, B with reference to

chosen axes be v, v\ in specified directions, then the

velocity of A relatively to B is obtained by compounding
with the velocity of A, a velocity equal and opposite to

that of B. Thus, for example, the component velocities of

the motion of A with respect to B have the speeds, vx v'x ,

Vy v'y y V, Vg . Similarly the components of the velocity of

B relative to A have the speeds v'x vx ,
v'
y

v
y ,

v'z vz .

7. Curve of Velocities Hodograph. Fig. 2 is a diagram
of speeds, that is the ordinates of the curve v=f(t) represent
successive numerical values of the velocities, which may be
in different directions; and the area, taken as specified,

gives the distance traversed between any limits of time

proper to the motion. But now let us suppose that a point
is moving in a curve, and let tangents be drawn to the

curve at successive positions P, Q, R, ... of the moving
point. The directions of motion at these positions are

shown by the arrow heads on the tangents. Now, from a

point 0, let lines Op, Oq, Or, ... be drawn parallel to the

tangents at P, Q, R, ... and in the directions of the arrows,
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and let each line be made as many units in length as there

are units in the velocity which it represents. By taking
the points P, Q, R, ... sufficiently close together we can

determine, as nearly as may be desired, a curve pqr . . . which

might be called with more propriety than the former a

curve of velocities. It is usually called the hodograph of

the motion of the point.

P

Fig. 5.

The hodograph gives to the eye a picture of the mode of

variation of the velocity both in direction and magnitude,
and its chief use is in the determination of the rate of this

variation. In the general case of the motion of a point

along any curve in space of three dimensions it is itself a

three-dimensional curve
;

but for many of the motions
considered in elementary dynamics its form is simple.
For example, in undisturbed planetary motion, the hodo-

graph of the planet is a circle in a plane parallel to the

orbit, with an eccentric point within the circle as the

origin from which the lines Op, Oq, Or, ..., representing
the velocities at different points in the orbit, are drawn.
Other cases will be discussed later when the subject of

acceleration has been dealt with.

8. Acceleration. At a given instant the velocity of a

point is represented by Op, and at a subsequent instant it is

represented by Oq (Fig. 5). By the principle of composition
of velocities, explained above, the velocity represented by
Oq is equivalent to the two coexisting velocities represented

by Op, pq. It is reasonable to take as the change of

velocity (not change of speed) that has occurred in the

interval, r say, between the two instants, the velocity pq,
which, coexisting with the initial velocity, gives the final.
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We now define the average acceleration during the

interval t as the ratio, {velocity pq)jr. It will be observed
that the average acceleration for the interval t, as thus

defined, has direction (that of the chord pq of the hodograph)
as well as magnitude. It is also clear that as r is made
smaller and smaller without limit, the direction of the

chord pq approaches more and more, without limit of

closeness, to that of the tangent to the hodograph at p.
Now the limiting value of the ratio pq/r, as q is brought
more and more nearly into coincidence with p, is defined

to be the acceleration at the position P of the point in

its path, that is the acceleration when the velocity is

represented by Op. Hence the acceleration of the moving
point at the instant when it is at P is in the direction of

the tangent to the hodograph at the corresponding point p.
Now suppose a second point to move in the hodograph,

so that as the first point moves in the path the second is, at

every instant, at the extremity of the line representing the

velocity for that instant. The rate at which the second

point moves along the hodograph is then, at each instant,
both in magnitude and direction the acceleration of the

particle ; or, as it is sometimes, though not quite properly,

put, the velocity in the hodograph is the acceleration in the

path.
We insert here some examples of rectilinear motion and

acceleration.

Ex. 1. A crank OA turns with uniform angular speed w about 0,
and a connecting rod AB pivoted at A communicates rectilinear

motion in the fixed direction to a cross-head B : to find the speed of

B at any instant.

Let x denote the distance OB, a the length of the crank OA, I the

length A B of the connecting rod, the angle A OB, and
<f>

the angle
ABO. We have

x=acos 0+lcoscf), a sin 9=1 sin
<f>,

and therefore x= -a sin 6. 6 -I sin
</>. <j>,

which, since a cos Q . Ql cos
cf>

.
</>,

becomes

x= - x tan
(f>

. 6= lux tan <.

This simple expression for the speed of the cross-head suggests the

following construction, for which the student should draw his own
figure. Produce BA to meet in C a perpendicular to BO drawn
from 0. Then, if OA be taken to represent the speed of A, that is

g.d. B
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ad at right angles to OA, OC will represent the speed of B, which
is at right angles to OC, from B towards 0, or towards B, accord-

ing to the position and direction of motion of the crank. Or if a
distance OD= OC be laid off from along the crank, the speed of B
is numerically equal to the speed of the point D. According as B is

moving towards or in the opposite direction, OD may be laid off

from towards A or in the opposite direction. At the "
dead-points,"

where <f> is zero, OD is of zero length. When the crank is at right

angles to the line of motion of B, x has a maximum numerical value,
for then x tan

<f>
= a. The angle < has then the value sin-1 (/), and

oscillates from sin-1 (a/7) to -sin-1
(a/7) and back again in each revolu-

tion of the crank.

Ex. 2. To find the acceleration of the cross-head B in last example.
From the equation *= -oj.rtan^> we obtain

x -
io{x tan <f>+x(l + tan2

<)(}

= - to
2x

|(1
+ tan2

<) j^-|-
tan2

^}

/, I cos d> a cos ,\
(d

zx[ 1 T
-j

sec39 1,

since sin #/sin <f>
=

l/a. But

(I cos <
- a cos 0)/l

= (xl cos <f>
- xa cos 0)1x1 (I

2 -
a?)/xl,

since x= a cos + 1 cos
</>,

and 2 sin2 < = a2 sin 2
6. Thus we have

I
2

secs
cf>

This expression for x suggests the following construction. Along
BA produced, and backward along AB, lay off AE and ^i^each equal
to OA. Then BE=l+ a, BF=l-a. Along BO layoff BG= l and
BF' = BF=l- a. Join EG, and through F' draw F'H parallel to GE.
Then we have BHjBE=BF'jBG, that is BH/(l+ a) = (l-a)/l. Hence
BH= (I

2 a2
)j l. It may be noticed that H is the point at which the

connecting rod is met by a perpendicular let fall from to the rod

when OA is at right angles to BO.
Now draw HI, IK, KL, perpendiculars to BR, BI, BE, respectively,

so that K is on BA, and 2, L are on BO. Then BI=Bff sec
<f>,

BK=BI sec
</>,

and BL=BK sec
<f>,

so that

BL=BE sec3
<f>
=

{I
2 - a2

) sec
3
tyl.

Hence LO= x - (I
2 -a2

)
sec3

<}>/
1 and -x= j

2 .LO.

Thus, on the scale on which ^0( = a) represents
the acceleration of

the point A in the circular motion, LO represents the acceleration

of the cross-head B.
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Ex. 3. A steamer sails at a speed of 30 feet per second in the
direction from North to South, and a wind blows from West to East
with a speed of 12 miles per hour. If the particles of smoke are

supposed to come to rest relatively to the air just above the funnel

mouth, find the speed of a particle of smoke relative to the steamer.
The relative speed is 12 miles per hour or 176 feet per second from

West to East, and 30 feet per second from South to North, that is a

speed of 3478 feet per second in a direction to the North of East,
inclined to the Easterly direction at the angle tan-1 (30/17 '6). This is

the direction of the stream of smoke with reference to the steamer.

Ex. 4. To find the motion of the cross-head B in Ex. 1 relative to
the crank-pin A.
The cross-head has speed (ax tan < in the direction from B

towards 0. The motion of the crank- pin at right angles to 0A gives
a component co sin 6 in the direction from B towards and a

component ioa cos 6 in the direction of the perpendicular drawn

through A from the line OB. Thus we have for the motion of B
relative to A the components iox tan

(f>
iaa sin 6 from B towards

and a>acos# along the perpendicular from A on the line of stroke.

The resultant is a>(.r
2tan2<-2a#tan <sin d+ a2

)* and makes the angle
tan-1 {a cos 6j{x tan <f>

- a sin 0)} with the line of stroke, on the opposite
side of that line from A.

It will be noticed that this relative motion is transverse to the line

of stroke at the dead points and zero when the crank is at right
angles to that line.

Ex. 5. To find the acceleration of the cross-head B relative to the

crank-pin A.

The acceleration of B is (o
2
{x-(l

2 a2
)sec

3
<f>/l\

in the direction from
B towards 0. The acceleration of A is <o

2a from A towards 0.

Applying to B an acceleration equal and opposite to that of J, we
have for the components of relative acceleration of B,

(o
2
{x {I

2 a2
)sec

3
<f>/l } (o

2a cos 6

in the direction from B towards 0, and orsin 6 in the direction from
OB towards A along the perpendicular let fall from A on OB. The
resultant relative acceleration is therefore

J2 /y2 72 q2, ^

ia
2
{{x

-
j

sec3
(fi)

2+ a2 - 2a(x -, sec3 <)cos 0}*,

and is inclined to the line of stroke at the angle

tan-1 {a sin Qj[x
-

{I
2 a2

)sec
3
<\>\l

- a cos 6] }

on the side of that line towards A.

9. Angular Velocity. Directed Quantities referred to Moving
Axes. Rate of Growth of Directed Quantity. If a straight
line be turning about one extremity, the angular speed
of the line is measured by the speed of the point at unit
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distance from the fixed end. The specification of the

plane and direction of turning is required to complete the

idea of angular velocity.
The following simple theorem, which is easily proved,

will be of great service in what follows. If any directed

quantity (of amount L say), characteristic of the motion
of a body, be associated with a line or axis 01 (Fig. 6)..

which is changing in direction, it causes a rate of pro-
duction of amount ooL of the same quantity for a line or

axis, Om, at right angles to 01, towards which 01 is

turning with angular speed oo. If M be the amount of

the same quantity already associated with this latter line

or axis, the total rate of growth of the quantity in that

direction is M+coL.
To prove this, let 01 have turned towards 0m, in the

short interval of time dt, through an angle dO, from the

position at right angles to 0m.
The extremity of the vector

L has moved a distance LdO
parallel to Om. There is now
a component of L along Om
of amount L sin d6, or simply
LdO, since dO is small. This

is produced in time dt, and

,L^0 therefore the rate of produc-
tion is L dO/dt, or Loo, if oo

denote the angular speed

dO/dt, or 0, as we shall usually
write it. To Loo falls to be added M, the rate of growth of

M, the amount of the quantity already associated with Om.
The student may easily convince himself that the rate of

variation L of L contributes nothing to the rate of growth
of the quantity along Om.

It will be observed by the student that L is the amount
of the directed quantity for the position of 01 at the

instant under consideration, and M that for Om in its

position at the instant, since Om may also be a line of

reference for the motion of the body, and be itself in

motion. In short, L and M are the amounts of the directed
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quantity for fixed axes coinciding with the instantaneous

positions of 01 and Om, and the rate M+ Lw is associated

with the fixed axis with which Om at the instant coincides.

It is to be remembered that L+ Ldt, M+Mdt are

components of the directed quantity for the axes 01, Om,
in the new positions which they occupy after the lapse of
the short interval of time dt, from the instant considered.

M+Lcd is the rate of growth of the quantity for the

direction which Om occupies at that instant.

The same process may be applied to other vectors of the

same kind turning during dt towards Om, and the total

rate of growth of the quantity obtained for Om by
addition.

The theorem just stated is, as we shall see in the dis-

cussion of the motion of tops and gyrostats, sufficient to

deal with complicated cases of motion ;* but it may be

regarded as a particular case of the following theorem re-

garding a system of three moving axes Ox, Oy, Oz (Fig. 7).

\a

Fig. 7.

Let these make at time t angles a, ft, y with a fixed axis

Ok, and be in motion about the fixed point 0, so that

a, /3, y are changing at the time-rates d, /3, y. Then the

component K of the quantity associated with Ok is given by

K= Lcosol+M cos fi+N cosy, (1)

*See a paper by A. Gray in the Transactions of the Institution of
Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland for 1905.
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so that

K= L cos a. 4-M cos /3+ iV' cos y

La. sin a M/3 sin /3 Ny sin y (2)

If now we suppose that Oy coincides at the instant con-

sidered with Ok, then /3
= 0, <x = y = 7r/2, and we have

K=M-L(x-Ny7- (3)

But, clearly, if the system of axes be turning, as shown
in the diagram, with the angular speeds indicated, namely
w

1
about Ox, w

2
about Oy, and <o

3
about Oz, Ox is turning

towards Oh with angular speed o>
3 ,
and so o>

3
= d

;
simi-

larly Oz is turning away from Ok with angular speed
w

1 ,
and so w

1
= y1

. Thus we have

K=M+Lwz-Nco1 (4)

The motion of the system of axes causes growth of the

component associated with the fixed axis Ok, with which

Oy coincides at the instant, at rate Lw^ Nw-^, of which the

part Lcd
3 arises from the rate of approach of Ox to Ok, and

Nw
l
from the rate of recession of Oz from Ok. [See

further with regard to moving axes, 15.]

10. Examples of Acceleration. As examples of this

theorem we may take the following. The line 01, of

length r say, is turning
about with angular

speed in a given plane,

say that of the paper.
The rate at which the

point I is moving parallel
to Om, that is the rate of

growth of the distance of

I from any straight line

drawn parallel to 01 in

the plane of the paper,
and to the right of 01 in

the diagram, is rd. This result has already been found in

9, if we take L there as representing the length r of 01.

Fig. 7 a.
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Again, let us consider a point moving in a given curve,
and endeavour to determine its acceleration. If P be the

position of the point at the instant, and the speed be v,

the component of acceleration along the curve at P is v.

But since the path is curved at P this is not the only
component of acceleration. Let PC (Fig. 8) of length R
be the radius of curvature of the path at P, that is let C
be the centre of the circle passing through P and two

points P ,
P

1 infinitely close to P,
and situated one on the left, the

other on the right of P, as in the

diagram. By the theorem stated

above the rate of growth of velocity
in the direction from P towards C
is

V(j>,
where

<p
is the angular speed

with which the tangent at P is

turning round towards the direc-

tion PC. But clearly <j>
= v/R, and '

F 8
therefore velocity of the point in

the direction PC is growing up at rate v2
/R. The two

components, v along the curve and v2
/R towards the centre

of curvature, thus found are the total components for these

directions, and therefore when compounded give the re-

sultant acceleration. This result holds whether the curve

lies in a plane or in space of three dimensions.

The result may also be derived from the hodograph.
The resultant acceleration, ol say, in the path is represented

by the velocity of the imaginary particle (Fig. 5, 7) in

the hodograph. Resolving ol into two components, one per-

pendicular, the other parallel to Op, we see that the amount
of the former is the speed perpendicular to Op, of the

imaginary particle. This is clearly V(j>,
that is v2

/R,
since

<p,
the angular speed of the radius to the imaginary

particle, is that with which the tangent at P is turning.
The other component, that parallel to Op, is obviously v.

Ex. 1. A particle moves in a plane curve with varying speed v, and
a second particle moves so as always to be at the centre of curvature
of the path for the position of the first. Find the accelerations of the

second particle parallel to the tangent and normal of the path.
The speed of the second particle along the normal is dpjdt or v dp/ds,
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where p is the radius of curvature, and the speed at right angles to

this is zero. But the tangent to the path turns round in time dt

through the angle dO=ds/p, and the tangent to the evolute, the radius

of curvature of the path, turns in the same time through the same

angle, while the point of contact moves a distance dp. The curvature
of the evolute is therefore (ds/dp)lp. The acceleration of the second

particle towards the centre of curvature of the evolute, that is parallel
to the tangent to the path, is therefore (dp/dt)

2
(ds/dp)/p or (v

2
dpjds)/p,

and is clearly in the direction opposed to the motion of the first

particle.

Again, the acceleration along the evolute is

v'dv'/dp, where v' = v dpjds.

But dv'/dp
=

(dv'/ds)ds/dp, so that we obtain v'dv'jdp= vd(v dp/ds)/ds.

se ol,

Ex. 2. A particle moves in a cycloid in such a manner that its

resultant acceleration is always perpendicular to the base. Prove
that the acceleration is inversely proportional to the fourth power of

the radius of curvature at each point.
Refer to Fig. 41. Resolving the acceleration normally and tan-

gentially, and calling the component perpendicular to the base ol,

weget + *;*ol= sin d> + v ~r~ cos <t>,

p
r ds ^

and also, because the component parallel to the base is zero,

v2 . do . ,
cos 6+ i! T sin d>= 0,

p
^ ds ^

But p= asivi(f> and v= <as'm
<f>. cf>,

and the last equation can be
written , , ,

COS
<p>

: \ dv ^
sin <p

^ v dt

which gives, by integration, vsin < = const.

But the second equation gives v dv/ds= (v'
2

/p) cos ^>/sin <, and so

the equation for a. becomes

4ay2 64 3
, . .

a.= ;r-
=

-; (const.V
P
2

P*

by the relations v sin < = const, and p= 4asin<.

Ex. 3. A particle moves in a catenary of which the intrinsic equation
is s= c tan

cf> [Gibson's Calculus, 142] ;
the direction of its acceleration

at any point makes equal angles with the tangent and normal to the

path at that point. If the speed at the vertex be u, find the speed
and the acceleration at any other point.
The normal and tangential accelerations must have equal values,

that is s= s
2
/p. But by the equation of the path, we have

p = (/6-V/c =
(c'

2+ s2)/c,
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s

so that we get ~=
>

'

C2

Integrating, we obtain

log s= tan"1 - + C=<f>+C,

where C is a constant. Now let < = at the vertex, where s= u, and
we have log(skt)

=
d>, that is . .

The whole acceleration is *j2s\ and therefore its value is

P c

Ex. 4. The speed of a particle moving in a parabola is v at distance

r from the focus
; prove that the acceleration of the particle is the

resultant of a component a = \{d{v
2
r)jdr) jr parallel to the axis and a

component ar
= lr{d(v

2
jr)/dr} outwards along the radius-vector.

Let
<j>

be the angle between the radius-vector and the tangent at

the position P of the particle at time t, p the perpendicular from the

focus on the tangent, and p the radius of curvature. Eesolving
normally and tangential ly, we get

= {a
- ar) sin <>, v-r- (a+ ar) cos cf>.

But l/p= (dp/dr)/r, sin (f>=p/r, cos
<f>
= drjds. Also, in the parabola,

if a. be the distance of the focus from the vertex, p'
2= a.r. Hence the

equations just written become

9 1 dp dv

p dr ' dr
Thus we get

_ 9 1 dp ,

dv dv 1 dp
p dr dr dr p dr

But the relation p
2= a.r gives (dp/dr)/p

=
l/2r, and therefore

dr

dr

which prove the proposition.

_v
2
_l d^(f\

2r 2 dr\r r

11. Curvilinear Motion. Radial and Transverse Components.
As another example we find the components of acceleration

in two directions chosen as follows : a line OP drawn from
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any origin to the position P of the moving point, and
a line PT drawn at right angles to OP in the plane

determined by OP and the

direction of motion at P.

Denoting the length of OP
by r, and resolving v into

two components, one along
OP and the other along the

transverse PT, at right angles
to OP, as in the diagram
(Fig. 9 ), we get for the former
r and for the latter rw, if P,

x as we may suppose it to do,

accompanies the point in its

motion and cd is the angular velocity with which OP then
turns. We have thus

v = (r
2+ <oV2

)* (1)

If the motion is in one plane, ay may be expressed as

the rate of growth of the angle which OP makes at

the instant under consideration with some fixed line, Ox

say, in the plane of motion. We have then

V = (f.+ Ti&f (2)

The reciprocal 1/r, that is the shortness of r, is fre-

quently employed in such expressions as these for the

speed in the path. Putting u = 1/r, we have

t?=l
i(us+ti*fr) (3)

If, as is the case in a class of motions which we shall

have to consider later, = hu2
,
where h is a constant,

vw=hw, ^={^e) =^(^1, (4)

so that v8=
^{(^)8+u2}' (5)

a form which will be of great service in the discussion of

the class of motions referred to.
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rcosdd<t>

If p be the length of the perpendicular let fall from
the origin on the tangent to the path at P, then it is clear

that h = vp. This value of h substituted in (5) gives

7-?+". (6)

a geometrical relation which is also of much service in the

discussion of orbital motion.

12. Polar Coordinates in Three Dimensional Space. Lastly,
in the case of three dimensional motion, the speed of the

moving point can be expressed as follows. Take coordinates

(Fig. 10) according to the following specification : (a) the

distance, OP= r, from the origin to the moving point,

(b) the angle 6 which OP
makes with a fixed plane

through 0, and (c) the

angle (p
which the projec-

tion OM of OP on this

latter plane makes with a
fixed line OX in the same

plane. For example, the

position of a point on the

earth's surface is fixed by
the distance r of the point
from the centre 0, the

geocentric latitude 0, that

is the inclination of OP to

the plane of the equator,
and the longitude (p,

that

is the angle which the meridian plane of the point a

plane through the poles and the point makes with the

meridian plane of some specified place, e.g. a certain point
in the Greenwich Observatory.

If, then, r, 0, cj>
be the coordinates, as thus defined, of the

first extremity of the element of path ds described in the

element of time dt, r+dr, 6+ d6, <p+ d<p will be the co-

ordinates of the other extremity. The length of ds is, as

the diagram shows,

{ (drf+ (r dOf+ (r cos . dcf>f ) *.

& ^/rcosdd<t>

Fig. 10.
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Hence v= {f
2+ r262+ r2 cos2 .

2
}* (1)

The change from these coordinates to coordinates x, y, z

with reference to rectangular axes OX, OY, OZ, is to be

made by the relations, which are obvious from the diagram,

x = OM cos
(f>
= r cos 6 cos

<J>\

y = OM sin = rcos0sin <j>\ (2)

z r sin J

Sometimes the angle which OP makes with a line OZ,

perpendicular to the plane in which is measured that is

the co-latitude in the terrestrial reference is taken as the

second coordinate 0. The expression for v requires only
the substitution of sin2 # for cos2 # on the right when this is

done
;
but the relations (2) become

x = r sin cos
<p, 3/

= r sin (9 sin 0, z = r cos (3)

13. Radial and Transverse Components of Acceleration. We
can now find expressions for the component accelerations

along and at right angles to the radius-vector for a point

moving in any path. Referring again to Fig. 9, we see

that PT is turning round with angular speed w towards the

instantaneous position of PO, and that the production of

OP outwards, that is PS, is turning, also with speed w,

towards the instantaneous position of PT. We have from
the former turning rco . to, or w2

r, for the rate of production
of speed along PO, or w2r along OP, and from the latter

turning a rate ro> of growth of speed along PT. But the

speed r, along OP, gives a rate of growth of speed r in

the same direction; and the speed wr along PT gives a rate

of growth of speed wr+ rw in that direction. The total

acceleration along OP is thus

r a)
2
r,

and the total acceleration along PT is

2ro>+ wr= -
-^l (wr

2
).

r dt x

As before, in the case of motion in one plane, if we call
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the angle POx in that plane 0, we have w = 6, and the

radial acceleration becomes

r r62
,

while that along PT is

(2r0+ r6>)
=
*|(^).

The following method of obtaining these accelerations is

also instructive. In time dt the radius-vector has turned
forward through the angle oodt, and r has grown to r+ dr.

In order to find the acceleration we have to resolve the

velocities, which exist along and at right angles to the

radius-vector in its position after the lapse of dt, along
and at right angles to the positions of OP and PT at the

beginning of the interval dt. The difference in each case

between the result of the resolution and the previously

existing component in the direction in question gives the

change effected in the time dt, and from that, dividing by
dt, and proceeding to the limit when dt is infinitely small,

we get the acceleration required.
At the end of dt, r has grown to r+dr, r to r+ dr, and

w to co+ da), for the new position of the radius-vector. The

speed along the new direction of PT is (w+ dco)(r+ dr).

Resolving now r+ dr and (w+ dw)(r+ dr) along the former

position of OP, and subtracting r, we get the change of

speed in that direction. It is

(r+ (ir)cos (co dt) (go+ doo)(r+ cZr)sin (go dt).

Now in the limit when dt is made infinitely small, so that

all terms of a higher order of smallness than the first,

e.g. than dr or w dt, may be neglected,

cos(codt) = l, sin(ft) dt)
= (*)dt,

and we get for the change specified the value dr o
2rdt.

Hence the rate of growth of radial speed required is

, e r ft>
2
r,

as betore.

In the same way we resolve r+ dr and (go+ day)(r+ dr)

along the position PT had at the beginning of dt, and
obtain ^+ fyyfa (w ty+ (w+ ^,)(r+ ^)Cos(ft) dt)

- cor
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2ra>+ ro) =
-^(a>r

2
),

for the change of speed in this direction which has grown
up in dt. Hence in the limit we get for the rate of growth

Id
2rco+ r6) =

as before.

The results may also be obtained by writing x = r cos 0,

y r sin 0, calculating x, y, and resolving these components
along OP and PT (Fig. 9). This process the student may
go through for himself.

The results obtained in 12 and the present section are

of great importance in the theory of central orbits, where,

however, the motion considered is, so far as we shall deal

with it, confined to one plane. The expressions for the

accelerations are, however, those also for a curve in space.

14. Uniplanar Motion of a Point. Revolving Axes. Com-

ponents of Velocity and Acceleration. As another example,
let the motion of a point P in one plane be referred to

two rectangular axes OX, Y, which are revolving in

their own plane about 0, with angular speed co. Let the

coordinates of the point P, with reference to these axes,

at the instant considered, be x, y. Now the axis OY is

turning away from the instantaneous position of OX, and
the coordinate of P in the direction given by that position
is changing in consequence at rate coy. The alread}^

existing value of x is growing at rate x. Hence speed of

P resolved parallel to the instantaneous position of OX
is x coy.

Again the axis OX is turning towards the instantaneous

position of OY, and the rate at which the ^/-coordinate
of P is growing in consequence is cox. But y is growing
at rate y : hence the speed of the point P parallel to the

instantaneous position of Y is y 4- oox.

Calling these speeds u, v, we have the equations

u = x coy, v = y+ cox, (1)

which we shall have occasion to refer to in the solution

of various problems of the motion of a point.
If now we take lines equal in length to u, v, as the x, y

coordinates of another point, with reference to the same

moving axes, the motion of this point will give the

I
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component acceleration of the first point in the directions

of the instantaneous positions of OX and OY. Calling the
values of these accelerations U, V, we obtain by the same

process as before

U = u cov = x 2coy co
2x wy\

(2)V= v+ cou = ij+ 2cox w2
y -f (bx

The terms (by, dx vanish if the angular speed cv is

constant.

If U, V be each zero, and go be constant, the equations
become x 2wy co

2x = 0, y + 2oox <*)
2
y = 0, which are the

equations of motion, referred to uniformly revolving axes,
of a particle moving in the plane of the axes under no
forces. The particle therefore, as we shall see later, moves
in a fixed straight line

;
and hence, if we turn the whole

diagram of axes and moving particle round in its own
plane, with angular speed -co, the axes will be brought
to rest, and the particle will describe a spiral of Archi-

medes. We infer that the component accelerations x, y
of the particle referred to the fixed axes are given by the

equations a = 2y+ a*c, #=-2<H-afy (3)

Ex. 1. If the spiral of Archimedes, r=aO, where 6= (nt, he de-

scribed by turning the radius-vector in the positive direction, it follows

from the result just obtained that the equations of motion are

x= -
2<oy + (o

2
x, y= 2coa;+ (D

2
y.

This can easily be verified directly by differentiation of

x= tot cos lot, y= tat sin a>t.

[See Ex. 5, p. 78.]

Ex. 2. A particle in motion on a horizontal table receives (in con-

sequence of friction) acceleration of amount \ig in the direction opposed
to that of the relative motion. The table rotates with angular speed
to about a vertical axis

;
show that if u, v be rectangular components

of the particle's motion with reference to axes, drawn on the table

from the intersection of the axis with its surface, and therefore

turning with angular speed w, the equations of motion are satisfied by
the values

u =
( V- figt) sin {w(*

- 1
)},

v= (V- jxgt) cos {<o(t
- 1 )},

where Fand tn are constants depending on the initial circumstances.
'

[R.N.C.]
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The components of acceleration with reference to fixed axes, with
which the rotating axes coincide at time t, are u-ojv, v+ wu. The

speed-components of the particle are u ojy, v+ mx with reference to

the same axes. Hence the components of the relative
' motion are

u, v. The direction of the acceleration is therefore opposed to the

direction of which the cosines are u/y/u
2+ v2

, vjsJiP+ v2. Thus the

equations of motion are
u

u - mv \ug ,
v+ (ou= fxg

Jv?+ V2 Ju2
-\-V

2

These give at once the two relations

vie uv = i)i{u
2+ v2

\ uit-\-vv= jigsUi
2+ v2.

Differentiating now the values of u, v suggested above, and substi-

tuting in the equations, we get

vii - uv= u>( V ngt)
2
,

uu+ vv jxg(V- /xgt).

But ( V i^gt)
2= u2+ v2

,
and V figt

= \^u2+ v2
,
so that the equations

are satisfied.

Ex. 3. The motion of a particle Pin a plane is referred to axes

Ox, Oy, inclined at an angle a., and rotating in the plane with angular
speed co : to find the component velocities with reference to fixed axes
with which Ox, Oy coincide at the instant.

Let the speeds to be found be u, v. Also let the coordinates of

the particle with reference to Ox, Oy be x, y, and with reference to

two rectangular axes, of which one coincides with Ox be , 77,
and let

these axes also rotate with angular speed w. We have then

= x+y cos a., 77 y sin a.,

so that =a;+ #cosa., 7)=^sinoc.

The speeds with reference to fixed axes coinciding with the rect-

angular axes at the instant are -o>;, r}+ w^. The speeds u, v must

give these components as follows :

(or/
= x+ y cos a. - (ay sin a.=u+ v cos ol,

rj + (D$ = y sin a.+ to.r-fcu^cosa.
= vsincx..

Solving for u, v, we get

u= x (nx cot a. (oy cosec a.,

v=y + u)y cot ex.+ <ox cosec ex..

The same results may be obtained by the reader by subtracting
from x dt, ydt (the displacements in dt along the moving axes) the

displacements due to the turning of the axes.

Ex. 4. The position P of the particle in last example is given by the

lengths p, q of the perpendiculars let fall from P on the revolving
axes Ox, Oy : to find the component speeds u, v along fixed directions

with which these perpendiculars coincide at the instant.
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We take the components u, v, the first from Ox to P and the second
from Oy to P. We get then =pcota. + g'Coseca., y=p, and

-(dt]
= v sin ol, ?) + co u v cos ol.

Hence, substituting for
, -q, , r?,

we obtain

v sin ol=p cot a.+ q cosec a. top,

u - v cos a.=p+ oj (^ cosec ol+p cot a.).

Solving for u and v, we get

u =p(l + cot2 a.)+ q cosec a. cot a.+ (oq cosec ol,

# ==p cot a. cosec a. -f q cosec2 a. axp cosec oc

15. Three-Dimensional Motion. Revolving Axes. Equations
similar to (1) and (2) can be obtained for any other directed quantities
characteristic of the motion, and associated with the axes Ox, Oy.
To complete the subject here, we may take three rectangular axes

Ox, Oy, Oz, which are in motion as follows : the axes Oy, Oz revolve

about Ox with angular speed Wj , Oz, Ox revolve about Oy with angular
speed o>

2 ,
and Ox, Oy revolve about Oz with angular speed w3 ,

in the

directions shown in Fig. 7. By this motion the mutual rectangularity
of the axes is not interfered with.

Now let F, G, H be the components of any directed quantity with
reference to these axes in the positions which they occupy at time t.

Consider the rate of growth of the component associated with the

instantaneous position of Ox. The turning about Oy is bringing
the axis Oz round toward the instantaneous position of Ox, and the

turning about Oz is carrying the axis Oy away from that position.
From the former results a mte of growth (o2H, and from the latter a

rate of growth ia3G, of the component associated with a fixed axis

coinciding with the instantaneous position of Ox. Hence the total

rate of growth is F-(o3G+ (d.,H. Similarly we obtain for fixed axes

coinciding with the instantaneous positions of Oy, Oz, rates of growth
of the components associated with them,

6 -(x>
xH+^F, H- w2F+ bi

x
G.

If we call these three rates L, M, N, we have the equations

L=F-w3G+u)2H\
M=G-(o

lH+(J>3F\- 0)

N=H-<o2F+oi lGJ
In precisely the same way as before ( 14) we get for the time-rates

of variation of the components of the quantity (L, M, N) for fixed

axes coinciding with Ox, Oy, Oz,

U=L -u)3M+<o2N]
V^M-^N+^L

[
(2 )

in which the values of L. tf
t
V are to be inserted from (1).

o.d. C
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The resultant of L, M, N or U, V, W is the rate of displacement of

the outer extremity of the vector representing F, G, H or L, M, N, as

the case may be.

If for example F, G, H=x, y, z, the speeds of a particle with
reference to the moving axes, and u, v, w be the components with
reference to fixed axes coinciding with the moving axes at the instant.

u =x-u>3y+ a>22,
"j

(3)

Example. To find the components of velocity and acceleration along
the radius-vector, the tangent to the meridian, and the tangent to

the parallel of latitude, for the instantaneous position of the point
of Fig. 10.

These directions are to be regarded as fixed axes, with which the

moving OP and the tangents carried with it coincide at the instant

considered.

The speed-components are r, rB, rcos #.(/>, if B is taken as shown in

Fig. 10, and r, rB, rsin B.<j> if the angle POZ, the colatitude, is taken

as B. In the latter case rB is in the opposite direction to rB in the

former.
Now take the acceleration-component along the instantaneous

position of OP. We have first the part r of this component. Next
we observe that as P makes in dt the step rdB in the plane POZ
that transverse step turns through the angle dB away from the fixed

outward direction OP, and therefore, by 9, furnishes rBdB, increase

of speed along OP, that is a rate - rB2 of growth of speed along OP is

caused by the turning.

Again, as P moves in dt through rcosB.dcf> along the parallel,
the direction of the parallel turns towards the first perpendicular
from P on OZ, and a rate r cos B . 4>

2 of growth of speed along that

perpendicular is the result. This has components rcos2
B.4>

2
along

the fixed direction PO, and rsin #cos B.
</>

2 in the direction of the

transverse rdB. The total acceleration along the fixed direction OP is

therefore
-.._ r^ _ f CQg2 Q ^= +p _^

The acceleration along the meridian at P is found in the same

way to be ,

%(rB)+ rB+ r cos B . <b
2 sin B,

at

that is l^ (r
2
B)+ r sin B cos B .

<j>

2
.

r dt

If the colatitude is taken as B, this must be changed to

i_f(r2(9)-rsin<9cos0.4>
2
,

r dt

and the direction is opposed to the former direction.
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Along the parallel of latitude we have (1) the part d(r cos 6. <j>)fdt

of the total component of acceleration, (2) the part due to the moving OP
along which the speed is f, (3) the part due to the moving transverse

to OP in the plane POZ, along which the speed is r$. Now, with

respect to (2), we observe that r along OP resolves into r sin along
OZ and rcosO along OM, of which the latter only changes direction
with respect to the fixed position of the parallel at P. The result

is acceleration rcosd.cf) along that fixed direction. Again, for (3),

rd resolves into rd cos 9 along OZ and -r9s\n9 along OM. The
latter gives acceleration -

rd<j> sin 9 along the parallel, the former

gives nothing. The total acceleration along the parallel is therefore

d(r cos 9 . ^>)jdt + r cos 9<j>
-

r9<f> sin 0, that is

1 ^(r
2 cos2 0.</>),

r cos dr

or, if the colatitude is taken for 6,

r&mddr r

16. Curvilinear Motion in Space of Three Dimensions.

Normal and Tangential Accelerations. From the result in

10 we obtain some geometrical results of interest. The

components of acceleration of a point moving in a curve
in space of three dimensions are v2

/R towards the centre of

curvature, and v, or s, along the curve in the direction

of motion. Hence the resultant acceleration is (v*/R
2+ v2

)*,

which is inclined to the direction of motion at the angle

GOH~ 1
{bl(v

4i

IR
2
-\-v

2
)'\ in the osculating plane at the point,

that is the plane containing two consecutive tangents at

the position of the point, or one tangent there and the

radius of curvature.

But the components of velocity along any system of

fixed axes Ox, Oy, Uz are x, y, z (which are such that
v'

2 = x2+ y
2+ z2

),
and the accelerations along these axes are

therefore x, y, z. Hence the resultant acceleration is
i

(x
2+ ij

2+ z2
y. Thus we have the equation

J+#**+if
i+*

1

4

2.or
-^
+ s

2=^+ jj
2 + z 2

0)
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in complete fluxional notation. In the notation of the

differential calculus it is

dt)
, (d

2
s\

2
fd

2x\ 2
, fd

2
y\

2
,

/d%\ 2

From the discussion above it will be seen that the

acceleration s along the curve coincides with the resultant

acceleration only when R = oo . It is not unusual for

students to assume that s is the resultant acceleration,

chiefly because too frequently the only cases considered in

elementary dynamics are those in which there is no
acceleration except in the line of motion. The resultant

acceleration is the square root of the right-hand side

of (2), while
dx..dy..dz..s=
-d,
x+ly+ ds

e (3 >

Equation (1) can be transformed as follows. If, as we
have already supposed, ds be an infinitesimal step along the

curve, taken by the moving point in the correspondingly
small interval of time dt, we have x = s dx/ds.

XT . . q tX> X (X/X S j-j CL X CVX / 4 \

Hence ^fi^+ s& =^R^+s^, (4)

and similar results are derived in the same way from y, z.

These substituted in (1) give the transformation in question

[(3),m
17. Curvature of a Path in Space of Three Dimensions. We

infer from (4) of last section that Rd2
xjds

2 is the .r-direction-cosine of

the radius of curvature. For x is the acceleration parallel to the axis

of x
;
this must be equal to the sum of the two rectangular components

s2/R, s\ each multiplied by the cosine of the angle which its direction

makes with the axis of x. Hence the direction-cosines of the radius

of curvature are
p(^ ^ ^z\

\ds*
y ds2 ' dsV'

Again dx/ds, dyjds, dzjds are the direction-cosines of the tangent to

the curve at the element ds, and

(S^SMS'-*.
dxd^x dyd^ dzdh_ (9)
ds ds2

+
ds ds^dsds2 vw
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The expression on the left of the last equation should not be confused

with the similar in appearance but quite different expression on the

right of (3), 16.

From (1) and (4), 16, we see that if both sides of (4) be squared, and
also both sides of the two similar equations for d2

y\dt
2
,
d2

zjdt
2
,
we

get by addition

-^Hm+m+mhm-
Hence, substituting in (1), we obtain

jdw (d^y (dw (4)

a purely geometrical equation for the curvature of the path at the

element ds.

This result may also be
obtained as follows without
the introduction of the idea

of motion. If the direction-

cosines of the tangent, at a

point P in the curve, be

dv/ds, ...
,

those of the

tangent at a point distant

ds from the former are

d.v/ds+d 2
.v/ds

2
.ds,

Hence if we lay off from an

origin two lines OA, OB,
each of unit length, in the

directions of the two tangents, the coordinates of A and B will be

simply the direction-cosines in each case. This gives for the distance
AB the expression

which, since 0A = 0B=1, is also the measure of the small angle AOB.
But since OA, OB are parallel to the tangents at the extremities of

ds, this angle lias also the measure dsjR. Thus we obtain

ds,

l__Ud,
2

R \\ds*J

v\ 2

the same equation as before, with I, m, n put for dr/ds, dyjds, dzjds.
If I, m, n thus denote the direction -cosines of OA, and l+ dl,

m + dm, n + d?i those of OB, we see from what precedes that the angle
AOB has the measure

{{dl)
2+ {dmy+ {dn)

2
fi or {(dl/ds)

2+ (dmlds)
2
+(dnlds)

2
}ids,

and the cosines of AB have the values Rdljds, Rdm/ds, Rdn/ds.
Further, as the point moves along the path its direction of motion
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turns in the plane of the consecutive tangents at the point with

angular speed <o given by
(1} = (i

2 +m2+ n 2
)h (6)

The same discussion shows that (l
2+ in2+ n2

)h is the angular speed
of change of any direction to which direction-cosines I, to, w, which

vary with the time, apply, whether successive directions of motion of

a moving point or successive directions of an " axis " with which some
directed quantity is associated. If we call this angular speed a>, and
take two lines OA, OB as above, then the direction-cosines of AB
are l/o), to/w, n/io, for R.,dl/ds

=
l/(D, and so for the other direction-

cosines found above for AB.
The discussion above has proceeded on the assumption that there

is no acceleration perpendicular to the osculating plane, that is the

plane of the radius of curvature and the tangent, or the plane of two
successive tangents, say that of the tangent at P and the tangent at a
close point P . This assumption is confirmed by the agreement of the

results of the kinematical and geometrical processes, and justified by
the geometrical conditions fulfilled by the osculating plane. Consider
three close points on the curve, which in order of position are P

, P,
P

x
. The osculating plane through P and P contains the tangents

at P and P, and the osculating plane through P and P
1
contains

the tangents at P and P
l

. The latter plane may be regarded as the
former turned through a small angle about the tangent at P. The
fact that the tangent at /' is common to the two positions of the plane
renders the acceleration perpendicular to the osculating plane zero.

The reader may, as an exercise, frame a formal proof of this result,

by showing that the cosines of the normal to the plane containing the

direction of motion and the resultant acceleration are identical with
those of the normal to the osculating plane at the position of the

moving point.

18. Examples. Motion of Point along a Moving Guide. A
point is in motion along a smooth guiding curve or tube, which is

itself in motion and undergoing deformation in any given manner
;

to find the acceleration of the point.
The velocity of the point for any position P would be s if the guide

were at rest, and the acceleration in the direction of motion would
then be s. But the tangent is changing direction as the point moves,
and this change is in part due to the motion of the guide. Let the

plane of the direction PB, of motion, at the instant considered, and of

the radius of curvature (length R) of the element of path, be the

plane of the paper. If at P the component velocity of the guide
towards the centre of curvature be

,
and the component along

an axis PC drawn upwards at P be
?/,

the components along the

corresponding directions at the farther extremity P' of ds will be

+ dfyds .ds, 7} + drj/ds . ds.

The element ds is therefore turning round towards the instantaneous
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position of PO with angular speed d/ds, and towards the axis PC
with angular speed dtf/ds. These are therefore the angular speeds
with which PO and PC are turning away from the instantaneous

position of ds in the planes BPO, Bl'C
;
and there are rates of gain

of velocity along the instantaneous position of ds from this cause of

amounts d/ds, -rjdrj/ds.

Again, if the element of the guide were at rest there would, with
the displacement along ds, be a change of direction of motion of

amount ds/R, that is the rate of turning of the tangent would be sjR.
This would also be the rate of turning of PO away from the instan-

taneous position PB of the tangent at P. The speed along PO
gives, on account of this turning, a rate of growth of speed along
PB, amounting to -s/R. Hence if & denote the total acceleration

along PBj we have

**a+fS*4
(1)

This theorem is of importance in fluid motion ;
it is given in

Lord Kelvin's Memoir on Vortex Motion (Collected Papers, vol. iv.).

Lord Kelvin's proof proceeds as follows, and affords an example of

some of the results obtained above. Let I, m, n denote the direction-

cosines of PB (as specified above) with reference to any chosen system
of fixed rectangular axes. Then the component velocities of the point
carried as it is with, while moving along, the guide, are x, y, i, and its

component accelerations are x, y, z. Hence

s= lx+ my + nz, S=lx+ my+riz. (2)

Also s=lx+mi/+ n'z + lx+ my + nz=S+lx+ my+ nz (3)

But it has been shown (17) that w=(i
2+m2+ 2

f, is the time-

rate at which the direction of motion is changing as the point
moves along the guide, and here includes the angular turning which
would exist if the guide were fixed, together with that due to the

motion of the guide. It has also been shown that l/o), in/ay, iiju> are

the direction-cosines of the line perpendicular to PB in the plane of

turning at the instant, towards which PB is turning, and Ix+my+nz
is the component, u say, of velocity parallel to that line. Hence we
have r, /A \

s-onc= S, (4)

a result which might have been written down at once by the principle
set forth in 9. But if the guide had been fixed we should have had

u)=slR, and we have here also the angular speed d/ds, in the same

plane as s/R, that is BPO
;
and also the angular speed drj/ds in the

plane BPC. Hence, clearly, <ott = (4/#+c?f/ok)+ 77 cfy/c&, so that

as before.
^(MK
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19. Tangential Acceleration with Space as Independent
Variable. The tangential acceleration s of a particle which
moves along a fixed curve may be written in a special
form which is sometimes useful. The distance s traversed

from any chosen point P ,
on the curve, at which the par-

ticle is situated when = 0, is a function of the interval

of time t, which has elapsed since it was at P
,
so that if

t is known s can be calculated. But, conversely, the

interval of time is a function of s, so that the march of

time may be traced by the displacement of the particle

along the curve. In other words, we may take s as the

independent and t as the dependent variable. We have
then in the first place ds/dt 1/dt/ds, and therefore

.._ds ._ .
d 1

.d
dH /-. x

ds ds dt~ ds2
'

ds

For example, in the testing of gun-powder, a bullet fired

from a rifle pierces a succession of screens, and the instant

of piercing is registered in each case by a chronograph.
It is found that the relation between the interval of time,
from the instant of discharge, and the distance s traversed,
is given by t = a+ bs+ cs2

, (2)

where a, b, c are constants determined by determining the

time for different positions of the screen. This equation

gives dt/ds = b+ 2cs, dH/ds
2 = 2c, and therefore

S
'=
-(64^ (3)

.
The bullet is thus subject to a retardation proportional to

s3
,
which diminishes as the distance s increases.

20. Equation of Hodograph. Case of Falling Body. The

hodograph may be determined in any given case of the
motion of a point by substituting in the equations of motion

(that is the equations which in that case connect the com-

ponents of acceleration x, y, z with certain known quantities,
which are in general functions of the coordinates) rj, f
for x, y, z and determining a relation between constants and

^ f, which are now the coordinates of a point on the
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hodograph. This is always possible, theoretically at least,

since by its definition the hodograph exists in every definite

case of motion.

But it may frequently be determined without analysis.
For example, take the case of an unresisted projectile under
an acceleration g, constant in magnitude and in direction.

Strictly, however, the acceleration produced by gravity
varies in amount with the height of the particle above the

earth's surface, and in direction with the horizontal dis-

placement. We here disregard these variations, and refer

to the direction of the acceleration as vertical, and to any
direction perpendicular to that as horizontal. The applica-
tion of the results to any other case of uniform acceleration

than that approximately given by gravity, can be made at

once by transferring the direction indicated by the adjective
vertical to the acceleration in the case to be con-

sidered. Clearly, then, in this case the hodograph
is a vertical straight line. For the change of

velocity in every interval of time is vertically

downward, and therefore the extremities of the

lines Op, Oq, Or, ...
, representing the velocity at

different positions of the point in its path, must
lie in a vertical line.

Each velocity Op, Oq, ... in the diagram (Fig.

12) has the same projection 0a on the horizontal.

This expresses the constancy of the horizontal

component of velocity, and, as we shall see pre-

sently, corresponds to a property of the path,
which is a parabola with its axis vertical, as fig. 12.

shown in Fig. 13.

To deal with this case analytically, we proceed as follows.

The equations of motion are

jg=0, y=-g, (1)

referred to an axis of x drawn horizontally and an axis of

y drawn vertically upward. Putting , rj
for x, y, we get

i=a, ri
= b-gt, (2)

where a and b are constants. The equations just found are

those of a vertical straight line.
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21. Motion of Projectile in Uniform Field of Force. W
consider the motion of a particle projected initially in any
direction, and thereafter subjected to acceleration constant

in magnitude and direction, which we have seen

approximately the case of an unresisted projectile unde

gravity.
Let 6 be the inclination of the line of projection to the

horizontal and V the initial speed ;
then the vertical and

horizontal components of V are Vsin0o , Vcos0 . The
latter remains unaltered during the motion

;
the vertical

component has become V sin gt, at time t after the

instant of projection. Then the horizontal and vertical

distances of the particle from the point of projection, x
and y say, are (5) given by

x=Vtcos6 , y =Vt sin 6 -l2 gt
2

, (1)

which, by elimination of t, give

:

y
t

y = stanfl -5- F2 f,. x2
, (22 V2 cos2 6

a relation connecting x and y, the coordinates of any poin
on the path, or, as we call it, the equation of the path, from
which all the facts of the motion can be derived.

Here y is measured upward from the point of projection.

Clearly its maximum value has been reached when dy/dx = 0.

Now
g-ta^.-^^*,

(8)

which vanishes when x = V2 sin cos. 6 /g, and therefore

when y = V2 sin2 6 /2g. Denoting these special values of

x, y by a, b, we see that at the point a, b the direction

of motion, the tangent to the path at the point, is horizontal.

It is convenient to transfer the origin of coordinates to the

point a, b, and to measure y downwards from the new
origin. These changes are made by writing x+ a for x,

and b y for y, in (2). The equation becomes

2/
=
2F2cos2

aj2 (4)

or, as we shall write it, x2 =
4>a.y (5)

where a= F2 cos2
/2^r.

:
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particle would have reached in time t if there had been no acceleration
that is P Q2= VH2

. But it is clear that QP=\gt2
,
so that

PQ2= 2{V2
lg).QP.

Hence P Q2=4P F. QP, (

since, as has been proved above, P P V2
/2g.

At any point P on the curve (Fig. 13) draw a tangent PT, a

normal PJY, and a line I'M' at right angles to the axis, and let these

lines intersect the axis in T, N, M'. The distance M'N is called

the subnormal, and has a constant length. For its length is xdx/dy,
and this by the equation of the curve is 2ol. This is a characteristic

geometrical property of the parabola.

Again, by the diagram, if ds be a step along the curve from P,
and -dy, since y is measured downward, be its projection on the axis

of the curve, we have sin 0= -dyjds. But also sin = x/PN. Hence

PN=-x (

^-=-x
b
:=-Za.'-. (

dy y x n

But x is constant, and therefore PN may be taken as representing
the speed s of the particle in the path, with direction turned through a

right angle. The subnormal represents on the same scale, and with
the same change of direction, the constant horizontal speed.

It may be noticed that two paths coplanar with that here dis-

cussed, having the same point Z
J

,
and speed F, of projection, but

inclinations # + a., Oq-cl, where a. is very small, will intersect the

path for inclination $ ,
at the point where the direction of projection

is perpendicular to that of motion. This follows from the fact, which
the student may easily verify, that if two particles be projected from
the same point at the same instant in any two directions, the line

joining the particles remains perpendicular to the line bisecting the

angle between the two directions. Thus the two particles in the case

supposed must cross together the trajectory for O ,
as stated above.

23. Horizontal Range. Range with Path through Fixed
Point. Denoting the range on the horizontal plane through the

point of projection by R, and the latus rectum, or parameter,
of

the curve, that is 2 V2 cos2 6 /g, hy p, and putting y=0 in (2) of 21,

.r=0 and x= R,

V2

where R= sin 20o=ptan 6 (1)

Thus we may write the equation (2), 21, of the curve in the forms

.y=a?tan
0o-^

=
(#-^)

tan #o> tan
#o=f+3^ (2)

The last form is important. Here y is any ordinate of the curve
and yjx, yj(R-x) are the tangents of the angles <f), <f>

which the
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ordinate subtends at P
,
the beginning of the range R, and Po, the

end of the range. Thus we can write the last equation as

tan # =tan</>+ tan</>', (3)

which gives the "elevation" required to enable the projectile just to*

clear a wall of height y at distance x from the firing point, and reach
an object at a distance R-x beyond.
The head H of the speed V and the range R may be employed

to give the equation of the path in a form which is sometimes useful.

We have seen that if the point of coordinates x, y the top of the
wall in the last article lie on the path, tan o y{l/x-{-l/(R-.r)}.

Substituting in (2), 21, and reducing, we obtain

(R-xy-4lff(R-x)+^R*
=

0, (4)

the form referred to. Here it is to be understood that if x, y are

fixed, R varies with H according to this relation
;
but if R and H

are assigned, that is if the speed V of projection and the angle
of elevation 6 are given, then x, y are the coordinates of any point
which lies on the path.

It is easy to show that for a given value of // and a given point
x, y on the path (the top of the wall, say, just referred to) there

are two values of R x at which the shot will reach the horizontal

through the point of projection. That this must be true is evident
from the fact that for the given initial speed there are in general
two elevations which will enable the shot to reach a given point,
if the point can be reached at all with the given speed of projection.

Writing D for R - x in (4), we get, after reduction,

(x
2+y-)D

2
-2xy(2ff-y)D + x2

y
2
=0, (5)

from which we obtain

D=Jf-2{2H-y^2H-yf-(x2+y2yh (6)

There is thus a value below which H cannot be taken if the point
x, y is to be reached at all by the shot, that is

H=\{*J&+&+9) (7)

For any value of H above this there are two values of D, given by
(6), at which the shot will strike the horizontal plane, and there
are two corresponding values of R. A point inside the smaller of

these distances is in no danger of being struck by the shot.

The foregoing problem may be discussed geometrically as

follows. It has been noticed that the head H( = V2
/2g),

that is the distance of P from the directrix, is independent
of 6 ,

so that all paths from P
, with speed V oi projection,

are parabolas which have the same directrix. Their foci
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are all at the same distance V2
/2g from P

,
and therefore

lie on a circle described from P as centre with V2
/2g as

radius. This construction, made in Fig. 14, enables the

,path to be found which passes through a given point P,
the problem just considered analytically. With the dis-

tance of P from the directrix as radius and P as centre,

describe a circle. If P
can be reached at all by
the projectile, with the

given speed of projection,
this circle will intersect

the former circle in two

points, or at least touch

it. Either of the points

FlG< 14# of intersection F1}
F

2
is

the focus of a path by
which the projectile will pass through P, and thus in

general there are, as we have seen above, two possible

paths for a given V. As P is carried further off towards
the right in the diagram, the two points F1 ,

F
2
come closer

and closer together until at last the}^ coincide
;

if P be

carried further off there is no path on which it lies.

24. Envelope of all Coplanar Paths with given Speed of

Projection. Consider the position of P (Fig. 15) for which
the circles just touch in a point R. Draw the line PM
perpendicular to the directrix and produce it to N, so that

PJSf= OP, where is the point of projection. Thus P lies

on the parabola of focus and directrix NL. This para-
bola is the envelope of all the paths which correspond
to different inclinations, all in one plane, of the direction

of projection with velocity V from 0. To prove this take
as origin. The equation of a path is

y = xt&r\6 - .,
*' x2

(1)

or, as we can write this equation,

2 V2 ' 2v V2

tan2
o
- tan&

)
=-(l+ :^-Vu

gx \ gx
1
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where we take x, y as the coordinates of the point Pv
The roots of this equation in tan 6 are equal when

(2)
-I" _#_ 2

y
~2g 2V*

X

Thus the point x, y lies on the parabola of which (2) is the

equation.
N L

The value of dy/dx is zero when x = 0, and therefore

lies on the axis. When x = 0, y = V2
/2g, hence the point

of coordinates 0, V2
/2g is the vertex, and lies on the

directrix of the family of parabolas which are the paths
for as point of projection and V as speed of projection.
If this point be made the origin, and y be measured down-

ward, the equation <5f the path becomes

*?=m, (3)

where /3
= V'2/2g. Thus the distance of the focus from the

vertex is V 2
/2g, that is is the focus. The directrix of

this parabola is at a distance V2
/2g above the former

directrix, which agrees with the construction stated above.

That this parabola is the envelope of all the paths may
be seen at once by differentiating the right-hand side of (1)
with respect to

, equating the result to zero, and then

eliminating between the equation so obtained and (1).

[See Gibson's Calculus, 145.] The result is (2), and the

proposition is proved.
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25. Examples on Parabolic Motion.

Ex. 1. The speeds at the extremities of a focal chord of the path
a projectile are v, v', and u is the horizontal speed : prove that

l/v
2
+l/y'

2= l/w
2

.

By the hodograph, if be the inclination of the tangent at on<

extremity of the focal chord to the horizontal, v= u/cos 0, v'= u/sin
Thus 111 I

4+ J
'2=-i(sin2 0+ cos2 0)=A.

Ex. 2. At three points P, Q, R on the path of a projectile the

inclinations of the tangents to the horizontal are ol+ /3, a., a. /3, and
the speeds are v, v', v". If the time from P to Q be t and from Q to R
be t\ prove that v"t=vt', and that l/v+ljv"= 2cos /3/v'.

If u be the horizontal speed, we have, by the hodograph (Fig. 12),

v= u/cos (a.+ /3), v'= w/cosol, v"=u/cos(ol (3), while the vertical com-

ponents are u tan (a.+ /J), u tan a., u tan (a. /3). Hence

gtf
= ?{tan(a.+/3)-tana.}, ^= ^{tanoc tan (a. -/?)},

and we obtain

V"W=~
{
tan (. + /?)- tan a }

2
{ 1 + tan2

(a.
-

(1) }

and v 2= ^{tanoL-tan(oL-/5)P{l+tan
2
(o.+ ^)}.

But { tan (a.+ j3)
- tan a. }

2=
( 1 + tan2

a.)
2 tan2

/3/( 1
- tan r*. tan (if,

and similarly

{ tan a. - tan (a.
-

/3)}
2=

(1 + tan2
a.)

2 tan 2
/?/(l + tan a tan /?)

2
,

while

1 + tan 2
(a. t /?)

= (1 + tan2oL+ tan2
/?+ tanV tan 2

/?)/(l tan a tan )
2

.

Hence, substituting, we get identically v"2t2 = vL
t'
2

.

Moreover, we have

1.1 If / o\ . / n\ > o cos . ^ ~ cos /?

^
+^=^{ cos (^+ /3)+ cos(a.-/5)}= 2 -cos/5=2-^.

Ex. 3. An unresisted projectile moving under gravity is seen from
the point of projection P against a vertical screen at right angles
to the plane of projection andat distance D

; prove that the projectile

appears to descend along the screen with constant speed.
Let the projectile at time t after projection be at a point P, then

the line P P is inclined to the horizontal at the angle

a= tan_1{(^ sin -
\gt

2
)\ Yt cos <9 }.

To continue to move along the line P
()
P the projectile would require a

constant vertical speed equal to Fcos# tana. or Vm$Q -\gt, But
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the vertical speed at P is Fsin 6Q -gt^ and therefore the projectile has
then a vertical speed relatively to the line P P of \gt. It will

therefore seeni to descend along the screen in time dt a distance

\gt dt . D\ Vt cos O
=\gD dt\ Fcos 6 . The rate of falling appears there-

fore to be ^gD/Vcos 6 ,
which is constant.

Otherwise thus : the apparent height h of the projectile on the
screen is given by Tr n 1 ,,

Fcos0o
'

dh_ , gD
dt~~ 2

Tc~o~s~6
'

so that h appears to diminish at rate \gT)\ J
7 cos

,
as before.

Ex. 4. A particle is projected from P so as to pass through a

point P at distance I from P on a plane through P inclined at an

angle to the vertical
;
find the least speed of projection, and show

that the highest point of the path is at a height cosH# above P .

Taking P as the origin, we obtain, by (2) of 21, since here
x= l sin 6, y= Zcos #, for the equation of the path,

tan 2
<9 -2 -J^tan o+2 ^L cos 0+1 =0,

gl sin gl sin2
6/

which gives the speed of projection for a range I on a plane through P
inclined at an angle tt/2

- 6 to the horizontal, when the elevation is $0i
and the two values of Oq when V is given. The roots of this equation
in tan # must be real, and this imposes the condition

V* 2F2 cos
Y^ _. 7 - o /!+ *

g'H
2sin2

g I sin2 6

The least value of V2 is therefore given by

F2= ^(i +cos 0)
= 2^ Cos2i<9

or V= Jtyi cos \9.

[This is given at once, by (7) of 23, by writing Zcos#=y,
sin =

''.]

This value of V used in the equation of the path written above
leads to tan # = cot|#, so that =^7r-i$. The greatest height
attained is then y=\V2sm2 6

i)lg
=^V2cos2

\djg= lcos^\6.

Ex. 5. To find the time of flight from the point of projection
to any point P of the path (oblique range).
Let the line drawn from the point of projection to the point P have

inclination cl to the horizontal. The speed perpendicular to this
line is ( Fsin 9 - gt) cos a. Fcos 6 sin a.= Fsin (0-a.)-gt cos a. The
distance of the projectile from the line at time t is therefore

Vt sin (d-a.)- jtgt
2 cos oc,

g.d. D
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which vanishes when t=0, and when

^2F sin((9-a.)

g cos a.

Thus 2 Fsin(#-o.)/<7cosa. is the time of flight for an oblique range.
If the projection be upwards, a. is to be taken positive ;

if the

projection is downwards, a. is to be taken negative. Taking
positive in the formula in both cases, we have

, 2Fsin(9T.)t= ?

g cos a.

according as the projection is upwards or downwards.

Thus, the time of flight is the same for both upward and downward

projection, if the direction of projection is equally inclined in both
cases to the line along which the range is taken.

Ex. 6. Prove that the times of flight t, t' corresponding to the two
directions of projection for which the horizontal range has the same
value R are connected with the elevations #, 8 by the relation

t
2 -

1'
2_ sin(0

-
&)

t
2+ t2

~sm(d+6')'

We have *= 2Tr
sin 6/g=BfV cos 0, t'= 2 Fsin fflg

= R/Vcon &, am
therefore tjt'

= sin #/sin & = cos #ycos $. Hence

t
2
/t'

2= sin #cos #'/sin ff cos 0,

and therefore S^S-^'R*+** sin(6>+60

Ex. 7. Find the corresponding relation when the range is inclined

at an angle a. to the horizontal.

We have seen (Ex. 5) that the times of flight are

t= 2 Fsin ( 6
-

a-)/g cos oc, tf= 2 Fsin ( ff
-

a.)/g cos a..

But since the horizontal distance travelled is rcosa. (where r is the

oblique range), we have also t r cos a./ V cos 6, t'= r cos a./ V cos ff.

Hence we get tjt'
= sm{6 a.)/sin(#'-a.)

= cos #'/cos 0, and therefore

t
2
/t'

2=sm(d- a.) cos #7sm (#' a.) cos 0. Thus we obtain

t
2 -t'2_ sin (6-&) cos a.

t
2+ t'

2
sin('g+g')cosa.-2cos 6 cos g'sina.'

Ex. 8. Prove that the oblique range up a plane inclined at the

angle a. to the horizontal is 2 F2 sin (0 a.) cos 6/g cos2
ol.

We have seen that the time of flight is 2 Fsin (g a.)/g cos a.. The
horizontal distance travelled in that time is 2 F2

sin(#-a.)cos 0/g cos ol,

and this corresponds to a distance 2 F2 sin(0- ex.)
cos 0/g cos2 a. on the

slope.

le
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Ex. 9. Two particles are projected at the same instant from the
same point P and in the same plane with different speeds V, V and
different elevations 0, & : to find the interval of time between the
transits of the particles through the point P of intersection of the

paths.
If a. be the inclination of the line P P to the horizontal, the times

of flight are t= 2Vsm(6-a.)/gcosa., 2
/=2F/

sin(^-a.)/#cosoc, so that
we have

t-t'=-{Vsin6- V'sm6'-(VcosO- V cos &) tan a.}.

But the last example gives two expressions for the distance of the

point of intersection of the paths from the point of projection, from
which we at once obtain

_ F2 sin flcos 6>- F'2sin ffcos &tana-
V2cos2 6- V'2cos2 &

Substituting this in the expression just obtained for t - 1\ we get

,,_2 FF' ain(fl-fl')

.5 Fcos0+F'cos<9"

which of course may be either positive or negative according to the
values of F, V\ 0, 6'.

Ex. 10. If t, f be the times of flight for the two directions 0, & of

projection by which a particle shot off from P with initial speed V
can reach a given point P, and t, t be the times in which the particle in

the two cases reaches the highest point of its path ; show that

(tr+ *V)/(tan + tan &)

depends only on the distance P P and on the inclination of the line

P^P to the horizontal. [Math. Trip. 1876. The statement has been

altered.]

By the previous example,

2Fsin(fl-.) f
2V tan(ff-a.)

g cos a.
'

g cos a.

V V
Also r= sin 0, t' = sin ^,

9 9
so that we obtain

2F2

tT+ t'r'-^ {sin(#-a.)sin #+sin(#'-a.)sin (?}.
g
2 cosa.

1 v ' v '

But if R be the horizontal range for the elevation 0, we have, 23,

R= r cos a. tan #/(tan#- tan a)=rcos
2 ocsin #/sin(#-a.)

or sin(# a.) =r cos2 a. sin $/R=gr cos2 a. sin O/V
2sm20.

tx^ //i \ n or cos2 a. sin2 #Hence sin(#
-

a.)sin 0= 2
. on .

N ' V 2 sinW
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Similarly, we obtain

sinW
OT Sill ff

sin(6'-.)sin ^'= ^-2 cos
2 a. -

T--^.

Hence we have tr+ tfV= - cos a. (tan $+ tan &).
9

Thus N/2/\/^T+^r'/(tan ^+ tan ^) is the time in which a body falls

freely from rest under gravity g through a distance rcosou

Ex. 11. To find the maximum range of an unresisted projectile
on a slope inclined at an angle a. to the horizontal.

Let a?, y be the coordinates of a point P on the path for elevation 0,

and R be the horizontal range, then it is easy to prove (see 23) that

tan<9=-^+T^.x R - x

If then P be the point on which the shot meets the slope after

projection, and r be the range on the slope, we have

n rsina.
tan a= tan a.+

and therefore r~R

R-r cos a.'

tan 6 - tan a.

cos a. tan 6

Now R= (
F2 sin 26)/g, and therefore

r= (sin 20-2 cos2 d tan a),
g cos a.

n

from which we find for a maximum value of r,

dr V2

-32= (2 cos 20+ 2 sin 2$ tan oc.)=0.dd g cos a.
v '

Thus tan 20= -l/tanoc= -cot a. or

In this result regard must be had to the sign of a., which is to be
taken positive if the shot is fired up the slope, and negative if the

shot is fired down. If <x=0, we get 2#=^7r or =
j7r, which is

obvious from the value of R.

Ex. 12. A gun is placed on a plane hillside : prove that the area

commanded on the slope by the gun is bounded by an ellipse of

which the position of the gun is a focus, the major-axis is along the

line of greatest slope, the eccentricity is the sine of the angle of

greatest slope, and the semi-latus rectum is of length equal to twice

the greatest distance to which the gun can send a shot vertically

upwards.
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Let (3 be the angle of greatest slope, then the angle of slope of a
line on the hillside, inclined to the line of greatest slope at an angle
cf),

is sin-1 (sin /5cos <). Now, by last example,

V2

r= (sin 26-2 cos2 6 tan a.).

g cos a.

But, since for the maximum range 20=a.+^7r, we have

sin 26= cos <x, cos2 6= ^(1 -sin oc).

Hence, after reduction, the last equation becomes

V2
n .

,

'

V2 1
r= n (1

- sin a.)
=

g 1 + sin /? cos <f>

which is the polar equation of an ellipse of eccentricity sin /3 and
semi-latus rectum V2

/g, as stated above. The major axis is plainly

along the line of greatest slope (cf>
=

0), and the range in the hori-

zontal direction (<
=

|7r) is V 2
/g, the maximum horizontal range B,

as it evidently ought to be.

The range along the line of greatest slope is thus V2
/(l + sin f3)g,

upwards, and F2
/(l sin /3)g, downwards. The total length of the

major axis is thus 2 F2
/(l sin2

(3)g.

Ex. 13. The curve r=/(6) is in a vertical plane, and particles
slide from the curve to the origin along radii-vectores, and then

pursue free paths under gravity with the velocities so acquired as

velocities of projection : to find the locus of the foci of the paths.
We suppose the angle 6 measured from the horizontal through the

origin. The speed of projection is then given for a particle by the

equation V2
=2gr sin 6= 2g sin 6/(6). The coordinates of the focus

of the path are, taken positive, x= V2
sin26j2g, V~ V2

cos26/2g. The
radius-vector to the focus has length V2

/2g, and the angle which it

makes with the axis of x is 26. Calling this
</>,

we have for the

equation of the locus, p= F2
/2j= sin 6/(6), that is

. d>
i am J_

2'-/(a)
1

Ex. 14. Find the locus in Ex. 13 if the curve is a circle and the
radii-vectores be chords drawn to the lowest point.
The equation of the circle is ?'= 2asin 6 if a be the radius. Hence

the locus of the foci of the path is

that is a cardioid.

p= 2a sin2^= a(\
- cos <),

Ex. 15. A tennis ball is projected from a point A with speed V
at elevation 6, and rebounds from a vertical wall B at horizontal

distance a, then from a floor at distance h below B. If the normal

component of speed of rebound from the wall be e times that of
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approach, find the time of reaching the floor and the time of return to

the vertical through A. [The ball is supposed to have no rotation.]
Before the ball impinges on B its horizontal speed is Fcos 9.

Hence the time from projection to the first impact is a/ Fcos 0.

After the rebound the horizontal speed is -eFcos 6, and as this is

not affected by the impact with the floor the time of returning to the
vertical through A is a/eV cos 0, and hence the whole time from

projection is a{\ + e)/e Fcos 0.

The time, t2 say, from the instant of projection to that of reaching
the floor is (since the impact on B does not affect the vertical speed)

given by Fsin 9.t2 -\gt\= -h, that is by

for the negative root given by the solution of the quadratic refers

to the case of the ball arriving with upward vertical speed Fsin 6 at

A from the floor, and gives the previous instant at which the ball was
at the floor.

Ex. 16. It is required to find the condition that the ball in the

last example may return to A, on the supposition that the vertical

component of the speed of rebound is e' times that of the speed of

approach.
The vertical speed of the ball after leaving the floor is

e'( Fsin d - gt2)
= e'\l F2 sin2 + 2gh,

and the horizontal speed is eVcosO. The time, t3 say, required to

rise from the floor to the height h is therefore given by

e't3\IV
2smi 6+ 2gh

- \gt k,

that is t3
=
-{A/ F2sin2 + 2gk \/e'

2
(
F2sin2 6+ 2gh)

-
2gh}.

This interval of time added to t2
must just make up the whole time of

flight. Hence the required condition is

9 VV^$
= Vsin ^+ ( 1 + e'h/ V*s 2 + 2ghsJe'*{VHm*6+ 2gh)-2gh.

26. Motion under Acceleration varying inversely as Square
of Distance from Fixed Point. If the equations of accelera-

tion, or, as we say, of motion, are

*=-% f--sr. o)

where
jul

is a constant, we have the case of a point moving
under an acceleration ju/r

2 directed towards the origin
of coordinates, and varying inversely as the second power
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of the distance, r, of the moving particle from the origin. For
if we denote the angle between the line OP and the axis of

x by 0, we have cos =
xjr, sin 6 = y/r, and therefore the

components are as stated in (1). It is supposed that i = 0,

so that the motion is in the plane of x, y. If we multiply
the first equation by y, the second by x, and subtract the

first product from the second, wTe obtain

xy yx = 0,

which gives by integration

xy-yx = h, (2)

wThere h is a constant. This last equation expresses the

so-called
" law of conservation of areas," that is the fact

that the radius-vector (of length r= *Jx
2+ y

2
), drawn from

the origin to the moving point, sweeps over equal areas in

equal times in the plane of motion. For if be the angle
which the radius-vector makes with a fixed straight line in

the plane of the path, the equation may be written

r26 = h, (3)

which renders it obvious that h is twice the rate of descrip-
tion of area. It is interesting to notice that the angular

speed with wrhich the radius-vector is turning varies

inversely as r2
, is, in fact, h/r

2
.

We shall see later that the equation expresses the

dynamical fact that the angular momentum, about the

origin, of a particle moving in the path remains constant

throughout the motion.

27. First Integral of Equations of Motion. Equation of

Hodograph. Now by means of (2), the equations of motion

(1) of last section can be transformed to

hdArJ' J +
hdt\r) W

or, as we may write them, if the axis of x be taken along
the fixed line from which 6 is measured,

*=-fl(8in^ Hak**** (2)
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For equation (3) gives l/r
2

6/h. This value of 1/r
2 substi

tuted in equations (2) transforms them to

h r It

or -{<*"- <>

Similarly, we obtain

.. u d , AX u d fx\ , ,

From the relation l/r
2 = 6/h, we see also that the resultant

acceleration ju/r
2

,
which by the equations of motion is along

the radius-vector towards the origin, is /ulO/Ji, and is there-

fore proportional to the angular speed of the radius-vector.

Integrating (3) and (4) and putting tj
for x, y, we

obtain

*~H+* fX x

h r
+ b, .(5)
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and therefore (-)*+(- &)*=p- (6)

But
r\
are the coordinates of a point on the hodograph,

and the equation (6) just found is that of a circle of radius

fi/h, and coordinates of centre a, b. The hodograph is

therefore a circle (see Fig. 16, where an elliptic orbit and
the corresponding hodograph are shown separately). That
the velocities of an undisturbed planet at the different

points in its orbit are represented in magnitude and
direction by lines drawn from a chosen fixed point to a

circle, is a very remarkable and interesting result, and an

elementary geometrical proof of it will be given later,

in Chapter V.

28. Equation of Path. From equations (3) and (4) of last

section, we can easily find the path and the relation to it of

the hodograph. For (5), derived from them, can be written

in the form

x=-sm6+ a', 2/
=
|cos0+ 6' (1)

(where a', b' are put for a, b to avoid confusion in what

follows): multiplying the first by y = rsm6, the second by
x = r cos 0, and subtracting the first product from the

second, we obtain

h = ^r (a
/

sin 9 b' sin 0)r,

that is p = r(a'sin0 b'cosO), (2)

the polar equation of a curve of the second degree, or

a conic section, as it is commonly called.

If we write b
f =A cos a, a! = A sin a, we get

r=
j-i (3)

2+I cos(0-a)

For 0-oc = O, r= h2
/(/ui+ Ah),

and for a = x, r= h2
/(ju A h).
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Calling the first of these a(l e), and the second <x(l+e),
where a and e are constants, we find

ju/h
2 = l/a(l

- e2
), A/h = e/a(l

- e2
).

Hence the equation of the path can be written in the form

_ <^(1 g2 )r_
l + ecos(#-oc/

^

which is the equation of a conic section of parameter
2<x(l e2

),
of length of major axis 2a, and of eccentricity e.

For e < 1 the curve is an ellipse. For e > 1 the curve is

a hyperbola, and we then change the sign of a and write

the equation as a(e2 1)r=
l + ecos(0-oc)'

(4)

For the limiting intermediate case e=l, the curve is a

parabola.

29. Speed at Different Points of Path. The hodographic origin
has so far been taken coincident with the origin for the path, But
this is not necessary, and it is more convenient to give a separate

diagram of the hodograph as in Fig. 16, where also an elliptic orbit is

shown for comparison of directions. Now by (1) of last section, we
obtain u

xdx+ ydy= '-f(a' cos + b' sin 6)d$, (1)

and this vanishes when the speed vxl+ y
l in the path is a maximum

or a minimum. Hence, when this is the case, sin 0/cos 6= a'/b\ and
two values of differing by 7r, for one of which sin 6 is negative and
cos 6 positive, and for the other sin 6 is positive and cos 6 negative,

satisfy this condition. A second differentiation shows that in the

former case the speed is a maximum, in the latter a minimum.
But (2) of last section gives

1 , 1

2
c?r= j (a' cos + 6' sin 0)c?0, (2)

and we have the same condition, sin 0/cos 6= -a'/b', as before, but in

this case for a maximum or minimum of r. But the sign on the right
of (2) is different in this case

;
and we see that the speed is a maximum

when the length of the radius-vector is a minimum, and vice versa.

Now let us measure 6 from the minimum radius-vector (0A in

Fig. 15). If we do this we have initially x= r=0, and so we must

puttt'=0. Thus we have

3r=-^sin0, y = j cos 6+ b', (3)

which, if
J, r}

be put for
, y and 6 be eliminated, give again the

hodograph (6), 27, but with a=0, 6= 6'.
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30. Resolution of Velocity into Two Parts of Constant
Amount. Path Deduced from Hodograph. Equations (3), 29,

show that the velocity of which the components are x. y b' is

perpendicular to the radius-vector, the direction of which is defined

by the angle 0. Thus when 0=0, the speed for this is [x/h+ b'. The

velocity thus consists of the constant part b' in the direction of the

y-axis, and a part of constant amount fx/h, always at right angles
to the radius-vector. This is shown in Fig. 16, where oc represents
b\ and c a, c 6, etc., each the velocity of amount fi/h, according to the

position of the point in the path.

Multiplying in (3), 29, x by x and y by y, and adding, we get

%x+yy=rr==b'rsm 6 -b'-rx (1)
I*

Therefore r=c-b'-x

r==b
i(hb'

c - x
) v>

Thus the distance r of any point on the path from the origin is

equal to the distance Cfx/hb' -x of the point from a fixed straight line

parallel to the y-axis, multiplied by kb'/fi. This is the focus and
directrix condition fulfilled by the conic sections, and hence again we
see that the path is one of these curves.

The same thing is obvious from (1), for r, the rate of growth of r,

bears a constant ratio to x, the rate of increase of the distance of the

point on the curve from a fixed line perpendicular to the axis of x.

This can be seen also from the hodograph. Draw a line from o

perpendicular to any of the lines c a, c b, etc., say c p, produced back-
ward from c

,
and let the lines meet in e. Then oe is that component

of the velocity op which is at right angles to c p, that is parallel to the

tangent at p, and therefore parallel to the resultant acceleration at

P in the path, that is parallel to r. It therefore represents r. Again,
the perpendicular pd let fall from p on the axis of y in the hodograph
represents x. Now, since the triangles oec ,pc d are similar, we have

oe/pd=oc /c p, a constant ratio.

The nature of the path may also be deduced from the circular

hodograph thus : Let op produced backward from o meet the circle

again in q. Then qo.op is constant, since o is fixed and p, q lie on
a circle. Now if p be the length of the perpendicular let fall from
the origin of the path (the point to which the acceleration is directed)
on the tangent drawn to the path at the point P, where the speed is v,

we have vp= h. But qo. op= v .qo, and thus v.qo also is constant.

Hence qo is proportional in length to p. The locus therefore of the
feet of the perpendiculars let fall from the origin on tangents
drawn to the path at different points is a circle. This is a geometrical
property of the conic sections, and of no other class of curves. Hence
again we see that the path is a conic section.
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31. Polar Coordinates : Differential Equation of Path of

Particle under Central Acceleration. The equations of motion
in polar coordinates may be written down at once from the values of

the accelerations along and at right angles to the radius-vector foun
~

in 13 above. They are

*-!*-- I

(1

r2d= h,

since the second of these equations is equivalent to the equatio
2rw + wr=0, which must hold in the present case since there is no
acceleration transverse to the radius-vector. The first of these may,
by the second, be written

.. h2

r 55 (2)
ir r*

It is convenient to eliminate the time from this equation. This can
be done by remembering that since r and 6 vary together, r is a

function of 0, and that 6= hjr
2
. We have

dr a h dr
r
~d0

6~ri d0'

_h2 cPr 2h2

(dr\
2

~r*dd2 r>\dd)'

Thus we obtain, instead of (2),

h
Jd2r 2fdr\

2
) 2 ,,vh

\d^-r\de)-
rr-^r (3>

It is convenient to write 1/u instead of r. When this substitution is

made the equation becomes, as the reader may verify,

5gS
+
*=f*' (4)

This only holds in the case of acceleration = /x/r
2

;
but in the general

case in which the acceleration is along the radius- vector and has
value R, the equation is

d2u R /KS

d&+
W=

KV- (5)

Here R is taken as positive when towards the origin : the outward
acceleration is - R.

This equation will be established in a totally different manner in

Chapter v., where many examples will be found.

Ex. A particle moves in a plane so that the components of its

acceleration along and at right angles to the radius-vector drawn to
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the particle from a fixed point in the plane are respectively f(r) and

jxr-, where r is the length of the radius-vector. Prove that if the

particle move once round a closed curve, the square of its speed is

increased by 4/x times the area of the curve.

We are here given r-r&=f(r), d(r
2
6)/dt=fir

2
(see 13). The

square of the speed at any point is r2+ r2$2
. Now we have, since

and ?-!**. *--/).
.. _dr a_ h dr
r
~~dd

U~^dB
Thus we obtain, since r=(h/r

2
)dr/dd, and drjdd=f(r)r

2
/h+ h/r,

d /-o\ n,,^)*, J2 dr

Again, by the problem, d(r
2
0)/dt

=
/xr

2
i
that is

h dh dh r4

^de =fir or
Te=-h'

But d(ffc)\d6= d dh/dd+ hd(h/r
2
)/dd.

This gives, with the result already obtained for d(r
2
)/d0,

Integrating this expression round the closed curve, we get zero for

the first term of the integral, and for the second 2/x lr2
d9=4fxA.

where A is the area swept over
increases by 4/xA.

32. Simple Harmonic Motion.

We now pass to the considera-

tion of simple harmonic motion
of a particle, that is to the

kinematical study of vibra-

tions, a species of motion of b|

which we have examples in

all parts of physics.
To define the motion let

a particle describe the circle

AGBD (radius r) of Fig. 17,

with uniform speed v. We
call this circle the auxiliary
circle. Then, by 10, the particle has no acceleration in

by the radius-vector.

C

Thus v2
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the direction of motion at any point, but has everywhere
acceleration v2

jr toward the centre. The time T, in which
the particle describes the circle once, is 2irr/v. Hence also

v2 4tt
2

n .

But 2ir/T is the uniform angular speed, n say, with which
the radius drawn from the centre of the circle to the

particle turns round as the particle moves, and therefore

we have also v2

= n2r (2)
r

Now let P be the position of the particle at the zero of

reckoning of time, and P its position after the lapse of an
interval t. Let fall a perpendicular from each position of

the particle to the diameter AB, and let p , p be the feet

of these perpendiculars for the positions P , P. As the

particle moves round the circle the perpendicular p moves to

and fro along the diameter AB. The motion of p is called

simple harmonic.

i
33. S. H. M. Velocity and Acceleration. Integral Equation.

The velocity and acceleration of p are the components,
along the line of motion of p, of the velocity and ac-

celeration of the particle in the circular motion. Now
taking the position of P in the diagram, and denoting the

displacement of p from the centre by x, we have, by the

diagram, for the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of p,

x = rcosPOA, x=vsinPOA, x = cos PDA. ...(1)
r

The values of x, x can of course be got from that of x by
differentiation. If further we denote the angle P OA by e,

we get POA = nt e, and therefore

x = v sin (nt e),

v2

x cos (nt e)= n2r cos (nt e) (2)

Thus we have x+<n?x=Q (3)

The last equation shows that the acceleration of p is
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directed toward the centre of the range of motion, and
is proportional to the distance Op from that point. It is

to be noted that n2= 4>7r
2
/T

2
.

Now, for x itself we have

x= rcos(nt e) (4)

or, as we may write it if we put A = r cos e, B=r sin e,

x A cos nt+B sin nt, (5)

and this is the complete integral equation corresponding
to the differential equation (3).

The two constants r and e in (2) or A and B in (5) are

called arbitrary constants, for the reason that their values

are immaterial so far as the satisfaction of the differential

equation is concerned. They must be determined to suit

the circumstances of any given case of motion. For ex-

ample, the displacement x and speed v of p, when = 0,

may be given, and from these we can determine A and B.

When t = 0, (5) gives x = A
;
therefore A x . Again,

x = nA sin nt+nB cos nt, (6)

and therefore v =nB or B= vjn. Hence (5) becomes

v
x = x cos nt+ sin nt (7 )

Thus the value of x at time t is made up of two parts,
one depending on the initial displacement, the other on
the initial speed of the point. This analysis of the motion
at time t is of importance in the theory of waves.

34. S.H.M. Amplitude, Period and Phase. The two con-

stants r and e of (4) of 33 are called respectively the

amplitude and the epoch of the simple harmonic motion.

The epoch is sometimes referred to as the time in the

circular motion from P to A
;

it is then e/n. This is also

the time in the s.h.m. from p to A. The period T of

revolution of the particle in the auxiliary circle is also

called the period of the motion.

The phase of a simple harmonic motion at any instant

is the fraction of the period T which has elapsed since the

last passage of the moving point through the middle of its
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range of motion in the direction regarded as positive. Foi

example, in the motion along AB the phase at time t is

*/T-0-7r/2)/27r or t/T+i-e^.
For this is the ratio of the angle DOP to 2tt, and therefore

also the ratio to T of the time taken by the radius of the

auxiliary circle to turn through that angle. The difference

of phase of two motions of epochs e
lt

e
2
is (e2 e^jlir.

It is convenient to remember that xjx = ^sir
2
lT

2
,
which

brings out the fact that the ratio of the positive value, x,

of the acceleration, to the displacement x, has always, in a

simple harmonic motion, the value 47r
2
/T

2
. This enables

the period to be readily calculated in experimental work.
The reader should notice that when the displacement has

its greatest value +r or r the speed of p is zero, and
the acceleration is v2/r=n2r4f7r2

r/T
2

,
towards 0, and is

thus a maximum. When the point p is at the centre

the speed of p is v and the acceleration is zero.

35. A Uniform Circular Motion the Resultant of Two
S.H.M.s. Now let fall a perpendicular from P on the

diameter CD, and let q be its foot. Then the point moving
in the circle may be regarded as having at P the two

displacements Op, Oq at the same instant. As it moves
round the circle from P towards C, its displacement Op
diminishes and the other Oq increases, and clearly the

motion of q is also simple harmonic with the same period
and the same maximum and minimum magnitudes of

velocities and accelerations as for y. We take as the

epoch for the motion of q the angle P 00, which we denote

by /. Obviously we have here e =/ 7r/2. Denoting Oq
by y, we get

y = r cos L COP= r coslnt e -
J
= r sin(w e) (1 )

Hence y = nrcos(nt e)
= i>cos(wi e),

ij= sm(nt e)= n2
rsm(nt e)\ (2

or y-\-n
2
y = 0,

where, as before, n 2 = 4>ir
2
jT

2
.
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These results show that a uniform circular motion is

the resultant of two simple harmonic motions of the same

period, in lines at right angles to one another, and of

epochs differing by 7r/2. The difference of phase is 1/4.
This proposition, that two equal simple harmonic motions,
of the same period, and differing in phase by 1/4, give by
composition uniform circular motion, has many applications
in the theories of sound and light.

If the diagram (Fig. 16) be projected by lines perpen-
dicular to its plane on a second plane inclined to the

former at any angle between zero and 7r/2, the projection of

the circle will be an ellipse and the projections of the lines

of the two simple harmonic motions will be two conjugate
diameters of the ellipse. The projections of the motions
are clearly also simple harmonic motions. Thus we get the

important theorem that two simple harmonic motions, in

two lines inclined to one another at any angle and differ-

ing in phase by 1/4, give by composition an elliptic motion.

Ex. A particle moves in a plane curve, with speeds

wy(a
2 - b2)/(a

2+ b2\ (ox(a
2 - b2)j(a

2+ b2
\

along axes Ox, Oy, at right angles to one another and turning with
uniform angular speed w : to find the path relative to the axes.

Here we have a2 _ 52 ai_ yi
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36. Composition of Equal and Opposite Circular Motions

gives S.H.M. Again, consider two uniform circular motions
in equal circles (radius a) (Fig. 18) and in the same period
but in opposite directions. Let a point move with the sum
of the displacements of the points px , p2

and q1} q2 along the

diameters in the two circles. Its

,**"* "^
N displacement x is the sum of the

/ \ displacements x
ly

x
2

of the p's,

v \ and its displacement y (taken

JP\ \ downward in Fig. 18 as it is

P~^, P2 /l\
; drawn) is the sum of the dis-

1

'Al J placements ylf y2
of the q's.

*--/ The line of motion is obviously

^ / equally inclined to the radii

\ -**^ / drawn from the centre of the
x^ m*S circles to the positions of the

Fig~"i8~ points in the circular motions at

any time. The motion of the

point in this line is simple harmonic, and its amplitude is

twice the radius of either circle.

The result is obvious at once by analysis. One circular

motion is equivalent to the two co-existing simple harmonic
motions , >

x
t
= a cos(nt e), y1

= acos(nt e+
'^

or a;
1
= acos(7?i e), y1

= asin(nt e) ;(!)

The other circular motion has components which can be
obtained from this by changing the sign of n. They are

x
2
= acos(nt+ e), y2

= asin(7)t+ e) (2)

Hence we have

x= a{cos(nt e)+ cos(nt+ e)}, \ ,\

y =a{sm(nt e)+sin(nt+e)}}
'

or x = 2a cos e cos nt, y = 2a sin e cos nt, (4)

and the resultant displacement Jx
2+ y

2
is given by

Jx2+ y
2 = 2a cos nt, (5)

the inclination of which to the axis of x is e. But we
see from (1) that at time t the radius to the particle in the
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first circular motion is inclined to the axis of x at an angle
e nt, and from (2) that the radius to the particle in

the second motion is inclined to the axis of x at an

angle nt+ e. The line bisecting the angle between these

directions is inclined to the axis of x at an angle e. It is

shown dotted in Fig. 17, and is perpendicular to P
1
P

2
- The

amplitude of the motion compounded of the two circular

motions is thus 2a, and it has the direction specified.
This result is of importance in the theory of polarised

light. It shows that what is called plane polarisation

may be regarded as produced by two equal and opposite
circular polarisations.

It is to be noticed that we have proved incidentally that

the two motions

x= oicosnt = 2acosecosnt, y = ficosnt = 2asmecosnt, . . .(6)

that is two simple harmonic motions at right angles to

one another, and of different amplitudes, but of the same

phase, compound into a single harmonic motion in a line

inclined to that of the former at the angle tan -1
/3/oc

37. Composition of Two S.H.M.s in Same Line. We now
consider some other cases. First let a point move so that

it has the sum of the displacements from the middle

position of two points describing simple harmonic motions
in the same line and in the

same period, but with different ,**~* ****%%

amplitudes and phases. /
Draw the auxiliary circles / f* ^^\^^K

for the two motions from the / / ^ ^y^y %l

same centre 0, and let the
/

/ f A&Kx\ \

points P
lt
P

2
be in the posi- }

( Op) PHH
tions shown in the diagram \ \ \ y / /

(Fig. 19) at time t. Describe \ V ^ ^ J /

on 0P
lf
OP

2
as adjacent sides \ X^^^^^x^ /

a parallelogram, and draw the \
diagonal OQ. Then plt p2

are Vk
-^^ ,*''

the positions of the harmoni-
Fig"i9

cally moving points at the same
instant. As P

1?
P

2 describe their circles, with uniform

speed, the point Q also describes a circle with uniform
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speed, that is the auxiliary circle for q, which clearly has

displacement equal to the sura of the displacements of P
x

and P
2

. The motion of q is thus simple harmonic, of

amplitude equal to OQ, in the line AB coinciding with

A
1
B

l
and A

2
B

2
in direction and position. The period if

clearly that of the component motions.

The result of the composition of the two motions is cle*

from the construction in the diagram, but the analytic*
solution may be stated. We write

x = a
1cos(nt e

1 )+ a
2cos(nt e

2), (]

where on the right we have the two simple harmonic dis-

placements. We can write this

x = A cos(nt e), (2)

if A = {a
2

1
+ a2

2
+ '2a

1
a
2cos(el

e2)}M

a, sin e, -f <x9 sin e9 \
\**

tan e = -1 * ? ?
.

a, cos e
1+ a

2
cos e

2 J

It will be seen from the diagram that the value of A
given by (2) is OQ, and that nt e is the angle QOq.

38. Composition of any Number of S.H.M.s in Parallel

Lines. Tide-Predicter. From this it follows that if we have

any number of simple harmonic motions in parallel lines,

of any amplitudes and phases, but of the same period, and
a point p be made to move in a straight line in such a way
that its displacement from a fixed point is the sum of

the displacements in the different motions from the middle

points of the different ranges, the motion of p is itself

simple harmonic. The values of A and e given in (3), 37,

may be easily generalised for this case.

A simple mechanism, the elements of which are shown
in the diagram (Fig. 20) is used to impart to the writing
style of Lord Kelvin's Tide-Predicting Machine, a vertical

displacement equal at each instant to the sum of the

displacements of a number of points describing simple
harmonic motions in parallel lines. Each of the slotted

T-pieces shown in the diagram is moved up and down by
a pin at the outer end of an arm which revolves about a
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pivot at the other end. The pin works in the slot, and
lateral motion of any part of the T-piece is prevented by
guides properly placed. Each T-piece carries a pulley at

the upper end, and over these pulleys passes a thin chain,
which is fixed at one end and carries the marking pen at

the other. It is clear that the rise or fall of the pen in

any time is twice the sum of

f n

r-\

t t3

T,

the vertical displacements of

all the T-pieces in that time.

This mode of adding to-

gether displacements is

applicable to any system of m k

simple harmonic motions ^
*

,

whether of the same period
or not. The various revolv-

ing arms may be geared
together so as to have any
required relation of periods.
As a matter of fact it is

applied to the Tide-Predicter

to add together the displace-
ments in a large number of

tidal motions which are of

widely different periods not Fig. 20.

all connected by any simple

relationship. The use of the pulleys and chain, or cord,

for this summation was suggested to Lord Kelvin by Mr.

Beauchamp Tower; but the arrangement seems to have
been previously used for purposes of integration.

39. Composition of S.H.M.s in One Line but of Different

Periods. If the two motions in the same line which are to be com-

pounded are not of the same period, we can write their resultant

x= a
x cos(nt e^+ a2 cos { (n+ v)t e2\ (1 )

in the same form as before
;
but now the amplitude A and the epoch

e vary with the time. The periods are here 27r/n and 27r/(w+ v).

The frequencies are /2tt and (n+ v)/27r, so that the difference of

frequency is v/27r.

By (2) and (3) of 37, we have

A cos(n^-e), (2)
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where now

tane =

a\+a\+Zax
a2cos{vt-e2+ e

x)}%, 1

i
x
sm e

x
a2sm{vt - e2) j

(3)

a
x
cos e

x + a
2 cos ( vt e2)'

Thus the amplitude oscillates in the period 2irfv from the valu<

a
x + a2 (at an instant when vt e2+ e

x
=

2i7nr, where m is any integei
to the value a

x
a2 (at the instant when vt e2+

each of these instants tan e= tan

Fig. 21

An excellent example of this is afforded by the solar and lunar
tides at any place. The amplitude of the lunar equilibrium tide is

about 2*1 times that of the solar. Thus (on the "
equilibrium theory ")

spring tides are about 3*1, neap tides about 11, times the solar tide.

Again, when two musical notes which differ slightly in frequency
are sounded together the ear perceives an alternate swelling out and

dying away of the sound : the notes are said to beat. If the frequency
of either note is known, the frequency of the other can be inferred by
counting the beats in a given time. The slower the beats the more

nearly the notes are in unison.

Fig. 21 shows s.h.m.s (ordinates= displacements, abscissae= times,

periods in the ratio 1 : 2, e
l

e2
= 0) compounded.

40. Composition of S.H.M.s in Perpendicular Lines and of

Different Periods. The composition of motions of different periods
in lines at right angles to one another can be worked out easily in the

case in which the relation of the periods is simple. For example, let

the displacements at time t be

x=acos(2nt e), g=bcosnt, (1)

so that the ratio of periods is 1 : 2, and an arbitrary difference of phase
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g/2r exists between the motions. Substituting yjb for coswtf and

\/l -y'
2
/b

2 for sin ?* in the expression for .r expanded, we get

If now cose= 0, so that e= 7r/2, we get

(2)

IP (3)

or for either sign

^(i-fi. (4)

Clearly this curve is represented at the origin by the two straight
lines y= x . b/2a, that is it has there the form of a St. Andrew Cross
of vertical angle tan_1 {4a>/(&

2 4a2
)}. Any line parallel to the axis

of y on either side of the origin at a less distance than a cuts it in

four points, and the pairs of lines y= b and x= a are tangents.

O

Fig. 22 (1). Fig. 22 (2).

Each of the latter lines touches the curve at two points for which the
values of y are equal but of opposite sign. The curve is thus a "

figure
of eight," as shown in the diagram [Fig. 22 (1)].

Again, if sine= 0, so that e= tt, we obtain

(
2&v-4 .(5)

which represents a parabola with its axis in the direction of x and its

vertex to the left or the right of the origin, according as the plus or
the minus sign is taken [Fig. 22 (2)].

If the periods are not exactly in the ratio 1 : 2, that is, if we have

x=aco$\2(?i-t-v)t-e\, y= bcosnt, (6)

where v is small compared with n, we may take as the epoch in the

expression for x, e-2vt, and we see that the difference gradually alters
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with the time and the resultant curve passes through all the varieties

of form shown in Fig. 23, and back again, in the reverse order, with
reversal also of the direction of motion in the intermediate curves.

Other cases, say the case of periods in the ratio 2 : 3 or 1 : 3, may be
worked out and considered by the student. The resultant curves are
shown in works on Acoustics.

41. Composition of S.H.M.s in Different Lines but of Equal
Period. We can find a motion that combines displacements for any
number of simple harmonic motions of any amplitudes and epochs in

different lines if they are all of the same period. Let lu mit nu
2 ,
w2 , Ag, ... be the direction cosines of the different lines of motion,

and the displacements in these lines be

rx
= a

x coa^nt e^ r2=a2 cos(nt-e2), ...
; (1)

then resolving along rectangular axes of x, y, z, we get

x=A cos nt+ A' sin ntA

y=B cos nt+B sin nt, \ (2)

z= C cos nt+ C sin nt, )

where A = ^(alcose), A'= ^(al sin e), B=2(am cos e), ..., (3)

and the summations are taken for all the motions. Then taking the
first terms on the right of these equations we obtain a simple harmonic
motion, . ,=jA*+B*+C2 .coant (4)

The second terms on the right give in the same way a simple harmonic

7
) =slA"

i+ B"i+ C'*.sinnt (5)

The displacement has the direction-cosines {A, B, C)/jA 2+B2+Ci
,

and the displacement rj
has the cosines (A', B', C') Isi

2~+~B'2r+ C-.
These two harmonic motions are equivalent to the original system

in the sense that they give the same sum of component displacements
in any direction as the system gives. They differ in epoch by 7r/2, and
their lines are inclined at the angle

cos- l

{(AA'+ BB'+ CC')/J(A
2+B2+C2

)(A'
2+ B'2+C'2

)}'

A point, therefore, which in its motion combines their displacements
moves in an ellipse with the period 2ir/n. Since, as we have seen, this
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motion can be obtained by the projection of a uniform circular motion,
the radius- vector drawn from the centre to the moving point describes

equal areas in equal times. According to the elastic medium theory of

light this is the motion of a particle of the medium in a beam of

elliptically polarised light.
The two displacements , rj,

the directions of which have been found,

are, as we see at once by the projection of the circular motion, parallel
to conjugate axes of the ellipse, and the lengths of these axes are the

amplitudes of , r\. Denoting these by a, 6, the angle between them

by cf>,
and referring to rectangular axes, taking for simplicity the line

of
rj

as the axis of y, we get

x= a sin
<f>

cos nt, y=b sin nt+ a cos
<f>
cos nt (6)

Solving for sin nt, cos nt, squaring and adding, we get for the equation
of the ellipse

*(^+^+^-s*5^^-.fr <7 >

It will be observed that, if in this equation we put a cos
<f>

for y,
it reduces to * _ . , Xo ^ /Q \

(.rTrtsin <f>y=0 ; (8)

and that, if we put a2sin < cos</\/&
2
4- a2 cos2

< for x, it reduces to

y= *Jb2+ a 2 cos2
(f>. (9)

Thus the ellipse touches each of the lines x= asm<f>, x -a.sin
<f>,

and also each of the lines y = sfb2+ a2cos2
<f>, y= -V&2+ a2 cos2

<, so that

it is circumscribed by the rectangle formed by the two pairs of lines.

To find the axes of the curve we notice that if a., (3 be the lengths
of the semi-axes 2 . m 2 , m /,,; a. oai

-\-b
L= aJ,

-\- jtr, ab sin <p
=

ol[3,

so that a./3=Ja:i+ b2 2absmcf>, (10)

from which a. and f3 can be found.

Again, if be the angle which either of the rectangular axes used
in (6) makes with a principal axis of the curve, say that between
the two axes of x. ,2 a;n 9A*

tan 26= -
, ?JTm ( 1] )a2
cos2</>+6

2 '

Thus the axes may be regarded as determined.

42. S.H.M.s in Perpendicular Lines, but not of the Same
Period. Now consider shortly the case in which two given simple
harmonic motions parallel to x and y are not of the same period.
We may take as their equations

x=acosnt, y bcos{(n + v)t-e} (1)

The part b cos(vt -e)cos nt of y, compounded with x, gives the

simple harmonic motion

it= {a
2+ b2cos2(vt-e)\^cosnt (2)
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This motion combined with the second part of y, ~bsin(vt-e)sm nt
t

gives, for the instant t, an elliptic motion, of which the directions

of the components and their amplitudes, namely, {a
2+ b2 cos2

(vt-e)y
and bsin(vt-e), are the directions and lengths of a pair of conjugate
axes

;
and the angle between the axes is

7r/2 + sm- 1

{bcos(vt-e)}l{a
2+ b2cos2(vt-e)}\

Since the difference of phase vt e varies with the time, the ellipse

continually changes in form and position.
The axes of the ellipse, and their position at time t, can be found

easily. Solving equations (1) for cos nt, sin nt, squaring and adding,
we get {xbcos(vt-e)-ya}

2 x2

a2b2 s\n2 (vt -e) a2
\

The curve evidently touches the lines

x=a, y=b,
and is therefore circumscribed by the rectangle formed by these lines.

The coefficient of x2 in (3) is l/a
2sin2(W-e), that of y

2 is

l/6
2 sin2 (v e), and that of xy is - 2 cos(W

-
e)/{ab sin2

(vt
-

e) }. Hence,
as in 41, if be the angle which the axis of x as here taken makes
with the principal axis taken as that of x, we have as before, by the

properties of conjugate axes,

tan 20=
2 7.2

cos (vt
-

e) (4

This iTOS swfr-CT^-*
so that dO/dt vanishes and changes sign when vt-e= mw, where m is

any integer. Thus, as vt-e increases continually, 6 oscillates be-

tween values corresponding to tan2#= 2abj{a
2 -b2

),
that is from

#= tan_1 6/a to 0= - tan-1 b/a, and back again.
To determine the lengths a., /3 of the semi-axes, we have

*Ja2+ b2cos2
( vt e)b s\n(vt - e) cos \ sin -1 , 10 0/ , \

= a.Bv ' v '
\ \fa2+ b2cos2(vt-e)j

H

or absin(vt-e)= OL.(3 ; (6)

and a2+ b2cos2
(vt

-
e)+ b2 sin2

(vt -e)= a 2 + (3
2

or a2+ b2= a.
2+ (3

2
(7)

Thus we obtain

2oL= {a
2+ b2+ 2absin(vt

-
e)\* + {a

2+ b2 -2absin(vt- e)$,\ _

/
g
\

2f3
= {a

2 + b2+ 2absm(vt-e)fi-{a
2 + b2 -2absm(vt-e)}*J

When vt-e= mir, that is at the turning points of #,

a.= slaT+U\ (3
= (9)

These results are easily verified by means of a Blackburn double

pendulum [Gray's Treatise on Physics, 88]. The two periods are

made nearly equal, and a and b widely different, when it is found
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that a slowly varying but always narrow ellipse is described. The

major axis oscillates in direction from 6= ta,n~ 1

bja to #=-tan-1
6/a,

as stated above.

43. Resisted S.H.M. defined by Equiangular Spiral. Another

very important case of vibrational motion is that of a point
the motion of which is defined by a radius revolving about
the pole of a logarithmic (or equiangular) spiral with
uniform angular speed, just as ordinary simple harmonic
motion is defined by a radius revolving uniformly about the

centre of a circle. The latter motion may be regarded as a

particular case of the former, inasmuch as a logarithmic

spiral is at every point inclined at the same angle to a
radius drawn from the pole
to the point, and a circle

may be regarded as a log-
arithmic spiral for which
this angle is 7r/2. Let the

radius OP (length r) re-

volve with constant angular

velocity in the direction

of r diminishing, and con-

sider the motion along the

line AO of the foot p of

the perpendicular let fall

from P on that line. Then
if x = Op, y=pP, r =R initially, 0( = 6t) be the angle
turned through, from the initial position OP of the

turning line to the position OP at time t, and a be the

epoch, that is the angle P OA, we have

r= Ra-M, x= rcos(6t OL), y = rsm(6t a.) (1)

Hence, by differentiation, denoting logea by X, we get

x=-(\x+ y)6 or -y6 = x+ \x6 (2)

Also y=-(\y-x)6, y()=-(\y-x)&
= -f(A

2
+i)(9

2 + Afrc (3)

But differentiating (2) again with respect to t, we get

x= XxQ yQ

or, by (3), x+ 2\0x+ (\
2+ l)6

2x = O (4)

Fig. 24.
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If we write k = \6 and n2= (\
2+ l)6

2
,
the last equation

becomes
x+ 2Jcx+ n>x = (5)

Similarly we obtain

y+ 2ky+ n2
y = (6)

Now we have a= e\ h = \6, n2 k2 = 62
,
and therefore the

values of x and y in (1) are

x= Re-H cos(\/7i
2 k2

. t
ol),\ ,_

y = Re~ kt sin (\/n
2 k2

.t OL)>)

and the motions compounded of the motions specified by
these equations is that of the point P in the spiral.

Equations (7) are the complete integrals of (5) and (6),

which they will be found to satisfy on trial. The two

necessary arbitrary constants, that is constants the values

of which are immaterial as regards the satisfaction of (5)
and (6), are R and ol

It will be noticed that for every half-turn of the re-

volving radius about the pole, the amplitude is diminished
in the ratio of e~ Xn to unity. The quantity \ir is some-
times called the logarithmic decrement of the motion.

It is the difference of the logarithms of successive maxima
of displacement for intervals of time each equal to irlJn

2 k2
.

The motion here discussed is, as we shall see later,

harmonic motion as modified by resistance in the direction

of motion proportional to the speed. The bob of a pen-
dulum is thus resisted by the air, if the pendulum moves
but slowly. The period is increased beyond its value for

k = 0, in the ratio 1-f \k
2
\n

2 to 1, if k/n be small. As we
shall see in the discussion of resisted motion, if the value

of k were great enough, the pendulum, if deflected to any
angle from the middle position and then left to itself,

would only arrive at the middle position again after an
infinite time. In the case considered above, in which the

pendulum swings past that position, it will be instructive

for the student to consider how it happens that while the

direct action of the resistance is obviously to delay arrival

at the middle position, and to stop the pendulum sooner

I
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after it passes that position, the pendulum takes neverthe-
less the same time in each swing from one end of the range
to the other.

Ex. 1. By supposing =0 when x=0, and t= t
1
when next sc= 0,

prove that t
l
is equal to the smallest positive root of the equation

tan(V?7^F. t)-
^n*~**

=0.

Ex. 2. Show that the time t2 ,
from a turning point to the next

zero of x, is (taking the smallest positive root of the equation in Ex. 1)

44. Differential Equations of Exponential Motion and S.H.M.

Exponential Motion represented Graphically. In the foregoing

32-42, the subject of simple harmonic motion has been discussed,
and all contained in these sections may be regarded as illustrative of

the properties of the complete integral of the differential equation of

the form x2+n2x= (1)

The other differential equation which we obtain when the acceleration

x is in the direction of x increasing,

x-7i2x=0, (2)
has as its complete integral

x=Aeia+ Be~ rU
, (3)

where A and B are constants, the value of which, so far as the

differential equation is concerned, may be chosen at pleasure. Take
for example the first term and write x=Aevt

. If, as we suppose, n be

positive, the motion may be supposed produced in the following
manner. Consider an equiangular spiral of which the equation is,

for n positive, r^Ae^. .. ...(4)

Here nt is the angle which the radius-vector r makes with a fixed line

in the plane of the curve, and n is the cotangent of the angle which
the curve makes at each point with the radius-vector. Now suppose
the axis of x to coincide with this radius-vector, and to remain fixed

in space while the spiral revolves with constant angular speed n
about the pole. If the spiral turns so that the point of intersection

of the curve with the axis of x moves outward, we have x varying
exactly as expressed in (4). The (outward) speed of the point of

intersection is x= nAent
=nx,

and the acceleration, also outward the distance between two suc-

cessive convolutions of the spiral increases with distance from the

Pole is x= n*Aent= n*x.

In order to represent the motion expressed by
x= Be~ nt

, (5)
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where n is positive, we must suppose a spiral drawn with xB for

= and x=0 for t=<x>, in fact a spiral the radii-vectores of which
are the reciprocals of those of the curve xent

jB. Then, if we suppose
the axis of x to coincide with the initial direction of the radius-vector,
and imagine the spiral to revolve with angular speed n in its own
plane about the pole, in the direction to cause the point of intersection

to move in towards the pole, the speed will be

x=-nBe~ nt
,

and the acceleration, which must be positive, will have the value

x=n2Be~nt= n2x.

The sum of these two motions is that represented by the equation (3).

Examples of Exponential and Vibratory Motions.

1. Prove that the hodograph of the motion of the point P (Fig. 24)
is a logarithmic spiral of the same angle as the path, and that, if

<j>

denote the constant angle between the radius-vector and the tangent
to the curve, the acceleration along 0A is + ?-#

2 cos (2<
-

0)[sin
2

cf>,

Derive the differential equation (5), 43. [Here r diminish
6 increases.]

2. Prove that if x= e~
kt

g,
the differential equation

x+ 2kx+ n2x=0

reduces to + (n
2 -&) ~ 0,

and show that

x= e~
u
(A cos s/n2 -k2

. t+B sin \/n2 -k2
. t),

x=e- K
\Ae

vwz*lt+ Be-vw=^-%
according as n2 is greater or less than k2

.

3. Prove that if the equation of a logarithmic spiral be written

r= Ra6
,
and the radius turn in the direction of r increasing, cot ( = logea,

[Ex. 1] and that the curvature at any point P, to which the radius is r,

is sin <j>/r. Prove also that the components of acceleration towards
the centre of curvature and along the tangent are respectively

#V/sin</> and rO2 cos <
/
'sin2 <.

4. From Ex. 3 find the accelerations along and at right angles to OA
(Fig. 24), and also those along and at right angles to OP. Prove that

these are equivalent to a component r#2
/sin

2
< along PO and a

component 2r#2
cos</>/sin

2
< in the direction of motion.

5. A radius revolves about one extremity 0, with constant angular
speed n, and alters in length while revolving, so that the other

extremity traces out the spiral of Archimedes, r=a0, where = nt.

Prove that the displacements from 0, taken along and at right angles
to the initial position of the turning radius, satisfy the differential

equations x+ 2ny-n2x=0, i/-2nx-n2
y=0.
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EXERCISES I.

1. A boat on a river is distant 300 feet from the shore and 400 feet

from a water-fall directly down-stream. If the speed of the stream be
4 miles an hour, find the least velocity with which the boat must be

propelled in order to avoid the fall. Show also how to find the direction

in which the boat will have the least distance to travel to reach the

bank, supposing its speed sufficiently greater than this minimum.

2. A railway passenger seated in one corner of a carriage looks

out of the windows on the far side and observes that a star near the

horizon is traversing these windows in the direction of the train's

motion, and that it is obscured by the partition between the corner

window at his end of the carriage and the middle window while
the train is moving through the seventh part of a mile. Prove that

the train is on a curve, the concavity of which is directed towards the

star, and which, if it be circular, has a radius of nearly 3 miles,
the breadth of the carriage being 7 feet and the breadth of the

partition 4 ins.

3. Two points describe concentric circles uniformly, the time of

describing the outer being m times that taken to describe the inner.

If v is the speed in the former circle and u that in the latter, show
that if the angular velocity of the one point relatively to the other is

zero, the actual velocity of the one relatively to the other is

x {u
2 -v2

).

4. In one of Bashforth's experiments three screens, equally spaced

apart at a distance of 150 feet, were penetrated by a projectile

0'5569, 0*634 and 0*7069 seconds respectively after projection. Assum-

ing that the motion of the shot may be represented by the equation

=0-6314 + as + bs2
,

where s is the distance of the shot from the middle screen at time t,

prove that the resistance to the motion at the middle screen is about
eleven times the weight of the shot.

5. In certain experiments on the resistance of the air to the motion
of cannon balls it was found that the number s of feet travelled by
the shot in t seconds was given by the equation t= as+ bs2

,
where

a and b are constants. Find the relation between the velocity and the

tangential retardation.

6. A crank 0A rotates uniformly about an axis through ;
the

end A is pivoted to a rigid rod which slides in an oscillating cylinder.
The axis about which the cylinder turns passes through its centre 0'

and is parallel to the axis of the crank. Show that the angular
speed of the rod and cylinder is given by

to = -
f**(r

- d cos 0)/(r
2+d2 - 2rd cos 0),
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where w is the angular speed of the crank, r the length of the

crank, d the distance between the two fixed axes, and the angle
between the crank and the line 00'.

7. A crank OP of length a rotates with uniform angular velocity
<o about an axle through a fixed point ;

a connecting rod of length
b joins P to the end D of a crosshead which is constrained to move in

a straight line through at right angles to the axle. If b is so large

compared with a that all powers of a2
/b above the first may be

neglected, show that the acceleration of D when the angle DOP is

equal to 6 is au>2 cos 6 - cro)2 cos 20/b.

8. A particle describes the circle r=2acos0, the component of

acceleration towards the origin being always zero. Show that the

transversal component varies as cosec5
0.

9. A is a fixed point on a plane curve, B is the position at time t

of a point which is moving along the curve, and on the tangent at B
a point C is taken. If the arc AB=s, BC=r, and 6 be the angle

through which the tangent revolves as the point passes from A to B,
show that the accelerations of C in the direction BC and in the

direction perpendicular to BC (in the sense in which increases) a

respectively , ,

s+ r-rfc, t^(r
2
e)+s$.

r at

tie

10. Prove that in the case of a particle moving in a groove which
is made to rotate in its own plane about a fixed point in the plane,
the motion of the particle relative to the groove can be obtained by
superposing on the external forces on the particle the following

system : rawV along the radius-vector outwards, mn'o perpendicular
to the radius-vector, and 2niv'o) perpendicular to the groove, where v is

the velocity of the particle relative to the groove. Indicate by a figure
the directions of the forces. [If r be the radius-vector from the origin

to the particle, 6 the angular speed of r with reference to a given point
of the groove, < the angle between the forward tangent and r, and R
the inward normal reaction of the tube, the equations of motion are

m{r-r(d+u)2
}
= -#sin</>, - ~{r2

(d+ <o)}
=

Rcos<f>.
r dt

Along the tangent and normal these give
dv

, v2 . . ,,i a .,
v-j- = <i>r cos d>,

= WTsinoH zcos.
ds P m

A groove in the form of a parabola (latus rectum 4a) is initially at

rest with a particle at the vertex. It is suddenly made to rotate

about the focus with constant angular velocity o>
; prove that the re-

action between the particle and the groove when the particle reaches

the extremity of the latus rectum is maco2
(3/N/2

-
4). [There is no force

on the particle except that applied by the groove.]
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11. A smooth conical cup, whose semi-vertical angle is ol, revolves
with angular velocity w about a vertical axis parallel to the axis of

the cone and at a distance c from it
;
show that if a particle be

moving on the surface of the cup, the component of its acceleration

along the generating line is r-rsin2
a.(< + G>)'

2+ ca>
2
cos</>sin cl, where r

is the distance of the particle from the vertex and
<f>

the angle between
a plane through the two axes and a plane through the particle and the
axis of the cone.

12. If the position of a point moving in a plane be determined by
the coordinates r and <, where r is measured from a fixed circle

(radius a) along a tangent which has revolved through an angle <f>

from a fixed tangent, show that if a. and /3 are the accelerations

along and perpendicular to r respectively,

o,= r-r<j>z+a& ^-j^+ a^.

13. Show that, in the case of three dimensional motion (p. 34), if v

be the velocity of the moving particle, the radial acceleration is

given by r+{r
2 -v2

)jr.

14. A circle rolls without slipping along a horizontal straight line

with angular velocity w and angular acceleration to. Derive expres-
sions for the horizontal and vertical components of acceleration for

any point on the circumference of the circle. (See p. 128.)

Supposing the velocity of the centre of the circle to be v and its

acceleration
.,
find the horizontal and vertical components of velocity

and acceleration for the highest and lowest points of the circle.

15. A heavy particle is projected with velocity u so as to reach a

point on the same horizontal plane at a distance 2h. Show that the

angle a. which the direction of projection makes with the horizontal

must satisfy the relation

u2 sin a. cos a.=gh.

16. A smooth tube ACB, fixed in a vertical plane, is a portion of a

circular tube of radius a from which the upper part, subtending an

angle 2a.(<7r) at the centre, has been removed. The line AB joining
the open ends of the tube is horizontal. Prove that a particle will

perform complete revolutions in a vertical plane if its speed v at the

lowest point satisfies the relation

v2= ag ( sec a.+ 4 cos2 )

17. A particle is to be projected so as just to pass through three

equal rings, of diameter d, placed in parallel vertical planes at

distances a apart, with their highest points in a horizontal straight
line at a height h above the point of projection. Prove that the

elevation must be tan -1
(2\//*o?/a).

o.d. F
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18. Show that the least velocity V with which a stone must be

projected so as to clear a wall of height h at distance d from the point

of projection is {g(h+ \IW+d?)Y [Ex. 4, p. 49]. Prove that if the stone

be always projected with this same velocity V, the area of the wall

that can be struck is bounded by a parabola of latus rectum 2 V2
/g.

19. A man travelling at speed v in a circular path of radius a

throws a ball from his hand at a height h from the ground with a

relative velocity I7
,
so that it alights at the centre of the circle.

Prove that the least possible value of V is given by
V2= v2 +g{s!tf+ h2

-h).

20. The speed v of a point P is given by the relation v2=a bx2
,

where x is the distance of P from a fixed point on the path, and
a and b are constants. Show that the motion of Pis simple-harmonic,
and determine the amplitude and period in terms of a and b.

21. A simple pendulum of length I is drawn aside from the vertical

through an angle a. and is then let go. Show that when the thread
makes an angle with the vertical, the velocity v of the bob is given
hy

'

,/.,a .J\
v= 4gl\ sin^ - snV - ).

Hence show that for small oscillations the motion is simple-harmonic
in period 27r\/ljg.

22. A particle of mass M rests on a smooth horizontal plane and is

attached to one end of a light elastic string, the other end of which
is fastened to the plane. The unstretched length of the string being

,
show that if the particle be moved along the plane until its distance

from the point of attachment is l'(l'>l), and is then let go, it will

pass the point of attachment after a time given by

-V?S*A>
if A be the force required to produce unit extension of the string, and
force vary as extension.

23. Describe the rectilinear motion of a particle whose distance

from a fixed point in its line of motion is given by x=a+ b cos u)t.

A and B are two points at a distance d apart. A particle moves in

the line AB, its speed at time t being given by (c sin iot)/d, c and <o

being constants. Prove that if the particle start from A it will never

reach B if d is greater than \/2c/w.

24. Prove that in the conical pendulum the period is given by

Zir*/h/g, where h is the vertical projection of the suspending thread.

Hence show that if n be the frequency of the pendulum, hn2 is con-

stant and dhjdn varies inversely as s
.

Explain how this result shows that the sensitiveness of the pendulum,
used as a governor, increases with diminishing speed and vice versa.



CHAPTER II.

DYNAMICAL PRINCIPLES.

45. The Laws of Motion. Momentum and Rate of Change
of Momentum (R.C.M.). The laws of motion and the com-

parison of masses and forces will be found treated in detail

in our book on Elementary Dynamics, to which also we
refer for a short discussion of relativity of motion.* We
here repeat, however, some definitions and restate in

mathematical language some observations on the laws of

motion.

First, a particle is a portion of matter which contains

so large a number of molecules (or ultimate particles) that

the molecular motions, which, taken over a large aggregate
of molecules, are equally distributed over all directions,

give no momentum to the particle in any direction, and
which is yet so small that in indicating its position by
coordinates we may regard it as a point.

For a particle, therefore, we consider only motion of

translation. Hence its momentum in any direction is the

product of its mass m and its component velocity in that

direction. Thus, if v be the resultant velocity of the

particle its momentum is mv, and if x, y, z be its component
velocities parallel to rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz drawn
from an origin 0, the momenta of the particle in these

directions are mx, my, mz.
If instead of a particle we have an extended body, that

is an aggregate of particles (of mass or weight M ),* and the

body have no motion of rotation, that is if, at the instant

under consideration, no straight line of particles in the body
* See also Gray's Treatise on Physics, vol. i. chap. iii.
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is changing its direction (relatively to any chosen system of

axes assumed to be at rest), then at the instant the velocity
of each particle is the same. If v be this velocity and

x, y, z its components, the body has a resultant momentum
Mv at the instant, and its components of momentum are

Mx, My, Mz. If p be the density at any point of the body,
and drs be a small element of volume there, we have

M=\pdrz, where the integral is taken throughout the

whole space occupied by the body.
The rate of change of momentum of a particle under

acceleration a in any direction is ma in that direction,

if the mass remains unchanged. For example, if in Fig. 5

p, q were close points on the hodograph of a particle, such

that the velocity changed from op to oq in time dt, a would

be the limiting value of the ratio pq/dt, where dt was
made infinitely small, and the direction of pq would be

that of the tangent to the hodograph at p. The rate of

change of momentum moc would be also along the tangent
at p.

If x, y, z be the components of a parallel to the axes,

the components of rate of change of momentum are msc,

mi/, mz. The resultant is m(x2+ y
2+ z2y or ma, and has

the direction of a, as already stated.

For a particle we may substitute a body, or any collection

of particles, every one of which has the same acceleration

the same, that is, both in direction and magnitude. This

condition is fulfilled by a body, or a collection of discrete

particles, the velocities of which are at every instant the

same, for then the rate of change must be the same for

all at every instant. The rate of change of momentum
of the system is then Mol, and, though it cannot now be

localised along a particular line, as in the case of a particle,
its direction is that of a. The components parallel to

the axes are Mx, My, Mz.

46. Effect of Change of Mass on R.C.M. If the mass of

the system of particles be changing at rate M, a rate of

change of momentum Mv exists in the direction of v, along

I
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with the rate of change of momentum Ma. in the direction

of ol Hence if
<j>

be the angle between the directions of

v and oc, we may say that we have now a component
of rate of change of momentum mv cos

cf>+ Ma. in the

direction of oc, together with a component Mv sin < at

right angles to v in the plane of v and a, or a component
Mv+ Ma. cos in the direction v and a component Ma. sin

<p

at right angles to oc in the plane of v and a. The resultant

rate of change of momentum R is

(ifV+M2
a.

2+ 2MMvol cos <f>f,

and makes an angle the cosine of which is (Mv+ Mcl cos <p)/R
with the direction of v.

These results are easily verified by means of the com-

ponents parallel to the axes of x, y, z, which are

, Mx+ Mx, Mij+ My, Mz+ Mz.

Thus the resultant rate of change of momentum is

{(Mx+ Mx)2+(My + My)2+ (Mz+Mz)2
}

h
,

which expanded gives at once

(M2v2+M2a} + 2MMvol cos <f>f.

The loss or gain of momentum, through loss or gain of

mass, is an important consideration in various cases of

motion
;
and care must be exercised in taking it into

account. For example, the rapid burning away of the

powder charge of a rocket propels the rocket forward and

upward. Again, a tank on wheels may lose mass in a jet
of water from a hole in one end of the tank, and a reaction

will be exerted on the tank by the jet, either aiding or

hindering the motion of the former. But the tank may
lose matter by a jet through a hole in the bottom, in which
case only a vertical reaction exists. [See 52 below.]

47. R.C.M. in Curvilinear Motion. Force. From the results

stated in 8-11 above for accelerations, we see that a

moving particle of constant mass has, at each instant, rate

of change of momentum mv2
/R towards the centre of

curvature of its path, and m's in the direction of motion.
We notice that if the curvature of the path at any point
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be very great, that is if the radius R be very small, the

rate of change of momentum mv2
/R is very great. In fact

a particle cannot be made to turn a perfectly sharp corner

in its motion.

Again, the rate of change of momentum may be resolved f

along the radius-vector drawn from a chosen origin, and
at right angles to the radius -vector in the plane of motion.

In the general case the components are

m(r wV), m ( 2ft)r+ wr) ;

in the case of motion in a plane curve they are

m(r-#V), m(2r8+'6r).

For brevity we shall now call the rate of change of

momentum in any direction the force in that direction, in

the case for the most part in which the mass is not subject
to change. Each more general case will be considered as

it arises.

48. Kinetic Energy. R.C.M. as Space-Rate of Variation of

K.E. For a particle moving with a velocity v, the product
\mv2 is called the kinetic energy of the particle. For an

aggregate of particles (of total mass M), all of which have
the same velocity v, the product \Mv2

,
where M is the total

mass, is called the kinetic energy.
In the case of a system of particles, of masses Wk, m.

z , ...,

the speeds of which are v
lt v2 ,... in different directions,

the kinetic energy is defined to be the sum

usually written JS(?7U>
2
), of the products obtained by mul-

tiplying half the mass of each particle by the square of

its speed. This case will be considered later.

It will be seen that the rate of change of momentum of

a particle in the direction of motion may be written in the

form mv dv/ds, for this is simply ms. But it is also

the rate of variation of the kinetic energy \mv2 in the

direction of motion. Thus the time-rate of change of

momentum, or force, in the direction of motion is equal to

the space-rate of change of the kinetic energy in the

same direction.
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It is convenient when a space integration is required
to write vdv/ds for dv/dt or s, and use v when a time

integration is convenient. For example, take the case of a

shot which is resisted according to the cube of its speed,
so that v = vdv/ds= kv3. We can at once integrate over
a time or a space as may be required.

49. Potential Energy. Equation of Motion for Particle under

Central Force derived from Energy. For a material system
in motion, each part of which is acted on only by other

parts of the system, and is not affected in its motion by
frictional resistances, we have

J2(ra?;
2)+F= const., (1)

where V is a single-valued function of the masses and the

coordinates of the parts of the system. Thus if we put T
for the kinetic energy ^(mv2

), we have

T+F=const (2)

V is what is called the potential energy of the system, and
it is such that the total rate of change of momentum of the

system in any direction, that of x say, is dV/dx; that

is the total force on the system, in the direction of x, is the

space-rate of diminution of the potential energy in that

direction. But by (2), if the vs are supposed to be ex-

pressed as functions of the coordinates,

^!--2Z ...(3)
dx dx'

and so the force in the direction of x is the space-rate
of increase of the kinetic energy in that direction. [See
also 66.]
As an example, take the equation for v2 in the case

of a particle under a central acceleration (11 above). V is

here a function of the distance of the particle from the

centre 0, towards which the acceleration is directed.

Assuming that in this case the equation (2) holds, and

taking the mass of the particle as unity, we have

'-i*-HK)
,

+4 (4)
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;
since d(du/dO)/du = d2

u/d0
2

. dO/du, so that T, like V, i

treated as a function of u only. Now, by (3), dT/dr is the

outward force along r. If, as in 31 above, R denote the

inward acceleration (here the force dV/dr) along r, we hav

again the result

d2u R ,aym+u= hs?

We shall return to the subject of energy in Chapter VII.

50. Discussion of First Law of Motion. The first law
of motion Every body continues in its state of rest or

of uniform motion in a straight line, except in so far
as it is compelled to change that state by forces impressed
upon it affirms (1) that no body has its momentum changed
except by the action of other bodies, and (2) that every

particle in a non-rotating body unacted on by other matter

continues to move uniformly in a straight line. Thus if

such a body can be found, and its motion be traced by
means of a reference system, the times in which each of

its particles describes equal times are equal. [We shall

see later that in a rotating body a point can be found in it,

which, if the body be unacted on by other matter, moves

uniformly in a straight line.] Moreover, different bodies,

moving in this way, used for the measurement of time will

give consistent results.

In strictness, no such body can be found
;
but it is

possible, by considering the changes of configuration of a

system such as the sun, moon, and earth, which is affected

by other bodies only to a slight extent capable of being

approximately allowed for, to test the going of our

terrestrial time-keeper, the rotating earth. This we

suppose to turn through equal angles in equal times; and
there is no doubt that the actions which tend to change
the earth's rotation and there are such actions are such
as to produce no perceptible effect in any ordinary interval

of time, such as an interval of several years. But having
observed the relative positions of the members of this

system of three bodies at different epochs of past time,

we can form tables of the positions of the moon for future
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time, on the supposition that external action is allowed for,

and then compare these lunar tables with the observed

positions of the moon at times given by the terrestrial time-

keeper. If a discrepance is found to disclose itself after

a long interval, then either the original observations, the

theory or mode of calculation, or the terrestrial time-

keeper must be at fault; and from various considerations

it may be possible to ascribe the discrepance to the last

mentioned cause. Thus the "apparent acceleration of the

moon's motion
"
has led to the conclusion that the earth,

in consequence of tidal friction, rotates slower and slower
as time advances, to such an extent that in a hundred

years it falls about 22 seconds behind a true dynamical
time-keeper with whose going the rotation of the earth

agreed at the beginning of that interval.

51. Second Law of Motion. Example. The second law
of motion Change of motion is proportional to the

moving force impressed, and takes place in the direction

in which that force acts is sometimes alleged to amount

only to a statement that force is proportional to rate of

change of momentum. And, apparently, if force be defined,
as above, to mean rate of change of momentum, the propor-

tionality is involved in the definition, and the law seems to

be completely unnecessary. But, as Newton explained, the

law means much more : when a body is placed under
different actions each has its full effect in producing rate

of change of momentum, just as if the other actions did

not exist, so that the effects are to be simply added together,
with their proper signs, if they are in the same line, or

compounded, that is geometrically added, if they are in

lines inclined to one another.

For example, a mass hung by a spiral spring is acted on

by the downward pull due to the earth's attraction, and if

the mass is in equilibrium, is pulled upward equally by the

spring, so that there is no rate of change of momentum
produced by this system of two opposite actions. Now we
are here to imagine each action as producing the rate of

change of momentum which it would produce if it acted
alone on the suspended body, as we see at once if we
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consider the case in which equilibrium does not exist.

Let the spring be extended beyond the equilibrium length,
and assume, what can be verified by loading the spring
to equilibrium with different weights and measuring the

elongations, that the upward action exerted by the spring
is proportional to its elongation. Denote now the mass of

the body suspended by m, and let the whole extension be

s+x, where s denotes the equilibrium extension. If g be
the downward acceleration of a body falling freely, the

downward rate of change of momentum due to gravity
the force of gravity on the body is mg. The upward rate

of change of momentum due to the spring the force due
to the spring is mg(s+ x)/s. Thus there is an upward
rate of change of momentum mgxjs, which we denote by

mx. The equation of motion is therefore

s

and the mass moves up and down in simple harmonic

motion in the period lirsfsjg.

52. Meaning of Equations of Motion. The second law of

motion enables us to write for each moving particle what
are called equations of motion. Thus if s be the accelera-

tion of any particle of mass m, we have

ms = S, (1)

where S is the force acting on the particle in the direction

of 8. Or, more usually, we have three equations of motion,
one for each rectangular coordinate of the particle, namely

mx = X, 7nij=Y, mz = Z. (2)

These are more than mere statements that the rates of

change of momentum m,s, mx, . . . are denoted by 8, X, . . . .

They mean that the various actions on the particle, arising
from the circumstances in which it is placed, are by means
of our knowledge and experience to be evaluated, and the

forms of S, X, ...
,
as depending on the coordinates of the

particle or other known conditions controlling the actions,

are to be made explicit in the solution of the problem to
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determine the motion. When this has been done, the

differential equations may, if our mathematical processes
are adequate, be integrated, and the solution obtained as

a relation, or relations, from which each coordinate can be

expressed as a function of the time and the initial coordi-

nates and velocities.

The equations of motion of systems of particles will be
discussed later.

53. Non-Rotational Motion of Extended Body. Systems of

Varying Mass. An extended body may be regarded as a

particle, and have equations of the form (2), 52, if at

each instant the acceleration of each particle of the body
is the same in direction and magnitude. This will be

the case if the body move without rotation, that is, if

at each instant all the particles have the same velocity,
that is, are moving in the same direction with the same

speed. This, of course, does not mean that the body does

not revolve, but it means that the body does not rotate.

Thus the side-rods of a locomotive connecting the cranks
attached to the driving wheels with parallel cranks on
other wheels, to increase the weight giving "bite" on
the rails, revolve but do not rotate. Every point of the

rod moves in a path which is compounded of a circular

and a rectilineal motion, but if the locomotive is running
on a straight road, every straight line of particles in the

rod remains throughout in the same direction. The crank-

pins, however, to which the rod is attached, revolve, and
at the same time rotate with the wheels which carry
them, so as to turn always the same side of the pin towards
the centre about which the crank turns.

We may therefore apply (1), as in the following examples,
to such diverse arrangements of particles as a rain-drop,
a tank of water, or a falling chain. The problems are

selected so as to illustrate various points, and at the same
time guide the student at the outset to deal correctly with
the motion of bodies of varying mass.

The equations of motion for such bodies are found as

follows. If Mx, My, Mz be the components of momentum,
Mx+ Mx, My-\-My, Mz+ Mz are the components of R.C.M.
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To each of these we must equate the force in the direction

of the component, increased by a component of R.C.M.

denoted by Rx ,
Ry ,

Rz , due to, as the case may be, flow
of matter to or from the body, or to any reaction exerted

at the same time on the body in consequence of that

flow. Thus the equations are

Mx+Mx=X +Rx ,

>

Mij+My=Y+Ry ,

>

(1)

Mz+Mz=Z +RZ .

j

If, for example, matter be deposited on the bod}', as

cosmic dust deposited on the earth may be supposed to

be, without bringing with it any momentum, we have

Rx=Ry
=RZ

= 0,

and the equations are

Mx+Mx =X (2)

On the other hand, if the withdrawal of matter be accom-

panied by withdrawal of a corresponding amount of

momentum, and there be no reaction in the direction of

the component of momentum concerned, the equation for

the component is of the form

Mx=X (3)

simply, since Mx =Rx .

The following examples will serve to illustrate the

application of equations (1).

Ex. 1. A rain-drop falls through an atmosphere of aqueous vapour,
which condenses on the surface so that the radius, initially a, increases

at uniform rate c. Show that after time ,

drop is falling at speed

[Stokes, Smith's Prize Examination, 1853.]
Here the moisture deposited brings no momentum and exerts no

reaction, except that which arises in consequence of the starting of

each infinitely thin layer deposited at the speed with which the drop
is then moving. This must be overcome by the gravity due to the

weight of the drop, which, besides, gives the downward acceleration,

clearly in this case less than g.
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The momentum of the drop at time t is ^Trpi^v, and therefore the
rate of change of momentum is

47Tfy)'
2
i'v+fi7rp7'

3
v. The first of these

terms is the force required in consequence of the addition, at rate

47rp?'
2
r, of matter which must be made to take up the speed v, while

the second term is the force required to give acceleration v to the drop
as it exists at the instant. These two forces must equal f^irpi^g, since

no momentum is brought with the water deposited. Hence

. 3rv
v-\ =g

is the equation of motion, which can be written also in the form

dv
_, i

v-9
dr r c

since er.
Multiplying this equation by ^ }o?r

,
and integrating, we get

r*v=
\
9
-{i*-a*)= ^gt{r

+ a)(r
2+ a2

\

since r-a= ct. Division by r3 gives

1 /, a a2 a3 \

Ex. 2. A tank is mounted on a truck and water issues horizontally
from an orifice in one end. If the truck be moving with speed v in

one direction and the water leave the truck, from an orifice in the
hinder end, with speed v' in the opposite direction, and the effective

inertia of the truck be M, find the equation of motion.
The jet exerts a reaction on the truck. Since the momentum of the

truck and its contents is Mv, the r.c.m. is Mv + Mv, where, if m be

the mass of water which issues per second, M=m. Momentum is

given to the jet by the truck at rate m(v+ v'), and the reaction due to

the jet has this value. The r.c.m. Mv+ Mv is due to the net forward
horizontal tractive force F applied from without, the reaction of the

jet, and the rate of flow of momentum, conjointly. Hence we get

Mv+ Mb=F+m (v+ v') mv,

or, since M= m,
Mv = F+m{v+ v').

Ex. 3. A light open carriage runs on horizontal rails. A heavy
uniform vertical rain falls, and water is received by the truck on a
horizontal area A : find the effect of the deposition of water on the
motion.

Let the mass of water which comes down per unit area per second
be

7?i, then the rate of gain of mass by the carriage is mA
y
whatever

the speed may be. If the total mass at time t be M and the speed v,

the r.c.m. is Mv + Mv = Amv+ Mv. The rain exerts no horizontal
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action, but a forward force Amv is required in order that each small

addition of mass may take up the speed v. Thus, if F be the balance
of tractive force over resistances, we have

Mv+ A?nv= F.

If water at the same time flows out through an orifice in the

bottom at rate
/a,

the r.c.m. is Mi +Amv /xv, and this is due to the

force F and the flow of momentum conjointly, that is,

Mi+Amv fiv
=F \xv

or Mi +Amv= F,

so that the equation of motion is not affected. This is of course on

the supposition that all the water which enters takes up th,e motion.

If F=0, we get i/v= - Am/M, and M is a function of t. If we take

this case, we have M=M + (Am /x) t, if
jx
be constant, so that

Am Am Am
l>-

v M +(Am-fx)t Am-fx M + (Am-fi)t

Integrating, we find

But when =
0, v= v

,
and therefore

log 0<L= Am
locr

i/o+ (Jm ~/x) j!

.

v Am [i
M

If
/a be zero, that is, if the case be the first stated above,

, Va , Mn+ Amt

that is, M v =(M + Amt)v,

as of course could have been stated at once, since the total momentum
at time t must be equal to the initial momentum.

Ex. 4. A thin uniform flexible chain of small links is hung
vertically from its two ends. One of the ends is then let go : to find

the tensile force at the bight where the chain passes over from the
free side to the stationary side.

In the first place, there is no tensile force in the chain on the side

that is let go, for every portion is at each instant falling freely under

gravity, and has therefore the same downward speed and acceleration.

In time t the free end has descended a distance j>gt
2

,
and acquired a

speed v(=gt), which is also the speed of each part of the chain between
the free end and the bight. If 21 be the whole length of the chain,
the falling side has length l-\s, while the part on the other side,
which is stationary, has length l+ ls, and is therefore increasing in

length at rate \v.
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Thus mass is passing across from the falling to the stationary side

at rate \xrv, where cr is the mass of the chain per unit length, and
each element as it passes across has its downward speed destroyed.
To effect this upward r.c.m., an upward pull must be exerted by the

lower end of the fixed part of the chain of amount lo~v2, since this is

the momentum produced per second. Thus (see 57) on the fixed
side the tensile force at the bight is

\<rv
2=

\<rg
2
t
2
.

The downward pull P of the chain on the support of the fixed end
is ^o-g

2
t
2
+go-(l+^s)=go-l+ lo-g

2
t
2
,
which goes on increasing with t

until the whole chain has been transferred to the stationary side.

Just before this transference has been completed, s is very nearly

equal to 21, and t
2=

4Xjg, so that P is now almost 4gcrl. The tensile

force at the bight is now 2go~l, and becomes suddenly zero as the last

element passes across, when P at the same instant suddenly sinks

to 2g<rl.

Certain energy changes take place, but these we shall discuss later.

Ex. 5. A chain of the sort described in Ex. 4 is piled in a small

heap close to the edge of a table. One end is carried vertically up
from the table over a smooth horizontal rod at a distance a, and down
again until the free end hangs slightly below the edge of the table :

to find the motion and the tensile force in the chain at the rod.

Let the lower end be at a distance x below the edge of the table at

time t, the rate x of descent of the end is the speed downward of all

the chain on that side of the rod. The momentum is therefore

cr(a+x)x, and the r.c.m. is o-(a+x)x+ crx2. The first of these terms
is the r.c.m. for the part of the chain already on that side, the second
term o~x2 is the r.c.m. which arises from the addition of mass wThich is

continually taking place in that part in consequence of passage of the
chain from the upward to the downward moving side.

The vertical part on the other side B of the rod remains of length a,

for, as successive elements pass the rod, equal lengths are taken from
the heap and set it into upward motion of speed numerically equal to

x
;
for the chain being inextensible must have the same speed upward

on one side that it has downward on the other. Hence the lower end
of the part B where it joins the heap is ( 57) under tensile force ovr2.

Now let T
x ,
T

2 be the tensile force at the upper ends of A, B
respectively. Then the part A is pulled upward at the upper end by
T

x
and downward by the weight gcr(a+ x). Momentum is added to

A at rate crx2 because of the addition, at rate cri;, of matter moving
downwards at speed x. The upward motion of each element at the

upper end of B is changed to downward motion at the same speed by
the combined downward action of T

x
and T2 ,

and the upward reaction
of the peg, on the element as it passes. Any difference between
T

x
and T2 depends in the absence of friction, as will be shown later

in a short discussion of the motion of chains, on the existence of

acceleration of the tangential motions of the parts of the chain on
the peg. If these motions are the same, or if the mass between be
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infinitesimal, and there be no friction, Tx
and T2 are very nearly equal.

The equation of motion of A is

^-{<r(a
+ x)x}=g<r(a+x)- T,+(rx\

or <r{a+ x)'x=ga-(a -f x)
- T

x
.

The equation of motion of B is

crax=T2
- (tx2 - gcra.

Now, as has been stated, if the length of chain on the rod be vei

short and there be no friction, 7\ may be taken as equal to 77

2 ,
an(

then we get by addition of the two equations

o-(2a + x)x -f (tx
2
=gax.

The left-hand side is the time-rate of change of cr(2a + x)x. If then
we multiply both sides by (2a+ x)x, and drop the common factor o-,

we get by integration

|(2a + x)
2x2=g{x2

(3a+x) -
.i*(3a+ x )},

54. Units of Force. Dimensions. In what follows, various

units of force will be employed when numerical results are

to be obtained. The definitions of these will be assumed to

be known to the student. If necessary, he may consult

Chapter I. of our Elementary Dynamics. In numerical

work, gm. cm./sec
2
placed after a number will mean that the

number expresses a force, which has been evaluated in the

course of the work, in dynes ;
lb. ft./sec

2
similarly will mean

that the number after which it is placed expresses a force

in poundals. The number expressing the force can then
be converted into that for any other system of units by
multiplication by the ratio obtained by substituting in this

expression the numerical value of each old unit in terms of

the corresponding new unit. Or, putting L, M, T for the

units of length, mass, and time, whatever these may be, we

may write the force as N .LM/T2
. LM/T2 is called the

dimensional formula of force. Thus, to transform from

dynes to poundals we write for cm., /./3048 ;
for gm.,

Za/453'6 ;
and obtain, if N be the number of dynes,

iVx -00007233 for the number of poundals; and finally

express the force as Nx 00007233 x lb. ft/sec
2

.
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55. Gravities of Bodies Proportional to their Inertias or

Masses. The fact that bodies, except so far as they are

resisted by the air, fall with the same acceleration, proves
that the forces of attraction at a given place on different

bodies are proportional to the masses of the bodies. For
if g be the common acceleration, mlt

rn
2 ,

... the masses
of the bodies, and F

ly
F

2 ,
... the forces of gravity upon

them, we have F F F
y m

x
m

2
m

3

The same thing is proved by Newton's pendulum experi-
ment, in which bobs of different masses, supported side by
side by threads of the same length, keep pace with one
another when vibrating as simple pendulums. [See Ele-

mentary Dynamics.]

56. Third Law of Motion. Discussion. The third law of

motion states that : To every action there is an equal and
contrary reaction, or the mutual actions of two bodies are

equal and opposite.
To this law Newton added an explanatory statement, a

translation of which will be found in our Elementary
Dynamics ;

but in spite of this statement, which is quite
clear and definite, the law has been often misunderstood.

What the law asserts is, that between any two bodies A
and B, which act on one another, there exists a stress, as

it has been called, which has two aspects, one of which is a

force on A, the other which is an equal and opposite force

on B. In other words, if a body B produce a rate of

change of momentum of A, there is at the same time an

equal but opposite production of momentum of B due to A.

The common mistake has been to suppose that because

the reaction is equal and opposite to the reaction, one

should cancel the other. This they would do if they were
forces applied to the same thing, but they are not. The
force applied to A produces its effect without interference

from the equal and opposite force which exists along with

it, and is applied not to A but to B. For a system

including both A and B, the rate of change of momentum
of A is balanced by that of B when the effect on the

G.D. g
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system as a whole is considered
;
but that does not prevent

the momentum of A from being increased and that of

B diminished by equal amounts. Money passes from one

person to another in a community, a person A receives

money from a person B, let us say. There is a transaction

which affects every two persons between whom money
passes, and that transaction has two aspects one receives,

the other parts with money. These aspects are equal and

opposite, but for neither A nor B is the transaction

cancelled by the fact that one hands over and the other

receives. On the other hand, when the community is

considered as a whole, and whether or not there be trans-

actions of a financial kind between the community con-

sidered and another, the totality of the entirely internal

transactions is zero, since there must be for them within
the system exactly as much handing over as there is of

receiving.
This is an exact parallel to the actions of the different

bodies of a material system upon one another. The
momenta of some bodies are increased, those of other

bodies are diminished, and for the individual bodies these

changes are perfectly real, though the total momentum,
2(mx) say, of the system in any direction remains un-

affected. To change that, there must be action exerted

on the bodies of the system by those of some other system,
and there again there is equality of action and reaction,

and the momentum of a system including both these systems
is not affected by their mutual actions.

57. Action and Reaction across a Surface of Contact or

across an Interface. Action and reaction are best considered

as exerted across a surface in which the two bodies are

in contact, as for example the surface of contact of two

adjacent links in a stretched chain. One link is pulled
towards one end of the chain, the other is pulled towards
the other end, as is clearly shown by the mode of rupture
when a link gives way.

Again, consider a cross-section in a carriage-coupling or

trace, or in that member of a structure called a tie, which
is under stretch. Let AB (Fig. 25 (1)) be the section.
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The portion G of the trace or tie is drawn by D in the
direction shown by the arrows on the G side of AB, the

portion D is drawn by G as shown by the arrows on the I)
side of AB. The pulls are equal and opposite, but they do
not cancel out, since one acts on the matter C, the other
on the matter D, which are on opposite sides of AB.
Similarly, at the cross-section EF a similar pair of sets
of pulls exist, which are equal and opposite. Thus the

portion of matter D,
between AB and EF, is

pulled at its ends and
is under stretch.

A pillar, or that mem-
ber of a structure which
is called a strut, is under

thrust, and the forces at

the cross-sections are as

shown in Fig. 25 (2).

At AB, for example, D
is pushed by G, as shown

by the arrows on the 1)

side of AB, and G is

pushed by D, as shown by the arrows on the G side of AB.

Similarly, thrust of equal and opposite amount is exerted

across EF, and thus the matter between AB and EF is

under compressing forces applied at its ends.

If the force on D, in either case, is greater at one end
than at the other, motion of the matter D will take place
unless the difference is balanced by external forces, those

due to gravity for example. Equality of action and reaction

does not provide that the force on D at one cross-section shall

be the same as that on D at the other
;

it makes certain,

however, that the two aspects of the stress at each cross-

section shall be equal and opposite. The forces at different

cross-sections are all equal, if the matter between is unacted
on by external forces and does not suffer change of motion.

The agreement of the results which flow from the third

law of motion with those of experience over a wide range
of physical phenomena, is the best proof of the validity of

the law.

Fig. 25 (1). Fig. 25 (2).
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58. Action and Reaction between Bodies at a Distance

apart. In the case of bodies which cannot be regarded as

being in contact, such for example as the sun and the earth,
to say that the pull exerted by the sun on the earth is

equal to the pull exerted by the earth on the sun is the

only way of expressing the law
;
and the validity of

the law is here again to be regarded as established by
the agreement of theoretical results with observation and

experience. That the force on the earth and the equal and

opposite force on the sun are here referred to as pulls
is not material

;
the earth may, in consequence of the

presence of the sun in the gravitational field (whatever
may be the cause of gravitation), be pushed toward the

sun, and in the same way the sun pushed toward the earth.

The material fact, which is beyond cavil, is that each

body experiences a force toward the other, and that

these forces are equal and opposite, and that fact re-

mains whatever mode of speech is adopted regarding it.

59. Centre of Mass (or Centroid) of a Body or System. It

will be convenient to define here the centre of inertia or

centre of mass (or shortly, the centroid) of a system of

particles, and deduce some of its properties. Let the posi-
tions of the particles be referred to rectangular coordinates,
and denote the coordinates of the first, of mass m

l7 by x
ly

ylt
z

x ,
of the second, of mass m

2 , by x
2 , y2 ,

z
2 ,
and so on.

Then the centroid of the system is the point whose co-

ordinates are given by the equations

-_ml
x

1+m2
x
2 +... _2(mx) . ,

x - ^= ( J- )m
x+m2+ ... zm

T. =mi2/i+m&2+ = S(wy) mJ
mi+ ?n

2 +... 2(m)
' K '

g =
m

\
Z

\ + m2
Z
2+ = S(mg) /ox

m
l + m2 +... 2m '

that is the ^-coordinate is equal to the sum of the productsm
1
x

l ,
?n

2
#
2 ,

...
,
obtained by multiplying each mass by its

distance from the plane of yz, divided by the sum of the

masses, and similarly for the y- and ^-coordinates. Thus
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each coordinate is the mean, when account is taken of the

masses, of the corresponding coordinates of the particles.
The student may easily satisfy himself, by changing the

origin and turning the axes of coordinates round through
any angle, that the centroid as thus determined is a definite

point in space, the position of which depends only on the

positions of the particles and not at all on the choice of

axes. The equations therefore enable us to define the

centroid as that point the distance of which from any
plane whatever fixed in space is the average distance of the

particles from that plane.
We do not here devote space to the calculation of the

positions of centroids for different bodies : such calculations

form properly a chapter of the Integral Calculus. The
student is referred to Gibson's Calculus, 137, and to

Ex. 7, Exercises XXX., of the same work.

60. Properties of Centroid. External and Internal Forces.

Differentiating the equations (1), (2), (3) of last section,

by which x, y, z are defined, we get, using the abridged
notation there indicated,

_J.(mx) -2(mj/) i._ S(mi) .X~ 2m ' y ~ 2m '
Z~ 2m ' W

and putting M for 2m,

Mx= ^{mx\ My = 2(my), Mz= 2(mz) (2)

Now, on the right in each case we have the total mo-
mentum of the system of particles in the direction of the

axis referred to, and on the left the momentum in that

direction which a particle of mass equal to the total mass
of the system would have if it moved with the centroid.

Hence, if the momentum of the system in any direction is

zero, the centroid has no motion in that direction.

Again differentiating, we obtain

Mx= ^(mx\ My=*2(my), Mz=2(mz), (3)

which asserts that the rate of change of momentum of the

particle just referred to as moving with the centre of mass,
is for every direction equal to the total rate of change
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of momentum of the system. Now, going back to the

equations of motion of a particle ( 53), and writing for

X, Y, Z in the equations of any particle X(+ Xi, Fe+Yiy

Ze+ Zi, where Xe denotes the force on the particle, in the

direction of x, produced by matter external to the system,
and Xi the corresponding force on the same particle pro
duced by the other particles of the system, we have for

the equations of motion,

mx =X +Xi} my = Ye+ F*, mz = Ze+ Zi (4

Writing the equations for all the particles in this way
and equating the sum of the left-hand sides of the

^-equations to the sum of the right-hand sides, and doing
the same for the other axes, we get

2(mx) = I,Xe , S(mjf)=2Fe , l(mz) = IlZe , (5)

for the sums XXi} SFj, XZi must each vanish, since the

contribution to each of the forces Xi} Fi, Ziy on the particle
considered, made by any other particle, is accompanied
by an equal and opposite force on the latter, which comes
into the account when the equations of motion are added.

Hence we have the very important result that if no
forces from without act on the particles of the system,
that is if 2Xe

= 0, 2Fe
= 0, SZe

= 0, we have

^ = 0, y = 0, z = 0; (6)

and therefore we get by integration

x = at+ e, y = bt+f, z = ct-\-g, (7)

where a, b, c, e, f, g are constants
;
that is the centroid

moves with constant component velocities a, b, c in a

straight line.

We see moreover that if external forces do act on the

system of particles, the internal forces cannot affect the

motion of the centroid. Thus if, for example, a shell

bursts in the air, the motion of the centroid is sensibly
the same just after the explosion as before, except so far as

the gas into which the powder is changed has been affected

by the resistance of the air. The motion of the centroid

of the solid casing which contained the powder sustains

:
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little or no change in its motion, since the increased action

of the air on the matter now in fragments is practically

negligible. We shall find many other examples in what
follows.

61. Newton's Law of Equal and Opposite Activities. In a

scholium appended to the third law of motion Newton

gives another view of action and reaction. To understand
this it is necessary to go back to the forces exerted in

opposite directions across a cross- section of a tie or strut

( 57). Let F denote the force exerted by the matter G,

which is on one side of the section AB, on the matter
D on the other side

;
then F is the force exerted by D

on G across the same section Let now the cross-section

be in motion with speed v in the direction of a line drawn
from C to D. Then we may call the product Fv the

action of G on D. The reaction of D on G is now Fv,
and is equal and opposite to Fv. The product Fv is what
we shall call in future a rate of working, or an activity ;

it is the rate at which work is being done by G. On
the other hand, while G advances at the section AB, D
there recedes, and work Fv is done on D, that is D does

work Fv on C.

In the same way, when a piece of matter is acted on

by force the matter reacts on the agent. The reaction

may be due only to the inertia of the body ;
and the

reaction on the agent, when the acceleration produced is

what it is agreed shall be the unit of acceleration, and
there are no resistances such as friction to be overcome, is

the proper measure of the inertia of the body. It may
therefore be, as it is sometimes, called the inertia-resistance

of the body.
And everywhere, when matter has force applied to it,

there is an equal and opposite force applied to the agent ;

and therefore, if we regard the acting forces on any system
as one group, and the reacting forces as another group,
these two groups of forces if applied together to the

same body or system would give zero rate of change of

momentum in any direction, that is the two groups would,
as it is usually put, form a system of forces in equilibrium.
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This statement may be taken as an expression of th

principle known as that of D'Alembert.

In the case of the attraction of the earth by the sun

(or the vis a tergo, exerted on the earth in consequence
of the existence of the sun in the gravitational field, or

whatever the cause of the action may be) there is work
done on the earth when the earth moves in the direction of

the attraction
;
the attraction then does positive work

;
the

earth, by the resistance which its inertia offers, and which
is overcome, does negative work. The two rates of work-

ing, that by the force and that by the resistance, are equal
and opposite. And so for any complex of forces applied to

a material system.

62. Theory of Work. Units of Work. The work done by
a force in any displacement of a body acted on, or as we

may put it, in any displacement of the point or place of

application of a force to a body (generally some particle or

part of the system), is measured by the product of the force

into the component of the displacement in the direction of

the force. Thus, if the displacement is from A to B, and
the force, supposed of constant amount during the dis-

placement, act in the direction AG, the work done by the

force in the displacement is F. AB cos lBAC=Fs cos 0,

if s=AB and 6= lBAG. In any finite displacement,

under a variable force, the work done is \ F cos 6. ds, where

is the angle between the directions of ds and F when
the step of displacement ds is being taken, and the integral
is taken along the whole displacement. It is not necessary
that these directions should remain the same throughout
the displacement. Thus the work done in a displacement

along any curve, along which the force acts at each step,

is \Fds.

If I, m, n 'be the direction-cosines, and X, Y, Z the

components of F, and V, mf

,
n' the direction-cosines, and

dx, dy, dz the components of ds, then (see 6)

Fcos6. ds = F(ir+ ram'+ wnf) ds =Xdx+ Ydy+ Z dz.
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Hence (VcoB0.cfe= \(Xdx+Ydy+Zdz), (1)

where the integrals are taken for the whole finite dis-

placement.
When the chosen unit of force acts over a displacement

of unit distance in its own direction unit of work is done.

Thus a force of 1 dyne in a displacement of 1 centimetre
does the c.G.s. unit of work, the erg. A force equal to

that of gravity on a pound of matter does work of amount
1 foot-pound in a displacement of 1 foot; and so on for

other units. [For further particulars as to units of work
see Elementary Dynamics.]

Again, if s be the rate of displacement at any instant,
the product Fs cos is the time-rate of working, or, as it

is often called, the activity. For this we may write also

Xx+ Yy + Zz. The whole work done in any interval of

time t is, if A be the activity,

\Adt=\(Xx+Yy + Zz)dt, (2)

where the integral is taken over the interval of time t.

The unit of activity is that rate of working in which
unit of work is done per unit of time, e.g. one erg per
second is the c.G.s. unit of activity. Another is one foot-

pound per second (f.p.s.), still another is 550 foot-pounds per
second, or, which is the same, 33,000 foot-pounds per minute.

This last unit is called a horse-power, and is based on
estimates made by James Watt for use in deciding the

power of steam-engines required for different practical

purposes.
The dimensional formula for work and energy is that of

force x displacement, or ML2T~ 2
. The dimensional formula

for activity is that of work/time, or ML2T~ 3
. The mode of

using such formulae for change of units has been explained
in 54.

63. Active and Inactive Forces. Now consider any
system of forces acting on a material system ;

the forces

are partly internal forces between the different parts of

the system, and partly forces exerted on its parts by matter
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ot

i

outside the system. For the system as a whole the former
forces constitute what has sometimes been called, not

quite properly, an equilibrating system : they produce nc

change of the total momentum in any direction, but the^

produce relative displacements of the parts. Hence, ii

estimating the effects of the forces in changing the momen-
tum of the system, we may disregard the whole group
of internal forces. Not so, however, when we consider the

work done by the different individual forces. The works
done by the equal and opposite forces between a pair of

particles do not necessarily give a zero sum. For example,
consider two particles united by a stretched band of india-

rubber. Neglecting any force necessary to set the matter

of the band in motion, or to change its motion, we see that

there are equal and opposite forces applied by the band
to the particles, on which act also in general other forces.

Let each particle be displaced towards the other, one

particle, A, a distance a, and the other, B, a distance b.

If F be the force on A, F is the force on B. The dis-

placement a is in the direction of F, the other, b, in the

opposite direction, and therefore ought to be reckoned a

negative displacement. Whatever the other forces do, F
does work Fi, F does work (F)x( b) = Fb, and the

whole work done by these two forces is F(a+ b) ;
and so,

even if the displacements were equal, which they are not

necessarily, the work of these forces would not be zero,

but 2 Fa. Or, to take an example from the dynamics of

extended bodies, two carriages of a train are in contact by
their buffers. If one carriage is urged against the other,

as for example in stopping the train, the buffer springs
are compressed in opposite directions, but the work done
in compressing one spring has the same sign as the work
done in compressing the other, and the two quantities of

work must be added together.
If, however, instead of an elastic band between two

particles, we had a connection of invariable length, then
whatever small displacement parallel to the length of the

link one end sustained, would have to be accompanied
by an equal displacement of the other end in the same
direction. Hence, if equal and opposite forces were applied
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by the link along its length to the particles, work would
be done on the particle at one end by the bar, and by the

particle at the other end on the bar, and' these works,

having opposite signs and the same numerical value, would
cancel one another.

We have therefore to distinguish in considering work
done, not between internal and external forces, but between
forces which do work and those which do none between
active forces and inactive forces. Denoting the components,
parallel to the axes, of the force F acting on a particle
of the system by X, Y, Z, and supposing the particle to

sustain any small displacement of components Sx, Sy, Sz

parallel to the axes, then the work done by F in the

displacement is X8x+YSy+ ZSz. If, similarly, all the

particles are displaced, the work SW done is the sum of
all such expressions as that just found, that is

SW=^(XSx+YSy+ ZSz).

In the sum on the right no component of the inactive

forces appears, since each of these must appear twice in

equal and opposite contributions to S W.

64. Constant and Varying Constraints. The displacement
(Sx, Sy, Sz) of the specimen must be such a displacement as

the conditions of the system, as they exist at time t, permit.
With this restriction it may be any displacement that can
be imagined. It is therefore called an arbitrary displace-
ment. In their motions the particles may fulfil conditions

of constraint, which may or may not be expressed by
equations. For example, the particles may constitute what
is called a rigid body, that is they may fulfil the condition

of invariability of their relative positions and distances,
however the body which they compose may be displaced
or turned. This condition is not directly expressed by
equations, but only, as we shall see later, gives a certain

form to the equations of motion.

It is to be noticed that the system may be under varying
conditions of constraint, so that at the time t-\-dt, the

conditions may have changed from those which held at

time t. Thus the arbitrary displacement Sx, Sy, Sz, though
possible under the conditions which hold at the instant t,
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may be a displacement which the system cannot actually
sustain in its motion.

Whatever the conditions of constraint may be, their

fulfilment involves the application to each particle of forces

of constraint, over and above the forces which are applied

by external bodies, or by particles of the system so distant

from any particle considered as not to have any influence

on its constraint. We shall return to this point in the

chapter on General Dynamics.

65. General Variational Equation of Work. Theory of Energy.
The equations of motion of a particle give

?,{m{xSx+ySy+zSz)}=^{XSx+YSy+ ZSz) (1)

This is not a mere identity, for it is to be observed that

the components of acceleration of every particle appear on
the left, while all the corresponding forces for each particle
do not appear on the right. The inactive forces have

disappeared, those applied from the outside, each by itself\

on account of its zero amount of work, and those mutual
actions within the system which do no work, in pairs.
But it is not to be forgotten that when we have to

find the motion of a particular particle, all the force on that

particle, whether of external origin or arising from the

constraints to which the system is subjected, must be taken
account of.

So far we have considered only an arbitrary displacement
(Sx, Sy, Sz); now let the displacement considered be the

actual displacement sustained in the interval dt by the

specimen particle in the motion. Thus, instead of Sx, Sy,

Sz, we have components of displacement, which we shall

usually denote by dx, dy, dz (reserving the symbol S for

arbitrary changes) an 1 which have the values xdt, y dt,

zdt respectively. Then (1) becomes, if we denote active

forces by Xa , etc.,

2{m(M+ yy+ zz)}
= 2{Xax+Yay+Z z)

0r \j^{(*
2+f+ P) = ^{Xa*+Yay+Za z) (2)

The expression J2{m(^
2+ y

2+i2
)},
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of which we have the time-rate of variation on the left-

hand side of the last equation, is called the kinetic energy
of the system. We shall usually denote it by T. In

consequence of possessing kinetic energy, the system can
do work on other bodies, losing, in whole or in part, its

motion in doing so, and the work so done will, as can
be seen by (2), be equal to the work done on the system
in building up the kinetic energy ;

so that the kinetic

energy is a real and useful equivalent of the work done in

creating it.

In a considerable number of cases, indeed in almost all

those with which we have to deal in nature, the expression
on the right of (2) is derivable from a function V of the

coordinates of the particles in the following manner. Let
V be such a function, if one exists, that

-dV=2,(Xadx+Yady+Zadx) (3)

Here dV is understood to be a, perfect differential of a

single-valued function of the coordinates of the particles, or

of a sufficient number of them for the specification of the

work done in the displacements considered. The meaning
of a perfect differential is explained in Gibson's Calculus,

94, 165
;
but it is important to remark that, for all

displacements for which V thus exists, the work done by
the forces Xa ,

Ya ,
Za ,

in the transference of the system
from one given configuration to another, is independent of

the paths followed by the particles in the passage, that is

the excess of the initial value of V above the final value

depends only on the initial and final coordinates.

From (3) we obtain

- c

W=Z(Xax+Ya i) +Za z), (4)

so that (2) becomes, when Tis written for the kinetic energy,

>+F >
=

l (5)

or T+V=h]
where h is a constant.

V is usually called the potential energy of the system
and T+V its total energy. Here the system is supposed
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to be taken large enough to include all the bodies effectively

acting, so that the forces concerned are only internal forces
;

the kinetic energy is also in strictness that of all the bodies

of the system. In some cases, for example that of a stone

falling to the earth or a planet moving under the sun's

attraction, the changes of motion of the larger body the

earth in the former case, the sun in the latter are so small

that the corresponding variations of the kinetic energy is

left out of account, and we refer to the kinetic and potential

energies as of the stone or the planet ;
but this reference to

only one of the bodies is not quite just, and the results,

though accurate in a high degree, are not absolutely correct.

If the system is not uninfluenced by other systems, and
also if all the forces are not related to the potential energy,
we may be able to refer part of the sum on the right of (4)

to the potential energy of the system under consideration,

while leaving the remainder under the sign of summation as

above. Thus we may write

I,(Xadx+ Yady +Za dz) = -dV+JJ{X'dx+ Y'dy + Z'dz)

+ l,(X edx+Yedy+Ze dz), ....(6)

where X', Y\ Z' are the components of an active force which
exists within the system, but has no relation to the potential

energy, and Xe ,
Ye ,

Ze are components of force on a specimen

particle exerted by matter outside the system. We obtain

t̂
(T+V) = 2(X'x+Y'y + Z')+ 2(X ex+Y/y + ZJl (7)

where T and V on the left refer to the limited system under
consideration. Thus we see that the rate of increase of the

energy of the system is equal to the rate at which work is

done on the system by the forces which arise from matter

_

outside the system, by external forces as we call them, and

by the forces, if such there be, which exist within the system
and are unrelated to any energy-function. As a rule, no

forces of the latter kind, except frictional forces (67), at

present excluded, have to be taken account of. A system
on which external forces do not act we shall call a self-

contained system.
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It is here assumed that no frictional forces exist : they
will be found dealt with in 67 below. They alwT

ays resist

the relative motions of the parts of the system, and so

diminish the energy.

66. Forces as Derivatives of Potential Energy. The expres-
sion for V as a rule will not contain the coordinates of all

the particles of the system, but as usually known will

suffice only to enable the forces on certain parts, into which
the system is divided, to be found. For such parts of the

system the forces vvhich are derivable from the function V
will be found by the relations

X=-|Z, F=-f, * g; (1)dx dx dz

and in the most general case we shall have

oz

This is to be regarded as a specimen set of forces acting
at a point x, y, z. A similar set is to be regarded as existing
for each part of the body, and the coordinates in each case

are those of the point at which the forces are regarded as

applied the point of application of the force.

The differential coefficients dV/dx, ... are partial, that

is the differentiations are carried out in each case with
reference to the variable (x, say) indicated, supposed appear-

ing in the expression for V either explicitly or through
given functions of the coordinates, while the other variables

(y and z) are kept unvaried. If he has any difficulty, the

student should here read 89-91 of Gibson's Calculus.

It will be noticed that if we write T in the form |S(mt;
2
)

we have for any coordinates x, y, z, when there are no
external forces and none underivable from V,

1VnvZx)=-*x> S
(
m^)

= "V 2Vnv ^z)
=
-^z' (8)

Here the v of each part of the equation is regarded as a
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function of the coordinates of some or all of the parts, in

which, if the variables were made explicit, we should have T
equal to the function V of the coordinates together with
the constant h. It is to be remembered that the forces thus

obtained are those only of the field of force in which the

part considered is placed, and have nothing to do with the

reactions of fixed guides or with other inactive forces.

The following are examples of partial differentiation :

Ex. 1. V=ti/\Jx
2+y2 +z2

. This is the case of a repulsive force

directed from the origin towards the point x, y, z, and varying

inversely as the square of the distance r= \Lv2 +y2 + z2. We have

3 V_ /juv_ .r 9 V_ /xy_ vy 3 V_ fxz_ z

o~x r3 ?*
2 '

o*y r3 r2
'

~dz r3 r2
'

so that jg+gr+M. -
V,ox cy oz

as might hav3 been written down at once from Euler's theorei

[Gibson's Calculus, 158, 2].

327 r2 -3^2 d2V r2 -3?/
2 32 F r2 -2z2

AgaiD ' -^F^-?- ' -^2=^-^-' "W =/X~^-
,.

, 92 F 32F32 F .

so that ^-9- +^_ir+ ^-9- = 0.
ox1

oy
l oz1

Ex. 2. T=\m{r2
-\-r

2Q2
).

Tliis is the kinetic energy of a planet of

mass m, when at a point in its orbit for which the radius-vector is r

and the vectorial angle 6. The speed along the radius- vector is r, and

the speed at right angles to the radius-vector is rS (see 11 above).
We have

'dT a
2

dT . dT
2
,

~ = mrfjr. ^r = my, r =mrl
0.

or or -Q0

The coordinate 6 is in this case absent from the expression for the

kinetic energy, but if it had been present the fact that r for every
point of the path is a function of 6 would not have affected the

differentiation with respect to r.

The student should notice that here

ddT dT r. a.

that is the rate of change of momentum in the direction outwards

along the radius-vector. The expression on the left belongs to a

theory which we shall explain and illustrate later. Again, to illus-
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trate the distinction between partial and total differentiation, take

d(mi*6)/dt. We have

(?nr
2
6)
= 2mrrd+ mrW.

This is the rate of change of angular momentum of the planet about
the origin, which must vanish if no force transverse to the radius-

vector act upon the body.

67. Work spent in overcoming Friction. Dissipative Forces.

So far we have supposed that frictional resistances to the

motion of the system do not exist; and the theory of energy
explained above is not applicable without correction to

systems in which friction is present dissipative systems as

they are often called. For a long time it was supposed
that work done against friction unlike that done against
inertia-resistance was without equivalent ;

but the experi-
ments of Joule have shown that when work is so done an
amount of heat proportional to the work expended is

generated ; and the dynamical theory of heat, which was
worked out mainly during the latter half of the nineteenth

century, proves that under certain ideal conditions the heat

so generated can be made to do an amount of work equal
to that expended. Thus the heat generated is the energy-

equivalent of the work done in overcoming friction. The
laws of friction are stated in 201.

The equations written above can be modified so as to

include frictional or dissipative forces. Let, as before,
Xa ,

Ya ,
Za be the component forces actually applied to the

particle chosen for consideration, and Xf,
Yf,

Zp be the

frictional or dissipative parts of these, and so for other

particles. Then, for the system, we have

^{mixSx+ ySy+zSz^^iXaSx+YaSy+ ZaSz)

-XiXjSx+YsSy + ZsSz), ...(1)

where only the active non-frictional forces are included in

the first expression on the right. If, now, we can write,

as before,

2(Xadx+ Yady+Zadz)= -dV+2(Xedx+Yedy+Ze dz),

where dx, dy, dz are the components of the actual displace-
ment of the system in the element of time dt, and dV is
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a perfect differential of a function of the coordinates, we
have

jt
{T+ V)= ^{Xex+ Yey +Zez)-2(Jtfx+ Yfy+Z,z). ...(2)

On the right we have first the rate at which the energy
of the system is being increased by the action of external

systems, and in the second line the rate at which the sum
of the kinetic and potential energies of the system is being
diminished by the dissipative forces. If forces of the sort

referred to in 65, and denoted there by accented letters,

exist, a term must be included, as there explained, to

represent their activity. The differentiation on the left

with respect to t is total, that is it includes the rate of change
of the quantity differentiated, arising through the rates of

change of the coordinates, as well as the rate of change
(if such there be) due to the explicit appearance of t in

the expression of the quantity.

68. Meaning of Solution of a Dynamical Problem. It is

be remembered that the solution of a dynamical proble
consists in expressing the coordinates which determine th

configuration of the system at any time as explicit functions

of the time and of the initial coordinates and the initial

velocities. The simple result expressed in (7), 60, is an

example in point.
The function V has been assumed to be an explicit

function of the coordinates only; but it may also be an

explicit function of the time t, as well as of the coordinates

for that time. This more general case will be dealt with
later. (See Chapter XL, where the integration of the

equations of motion of a material system is more fully

considered.)

69. Angular Momentum. Rotational Motion. It is con-

venient to consider here another application of the laws of

motion, namely to the motions of the particles of a system
about a straight line, or axis as we shall call it, given in

position. In the first place, let a single particle P of mass on

be moving at the instant considered along the line PQ in the

plane of the paper with speed v, and let be the point in

he
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*N/
Fig. 26.

which an axis at right angles to that plane intersects it. If

p be the length of the perpendicular let fall from on PQ,
the product mvp is called the moment of momentum or

the angular momentum of the particle about the axis.

Taking first the speed v and the perpendicular p as both

positive, we attach the positive or negative sign to the

product according as the radius-vector OP appears to an

observer, regarding the motion
as here shown to be turning

y

as in the diagram (Fig. 26)
with the motion of P in the

direction in which the hands
of a watch appear to turn, or

in the contrary direction.

The product mvp is twice

the rate of description of area

by the radius-vectorjust refer-

red to multiplied by m. For
let the particle go from P to

Q in time dt, then the radius-

vector sweeps over the area of the small triangle POQ,
which is clearly \pv dt by the diagram. Hence vp is twice

the rate of description of area.

Now at P resolve the velocity into two components in

the plane of the paper we suppose for the present that

there is no component perpendicular to the paper. Let the

cc-component be x, the ^/-component y. The student can

easily convince himself from the diagram that by the con-

struction there given,

area POP -area P0= area POQ,
that is that m(yx xy) = mvp.
Now myx is the angular momentum about the axis

through at right angles to the plane xOy and due to

the component velocity y, while mxy is that due to the

component x, and the signs are chosen according to the

convention stated above.

If the axis be not, as it is taken here, at right angles
to the direction of motion, we resolve the momentum into

two components in a plane containing the line of motion
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at the instant and parallel to the given axis, taking one

component parallel to the axis, the other perpendicular
to it. The angular momentum of the particle about the

axis is now defined as the product of the latter component
of momentum into the distance of the axis from the plane

just defined.

70. Components of Angular Momentum (A.M.). Let a, b

be the direction-cosines of the axis, which we suppose ai

above to pass through the origin, and x, y, z be the

components of v parallel to the axes Ox, Oy, Oz. Then
the direction-cosines of a normal to the plane parallel to

the axis and containing the line of motion at the instant

are
(cy bz, az cx, bx ay)/vsmO,

where is the angle between the directions of the axis

and the line of motion. If x, y, z denote the coordinates

of P (or indeed of any point in the plane just referred to),

the distance of the origin from the plane is

{(cy bz)x-\-(az cx)y+ (bx ay)z}/v sin 6.

But the component of momentum at right angles to the

axis is mvsinO, and hence the angular momentum, as

defined above,

m {(cy bz)x+ (az cx)y + (bx ay)z},

which may be written as

a {m(zy yz)} + b {m(xz zx)} + c {m(yx xy)}.

Clearly this may be regarded as the result of resolving

along the given axis (direction-cosines a, b, c) three com-

ponents, m(zy yz), ..., of angular momentum associated

with the axes Ox, Oy, Oz respectively. In point of fact

they are, as the student will see from 69, the angular
momenta of the particle about these axes. We shall denote

them by F, G, H.
If we measure, from along Ox, Oy, Oz, distances

representing F, G, H, and project these upon the given
axis through 0, we obtain a distance along it which

represents the angular momentum about it. The distance

for each component is drawn in the positive or negative

s
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direction from the origin, according as to an observer,

looking towards the origin from a point on the positively
drawn axis, the turning of the radius OP, drawn from the

origin to the projection P1
of P on the plane at right angles

to the axis considered (in the diagram the axis Ox), is

against or with the turning of the hands of a watch held

in the plane with its face towards the observer. Thus we
obtain a vector through representing the angular
momentum about the given axis by its direction and its

length.
The resultant angular momentum of the particle is

(F
2+G2+H 2

Y, and the direction-cosines of the axis are

(F, G, H)/(F*+G*+H*)*. The axis of resultant angular
momentum, K say, for the chosen origin, passes of course

through the origin, and the angle it makes with the

given axis is

<f>
= cos-^(aF+bG+ cH)/(F

2+ G2+ Hrf}=cos- 1
K'/K, (1)

if K' denote aF+bG+ cH, the angular momentum about
the given axis. Thus

K'= Kcos<p (2)

71. Angular Momenta about Parallel Axes. Now consider

how K and K' are affected by a change of origin to a fixed

point 0' of coordinates h, k, I. The old x, y, z are to be

replaced by their values in terms of the new, namely
x+ h, y+ k, z+ l, while x, y, z remain unchanged. We
have now for the given axis through the old origin,

K'= a {vi(zy yz)} + b {m (xz zx)} + c {m(yx xy)}

+ a{m(zk yl)} + b{m(xl--zh)}+c{m(yh xk)} (1)

The expression in the first line is the angular momentum
about a parallel axis through the new origin, the expression
in the second line is the angular momentum about the

old axis of a particle of mass m situated at the new

origin and having components mx, my, mz of momenta.
A similar conclusion holds for the resultant angular
momentum K. This theorem has important applications
in the case of a system of particles, as we shall see later.
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The student can easily prove that if 0' lie on the given
axis the expression in the second line identically vanishes.

For any system of particles in motion in any manner
the angular momentum is obtained by summing for all the

particles of the system expressions of the form just obtained
for a single particle. We have, simply,

F= *L{m(zy yz)}, G = lL{m(xz zx)},

H=Ii{m(yx-xy)} i (2)

with [see (2), 70]

K=(F2+ G2+H2
)K K' =aF+bG+ cH. (3)

Equation (1) shows that if, instead of the axes drawn
from the fixed origin 0, we take parallel axes drawn from
another fixed origin 0\ the coordinates of which are h, k, I,

and x
} y, z now denote the coordinates of a representative

particle with reference to the new axes,

K'= a\lL{m{zy yz)}] -f b [2{m(xz zx)}]

+ c[2{m(yx-xy)]}

+ a{k2(mz)-ll,(my)} + b{lZ(mx)-h1(mz)}

+ c{JiL(my)-lcL{mx)}. ...(4)

The first part on the right is the angular momentum of

the system about a parallel axis through the new origin 0',

the second part represents the angular momentum which the

system would have about the given axis through 0, if

all the particles could be, and were, transferred without
alteration of their component velocities to the new origin
0'; or, which is equivalent, it is the angular momentum,
about the given axis, of a single particle situated at 0',

and moving so that its component momenta are equal to

2(m#), 2(my), 2(mz).
If x, y, z be the component velocities of the centroid and

M denote the total mass of the system, we have ( 60)

Mx = 'Z(mx), My = ^(my), Mz = ^(mz). Hence, whatever

point 0' may be, if we suppose placed there a single

particle of mass equal to the total mass of the system, and
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having the component velocities of the centroid, the angular
momentum of this particle about the given axis added to

that of the system about the parallel axis through 0',

makes up the angular momentum of the system about the

given axis.

The point 0' here considered is, like 0, at rest
;

if it is

in motion, then h, k, I are variable as well as x, y, z, and
the component speeds for a particle are no longer x, y, i,

but x+ h, y + k, z+l. Equations (1) and (4') must then

have terms added depending on h, k, I. These are

a{il{my)- kl (mz)+ M(lk - id)} + .'.".,

If 0' coincide then with the centroid, H(mx), 2(my), 2(rai)
are now the momenta relative to axes through the centroid,

and vanish by 60
;
so that all the terms in the second line

of (4) disappear, and the angular momentum is represented

by the first line and the additional terms just indicated.

Hence, since h, k, I are then x, y, z, and

1{mx) = S(my) = 2(ms) = 0.

we get for an origin at and moving with the centroid,

K' = a2{m(zy-yz)} + ...+aM{zy-tiz)+ (5)

and K-2 = [2{vi(zy-p)}+M(zy-yz)]
2+ (6)

72. Rate of Change of A.M. Since, when there is no
alteration of the mass of the system,

jt
2{m(zy-yz)} = 2{m(zy-yz)}, (1)

we have for the rates of change of angular momentum
relatively to the axes with fixed origin 0,

C

^ = 1{m{zy-yz)}, -^
= Il{m(xz-zx)} y

d
=1{m(yx-xy)}. (2)

If we transfer to another fixed origin 0', as before, we get
for the old axes, if x, y, z be now the coordinates of a
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representative particle, relative to the new axes,

^ = 2{m (zy
-

yz)} + K2(mz) - t2(my),

dG
dt

dH
dt

2,{m(xz -f zx)} +lE(mx) JiZ(mz),

2{m(## xy)} + }i1{mij) k1{mx) :

,(3)

.(4)

and finally, when the origin 0' is the centroid and moves

with it, the values of the components of angular momentum
about axes at 0, which has now the coordinates

(h, k, l)
=

(x, y, i)

relatively to the centroid, are,

dF _ -- \

-fir

= 2{m(% -
yz)} + M(zy - yz),

dC
-jt

= S{m(a?0 zx)} +M(xz zx),

^ =
2{m(yx-xy)}+M($x-xy)^

since the terms in h, k, I, arising from the motion of the

centroid, are identically zero by the property of that point.

73. Rate of Change of A.M. when Effective Inertia different

in Different Directions. The cancelling in dF/dt of the

term (Emzy) by the term 2(myz) in the differentiation

of ^{mz)y yz)} is worthy of a little attention. 2(mi?/)
is the angular momentum of the system about the axis Ox,

arising from the motions of the particles parallel to the

axis Oz, and 2(mzy) is the rate of growth of this angular
momentum arising from the rates of change of the

^-coordinates. Similarly, X(onyz) is the angular mo-
mentum about Ox, arising from the motions of the particles

parallel to Oy, and H(myz) is the rate of growth of this

arising from the rates of change of the ^-coordinates.

In ordinary circumstances these two rates of growth
cancel one another, but there are cases of motion in which
it is convenient to ascribe different inertias in different
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directions to the body, or bodies, composing the system.
The motion of a medium in which a body is immersed

resulting from the displacement of the body may thus be

taken account of. For example, we may, in explaining
certain effects of the motion of the water, conveniently
consider a ship as having a larger inertia for displacements
at right angles to its length than it has for displacements

along the fore and aft direction. An example of this kind

is considered in detail in 91 below. Thus, if the system
consist of a single body moving without rotation in a

medium, with component speeds x, y, i, it may be con-

venient to regard it as having momenta M
Y x, M2 y, Mz z,

parallel to X , y , Z . In this case we should have for the

rate of growth of angular momentum about Ox,

Mszy
- M

2yz+(M3
-M

2)zy,

with similar expressions for the other two axes.

74. Rate of Change of A.M. when Body Gains or Loses Mass.

It may be that the system is gaining or losing mass. Thus
the earth is constantly receiving meteoric matter from space,
and (if we distinguish here between the earth and the

atmosphere) gaining matter also by condensation of water-

vapour from the atmosphere, and losing matter by evapora-
tion from the surface of the sea, lakes, and rivers as well as

from the surface of the land. Thus, if dm/dt be the rate of

growth of mass at any point, and if the mass gained there

takes up speeds x, y, i, the total rates of gain of angular
momentum from this cause are

2{$(i^-^}' sS (ite
- i;4 ^(y*-*y)}>

where of course dm/dt may be either positive or negative,
or positive at some places, negative at others. Taking these

into account, we have

^=2{m(zy-yz)} +2^(zy-yz)j (1)

with similar expressions for dG/dt, dH/dt.
A case in point is that of a chain wound on a horizontal

cylinder, or windlass, which is turning so as to unwind the
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chain. Let the free end be attached to a fixed point close

to the windlass so that the chain which is not on the barrel

hangs down in two vertical parts connected by a short bight
at the lowest point. Every element of the vertical part
attached to the barrel is moving downward with speed v,

and if we suppose all the moving chain on the barrel and
attached to it to be at distance r from the axis, M to be its

mass, and the angular speed of the barrel at any instant,

the angular momentum of the chain about the axis is at

that instant Mr2
0. But chain is continually being unwound

and successive elements pass from the side attached to the

barrel to that attached to the fixed point, and as each

element passes across the bight from the moving side to

the other, it is brought to rest. The rate of transfer of

mass is half the rate at which it is unwound from the

barrel, namely Jmr#, if m be the mass of the chain per unit

length. Hence the rate of loss of angular momentum from

the moving chain, in consequence of the transfer, is Jrar
3^2

,

being the rate of loss of mass \mrb multiplied by r2
6, the

moment about the axis of the speed rO of the chain. This

problem will be found fully solved in 77 below.

If the matter added to the system brings with it angular
momentum, or if matter on being added or removed acts on
the system (as, for example, does a jet thrown from a
reaction turbine or from a hose or fire-engine), the rate of

addition of angular momentum brought with the matter,
and the moments of the reactions, must where necessary be
entered on the other side of the account, that on which the

actions producing rate of angular momentum appear.
These we now go on to consider.

75. Rates of Change of A.M. equal to Moments of Forces.

Independence of Motions of Translation and Rotation. Going
back to the equations of motion of a specimen particle
referred to any rectangular axes, say those through 0,

mx =Xe+Xi, ..., (1)

where the suffixes distinguish, as before, the internal forces

of the system from the external forces on the particles, we
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multiply the ^-equation by y and the ^/-equation by 0, and
subtract the second equation from the first. We get

m(zy-yz) =Zey-Yez+Ziy-Yiz (2)

Doing this for all the particles and adding, we obtain

Z{m(zy-yz)} = 2(Zey- Yez)+^{ZLy-YlZ ). ...(3)

The products on the right are moments offorces about the

axis of x. We suppose now that the equal and opposite
internal forces between the two particles of every distinct

pair in the system act along the line joining the particles.
Then the pair of forces obtained by the projection of such
a line, with the forces acting along it, on any plane, must

obviously be a pair of equal and opposite forces. Thus,

projecting all the pairs of forces on the coordinate plane yOz,
we see that ^(Ziy Yiz) = 0. For the F* and Z\ obtained

at the particle at one extremity of such a line have, taken

together, the same moment about the axis of x as the force

F, of which they are components, along the line, and in

the same sense the forces Yt , Zi at the other end are

equivalent to the force F in the same line which acts on
the other particle. Hence, extending this process to all

three coordinate planes, we obtain

2 {m(zy - yz)} = 2(Zy - Yz\
^

2{m(xz-zx)}=?,(Xz-Zx), V (4)

^{m{yx-xy)} = ?,(Yx-Xy))
where the suffixes are dropped on the right on the under-

standing that only external forces are there included.

With these are the equations of motion of the centroid

Mx = ^X, My = 2Y, Mz = ^Z. (5)

Now ( 60) it has been seen that

2(mii)=^= 2I, Il(my) = My = 2Y, I,(mz) = M'z = 2Z.

Hence, M@y-$z)=y2,Z-zZYt ..' (6)

with two other exactly similar equations for the axes of

y and z. These show that the moments about any axis of

Mx, My, Mz, or the sums S(m,/
;

), 1(my), ^E(mz) transferred

without change to the centroid, of what are often called
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the effective forces, taken parallel to the axes, is equal
to the sum of the moments about the same axis of the

externally applied forces, supposed all similarly transferred

to the same point.
In (4) x, y, z denote the coordinates of a specimen

particle relative to axes drawn from any fixed origin 0.

If parallel axes be set up from the centroid as origin,
and x, y',

z' denote the coordinates of a particle relative to

these axes, we have x = x+ x'
, y = y-{-y',z

= z-\-z, and the

left-hand sides of (4) reduce to

2 {m{z'y'
-
y'z)} +M(zy- yz), . . .

;

for all terms of the form ?,(mz'y), *Z(mzy'),... are zero,

since 2(m') = 0, *2(my')= 0, Thus, by (6) we get,

dropping accents on the understanding that the axes are

at the centroid, equations of precisely the same form as (4),

where, however, x, y, z now stand for x'
', y', z' .

On the left in these are the sums of moments, relative to

axes through the centroid and carried with it, of the rates

of change of momentum of the particles of the system
relative to these axes, and on the right are the sums of

moments about the same axes, of the external forces, taken

exactly as they are applied. These equations are of great

importance, as they enable the rotations of bodies, or

systems of bodies, about axes through the centroid of the

body or system, to be dealt with as if the centroid were
at rest. This property is peculiar to the centroid because

of the vanishing of Z(m#), 2(ra#), X(m&), ... when x, y, z

refer to the centroid as origin.

Again, equations (5) are the equations of motion of a

particle, the mass of which is equal to the total mass of

the system, to which are applied all the external forces

without change of magnitude and direction. The motion
of the centroid is thus reduced to that of a single particle,
and may be discussed without reference to the relative

motions.

The two properties, stated in the last two paragraphs,
are sometimes referred to as the principle of the inde-

pendence of the motions of translation and rotation.

To take account of the change of mass of the system .
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we must use (4) for the given axes (at the chosen origin
let us suppose), with the modifications referred to above :

that is, we should write

X(m(%-jZ)} +xjJ(%-p))
=E(Zj-F2)+M, ...(7)

with two similar equations. Here DF, DG, DH denote

the rate of change of angular momentum produced in each

case by the matter added or removed.

76. Eigid Body, Boiling Motion of. A rigid body is

defined at the beginning of Chapter VI., to which the

student may refer. It is an aggregate of particles so

connected that the line joining any two remains unaltered

in length, and the angle between every pair of such lines

remains unchanged as the body moves. But this definition

is violated continually by bodies which we class as rigid :

they expand and shrink with heat and cold
;
in some cases

they gain and lose mass, and so we obtain the idea of a

body which moves at a given instant as a rigid body, but
which is changing in some respect or other as time passes.
For many problems regarding such bodies it is convenient

to express equations of the form (7), 75, in another way,
that in fact shown in (4) below. Thus, let the body be

turning about the axis of x, for example, and be the

angle which a line fixed in the body, through the centroid,

for example, and at the instant parallel to the plane of yz,
makes with the axis of y. All the perpendiculars from the

points of the body to the axis of x turn at the same

angular speed at the same instant in the same direction

about that axis. If
1
be the angle which the perpendicu-

lar, of length r
lf

from a particle m, the coordinates of

which are x, y, z, makes with the axis of y, we have

y ^cos^, z = r
1
sin0

1 , (1)

and therefore zy yz= r2

l 1

= r2

l
0.

Therefore, for the whole body,

2{m(zy-yz)} = 0Il(mr
2
) (2)

The quantity S(mr
2
) is called the moment of inertia of
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r

the body about the axis of x. The properties of moments
of inertia and their calculation are discussed in Chapter VI.

;

the values of 2(mr
2
) for the bodies referred to in the

examples will be stated. They will be expressed in the

form Mk2
,
where M is the whole mass, and k2

is such a

quantity that 2(mr
2
)
= Mk2

.

The kinetic energy T of the motion of rotation about Ox
is \^L{m{y

2+ z2
)} ,

and by (1) can therefore be expressed by
the equation T=022(mr

2
) (3)

Now, in calculating the rate of change of A.M. about a

given axis, we have, as a general rule, cases to consider

in which H(mr2
) is constant, so that the a.m. only varies

through 0, and not at all through variations of mass or

its distribution. But in the general case we have, for th

rate of change of a.m.,

^{02(mr
2
)}
= 0S(mr)+ 6

-J;

(2(ww*)}.

This we have to equate to the sum of the moments of the

external forces about the axis, together with any rate of

increase (or diminution) of a.m. directly due to action

between the body and external matter, such as the inter-

change of mass bringing or carrying with it a.m. We get,
for the moment of the forces, 1(Zy Yz) = 1,(Pp), where
P is the resultant of Y, Z, and p is the perpendicular
distance from its line of action to the axis of x. Hence
we have d

jt
{01(mr

2
)}
= 2(Pp)+ DF. (4)

Similar equations hold for the other two axes.

As examples of the value of DF in different cases, we may
take the following : (1) a cylinder rolling on a horizontal or
inclined plane, and expanding or contracting without varia-

tion of mass, so that BF=
; (2) a cylinder of ribbon (Exs. 3

and 4, 77) rolling along a horizontal or down an inclined

plane.
The '"'

rolling motion
"
referred to in some of the following

examples is that combination of turning and translatory
motion which enables a wheel to move along a rail with-
out any slipping at the contact. When the axle of a wheel
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is at rest, the top of the wheel moves forward, and the

bottom backward with the same speed v. If now the axle

be carried forward with speed v as the wheel turns, the

forward speed of the part which is the top at the instant

in space will be 2v, while the speed of the part which is

at the bottom at the instant will be zero. This is the

motion of the wheel in space when it rolls without slipping

along the rail. If the radius of the wheel be r, the centre

moves forward a distance rO, when the wheel turns through
an angle 0, and the forward speed v is rO.

77. Examples on A.M. of Bodies of Varying Mass. Energy-

Changes.

Ex. 1. If the radius of the earth is diminishing as time advances,
find the effect of the contraction on the length of the day.
The radius at time t will be r (l -at\ if we assume that the

contraction is proportional to the time. Hence, since the a.m. then
must be equal to the a.m. at time t= 0, we have

J/|rJ!(l-a*)*ci>=Jffffa
*

Hence, if a be small, we have

nearly. The day is therefore shortened in the ratio of 1 to 1 + 2at.

Ex. 2. A layer of cosmic dust of thickness A, small compared with

,
the radius is deposited on the earth's surface

;
show that if the dust

brings with it no a.m. about the earth's axis, the change in the length
of the day is nearly bhpjaD of a day, where p and D are the densities

of the dust and the earth respectively.
Here we must have, since there is no moment of forces changing the

earth's a.m., exerted by the dust, and no a.m. brought with it,

(f ira
3D |a

s+ 47raVip %a
2
)w= |7ra

3
/)|a

2
(o

*

since the moments of inertia of a uniform sphere of mass M, and a

uniform spherical shell of mass m are M%a2 and mMrcfi ( 175, Ex. 6).

This is equivalent to d(Mk2
u>) / dt

= DF=0, and gives

(****)*
Thus the angular speed of the earth is diminished, and the day is

lengthened in the ratio \ + 5hp/aD to 1.

*It is here assumed, what is far from being exact, that the moment
of inertia can be calculated by assuming the density uniform throughout
and equal to the mean density.
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Ex. 3. A roll of cloth of small thickness h, lying at rest on a
horizontal table with the edge of the cloth along the line of contact,
is propelled with initial angular speed 12, so that the cloth unrolls.

If friction brings the cloth to rest as it comes into contact with the

table, show, on the supposition that no work is done by the rolling
cloth against friction, or against cohesion of the folds or stiffness of the

cloth, that the radius of the roll will diminish from a to r in the time

where 4^ -
a?)g

= 3fl2a4
. [Math. Tripos, 1 878.]

If we take the roll as of unit breadth and unit density, as we may
do without loss of generality, and as very approximately a circular

cylinder (undeformed as it rests on the table under its own weight)
of radius r, its a.m. about the line of contact at time t is 7zt4(d. Hence
the rate of change of a.m. is ^irr^uy+ Qirj^riD. This is the expression on
the left of (7), 75. But in consequence of loss of matter from the

roll, we have DF=%Tr(od(?
A
)/dt

= 67r?'
3
rio, and since, as will be shown

below, the centroid of the roll is at a distance 3h/27r in front of

the line of contact with the table, gravity forces have a moment
7T7'

2
g3k/27r about that line.

We find next the acceleration of the centroid G of the roll regarded
as an unchanging body. Take a section JS perpendicular to the length
of the roll through G and consider any point P of S. Take a point H
of the section at the same distance r from the table as G, but on the

normal to the table through the line of contact. Let HP=p, and
make an angle $ with the upward vertical. P has coordinates

, rj

with reference to a fixed origin on the table in the plane of S
at distance x behind the line of contact, given by =.r+ /asin#,

?7=r-f-pcos#. Hence ^
=x -f /Ht>cos#-/aa>

2
sin#, ^= -paisin#-/OG>

2
cos#,

since 6=0). But x = rd), and if P be coincident with G, p= 3h/27r,

$=tt/2. But, as will be seen presently, h= -Qirrja), and therefore

for G =r<A>+ 3r(i>, rj= -3Aw/27r. The r.c.a.m. is therefore

^irr^a) + Trr2 (rco + 3ru))r= ^vf*a + S^rV'to,

since
r\
has moment -9A2

<o/47r
2
,
which may be neglected. The equation

of motion (7) of 75 is therefore

*rr*<u+ 37rrVa) = %r
2
gh,

which can be written

|7rr
2

w^ (r
2
b))
= %ghr

2
(D= -

Zirgr
2
'r,

since - 2m'jh = <o. Integrating and assigning the constant of integra-
tion to suit the initial circumstances, we get

We can verify this equation by the method of energy, which, on the

supposition made above, is here applicable. The potential energy of

the roll relative!}' to the table is irga
z

initially and vg^ at time t.
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The kinetic energy is f7r
4
12

2 at starting and -mAu)
2 at time t. Hence,

equating the gain of kinetic energy to the loss of potential, we get

fut*o>
2=

f7ra*W + itg (a
3 - r3

),

the equation to be verified.

Now, if s be the length unrolled at time t, we have s= -27rf/h = (o.

Thus the equation found above becomes

1 2p i
Ar2= 3a4

S2
2+ 4g(a?

- r5),

and therefore

if 4(c
3 -a3

)^
= 3l2 2a4

. Hence, since r is negative,

7T drz/dt= -W^c3^3
),

which gives by integration the result to be established,

To prove the statement made above as to the position of the centroid

of the roll, we observe first that the cross-section of the spires of cloth

is an equiangular spiral of angle a. very nearly 7r/2. Hence, as the

distance of the normal at any point to which the radius-vector from the

pole is of length r is r cos a., and the radius increases by \h in each half

turn, we have by the equation of the spiral, (r=ae
ecota

), ^=7rrcotoL,
that is A/27r=rcosa., nearly.

Again, if the roll were kept at rest and the cloth unwound from it,

each half turn, at radius r, would shift the centroid a distance 2A/73-,

since the distance of the centroid of a semicircle of radius r from its

centre is 2r/7r. Hence the centroid would oscillate from a distance

hjir from the pole on one side to an equal distance on the other side.

Therefore the centroid of the bale of cloth when the radius is r is at a

distance A/7r in front of the pole of the spiral, and, as shown above,
the line of contact with the table is at a distance A/27T, on the other
side. The gravity irr2g of the cloth has therefore a moment

Trr
2
g (h/ir+ h /2tt)

=
fyrt*ghl2ir,

as stated above.
It is noteworthy that the solution by the method of energy would

enable the position of the centroid of the spiral to be inferred from
a comparison of the equation of motion with that obtained by
differentiating the equation of energy.

If the roll is allowed to run completely out, a question arises as to

what becomes of the energy. The potential energy has been exhausted,
and there is no kinetic energy. The last part of the roll running very
fast will bring the free end round on the table like a whip, and there
will be commotion of the cloth which will dissipate the energy.

G.D. I
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Ex. 4. A ribbon of very small uniform thickness h is coiled up
tightly in a cylindrical form, and placed with its curved surface in

contact with a plane inclined to the horizon at an angle a.. The axis

of the cylinder is parallel to the intersection of the plane with the

horizon, and the outer end of the ribbon is along the line of contact.

Find the time in which the cylinder will unroll from radius a to

radius r, comparable with a.* The ribbon is prevented by friction

from sliding on the plane.
The equation of motion is, by the last example,

Trr^co -y-(r
2
bi)
= irr2g I r sin a.+ cos a

j,

since it will be seen, partly from the last example, that the momei
of forces, about the line of contact of the roll with the plane, has tl

value 7rr
2
#(rsina.-f-3Acosa./27r). The equation can be written

37r(r
2
d) -f 2wrr)= 27rg ( r sin a.+ cos a.

j,

that is, multiplying by r2w,

37rr2o) -r (r
2
w)= 27rgr

2
o) I r sin a.+

'

cos a.
j

.

From this we get, by integration (first substituting
-

2nrr/h for w),

|7r?'
4
a)

2=
T~9\ i^sina.+ r3 cos ol) + C.

But when =0, tu=0, r=a, and therefore we obtain

f7rr
4
o>

2= 7r
2
f (a

4 - r4) sin a.+2^ (a
3 - r3) cos a.

h

This divided by 2 is the equation of energy.
We can verify the solution of the problem, so far as it has been

carried, by calculating the energy at time t directly. The potential

energy, relative to the point of contact at time t, is

7ra2g(s sin a.+ a cos a.)
- irr2gr cos a. - \ir{a

2 - r2)gs sin a.,

where s= 7r(a
2

?'
2
)/h is the length of ribbon unrolled along the

plane. This expression for the potential energy can be written

^ttj (a
4

r*) sin cL+ irg (a
3 - r3) cos a..

The equation of energy is therefore

fTrW= |7r
2,

f (
4 - r4) sin a.+ Trg(a

3 - r3) cos a.,
h

as found above.

*This is a modified statement of a problem set in the Mathematical

Tripos of 1860, in which it was required to prove that the time in which

the whole would be unrolled w-as ^ir^QcP/gh sin a., where d is the diameter
of the original coil. The solution given in the Collection of Problems for

that year is different from that given above.
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Substituting now for oj
2 its value 47r2r2/A

2
,
we obtain

9 *f r4r2=i |3tt? (a
4
-r*) sin oc+6a(a

3 - r3) cos ol),
A2 2 I A J

that is, **(i*)=J~Lftor&. (a*-r*)sma.+ 6g(a
3 -f3)cosa.\ t

A rf^ '21 A J

that is, *=?f P=
Aj a /l

3r2
f//'

yI i 3tt
I (a

4 - r4) sin ol+ 6# (a
3 - r3) cos ol

j

rhich gives the time in which the roll diminishes in radius from a
If we put sinoL=0, cosol=1, we fall back on the solution of

:he problem of Ex. 3.

Ex. 5. The problem of the windlass referred to in 74. Chain
wound on a windlass, in a single layer, and has the free end

ittached to a. fixed point near the windlass and on a level with its

ixis, so that the chain hangs down in two nearly vertical parts. Find
the motion.
Let the moment of inertia of the windlass without the chain be

rk2. If 21 be the length of the chain, x the length of each of the

vertical parts, or the mass of the chain per unit length, and r the

-adius of the layer in which the chain is wound, the moment of inertia

)f the chain is o-(2l x)r
2

. The equation of motion is therefore

~ [{Mk
2+ <r(2l- x)r

2
} o>]

= Pr+ r2o>
*

{<r(2l
-x%

Out (it

rhere Pr is the moment of applied force on the barrel and chain

tttached to it. Now, the whole of the chain with the exception of the

itionary part is included in the length 21 x, and the force applied
therefore go-.v. The equation of motion can therefore be written

{MJc
2
-\-<r{2l x)r

2
}
w =gcrxr.

ut u) = 2xjr, and therefore <i)= 2'x/r. Substituting in the equation*

motion, then multiplying by 2x and integrating, we get

2{Mk2
+o-(2l-x)r

2

\ 2̂=ga(x
2
-xl)-2[

t

o-x3dt,

rhich, since a;
2
/r

2 =o>2/4, is the equation of energy. On the left is

le expression of the kinetic energy ;
on the right gcr{x

2
a%) is the

loss of potential energy ; and the term remaining, 2 I a-J^dt, which

is subtracted, is the energy dissipated at the bight. For the tensile

force at the bight, on the side of the stationary part of the chain,

brings an element of length xdt to rest in time dt, thus annulling
momentum o-Jdt.2:'r. The tensile force is therefore 2o~.f

2
,
and it

works at rate 2o\r3 . The kinetic energy is thus equal to the excess
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of the potential energy lost over the energy dissipated, which verifies

the equation of motion.
The equation is of the form

(A-Bx)x-Cx= 0,

or, if multiplied by x and rearranged,

xx= n&+-
C . CA x

B ' B A-Bx
This gives, by integration,

**=-|<*-*.)+
a

and therefore

tx

is the time of motion

B v' "^ B2 ^A-Bx'

Ex. 6. To examine the energy changes in Ex. 4, 53. It is there
shown that on the stationary side the tensile force at the bight is

^a-v
2

\vg
2
t
2

. The work done by it in time dt is \<rgH
2

. gt \irgH
z

.

For an element of length \v dt, moving with speed v, and therefore

having kinetic energy \orvdt . v2
,
is reduced to rest in that time.

The whole time of motion is \f'4l/g, as shown in the example. The
whole energy dissipated at the bight is therefore

fVSfg
l<rg* f

t
3 dt= izcrgW= <rgl

2
.

The change of potential energy consists in the transference of a

length I of the chain through a difference of level I. The exhaustion
of potential energy is therefore crgl

2
,
the amount of kinetic energy

destroyed at the bight. Since the chain is left finally at rest, the

energy is completely accounted for. The energy dissipated is con-

verted into heat.

Ex. 7. Examine in a similar manner the energy changes involved
in the motion described in Ex. 5, 53.

78. Kinetic Energies of Motions of Translation and Rotation.

The kinetic energy of a system can be separated into two

parts, (1) the kinetic energy of a particle equal in mass to

the system moving with the velocity of the centroid, and,

(2) the kinetic energy of the motion of the system witj
respect to axes drawn from the centroid and moving with
it. Denoting as usual the kinetic energy by T, we have
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where x, y, z are as usual the component speeds of the

centroid parallel to fixed axes through a chosen origin 0,

and x, y, z are the component speeds of a specimen particle
relative to parallel axes drawn from the centroid as origin.
Thus we have

T=i2{m(&+F+P)} + i2{m(x*+f+ z*)}

+x*L(mx)+ y 2(m?/)+ z2(mz) (2)

But since x, y, z are the coordinates of a particle relative

to the centroid 'Z(mx)= 2(my) = '(mz) = 0, and we have

T=|S{m(^+f+s2
)} + iS{m(^+ 2/

2+ ^)}, (3)

the theorem stated above.

In 15 we have dealt with the motion of a particle with
reference to axes revolving as there specified. Let the

axes be Oxyz and be fixed in a rigid body, turning about
the fixed point 0. Then the angular speeds about the

axes Oxyz are a^, tt>2 ,
a>

3 ,
and x, y, z are zero, since there is

no motion of the body relative to the axes. We have
for the speeds relative to fixed axes coinciding with the

moving axes at the instant

u = w2z co3y, v = oo3x aoxz, w = w xy w^x.

The kinetic energy is ^{m(u2+ v2+w2

)}', and

I.{m(u
2+ v2+w2

)}

= K^2{m(2/
2+ 2

)}+a)
2

Z{m(s
2+ a;

2

)}+a)
2

2{m(^+ 2/

2

)}

2w2w^{myz) 2oo3(ol ^E(mzx) 2co 1co2 H(mxy)]. . . .(4)

For axes that are called principal axes (see Chapter IV.),

2(myz) = 2(mzsc) = *Z(mxy) = ;
and therefore writing

r2

i

= y
2+ z2

, r\
= z2+x2

, r\
= x2+ y

2
>

we have

i2{m(u
2+ v2+^2

)}=Ha)
2

2(mr
2
)+ a)

2

S(m^)+o)|2(m^)}.(5)

If the origin be in motion with the body with speeds
u

,
v0i w . along the fixed axes, we have to increase the

values of u, v, w given above by u
,
v~ , w respectively.

The student will easily make out what the kinetic energy
becomes, and verify that if be the centroid of the body,
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we have simply to add to the right-hand side of (4) the

quantity hM(u2+ v2+w2

), the kinetic energy of a particle of

mass equal to that of the body and moving with the
centroid. This is the kinetic energy of the motion of

translation. Equation (4) gives the kinetic energy of

rotation.

79. Couples. Equivalence of Couples. The subject of

Couples will be fully considered in the chapter on Statics.

But it is necessary to introduce the notion here. If two
forces be equal in amount but opposite in direction, the

system is called a couple. It possesses the property of

producing about any specified axis a moment which depends
on the direction of the axis, but not on its position in space.
A couple has no effect on the acceleration of the centroid

of a body on which it acts
;

it has no single force resultant,
and can only be equilibrated by the action of an equal and

opposite couple, as we shall now prove. Consider axes of

x, y, z through the centroid. Let x, y, z be the coordinates

of a point A on the line of action of the force P of the couple
which is in the direction given by the cosines ol, /3, y, and

x\ y\ z be a point B on the line of action of the other

force. The moment of the couple about the axis of x is

that 18 P{y {y-y')-j3(Z- Z
'

} }.

Hence, only the difference of coordinates y y', z z are

involved, not their absolute values. Similar expressions
hold for the other two axes, so that we have the three

component moments

P{y(y-y')-&{?-*)> CL(z-z')-y(x-x), /3(x-x')-oL(y-y')}.

These are equivalent to the single moment

n{y(y-y')-P(z-z')V
+ {o.(z-z')-y{x-x)Y+{P(x-x)-a.(y-y')\i

!

about an axis the direction-cosines of which are proportional
to the component moments just written, that is about an

axis at right angles to the plane containing the forces.

The multiplier of P in this expression for the resultant
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moment is simply the distance between the lines in which
.the forces act. For it can be written

[(X- Xy+ (y-y'f+ (Z
- zJ

-{o.{x-x')+(i{y-y')+ y(Z -z')}^..
where the first term in the brackets is the square of the
distance AB (Fig. 27), and the second is the square of Bb.
The component moments are the moments of the couples
obtained by projecting the two forces in succession on the
coordinate planes of yz, zx, xy.
We may therefore regard a couple as a vector defined by

its moment Pp, the product of either force into the
distance p between the lines of

action, (2) its "axis," that is any
line at right angles to the plane
of the forces, and drawn towards
that side of the plane on which an

eye must be situated to see the
direction of turning positive, that
is counter clockwise. It thus indi-

cates the aspect or orientation of

the plane in which the forces are

situated. When the axis taken in

this direction is made as many
units in length as there are units

of moment Pp, it represents the

moment as well as the orientation and direction of turning,
and thus represents the couple in all respects.
The moment of a couple about any axis, as already

noticed, is independent of the actual plane in which the

forces act
;

it is also independent of the magnitude of

the forces, and of their direction, provided the orientation

of the plane in which they act is given and the moment.
Thus a couple can be changed from any plane to a parallel

plane without change of its moment about any axis.

The rule for finding the resultant of two parallel forces

gives for a couple a zero resultant, but at the same time

prescribes for it a line of action at an infinite distance from
either of the forces. The interpretation of this is the fact,

already noticed, that a couple cannot be balanced except

Pi
Fig. %
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by the action of a couple of equal and opposite moment in

the same or in a parallel plane. In fact couples represented

by their axes can be compounded like forces, as the analysis

just given indicates.

This rule can be experimentally illustrated by a floatin

stand, on which act couples in different planes, applied
"

strings passing over pulleys and supporting weights.

sis

ase80. Effective Inertia different in Different Directions. &
of a Ship. Consider a rigid body of mass M moving without rotation

parallel to a fixed plane. Take axes Ox, Oy from any origin in that

plane, and let x, y be the speeds of the body parallel to these axes.

The momenta of the body in these directions are Mx, My, and the

body has angular momentum M(yx-xy) about an axis of z through
the origin, since we may regard the body as replaced by a particle of

mass M situated at the centroid (coordinates x, y) and moving with
the velocity (x, y). The time rate of change of this angular momentum
is M(Jjx-xy), which for the present we shall suppose to be zero,

through the vanishing of x, y.
Now let there be matter set in motion by the body, so that the total

momentum in the direction of Ox is M
xx, and that in the direction of

Oy is M2y. Then if we associate these components of momentum with
the body, we regard it as having inertia M

1 ,
in the direction of Ox, and

a different inertia M2 in the direction of Oy. The angular momentum
about the origin is now M2y M

xxr\, where
, rj

are the coordinates of

a point, moving with the body, the position of which it is not necessary
for our present purpose to specify. The rate of change of this angular

momentum (since x= i/=0) is M2y M
xxr\

={M2 M
x)xy, since =

,

rj
=

y, and therefore does not depend on
, 77.

Or, to put the matter in another way, consider a point A of space
with which a point B of the body, or moving with the body, coincides

at time t. By the displacement xdt of the body, in an interval

of time dt, B is carried this distance parallel to Ox from A, and

angular momentum Myx dt is produced. Similarly angular momentum
- Mxy dt about A is produced by the displacement y dt of the body.
Thus zero angular momentum is produced on the whole. But if the
momentum associated with the body be M

x
x parallel to Ox, and M2y

parallel to Oy, the former gain *of angular momentum is M2yxdt and
the latter M

xxy dt, and there is a gain of angular momentum in dt of

amount (M2 M
x)xy dt, that is angular momentum about A is being

gained at rate (M-2
-M

x )xy. This is independent of the position of A,
that is it is the same for all points.

This rate of gain of angular momentum about every point is wholly
due to the matter set in motion by the body, and is effected by the

action of a couple exerted by the body on that matter (the action of a

ship, for example, on the water), which therefore exerts an equal and

opposite couple on the body.
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This is the couple that tends to turn a ship at right angles to its

course, and that must be counteracted by the rudder, and that actually
sets a ship or plank athwart a stream in which it is allowed to drift.

A ship set on a course and left with its helm lashed would be
unstable

;
the helmsman has continually to prevent the ship from

falling off its course, and good steering consists in correcting each
infinitesimal deviation as it arises. For considering an elongated
body immersed in a medium indefinitely extended in each of the
directions of motion (so that we are not concerned with reactions

from the boundaries), let the speed x be that of the body in the
direction of its length, and y be that in a direction at light angles
to the length. Let M

2
-M

1
be positive. If either x or y be zero

the couple (M2-M1)xy is zero. Let, for example, y be zero. Then
if the length be allowed to swerve through the angle < from the
direction GB (Fig. 28) in

which the body is moving,
there will now exist a speed
x in the direction of the

length, and a speed y in

the perpendicular direction,
as shown by the arrows,
and a couple (M2 M

l)xy in

the direction of the curved
arrow will be exerted on
the matter outside the body
but in motion with it. An
equal and opposite couple
acts on the body and tends to turn it so to increase the angle <f>,

that is so as to set its length perpendicular to the course. When the

length is athwart the course the couple is again zero, but that called

into play by a deviation of the body from that position is now such
as to send the body back to it. The body's position relatively to the

direction of motion is therefore one of instability in the first case

and of stability in the second.

A flat dish or plate, if let fall in water, or a card let fall in still air,

with its plane horizontal, moves down, in stable equilibrium ;
if it is

let fall with its plane vertical, the equilibrium of position in falling
is unstable. In this case we must associateM

x
with the axial direction,

and M2 with a perpendicular direction, and we see that M2
M

x
is

negative, and there is stability in consequence in the first case.

The origin of the couple may be seen in a general way as follows.

Consider a ship advancing with speed x in the direction of its length,
and making leeway y, say to starboard. The bow is continually

advancing with speed x into undisturbed water, which on the starboard

side, at the ship, is given speed y to starboard. There is thus a

reaction thrust on the bow of the vessel in the direction to port.

81. Why a Ship carries a Weather Helm. We have here the

explanation of the fact that a ship generally carries a " weather helm,"
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that is that the rudder must be held turned to leeward to keep the

vessel on her course when a wind blows across it. For, as stated

above, she makes leeway, that is has a speed ij
to leeward, along with

the speed x in the direction of her length. Hence, by what has been
stated above, the couple (M2 MJxy, on the ivater, is in the direction

of the arrow A, in Fig. 29, and therefore the reaction-couple, which is

of equal moment, tends to turn the ship's head in the direction of the

arrow A\ that is to windward, and this tendency (to "gripe" as it is

called) must be counteractedill by a couple applied to the
1 1 1 ship by means of the rudder.

>- P

The tendency of a ship to
"
fall off" her course (and

thereby convert her forward
motion into a component x

along her length, and another

y at right angles to her

length), which, as explained
above, always exists, is there-

^ . fore augmented by the action
A of wind, and the difficulty of

Fig. 29. steering is increased. This
effect of the wind is consider-

able when the ship is driven by sails, and a steamer using sails as an

auxiliary sometimes gripes so badly, especially with canvas on the

after masts, as to make it almost impossible to steer. Thus sails on
steamers used to be almost entirely confined to the foremast, and are

now in large vessels completely discarded.

The action here illustrated is of considerable importance as regards
the equilibrium of submarine vessels, of aeroplanes, and of projectiles
thrown from rifled guns. We shall return to it in connection with
some of these practical problems, when we shall consider also the

effect of rotation of the body.

EXERCISES II.

1. Two particles of mass m, m' are attached to the ends of a
uniform inextensible cord of length 21 and mass o- per unit length.
The cord is passed over a horizontal peg so that parts of the string of

lengths x
,
21 x^ carrying m, m' respectively, hang vertically side by

side, when the arrangement is left to itself. If there is no friction of

the cord on the peg and no air-resistance, find the motion.
At time t let the lengths of the two parts of the cord be x and

21 x. Hence show that the equations of motion of the two parts are

{(m+ o-x)x}= {m+ crx)g- T-^ + ax2
,

at

^[{m'+ o-(2l-x)}x]=T2 -{m'+ o-(2l-x)\g-o-x
2
,
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where 7\, T2 are the tensile forces (very nearly equal) in the cord at

the peg on the two sides.

Add, multiply by x and integrate, obtaining

_ (ra+ m'+ 2a-l)x
2
=g{x x ){m m'+ (r(x+x 21) }.

Verify that the expression on the right is the loss of potential energy
undergone by the system in the descent of m and ascent of mf through
the distance x x

,
so that the gain of kinetic energy is equal to the

loss of potential energy. There is no dissipation of energy in this

case in the passage of cord from one side to the other.

If o- be so small as to be negligible, we get the equation of motion
of the masses in an Atwood's machine, simplified by the substitution

of a smooth horizontal peg for the pulley over which the cord passes.
The equation is m _m>

x =
; a,

which leads to x2= 2
, qx. x=- -

,
at2,m+m '7 2 m+m

A more complete account of the theory of Atwood's machine will be
found on p. 436.

2. Two particles A and B of masses m and m are connected by an
elastic string of negligible mass and of unstretched length I, which
exerts a pull on a particle at either extremity which is proportional
to its elongation. The particles are placed on a horizontal plane at

<i distance d apart, and the particle A then receives a blow in the
direction BA, so that it starts off with initial speed V. Determine
the motion on the supposition that there is no friction.

Clearly, the centroid of the system moves in the direction BA with
uniform speed v, where v=mVi(m + m'). When at a distance l+ x
apart, the particles have speeds v+ m'xj{m + m') and v-mxj{m+m'), so

that the kinetic energy is \{m-\-m')v
2+ \{mm'j{m + m')}x

2
(48). If

the force required to produce unit extension of the string be k, the

potential energy stored in the stretched string is \kx
2

. The energy
equation is , , , ,

-(m +m)v*+- ;
x2+ - kxl= const.

2 X ' 2 m+m 2

Show that the equation of motion in x is

mm' .

: x + kx= 0,
m,+m ________

representing simple harmonic motion of period 27r\^mri'lk(m-\-m'),
combined with uniform motion of the centroid at speed v.

3. A horizontal turn-table in the form of a uniform disk is

mounted on a vertical axis at its centre. The weight of the table

is 280 lbs. Two men, each of weight 140 lbs., stand at the opposite
ends of a diameter. Initially the system is at rest. If, now, the men
move round the edge of the table in the same direction at the same

speed, show that when they have gone once round the table, they
have turned in space through an angle Z-.
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4. A turn-table of mass M rotates smoothly on a vertical axis at

its centre, and a man of mass ra walks on it at a uniform rate u along
a radius, starting from the centre. Show that if o> is the initial

angular velocity of the turn-table, and k is its radius of gyration
about the axis, the angular displacement after time t is co p tan-1 (tip),

where p2=Mk2
j(mu

2
).

5. A man weighing m pounds stands on a plane lamina weighingM pounds ;
the lamina rests on a smooth horizontal plane. The man

walks on the lamina so as to describe a closed curve in space enclosing
an area of A sq. feet : prove that the lamina turns through an angle
2m(M+m)A/MI radians, where / is the moment of inertia in lb. ft.

units of the lamina about a vertical axis through its centroid.

6. A uniform rod OA of mass m, turning about a fixed horizontal

pivot at one end, falls from the horizontal position. Show that if

R and S are the forces applied by the axis to the rod along and at

right angles to its length at an instant at which the rod is inclined

at an angle 9 to the vertical (R inward, and S in direction of

increasing 9),

R=%mg cos 9 ; S= \mg sin 9.

If the rod starts from the upright position, prove that

R=mg(%+ 1 cos 9) ;
S= - \mg sin 9.

[The equations of motion are, if the length of the rod be 21,

- ml9=S+mg sin 9, mW=R- mg cos 9,
-
%ml

29= mgl sin 9.]

7. A particle moves with uniform angular speed about a fixed

point under the action of forces whose resultant is always at right

angles to the radius -vector from the point ;
show that the equation to

the path is of the form r=aee+ be- &

and find an expression for the force at any point.

8. A particle is acted on by a force always parallel to the axis

of
//,

and proportional to the square of the radius of curvature of the

path at the point ;
show that if the particle move parallel to the

x axis at (0, b), the equation of the path is of the form

y a log (sec-
).

9. A circular disk of radius a is fixed on a smooth horizontal
table and a heavy particle resting on the table is attached by a string
to a fixed point on the circumference of the disk. Initially the string
is straight and lies along a radius of the disk produced. Its length is

half the circumference. The particle is projected with velocity Fin a
direction perpendicular to the string. Show that the string will just
have been all wrapped round the disk when a time 7r

2
a/Fhas elapsed.

10. A heavy uniform chain of length I and weight W is held

vertically with one end in contact with a horizontal table, and is then
let go. Show that the force exerted upon the table increases from
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to 3W while the chain is being piled up, and then suddenly sinks

to W.

11. A uniform chain lies in a heap close to the edge of a
horizontal table. One end of the chain is gently pushed over the

edge, and the chain is then left to itself. Show that when the last

portion of the chain has just left the table the speed is *J$glt
where

1 is the length of the chain.

12. A flexible chain of mass cr per unit length falls vertically and
strikes a horizontal plane. Show that the initial force exerted on the

plane is <rv2
,
where v is the velocity of the chain at the instant of

striking.

13. The cable of a ship is coiled on the deck and the free end passes

through a hawse-hole in the ship's side at a vertical height h above
the coiled cable. An anchor of mass equal to that of a length I of

the chain is hung at the free end. If the anchor be released, show

(neglecting the large resistances at the hawse-hole, etc.), that after

falling a distance x in air it will acquire a speed v given by

v2 (l+ h +xf=^2g{{l+xf-h
2
)dx.

Hence show that if /= 2A the anchor falls with uniform acceleration gjZ.

14. A length k of a uniform chain of length l+ k and mass per unit

length m is coiled at the edge of a smooth table, and the length I

hangs over the edge. Show that the energy dissipated by the time
the chain leaves the table is $mgk

2
(3l + k)/(l+ k).

15. A smooth circular cylinder is fixed with its axis horizontal and

vertically over the edge of a table, on which a length a of a uniform

chain, of length I and mass ml, is coiled
;
the chain passes over the

cylinder and has its free end on a level with the table. Prove that if

this end be slightly displaced downwards, the amount of energy
dissipated by the time the chain leaves the table is %mga

3
/l.

16. A uniform chain of length I and weight W is placed on a line

of greatest slope of a smooth plane of inclination a. to the horizontal

so that it just reaches the bottom of the plane, where there is a small

smooth peg over which it can run off. Show that when a length x
has run off, the stretching force at the bottom of the plane is

W(l-sma.)x(l-x)/R

17. A uniform chain AB is held stretched in a vertical plane. If

the end A is released, and at the instant at which it passes B the end
B is released, prove that the chain becomes straight after an interval

equal to three-quarters of the time in which A fell to B.

18. Two scale-pans, each of mass m, are supported by a thread of

negligible mass passing over a smooth pulley, and a uniform chain

of mass 2m and length I is held, by its upper end, above one of

the scale-pans, so that it just reaches the pan. If the upper end
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of the chain is released, show that the whole chain piles up upon the

pan in time sj(3l/g).

19. A massless string is coiled round a rough uniform solid cylinder
whose axis is horizontal

;
the cylinder has mass M and radius a,

and can turn freely about its axis. To the free end of the string is

attached a uniform chain of mass m and length l. If the chain
is gathered up close and then let go, prove that the angle 6 turned

through by the cylinder in a time Z before the chain is fully stretched

satisfies the equation Mlad=m(^gt
2
-aO)

2
. [The moment of inertia

of the cylinder about its axis is ^J/a
2
.]

20. A jet of liquid of density d issues horizontally from a tank
which can slide on a horizontal surface. If the velocity of the issuing

liquid in space is k, and that of the tank in the opposite direction is k,

and A is the area of cross-section of the jet, show that the force

applied by the jet to the tank is Ad{h + h)
2

. [Ex. 2, p. 93.]

21. A horizontal water wheel rotates on a vertical axis
;

it is fed by
water which enters the wheel after descending a distance h from rest

and escapes tangentially to the perimeter at outlets symmetrically
arranged round it. Show that if v is the speed of the escaping
water, the ratio of the energy expended in useful work to the total

energy expended is 1 v2
/(2gh).

Prove also that if u is the speed of the perimeter of the wheel,

v2+ 2vu+ 2u2= 2gh.

22. A cylindrical jet of liquid, A square feet in cross-section, issues

from an orifice in a vessel. If the pressure of the water within the
vessel at the level of the orifice exceeds that of the atmosphere by
P pounds per square foot, and the density be p lbs. per cubic foot,
show that

(1) the flow in lbs. per second= A \^2Pgp ;

(2) the momentum which issues in t seconds= 2gAPt Ib.f/s.

Supposing the liquid to be water, and the jet to have a cross-

sectional area of 3 square inches, and the pressure to be 50 pounds
per square inch, find the horizontal force acting upon the vessel.

23. A uniform rod, of length 2a and weight w, is held at an

angle a. to the vertical with its lower end in contact with a smooth
horizontal plane, and is then let go.
Prove that when the rod makes an angle 6 with the vertical,

(]\ m_ 6#(cos a. - cos d)
K } ^~

'a(l+3sin
2
0)~

;

(2) the reaction on the plane is

w(4+ 3 cos2# - 6 cos 6 cos a.)

(l+3sin2
6>)-

'

[Moment of inertia of the rod about an axis through its centre
at right angles to its length = $wa?, and about a parallel axis through
one end = 4?0a2

/3.]
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24. Two particles of mass m and m! are connected by an inelastic

string of negligible mass and length a. The particle of mass m is

placed in a smooth horizontal groove, and when the string is

straightened out along the groove, the second particle is projected
at right angles to the string and groove along a smooth horizontal

table with velocity V. Show that the particle m oscillates through a

space 2am'j(m + m'), and that if m be large compared with m' the

periodic time is 27ra{\ m'/4m)/ V.

25. The potential energy of a particle of unit mass is given by
the equation 2V=/jl(.v

2+ 4?/
2
).

If x= a, a;= 0, y= 0, y=u when t= 0,

show that the path of the particle is given by ii
lx2

{pc
2 a2

)+ fxa
A
y
2 0.

26. A heavy uniform rod, OA, rotates in a vertical plane about the

end 0. It is required to find at what point of the rod the tendency
to break is greatest.

Let 0A=2a, AP=2b, and T, S denote the components of the
resultant force at P along and at right angles
to the rod, and L the couple tending to break '

the rod at the point P (Fig. 30). If C, C be
centroids of OA, PA respectively, we have

0C'= 2a -b.

Resolving along and perpendicular to the rod,
we obtain

*y

sin0+ (2a-&)0h

m-{g cos d+ (2a

a '

Fig. 30.

(cos 6 - cos a.)},

and taking moments about C, we find

L= Sb+\m-b2
d.

3 a

Now, fyna
20= - mga sin 6, and therefore &= f#(cos 6 - cos a.)/a,

where a. is the value of 9 when 0=0. Substituting for 6 and 62 in

the equations for L, S, T, we find

m b. .32a-T=mg a{cos6+ 2

^1 b 3b - 2a . nS=-mg sin 0,
4 * a a

1 b2

L= -mg~2 (b -a) sin 0.

It will be observed that S and L are independent of a., and hence

do not depend on the initial conditions.

Where L is a maximum, we have dL/db= 0, that is 3b2 26=0, that

is b = \a.



CHAPTER III.

DYNAMICS OF A PARTICLE.

82. Rectilinear Motion of a Particle in Resisting Medium.
We now proceed to work out some of the more simple of

the soluble problems of dynamics, and take first the case

of a single particle moving under various simple conditions.

A separate chapter will be devoted to the motion of a

particle under force directed to a fixed centre.

Hardly anything can be added here to what is said

in 21-24 above regarding unresisted motion under

gravitational force constant in amount and direction, or in

32-40 regarding simple harmonic motion. We shall,

however, on account of its practical importance, consider

somewhat fully the motion of a particle under a force

constant in amount and direction, and a resistance in the

line of motion, exerted by the medium in which the particle
moves and depending on the speed. It will be convenient

as fixing the ideas to take as the field of force that of

uniformly directed gravity, but it is to be understood that

the results obtained hold for other fields of force, and
not merely for particles but for bodies of considerable

extension in space. In the first place we shall deal with
motion restricted to a single vertical, and here it will be

understood that the motion considered is only an analogue
of many others that occur in practice. For example, as we
shall see, a body let fall under gravity in a resisting medium,

undergoes acceleration until a certain limiting speed is

attained, at which the accelerating action of gravity is

balanced by the resistance of the medium. So a ship

moving through the water, or a railway train moving
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through the air along a level road, attains a limiting speed,
at which the propelling action of sails or engine is just
balanced by the resistance experienced, and the speed is

uniform. Again, when the engines of a ship, which
is moving forward at any speed, are stopped and reversed,

we have an analogue of the case in which a body is

projected upward with given speed, and so is subjected
while its upward motion endures to the combined retarding
action of gravity and resistance. Both the action of the

propeller and the resistance tend to stop the vessel, and
it is brought more quickly to rest than if either acted

alone. The passage from the particular gravitational cases

which we consider to their analogues will be immediate
;

it will be necessary only to substitute for the value of g
in the equations given below the acceleration which the

propelling action would produce in the unresisted body.

83. Limiting Speed in Resisting Medium. It is found in

practice that at a given speed bodies of the same shape,
and oriented in the same way with respect to the direction

of motion, experience resistance proportional to the squares
of their corresponding dimensions, if they are completely
immersed in the medium. This leads to the conclusion

that the resistance of the medium is proportional to the

superficial area of the body. For projectiles this conclusion

is founded on many experiments : those of Newton, who, in

1687, let fall spherical shells of glass filled with different

materials and of different diameters from the dome of

St. Paul's Cathedral
;
those made by Hutton, in 1775, with

a Robins ballistic pendulum large enough to receive cannon
balls of different diameters

;
and those of Bashforth, made

in 1865-70 and 1878-79, on projectiles from rifled ordnance,
with an accurate chronograph which enabled the instants

at which screens placed across the range of the projectile-
were pierced to be determined.

It is found, however, that no simple law connects resist-

ance with speed. At low speeds the resistance may be
taken as simply proportional to the speed ;

that this is the

case is proved by the fact that the range of motion of a

simple pendulum falls off by the same fraction of its amount
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in each swing, that is that the logarithmic decrement has

a definite value. But at high speeds the resistance increases

more rapidly with the speed, and may require a formula
like av+ bv2+ cv3

,
with different values of a, 6, c in different

cases, and even at different parts of the course of the same

projectile, to completely express it.

If the resistance offered to motion is proportional to

some power n of the speed, that is, is expressed by kvn

per unit mass of the body, so that kv11
is the retardation

produced, the limiting speed is (g/k), where k is a coefficient

depending on the shape and size of the body, and g is the

acceleration which the propelling force acting alone would

give the body. For we have g kvn = at the limiting

speed, and denoting this value of v by L, we have

=
(f)" G

as stated.

If the law of resistance is a mixed one, for example
the retardation is k^v+ kfl

2 at speed v, the expression f(

the limiting speed is more complicated. We have then

htf+ k
1
L = g,

a quadratic equation for L. One root is positive, the oth<

negative ;
and only the positive root is applicable. It is

which reduces to \fgjk2 when k
x
= 0, and approximates moi

and more closely without limit to gj\ as k
2

is diminish*

towards zero.

We can easily prove that for a body of given shaj
and density, L is less the smaller the body's dimensions.

For the resisting force varies as the surface of the body,
and the retardation it produces inversely as the mass of

the body. If, then, I be a representative dimension anc'

p the density of the body, we see that we may writ

for a given medium, retardation = vn . al?/pl
s

,
where a

a coefficient. If L be the value of the speed for whic
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bhis is equal to a given acceleration g, we have

jpL*
= 9 or U--jri (4)

;hat is the smaller I the smaller is L. If a given force act

on the body, the unresisted acceleration g will be inversely
as pi

3
,
and so Ln will be proportional to I

2
. If the force,

as in the case of bodies falling under gravity, is so pro-

portioned as to give for all bodies when unresisted by the

medium the same acceleration g, then the circumstances
are as in (4), and the limiting speed is smaller the smaller

the density of a body of given size, and the smaller the
dimensions of a body of given density. For n= 2, and

bodies of the same material, L varies as sJT, which is

Froude's law of the limiting speeds of vessels of different

dimensions moving through water.

We have examples of this limiting speed in the fall of

rain-drops of different sizes (small shot let fall from an

equal height would reach the ground with a much greater

speed), in the almost imperceptible descent of the minute

drops of water in a mist, or of minute particles mixed up
in a turbid liquid. In this also we have the explanation of

the persistence of the gorgeous sunsets, due to the existence

of very fine dust in the atmosphere, which were seen for a

long time after the Krakatao eruption in 1883.

The law that the limiting speed for similar bodies of

different dimensions varies as the square roots of the

corresponding linear dimensions, when the resistance is

proportional to the square of the speed, is applicable to

the motion of vessels whether completely or partially
immersed. For it is proved by experiment that the chief

part of the resistance to the motion is in that case due to

friction exerted on the wetted surface of the vessel, and

varying according to the law stated.

Taking, then, different vessels of similar design moving
at their limiting speeds when the forces applied are,

according to equation (4), such as to give them when
unresisted the same acceleration (denoted by g above),
that is the forces are proportional to the displacement
tonnage, and therefore the coal burned per ton-mile is
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:the same for all. But the tonnage is proportional to th

cube of a chosen linear dimension, and therefore, reasoning
from a model to a full-sized vessel of given tonnage or of

given speed, we find first the limiting speed or the tonnage,
as the case may be, from that for the model

;
then we see

that since the tonnage is in proportion to the sixth power
of the speed, the power provided will have to be increased

in proportion to the tonnage and the speed conjointly,
that is to the seventh power of the speed. The h.p. per ton

for any other speed will then be proportional to that speed.

ere

Ex. 1. Apply this rule to the calculation of the proper tonnage
and power of a 25-knot steamer from the data (given by Sir George
Greenhill, Notes on Dynamics, 29) afforded by a steamer 500 feet

length, 12000 tons displacement, and 15000 h.p. for a speed of 20 knots.

Increasing the tonnage in proportion to the sixth power and the

h.p. in proportion to the seventh power of the speed gives

Tonnage= 12000(f)
6= 45777, Horse-power = 15000(f)

7 = 71500

The actual tonnage of the Lusitania is 42000 and the h.p. 72000.

Ex. 2. What speed, assuming the same proportions, ought to ha
been attained by the Great Eastern, the length of which was 680 f

(tonnage 32160) and h.p. 11000.

If the Great Eastern and the vessel here taken as a standard we
on the same model, the tonnage of the former would be 30000. The

speed of the Great Eastern with h.p. corresponding to this tonnage
would be 20^680/500= 23-34, in knots, and the h.p. would be about
44000. For 11000 h.p. therefore the speed of the Great Eastern

should be given in knots by ^iToOO/44000. 23*34 = 14'7, nearly. For
the resistances are proportional to the squares of the speeds, and the

rates of working, therefore, to the cubes of the speeds. It is matter
of history that the vessel made from 14 to 15 knots under full power.

Ex. 3. If the expenditure of coal on a steamer carrying troops vary
as the cube of the speed, show that the most economical voyage is

that which makes the coal bill equal to half the amount of the other

running expenses. Discuss also the case of a freight and passenger
steamer.

Let E denote the total expenses of a voyage, D the whole distance

from port to port, v the distance run per day ;
then the cost of coal

per day is Cv3
,
where C is a constant, and the total coal bill is CDv2

,

since the run takes Djv days. If the rest of the running expenses
be R per day, we have E=ODv2+RD/v.

Hence ^=2CDv-R^,

and this vanishes, that is i^is a minimum, when Cv3= Rj2.
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If the cost of coal per day were CV2
,
we should have for greatest

economy Ci?=L
For a steamer carrying freight and passengers, the question of

economy is a somewhat different one. As a rule, liners have their

fixed times of sailing, so that a certain interval must elapse between
the beginning of one trip and the beginning of the next, and a certain

part of that interval is required for discharging cargo and reloading.
If then the arrangement is possible within the time allowed, the

expenses of the voyage will be a minimum if the coal bill is made equal
to half the amount of the other expenses.

Ex. 4. The following interesting comparison is suggested by Sir

George Greenhill {Notes on Dynamics). Determine the longest non-

losing voyage of a steamer the Sirius of 1838 of 700 tons capacity
for coal and cargo when freight is O*la?./ton-mile, supposing the steamer
to go at 8 knots on 20 tons/day of coal, costing 12s. per ton, and

allowing 20 a day for wages, repairs, depreciation, etc. Compare
this with a modern steamer of 5600 tons, going at 12 knots on
50 tons/day of coal.

The steamer travels 192 nautical miles per day, and therefore, if

the length of the voyage be D nautical miles, the voyage lasts Z)/192

days. The coal bill is 5Z)/4, in shillings, and the remainder of the

expenses amounts to 400Z)/192, also in shillings. Hence, we have

if the voyage is to be as long as possible without loss. Hence

/)=
300xl92= 28g0!

about the distance from England to America. The time taken is

15 days.
For the modern cargo steamer, if we take the coal at 18s. per ton,

and the daily expenses as eight times the former amount, we get

D\ D 50x18 n 3200

and therefore D=UJ^ = 22416.
50

The voyage occupies 77'8 days, and is nearly equal in length
to the earth's circumference. The coal put on board is taken at

3890 tons, and the vessel carries 1710 tons of cargo. Of course a
reserve of coal must be carried in any actual case, and the vessel can
coal at stations. The comparison is, however, very remarkable.

84. Resistance varying as nth Power of Speed. Discussion.

In the following discussion it will be sufficient, in view of

what has been stated above as to the analogy of other cases,
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to consider the motion of a body in a resisting medium and
under the action of uniformly directed gravity. In the

tirst place, we shall suppose the motion restricted to a

vertical line.

Let z denote distance upward from a point at which the

particle is projected with upward speed V; then if v be

the upward speed at time t,

dv dv /-.x
ji =*v t- = q M, ( 1 )
dt dz J

where R is the resistance per unit mass of the medium.
We suppose that R is of the form kv11

,
where n is a positive

integer. In that case,

gm-Qf+hf) (2)

The distance dz travelled upward in the interval of time
dt is v dt. Hence, we have the differential equation the

same, in fact, as that just written :

%=-(ff+kv) (3)

We shall generally, in what follows, write u for v/L,
where L is the limiting speed ( 83), so that the equations
of upward motion (2) and (3) can now be written,

- dt - du _d_ d--^ du
(to

To find the time and distance of ascent from the instant

of projection with speed aL= V, to that at which the speed
has been diminished to bL, we have to find the integrals
of (4) between the limits b and a. Thus, if t and z be the

time and distance specified, we have

._L[
a du _L2

[
a udu .

j & i+^'
z
-JhT+tf>

(5)

If v< L throughout the motion (which is here supposed
for the present to be only upward), the integrals may be
obtained by expansion of 1/(1 +un

) in powers of u 11
. If

during part of the motion v > L, the integrand must be

changed for that part by the substitution w= l/u.
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For the time T and distance H to the turning point, we

T Lca tin L2 Ca udu

It is interesting to take the case of infinite upward speed
of projection. Then

T_I>r du L2 T udu

Now, it can be proved (see Gibson's Calculus, 175) that

rccP^dx ir .,

-, ,

-=-
,

if 0<79<1.
Jo 1+x smpx

^

On the left write un for # and take p = l/n, so that if

n > 1 the condition as to p is fulfilled, and we have

Jo l+^n_ ^J 1+35

Again, if we take p = 2/ti, the condition as to the value

of p is satisfied if n > 2, and we obtain

r udu _1 f
30

a?P- 1
da;_ tt

Jol+^n
iiJo 1+as ^sinpTr'

Thus we obtain for infinite speed of upward projection on
the conditions stated as to the value of n,

T= L Z, H=- "-*- (7

n sin
a n sin

If n be very great, we have

{irjn)J^m{irjn) =1, 7r/nsm(2'7r/n) = ^,

and then gT=L, 2gH=L2
,
that is T is the time in which a

body let fall in an unresisting medium from rest would

gain the limiting speed L, and H is the distance which the

body would fall in the same time.

The student may imagine that the finite values of T
and H obtained here for the annulment of an infinite

speed of upward projection are paradoxical ;
but it is to be

remembered that when the speed is very great the resistance
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is correspondingly great, and so the particle is brought to

rest in a finite time and space.
It is to be observed that if n be even, the sign of the

expression kvn will not change with that of v, and hence
that we cannot find an integral in any such case that will

apply without alteration to both upward and downward
motion. For, in the ascending motion, both g and kv11 tend

to retard the particle. On the other hand, when the particle
is descending, g acts to increase the downward speed, while
kv11 acts to diminish it. The downward acceleration is then

g kvn. Thus if kvn changes sign with v, the equation of

motion, as written in (2) or (3), will apply to both upward
and downward motion, so that the limits a and b of u may
be anywhere on the whole course of the motion. When,
however, n is even, we must integrate for the ascending
motion up to the turning point, and then integrate separately
for the downward motion, after reversing the sign of kvn.

So far we have mainly considered the motion as upward.
If it is downward, and n is even, we write, taking for

convenience now v as positive downward,

1 L du 7 L2 udu /oX
dt =

., -j dz = -= -, (8)
g 1-u11 '

g 1u11

so that integrating from V/L = a to v/L = b, we get

If V=0 initially, and finally v = L, these give

T L[
l du u X2

P udu

where T and H denote the time and distance travelled

downward from rest until the limiting speed L is acquired.

85. Motion under Resistance varying as v. We now consider,

very shortly, the special cases of n=l, n= 2 and ft = 3.

When ?i= 1 we have, by (5) of 84, the equation

g . f
a du . l+a m

y-kj+i^T+f (1)

for the time t from the instant of projection upward with speed
V=aL to that at which the speed has become bL. The displacement
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z of the particle from the point of projection in the interval t is given
also by (5) of 84, that is

In the present case, since n is odd, the differential equations apply
to both the upward and the downward motion, so that we may
suppose the motion to have been changed in the interval from the

upward to the downward direction, or to have been wholly down-
ward, that is we may suppose bL negative, or both bL and aL
negative. If a is positive and b negative, that is if the initial speed
is upward and the final speed downward, z is not the whole distance
travelled

;
to find that we have to calculate the upward distance and

the downward distance separately and add their numerical values

together.
The time of ascent T to the turning point is got by making b= 0,

in (1). T j T ,xr

r=|log(l+)
=
|log^l

The distance from the point of projection to the highest point is

^=| {

a-log(l+a)}=|

2

(^-log^
F

).
(4)

If the initial upward speed be L, the equations become

r=^loge 2, #=^(l-k)ge 2) (5)

Equation (2) shows that if z= 0, so that aL is the upward speed,
V say, and bL the downward speed V of return, at a given point,
then the time occupied in the motion is given by

-'
that is it is equal to the time in which gravity would produce in

a body falling from rest in a non-resisting medium the speed V+ V.
Of course if & were zero, the value of t would be 2V/g for the same

speed of upward projection. The speeds V and V are by (1), (2) and
(6) in the relation y y, +V

86. Resistance varying as v2
. Now let n = 2. Here we have

to deal with the upward and downward motions separately. For
the upward motion, we have

,'Ldu , I? udu /, x

g l + u2
g \+v?

so that ^-(tan-^-tan-^), 2=^loglp, (2)

for initial speed aL and final speed bL.
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The time of ascent and distance to the highest point are thus

r--tan->r B-fj^ir- (3)

For the downward motion we take v as positive downward and

7 L du L I du du \ , . x

*"7 T=9
m
*\T+i

+T=i> (4)

, L2 udu L2 d n . 1X1 ...

*-j1=35 atf
k*<1-* (5)

Hence, integrating from the limit a for the initial point to limit

for the final point, we get

^^'g (i-/))(i+ ay '=5
lo T=? (6)

If the initial speed be zero and the final be 6Z, these equations give

,
L, 1 + 6 Z2 1 a

'-%
k
*I=*

Z=
2g

l Zl^b2 (

Hence, if the terminal speed Z be the final speed, that is if 6=1
the values of t and z are both infinite.

87. Resistance varying as v3
. Finally, we take the case o

resistance kv3
. Here the downward motion need not be separated

from the upward. Taking v and z positive upward, with L3
=g/k, so

that Z is the limiting speed,

-, Z du 7 Z2 udu ...
dt=

n o, dz= ,
, , (1)

g l + u3 '

g 1+w3 v 7

Hence, if a be the initial and 6 the final value of u,

_L f
a du _ Z2

f
a u du , .

^^1"+?'
Z

-JJ b l+u^
{2)

Now, by splitting 1/(1 + u3
) into partial fractions, it may be verified

that the integrands break up into differentials as follows :

du 1 du 1 2u-l 7,1 >/3 /c.s

l + ?t
3_ 3 T+u"6m2 -m+ 1 V347 IT2

' ^

udu 1 rfw 1 2m-1 , 1 V3 /. N

:

l+# 3 1 + m 6 2 -tt+l v3 4
i!Rr
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Hence,

t=k riw<I2tz*l>
g 1.6

g
(l + 6)2(a

2 -a+l)

+i{^i(--S-^i(*-8B (5)

^- ZT 1
ln -^ +^a2 - a+1 )

*~.9 l_6
g
(l+a)

2
(6

2 -6 + l)

^""'liH^^H)}] (6 >

The reader may work out the different special cases. Some results

will be found in the examples.

88. Examples on Resisted Motion in a Vertical Line.

1. If n=l, prove that if the upward speed of projection be the

limiting speed L, the distance travelled from the instant of projection
until the downward speed is V is L(T2-T1 ),

where 7\ is the time

occupied in this passage, and T2 is the time in which gravity would

change the speed of an unresisted falling body from V upwards to L
downwards.

2. Verify by expansion of the logs in (1) and (2), 85, that these

equations give the ordinary equations of unresisted motion when

3. Show that if n = 2, and L be the speed of projection upward, the
time of ascent to the highest point is \irLlg.

4. Show that if n= 2, and a particle be projected upward with any
given initial speed, the speeds V and V of the particle when at

the same point in its ascent and descent fulfil the equation
I 11
F2 F2~Z2

'

5. Show that if the earth were a sphere of uniform density,
and did not rotate, a particle dropped at the surface into a tunnel

extending right through the earth along a diameter, would, if unresisted,
move with simple harmonic motion in the period of a simple pendulum
vibrating with bob at the surface and of length equal to the earth's

radius. [It is to be understood that the particle would be attracted

towards the centre in each position with a force proportional to

the whole mass contained in the sphere, concentric with the earth,
on which the particle is situated, and inversely proportional to the

square of the radius of that sphere.]
Show that this is also the period of revolution of an unresisted small

satellite which moves round a great circle and just grazes the surface,
and that if the satellite and particle leave the mouth of the tunnel

together, they will thereafter be found always in a plane perpendicular
to the tunnel.
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6. Prove that, if k be such that the limiting speed L (given by
1cL2 =g) of a particle let fall under gravity g, in a medium resisting
with a force kv2

,
is the speed of the satellite in last question, the time

of ascent of the particle to the highest point when it is thrown up
with the limiting speed, is half the time that the satellite would take

to describe a quadrant of the earth's circumference.

7. Prove that in the case of resistance kv3, the time T and
distance H to the highest point when the speed of projection is L, are

respectively i^ + log2
),

l*t*
3?Vx/3

and that therefore

9 VT log 2

3v/3 9

8. Show that the time from a given point of projection to the

highest point and back again is, for resistance hP,

L 2T {, , 27 1\ . _, 2 /, 1\\ Zl. (\ +a)
2
(b

2 -b+ l)

^--j-tan \73l
6
-2;h^3

l0^(TTW^Tiy9 V3,!
tan

-

89. Examples of Rectilinear Motion under Gravity.

Ex. 1. A particle slides down an inclined plane along the line of

greatest slope, and is resisted by friction
;
to find the motion.

Let be the inclination of the line of motion to the horizontal,

/x,=tanoL the coefficient of friction, s the distance travelled at any
time from a chosen origin within the

range of the particle's motion. The equation
of motion is

dt2
'

:#(sin 6 -ficos 6)

=g sec a. sin (6- a.) (1)

But d 2
s/dt

2
=vdv/ds, and therefore

dv ,n \v -j- =g sec a. sin (0
-

a.).

Integrating, we get

h v2 - -I
v
2

=gs sec <x sin (
-

oc), (2)

which, if the particle start from rest at 0,
becomes i v2

=gssecoLs{n{0_^ (3)

In Fig. 31
,
OP is s, OM is in the vertical

plane of OP, and inclined at the angle a. to

the vertical OHK, lHPK is also ol, so that L HPO is 6-cl. Hence,
OM=ssin(0-oL) and JS'=5seca.sin(^-a). Thus equations (2) and

(3) become respectively

v2 -v;
= 2g.0H, v2= 2g.Off. (4)
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Thus, whatever the inclination 0(>a.) may be, the value of v2 -v2
,
for

descent from to a point on the line MN, has the same value

2g . OH. But for friction, this would evidently have been 2g . OK,
so that 2g . UK represents loss of v2 due to friction. The gain of

kinetic energy is \mv2 ^mv*=mg . OH. The loss of kinetic energy
due to friction is mg . HK, and is greater the farther P is from H.

Ex. 2. Show that if the figure in last example be made to turn
about OK, so that HP traces out a right circular cone of semi-vertical

angle \tt-cl, the gain of kinetic energy is the same by whatever

straight line the particle descends from to the surface of the cone.

Ex. 3. A piece of machinery, e.g. a clock, is driven by a weight
sliding down an inclined plane OP. Show that the efficiency of the

arrangement (the ratio of the energy yielded for useful work by
the weight, in one descent, to the energy spent in raising it from
P to 0) isOH/OL (Fig. 31).

Ex. 4. From the equation of motion in Ex. 1 show that

v=v + gt sec a. sin (6 a.),

s= v t + \gt
2 sec x sin (9

-
a).

Show that if in the circle OPM (Fig. 32),
of which OM is the diameter, the lines

OK, OP be drawn inclined at the angles
a. and ^7r 6 respectively to the vertical

OK, and OK be taken to represent \gt
2

,

OM will represent ^gt
2 sec cl, and OP,

\gt
2 sec a. sin (6

-
a.) ;

and that therefore

the time of descent, from rest at 0,

along any chord OP of the circle on the
side of OK remote from the centre, is

the same as that along the vertical

chord OK
Ex. 5. If the particle sliding along the chord is resisted also by

the air directly as the speed, show that the equation of motion is

s'=g sec a. sin (6
-

a.)
-

fa,

where k is a constant, and that, therefore, if the particle start from

s =gt sec a. sin (6
-

a.)
-

fa,

Fig. 32.

rest

and
fUeca.sin(0-ot.)(/(tf + e-*<-l);

so that, for a constant value of t, this value of s is represented by the

lengths of the chords of the circle in Fig. 32, drawn from on the

side of OK remote from the centre.

Ex. 6. Prove that for =
0, the equation for s in the last example

reduces to % * /a \
s= ^9 i sec a. sin (#- aj.
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Ex. 7. Show that if a particle slide down a chord PO of a vertical

circle (Fig. 33), where KO is a vertical chord, drawn to the lower end
of a diameter inclined to the vertical at the angle of friction a., the

time of descent is the same for all chords on the same side of KO as

PO, and equal to that for KO.

Ex. 8. A particle slides down an inclined plane, under a resistance

kv2
per unit mass

; prove that if the particle start from rest the dis-

tance s described and the speed v acquired in time t satisfy the

equations
u e ks -e~ k's u e^k-iit

v=-r-\
Vkut

sjk
y

e ks -Jk ex/kut

and that therefore
ekr*i(eSk*t+e-

4/**

where w2
=<7sin 0.

Sk

Fig. 33.

Ex. 9. To find the straight line of quickest descent in a vertical

plane from a given point P to a given curve in the plane, a circle

is drawn so that P is the highest point of the circle, and the circle

touches the given curve in a point Q. Prove that the chord PQ
is a line of quickest descent if the circle has external contact with
the curve, and a line of slowest descent if the contact is internal

(Fig. 34).

Ex. 10. Show that the chord PQ of the circle in Ex. 9 bisects

the angle between the normal to the curve at Q and the vertical.

Ex. 11. Show that if the particle have its motion resisted by friction,
the construction in Ex. 9 is to be modified by drawing the circle

to touch a line through P inclined to the horizontal at the angle
of friction, and to touch the given curve. The chord PQ is then
the required line of descent.
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90. S.H.M. Motion of a Simple Pendulum. The equation
of motion of a vibrating particle is easily established. If

its mass be m and its displacement along a straight line

from the position of equilibrium be x, a force of amount
mn2x is applied to the particle by the spring or other

agent, which tends to restore the particle to the equilibrium

position. Thus we have, since mx is the rate of growth of

the particle's momentum,

mx = mn2x

or x+n2x = (1)

the equation dealt with in 33 above.

For motion of the same kind, but resisted by a force

mkx proportional to the speed of motion, the equation is

mx mkx mn2x

or x+ kx+n2x = . (2)

The complete solutions of equations (1) and (2) have been
found in 33, 43 above, and the value of x exhibited in

equations (7) of these sections as a function of the interval

of time t from a chosen epoch of reckoning, and
the displacement and speed at that epoch.
The vibratory motion of a spiral spring has been

considered in 51. We take here as another

example the motion of a simple pendulum, that is

a pendulum composed of a massive particle called

the bob, and suspended from a fixed point by a

thin unstretchable string, the mass of which may
be neglected. Let m denote the mass of the bob

and t the length of the string, and let the motion

be in one vertical plane. If 6 be the deflection of

the thread from the vertical at time t, it is clear

from Fig. 35 that the component force along the

arc in which the bob moves is mg sin 0, directed

inward towards the middle position ;
if the arc be very

small, this force is mgO. The speed outward along the arc

is 16 and the acceleration 16. Thus we have the equation
of motion,

0+|sin0
= O (3)
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If be small, this becomes

6+^6
= 0,

which is immediately integrable in the form

=
4cos(y|*+ a), (i

where A and a are constants. Or we may write it

= encosy|^+A sinV'?^

I

where
,

are the angular deflection from the middle

position and angular speed of the pendulum, at time = 0.

Thus changes simple-harmonically in period T, given by

4

r- 2'4 o
If the more exact equation (3) be considered, it will be

obvious at once that while the motion is oscillatory, it is

not simple-harmonic ;
for the factor of the second term

in (4) is replaced by sin 0. Since sin < 0, it is clear

that the acceleration falls short for each value of 6 of that

required for simple-harmonic motion, and that therefore

the period of an oscillation for a finite amplitude is greater
than that of an oscillation of small amplitude.

91. Motion of a Simple Pendulum in a Finite Arc.

Elliptic Integrals. The problem of a simple pendulum vibrating
in a circular arc is essentially that of a particle moving without
friction on a concave circular ring with its plane vertical, or along the
interior of a guide tube bent into a vertical circle. For if I denote
the radius of the circular path, and 6 the angular deflection of the
radius from the lowest position, the equation of motion in both cases

is (3) above. We find the period in this case by calculating the time,
t say, taken by the particle to move along the circle from the lowest

position to rest at any extreme angular displacement 6 . The whole

period is then 4r.

Multiplying the equation by 6 and integrating, we get

e2

=-Jamdd6=^cos6+ C, (1)

where C is constant. Now, when #=# , $= 0, so that C= -gcosOJL
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Hence l
262= v2= 2gl(cos 0-cos O) (2)

and ^ = \l
l
-

,
\

, (3)

and therefore t= /

V/- / , (4)y
ff Jo V2 (cos 0-cos O)

Writing now sin|0=sin|0o sin <f>, (5)

we have d0= 2sin^0o cos(fl^/\/l
- 2sin2(, (=sin|0o), and when

0=0, < = 0, ;
when 0= O, </>

=
tt/2. Also the substitution just used

gives l/V2(cos 0-cos O)
= 1/(2 sin \ O cos <), so that we have, writing

n for V#/, /0=l/2 sin ^0o cos & or

0=2?isin|0ocos< (6)

But by (5), cos \Q . 0*= 2 sin |0ocos $ <> an(^ therefore by (6) we get

(, = n cos ^0 (7)

Also, we obtain instead of (2) and (3),

dt = 1 ,

W^ \/l-Fsin2
<

l '

and nT=p*=== K, . (9)

The integral K is called *Ae complete elliptic integral of the first kind ;

k is called its modulus and 7r/2 its amplitude. The time from the

lowest position of the pendulum to that for any deflection is given
in the same way by

*7f=#H5=^' * (10)
vl - 2 sin J <>

where F(k, <fi)
is called an elliptic integral of the first kind, of modulus

k and amplitude cf>.
The time for any arc from

<f)
=

<l>1
to

</>
=

</>2 > say,
is thus given by

?i(t2 -t1)
= F(k, te-F(k, &) (11)

It is clear from (8) that if k (that is sin |0O) is very small, we have

T = ^7ry/l/g and 7
T=2W%, the result already obtained in 90.

92. Motion of a Particle in a Vertical Circle. Elliptic

Functions. If the pendulum start from rest from a position making
an angle O with the downward vertical, the force toward the centre

applied by the cord is at any time thereafter, when the deflection

from the downward vertical is 0, mZ02+ mg cos 0, or by (2) of 91,

ra<7(3cos0-2cos0o). At the end of a swing 0=0O,
and the pull is

then mg cos O ,
which is negative if o >7r/2. But if instead of a bob

suspended by a string we have a particle moving in a guiding tube,
bent into a circle, in a vertical plane and of radius

,
the amplitude

g.d. L

r
-'o
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may have any value from up to 7i\ If there be no friction between
the tube and the particle, the equations of 91 apply to the motion,
and the force P applied by the guide to the particle is given by

P=mg(3 cos 0-2 cos O) (1)

If the particle start with speed v from the position at distance W
along the circle from the lowest point, then at deflection 6 the speed v

is given by v2 -v 2=
2gl(cos 6 -cos O), and P is then given by the

equation

P= mg(3 cos 6 - 2 cos $ ) + 1 (2)

Hence, if the particle goes completely round the circle, we have when

0=7r, P=mg{ 3 2 cos B^)+ mv\jl, and therefore if the value of P is

not to change sign, we must have v
2 >gl (3 + 2 cos $ ), and so if 6 =

tt,

v
2

Jl>g. If this condition be fulfilled, the particle may be suspended
by a string.

/Sf The reaction on the support
is equal and opposite to the
force P on the particle.
The amplitude < is the angle

DCQ in Fig. 36, where P repre-
sents the position of the particle
at time t. The circle APB is

drawn with radius I, P is the
initial position of the particle,
CPQ is horizontal, C is the

highest point of the smaller

circle, which has diameter BC.
DP is drawn through P hori-

zontally and intersects the
smaller circle in Q. Then
lDCQ is

<f>,
as we shall prove.

For join AP, OP. Then

LB0P=6, lBAP=\Q,
Fig. 36. lOAP =^6 .

By the diagram, CB= 21 sin2 \ n ,

and therefore CD=2lam2
^eocos

2
LBCQ. But also

OD^l-AC+OD= l-2lcos2
^0 + l cos 6= 2l(cosH0-cos

2he ).

Equating these two values of CD and reducing, we obtain

sin i# sin l BCQ= sin 1>6.
Hence lBCQ= $.

* 2

Also k= sinh0 = CP !APo . If we write F+ /F2= l, lc' is called the
co-modulus, and is therefore represented by AC/AP .

The construction in Fig. 36 replaces the turning of OP, with

angular speed 0, by the turning of CQ with angular speed cj> [see
equations (5) and (6), 91] and the motion of P by that of Q. Q
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starts from C when P starts from P
,
and coincides with P at B. If

the particle just goes completely round in the guiding tube, that

is if Pq is infinitely near to A, the smaller and larger circles coincide,
and 4>

=
%0, B=ir, so that k=l.

Thus t is a function of
c/> given by (9), 91, or nt is the function

F(k, <f>)
of k and

</>. Conversely, < is a function of nt and k, called,
as has been stated, the amplitude of nt. If then we write u for nt,

we have
</>
= am? to modulus k, and sin < = sinamw, or, as it is usual

now to write, sin
<f>
= snu. We also write cos

(f>
= cnu.

We have dcf>/du
=da.mujdu*Jl - 2 sin2

</>,
and write this dn?/.

Thus dsnu , den

.(3)

enu dn w,
- -= =-snw dn u,

d&nu 2sin d> cos </> dd> ,

= = ^
=g- --= - Xr^snwcnw.

aw \/l-Fsin 2
</>

cfo

The functions snw, en?*, dn?, are called the elliptic functions of t

They are usually approached from the point of view of functions of

a complex variable. But the dynamical introduction is instructive.

[Cf. Greenhill's Elliptic Functions.']
In the pendulum motion we have sin0= snw, cos\6= o\mi,

DP=AB sin \6 cos \Q= 21k sn u dn ?*=BP sn w en u.

Also DQ=BC sin
(f>
cos

<f>
=BCsnu en u.

But J8C=2^sinH^ = 2^-2
,
so that also Z)#= 2J*2 sn w en a.

Thus DQjDP=BCIBP = kcn u/dn u.

When the amplitude of oscillation is very small we may take k as

zero, and we have then u = F(k, <f>)
=

(f>,
that is sn?/= sin?/, cnw = cosw :

the elliptic function becomes the ordinary circular function. At the

other extreme, when the particle just goes completely round the

circle, k= l, and ,*m i+tonw
osh

_

Jo cos
<f>

1 - tan h<p
'

and so, for ^>
=

tt/2, 2 is infinite.

The integrals K and /* can be calculated easily by expanding

(1-F sin 2
<f>y"* by the binomial theorem, and integrating term by

term. This proceeding is legitimate (since k<\ and the series are

convergent), and yields for t the equation

The first two terms of this series form an approximation sufficient

for many purposes. This approximation can be arrived at directly

by assuming that 1 /\f 1 - k'
1 sin 2

<f>
=Vl 4- k2 sin 2

< and integrating.

From the expression on the right of ,(5) the multiplier K of s^jg
in (9) of 91 can be calculated. There are more convenient methods of
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calculating this integral ;
but it is unnecessary to discuss the subject

here. The values of K for different values of k were tabulated by
Legendre ;

for values of \dQ proceeding by successive steps of 1 from
to 90, a table is given to 4 places of decimals in the Smithsonian

Physical Tables drawn up by the late Professor Thomas Gray.
When !# = 90, O

= 18O, so that the particle in the guide tube (not
the pendulum) just goes completely round from rest to rest in half a

period. The time required for this is infinite
;
for a range, however,

of j;d ,
from a deflection of 89 on one side to 89 on the other, the

time required is 3*3 times that required for a very small swing from
one side of the vertical to the other. Values for other amplitud<
can be obtained from the following short table :
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Liid thus at the highest point, where v = v2 say,

f
%=v\-4gl, (4)

that we must have, for the motion to be possible, v\> 4gl.

Now 1 -cos = 2sin2
</>,

if 4>
=

\9, and therefore

v2= v\-4glam*<l> (5)

Thus, since v dsjdt
= I dO/dt, we get

Mrf __*fe
(e)

Now it is here known that 4gl/vl<l, and thus if we write

k2=
4glJv\wQ get for the time from the lowest point to the inclination 6,

. 21
[<t>

dd> 21 /7 ,,

v
i Jo vl- J sinJ <

v
l

The time for any arc, from ^)
=

</>1
to

</>
= <

2 , say, is thus

97

h-h = ~{F(k, te-Ffr^)}, (8)v
i

and, by (11) of 91, stands in the constant ratio 2sjgl\v x
to the time

of describing the corresponding arc in the oscillatory motion in a
vertical circle of the same radius.

Again, from the lowest point to the highest, the time r is given by

T=2i
/f d* ^FU*\ (9)

9\U Vl-Fsin2
^)

v
x \

' 2 J

The table in 92 may be used to obtain numerical values in par-
ticular cases.

If the speed at the highest point be zero, v
l =\lAgl and ^ = 1

;
the

value of t is infinite, as we have already seen. Since here

\l\ - k2 sin2
cf>
= cos <,

the integral |/oty/eos<| can be found for any limits and oc, if

< 7r/2, by ordinary integration.

94. Examples on Motion in a Vertical Circle.

Ex. 1. P is a point on a vertical circle of which AB (reading

downward) is the vertical diameter and is the centre. From a

point G taken above A on this diameter produced upward, lines GE,
CF, each equal in length to a tangent drawn from G to the circle,

are laid off respectively downward and upward along the diameter,
and a circle is described on EO as diameter. A line PEQ is drawn
from P intersecting the latter circle in Q. Prove that if k, Ji be the

vertical distances of P and Q below C and F respectively, and P move
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under gravity g in the first circle with speed due to h, then Q will

move in the second circle as would a particle under gravity g. E02
i"i A O-

with speed due to K.

Ex. 2. Two vertical circles touch one another at their lowest

points. B denotes the point of contact and AB, A'B are the coincident

diameters, of which A'B has the greater length. A line perpendicular
to the vertical diameter cuts the circles in P, P'. Show that if P
move under gravity g with speed due to its vertical distance from J',

then P' oscillates in the larger circle with the speed due to its vertical

distance from A and gravity g. A'Bt/AB
2

.

Ex. 3. Prove that if two particles be projected from the same

point with the same speed and in the same direction, but at different

times, along a narrow circular tube in which they move without

friction, and which has its plane vertical, the line joining them always
touches a fixed circle.

Ex. 4. To find the condition that a carriage may
"
loop the loop,"

that is pass round a vertical circle or curve, and to find the reaction

on the guide.

Regarding the carriage as a particle, we see from 92, that a

particle attached to a cord fixed to the centre of the circle will

exert outward pull on the cord at the highest point of the circle,

if the value of v2jr exceed g, where v is the speed at the highest
point, and r is the radius of the circle. But if the speed is ac-

quired by the descent of the particle from a starting platform, as

is customary in "looping the loop" apparatus, v must be the speed
acquired by a particle in falling from the level of the platform to that
of the top of the circle, that is if the difference of levels be h, we must
have v2=

2gh, so that the least possible value of the "head" h is r/2.

The head must be greater than r/2 to a sufficient extent to allow for

loss of head caused by friction and the resistance of the air.

If the curve traversed by the carriage is not a circle, then r is the

radius of the circle of curvature at the highest point. Properly,
in the case of a carriage, we ought to take the curve for which the

head is reckoned at different points as that in which the centroid
of the carriage moves, and in so doing wre should still neglect the

rotation of the wheels.
The equation of energy of the body moving in the gravitational

field is i 2 / i \
tynv

1
mgyy + c),

where c is the height of the starting level above the level of the origin
from which the vertical distance y is measured downward. Thus, for

two distances y, y\ the energy equation becomes

\mv
2

\ mv'
2=mg {y i/).

The reaction against the path, R say, is given by the equation

=R+ mg cos y,
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where ^ is the inclination of the normal to the curve at P to the

vertical, as in Fig. 37. Thus R is zero if r2 =^rcos^, and the carriage
will leave the path in its upward journey at the point where this

condition is fulfilled.

We can write the last equation in the form

R _ 2y r cos \/r

mg r

where y is the head HP required for the speed v. We then have

PC=r, MP=r cos \Js, and R vanishes when PM=2HP

H

Fig. 37. Fig. 38.

When the track is a circle, we see again that for the highest point
to be reached 2y must be greater than r. At the lowest point of the

circle cosi^= 1, and so Rjmg = {2y+r)jr. But if at the highest

point 2y>r, at the lowest point 2y+r>r+ 4r+ r, that is (2y+ r)/r> 6.

The reaction of the track on the carriage is thus greater than 6 times

its weight.
If the carriage be running on the convex side of a curve in a vertical

plane, as in Fig. 38, the equation of normal force is

mv^= mg cos ^/ R,

or with the same notation as before

R _rcosx/r 2?/

mg r

Thus R will vanish if r cos
\/r
=

2y, and will become negative if

rcosyjs <2y, and the carriage can then only be kept on the track

by a guard-rail. The figure gives r=PC, MP=r cos
i/r,

and if

MN=2y, R/mg= NP/PC=AP/PM. Thus R will change sign if MN
becomes greater than MP, and the carriage will leave the track unless

prevented by a guard-rail.
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Ex. 5. At the crown of an arched bridge the curve in which a
motor-car passes over it has a radius of 50 feet : at what speed will

the wheels of the car just cease to press on the road ?

By the last example we have as the condition to be fulfilled v2=grf

that is v2= 32x50, or v= 40, that is the limiting speed is 40 ft./sec,
or 27 '27 m./h. The apparent failure of the steering gear may no
doubt be sometimes explained in this way. The car running at a

high rate of speed passes over a convex part of the road of con-

siderable curvature, and the wheels lose their grip of the surface.

95. Equilibrium of a Plummet under Gravity. Apparent
and Real Gravity. A plummet P is hung by a cord of

length I from a point fixed relatively to the earth : to find

the effect of the earth's rotation. We suppose the earth

(Fig. 39) to be a sphere of radius R attracting the plummet
at P in the direction to-

wards the centre C with
a force G per unit mass.

^ n
2RcosL The plummet is in rela-

tive equilibrium, and is

therefore carried round
with the angular speed of

the earth in a circle of

radius R cos L, where L is

the geocentric latitude of

P, that is the angle PGE.
The plummet is under
acceleration n2RcosL to-

wards the centre of the

circle in which it moves,
and for this a force
mn2R cos L is required.
This is supplied by the

force of gravity mG, which acts towards C
;

so that we
must conceive mG as resolved into two components, one
mn2R cos L towards M, and another mg in a direction PD,
to be determined, and of such amount that with the first

component the resultant is mg. PD is clearly the direction

of the cord which supports the plummet.
The sides of the triangle PCD are in the directions of

the three forces, and are therefore of lengths proportional
to the numerical values of the forces. We thus have
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smLCPD/sin i.PCD = (n
2R cos L)/g. But lPCD = L, and

therefore 2z?

smLCPD = b mn2L (1)

If, in Fig. 39, n2R be represented by GQ, then DQ
represents rizR sin L, and DR represents n

2R sin L cos L or

hn2R sin 2L. If the figure were drawn to scale and GP
were taken to represent G, GQ would, as we shall see

presently, be only 1/17 of GP.
The direction PD is that of apparent gravity g, and is

the line of the plummet-cord. The angle GPD is the

deviation of the plumb-line from the true direction of

gravity, the direction of G, or, what is the same thing,
the excess of the geographical latitude PDE as shown by
the inclination of the plumb-line (or the normal to a
horizontal mercury surface) to the plane of the equator,
over the geocentric latitude L. The acceleration of a

particle moving freely under gravity is G
;
the excess of

this over g, and the difference of direction, are however
so small that for many purposes, for example an elementary
discussion of the flight of projectiles, they may be neglected.

If the earth were not rotating, the plummet at P would
be held at rest by a force mn2R cos L, applied outwards
at P in the direction MP (Fig. 39), without alteration of

the direction of the plumb-line, or of the two forces, mG
towards G and the pull of the cord mg outwards in the

direction DP actually applied to the bob. It is often

convenient to put aside the rotation in this way, and
consider equilibrium as produced by the introduction of

a force acting outward, which is then called the centrifugal
force.

The value of n2R cos L is greatest at the equator, and
we have in

f./s.
2
units,

"-G5^nxw--iii.
This is about 1/289 part of the value of G at the equator,
and therefore, since 289 = 172

,
the speed of the earth's

rotation would have to be increased to 17 times its present
amount in order that the force of gravity might be all
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employed in giving the necessary centre-ward acceleration

to bodies at the equator carried round by the earth.

Gravity would then be apparently zero.

In the latitude of Glasgow, n2RcosL is only slightly
more than 062 (f./s.

2
),
and CPD is about 5J minutes of angle.

96. Plummet in Railway Carriage. Apparent Gravity. A
plummet is hung in a railway carriage which is subjected
to acceleration. The position of equilibrium of the

plummet-cord is not along the real vertical, but is inclined

to it at an angle depending on the acceleration. If the

carriage were running uniformly the equilibrium direction

of the plummet would be vertical
;
but in the case of

acceleration there is inclination of the cord, so that the

deflection of the plummet is in the opposite direction to

that of the acceleration (see Fig. 40). Backward deflection

OOP UHU
Fig. 40.

accompanies forward acceleration in the line of motion,
forward deflection accompanies retardation, outward de-

flection accompanies motion of the carriage round a curve.

The position of equilibrium is that in which the pull
exerted by the cord on the bob is just that required to give
it the acceleration of the carriage; and if disturbed from
that position the plummet will oscillate as a pendulum about

it, under a directive force of apparent gravity, differing
from the real force of gravity in a manner similar to that

in which g was found in the last section to differ from G.

Let a. be the equilibrium inclination of the pendulum
to the vertical when the acceleration of the carriage is a,

and let P be the pull exerted by the cord on the plummet-
bob. Then we have

ma=P sin oc, mg =P cos a,

so that tanoc = -, P= m\/g
2+ a2

(1)
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If the plummet is displaced from this position through
an additional angle 6 ol in the plane of a, so that the

inclination to the vertical is now 0, its motion relatively
to the carriage (that is the motion apparent to an observer
in the carriage who takes no cognisance of objects external

to it) can be found in the following manner. The hori-

zontal acceleration of the carriage in the direction taken as

positive (the line of motion forward say) is a
;

if the
acceleration of the plummet in that direction be x, its

acceleration relatively to the carriage is x a. If P be the

pull applied to the bob by the cord and the deflection be 0,

we have mx =P sin 6, and therefore m(x a) = P sin ma.
The upward vertical acceleration y is given by

my =P cos mg.

Thus by Fig. 40, taking the angle the cord there makes
with the vertical as 0, we have

mlO = (P sin 6 ma) cos + (P cos mg) sin 6

or W=-(gsin6-acos6) (2)

But we have seen that if a is the equilibrium inclination

of the thread, we have a=g tan <x. Hence (1) may be

Thus, if oc be small, the motion relative to the carriage
is one of simple-harmonic oscillation of the plummet about
the inclination ol The period is given by

V;r=2ir\^-r^, (4)

that is, the period is that of a pendulum of length I

oscillating under the effective gravity g/cosoL
= Jg2+ a2

,

or, as it may be otherwise put, it is the period of a

pendulum of length cosot, under gravity g. If the

plummet were deflected slightly sideways from the plane
of oc, it would oscillate about that plane in the same

period 27r\/lcosoL/g.
If the carriage be going round a curve so that the bob

moves in a circle of radius R at uniform speed v, the
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plummet is in equilibrium at each instant in the vertical

plane through the centre of the curve and the point of

suspension, when inclined outward at the angle

a=tan- 1
0%JK).

For the acceleration ol is in this case toward the centre of

the curve and is v2
/R, so that a/g= v2

/gR. The pendulum
if disturbed in this plane oscillates about the inclination

a. in the period .

T=2irJ-T , (5)
V^/cosoc

x

which, as can easily be seen, is also the period of a small

transverse oscillation.

Gravity in the carriage thus seems to have altered in

direction by the angle a, and to be increased in intensity

in the ratio Jl + a2
/g

2 to 1.

97. Cycloidal Motion. Cycloidal Pendulum. Consider now
motion in a cycloid which has its plane vertical and the

tangent at its vertex horizontal. The curve is that traced

out by a point P (Fig. 41) of a circle (radius a say) as the

circle is rolled without sliding that is so that the centre

of the circle advances a

distance aO when the circle

is turned through an angle
in its own plane along

a horizontal line AB. If

the circle make more than
one turn the point traces out

successive cycloids which
meet in cusps, for example
at A and B, for the move-
ment of the point P is there

away from or towards the base AB, and the successive

cycloids have common vertical tangents. The point / of

the circle is at the instant at rest, and therefore the

extremity P of IP, regarded as turning about i", is tracing
out an element of the curve. It is easy to show that the

radius of curvature of the cycloid at P is 21P= QP= 4<xsin 0,
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if = lAIP. Hence the arc AP has length 4a(l cos0),
and the distance of P from the vertex V is 4a cos 0, that
is s= 4acos [see Gibson's Calculus, 146].
Now let a guiding tube in the form and position of the

cycloid in Fig. 38 be provided, and let a particle be placed
on it at rest in any position P . If, as we suppose, there

be no friction, the force of gravity along the tube is

m</cos0, and acts towards the lowest point. We have
therefore

(Pg

w= -gc0S ^=-^8. (1)

The particle will therefore swing from the position P to

another at the same distance from the vertex on the other

side, in time irsl^ajg. The whole period will be ZirJ^ajg ;

that is the period is equal to that of a simple pendulum
of length 4a (

=KV) vibrating through an infinitesimal

arc.

If we differentiate s = 4a cos 0, we get for the speed,
s = 4a sin .

<j> ;
and for the acceleration,

s = 4a cos .
<jr 4a sin . (2)

Hence we see by (1) that the motion under gravity along
the cycloidal guide from cusp to cusp is one in which has

the constant value \A//4a, which again gives the period

27r\/4a/<7. The value of s is here initially 4a0
2 =

g, and
remains 4a cos .

2 = g cos throughout the motion.

Since is constant the value of s is, in the case stated,

everywhere proportional to sin 0, where is the angle
which the normal to the curve makes with the horizontal.

This, as we shall see presently, is an important charac-

teristic of the motion. It shows (since v2-= 2gy, where y
is the vertical distance through which the particle has
fallen along the guide from rest) that the sine of the angle
which the normal to the curve makes with the horizontal

(or the tangent to the curve makes with the vertical) is

proportional to the square root of the length of the ordinate

of the point measured from the line AB joining the cusps,
This is a characteristic property of the cycloid.
When the particle starts from P

,
where LAIP =

<p ,
the

value of at any position P where lAIP
<^

is given, as
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the reader may verify by the integration of (I), by the

equation g cos^_ cos
* _

47(~~SiV
' ()

which when
<p
= 0, that is when P is at a cusp, gives

(j>
= Jg/4<a as stated above.

A cycloidal pendulum may be realised in the following
manner. The evolute of a cycloid consists of the halves

of an equal cycloid placed as shown in Fig. 41 [cf. Gibson's

Calculus, 146]. Hence if a simple pendulum of length
4a be made, and be hung from the cusp of contact of the

two halves of the evolute (supposed made as material

cycloidal cheeks, with the end of the string clamped
between them at K (Fig. 41)), and be made to vibrate,
the string will at first be wound upon the cheek on one

side, will then unwind itself from that side, next wind
itself on the other cheek, then unwind itself, and so on,

while the bob moves in an equal cycloid. The motion
of the bob, as the student will easily see, is exactly that of

the particle in the cycloidal tube discussed above, and the

period, whatever the amplitude may be, is 2-jr'Jia/g.

In the construction of such a pendulum the cycloidal cheeks should
be made with exactness. Their form is often quite incorrect, especially
near the cusp. The length of the pendulum is adjusted by making
the string longer than 4a, and pulling it through between the clamp-
ing surfaces, until the bob just reaches to the extremity of one of the
cheeks on which the string is wound. It is instructive to hang a

circular pendulum of the same length alongside the other, and vibrate
them together ;

when it will be seen that the circular pendulum lags
behind the cycloidal for large arcs of vibration.

98. Tautochronous Motion. The discussion, just given, of

motion along a cycloid, and the theory of simple-harmonic
motion, set forth in 32-34 above, illustrate the fact that

the condition s = n2
s, is sufficient to ensure that the same

time will be taken by a particle to move along any path
from rest in any initial position s = s

,
to a point of arrival

s= [s is measured along the path]. The motion is said to

be tautochronous, and the path for a given field of force is

called a tautochrone.

We can prove that the condition is necessary for the case
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in which the force depends on the position of the particle.

The force must clearly be towards the point of arrival :

let it be /(). We have dv =f(s) dt
;
and therefore

v dv= f(s)ds.

Thus, v\
= -2["f(8)ds = 2{F(s<>)-F(s1 )}, (1)

if v
x
be the speed at distance s

x
and I f(s)ds= F(s).

Jo

Hence -=-= ^ . (2)
da J2 JF(8 )-F(8J

K }

and if r be the time of motion of the particle from s = s to

s = 0, we get 1 p ds

~J2) JFisJ^W)
"

Now let s = sQu, and the last equation becomes

L r
1 sndu

(3)

(4)

which for tautochronism must be independent of s .

We have

and in order that dr/ds may vanish, we get the condition

2i^s )
- 8 F'(8 )

= 2F(8 u)
- s uF'(8 u),

that is 2F(s) = sF
/

(s)

throughout the motion. Thus we get, by integration,

F(s) = Cs2
,

that is F'(s) = 2Cs=f(s).

The force f(s) is thus proportional to s.

Ex. 1. If the motion of the particle is resisted by a force

proportional to the speed, the motion is still tautochronous.

The equation of motion is

s+ks+n2s=0.

If in this we write s=ue~^kt
,
we get for the transformed equation
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This, when w2 >|F, is the equation of a tautochronous motion
of displacement u. The time required for the passage of the particle
to the point s= from rest at any initial distance s is the smallest

positive root of the equation

tan (v^
2
-|F. t)=- 2*Jri>-lkZjk.

Ex. 2. If a particle move along a catenary [equation,

y= \c{e
xlc+ e- xlc

)\

under a force at each point proportional to the ordinate y, and in the

direction of y decreasing, the motion is tautochronous for the point of

ordinate c, as point of arrival.

Let the force be n2
y. Then the component toward the point of

arrival is n2
y dyjds= n 2

ysjy
= n2

s, where s is the distance of the particle
at the instant considered from the point of arrival. The proposition is

therefore proved. By the last example, it also holds when a resistance

proportional to the speed also acts on the particle, and the time of

passage is given by an equation similar to that at the end of Ex. 1.

Ex. 3. A particle is constrained to move in an equiangular spiral
while acted on by a central force towards the pole of the spiral of

amount n2
r, where r is the length of the radius-vector. The component

of force along the spiral is n2r cos <, if
</>

be the constant angle which
the radius-vector makes with the tangent. But the distance s, along
the curve from the pole, of the point to which the radius- vector is r is

r/cos</>. Hence the component force along the spiral is n2s cos2
</>,

which is proportional to s. The motion is therefore tautochronous,
and the tautochronism, as before, is unaffected by a resistance

proportional to the speed. The time also is found as before.

Ex. 4. Show that a particle moving in an epicycloid or hypocycloid
under a central force from or towards the centre of the fixed circle,

and proportional to the distance from that point, arrives at the

equilibrium position in the same time from any starting point. [The
equation of the curve is r2=As2+ B> where A and B are constants, and
s is the distance along the curve from the equilibrium position of the

point at distance r from the centre of force.]

Ex. 5. If the equation of motion of a particle be s=f(s, s), where /
is a homogeneous function of s and s of the first degree, the time from
rest at any distance s= s to the point of arrival 5=0 has the same
value.

Consider two initial distances s
,

s
,
and let s = ks . Since / is

homogeneous and of the first degree, the substitution of ks for s gives

f(s', s')
=

k/(s, s). Hence the equation s '=/(', s') is converted by this

substitution into s= f(s, s), the equation for the other motion. One
motion therefore differs from the other only in the scale of s, which
is in one k times what it is in the other. If the two motions were
started at the same instant, we should have at any subsequent instant

s' = ks, and s and s' would vanish together. If s= <f>(t, A, B), where
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A and B are constants, be the finite equation for s, that for s' is

s'= Kcf>(t, A y B\ and the motions are tautochronous.

Ex. 6. The differential equation of tautochronous motion stated in

Ex. 5 may be written /?\

For s/s we write ujf(u\ and the equation becomes

.. f'(u) .., u2
. ,y . ni u )

/(%) /(w) l/(w)J

The last two terms, it is to be noticed, form a homogeneous function

of the first degree in u and/(w).
The motion begins when w= 0, and ends when f(u)= 0. For =

when s= 0, and since s=us/f(ti\ we see that, as s is not zero when
s=0, slf(u) cannot vanish when s=0. Thus, when s0, we have

/*(
w )
= 0, that is at the point of arrival f(u)=0.

It will be observed that the equation just found may be written in

the form
f{u) ^ .JO
f(u) f{u)

Jy '
Vf{u))

For instead of f(u) we may write f(u)/C, where C is any constant
;

and it is obvious that C cannot appear in the first and last terms.
The theorem stated in this example is due to Lagrange {Memoires de

Berlin, 1765, 1770). The proof here given is a version of that due to

Bertrand (Liouville's Journal, xii. 1847). It is shown by Bertrand
that the equation states a sufficient but not necessary condition of

tautochronous motion.

Ex. 7. If the equation of motion is

where p and q are given functions of s, prove that the condition of

tautochronism is pq + 2dq/ds= const.

We have here dv2
/ds= -2s'=pv

2+ q. Thus, by the second form of

Lagrange's equation given in Ex. 6, we get, putting u=s,

But p and q are functions of s only. We can write f(s)F{s/f(s)\ in

the form As + Bf(s), and in the present case .4=0. Thus we get for

the second of the equations just written and its derivative,

Bf(s)=-hq, */'()=-*

Substitution from these in the first equation gives

P9 + 2J= const.,

G.D. M
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as stated above. Here, as generally above, s is measured from the

point of arrival. If s is measured in the opposite direction, the

condition becomes ^
P?- 2-^

= const.

path

It may be proved that this constant is positive.

Ex. 8. If the particle be constrained to move along a given pa
and be subject to resistance 2kv+ k'v2 : to find the force P along the

path at each point which will make the motion tautochronous.

We here suppose v to be the speed along the path towards the point
of arrival, so that if s be measured from that point v= -ds/dt. The

equation of motion is i
C

^+ 2kv+ k'v2= P.
dt

Now putting ds/dt for v and multiplying by e- K
'
s
,
we get

- e
- K

'

s s+ K'e
- *'ss2 2Ke - *'ss= Pe~ *'s

,

that is if u= - e
-
*, y+ 2ku - Pe - **= 0.

The particle will therefore arrive at the point u=0 in the same

time, whatever the initial value of u may be, if - Pe~ K
'

s= n2
u, where n2

is real and positive. But
j

u=-,e-><'s+C.
K

l//c'. Thus

This theorem is due to Euler. The reader will notice that P has
the value n2s if k' be vanishingly small, the result obtained above
for zero resistance. We infer from this that the term 2kv in the
resistance does not affect the tautochronism under the law of force

found for zero resistance.

It is supposed here that n2 > k2
,
and the time from the initial

values of u and s to the point of arrival is the smallest positive root

of the equation ^r~2 jg

tan(V^-K2

.0=-^7-^'
in which it is to be noticed that k does not appear. On the other
hand the coefficient k has no influence on the value of the force P.

The first of these curious results is noticed by Laplace [Mecamque
Celeste, t. i. p. 35], who also remarks that the value of the time of

passage would not be altered if terms k"v3+ k'"v4+ ... were added to

the resistance.

The discussion here given is a version of Routh's modification of

Laplace's process for the case of the resisted motion of a particle
under gravity. [Laplace, loc. cit., Routh, El. Rigid Dynamics, 492.]

and so
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Ex. 9. If in the last example the impressed force P be due to

gravity we get, measuring z downwards,
dz

Vols

-gz--

?(e<s-V>

,(e*'
s
-K's)+ a

If we suppose that k'= 0, this equation becomes

-gz=^s*+C\
the equation of a cycloid. The curve in which the particle is con-

strained to move must therefore be a cycloid if the impressed force

be that of gravity, and there be no resistance depending on the
second or higher powers of the speed. This may be compared w^ith

the result of 97 for the cycloidal pendulum.

99. Brachistochrones. The problem of the line of quickest
descent, or, to put it more generally, of the path of quickest

passage, in a given field of force from one given point in

the field to another, is of great interest. It was proposed
in 1696 (in the Acta Erud. Lipsi.) by John Bernoulli for

a particle moving under gravity, and a solution was pub-
lished by his brother James Bernoulli, in the same journal,
in 1697. It seems to have been solved also by John Ber-

noulli himself and by Leibniz.

The following is a short version of James Bernoulli's

solution. In the first place, as the student may easily

satisfy himself, the path must
lie in the vertical plane con-

taining the two points. Let
OGD (Fig. 42) be the curve,
and let a small portion of it,

CD, be divided into two parts
at G; if we assume that the

time for each element of the

path is a minimum as well as

the time for the whole path,
then the time along a near
element CLD terminated at

C and D must be indefinitely nearly equal to that along
CGD. For if we pass gradually to the path of minimum
time from paths nearly coinciding with it, there must, from
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the fact that the time is a minimum, be only a very slight
variation from one to the other. The rate of variation of

a continuous quantity in the immediate neighbourhood of a

maximum or minimum is extremely small it is absolutely
zero at the maximum or minimum itself. Now, in Fig. 42,

we may regard GG, GB as straight, the first coinciding
with the tangent to the curve at G, the other with the

tangent at G; and similarly for CL, LB. Draw LM at

right angles to the element GG, and GN at right angles to

LB. Then if t, if be the times of passage along GG and

GD, and tv t[ those for GL and LB, we have t-\-t
/ = t

1 -\-t[,

and therefore t ^= t[ t' . Also if y and y' be the vertical

distances of G and G below 0, the starting point, the

speeds in the curve at G and G are \/2gy, \l%gy'. The latter

is also the speed in the adjoining path at L, since LG is

horizontal. Thus taking, as we may, the speed along GG
and GL as that at G, and the speed along GB and LB as

that at G, we have t t
1
= MG/j2gy, t[ if= LN/j2gy\

But il^^ = LG sin GC#, />i^=LG sin DG#. Calling the first

angle <f>,
and the second 0', we get finally

sin
<f>/v

= sin ^'/f' or sin (p/\/2gy
= sin cffjj^gy'.

The curve therefore has the property that the speeds along
it at successive elements are proportional to the sines of

the angles w
Thich the tangents to the elements make with the

vertical. This, as we have seen ( 97), is a characteristic

property of the cycloid. Since the particle starts from rest

at the highest point 0, the cycloid has there a cusp. This

fact, together with the condition that the final point lies on
the curve, determines the cycloid. The cycloidal path is of

course not a free path. A frictionless guide must be provided.

100. Brachistochrone in Conservative Field of Force. Euler's

Theorem. The result just obtained holds for the motion of

a particle under any conservative system of coplanar forces.

For precisely similar reasoning shows that if be the angle
which the resultant force F due to the field (that is the

resultant of the forces applied to the particle, exclusive of

the reaction of the guide) makes with the normal to the

path at the element ds, then v CcosO, where C is a constant.
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We can now find the reaction of the guide on the particle.

Since dv/dt = vdv/ds,

mv-j- =Fsm6, (1)

for the reaction gives no component along the path. But
V = Ccos0 gives ldv gin0

vd6 cosO
^ '

Dividing the former equation by the latter, we obtain

7

^!=_^cose, (3)

where R is the radius of curvature of the path at c?s.

On the left is the force toward the centre of curvature

which is supplied by part of the reaction of the guide on
the particle. It is important to remark that it is equal
and opposite to the normal force with which the particle is

pressed against the guide by the field, and which is also

balanced by the reaction of the guide. Hence the total

reaction is 2i^cos 6 toward the centre of curvature, or twice

that which would exist if the particle were at rest. This

theorem was first given by Euler.

In the cycloid therefore we have

mv2
a .

- = mg cos 6 = mg sin
<f>.

In a free path, from one point to the other, we should

have ,mvL
-r, n /,x

-g-
= Fcos6, (4)

that is the field would supply exactly the force on the

particle towards the centre of curvature that is required.
The concavity of the path would therefore be turned the

other way. The brachistochrone would thus be the free

path for a system of forces which left the tangential com-

ponent everywhere unaltered, but reversed the normal

component without altering its amount. If the forces of

the actual field were replaced by forces represented by
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the reflection of the former in a mirror containing each
element of the path, and perpendicular to the plane of

the path at every point, the motion would not be changed,
but the guide would be rendered unnecessary.

Conversely, any ordinary free path can be changed into

a brachistochrone for a field of force composed of the

same tangential component and the normal component
reversed. For example (see 126), a particle moves freely
in an ellipse under a force directed towards, and varying
inversely as the square of the distance of the particle
from one of the foci. If this attraction were replaced by
a repulsion of the same amount, but directed from the other

focus, the path would become a brachistochrone for the

new field. [See a paper by Tait, Trans. R.S.E., 24, 1865.]

101. Variational Method for Brachistochrone under Gravity.
It is fairly evident that the motion along the cycloidal guide from
one point to the other must be one of least time

;
but the elementary

method adopted above, though instructive in several respects, is

defective in that it leads to no general process by which such

problems of maxima and minima of integrals as occur in geometry
and physics can be solved, and gives no criterion by which to judge
whether the result is a maximum or a minimum, or only one of a
succession of stationary values. It will be noticed that the problem
of the line of quickest descent from one point to another differs from
the ordinary questions of maxima and minima dealt with in the

differential calculus, for there it is only expressions of known form
that are discussed, while in the former we have to find what the

expression itself must be, in order that its integral may have a
maximum or a minimum value under the circumstances stated.

Thus, in the case of the brachistochrone, it is specified that the

integral / dsjv, taken along some path joining the two given points, is

to have a minimum value, and we must first discover the form of the

path, and so find the manner in which v varies along it, before we
can find the least value of the time of passage. As we may have in

what follows to employ the method of variations in the discussion of

certain problems, we shall give here its solution of the brachistochrone

question, in order that the student may understand the notation and
form some conception of the general process, which has many applica-
tions in higher dynamics.

First, we notice that if we take as rectangular coordinates of an
element ds, x horizontal and y vertically downwards from the starting

point, we have

ds={l+(dy/dx)
2
}^dx,

and v= s!%gy. Hence, if t be the time of passage, and x= a be the
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abscissa of the point of arrival, we have for t the equation

TV?2-** o)
Jo

> 2gy
"

2^
where jo is written for dy/dx. If we denote V(l+j

2
)/2#y by 7,

we have

t=
/

tfcto (2)

Here 7 is a function of y and p, which are both functions of x
;

we have to find what functions they must be in order that t may be a
minimum. We therefore impose on y, and consequently also on p,
a small variation of value, while x is kept unchanged. It is clear that

this will bring about a small change in the course of the curve, which
would not be made any more general by also varying x. By equating
the effect of this variation (taken to the first order of small quantities)
on t to zero, we obtain a condition fulfilled by a curve of the shape
desired, and a curve of this shape can then be fitted to the given data,

and, if it is desired, t calculated. We can then, by carrying the effect

of the variation to the second, or, if need be, to a higher order of small

quantities, determine whether the condition obtained leads to a maxi-
mum or to a minimum, or to neither. The student will observe the

similarity of this process to that adopted for ordinary maxima and
minima.

Denoting the variation of U by 8 U, of t by St, and of y and p by 8y
and Sp, we get

8t= [

a

8Udx ; (3)
Jo

But since U contains only y and p,

^=!>+l^> w
in which the differential coefficients are partial. Now

*-<-* <5 >

for by the variation y becomes y+ 8y, and therefore dy/dx becomes

p+ 8p= d(y+ 8y)/dx=p + d(8y)/dx.

Thus
*-f!?*;*+f**'* (6)

If we integrate the first term on the right by parts, we obtain

fM^y - dx=\M^-\^^dx
' (7)

where the symbol [ J means that the quantity enclosed is to be

evaluated for x= and x= a, and the former value subtracted from

the latter. But at each limit.y is fixed, and therefore Sy= 0, so that

the integrated term vanishes.
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We get then, & =
Jf(

- +
) ** (8)

and for the condition sought,

dx dp dy

m <

Now, differentiating totally, we obtain

d =dUdp /dUdy= d
dx dp dx dy dx~dx y

by the last equation.

Hence
U=p^+C, (11)

where G is a constant. Thus U is determined. This equation may
be written r - -

JlP= ? +Gy %gy *j2gy(\+p*)

or 2gy(l+p*)= 4gc, (12)

where c is another constant. This is the differential equation of the

curve. Since v= s/2gy and vl +p2=
l/sin <, if < = tan -1

(l/p), we have

v= 2\/gc sin <, (13)

which is the result obtained above by James Bernoulli's elementary
process. It is obvious from this result that the curve has a cusp at

the starting point.
We can also obtain easily the integral equation of the curve.

v = Sr
y

and therefore dx= ,

y 'L= (14)
v 2cy

- y
2

Integrated, this gives

x= -\/2c^-^
2+ ccos-1

(l-|)
+ 6, (15)

where 6 is another constant of integration. This is the equation of

a cycloid.

By carrying 8U to terms of the second order, we should find the

effect of these terms to be positive, and should therefore infer that
the condition obtained above renders t a minimum.

102. Variational Method for Brachistochrone in Conservative
Field of Coplanar Forces. In the more general case of any system of

coplanar forces, we have , ^

<-f*2*i (!)
Jo v
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and by precisely the same process as before we get as the condition of

least time d p J^+p ^
&WT+P

+ # Zy
' ()

where it is to be remembered that the first differentiation is total,

the second partial. This may be written, if a. denote the inclination

of the element of path to the horizontal, that is a= tan -1
jo, in the

form rfgina. l_ d_ 1

dx v cos a. 9y v~
Hence by reduction, putting djdx='dfdx+pdfdyi

we get

cos a da. 1 / . *dv o*v\
-j-=^A sin a.- cosa~-l

;

v dx v2
\ ox oy)

or, since cos a. = dxjds, sin a.

mv2

R "* v
Xdx ds 'by

If now the forces, other than those due to the reaction of the guiding
curve, be conservative, that is be derivable from a function V of the

coordinates as explained in 50 above, so that the equation of energy

T+V=h (4)
holds for the motion, we have

v oV ov v oV ov .-X= ~ = mv~-, F= ~ = mv~- (5)ox ox oy oy

(ov dy dy dx\ /0 .

\o-xts-oljTs) (3>

Hence (3) becomes 2*=X% - Y^= - Fcos 0,R ds ds
.(6)

where, as in 100, 6 is the angle between the direction of the resultant

force F of the field, at the element ds of the path, and the normal to

the element. Hence we have again the theorem stated in 100,

regarding the reaction and the system of forces which would give
th same motion unguided.
We can now verify the cosine law of velocity assumed in (2) 100.

From (6) and the relation mvdv/ds=F sin 6, we obtain

(R dvjds)jv=
- sin 0/eos

or dv a ,n= - tan V.dd,
v.

which gives by integration v= Ccos0, (7)

where C is a constant.

103. Brachistochrone in any Field of Force. If the path is in

space of three dimensions and the components of force are X, F, Z,
we have, as before, for the time along the path as prescribed,

-/*; 0)
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and therefore 8t= /
- S v

, (2)
J vz

with v 8ds x 8dx+y 8dy+ 'z8dz, (3)

mds8v=(X8x+ Y8y+ Z8z)dt (4)

The latter equation follows from the equation of energy on the

supposition that the forces are conservative. Hence, since the opera-
tions 8d may be taken in the order d8, as the student may easily
convince himself,

C v 8ds_ C x d8.v+ if d8y+ z d8z

J t>* ~J .

#]*i^-> m
. . fds8v f X8x+Y8y+Z8z ,

Again, m
J -jjpJ -^ dt

Hence, since the integrated terms enclosed in [ ]
in (5) vanish when

evaluated at the limits the starting and final points we obtain by
(2), as the condition of a minimum value of t,

*(-l+3+*M +-3+ "'-* <6>

or, since 6\r, 8y, 8z are arbitrary, and this relation must hold whatever
values are assigned to them,

d x X ^ d y Y
rt d z

t
Z n

dt v2 v2 dt vl v2 '
dt v2 vl

'

If we write vd/ds for djdt in these, we obtain

d (\ dx\
,
X A ^

mv-r- -
-5- +-o=0, ... , ... ,

d_(ldx\
ds \v dsj

( ,
d2x dv dx\ rt

V
,

S?- v
didi)

+x=0' '

()

Since the direction-cosines of the tangent to the path at an element
ds are dxjds, dy/ds, dz/ds, and those of the normal in the osculating

plane are proportional to d 2
x/ds

2
,

... (see 17), we see that if I, m, n
are the direction-cosines of a normal to the osculating plane the
binomial , , ,

7 dx , dy ,
dz .

l^r + m -f- -f n -=- =0,
ds ds ds

7
d 2x

,
d2

y ,
d2z

and the three equations last obtained give

lX+mY+nZ=0, (9)

so that the resultant of the applied forces lies in the osculating plane.
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If we multiply the first of the equations (8) by d 2
xjds

2
,
the second

7 d 2
y/ds

2
,
the third by dhjds

2
,
and add, we obtain, since

lJR= {(d
2
xlds

2
)
2
+...}\

.(10)
mv* T1 nor -g- = - ^T

cos 0,K
where 6 is the angle between the direction of the resultant F of the

applied forces, and the normal to the element of the path at which
the speed is v. This is the theorem already obtained in more re-

stricted cases. As before ( 102), we might establish the relation

v= Ccos$ (11)

Equation (8) can be modified by writing mv ^dvfdx for X, mv 'dv/'dy
for F, and mv 'dvfdz for Z. Thus we obtain

(\dx\_^_\ i/i*\3l i*/l^V i (12)
dsKvdsJ d.v v* ds \v ds J~dy v

1 ds\v dsj ~'dz v

These equations are exactly those of equilibrium of a uniform
flexible thread, under tension 1/y, and in a field of force the com-

ponents of which are derivable as shown from a function l/v of the
coordinates. Any one equation, it is to be noticed, can be derived
from the other two.
Now let vv'= k2

,
where h is a constant, and take a new element

of time dt' so that v'=ds/dt'. Then, as the student may verify, the

equations of motion become

d%_lcV2
dhf^l'dtf* dh_\'d^ m .

dt'2~2dx' dt' 2~2dy
J

dt'2~2dz { }

These are obviously the equations of motion of a free particle moving
in the brachistochrone, and having speed v' at the point oc, y, z at
time t'. Take the mass of each particle as unity. The equation of

energy of the first is i
v2+ y= jl

that is iy'2= *f 7 ;

V+A
or, as we may write it, lv'

2+ V' = h\ (14)

if _ r+A'=j6*/(-r+*).
By this theorem we can pass from brachistochrones to free paths,

and vice versa. For example, a unit particle moving under a central

force F has kinetic energy \v
2= Fdr. If p be the length of the

perpendicular from the centre on the tangent at the point where the

speed is v, then vp= h. But v' = k2
/v = k2

p/h or v'= Cp, where C is a
constant. Hence; under a law of force which gives v'= Cp, the path
will be a brachistochrone. Other applications will be found in the

Examples.
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104. Conical Pendulum. The conical pendulum consists

of an ordinary simple pendulum, the bob of which, however,
moves in a horizontal circle (Fig. 43) about the vertical

through its point of support, as shown in the diagram.
If a be the radius of the circle and
T the period of revolution, we have
v = 2-7ra/T. The force on the bob
towards the centre of the circle is

m . 4>7r
2
a/T

2
,
and must be supplied by

the inward pull of the sloping string.

Thus, if F be the pull applied by the

string to the bob and I be the length
of the string, we have

4nr2a,a

Fig. 43.
F
I=

r.
J>2

(1)

But the vertical component of F, that is Fh/l, where h
the height of the point of support above the plane of th

circle, must balance ing, so that we have

Fj
= mg.

Thus hla =gT2
l4,^a, and

T=2irJKV a
<J

(3)

that is the bob revolves in the period of a simple pendulum
of length h.

From this result we can infer the period of a simple
pendulum vibrating in the ordinary way through a small

arc in a vertical circle. For if a be very small, the circular

motion of the bob of the conical pendulum may be regarded
as compounded of two simple-harmonic motions at right

angles to one another, each being a vibration of the ordinary

simple pendulum of length I. Hence, for that pendulum,

T=2ttJT^.
We shall show later that the motion of the conical

pendulum is stable, that is, if the bob be slightly disturbed,

say pulled a little out or pushed a little in from the circle

by extraneous force, and then left to itself, it will oscillate
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about its motion of steady revolution in the circle of radius a.

The motion of a rigid body, or of a connected system of

rigid bodies, which in certain circumstances moves as a
conical pendulum, will be discussed in Chapter VII.

105. Double Pendulum. The following pendulum problem
is of interest for its physical applications. To the bob B

x

(Fig. 44) of a simple pendulum of length l
1 ,
a second simple

pendulum of length l
2 with bob B

2
is attached. The masses

of the bobs are m
x ,
m

2 ;
it is required to find the modes of

small vibration in one plane
and their periods. We shall

see that there are two modes
of vibration, and that any
actual vibration is com-

pounded of these. Let 0, 6'

be the angles, Bl
0Av B2

CA
2,

Fig. 44, which the two threads
make with the vertical at

time t, and let F
1

be the
force applied by the upper
string to the bob B

1
of mass

m
x , and F2

that applied by the

lower string to the bob B
2
of

mass m. Then -F9

B,*-v-

Fig. 44.

is the
force applied by the lower

string to the upper bob.

Since the oscillations are

small, we may use 6
1
and 6

2
instead of sin 6

1
and sin

2 ,

and if #
1?
x
2
be the horizontal displacements of the bobs

from the vertical through the point of support, we can write

iCj
-
^\^\ j &2

~'
1^1 * '2^2 *

The equations of motion are m^x\ = F^+ F.fi^ and
m

2
a3
2
= F

2
62 , which, by the values of x

lt
x

2 just found, can
be written m^ = ^Xm1+mi)9ei+7rt2g0^\

2(*A+^2)=-m2002 ;
J

for, since the vertical accelerations are negligible, we have,

very approximately,
F

i
= (vh+m2)9> F-2

= (2)
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If we now assume that the two pendulums vibrate

together in the same period, we can settle what the periods
of the modes are very easily. For we have then

_e1__e2_^
or e~ t*>

where T is the mode of vibration adopted by the system

Multiplying both numerator and denominator of the firs

ratio by l
x ,
and of the second by l

2 ,
we get, since l

1 l
= x

1

L
2 2

= x
2

x
1 ,

2fl2 _ x
2

x
l m

iA+ lA~ x
*

'

and therefore, by the second of (1), we have approximately,

2 2

If the ratio xjx2
is constant, as we here assume it to be

this is the equation of motion of a simple pendulum o'

length x l
2/(x2 x

x ) performing small vibrations. Thus

T=2ttJ-^- 1
-2

(6;
ylx

2
-x

1 g

Hence, if in Fig. 44 we produce the line B
2
B

1
back to

meet the vertical in C, the length of the equivalent simple

pendulum is CB
2
or GA

2
. The ratio xjx2

is constant if the

displacements x
lt
x

2
are in the same phase and we shall

prove immediately that this is the case and C is a fixed

point.

Again, if the deflections 61} 2
be in opposite directions (as

in Fig. 44), we get in the same way 69
=
(j62(x1+ x

2)/x9l2 ,

and t-ujn3*
Vx

1+ x
2 g

The point G is now found by the construction in Fig. 44,

and the length of the equivalent simple pendulum is, as

before, GB2
or GA

2
.

These results, as to the lengths of the equivalent simple

pendulums in the two modes of vibration, are due to John

Bernoulli, who appears to have been the first to consider

this question. [De Pendulis Midtifilibus, Op. Om. torn,

iv. p. 313 et seq.]

s

:
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106. Double Pendulum. We now consider the formal

solution of equations (1) of last section, and assume again
that the system can vibrate both parts moving together
in the same period and the same phase, taking account

of course of the fact that the deflections are in opposite
directions in the second mode

;
but we shall now justify

this assumption by finding an equation for the determina-

tion of the periods, the roots of which are proportional to

the squares of the reciprocals of the periods, and are

real and positive.

Denoting the essentially positive quantities

(m1+m2)g/rnj1+ m$/'in1
l
2t m^/m^, m

2g/m2
l
2 ,
m

2g/m2
l
2

by av b
1}
a
2 ,

b
2 respectively, we can write (1) in the form

Jb-y
"-""

(Aj-yJU-y ~\ D-iJL^ ^

Xc=
'2
'1 (1)

CC2X-^ 2Xe> , J

where x
1 ,
x
2
have the same meanings as before. [It will be

noticed that here a
2
= b

2
. These are the equations of motion

of the system of two spiral springs shown in Fig. 45.]

Let now x
x
=A

x
ia

\ x
2
=A

2
e
int

(where i =Jl), which
will give simple-harmonic motion if n be real. The real part
and the imaginary part of e

int
will satisfy the differential

equations separately, as will be found on trial, so that we
can easily "realise" the solution. Substituting in (1),

we obtain
(n*-ajxl+ 6,^ = 0,1

_ (
a

2
x

x+ (n
2 b

2)x2
= 0. J

These give for the determination of n2 the equation

in2 a
1)(ii

2 b
2)

a
2b\
=

or n'i (a1+ b
2)n

2
-\- a1

b
2

a
2
b

l
= (3)

The roots of this quadratic in n2 are real if

(a1+ b
2)

2
^>4}(a1

b
2

a
2
b
1 ),

that is if (ax
6
2 )

2> 4a
2
6
1 ,

which is always the case since a
2
and b

x
are positive.

Moreover, the roots are both positive. For the expression
on the left of (3) is positive when n2 = +oo ,

and also when
n2 = 0, since o162>ct^; it is negative when n2 = a

1
and

when n2 = 69 . One root, therefore, lies between + oo and the
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:greater of a
x ,

b
2 (that is <x

1 ),
and the other root lies betweei

the lesser of these (that is b
2)
and 0.

Equation (3) also gives, as the student will easily per-
ceive, the two modes of steady vibration of the system
as a double conical pendulum.
We can show that when the two connected pendulums

are vibrating according to either one of the two modes, the

vibrations are in the same phase. For, realising the valut

of xv x
2
assumed above, we write

x
1
=K cos nt+L sin nt, x

2
=M cos nt+N sin nt.

Substitution of these values in (2) gives

{(n
2-a^K+bxM] cos nt+ {(n

2- aJL+ b
xN} sin nt = 0,

{(n
2- b

2)M+ a
2K} cos nt+ {(n

2 - b
2)N+a2

L
} sin nt

and these must hold for all values of t They will so hold

if (n
2 a

1)(n
2 b

2 )
a

2
b
1
= (which is the equation already

found for the determination of n2
),
and we obtain

K_ b
1 5o n2 L b

x _^>2~ rbl

les, the

values

3 <*

>M a
x

n2 a
2

' N a
x

n2
a.

Thus we have b
r
x
2
= (a1

n2
)x1 , or, which is the same

a
2
x

l
= (b2 n2

)x2
. Either of these shows that x

l
and x

2

have the same phase in the same mode of vibration.

Taking the latter, we get

^2_ ^2^2
~ chxi _ 9 ^2~ Xl

/Q\
x
2

t
2

x
2

since b
2
= a

2
=

g/l2
. Thus, for the period, we have

(7)
g x

2
x

1

which verifies the result otherwise obtained above, as to

the length of the equivalent simple pendulum.

107. Double Pendulum. Discussion of Cases. Now it has
been proved ( 106) above that n2

,
for one mode of vibration,

is greater than a
2 (the greater of a

x
and b

2 ),
and for the

other mode is less than b
2

. The period is 2ir/n, and we
see from (7) that in the former case, that of the smaller

T=27rJ-2

v a
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period, the ratio xjx2
is negative, that is the pendulums

are at the same moment deflected in opposite directions,

and that in the latter case, when the period has the greater
value, the ratio xjx2

is positive, that is the pendulums are

at the same moment deflected in the same direction. It is

obvious from the action of the forces applied by the cords

to the bobs that such a difference of period must exist

in the two cases.

If m
x
be very great in comparison with m

2 ,
two cases

arise, namely, l
x
small and l

t large in comparison with L.

In the former we have, approximately, a
1
=

g/l1 , and,

exactly, a
2
= b

2 =g/l2 ,
while b

Y
is very small. Equation (5)

of 106 gives approximately n2= a
1+ a

2
b
ll{al

b
2 ),

and
n2= b

2
a
2
b
l/(a1

b
2 ).

Thus the period of the first mode
of vibration which is nearly 27rJTJg and is that for

which xjx2 is negative is diminished in the ratio of

l/Vl+ 2
fe
1/o1(a1

b
2 ),

and the period of the second mode
which is nearly 2ir\ll2jg and is that for which xjx2

is

positive is increased in the ratio of 1/Vl a
2
6
1/62(a1

b
2).

In the case of l
x large in comparison with l

2 , we have

still, if m
x
be so great as to make b

x sufficiently small,

both these approximations.
In all cases regard must be had to the genesis of the

motion, and this will be fully considered later in the dis-

cussion of the compound pendulum [Chap. VII.]. But in

the case of l
x large in comparison with l

2 ,
if the large upper

pendulum be set into oscillation, and so made to drive the

lower pendulum, the period of the former will be little

affected, but a steady oscillation of the lower will be set

up, and the deflections from the original vertical will be on
the same side for both that is the oscillations of the

driven pendulum will be, as we say, direct and the actual

period of the driver will be somewhat increased. But if

the natural period of the lower pendulum be greater than
that of the other, the effect of driving the lower by the

upper will be to produce in course of time inverse oscillation

of the former, that is the deflections will be on opposite
sides of the vertical at each instant. The actual period
of the driver will be slightly diminished.

G.D. N
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108. Physical Analogues of Double Pendulum. We have a

physical example in the fact that oceanic tides, produced
by the rotation of the earth relatively to the tide-producing
bodies, the sun and the moon, are, speaking generally, in-

verted in low latitudes and direct in high latitudes The

rotating earth is here the driving pendulum. According to

what is called the " canal theory
"
of the tides, the natural

period (for an endless canal parallel to the equator) of

oscillation of the water in low latitudes (where the canal

is longer) is longer and in high latitudes is shorter than
that of the tide-producing force, and hence the result stated.

If the free period of the driven pendulum be equal or

nearly equal to that of the driver, oscillations of the
former of great amplitude will quickly arise. In the tidal

case violent oscillations are not found at the latitude of

transition from direct to inverted tides : the results of the

theory illustrated by the complex pendulum are so modified

by friction as to prevent such disturbances (see 225). A
good example, however, is that of two similar pendulums
tuned to the same period, and hung opposite one another
on the two sides of a plank of wood. When one is set in

motion, the other is gradually started by the slight disturb-

ances communicated to the common support. As the

motion of the second pendulum increases, that of the first

diminishes to almost zero. Then the motion of the second
diminishes and that of the first increases, and so on con-

tinually until the whole energy has been dissipated in

overcoming friction in the air and in the support by which
the motion is transferred. The energy is continually

exchanged from one pendulum to the other.

A similar case of
"
sympathy of vibrations

" was discussed

by Euler in his papers
" De Sympathicis Pendulis

"
(Nova

Coinment. Petrop. xix.). The transference of oscillatory
motion from a beam to the scales suspended from its ends
and back again was observed by Daniel Bernoulli, and
described by him in the Petersburg Memoirs. Its theory
was given by Euler in the papers referred to : his treatment
of the problem and the discussions of later mathematicians
have done much to further the theory of the oscillatory
motion of connected systems.
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Lord Kelvin has applied the theory of the complex pen-
dulum to the investigation of the influence of the mode of

suspension of a clock or chronometer on the rate of the

time-keeper. His paper contains many instructive observa-

tions
;
we can only notice the following. The practice of

hanging a watch on a nail (often followed by watch-

makers), or in a bag or " watch-holder
"

hung on a nail, is

objectionable, as causing a serious change in the rate of the

watch : it is much better to lay it face up on a moderately
hard cushion or under a pillow. A marine chronometer
should be "

firmly attached to the middle of a two feet long

plank, with heavy weights near its ends," and this plank
should be strapped down on cushions to avoid damage from
the tremors of the ship. [See also the worked examples on
double pendulums in Chapter VII.]

109. Two Connected Spiral Springs in Same Vertical. The

theory of the double pendulum applies also to the arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 45. A mass ?>i

1
is hung by

a spring s
1
from a fixed support, and from m

l
is

hung a mass m
2 by a spring s

2
. If the system be

displaced from the equilibrium position along the

vertical, vibrations ensue which are given by equa-
tions perfectly analogous to those which hold for

the double pendulum. For let x
1}
x
2
be the down

ward displacements of m
ly
m

2
from the equilibrium

position, c,, c
2
the forces, per unit elongation in each

case, which these springs apply to the fastenings at

their ends
;
then if, as we suppose, the masses of

the springs be negligible, the spring s
1 pulls up-

wards on m
x
with a force c^cx

and the spring s
2

pulls downwards on m
x and upwards on m

2
with

a force c
2(x2

x
1 ).

The equations of motion are

therefore
Tlh-iX-i

VyJU-t ~\~ V2 \JL>2 X-tJ) I

(l) Fig. 45.

or, if we write av b
lf

a
2 ,

b
2
for (c^c^/m^, c

2/7n1} c
2/m2 ,

cj7n2 (so that, as before, a
2
= 6

2 ),

x\
= a^+ b^, x^ a^ b^x^ (2)

which are precisely equations (1) of 106.
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The solution is in every respect precisely as before, with
a quadratic for n2 identical with (3) of 106, the roots of

which are real and positive. The vibrations are along
the vertical, and there are two modes, as above described,
one in which the two masses move at each instant in the

same direction, the other of shorter period, in which the

masses are moving at each instant in opposite directions.

The most general motion is compounded of these two
motions superimposed.

110. Three or More Connected Springs with Attached
Masses. If a third mass be hung from m

2 by a spring s
3 ,

the equations of motion are easily obtained. They are

left as an exercise for the student, who may verify that a
cubic is now obtained for n2

,
the roots of which are real

and positive. Thus there are three modes of vibration in

general, one in which the three masses are all moving at

each instant in the same direction, one in which the two
lower or the two upper masses move in one direction while
the third moves in the opposite direction, and one in which
the first and third masses move in the same direction while
the second moves in the opposite direction.

Similarly, the case of four or more springs with attached

masses might be discussed. If there be p springs with p
attached masses, an equation of the p

th
degree in n2

gives

p distinct modes of vibration.

Lord Kelvin has applied the theory of an arrangement
of this kind to the dynamical explanation of the phosphor-
escence of bodies. To the series of masses thus connected

by springs is attached a terminal spring carrying a handle,

by means of which a forced vibration of any desired period
can be applied. For a description of the apparatus see

Popular Lectures and Addresses, vol. ii., or The Baltimore

Lectures, passim.

EXERCISES III.

1. A particle of mass in moves in a spherical bowl without friction.

Axes are taken at the centre of the surface, z downwards. Show
that the equation of energy can be written

\m (x
2+ y

2+ z2)
=

tngz+ h
,

where A is a constant.
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If r be the radius of the bowl, show that the normal force applied

)y the surface to the particle is given by

N=-(2h+ 3mgz).

2. Prove that if C denote the constant double rate of description
of area by the projection of the radius drawn from the centre of

the bowl to the particle, on a horizontal plane,

C*= (x
2 + f)(r

2 -z2
)-z%

2
.

Hence, show that the equation of energy can be written

3. The time t for any part of the motion of the particle between

the planes z= z and z=z
1
is given by

rzi r dz

where <f>(z)
= 2 (^+gz)){r

2 - z2)
- C\

Prove that <f>(z) has three real roots, one a between - oo and r,

another b between r and z
,
and a third c between z and +ri

and that b+ c is positive, so that c is always positive. [We have
ab+ bc+ ca= r2

.]

4. Show that if z=z initially, where b<z <c, the value of z

must always lie between b and c.

5. If 6 be the angle which the projection of the radius-vector

on the horizontal plane through the centre of the surface makes with
a fixed horizontal line, find 0. If z be negative when z=z (Ex. 4),

show that z will continue to diminish until it reaches the value b, and
that then the path of the particle on the surface will have a horizontal

tangent. Show further that z will then begin to increase, and will

continue to do so until it reaches the value c (when again the particle
will be moving horizontally), will again diminish to the value b, and
so on continually.

6. Show that the projection of the path on the horizontal plane
touches the projection of the circle z= b internally, and the pro-

jection of the circle z=c externally, provided both b and c are positive.

If, however, b be negative, so that the circle 2 = 6 is above and the

circle z= c below the centre, show that the path touches both pro-
jections externally and the circle z= internally.
Prove that if B1} Cu B2 be three successive points of contact with

the projections of the circles z=b, z= c, the first and third with the
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projection of the former circle, and the second with the projection of

the latter, a a

that these angles are described in the same time and correspond to

equal areas described by the projection of the radius-vector.

7. Prove that any angle BC traversed by the projection of the
radius-vector from a point of contact with the projection of the circle
=

6, to the next point of contact with the projection of the circle z= c,

is greater than 7r/2. [Puiseux, Journ. de Math., 7, 1842.]

r
c dz

We have *"=
*J. <r-^V?(^)

,

where <f>(z)
= 2(h/m +gz)(r

2 -z2)-C 2= 2g(a
-
z)(b

-
z){c

-
z).

But (Ex. 3) a= -
(r

2+ bc)/(b + c),

so that

and therefore

>){z(b+ c)+ r2+ bc},

-C2

=^-(r-b){c-r){r
+ b){r+c\

C2=
<f>(r). These results give

dBC =rs/(r
2 -b2

)(r
2 -c2

) fA (r* z

dz

(r
2 -z2

)sJ{z-b){c-z)F'

where F=z(b + c)+ r2+ bc, which is positive as z varies from b to c,

and has as superior and inferior limits c2+ r2+ 2bc, b2+r2 +2bc.

Thus, if
[dzi(r

2 -z2
)s/(z-b)(c-z\

V(r2 -62
)(r

2 -c2
)I> 6bc>

rsj(r
2 -b2

){r
2 -c2

)

Vc2+ r2+ 26c\/b2+ r2+ 2bc

Now, as the reader may verify,

/=
7T s/(r-b)(r-c)+ s/(r+ b)(r+ c) _ tt J2r2+ 2bc+ 2\/(r

2 - b'^t/^c
2
)

2 rsj{r
2 -b2

){r
2 -c2

) ~2 rsJ{r
2 -b2

){r
2 -c2

)

so that Bc lies between two limits which are both greater than 7r/2.

8. Show that as b and c approach equality, 6BC approaches the
value 7rrj\lr

2
-f 3c2 .

[The value of QBC cannot exceed tt (Halphen, Fond. Ellip. t. ii., and
de Saint-Germain, Bull, de Sci. Math., 1901.]

9. Prove that if the particle is projected horizontally on the

surface, in the plane z=0, with speed v
,
the values of 6 and t from

the starting point are connected by the relation

v sjz6-~^t=8in-
2 r

sl2g{r
2 -z2

)
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Here C2= v
2
r
2
, 2A/m=vJ, and

!xs. 3 and 7) become

rdz

therefore the values of t and 6

I,s]<LgZ(f-z
2
)-v\z

2
"

nr2dz

i

)\/2gz(r
2 -z2

)

com these the result stated can be deduced.

It is to be noticed that the upper limit of v slzjsj2g(r
2 - z2) is 1, and

that therefore z cannot exceed the value given by 2gz
2+ v\z

= 2gr
2

.

The value of z is given as an elliptic function of t, and this with the

relation stated above enables x, y, and z to be expressed in terms of t.

[This theorem is due to Sir George Greenhill.]

10. Reckoning t from the instant at which the particle is at

the lowest level it can reach, so that z must be negative, prove tha, if

z= c -(c~b)u\ k2= (c-b)/(c-a), and A=\/2#(c-a)/2r,

z is an elliptic function c-(c- 6)sn
2
Atf, which has the real period

2
f

1 du

AJ v/(i-^)(l-FM2)'

11. Write down the equations of motion for a position of the

particle very close to the bottom of the bowl, and hence show that

the x and y equations are

9
x+^-x=0, i/+? y= 0.

Hence prove that if when =
0, the path of

the particle is an ellipse of semi-axes x
,
v sTrfg.

12. A particle moves on a concave surface of revolution, the

axis of which is vertical. The origin of coordinates 2, p is taken on
the axis

;
z is measured downward, p horizontally, and zf{p) is the

equation of the surface. Prove that the energy equation is

m{p2(l+f2)+p2d2
}
= mgf(p)+h,

where /' stands for f'(p).
Prove also that the description of areas by the horizontal radius p

leads to the equations

t= P pdp /,

Jpo V

e-eQ=[p
c
d*

Jpo
' /

^
\j2p2

[gf(P
)

l+f'2

j

i+f2

1

where t is the time of passage from the distance p from the axis to

the distance p, and 6 - # is the angle turned through by the horizontal

projection of the radius-vector in the same time.
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The square of the resultant speed at time t is

p
2+ p

2&2
+'z

2=p2
{\ +f'

2
) + p

2 2
.

Eliminating 6 from the energy equation by the equation C=p2
0, we get

the expression for
t, and putting dt=p

2
d$!C, we get the equation for 6.

13. Let a. be the angle which the direction of motion at any
point makes with a meridian (the intersection with the surface of

a vertical plane through the axis of the surface and the point)
through the point : prove that

C= vp sin <x= v p sin olq ,

if v
, p , olq be the initial values of v, p, a..

Clearly p9= v sin a., and therefore vp sin oc= C.

14. Prove that a particle moving under gravity on a surface of

revolution with its axis vertical cannot describe a parallel on the
surface unless the vertex of the cone of semi-vertical angle \ir

-
ft,

formed by the normals drawn to the surface from points on the parallel,
is above the parallel.

It is obvious that the vertex must be as stated, in order that the
reaction may balance mg. For equilibrium, we have

tan/?=a.
P

But cot /3= -dzjdp= -f(p). Since z is taken positive downward the
vertex of the cone wili be above the parallel if /'(/>) be negative.

Thus, we get , -.

v=sl-gpf{p),

where p is the radius of the parallel and v the speed with which it is

traversed.

15. Show that, if c2 = C2
mj2k, the equations of Ex. 12 become when

the particle is under no force, except the reaction of the surface,

J pdp

Jo P V P2 ~C2
>P0 P V

16. Prove that the particle in this case moves along a geodesic
curve on the surface.

The value of v is in this constant and equal to v . Also h=\mv\,
and therefore C2

m/2h= C2
/v

2
. Hence (Ex. 13)

p sin cl=c.

This relation is a characteristic property of a geodesic. [A geodesic is

a curve drawn on a surface so that its osculating plane at each point
contains the normal to the surface at that point.]
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17. Find the path of the particle on a right circular cylinder
,'hen no force except the reaction of the surface acts on the particle.
Here p is constant, =a say, and therefore sina.=c/a. The path is

therefore a helix on the surface. This is otherwise evident.

18. An india-rubber tire of cross-sectional area a is shrunk on the
wheel of a motor car, and the tensile force per unit area in the tire

is T. If r be the radius of the wheel and P the normal force per unit

length of the rim exerted upon the wheel by the tire, show that when
the car is at rest P=aTjr.
The density of india-rubber is 112 lbs. per cubic foot. If the

tensile force in the tire when the car is at rest is 224 pds. per square
inch, show that the maximum possible rim-velocity is nearly 65 miles

per hour.

19. A particle suspended from a fixed point by a string of length a

hangs vertically ;
it is projected horizontally with speed s]lag\2 ;

show that the string will become slack when the particle has risen to

a height 3a/2.

20. A particle is projected from the lowest point of a vertical section

of a smooth hollow circular cylinder, of radius r, whose axis is

horizontal, so as to move round the inside of the section. Prove that

if the velocity of projection is 2sjgr the particle will leave the circle

when the radius through it is inclined to the vertical at cos-1 (2/3).
Prove also that the particle will rise to a total height of 50/27

above the point of projection.

21. A particle moves under gravity in a smooth groove in a vertical

plane. Write down the equations from which the velocity, and the
reaction of the groove on the particle in any position, can be obtained.

If the groove have the form of the parabola x2= 2Ku2
yjg, with axis

vertical and vertex upward, and a particle of unit mass is projected
horizontally from the vertex along the groove with speed u, show
that at a point where p is the radius of curvature, the reaction of the

groove on the particle is u2{K I)/p.

22. A particle starts from rest at the highest point of an ellipse of

eccentricity e placed with its major axis vertical. Show that if there
be no friction the particle will leave the curve at a point for which the

josine, 2, of the eccentric angle fulfils the equation
e2t?-Sz+2= 0.

23. A heavy particle moves on the inside of a smooth paraboloid of

revolution, axis vertical, vertex downwards, latus rectum 4a. Prove
that when it describes a horizontal circle its angular velocity about

the axis is *Jg/2a.
If x

x ,
x2 are its greatest and least heights above the vertex, show

that the corresponding speeds are *j2gx2 , ^2gx\ , respectively. Prove
also that when it is at a height x its angular velocity about the axis is

('Jgx1
x2/2a)/x.
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24. A train is running smoothly along a curve at the rate of

60 miles an hour, and a pendulum which would ordinarily oscillate

seconds is observed to oscillate 121 times in 2 minutes. Show that
the radius of the curve in which the train is running is very nearly a

quarter of a mile.

25. A heavy particle of mass m moves within a smooth circular

tube (radius I) in a, vertical plane. It starts with speed V from
the lowest point ; show that when the line joining the particle to the
centre of the tube makes an angle with the vertical, the force

applied by the particle to the tube is Smgcos 0-2mg +mV2
/l.

A carriage of mass 30 pounds moves round the inside of a vertical

circular track of radius 8 feet. Its speed when at the lowest point
is 40 feet per second. Find the speed at the highest point, and the
reaction of the carriage against the track.

26. The bob of a simple conical pendulum of length I, suspended
from a point 0, is constrained to describe a horizontal circle of radius

\l on the inner surface of a smooth sphere of radius a, of which is

the highest point. If the angular speed of the pendulum be *J2g/l,
determine the stretching force in the pendulum thread, and the thrust
on the surface of the sphere.

27. The bob of a simple pendulum is drawn aside through a right

angle and let go. Prove that when the thread makes an angle 6 with

the vertical, the resultant acceleration is \/T+3cos2
#.

28. Two spiral springs are connected in a vertical series. The two

supported masses are 500 grammes each, and each spring is of such

strength that 100 grammes produces an extension of 3 cms. Find the

period-equation and solve it. Give also the integral equation when
the initial displacements are (1) +1 cm., +1 cm., (2) +1 cm., -1 cm.,
and the initial speeds are zero in each case.

29. A rocket is fired off and rises vertically. If m is the mass

burnt, and E the mechanical energy generated per unit time by the

burning, prove that the speed of the burnt products relative to

the rest of the rocket is sfZEJm.

30. PQ is a focal chord of a parabola lying in a vertical plane.
If PQ is vertical, and TP and TQ are tangents drawn to the parabola
at P and Q respectively, show that heavy particles started simul-

taneously from rest at P and T, and falling along the lines PQ, TQ,
will reach Q at the same instant.

31. A number of heavy particles start from rest from a point and
slide down straight lines inclined at various angles to the horizontal.

Show that the locus of the points reached by them with a given speed
is a horizontal plane ;

show also that the locus of the points reached

by them in a given time is a sphere whose highest point is the starting

point.
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32. A particle falling freely from rest in vacuum acquires a speed L
)3 seconds. The same particle falls from rest in a medium in

wilich the resistance varies as the speed ;
its limiting speed is L.

Show that the speed after time â /3 seconds from the start of the

motion is nearly \L, and that after {^/? seconds it is nearly Z.

33. A particle of mass m moves in a straight line under a constant

force F in the direction of motion and a resistance cv2
,
where c is a

constant and v the speed. Show that if V be the speed acquired in

traversing a distance S from rest,

34. A train moves on a level at V feet per second under a resistance

of R pounds per ton given by R= 6 + '009V2
. Its mass is 100 tons,

and a speed of 30 miles per hour is acquired in travelling 1 mile from
rest under a constant tractive force F. Show that F is 1*31 Tons and
that the limiting speed is nearly 36 miles per hour.

35. A particle is projected vertically upwards with an initial speed
V in a medium whose resistance varies as the square of the speed.
If L be the speed for which the resistance offered by the medium is

equal to the weight of the particle, show that the time of ascent
is Z(tan

_1
V/L)/g, and the distance ascended is Z2

{log(l + V2
/L

2
)}/2g.

If the speed of projection be small in comparison with k, show that
the particle returns to the point of projection with speed F(l V2

/2L
2
).

36. An engine capable of exerting a maximum pull of P Tons
can draw a train weighing M tons with speed V on the level, against
resistances which vary as the square of the speed. Prove that the

limiting speed of the train when running without steam down a hill

inclined at an angle a. to the horizontal is V*jMsma.jP, and that
the maximum speed with which the train can ascend the incline is

JVl-J/sinoc/P.

37. A ship of 1000 tons displacement is towed at a uniform speed
of 15 miles per hour, the pull required being 25 Tons. If the towing
rope be slipped, prove that the speed of the ship will fall in five

minutes to about ^ of its initial value. [Assume the resistance to

vary as the square of the speed.]

38. The engines of a steamer going at full speed are reversed and
le steamer is brought to rest in a distance d. Prove that

d=(MV2
!2F)\og&

sphere M is the mass of the steamer, V is full speed, and F is the

)ropelling force (supposed the same for motion ahead and astern).
le resistance to the motion is supposed to vary as the square of
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39. On the experimental law that the resistance of similar steamers
is proportional to the wetted surface and to the square of the speed,
prove that if a 6 ft. model run at a speed of 2 knots in an experimental
tank experiences a resistance of 0*2 pound, a similar steamer 600 ft. long
and having a displacement of 10000 tons would experience when run
at 20 knots a resistance equivalent to an incline of 1/112, and require
over 12000 effective horse-power.

40. A ship is steaming at a speed of x knots (relatively to the

water) against a tide the speed of which is a knots. If the resistance

to motion varies as the nth
power of the ship's speed through the

water, show that for maximum economy in fuel consumption

rc+1
x= a.

n

41. The motion of the bob of a simple pendulum, of length ,
i:

resisted by a force proportional to the speed. The force is equal to

the weight of the bob when its speed is nsfgl, where n is a lar

number. The pendulum is performing small oscillations. Prove tha
if l/n

2 is negligible, the period is unaffected by the resistance, while
the amplitude of the oscillations diminishes in n periods to about 1/20
of its original value.

42. A thin uniform spherical shell of mass m is filled with a
frictionless liquid of the same density. The system descends a roug"
inclined plane from rest in time t

x ,
and a solid sphere of the sam

density and radius makes the same descent in time t2 . If M be th<

whole mass in each case, show that

tl/t\=2lM/{\5(M-m)+ l0?n}.

43. A system which has one degree of freedom has kinetic energy

T=h/Jid
2
,
and potential energy V=f(Q). Prove that the motion is

tautochronous if V=c(
jfidd\

. [Appell, O.K., 1892.]

Put fid=i: then V=%Cs
2

. Hence the theorem by Ex. 8, 98.

44. Under what condition may the system for which

T=(Afr+ 2B64>+ C<i>2), V=f(6, <j>)

where A, B, Care functions of 6 and
</>,

be tautochronous? [Appell,
loc.

cit."]

Put
(f)
= F(6), and use the last example.

45. Prove that if a particle move under gravity from rest on one
curve in a vertical plane, to another curve in the same plane, in the

shortest time, the path is a cycloid which meets the lower curve at

right angles and has a cusp on the upper, and that the tangents where
the path meets the curve are parallel.

It follows from 101 that the path is a cycloid, with a cusp as

stated. The variation of the time of passage due to displacements of

the ends along the curve is to be found. The values of this when first

a
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me end, then the other, is fixed must vanish separately, and the results

ttecl are verified.

46. Prove that a given plane curve will be a brachistochrone for a

mtral force /^=/x/r
n

,
and a free path for a central force [i\r

n
\ if

,+n'= l2 and the speed in each case varies as a power of the distance r.

[See the last paragraph of 103.]

47. Show that the lemniscate of Bernoulli is a brachistochrone in a

ield of potential /xr
6
,
where r is measured from the node. Find the

necessary speed.

48. Show that a given plane curve is a brachistochrone for a

particle under a central force varying as pdpjdr when the speed
vanishes with p.



CHAPTER IV.

RESISTED MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN A UNIFORM
FIELD OF FORCE.

.1
he

111. Uniform Field. Resistance kv. We have consider

in 43 the motion of a particle under a force proportion
to its distance along its path from a fixed point in th

path, and resisted by a force proportional to its speed at

each instant, and in 84 ... 8b' the rectilineal motion of

particle under a constant force in the line of motion, an
resistance varying according to different powers of th

speed. We now take the more general case of a projectil
in a uniform field of applied force (such as that to whic
the field of gravity is an approximation), in which a particl
is acted on by a force proportional to its mass, and shall

suppose that the particle is subject to a resistance according
to some power of the speed. For the sake of brevity of

reference, we call any direction perpendicular to the field a

horizontal direction, and refer to any line of applied force

as a vertical, and speak of the downward or upward vertical

according as the direction is with or against the applied
force.

We have then, for the horizontal motion of a particle
of mass m under a resistance ks proportional to the speed s,

the equation ^xm{x+ ks-j-)
= m(x+Jcx) = (1)

It will be noticed that the component resistance in the

direction of x is in this case proportional to x. The same

thing holds of course for y.

For the motion along the upward vertical, we have

m(y + Jcy)
= -mg, (2)
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where g denotes the uniform force per unit mass on the

moving particle. Thus, we have the two differential

equations *+**-6, y +ky=-g (3)

It is clear, in the first place, that y is zero when y is such
that ky+g = 0, that is when y=g/k. Thus, when the

particle has a downward speed =
g]k, the resistance just

balances the downward force of gravity, and there is no
acceleration. The particle then falls with uniform speed
We denote this limit of speed by L.

Integrating (3), and putting Fcos a, Ksin a for the initial

values of x, y, we obtain

x+ kx = Fcosot, y-\-ky= gt+ Fsina (4)

We multiply by ekt
,
and again integrate, determining the

constants by the conditions that x = 0, y = when = 0.

The results are

kx= Vcosoi(l-e-
kt

), ky=-gt+ (L+Vsinoi)(l-e-
kt

). (5)

From the first of these, we get

, _ , Fcos a.~
Fcosoc kx'

and therefore the second becomes

L . Fcosot ( L \

which is the equation of the path (the trajectory) of a

particle projected from the point x = y = 0, with speed Fin
a direction inclined at the angle a to a plane drawn through
the point of projection perpendicular to the field.

The first of (5) shows that when t is very great,
x == Fcos OLJk, and that then the horizontal velocity is zero.

The second of (5) shows that the speed is then L, and that

the motion is then vertically downward. Hence a vertical

line at distance Fcos a./k from the point of projection is a

tangent to the path at a great distance from the origin,
measured along the path ;

that is it is an asymptote to the

path.
If a tangent to the path be drawn from the point of

projection 0, to intersect this vertical asymptote in T
, then,
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clearly, V=k. OT . But any point P, at which the speed
is v, may be taken as the point of projection. Hence, if the

tangent at P (Fig. 46) intersect the vertical asymptote in T,
we have v = k. PT.

Fig. 46.

[The points O, O' are not on the same level.]

If in (5) we put t= oo
,
we find an asymptote at a point

far anterior to the point of projection. The inclination

of the trajectory there to the axis of x is

tan-Hy/^X: tan _1
{(Z+ Vsm a)/ Fcos a} ;

and a line touching the trajectory at the point thus

suggested is another asymptote. We shall write /3 for

tan -1
{(Z-t- Fsina^/Fcosa.}. This asymptote is of much

use in the construction of the trajectory.
The equation of the trajectory, with reference to horizontal

and vertical axes drawn from any point of the path as

origin, can be written

y = xtsLn/3-Lt } (7)
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which shows that if a line be drawn from any point, P say,
at inclination /3 to the axis of x, a point on the curve whose
abscissa with reference to P is x, is, after an interval t,

vertically below the corresponding point on the straight
line at a distance equal to that which a particle would
travel in time t at the speed L. Moreover, the perpendicular
distance of the point x, y on the curve from the line

y = x tan /3 is Lt cos f3.

The component velocity at right angles to this line has
thus the constant value Lcos/3. It follows that at the

point M (Fig. 46), where the direction of the tangent is

perpendicular to the line PU
T y = xt&nf3, the speed is

Lcos/3, and this is the minimum speed in the path, as we
shall see presently.

Differentiating (7) with respect to the time, we obtain

c/
= .i'tan/3-X, (8)

or, if we put g, rj
for x, y,

*,
= UmB-L, (8')

the equation of the hodograph, which is thus a straight
line ap (Fig. 47) inclined at the angle j3 to the axis of x3

Fig. 47.

and passing through the point =0, rj= L. The velocity
at any point P of the path is represented in magnitude and
direction by the line op drawn from the hodographic origin
in the direction of the tangent to the path at P to intersect

the line (8), that is ap, in p (see Fig. 47). The shortest line
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which can be drawn from o to meet the line (8) is the line

om which meets the hodograph at right angles. Hence,
as stated above, L cos /3 is the minimum speed.

112. Eesistance kv. Trajectory. For the purpose of giving
a graphical representation of the path, we calculate the co-

ordinates (1) of the vertex, (2) of the point at which the

speed has the least value. By (4) of 111, x = Fcos a. kx.

hence y = (Vcos ol kx)t&n /3 L, and therefore at the

vertex, where y = 0,

kx= VcosoLr o = Fsinoccot/3, (1)

since tan fi
= (L+ Vsm. a)/ Fcos a. The horizontal distance

of the vertex from the vertical asymptote is thus L/k tan /3.

Again, by (4) of 111, when y = 0, y= Lt+ Vsin
ol/Jc.

But by the first of (5) we can eliminate t from the ex-

pression for y and obtain with the value of x in (1),

7 T , Fcos a. tan 8
, T^ .

Icy
= L log j + Ksm a.

If x
, y denote the initial horizontal and vertical speeds,

and vm the minimum speed, we obtain for the vertex

fvJU WA
sin/3'

i^sin f}

(2)

Again, at the point M of minimum speed vm ,

x = L cos /3 sin /3, y= L cos2
,8.

Hence, for this point, since

x= Vcosol kx, y+ky= gt+ Vsma.,

kx = x vmsm(3, 1

x \

hy-v^fi+y.-Llog^-^.j
'

If for any point (for example, the point P) on the

trajectory, a line be drawn at inclination fi to the hori-

zontal, the intersections of this line, and the tangent at P

.(3)
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with the vertical asymptote, will be at a distance L/k apart,
which is the same wherever P may be on the curve. For
we find for the distance in question the value

x(c s ol tan /3 sin a)= ^ (4)

by the value of tan/3. By this means we can draw a

tangent to the curve at any point P, the position of which
is known. We have only to draw a line from P at the

angle /3 to the horizontal intersecting the vertical asymptote
in V, then measure down a distance L/k to a point T on
the asymptote. PT is the direction of the tangent at P.

In comparing for a given initial speed the trajectories
in different media, each of which resists directly as the

speed, we take in each case the vertex V (Fig. 46) as

the point of projection, so that the initial speed is hori-

zontal. We have then

t{in P=V= Vk or k=v coi/3 (5)

Now the distance of the vertical asymptote from the vertex
is V/k. Thus if D denote this distance {O'L in Fig. 46),

tan/3=T^
or k=

j:Cotft (6)

For simplicity we take k as equal to cot/5, that is we
choose the scale of the diagram so that g/V=l ; (6) shows
that this amounts to making in the drawing D = L.

113. Construction of Trajectory. We shall now draw the

trajectory in this way for /3
= 30, and therefore make

k = s/S. We lay down first the vertical asymptote, and

choosing a point L upon it lay off the arbitrary length LK.
From L we draw the line LQ inclined at 30 to the vertical,

and through K draw the line KMO' at right angles to LQ,
meeting LQ in M and the horizontal line through L in 0'.

Then, if we suppose O'L to represent the speed L, the line

LQ is the hodograph turned through 90 in the plane of

the diagram. Hence, any line O'Q represents the velocity
at a point P in the path where the tangent is at right

angles to O'Q. As the projectile moves in the path, the
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velocity of Q along the hodograph is the acceleration in

the path ;
and Q moves as a particle in a medium resisting

as the first power of the speed.
With the value of k taken, we have for the coordinates

of the vertex referred to any origin on the trajectory,

* = tf tan 3 V = Vo tan /3
- L tan /3 logVW? ...(1>

cos/3 vm

(where x
, y refer also to the point 0), and for the co-

ordinates of the point of minimum speed,

sin /j "\

C0S P * \ (2)

y = vm sin /5+ y tan /3 L tan ft log -# $^m sin p J

Thus, since the distance of the asymptote from the origin
is xjk, the distance of the asymptote from the vertex is

vm/cos8. Hence, if we take M as the point of minimum
speed, O'M is vm and O'L is vm/cos/3, and the vertex is on
the ordinate through 0', as already shown above. The
coordinates of 0' relatively to are

Qd = x tan /3 ^Z3
& \ (3)

:y tan/3-Ztan/31og;^.j

Subtracting y' from the value of y for the vertex, we find

that the distance of the vertex from 0' is

Ztan/31og(l/sin
2
/3) or L tan /3 X log e4,

for /3
= 30. Multiplying the distance LK of the diagram

by log e4, and laying off a length equal to the result from
0' along the vertical, we reach the vertex.

114. Resisted Motion. Tangential and Normal Resolution.
We now consider the motion of a projectile under a resistance in its

line of motion proportional to a higher power of the speed than the
first. It is convenient to use here the tangential and normal resolu-

tion of accelerations that has been explained in 10 above. There it

has been shown (1) that the acceleration along the normal to its path
at each instant is

v<j) towards the centre of curvature, where
</>

is the

angular speed (taken positive) with which the tangent is turning at the
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point, and (2) that the acceleration in the direction of motion is

simply v. It has also been shown ( 10 and 19) that

d 2
t

^= - y3 ^' v<fi=y (1)

where p denotes the length of the radius of curvature.

If the resistance per unit mass be some function f(v) of v, we have

v=-v3

j-2=-f(v)-gsmyfr, (2)

where yfs
is the angle (Fig. 46) which the forward drawn horizontal

line PH at the point makes with the forward drawn tangent PT to

the path. But now </>= -\p, and therefore, if u=x=vcosyjs,

v\p=g cos
yfr,

- v2
\p =gv cos y\r gu (3)

Also, since the force in the horizontal direction is the resolved part
of the resistance in the line of motion,

~= -f(v)cosf (4)

The first of equations (3) gives, since u = vcos\fr,

- u\p=g cos2 yjr (5)

Let tan\/^ (
= dy/dx) be denoted by p; then, if u be known as a

function of p, the following relations derived from (5) are useful.

Divide (5) by u2cos2 f ; then, since

\j//u=d\j/lcLc and (d^r/d^/cos
2^ =dpfdx,

we have = (6)
dp g

Divided by u, this is - - = - (7)
dp g

Again, multiplying (6) by p, we get -pdx/dp=pu
2
/g. But since

p= dyldX) p dx\dp=dy\dp. Hence

-f=p
U- (8)

dp
r
g

Also sj\ +p2
. dx\dp ds/dp, where ds is an element of the path.

Hence _^ =N/TT^ (9)

dp
^r

g
Thus the last four equations enable .x, t, y and s to be found by
direct integration if u is known as a function of p.

115. Resistance = kvn. We now suppose that f(v)=kv
n

,
where

n is some positive integer. If the particle were to fall vertically in

the resisting medium, it would finally attain a velocity Z, at which
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the downward acceleration would be zero. Then kLn
=g, and

therefore L= (g/k)
n

. Now, from (4) and (5) of 114, we obtain, with

*"
V+^*(

*
) , (i)

dy g g\cosy/
v '

since (du/dt)/(dy/dt) du/dy. Thus we have

du _ dyjr m
un+l (cosy)

n+1 V *

Integrating from y= ct-,
to some current value of y, we obtain

{L\* (L\
n

[+ d>}r (v.

\u) -\uj
=- n

Ja (co^W (3>

Now p=t&ny, and therefore cosy=l/\/l+p
2
, dy cos?y.dp, so

that dy/(cos ^)
n+1=

dp/(cos y)"-
1=

(1 +p2f
{n~ 1)

dp. Hence, starting
from the point of projection, we get

** a.

Here, if w be even, so that n 1 is odd, the positive square root of

(1+p
2
)*
-1

is to be taken, since the subject of integration is to be

positive throughout the possible range of integration, that is from

p=pa to p= - oo.

If the starting point of the integration be the vertex of the path,
where p=0, and u now refer to that point, we get, putting

F(p)=[
P

(l+pr
{n-1)

dp,
Jo

or
v

the equation ^=Uk\
n
- nF{p)\

n

(5)

*^{"-^>}* (6)

which is the polar equation of the hodograph in terms of v and y.

116. Particular Cases. Hodograph. Intrinsic Equation of

Path. If =!, F(p)=p, and we obtain, still taking the vertex as

starting point, L(l/ua \/u)=p, an equation which can also be deduced
from (8) of 111. We have also

~-=(
L - )

l '

(1)
v \u wVTTp'

that is vcosy-vsiny= -rj
= L, (2)

if
, ?7
= v(cos y, sin ^). The hodograph is thus a straight line inclined

at the angle tan-1 (Z,/M ) to the horizontal, and passing through the
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points whose horizontal and vertical coordinates are
, 0, and 0,

- L. This result has already been obtained in 11 1 above. (See

Fig. 46.)
If w= 2, the law of resistance most nearly fulfilled in a large number

of cases in practice,

2F(p)=pjT+]?+ log(p+JT+p*).

Therefore f=^= {(^>pN^+?-log(p+>^^}
, (3)

the equation of the hodograph. Expressed in terms of coordinates

,?;, it is ,LV f
.

W (
2-l^f+^-S

2

log{-i
(V +^W)\ =^ (4)

If n= 3, 3F(p)= 3p+p\ and so the equation of the hodograph is

or (-Y^-3^7i-rf=L^ (5)
. \u J

From the nature of the case, cannot have a negative value ;
its

smallest value is zero. It will be seen that each hodograph gives for

=0, r\=L. Hence we infer that in each case the path has a
vertical asymptote.

If the expression on the right of (5), 115, be denoted by Q, we
have, by equations (6), (8), (9) of 114 for the equation of the path,

Z2
fP dp Z2 p p dp Z2

fp ViTp5
, ~

the last of which is the "intrinsic" equation. For the time of passage,
we have, by (7) of 114,

-Iff- <7 >

117. Intrinsic Equation of Path for Resistance kv2
. We can

find the intrinsic equation of the path for the case of resistance pro-
portional to v2

,
as follows. By (4) of 114, we have

mm -^2cos^= ~ ku% M
Hence, dividing both sides by u and integrating, we find

u=u e-**
1 (2)

if s start from the point at which u=u . Now, from (3) of 116,
we have

^=
^2-Wl+?-log(^

+Vl+?), (3)
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and therefore the value of u just found gives

^2(l-e^)=ps/lTp
2+ \og(p+ >/T+p), (4)

which is the equation sought. The point for which u=u is here that

for which p=Q.
The same equation can be obtained at once from the last of (6)

( 116). For here Q2= L2
/u

2 -
2F(p), and since

F(p)= [

P

(l+prfc

F'(p) = sJ\-\-p
2

. Thus, integrating the equation just referred to, we
get, since L2

=g/k, l L2~ s=
k log

u^iiiF(^y
which agrees with (4).

It is clear from the relation u= u e~ ks that as s increases towards
4- oc

,
u diminishes towards zero. Equation (4) shows that then p

increases numerically towards - oo
,
that is the motion approaches

more and more nearly without limit to the vertical. The path has,
like that for the case of resistance simply proportional to speed, a vertical

asymptote at a finite distance from the vertex on the right, as shown
in Fig. 46. To see that this distance is finite, consider the integral

[see (6), 115]

J-, 7*
taken from p=-q (where q is a small finite positive quantity) to

p= -oo. Then x is the horizontal distance between the points for

which p has these values. Now, if we take from (5) of 115 (with
the value of F(p) for n= 2), L2

/u
2=p2

throughout this integration, we
shall take L'2/u

2 too small, and therefore u2 too great. Thus we have

'J? dpx< - r
I

that is x< \\kq. Thus x is finite taken between these limits, and
must also be finite taken from p=0 to p= -co.

118. Flat Trajectory when Resistance = kv2
. if the trajectory

be so flat that we may identify s with x, equations (6) of 114 and

(2) of 117 give for the case of resistance= kv2
,
the relation

-t-%r<^ (l)

Hence, integrating and determining the constant by the condition

that, when x= 0, p= q, we obtain

P^-iV- (2)
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Integrating again, and putting y = when x=0, we find

--iV-i-f) (3)

for the equation of the path.
For the time of flight we get, by (2) of 117,

dt_l_}_ *,

dx~ u u

Hence, integrating and determining the constant by the condition

that when =0, x=Q, we obtain

'-kT- 1* W
If the resistance to the motion were to cease at the point x=y= 0, the

particle would thereafter move in a parabola of semi-latus rectum
l=u2

lg (see 21). Hence we may write (4) in the form

<=4^ _1) (5)

Equations (3) and (5) are formulae sometimes used by artillerists.

Expanding y from (3) in powers of kx, we get

'=*-.(+*+)
or

x2 _,^3

.(6)

which shows, by the third term on the right, how, in the case of slight

resistance, the trajectory deviates from the parabolic form given by

y= qx- 21'
(7)

119. Experimental Laws of Resistance to Shot. Ballistic

Tables are given in the Text-Book of Gunnery used at the Ordnance

College, Woolwich, and contain the results of very elaborate experi-
ments made by the Rev. F. Bashforth, B.D., in 1865-1867 and in

1878-1879, by means of a chronograph which enabled the speed at

different points in the path of the projectile to be ascertained. We
have no space in which to pursue the subject in its more technical

aspects, but the reader will find full information in the text-book
referred to as to resistances for different speeds and different

projectiles, times of flight and distances traversed between different

speeds, altitudes attained and so forth, with examples of the solution
of practical problems by the tables. One point may however be referred
to. No simple law of resistance is found to fit the experimental
results. For very low speeds the curves there given show resistance
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at first nearly proportional to the speed, then resistance increasing
more rapidly, a sudden further increase at a little over 1000 feet

per second, and then a range from about 1100 ft./sec. to 2200 ft./sec,
which the tables show to be one of resistance nearly proportional
to the cube of the speed. About 2300 ft./sec. there is a sudden

lowering of the upward slope of the curve of resistance, that is at the

speed at which air rushes into a vacuous space such as presumably exists

at the base of a very quickly moving projectile. When the projectile
moves at a higher speed than that of sound about 1100 ft./sec.

waves produced by its progress cannot outstrip it, and therefore the

projectile constantly moves forward into undisturbed air.

Observations were made by Newton in 1687, of the time taken

by balls of different diameters and weights (glass shells filled with
different materials) to fall a distance of 220 feet from the dome of

St. Paul's Cathedral
; and it was then found that the resistance at a

given speed was proportional to the square of the diameter. This
result was confirmed by Bashforth for projectiles of different shapes.
Whatever the shape of the shot used ogival,* hemispheroidal,
spherical, or flat headed the resistance for each shape was propor-
tional to the square of the diameter. The relative resistances may
be taken as 2 for flat headed shot, 17 for spherical cannon balls,
95 for modern pointed projectiles, and *8 for the magazine rifle

bullet.

Mr. Bashforth constructed a table of values of a coefficient K, which,
used in the equation /

-r
uooo/

'

gave the resistance p in pounds on an ogival headed shot of 1 inch

diameter moving at a speed of v ft./sec. The following short extract

gives some of the numbers :

V
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numerically a maximum), r+ #sin\/r= 0, and that where xp is

lumerically a maximum, r+ 2g sin
\jr
= 0.

2. Let the resistance vary as the speed, and draw through an

origin on the path a line parallel to the oblique asymptote
meeting the vertical through a point P on the path in F. Show
that if

, 7]
denote OF, PF, v be the speed at 0, a the elevation at 0,

and t be the time from to P, =(Vo+ 2^+ 22/y sin a)^(l
-

<?-**)/&,

3. In a medium in which the retardation is kv2
,
the length of the

arc, measured from the point of projection to any point at which

tan^=p, is s. If the medium had been non-resisting the length of

this arc would have been & Prove that

4. Show that if the semi-latus rectum of the unresisted trajectory
be I, and a. be the angle of elevation,

tanoc-^=^(^-l)
for a flat trajectory.

5. A projectile under gravity is resisted by force kvn. The speeds
at the two points where the inclinations of the direction of motion to

the horizontal are
i/r

and 7r-y(r are vlt v2 ,
and v is the speed at the

vertex. Prove that 11 2 008*^

Prove also that - = cos*^ f* secn+1i/r (Mr.

v\ < 9 h

6. If the equation of the trajectory be cos
yjr =f(p cos

yjr),
find the

law of resistance.

[Here, by (2) and (4), 114, u= rcosi/r, v= r-gsinyjs, where r is

the retardation, so that rvd(co8\lr)/dv=gsinylrd(vcosyfr)/dv; and,
since v2

/p=g costy, cos
i/r
=

f(v
2
/g\ so that, since the function /is given,

r is found.]

7. If pcosi/r is constant, the path is the catenary of equal strength.
Let the concavity be downward. Show that v is constant, and that
r g sin

\jr,
so that r is a positive acceleration on the upward slope

and a positive retardation on the downward.

8. Apply the result of Ex. 6 to the parabola pcoshjr= 2a.

9. If f3 have the meaning assigned to it in 111, prove that if the

retardation be kv3 the speed is a minimum at the point given by the

negative root of p2 - tan /3(tan
2
/3 + S)p -1=0.



CHAPTER V.

FREE MOTION OF A PARTICLE UNDER A FORCE
DIRECTED TO A FIXED POINT.

120. Path lies in a Plane. Differential Equation. For a

particle moving under the action of a force continually
directed towards a fixed point or ''centre of force," the

equation of motion has been found in 31 and 50. It

has been seen that the path lies in a plane, and that

the full determination of the motion is theoretically

possible when the law of force is given, and the differential

equation can be integrated in accordance with the specified
initial conditions.

Before proceeding to the discussion of some important
particular cases, we give another proof of the fundamental
differential equation, including the case in which a force

acts on the particle in the line of motion
;
so that we may

have before us all that is necessary to deal with the motion
of the particle in a resisting medium, or against such a

resisting force as there seems reason to believe may be

experienced by a planet absorbing the sun's radiant heat
and light, and kept at equilibrium of temperature by its

own radiation. [See Nature, Aug. 4, 1910.]
Let 1/u be the distance of the moving particle P (Fig. 48)

at time t from the centre of force or, as we call it,

the length of the radius-vector and 6 the angle which the
line OP makes with a fixed line in the plane of motion.
The momentum in the outward direction along the radius-

vector is md(l/u)/dt= (mdu/dt)/u
2

. The time-rate of

change of this is *L mdu
v? dt2+ v? dt
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The momentum in the forward direction at right angles
to the radius-vector is m6/u ; and because of this, and the

turning round of the radius-vector and lines connected
with it at angular speed 0, momentum in the outward
direction along the radius-vector is growing up at time-
rate m62/u (see 9). Hence the whole rate of growth
of momentum along the radius-vector in the position which
it occupies at time t is

dt\u2 dt) u'

Now let h= r26= 6/u2
,
so that at the instant the angular

momentum about the centre of force is mh= m6/u2
;
then

m02
/u = mh2u3

. Also we have dt = dO/hu
2

,
so that the rate

of growth of momentum along OP is

-"wi(*i)-*'
Hence, if mF is the inward force towards the centre, we

i(7tS) +/m= (1)

as the radial equation of motion.

121. Effect of Force transverse to Radius-vector. If, as is

here supposed, h is not constant, a force transverse to OP in

the plane of motion must account for the variation of h.

If S be the force, per unit mass of the particle, reckoned

positive when in the forward direction, we have dh/dt = S/u,

or, taking as before the moving particle as timekeeper, that

is putting dt = dO/hu
2

,
we obtain

hufe= s- (1)

This enables us, when 8 is known, to write (1) of 120 in

the form , 9 ., 7a u _ Jb S du
(2)

li&+
U~W~WdQ
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Hence, eliminating k, we obtain

F __Sdu
d u* u* dO
dO d2u

+ w
u3

.(3)

In the cases in which the particle is acted on by a
force resisting or accelerating in the line of its motion, as

well as by a force towards a fixed point 0, it is convenient

to consider the particle as subject to two component ac-

celerations, one in the forward direction of motion, the

other towards 0, and to write two corresponding equations
of motion. We shall show first that these accelerations

can be written in the forms

k dh , h2 r h2
dp

5 -j ,
and -= - or -f-*

p* ds p
d
p pd dr

where p is the radius of curvature of the path and p the

length of the perpendicular let fall from on the tangent

to the path at the position P of the particle at time t.

For, denoting the tangential and radial accelerations by
at ,

ar ,
the angle between the radius-vector OP and the
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tangent at P by <f> (as shown in Fig. 48), and the radius

of curvature at P by p, we have by 10,

dv v1

P
v-T- = at ar cos<p,

= a r sm<p, (4)

since vdvjds and v2
/p are the rectangular components of

acceleration along the tangent in the direction of motion
and towards the centre of curvature respectively. The
second of these gives, since sin

<f> =p/r and h pv,

v2 r h2 r
ar
= = -o-*
PP V

z
P

But if p-\-dp be the length of the perpendicular from
on the tangent at a point Q at a distance ds ahead of P on
the path, the diagram shows that dp/r cos

(p
=

dsjp, which,
since cos

<p
= dr/ds, gives dp/dr= rjp. Hence also

O,, .(5)
h2

dp_h2 r

p3 fir pz
p

We have now, by (4),

_ dv h2
dp dr_ dv h2

dp
ds pz dr ds

~
ds pz ds

But since v = h/p, vdv/ds= (hdh/ds)lp
2

(h
2
dp/ds)lp

s
,
and

therefore , 7 ,

h dk (n\

p* ds

Thus if F be the force toward the point and S the

tangential force in the forward direction, each taken per
unit mass of the particle, we have the two equations of

W;fo J^dh s
jr wr p* ds

If h is constant, # is zero
;
but the first of these equations

still holds, and may be used as an alternative for (1) of

120.

As an example, let 8 be a resistance proportional to the

speed v, that is, let S= kv. Then (hdh/ds)/p
2= kv.
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Multiplying both sides by v (
= ds/dt) and substituting h2

/v
2

for p2
,
we obtain - 77

1 dh_ ,

so that h= Ce-H
, (8)

where is the value of h when t = 0.

Again, let $= kv2
; then, after reduction, we get

so that h= Ce~ ks
, (9)

where G is the value of h at the point from which s is

measured.
Thus h diminishes exponentially as the time increases in

the former case, and as the distance travelled increases,
in the latter. The resistance which a planet experiences in

its orbit, according to the modern theory of light pressure,
is directly proportional to the speed, and therefore h
diminishes in that case exponentially as the time increases,

according to (8). The coefficient k of the resistance is,

however, inversely proportional to the radius of the planet,
so that except for a planet of exceedingly small size the

effect here calculated is quite insensible.

When S is zero h is constant, and the single differential

equation

V=F- w
or its equivalent

d2u _ F
fi

-

de2+u~hhT2 ' (11)

determines the motion.

It is useful to remember that, since v2= s2= r2^2+ f2
,
and

h = r2
6=pv, we have

'dii>
2

}L _(du\
p
2 ~\dOJ

+ v?

(12)
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122. Speed from Infinity. Exhaustion of Potential

Energy. Let us suppose that F=/u./r
n

,
where

jul
is a

constant (called the intensity of the centre) and r

is the length of the radius-vector to the position of the

particle ;
and let the particle describe any path in the

held of force from a position at distance r from
the centre 0, to a position at a final distance rr
If v be the speed of the particle at the instant under

consideration, the distance as = v dt is described along the

path at P in time dt. If
<p be the angle which the

direction of motion makes with the line drawn from P to

the point 0, the increase of speed dv is /x cos (p dtjr
n

.

But dt = ds/v, and therefore v dv=
/ul
ds cos 0/r

n
. By

Fig. 48 it will be seen that ds cos < = dr, and so

vdv fi drjv
n

. Thus we obtain, if n >> 1 or < 1,

!,, P^_ M / 1 1 \K~K= -fx ) r^~n^^\^=
'

l~^ri) ^ >

This is the equation of energy. On the left is the increase

of kinetic energy per unit mass of the particle, and on
the right the work done by the force of the field in the

displacement. The latter it will be seen is independent of

the path of transference.

If the particle start from rest at r = oo
, and if w> 1

,

W w_ lr -i' w
md v

x
is the speed acquired in the transference of the

particle under the action of the field from infinity to the

distance i\. It is called the speed from infinity at distance

rv In the very important case of n = 2, we have v\
= njvx

.

The quantity on the right of (2), multiplied by m, is the
amount of potential energy transformed into kinetic

mergy in the passage of the body of mass m from infinity
the point at distance r

x
from the centre of force. We

shall refer to this as the "exhaustion of potential energy
from infinity."
The quantity on the right of (1) is the exhaustion of

)tential energy from distance r to distance r
lt per unit

lass.

G.D. P
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As an example, we may find the speed from infinity to

the surface of the earth, acquired under the influence of

the earth's attraction. Here n = 2. The speed acquired in

time dt at distance r is
/jl dt/r

2
,
if we suppose the path to

be a straight line towards the earth's centre. But at

distance r
ly
the earth's radius, the speed acquired in time

dt is gdt = jULdt/r\, and therefore /x=gr\. Thus we obtain

iK = 9ri
or v

l
= 29'\ (3)

The speed acquired is therefore that which would be

acquired by the particle in falling through a distance equal
to the earth's radius under constant acceleration g, equal
to that of a falling body at the surface. Taking, as rough
values of g and r

1 ,
32 ft./sec.

2 and 21 x 106
ft. respectively,

we obtain ^ = 2 x 32 x 21 x 106
ft.

2
/sec.

2

or v = 36700 ft./sec (4)

nearly.
When n^>l the contribution made by the term

l/(h l)^"
1
in (1) is zero for r =oc; but when n<ll, this

contribution is infinite. We take in that case the

speed v
1 acquired by the particle in passing to 0, the centre

of force, from rest at P
lf

distant r
x
from 0, and have then

rt-r^-" <5 >

If n= 1
,
both the speed from infinity and the speed from

P
x

to are infinite. We shall see presently how the

determination of the orbit in particular cases depends on
the speed from infinity.

123. Concavity or Convexity of Orbit towards Centre of

Force. It is evident that, if the central force is an

attraction, the path, or orbit as we shall call it, is concave
towards the centre of force. For the attraction is con-

tinually causing the direction of motion to deviate from
the tangent in the direction towards the centre 0, that is

to bend round 0. If the central force is a repulsion the

bending is the other way, that is the orbit is convex
towards the centre of force. It is easy to arrive at these
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isults analytically. We have already, 121, established

>he equation ^Z= }l d
IL =F_ (1)

p* p ps dr ^

It follows that if F is positive, that is, is an attraction,

dp/dr is positive (for p is always taken positive), that is

p increases with r and diminishes with r, in other words
the orbit is concave toward 0. If F is negative the force

is a repulsion, and p increases or diminishes as r diminishes

or increases, and the path is convex toward 0.

124. Force varying directly as Distance. Consider a particle

moving under the influence of a force which acts along the

line joining the position of the particle to a fixed point 0,

and is proportional to the length r of this line. If fir,

where
/jl

is positive, be the magnitude of the force per unit

mass of the particle, the equations of motion with reference

to axes of x and y with origin at are

x+ /ux
= 0, y + {ULy

= 0, (1)

if the forcfe is an attraction, and

x
julx

= 0, y jmy
= 0, (2)

I

if it is a repulsion.
The axes need not be at right angles to one another,

and we may choose their directions so that Ox is in the

direction of the initial displacement and Oy in that of

the initial motion. Thus initially we have x a, x = 0,

y = 0,y = v
,
since the complete solution of either differential

equation gives for x or y a value of the form

A cos Jjut+B sin sf/nt.

(or

the case of attraction then, we have

x = a cos JjUit, y = b sin J/uLt, (3)

rhere b = vJsJjul. For these values of x and y satisfy the

inferential equations and the chosen initial conditions,

iliminating t by the relation cos2\//^+ sin 2
\///i

= l, we get

S+fr 1 - <4 >
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the equation of an ellipse of which the axes of coordinates

are a pair of conjugate axes and the centre is the centre of

force.

In the case of repulsion the complete solution of either

differential equation gives for x or y a value of the

form Ae^t

-\-Be~
v

f
lt

, and, in accordance with this, values of

x and y which satisfy the same initial conditions are

x = a(e
VfXt'+e-

v t

), y = ^b(e
v^t -e'v^t

), (5)

where b = vJ\fjuL. From these we get

S-S- 1
- <6 >

the equation of a hyperbola of which the axes of coordinates

are conjugate axes, and of which the centre is the centre

of force.

The construction of the path in either case is simply the

construction of a conic of which a pair of conjugate axes
are given in position and magnitude. The reader may
verify that the criterion of concavity or convexity stated

in last section is satisfied.

It is clear that the period of description of the path is

27r/JjuL in the case of the ellipse, that is, since twice the

area is 2irab sin a, where a is the angle between the axes,

the double rate of description of area is *J/mob sin a, or

J/jLttb if a, b be the principal semi-axes. In the case of the

hyperbola, if we calculate (xy yx)sm.OL from the values

of x and y given above, we obtain

h = (xy yx) sin
<p
= Jjmab sin ol.

It will be observed that by (3) the rate of description of

area leads in the case of the ellipse to the value J/at for the

eccentric angle described in any time t, and that the period
of revolution depends only on jx, and is therefore the same
for all ellipses described about the same centre of force.

125. Examples of Force in Different Cases. The equations

_ h2
dp _h

2 r

p
3 dr p

3
p

are very useful for finding the force when the orbit is given.
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Ex. 1. To find F when the orbit is an ellipse with the centre of

force at a focus 0.

Let r be the distance of a point P on the orbit from 0, p, p' the

lengths of the perpendiculars from and the other focus on the tangent
at P, and 2a the sum of the focal distances of P. Then, for the ellipse

p'/p
= (2a-r)/r, or, since pp' = b2 (where b is the length of the semi-

axis minor), b2/p
2= (2a-r)lr. Thus differentiating, we obtain

(dpjdr)/p
3= ajb

2r2

and therefore
atfl
b2 r2

h2 1

Thus the force varieswhere I is the length of the semi-latus rectum,
as the inverse square of the distance from 0.

Ex. 2. Prove that at P (Ex. 1) the curvature, 1/p, of the ellipse
has the value asm3

<j>/b
2
,
where

<f>
is the angle between OP and the

tangent at P.

By 121 we have l/p
= (dp/dr)/r=ap

3
/b

2r3. But we have similarly
from the other focal distance 2a r and perpendicular p\

l/p
=

ap'
3
/b

2
(2a-r)

3
.

l_a?_(pp')
3

-2"~Thus

since r sin <f>=p, (2a
-

r) sin 4>=P- Hence

1 a . o ,

p b2 r

Ex. 3. To find F when the orbit is an equiangular spiral with the
centre of force at the pole of the spiral.
The equation of the spiral is (see Ex. 3, at

end of Chapter I.) r= aeeeot(f>
,
where < is the

constant inclination of the tangent to the
radius-vector from the origin to the point of

contact. We have then

Hence

p= r sin
cfi

and dpjdr= sin
cf).

_h*dp h2 1

p
3 dr sina

< r3
'

Since
<f)

is constant, F varies as the inverse
cube of the distance r. Since Ijp

= sin
<^)/r, F

also varies as the cube of the curvature.

Ex. 4. To find F when the orbit is the

lemniscate of Bernoulli, and the centre of force

is the node of the curve (Fig. 49).
The equation of the curve is ,"

2= a2cos20. Hence if, as before,
< denote the inclination of the tangent to the radius-vector, we have

Fig. 49.
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(since sin
cj>
= rdd/ds), l/p

2
=(dr

2+r2ddf2

)!i
Ade2= ai

/

l

i
s

. We get by
differentiation for the value of F,

p
3 dr r~

The force varies as the inverse seventh power of the distance r. The
curvature is 3rja

2
.

In this case the orbit passes through the centre of force 0. At
that point the speed is infinite, for it will be seen that the force

when the particle is near the origin is along the path and is very

great. It will be observed that the acceleration is very great when
the particle is approaching the centre, and that the retardation is

correspondingly great after the particle has passed the centre, so that

at an infinite distance the speed is finite.

Ex. 5. To find the force when the orbit is the curve of which the

equation is rn= an cos n$.

This curve is the lemniscate when n= 2. By the same process as in

Ex. 4, we get l/p
2=a2n

/r
2n+2

. Hence

FJi
2
dp h2a2n

p3 dr lf&+v

126. Solution of Differential Equation in Various Cases.

Energy Relations. We can use the differential equation

d2u _ F

either to find the force when the orbit is given or to find

the orbit when the force is given. In the latter case the

differential equation must be solved, and this is not always
possible except under special conditions, for example
equality of the speed of projection to the so-called speed
from infinity.
We now consider first the motion of a particle under

gravitational attraction directed towards a fixed point 0.

In this case n % so that F=julu
z

,
and the equation of

motion is dzuw+u =j? (1)

The complete solution of this equation is

u =^+ Acos(0-ol), (2)

where A and a are constants. (See 28 above for another
method of obtaining this result.)
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For 6-ol = 0, u = ju/h
2+ A, r=l/(/m/h

2+ A), and for

e-OL = 7r, u = /uL/h
2 -A, r=l/(/uL/h

2
-A). If the first value

of r be denoted by a(le) and the second by a(l + e), or

the first be denoted by a(e 1) and the second by a(l + e),

according as ju/h
2
^> or <A, we obtain in the first case

a- v-- 1 ^^-
a(l_ g2y h*~a{\-e

2
y

K }

and in the second

In the first case e<l and in the second e>l. Equation
(2) becomes

1 a(1
_

g2)r=-= ^-
- 7^ x (5)u I -f e cos (0 a)

in the former case, and

y= l = (e*-l)
?*, l + ecos(0 ol)

in the latter. In each case the equation is that of a conic

section of which the centre of force is a focus The curve
is an ellipse in the former case and a hyperbola in the latter,

the length of the major axis is 2a and the eccentricity e in

both cases; while 2a(l e2) is the so-called parameter of

the ellipse, and 2a(e
2

1) that of the hyperbola, that is

twice the length of the radius-vector drawn from at

right angles to the major axis.

at 2 jaJY^V. 2\ 7 2
l + e

2+ 2ecos(0-a) /(
_
xNow v2 = h2

[(^)+u*\
= h2 -

a2lI ^ 1. ...(7)

But by what precedes h2/a(le2
)
=

/ul
or h2

/a(e
2

l) = /uL,

according as e< or > 1
,
that is according as the curve is an

ellipse or a hyperbola. Thus we have

r2{l + co8(fl-a)} !-* 1/2 1\

according as the orbit is an ellipse or a hyperbola.
When e = l, the orbit is a parabola, and the equation

for v2
is

v2J^
(9)
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We shall deal with this case specially when it arises. It is

to be noticed that the speed at each point is that from

infinity to the point in question. Hence j2jULJr is called

the parabolic speed.
It will be shown later [see Ex. 15, 131] that m/z/2a is

the time-average of the kinetic energy in either orbit, so

that (8) asserts that the kinetic energy \mv
2 of the par-

ticle at distance r from the centre of force in the hyper-
bolic orbit exceeds, and in the elliptic orbit falls short of,

the exhaustion of potential energy (122) m/u./r, from in-

finity to the distance r, by the time-average of the kinetic

energy in the orbit.

127. Discrimination of Orbit. The speed from infinity to

the distance r is, as we have seen ( 122), 2///r. Hence
we have, by (8) of 126 (putting now v^ for the speed
from infinity), ^

a a2
(l-e

2
)'

K }

in the case of the ellipse, and

ft _Jl
a~ a2

(e
2 -iy

in the case of the hyperbola. Thus the speed from infinity
is greater or less than v, according as e is less or greater
than 1, that is according as the orbit is an ellipse or a

hyperbola, and conversely. Thus a comparison of the

speed at any distance with the speed from infinity enables

us to discriminate between the two forms of orbit.

The reader may satisfy himself that when the force is a

repulsion the only possible orbit is a hyperbola, and that

the motion is in the branch which does not contain the

focus at which the centre of force is situated. When the

force is an attraction the particle moves along the branch
within which lies the centre of force.

Now let (l)r = a(l-e), (2) r = a(e-l); then by (5) and

(6) of 126, du/dO = 0, and v\ = h2
\a\\-e)

2 in both cases.

But h2 =
/u.a(l e

2
) in the first case and h2 =

jua(e
2

I) in

the second; therefore v\
=

[i{l-\-e)ja(l e) in case (1) and
v
2 =

juL(e+ l)/a(e 1) in case (2). This agrees with (8)

<-^2

=-E=-Xf7^ n (2)
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of 126, which gives in the former case ^v
2 =

/jl(1/t l/2a)
and in the latter Ji>

2 =
/z(l/r+l/2<x).

Equation (8) of 126 may be taken as that of energy.
For we may write it

hmv2 m = +m- (3)2 r 2a v '

On the left we have the kinetic energy \mv
2 of the particle,

and a term, mjm/r, depending on the position of the particle
with reference to the centre of force, which may be taken
as the potential energy of the system, while on the right
we have a constant, mim/2a or m///2a, the constant sum
of the kinetic and potential energies.

128. Period of Particle in Orbit. The period of revolution,
or time of description, in an elliptic orbit is finite, in a

parabolic or hyperbolic orbit it is infinite. If a be the

semi-axis major of an elliptic orbit of eccentricity e, the

length of the semi-axis minor is aj\ e2
,
so that the area

of the orbit is ira
2
\ll e2. But twice the rate of description

of area is h = s/jua(l e2
),

so that if T denote the period,

T=*-**&, W
fj.

the period of a simple pendulum of length a under
acceleration /m/a

2
.

It is to be observed that the squares of the periods in

different orbits about the same centre of force are by this

equation proportional to the cubes of the corresponding
values of a. This, as we shall see, is one of the observations

lade by Kepler regarding the planetary motions.

It is important to remark that by equation (8) of 1 26
:he length a of the semi-axis major depends only on the

*peed and the distance of the point of projection from
:he focus. Thus, if a number of particles be projected
vdth the same speed, greater than that from infinity, in

lifFerent directions from the same point under the attraction

)f the same centre of force, the major axes of the orbits of

bhe different particles will all be of the same length, and
the periods will be the same. The particles will therefore
all return after the lapse of a period to the same point.
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129. Determination of Orbit from Distance and Velocity, etc.

When the direction and speed of projection, the centre of

force and its constant, /z,
are given, the orbit can be at once

constructed. We join the centre of force (Fig. 50) with
the point P of projection, and calculate the value of

2/R V2
/^, where R is the distance and V the speed of

projection. If the result is positive, the orbit is an ellipse,
and the value found is the reciprocal 1/a of the length of

the semi-axis major. If

the result is negative, the

orbit is a hyperbola, and
the reciprocal 1/a of the

semi-axis is

F7/z-2/.
Now draw the direc-

tion of projection through
P and produce it both

ways to T and U (Fig.

50). The line so drawn
is a tangent to the path.
In the case of the ellipse
draw from P a line P0\

making the angle OPU equal to the angle O'PT, and take

the length PO' 2a r. Then 0' is the second focus, and
the orbit is determined completely. It can be drawn in

the usual way. The eccentricity e is the ratio of the length
0(y to 2a.

It is to be observed that any point of an orbit and the

velocity there may be taken as the point and velocity of

projection. The relation v2 =
2jut/r /u/a enables the orbit

to be drawn if v, r, and \x are given, and the line OP is

given in position, provided one other datum is supplied.
That may be the direction of the tangent at P, or it may
be the condition that the particle shall pass through another

given point Q (Fig. 51). In the latter case we rind a as

described above, and with radius 2a r describe a circle

from P as centre in the plane of 0, P, Q. Then from Q as

centre with radius 2a r (where r=0Q), we draw another

circle which, if it meet the former circle at all, will

Fig. 50.
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Fig. 51.

generally intersect it in two points, 0', 0". Either of these

points is the second focus of an orbit which passes through
and 0'. It will be seen that as Fig. 51 is drawn, if the

second focus be 0' the two points P, Q are on the same
side of the major axis, and

itl

that if the second focus

0" be taken, P, Q are on

opposite sides of the major
axis. If the circles meet in

one point 0' only, that is

if P, 0', Q be in line, one
orbit only can be drawn

;

if the two circles neither

intersect nor touch, a solu -

tion of the problem does
not exist.

To construct a hyperbolic
orbit, we draw (Fig. 52)
PO' so that lO'PTJ l UPO, and take the distance

P0'= 2a+ 0P
as the second focus, and again the orbit is determined

completely.
It will be seen that both for the ellipse and for the

hyperbola, if the plane of motion is fixed, but not the

direction of motion, the

locus of the second focus

is a circle with centre

at P. The student may
prove that the locus of

the centres of the pos-
sible orbits is a circle

with centre at the middle

point M of OP (Fig. 50)
and radius = \P0'. If

the plane of motion is

not fixed, these loci are

spheres with centres and radii as stated. [See Ex. 18 below.]
If V2

/jul
= 2/R the orbit is a parabola, since a is infinite.

The semi-latus rectum, which in the ellipse has length

Fig. 52.
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a(le2
),

however remains finite. If it be denoted by Z,

we have for a parabolic orbit, as the student may verify
for himself, h = JjULL

If for a parabolic orbit the focus and a tangent with

point of contact P be given, we join OP (Fig. 53) and draw
another line OT=OP to meet the

tangent in T. This line is in the

direction of the axis of the curve.

A perpendicular ON let fall on the

tangent and a perpendicular NA
on OT, determine the vertex A of

the path, and a distance 0D = 20A
laid off along OT gives the directrix,

to be drawn through D perpen-
dicular to the axis. Further points
on the path can be found from the

condition that every such point is

equidistant from the directrix and focus.

130. Newton's Revolving Orbit. If an orbit for a centra

force f(u) is known, an orbit for the central fore

f(u)+ l*-{u? can be found.

When the force is f(u) the differential equation of the

Path is d%
. _f(u)

Fig. 53.

I

d&+u '~h?v?
: (1)

and if the force is made/(^)+ /z1
u3

,
the equation is

d&*
+

\ W h2u2

If in this we substitute dQ'jJl fijh
2

(or dO'/k) for dQ,
and put h'2 for h2

jul 1 ,
we obtain

d&2^ h'2u2 ' {6)

a differential equation of the same form as that first

written above. Hence if u = cf>(6) be the equation of an
orbit for the force f(u), u = cj>{6') is the equation of an
orbit for the force f(u)+ yu^

3
.

We imagine, thus, the particle to describe the first orbit,

and that orbit to revolve at the same time with angular

(2)
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speed (k 1)8 in its own plane about the origin. The path
of the particle is then the second orbit required. This is

the theorem of Newton's revolving orbit. Or we may
suppose the orbit u = cp(0) constructed, and then con-

struct another in which the u for any value is the u
for an angle k6 in the former orbit. [Principia, Lib. I.

Sect, ix.]

131. Examples.

Ex. 1. If f(u) = fxit
2

, prove that the orbit for the force \m
2
-f fx^i

3 has
the equation

_ +a(\-e2
)

r
~l+ecos(k0)'

The orbit for the force \x\r
2 has the equation

._ a(l-e
2
)

''"l+ecosfl'

where the positive sign is to be taken for an ellipse and the negative
for a hyperbola, for which, of course, e2> 1. The orbit for the force

p/r
2 + /xjr

3
is, by the theorem,

a(l-e2
)

1+6 COS #'

But 6' is the actual vectorial angle 6 in the new orbit, correspond-
ing to the radius-vector r, multiplied by h', and so we have

a(l-e2
)

r
l+ecos(<9)'

Ex. 2. Prove that if the force pr towards or from the centre of a
conic be increased by fijr

3
,
the orbit is changed from

cos2 (9/a
2 sin 2

0/&
2=

l/r
2

to cos2(kd)/a
2 sin2(k0)/b

2=
1/r

2
.

Ex. 3. To find the law of force towards the same centre, by which
the inverse of a given orbit with respect to a circle, with its centre at

'ie centre of force, may be described by a particle.
For the known orbit, we have F(h2

dp/dr)/p
3
,
and if F\ A', p'y

r' be

>rresponding quantities for the inverse, we can, by the relations

/p
=

r'/p'
= c2/pr', p=f(r) and h/r

2
k'lr'

2
,
find F'= (h'

2
dp'/dr')/p'

3
. Or

re may derive from the equation p=f(r) of the known orbit the relation

V/r
'2
=/(c

2
/r'), and since F= -\dv

2
\dr, write F'= -%h'

2
d(l/p'

2
)/dr'.

itween these two last equations p' is eliminated and F' obtained as a
inction of / alone.
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Ex. 4. Prove that the attractive force F under which a particle de-

scribes the inverse of an ellipse, a focus of which is the centre of force,
is &Ven ]^

p= ^3o^ J_ _2W J_+
b2 r4 62 r6

'

where the accents used in Ex. 3 are dropped.

Ex. 5. If the centre of the ellipse is the centre of force, prove that

F=M?( 2(a
2 + b2)h

2

_ 3c*h2 \

a2b2 \ r5 ji~")'

Ex. 6. When the orbit is the reciprocal of a known orbit, and the

centre of force is the same for both : to find the law of force.

In this case rp'
=

r'p
= c2

,
and if the equation of the known orbit be

r=/(p), then c2/p'=/(c
2
//). As before, also, F'= -h'2

d(l/p'
2
)/dr',

and from these relations F' can be determined.

Ex. 7. Show that if the orbit be the reciprocal of a conic, a focus of

which is at the centre of force,

,
8a2h2r

F=c*

and that if the centre be the centre of force,

F=^-h2
r.

c8

Ex. 8. Find F for the pedal of a given orbit, and show that,

according as the central pedal or the focal pedal of an ellipse, with
centre of force at the focus, is taken,

/3a262 . 2(q
2+ 62)\ _ 8a2h2r

n \W' i* r (6
2+ r2)

3
'

Ex. 9. Find F when the orbit is the pedal of a circle (radius a)
with the centre of force at an eccentric point in the plane of the circle

distant c from the centre,

MS-*^>
Ex. 10. Show that for the cardioid derived from this circle,

Ex. 11. Verify the second result of Ex. 8 from the fact that the
focal pedal of a conic is the circle described on the major axis as

diameter, by finding the force required to give a circular orbit of

radius a, when the centre of force is at a distance \la2 b2 from the
centre.

[Most of the foregoing examples are taken from a paper by Curtis,
Mess. Math. xi. 1881.]
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Ex. 12. Prove that if e be the eccentricity of an orbit described

under a force /x/r
2
,
and v be the speed at a point where

<f>
is the angle

between the tangent and the radius-vector,

/i 9\ 99 oi 9i c.v
2rsm2 d> v4r2 sin2 d>

ixa(l-e
2
)
= v2r2 sm'i

(f),
e2=l-2 -H ^

2:.

(G. W. Hill.)

For brevity, we shall work out for an ellipse. The modifications of

the proof for a hyperbola are obvious.

Clearly h2=v2r2 &m2
<f>,

and it is proved in 126 that A2= /x(l e2
).

Hence fia{\ e2)
= v2r2 sin2 <.

From (5), 126, we have ecos(6-a.)= a(l-e2
)/r-l, so that

e cos( -<*.) = r 1
/x

by the former result.

Now produce the tangent and major-axis to meet, and let y}s
be the

angle of intersection (see Fig. 54). Let fall perpendiculars (lengthspp)
from the foci on the tangent. The distance between the foci is

2ae, and by the figure

2ae cos
\fs
= (2a

-
r) cos </>+ r cos < = 2a cos

(f>.

Hence e cos ^r= cos <,

which is a very useful relation.

Again, p' -p = {2a-r)s'm $ - r sin < = 2 (a
-

?) sin </>.
But also

jo' p= 2ae sin
y\r.

ence, we have oesini/r=(a-r)sin </>.

|

But in the figure lAOP^B-o^ so that sin (#-.) = sin (0-f \js), and
refore

sin(0-a.)=esin <f>
cos

\js+ ecos<^sin i/r
= sin^>cos^)H sin <cos<,
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by the relations just established. Thus

esin(#-<x)= r(
J
sin <f>coscf>.

But it is proved in 126 that v2 =/z(2/r-l/a), and therefore we get

/ /i \ iPr sin </> cos d>

esin(0-<x)= y
.

/x

Squaring this relation and the corresponding one found above foi

0cos(#-a.), and adding, we obtain

, a v2rsin2
<i> v4r2sin2

<f>

e2= 1 - 2 - r H s r
.

Ex. 13. A particle describes an elliptic orbit about a centre of fore

at a focus, in the period T= 2-Ks!az\\x, where a is the mean distance^;, to

infer the time required by the particle to reach the centre of force

if placed at rest at any distance.

It is to be noticed first that the period depends only on the mean
distance

;
hence if we keep a unchanged and make e approach unity,

we shall, without altering the period, cause the orbit to approximat
to a very narrow ellipse with the centre of force, 0, close to on<

extremity. The motion from the other extremity to very near
is then a path differing little from a straight line towards 0. Th(
transverse speed of the particle at the remote extremity of the path
annulled by the small transverse component of the central force

and the generation of motion toward takes place as if the partich
had been given at rest at the remote extremity. Thus we have for th(

time t, from a distance 2a. .

If the particle were placed at rest at any other distance 2a', w(

should have for the time r' required for it to reach the centre of force

> aPT =7T \j .

V
A*

For instance, if 2a'= a, the mean distance in the orbit, we get

? T
'Wi'

[Thus, if the earth were deprived of its orbital motion at any instant,
it would begin to fall into the sun, which it would reach in about
65 days.]

Ex. 14. Verify tjie results of the preceding example by direct

integration from the differential equation

x2

2n'2 V V
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Ex. 15. To find the value of
j
v2 dt for a complete period of a

particle describing an elliptic orbit under attraction to a focus ac-

cording to the Newtonian law, and to show that it is independent of

the eccentricity of the orbit. r

Since vdt= ds, this integral may be written ivds, and is then

called the "action" (per unit mass) for the path along which it is

taken. We are to take it once round the orbit. Now we have

/l 1 \ 2a -r fir'
r \r 2a J

n ar a r

where / is the distance of the particle from the "
empty

"
focus.

But if p, p' be the lengths of the perpendiculars from the centre of

force and the other focus to the position of the particle at the instant

considered, we have rjr=p'/p, and therefore, since pp'= b2
, r'jr=p'

2
Jb

2
.

Hence vds=
-\^- -rip' ds.

But clearly Ip'ds taken round the orbit is twice its area, that is 2irab,

and therefore r . ,--

Jvds
=

27r\/ixa.

The action for one revolution is thus 27r\/[ia, and is the same for

all orbits, whatever their eccentricities, for which a has the same
value. Tf we denote it by A, then

k a2

A = 2irslfxa 2tt ,

^
= 47r2yT

-

A is the value of the integral \v2 dt taken over the period T;

therefore the time-average of the kinetic energy (per unit mass) of

the particle is A/2T, and we have

A a2
sIJj^l fx

2T~ Z7r T 2
~'

frf~2a

[Thus while the area described about the centre of force by the
radius vector is proportional to the time, the area described by the
radius vector to the particle from the empty focus is proportional to

the action.* It is shown in 100 that the actual motion of the

particle is brachistochronic for a centre of force in the empty focus.

Thus the mode of representing the time in the free motion about that
focus has become the representation of the action. Now we can write
the energy equation (13), of 127, in the form

hrw2
-J- = m-i* 2a r

*
Since this Example was written we have found that this fact had been

noticed by Tait : Proc. R.8.E., 5, 1865 and Trans. R.S.E., 24, 1865.

g.d. Q
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where the upper sign applies to the elliptic and the lower to the

hyperbolic orbit. We thus get the curious theorem that the kinetic

energy of the particle, at distance r from the same centre of force,
in a hyperbolic orbit, of semi-transverse axis a, exceeds, and in an

elliptic orbit, of major semi-axis a, falls short of the exhaustion m/ji/r
of potential energy from infinity to the distance r (see 122), by
the time-average of the kinetic energy of the elliptic motion. We
infer that the ultimate constant velocity in the hyperbolic orbit at

a very great distance from the centre of force that is along the

asymptote is the square root, sfjxfa, of twice the time-average of the

kinetic energy in the elliptic orbit. Further, since the time along the

asymptote at the constant speed "J/x/a is infinite, the mean kinetic

energy in the hyperbola is mfi/Za, the same as that in the ellipse.
This can be seen to be the case by a consideration of areas in the

hyperbola.

It is worth noticing that for one revolution / v ds=Jfi/ab J ds/p,

so that fds a ~|

J p b J

Ex. 16. To find the angular speed of a planet about the "
empty

focus.

If r, r be the lengths of the radii from the centre of force an
the empty focus to any position of the particle, and 6, $' be th

corresponding angular speeds, then r0= r'6'. For if
</>

denote

before, the inclination of the tangent to either radius-vector, we have
sin ^)=rddjds r'dO'lds^ and therefore the relation stated. Hence
6' = r$jr

f= hjrr\ since 6=h/r2
. Now, by the properties of the ellipse,

7'= a ex, i''= a+ ex, if x be the distance, parallel to the axis, of P
from the centre. Thus we get

<?-

h
.

hd --rT *(

,

iuV-*' l ..Adl elxl dl \ dl) a2
\ a2 a4 /

Thus if powers of e above the first can be neglected, 9' may be taken
as constant. [See Exercise 4, p. 301, below.]

Ex. 17. To integrate the equation of central orbits for the case of a

central force
//,( + b cos 2#)/V

2
.

The equation is -_
2+ u

jn2 {a+ b cos 2 6),

which may be written

d*(u-^)
\ A2 / ua ub

C
. Q

A particular integral is easily found by substitution to be

i
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tnd this plus the complementary function (which satisfies the

lifferential equation when 6 = 0) is the complete integral. Thus
re get

u= A cos +B sin 6+ ^-2 (3a
- 6 cos 2 0).

By putting .r=rcos#, y=rsin# (r=l/u), we can show that this is

in algebraic curve of the fourth degree, unless 6=0, when it reduces

a conic.

Let it be given that at the point where u= c, 6= 0, the velocity is at

ight angles to the radius vector, that is, that the value of dujdd is

ihere zero. Then we get

c= A + n(3a-b)/3k
2 or A = {3A

2c- M(3a-6)}/3A
2
,

and by differentiation and the condition du/d6= 0, we find B=0.
The equation is then

^=^2 [{3
2
c-/x(3a-6)}cos0+ /x(3a-6cos20)],

and the orbit is completely determined.

Ex. 18. To find the locus of the centres of all the orbits that can
be drawn for a given centre of force and given speed Tof projection
from a fixed point P.

Let R be the distance OP, and suppose for the present that the
orbits are ellipses. The value of a is found from the equation
% V

2= n(l /R -
l/2a), and is fxR/(2fjL V 2

R). The second focus lies on
the circle described from P (see Fig. 51), with radius= 2a - R. If the

origin of coordinates be taken at 0, and a., be the coordinates of

the point of projection, the equation of the circle is

{x
-

a.)
2+ {y

-
(S)

2= (2a
-
Rf.

The coordinates of the centre of the orbit are f=|.r, t]
=
\y, and

therefore the equation just written can be put in the form

:KM-i)M-!)'
which shows that the point , rj

lies on a circle with centre at the

point ol/2, 0/2, that is the middle point M of OP [Fig. 50]. The
radius is a R/2, that is hPO', if 0' be a second focus.

We have ae= \00\ so that

iV=?+ >
7

2= (a-/2/2)
2
-i(o.

2+ )82)+ fa.+^ = a2_ a /2+ fOL+^
^hus e2= 1 _^+ l:+!^,

a a2

'hich gives e2 as depending on
, rj.

The modification of this process for hyperbolic orbits may be
'ritten out by the student.

[The present discussion affords another proof of the expression for

given in Ex. 12. Taking the axis of J along OP, we make =
0, and

le equation of the locus of centres found above may be written

$
2+ v

2= a2-aR+R,
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since now a.= R. But Fig. 50 shows that

=%R+ (a
-

i?)cos 2cf>
= R sin2

<f>+ a cos 2<.

Hence $
2+ v

2 ^a2 -aR(l - cos 2^)+^sin2^
= a2 -2atfsin2

< +^2sin2 <.

But 2 + rf
= a2e2

,
and l/a= (2/A- V 2

R)/ixR, and so we get

, ^/2sin
2

< i 2sin2 <f>

e2=l-2
~
+ *-

a or
'

r2i2sin2
<ft

FWsin2
</>

[x n
2

as before. It will be noticed that, when R= a, this gives 3<?/9/a
=

0,

and also 'de/dR= (for then r%= /x).]

132. Acceleration in terms of Tangential and Radial Forces.

Returning now to equations (4) and (7) of 121, we have

dv _ h dh h2
dp _ ~ ^dr n^

ds ~p2 ds p* ds
~

ds

Hence we obtain by integration,

bv*=[sd8-[Fdr, (2)

where r
,

s
, r, s are corresponding values of r and of

distance travelled along the path from some chosen point.
If F is some function f{r) of r,

lv
2

=^Sds-[f(r)dr (3)

Thus, if S= 0, v is a function of r, and is the same at the

same distance from the centre of force. It follows therefore

that when S=0, du/dO is the same at the same distance,
that is the radius-vector makes the same angle with the

tangent For
ht f/du\* ,1v=h
{\de)

+W
}'

and, since h is constant and v has the same value for the

same value of u, du/dO must also return to the same value

when u does.

Again, by (4), 121, v2
/p
= Fsm

<f>,
that is

v2 = 2Fx I chord of curvature at position ofparticle. ...(4)
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The speed v at any position of the particle in the orbit is

thus equal to the speed which the particle would acquire if

it traversed from rest, under constant acceleration F, a
distance equal to J of the length of the chord of curvature.

It will be noticed that this theorem holds whether a

tangential force S acts or not : the radius of curvature

p, for a given speed v, however, is affected by such a force.

Since, when S= 0, the speed is the same at the same
distance, and also the angle which the tangent makes with
the radius-vector, the chord of curvature and the radius of

curvature of the orbit are the same at the same distance

from the centre of force.

133. Hodograph of Particle describing Orbit. The relation

v = h/p shows that any polar reciprocal of the path, turned

through 90, represents the hodograph of the particle's

motion, whatever the orbit may be. When the path is a

conic section with the centre of force at a focus, the circle

described on the axis of length 2a as diameter may be

taken as the hodograph, pro-
vided the hodographic origin
be taken at the "empty"
focus, and the direction of

motion be taken turned back

through 90. For let 0, 0'

be the foci, of which the
former is the centre of force,

and a tangent be drawn to

the path at any position P.
If the tangent meet the circle

referred to in M, M\ as shown
in Fig. 55, the lines OM, O'M'

are, by a property of the

ellipse, perpendiculars to the

tangent, and if p, p be their lengths, the product pp' is

equal to b2
, where b is the length of the minor semi-axis

CB, ajle1
,
for the ellipse, and the length of the conjugate

semi-axis, (We2
1, for the hyperbola. Thus we have

h h , 1 / a , /tNv=
p
=
^0^) p = w^ < x >

Fig. 55.
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for the ellipse, and

h h > 1
/ li .

?-^#0ClJ* =a^a (ehl/ (2)

for the hyperbola. Thus 0' is the hodographic origin, and
the velocity is represented on the scale indicated in (2) by

the line M'0\ which is

Fig. 56.

the direction of motion
turned forward 90.
A circle of radius

2a described from the

focus as centre serves

still more conveniently
as hodograph. For it

will be seen that if the

perpendicular O'M from
0' (Fig. 56) be continued
to meet the circle in

Q, then 0'P = PQ, and

0'Q = 2p'. Thus, since

v oc p', we may take O'Q
as representing the

velocity at P along
back through 90. The
which we shall use in

the tangent to the path turned
true direction is O'S. Fig. 56,

what follows, represents the path and the hodograph thus

constructed.

134. Velocity resoluble into Two Components of Constant

Amounts. It will be noticed that the velocity represented

by O'Q can be resolved into two components O'O and OQ.
Of these O'O is fixed both in amount and in direction, the

other, OQ, is fixed in amount but changes in direction

with OP. The lines O'R, RS, perpendicular to OQ and
O'O respectively, represent the true directions of these

components. We can find their magnitudes very simply
from the consideration that their sum must be the speed
with which the particle moves at right angles to the line

joining it to the centre of force, when the length of that

line has its least value. For the ellipse the least length of

the line is a(le), and the speed is therefore h/a(le).
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This is made up of two components proportional to the

lengths of 00' and OQ, that is to 2ae and la. Thus the

components are eh/a(l e2 ) = es//m/a(l e2)
=

e\//uLa/b, and
the same divided by e. For the components in the case of

the hyperbola we have in the same way,

ehJa (e
2 1 )

=
ejju/a (e

2
l) e*Jju.a/b,

and the same divided by e.

In the latter case, since e>l, the constant speed at right

angles to the axis is greater than the component at

right angles to the radius-vector, and we see from another

point of view why the orbit is closed when e<l and is

infinite when e>l.
As an example of motion with such components as exist

for the particle moving round a centre of force, we may
take a steamer rounding a buoy moored in a tidal stream
which flows past the buoy with constant speed. If the

steamer have, besides the motion of the water, always a
constant speed at right angles to the direction of the buoy,
it will describe a conic section relatively to the land, with the

buoy in a focus, just as if it were a satellite moving round
a stationary primary which attracts with a force inversely

proportional to the square of the distance. If the speed of

the stream be greater than that of the steamer, the path
will be a hyperbola, and in the contrary case an ellipse.
If the two speeds are the same, the orbit is a parabola.

135. Deduction of Law of Force from Form of Orbit and
Uniform Description of Area. If we assume that the orbit

is an ellipse with the centre of force in a focus 0, and
that the radius-vector to the particle describes equal areas

on the plane of the orbit in equal times, we can prove that

the particle is acted on by a force which varies inversely
as the square of the distance from the focus. For join the

centre of the circle to Q, then, as the particle moves in

time dt along the path from P to an adjacent point P',

Q moves along the circle to an adjacent point Q'. The
lines O'Q, O'Q' (Fig. 56) represent on a certain scale the

velocities at the beginning and end of the interval dt.

Thus QQ' represents on the same scale the change of
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velocity which the particle has sustained in the interval.

But QQ' = 2a8dta,nd h = r2
0, so that QQ' = 2ahdt/r

2
. The

acceleration is therefore, on the scale of the diagram, 2ah/r
2

,

and, since the hodograph, with the lines of construction, is

turned back through 90, is directed towards 0. Its

absolute value is obtained by multiplying 2ah/r
2
by the

factor s]/nJa(l el)J2a for the ellipse, and is therefore
jul/t

2
.

In the same way the hyperbolic orbit might be dealt

with and the same result obtained.

136. Kepler's Laws. Verification. The manner in which
the planets move about the sun was inferred by Kepler
from a large number of observations, especially those made
of the planet Mars by Tycho Brahe, who preceded him
as astronomer at Prague. The results are contained in

his Astronomia Nova, which appeared in 1629, and though
the ideas on dynamics set forth in it are in great part
erroneous, this work led to the establishment of the physical

theory of gravitation which accounts for the motions of the

planets by a consistent dynamical theory. As Newton
showed, the planets move in obedience to mutual forces

between the different bodies along the lines joining them,
and tending to bring them together, a tendency prevented
by the relative motions from having the apparently direct

and simple effect which the ordinary undynamical intelli-

gence expects.

Kepler in vain endeavoured to fit the observations of

positions and times into the hypothesis that each planet
moved in a circle with uniform angular speed about an
eccentric point, midway between which and the sun the

centre of the circle was supposed to lie [see Ex. 16, 131].

Observing the motion of the earth in the manner indicated

in the next paragraph, he noticed that at the points of

greatest and least distance from the sun, the earth had

speeds inversely as these distances, and (of course with
deviation from the hypothesis of uniform angular speed
about the eccentric point) concluded that the speed of

the earth in the imagined circular orbit wTas at every point

inversely proportional to its distance from the sun. He
noticed, moreover, that at the greatest and least distances
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there was the same rate of description of areas by the

radius-vector drawn from the sun to the earth, and was
led finally to adopt the law of uniform description of areas

for the whole motion. This conclusion, however, he found
to be utterly irreconcileable with the hypothesis of a

circular orbit when applied to the planet Mars; and so

finally he abandoned that hypothesis in favour of the true

notion of an elliptic orbit with the sun in a focus. He thus
formulated the two laws of the planetary motions :

I. The radius- vector from the sun to each planet sweeps
over equal areas on the plane of the orbit in equal times.

II. Planets move round the sun in ellipses which have a
common focus at which the sun is situated.

The observations of Kepler on the motion of the earth

can be verified by anyone who cares to examine the

tabulated values of the sun's apparent diameter from day
to day throughout the year, as they are set forth in

the Nautical Almanac, and to compare these with the

longitudes of the earth's position at different times. The

longitude from the perihelion position (the position nearest

the sun) is the angle for a planet moving in the plane of

the ecliptic denoted by ol in equation (5) of 126.

Now the apparent diameter of the sun is the angle which the

sun's diameter subtends at the earth, and in radians is d/r t

where d is the actual diameter and r the earth's distance

from the sun. This apparent diameter is measured in

various ways, e.g. by observing the time taken by the sun's

disk to pass over the cross-wires of a telescope ;
while the

advance of the earth in longitude is obtained for successive

equal intervals of time by observing with an equatorial

telescope the corresponding changes of the sun's Right
Ascension (that is of the angle between a meridian

containing the sun's centre and a certain zero meridian
that of the "

first point of Aries "). The advance in Right
Ascension (say in an hour) is not exactly the same as

the advance in longitude, but enables the latter to be

calculated, and is roughly proportional to the square of the

sun's apparent diameter, as anyone may verify by means of

the Nautical Almanac.
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Taking the tabulated values, which, of course, are derived

from and checked by observations, we find d/r varying
with the longitude from perihelion according to the equation

^=D{l+ecos(0-a)}, (1)

where D is a mean value of the apparent diameter for the

different positions, that is we have, if I be a constant,

I
r =

1-f ecos(0 a.)
(2)

which, if e<ih is the equation of an ellipse (see 126).
The value of e. can be calculated with great ease. Take

the apparent diameter of the sun when the earth is at

perihelion, that is about Dec. 21, and again at Midsummer,
June 21, when the earth is at aphelion these are the

greatest and least values. Call them D
x
and D

2
. Then we

have by (1), Dx
= D{l+e)t

D
2
= D(l-e), and so

e-A-A (3

which we find to be 8/481 = 1/G0, nearly. Thus th

orbit is an ellipse of small eccentricity, that is an ellipse

differing perceptibly but not greatly from a circle. Taking
the sun's mean distance as 92,600,000 miles, this eccentricity

gives as the distance of the focus at which the sun is

situated from the centre of the ellipse about 1,540,000 miles,

which is rather less than 1*8 times the sun's diameter.

We see then how the law of the elliptic orbit is established

for the earth at least
;
that of the equable description of

areas is proved by the fact, referred to above, that the

daily or hourly advance in longitude varies directly as

the square of the sun's apparent diameter, that is, by what

precedes, inversely as the square of the length of the radius-

vector. Thus it is verified that r2
is constant and r2 is

twice the rate of description of areas, as has been shown
in 25 above.

By the mean distance of a planet from the sun is meant
the length of the major semi-axis. We have already seen

that the period of a particle about a centre of force, of
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constant u, is 27r\/<x
3
///. Hence, if

fx is the same for

different particles revolving about centres of force at

different distances a
x ,

<x
2 ,
a
3 ,

...
, and T

ly
T

2 ,
T

3 ,... be the

periods of revolution,

J<2 J>2 W2

a\~ a z
~

a\
(4)

and conversely. By comparing the mean distances of the

different planets from the sun, measured in terms of the

earth's distance, with their periods, Kepler found that this

relation of periodic times to mean distances held good, and
he enunciated a third law of the planetary motions :

III. The squares of the periodic times of the different

planets are proportional to the cubes of their mean
distances from the sun.

Kepler's third law, dynamically interpreted, thus shows
that

/ul
is the same for the forces between the sun and the

different planets of the solar system. The law, however,
as we shall see presently, requires a correction which could

only be foreseen and applied when the dynamical theory
had been worked out, and the agreement of which with
observation affords a strong confirmation of the truth of

the theory.

137. Newton's Dynamical Deductions from Kepler's Laws.

From these laws, which, so far as they go, merely state the

observational facts of the motions of the planets, Newton
made certain dynamical deductions [Principia, Lib. I.

Props. II. XL XV.].

(1) From the law of areas : that the force, if any, between
the sun and a planet is along the line joining the planet
with the sun.

For the product, mr2
6, of the double rate r2

6, of descrip-
tion of areas by the mass m of the planet, is the angular
momentum of the planet about the centre, and this cannot
remain constant under the action of force on the planet in

the plane of the orbit unless the force have no moment

changing mr2
0, that is, the force must be in a line through

the sun's centre. A component of force perpendicular to
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the orbit would of course alter the plane of motion,,

change which is here supposed not to take place.

(2) From Kepler's law of the elliptic orbit : that tht

planet is acted on by a force toward the sun which varies,

as the planet moves in its orbit, inversely as the square of

the distance. The proof of this deduction is contained ii

125, Ex. 1, and again in a simple form in 135.

(3) From Kepler's third law : that the forces towards
the sun on the different planets at any given instant of

time are inversely proportional to the squares of the

distances of the planets at the instant.

This deduction was proved above, when it was showi
that if the squares of the periodic times are proportional t(

the cubes of the mean distances, //,
the so-called

" force oi

the centre
"

is the same for all the bodies.

The correction of this law, referred to above, is necessary
to take account of the acceleration of the sun towards the

planet, which is sensible when the mass of the planet if

comparable with the mass of the sun For if P and S
the masses of the planet and sun, we have, since the force

F on the planet towards the sun is equal to the force oi

the sun towards the planet,

acceleration of sun towards planet _ F/S_ P
acceleration of planet towards sun F/P S'

so that if P be very small in comparison with M the sun

may be taken as being at rest. In the cases of the large

planets, such as Jupiter and Saturn, the masses are so great
that they must be taken into account. We shall now show
how this may be done.

138. Effect of Mass of Planet. Since the observed motion
of a planet is taken with reference to the sun's centre,

regarded as at rest, the foregoing theory must be corrected

by substituting for the actual acceleration, /m/r
2

, of the planet
the acceleration with reference to that point. We have
seen that, on the supposition that the sun is at rest, the

accelerations of the planets along the lines joining them to

the sun would be the same at the same distance : let us suppose
this to be true in the actual case and compare the result
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with observation. The forces on the different planets are

proportional to their masses. Hence we take kS/r
2

,
where

k is a constant and 8 the mass of the sun, as the force per
unit mass on each planet, or its real acceleration, so that

/UL
= kS. The whole force on a planet of mass P is kSP/r

2

at distance r, and this must be equal to the opposite force

on the sun. The acceleration of the sun in the opposite
direction is therefore kP/r

2
. These two oppositely directed

accelerations may be taken as relative to the centroid of

sun and planet, the position of which cannot be affected by
their mutual action.

To enable the theory set forth above to give the motion
of a planet relatively to the sun, we must apply to both

planet and sun an acceleration kP/r
2 in the direction from

planet to sun. This does not alter the relative motion, but
cancels the planetward acceleration of the sun and gives

k(S+P)/r
2 for the sunward acceleration of the planet.

Hence, in the application of the foregoing theory, we take

/z,
for a planet of mass P, equal to k(S+P). Thus we

have different values of ju for the different planets in the

field of solar attraction. The differences, however, are but

slight, since S is great in comparison with every P :

for example, S/P= 332000 for the earth and =1047 for

Jupiter.
If the student does not perceive why the process here

described is followed, the following discussion may serve

to explain it. The position of the centroid C of the two
bodies is not affected by their mutual action, and is con-

venient, therefore, as a point of reference from which to

measure the distances of the sun and planet. We denote
these distances by r

1?
r
2 ,

and the distance of the planet
from the sun is r

1 -\-r2
= r, say. The two bodies remain in

line with their centroid, and so the lines joining their

centres to G, remaining as they do parts of one straight
line, are turning with the same angular speed 9 in the same
direction at each instant. Thus, since the forces per unit

mass on the sun and planet are respectively kP/r
2

, kS/r
2

,

we have p
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Adding, we get, since '^-f r2= r,

;r_ TQ2 = k S+P, (2)

which is the differential equation of time-rate of variatioi

of momentum along r for either body.

Again, for the angular momentum (per unit mass) of th(

planet about the centroid, we have

r$=K, (

or, since r
2
= /Sr

,

/(S+i
>

),

M=h2(?)
2

=h (4;

These lead, in the manner already explained, to the diffe

ential equation

cPu^ , 8+P

where k(S-\-P) takes the place of //.

For the period of revolution 128 above gives with this

value of
jul

the equation

T=2' Vs^r (6)

where a is the mean distance. For another planet of mi

P' and mean distance a, the period T is given by

*'k(S+P')

if k be the same as in the former case. Thus we obtain

T*-~a'z 8+P

139. Correction of Kepler's Third Law by Theory of Gravita-

tion. Now Kepler's third law asserted, as we have seen,

that T2
/T'

2= di
/a'

B
. Equation (6) shows that, according to

the theory just explained, this statement is not quite
correct. The following table, taken mainly from Maxwell's
Matter and Motion, shows that observation confirms equa-
tion (7). The values of a are the mean distances of the
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planets expressed in terms of that of the earth, taken as

unity; in the same way the periods T are taken. It will

be seen that for the planets of smaller mass than that of

the earth, az T'2 is very small and negative, while for the

much larger planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune,
it is positive. In proportion to az or to T2 this difference is

greatest for Jupiter, the planet of greatest mass.

We have here referred to the sun and a planet as the

two bodies, but of course the same theory is applicable to

any primary and a satellite of that primary.

/',
- -
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140. Weighing the Planets. The determination of the mass
of a planet can be effected by this theory if the planet has

a satellite the period and distance of which are known.
Let the mass of the satellite be m, the period T

Y ,
and the

semi-axis major of its orbit av Assuming what observation

shows to be the case, that the same constant k applies to

the attraction between a planet and its satellite as to the

solar attraction, we get

r>=W^ &
On the other hand, for the period of the planet, we have

^VSfp) (2)

- S=Sfrw (3)

and if m be neglected,

f.J4,

a

Ty-T*a\
Ex. 1. Take the case of the earth and the moon. We have

T
X\T= 1/1 3 "369, and the mean values of the angles subtended by the

earth's radius at the sun's centre and moon's centre are 8*8" and

57' 2" respectively, so that a\ld
d= (57^)

3 x 60^/8 *8
3
approximately. Thus

we get, neglecting m,

S__J_ (57^)3x60*
P~13-3692 8-83

i-*
The accepted value of this ratio is slightly greater, 332000.

Ex. 2. A satellite of Saturn makes one revolution about the

primary in 16 days (true period 15 d. 22 h. 41m. 23 -

2s.), while the
Saturnian year is (see Table, 139) 10760 days nearly. The radius
of the orbit of the satellite subtends at the sun an angle of 176j
seconds, so that the ratio a

xja of the distance of the satellite from the

primary to the distance of the latter from the sun is 176-25/206265.
Thus we obtain g _

/ 16 y 2062653 ^^
P V10760/ 176-253

X 3543

nearly. The sun's mass thus comes out 3543 times the mass of Saturn.
The value accepted is (Young's Astronomy) 3502.

In this way the masses of the superior planets have been
measured. The miniature solar system which we have in
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Jupiter and his family of moons affords in itself examples
of Kepler's third law with its Newtonian correction. The
observed distances of the moons enable their accelerations

to be calculated, and a comparison of these with the ac-

celeration of the planet towards the sun confirms the

supposition that it is the same constant k which enters

into the value of all the attractions between different

planets. This constant, commonly called the constant of

gravitation, is the force of attraction between two units

of mass, say two grammes of matter, concentrated at two

points at unit distance, say a centimetre, apart. An
experimental comparison of the gravity pull on a body
at the earth's surface, with the pull between that body and
a sphere of lead,* has enabled the earth's mass to be deter-

mined and the value of k to be calculated. For the units

just specified it is about 6*7 x 10
" 8

dynes.
If we alter the units of length, mass, and time to, say

L cms., M grammes, T seconds, the value of this constant
will be altered in the ratio of 1 to LZM- XT- 2

. For the

force F, between two masses m, m', at distance r apart, is

kmm'/r
2

,
so that k= Fr^jmm' ;

and so the multiplier would
be as stated. If we take L = l, M=l, and T2 = 108

/67,
k will become 1. Thus the new unit of time would be

104
/n/6

t
7 = 3862, in seconds, 262 seconds more than an hour.

This has been called by M. Lippmann
"
l'heure naturelle

"

(C.R. 1899), but it would hardly be a convenient interval

of time to adopt in practice.

141. Newton's Theory of Universal Gravitation. It occurred

Newton to compare the acceleration of the moon in its

-bit relative to the earth with the acceleration of a body
tiling at the earth's surface. The former can be calculated

the moon's distance from the earth is known, for the

:bit is nearly circular, and the average period of revolution

been very exactly determined. In Newton's time, the

ttio of the moon's mean distance to the earth's radius was

irly accurately known ;
the radius of the earth, however,

id been very inaccurately estimated, and the moon's
istance deduced from it was in error, of course, to the

* See Gray's Treatise on Physics, Chap. XIII.

.d. R
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i

same extent. Thus his calculation of the acceleration of

the moon towards the earth was in error, and when multi-

plied by the proper ratio failed to give as the corresponding
acceleration at the surface of the earth a value sufficiently

nearly equal to the observed acceleration of a falling body.
The comparison was effected on the assumption that the

force towards the earth on a particle at or near the surface

was the same as it would have been if the matter of the

earth had been collected at the earth's centre. Newton
laid the calculation aside until, in 1682, he learned at

a meeting of the Royal Society that a new measurement of

an arc of the meridian had been carried out by M. Picard
in France, which increased the former estimate of the
earth's radius in the ratio of 7 to 6. Resuming the calcula-

tion, he now found very fair agreement between the

calculated and observed values of the acceleration of

falling body. He found, in fact, that the acceleration

the moon towards the earth was to the acceleration of

falling body in the inverse ratio of the moon's distance and
the earth's radius. It was not, however, until three years
later that he published his conclusion that it was the same

gravitation that kept the moon in its orbit and caused the

fall of a stone at the earth's surface. In the interval he
had overcome the difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory

proof of the assumption above referred to, on the basis

of the theory of universal gravitation to which his in-

vestigations had led him. According to this theory there

existed a force between every pair of particles of matter,

urging each toward the other, which was directly pro-

portional to the product of the masses of the particles and

inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them ; that, in fact, if m, m' be the masses of two particles

(that is portions of matter of dimensions so small in com-

parison with the distance between any point in one and

any point in the other that they might be regarded as

concentrated at points) and r the distance just referred to,

the mutual force F between them was given by the equation

,, 7 mm'F=k ^,
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where k is a constant the "constant of gravitation" already
referred to which is the same for every pair of particles.

Now, on this principle, Newton at length succeeded in

proving that the whole force exerted on a particle of

matter in consequence of the presence of a sphere of matter,
either uniform in density or made up of concentric shells

which were each of uniform density, but differed in density
from one another, was the same as if the whole mass were
collected at the common centre. The agreement of the two
earthward accelerations that of the moon and a stone at

the earth's surface was strong presumptive proof of the

truth of Newton's theory, and later investigations, in which
the theory has been applied in an immense number of ways,
with in all cases results which agree with observation, have
confirmed it in the most complete and triumphant manner.
That the force between two particles is referred to as an

attraction is sometimes made a ground of criticism of

this theory : for it may be, it is urged, that each body is

pushed toward the other. It is true that this might be a

perfectly correct way of describing what takes place ;
but

when we say that two bodies A and B mutually attract

one another we mean no more than that A is urged toward
B and B is urged towards A, with equal forces, in con-

sequence of the presence of the two bodies in the field.

The cause of gravitational action is in no way prejudged
by this mode of referring to the phenomenon.
The comparison made by Newton may be restated as

follows, taking the earth as a sphere and neglecting its

rotation. If the moon's mean distance from the earth be
383000 kilometres, and its time of revolution be 27 32
mean solar days, its acceleration towards the earth is, in

cm./sec. 2
units,

(2732x
X
8640o)

2383000xl00000 = -271 -

The acceleration of a falling body at the surface of the

earth, taken as a sphere of radius 6365 kilometres, ought
therefore to be, in the same units,
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if it is the same gravitational attraction that keeps the
moon in its orbit and causes a stone to fall to the eartl

Now we have
,000000x2

which is nearly the (uncorrected) value in cm./sec.
2 units of

the acceleration of a body falling freely under gravity at

the earth's surface. Laplace (Mecanique Celeste, Ire
Parti<

Lib. II.) calculates from accelerations estimated from th<

distances the value of the moon's horizontal parallax, anc

compares the calculated value with the observed value.

142. Does Newtonian Gravitation extend to the Fixed Stars

The question of the extension of the theory of gravitations
attraction to the fixed stars is not one that can be setth

by means of observation alone. For though it is seen th*

the components of a binary star revolve round one anothei

so that it is clear that each component is acted on by
force toward the other, observation cannot decide what th(

position of the primary of such a pair is with respect to

the relative orbit described about it by the secondary. For
the apparent orbit is only seen projected on a tangent plane
to the celestial sphere at the point, and it is the projected

position of the primary that is observed, not the real

position. Now the orbits as seen are always ellipses, and
the real paths are no doubt also ellipses ; they are certainly

ellipses if they are plane curves. But the position of the

primary is neither at the centre nor at a focus of the ellipse
observed. It may, however, be situated at a focus of the

real ellipse, for when an ellipse is projected on a plane
the foci do not project into foci of the curve obtained by
projection, though the centre projects into the centre.

The relative movements of the components of a large
number of double stars are known, and these motions are

very different in different systems; and we are led to

assume that the central force is such that each component
describes an elliptic orbit about the other, which depends
only upon the position and velocity of the body at the

initial instant. If then we take axes Ox, Oy, drawn from
the centre of the primary in the plane of the real orbit, we
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may write for the relative motion of a secondary, the

coordinates of which are x, y, the equations

rax = Fx/r, ray = Fy/r,

where r= Jx2+ y
2

,
and inquire what function F is of x, y

in order that the orbit may be a conic whatever are the

initial values of x, y and of x, y.

This problem was proposed by Bertrand in Comptes
Rendus, 84, and the same volume of that journal contains

solutions by Halphen and Darboux, who have shown by
very different methods that two laws, equivalent to those

stated in 158 below, are the only laws of force which give
a conic as the orbit for any initial conditions. If the force

is assumed to be independent of the vectorial angle,

6 = ta,n- 1
y/x,

that is, to be a function of the distance r only, there are

only two laws which give always a conic, namely,

F=mjur and F= rajm/r
2

.

The first of these cannot be the law of force for the

components of binary stars, since the primary would
then be at the centre of the projected orbit, which is not

found to be the case; there remains therefore only the

other law, which is that of the Newtonian gravitation.

143. Experimental Illustration of Gravitational Attraction.
The motion of a satellite round a primary can be illustrated experi-
mentally for different initial conditions by the following arrangement,
in which electrical forces varying inversely as the square of the distance

from a fixed point are made to play the part of gravitational forces.

Two Leyden jars are arranged on a table with their knobs on the same

level, and from two to three feet apart. Between them is hung by a
thin fibre of silk a pith ball, or, better, a small silvered bead made of

thin glass, so as to be as light as possible. The silk fibre should be
at least fifteen or twenty feet long, and the point of support should
be adjusted so that the ball may hang about the level of the centres of

the knobs, and midway between them. The jars are now removed
and charged, one positively, the other negatively, and replaced in the

same positions. The small ball will be attracted towards one of the

knobs, will touch it, and then be repelled. As it is driven away from
that knob it acquires speed under the continual repulsion, and if it

moves, as it probably will, towards the other knob, the repulsion is

aided by the attraction which the ball also experiences towards the
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latter centre. Thus the ball arrives in the vicinity of the second knol
with a considerable speed in a direction which depends on initic

conditions, which are different in different experiments. When it hi

thus arrived, with what we may call a "speed of projection," at

point near the second knob, it is acted on by the attraction due to the

charge on that, and hardly at all by the repulsion due to the charge
on the first. The orbit round the second will be clearly seen by the

persistence of impressions on the retina, and will take different forms

according to the speed and direction of "projection." Sometimes the

ball will be seen to pass round the second knob like a comet in its

perihelion passage round the sun, passing off in what appears at first

to be a long ellipse till it conies again under the influence of the first

knob, to be thrown back again, perhaps, to describe a second orbit

round the other. Or, on coming into the field of the second knob, the

ball may be moving with just the velocity necessary to enable it tc

describe a circular orbit round the centre of force, which it will de

two or three times in quick succession before the adjustment of fori

and velocity necessary for the circular path has broken down, and the

ball falls in on the centre. It will be seen that, except in so far

the charge on the adjacent knob is disturbed by that on the ball,
the arrangement, when the ball is near the first knob, is such as

give force varying inversely as the square of the distance from the

centres of the knobs. The action of gravity is well-nigh annulled
and this is essential, by making the fibre very long. The spectator
should stand some little way off, to prevent disturbances from air-

currents, which should be otherwise avoided as far as possible.

144. Elements of an Orbit. The orbit of a planet lies in

plane coinciding more or less nearly with the plane of th

ecliptic or path of the earth round the sun. The line of

intersection of the plane of the orbit with the ecliptic is

called the line of nodes: the nodes are the points on the

orbit which lie in the ecliptic. To an eye placed away
beyond the north pole of the earth a planet will appear at

one node to come from the south to the north side of the

ecliptic, and at the other to pass from the north side to

the south. The former is called the ascending, the latter

the descending node. Let a line be drawn from the sun's

centre to the ascending node and another from the' same

point to the vernal equinox : the angle between these lines

is called the heliocentric longitude of the ascending node.

Let a line be drawn from the sun's centre to the perihelion

position of the planet in its orbit, and another to the vernal

equinox, and let these lines be projected on the plane of

the ecliptic. The angle between the projections is the
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heliocentric longitude of the planet's perihelion. The

longitude of the planet at a specified instant is defined

in the same way by the projections of a line drawn from
the sun's centre to the planet and the line to the vernal

equinox. These angles are reckoned positive only when
measured one way round, so as to avoid confusion.

Thus for the complete determination of an orbit six

elements are required :

1. The major semi-axis, a.

2. The eccentricity, e.

3. The inclination of the plane of the orbit to the plane
of the ecliptic.

4. The longitude of the perihelion, a.

5. The longitude of the ascending node.

6. The longitude of the planet at a given instant, 0.

145. Time in an Elliptic Orbit. In Fig. 57 let APA' be
the orbit, with foci 0, 0' and centre C, NP the ordinate

perpendicular to the major
axis AA\ to the position
P of the particle, meeting
when produced the circle

described on AA' as dia-

meter in Q. P is joined to

and Q to G and 0. As
P moves, let the ordinate

NPQ accompany it : the

point Q is called the
eccentric follower of P.

The angle AOP is called

the true anomaly of P
and the angle ACQ the
eccentric anomaly. We
denote the former by and the latter by u. [This is the

fual

notation, though u is also generally used for 1/r.]
The mean angular speed n with which the radius-vector

rns as the particle moves is 2w/T. But

T= 2 7r\/a
s
/jUL
= 2irabjh, so that n = Jjm/a

3=
h/ab.

The quantity nt, where t is the time in which the particle
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We shamoves from A to P, is called the mean anomaly
now find relations connecting 6, u and nt.

In the first place we may regard the ellipse as derived

from the circle in Fig. 57 by shortening every ordinate

(as NQ to NP) in the ratio b/a. Hence

area AOP= - area A 00
a a (area ACQ

area OGQ)

= -
(\ua

2
\a

2e sin u).a

But if t be the time in which the particle moves froi

A to P, area AOP=\ht \ahnt. Equating this to th(

result just found, we get

nt = u e sin u ( 1

To connect with u, we have NO = a(e cosu) an<

also 0N= OP cos 0, with OP= a(l e cos u), so that

ON=a(ecosu l) cos 0.

Thus we obtain

e cos u e+ cos
cos 6 cosu

e cos u V
This equation may also be written

1 cos0_l+e 1 cos?/,

l+cos# 1 e 1+cosu

tan J# = ^YZT ^an iu-

1 + 6COS0'

or

(2)

Also we have sin U: >/!=
sin#

1 + e cos 0'

Finally, by (1), (2) and (3), we obtain

nt = 2 tan -1 (a/- tan JOj ejl

.(3)

sin0

1 + ecos 0"
.(4)

From this last equation the time can be reckoned from

perihelion when the true anomaly is known.

146. Time of Describing any Arc. Lambert's and Euler's

Theorems. The time t2 t
1
of describing any arc from a point Pu
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where the radius- vector is /*i, to a point P2l where the radius-vector

is r2 ,
can be found for any central orbit by the equation

h-h=\X\*dQ, (1)
hie,

where dx
and 62 are ^ne angles corresponding to i\

tegration can be carried out by the relation connecting r and 6.

For an elliptic orbit the following theorem has been given by
Lambert for this case. Let, besides i\, r2 ,

the length c of the chord
P

X
P2 be known

; then, if <, <f>'
be angles defined by the equations

sin |$=V^ + r
2 + c)/4a, sin \<fi

=x^ + r2
-

c)/4a,

n{t2 t
1)
=

<f>
sin <f)- (<j)

sin
</>') (2)

To prove it we note first that if ult u2 be the eccentric anomalies for

the positions Pu P2 ,
we have

n{t2 t^)=u2 u
x
- e (sin u2

- sin u^) (3)

Taking cf>
and <' first as undetermined, putting (j> <j>'

= ti2 -uli and

choosing < + $' so that

cos ^(<f>+ cf>')=e cos \{ux+ u2\
we get n (t2 ^)=< <' (sin c/>

- sin <'),

the form (2) given to n{t2 -t^) by the theorem.

If xly yu x
2 , y2 be the coordinates of 1\, P2 ,

<?= (x2 -xtf+ (y2 -ytf
= a2

(cos u2
- cos Mj)

2+ 62(sin u2
- sin u^f

=4a2 sinH(w2 w
x){ 1 - e2 cos2

-|(% + w2)}

= 4a2 sin2 |(</>
-

</>')
sin2 |(< + c').

Thus c= 2a sin ^ ($
-

<') sin ^(<f>+ <'),

where the positive value of the square root has of course been taken.

Again,

i\+r2
= a(\ -e cos u^)+ a{\ -ecosw2)=2a{l - cos | (<f>

-
<') cos |(c/> -f <') }

Hence r
1 + r

,

2+c=2(l cos<) = 4asin 2
^<,

7-j +r2
- c= 2a(l

- cos
</>')

4a sin2^<',

that is sin h<l>=Y 1+?+ C
,

sin ffl=<\p4a ' ^ \ 4a (4)

The theorem is therefore proved. The ambiguity resulting from
the radicals in these equations is of no consequence if the positions of

P
1 ,
P2 on the ellipse are known

;
the student may consider different

possible cases for given values of r1} r2 and c.

Inserting the value of
it, V/i/a

3
,
in (2), we get

t2 ~h = ^{<f>-c}>'-(sm<j>-sm<t>')} (5)
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Now let the eccentricity of the ellipse be increased towards unity, a
will increase towards infinity, and the ellipse will approximate to a

parabola in the part near the centre of force. When a is very great
we may take <-sin< =

-J<

3
, </>'-sin<'

=
</>'

3
,
since

</>
and

(/>'
are now

very small. We have then

a? (<f>
- sin

<f>)
= i

(r, + r,+ c)*, af
(</>'

- sin
<f>')

=
J (r, + r2

-
c)* . . .(6)

and so find for an ellipse of eccentricity nearly equal to 1 (when
Pi, P2 are taken well on the same side of the minor axis as that

on which the centre of force lies), or for a parabola

h-t^-^^ + rz+cY -{rx + r
2 -cy} (7)

This theorem is due to Euler, and was discovered previous to that

of Lambert, from which we have here derived it.

It will be observed that we have here proved incidentally that

the area of a focal sector of an ellipse, of which the terminal radii are

/*!,
r2 and the chord c, has [since (t2 t

J)h
= twice area described in time

h ~ ^i] ^ne value

aWl e2 { </>
sin

<f> (<'
- sin <')}.

Similarly, the area of a focal sector of a parabola for which the

same quantities r\, r-2 ,
c are given is, since h in this case is v/x, where I

is the length of the semi-latus rectum,

i\^{(ri + r
2+ cf -(r. + r^-cf}.

For a solution of Kepler's Problem the expansion of the true

anomaly 6 and the radius-vector r, in terms of the time t the reader
is referred to Routh's Dynamics of a Particle, 476 et seq., or to Tait

and Steele's Dynamics of a Particle, 163. The expansion of u in terms
of t is given in Gray and Mathews' Bessel Functions, Chap. I. p. 4

;
see

also the other books cited.

147. Disturbed Orbits. (1) Tangential Impulse. We now
find the effect of a small impulse on the particle in changing
the elliptic orbit which it describes about the given centre

of force. The impulse may produce an increase of the

speed of the particle without changing the direction of

motion, or generate a small speed in the direction at right

angles to that of motion, or some combination of these.

Let first the impulse be tangential, and change the

speed from v to v+ Sv without changing the direction.

The distance r of the particle from the centre is thus given,
and the problem is to find (1) what change in the

eccentricity of the orbit is produced, and (2) the amount
of turning of the major axis. The most convenient method
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)f dealing with such problems consists in finding first what

change is produced in the position of the empty focus.

From that the change of eccentricity and the new position
of the major axis can be found at once. Let P (Fig. 58) be
the position of the particle when the impulse is applied,
PT a tangent meeting the axis produced in T, the centre
of force and 0' the empty focus. The point A, at which the

major axis intersects the orbit, is an apse ( 152), and the

alteration of direction of the major axis is often referred

to as the change of the position of the apse A. The effect

of Sv is to change the focus 0' to 0", where O'O" is twice
the distance Sa obtained by differentiating the equation

I \r a/

that is Sa=
2v

(1)

Now we have 0P+P0" = 2(a+ Sa), and 0" must lie on PO'

produced, since the equal angles OPT, SPO' are unaltered.

The distance 00' is 2ae, and 00" is 2(a+ 8a)(e+ Se), so

that 00" -00' = 2(aSe+ e Sa). Now, by Fig. 58,

00" -00' = O'O" cos lOOT.

But if <f>=L0PT=^SP0' and x/r= lPTO,

then L00'P = <j>-yjr and L(yOP= 4>+ yjr.

We have, since 0'0" = 2Say

2(aSe+ eSa) = 2Sacos((j>-\lr),
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that is

$e = -{cos((j>-\lr)-e}Sa
= -{2acos(<j)-\ls)-2ae}Sv (2)

CL 11

by the value of Sa, found in (1) above.

Now, by Fig. 55, 2ae = (2a r)cos(0 \{s)+rcos(<f>+ \ls),

and therefore

2a cos(0 x/r)
2ae= 2r sin

<p
sin

\Js. (3)

Also, by the equation for v2
already used,

v/fjL
= J(2a r)I/lar.

Hence we get

l(2a r)r sin2
<j>

, ,-,'. J . . . /A .

Se = 2\- - sin \LrSv = 2 -j= sin \k Sv, (4)
y fia

*
j^a

r

since if p, p' be the lengths of the perpendiculars let

fall from and 0' on the tangent at P, r sin <p=p,
(2a r) sin <p p\ and pp' = b2.

Now, to find the change in position of the apse A, we
have only to find the alteration of the angle OTPy^.
The figure shows that 2a cos

cj>
= 2ae cos

\/s,
so that

e cos
\/r
= cos

<p,
the relation already proved in Ex. 12, 131.

In the changes here considered
</>
remains constant, and so

Se 2/ sm ^^ = e ^an V^ ^A (5)

Thus we have e^=
; r = 2-.= cos \k <fo> (6)^
tani/r ^a r

148. Disturbed Orbit. (2) Normal Impulse. We consider

next the effect of a normal impulse, which produces a

speed Su in the normal direction inwards. No change,
at least to the first order of small quantities, is produced in

the speed of the particle, but its direction of motion is

turned, as shown in Fig. 59, through the small angle Su/v.
Since the angle OPT is increased by this amount, the line

PO' must turn through 2Su/v to make the angles OPT and
O'PS again equal. 0' therefore comes to 0", and PO' = PO".

Now O'O" = PO' x 2Su/v = (2a
-

r) 2Su/v, since l O'PO" =
2lSPS.
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Then, since Sa -= 0,

8(2ae) = 2aSe = - O'O" sin z_00'P= -(2a-r)sin(0-^)

269

26%

But v = J/jL(2ar)/ar, and therefore

sin(0 \[r)Su.

A

Fig. 59.

Now (2a r)/r
= sin(0+ i/r)/sin( (j> \jj),

and so we get

T / : T /

-7=\/sin(rf)+^r)sin(0-i/r)^ = -j=\Jcos
1 \Lr-Q.osld).8ii,

s/jui.a \//j.a

that is &=- 6r

\//za
;

- cos
\/r (5^, (1)

since cos
(p
= e cos

\/r.

For the alteration in the angle \jr,
we have

S\f,= 0'0". co&(</>--\lr)/2a
= (2a-r)cos((f>-\l,)Su/aev.

But if x be the abscissa of the point P measured from the
centre along the major axis, cos(< \fs)

= (x+ ae)/(2a r).

Hence we have

(2)
. . x+ ae

e
S\fr

= -Su.
av

If in this we put l/v = sjar/jm(2a r), we get

r

hich, since J(2a r)r sin2 = b, may be written

T
e S\fs

= /=(# 4- <*>e) sin <j>$u (3)
b\lpa
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Now 2ae sin
i/r
= 2 (a r) sin 0, so that sin

<p
= ae sin \^/(a r).

Substituting in the last equation, we get, since a r = ex,

9 ,
ar x+ae . . ...

eS\[r
=

1
, sm\lrSu (4)

o^/jULa x

It will be observed that by (4) and (6) of 147 a tangential

impulse with the motion (see Fig. 57) increases or diminishes

the eccentricity according as the particle, in its motion in

the direction ABA'B'A, is between B' and B, or between
B and B', while the apse advances or recedes according
as the particle is between A and A' or between A' and A.
On the other hand, for a normal impulse applied inwards,

the eccentricity is diminished or increased according as the

particle is between A and A' or between A' and A (see

Fig. 57) ;
the apse, on the other hand, advances when the

particle is between K' and K, and recedes when the par-
ticle is between K and K'.

From the last result we get at once Callandreau's theorem*
that if the orbit of a comet lie within the orbit of

Jupiter, so that the comet finds itself near the planet

only in the vicinity of aphelion, the disturbing action of

Jupiter's attraction is to turn the major axis of the orbit

round in the direction of the comet's motion. Here the

normal impulse acts outwards, and of course when this is

the case, and the tangential impulse retards the motion,
the values of de and e d\Jr found above must be reversed.

If the impulse is in neither the tangential nor the normal

direction, it must be resolved into its tangential and normal

components, and the effects, found as above, added together.
The effect of continuous action, the law of variation of

which is known, can be formed by integration from the

results obtained above, in which Sv and Su are then to be

regarded as the changes of velocity in the tangential and
normal directions produced in time dt, over and above those

which arise from the displacement in the orbit

149. Disturbed Orbit. (3) Change of Intensity of Central

Force. So far the constant fx of the centre has been supposed

* Annates de VObservatoire de Paris, 1892, t. 20.
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unaltered. If it be suddenly changed to //, we must have
v2= /jL(2/r-l/a)

= pX2/r-l/a'), so that

, _ fi'ar_
//r+ 2(/z' ju.)a

which gives the length of the new major semi-axis. Since

the direction of the motion and the position of the centre

of force are not altered, the angle (j>
remains the same, and

thus the new position of the empty focus can be found at

once from the value of a. Fig. 58 illustrates this case. If

the change fi' fi is a finite one, we get from Fig. 58,

since l0P0'= -k-2^
4aV2= (2a'-r)

2+r2+ 2r(2a'-r)cos20, (1)

which gives e'. The change in the position of the apse is

shown in the figure.
If the change in

/ul
is small, we see from Fig. 58 that the

change in %ae is 2$a cos
(<f> \Js),

where
<f>

and
\fs

are the

angles OPT, OTP, and are related by the equation

& =
^{cos(*-tfr)-

e
} (2)

But we have now, since v2 is unchanged,

Sa= a s- (3)
r fx

so that Se=-
2
^^{cos((f>-^)-e}^

i

(4)

It is interesting to note that if this vanishes, the relation,

2ae = {2a r) cos (<p \[^)+ r cos
(<p-\- \js),

becomes

2a cos
((j> \fs)

= (2a r) cos
(<j>

-
\fr)+r cos (<p+\fs),

that is cos (0 \fs)
= cos ((p+ \fr) or

\js
= 0. The change there-

fore takes place when the particle is at the extremity of

the minor axis.

150. Examples of Disturbed Orbits.

Ex. 1. A particle describing an elliptic orbit about a focus is at

one end of the latus rectum through 0, when the centre of force

is suddenly moved a small distance towards the particle : find the

alteration of period and the turning of the apse line.
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Let <x.a(l -e
2
) be the amount of shortening of the length a{\ e2) of

the semi-latus rectum. Now ^v
2
/fi
= l/r-lj2a, and here r=a(l -e2

).

Thus 8a = 2a2
8rjr

2
. But 6>= - a.(l - e2

),
and so 8a= -

2o.a/(l
- e2

),
so

that a has become a{\ 2ol/(1 -e
2
)}. The period has therefore been

changed in the ratio of {1 2ol/(1 e2)}^ to 1, that is in the ratio of

l-3o./(l-e
2
)tol.

The shortening of the radius-vector OP is aoc(l
- e2) and the

shortening of 2a is 4aot./(l e2
).

Thus the shortening of the radius-

vector from the empty focus is

4aa./(l
- e2)

-
aa.(l

- e2)
= {4aa.

-
ol(1

- e2)
2
}/(l

- e2
).

The directions of the radii-vectores are not altered.

Now if 0' be the inclination of the latter radius-vector to the major
axis, we have sin #'= a(l -e

2
)/{2a-a(l -e

2
)}
=

(l -e2
)/(l -f e

2
). Hence,

in consequence of the shortening of the radius-vector just calculated,
the second focus is raised above the former major axis a distance

[{4aa.-aa.(l-e
2
)
2
}l(l-e

2
)]s\n0'= {4;aa.-aa.(l-e-)

2
}/(l+e

2
).

The first focus has been lifted a distance aa.(l -e2
) ;

hence relatively
the second focus has been lifted a distance

{4ao.-aa(l-e
2
)
2
}/(l+e

2
)-aa.(l-e

2
)
= 2aoL(l+e

2
)/(l + e2)

= 2aa.

Thus the major axis has been turned through the angle 2aa./2e=a./e,

Ex. 2. A particle is moving in an ellipse about a centre of attraction

in a focus, and the centre of force is transferred to one end of the

latus rectum as the particle passes through the other, to find the new
orbit.

If we assume that the new orbit is an ellipse and denote the new
semi-axis major by a', it conies out negative. The change of the

centre of force to the more remote point has therefore made the given
speed greater than the speed from infinity for the new centre. The
new orbit is therefore a hyperbola, and we must write, if a be
the semi -axis major for the new orbit, and a that for the old,1111

+;

I

a(l-e2
) 2a 2(l-e2

)'2a"

which gives a'= a
~ e

.

e2

Thus the two radii-vectores to the foci are now

2a(l-e2
) and 2a

l ~ + 2a(l
- e2)

= 2aQ^fW +e
*\

The distance between the foci is now 2a'e', where e' is the new value
of the eccentricity : also

<j>,
the angle between the tangent and either

radius-vector, is such that cos2<= -(1 -e2
)/(l+e

2
). Hence, we get

4a'V 2= 4a2(l - e2)
2

{^f^+ l + 2 ^^},
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that is 4fl'V=4a*(l - e2)
2 !*

Hence e'
2= l + 4<3

2
.

If 0, 0' be the foci in the old orbit, the foci in the new are 0] ,
0"

(see Fig. 60). The diagram is drawn to scale. Since

0L= CLX
= a{\

- e2
), LX

B
X =ae

2
.
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Ex. 4. A body describes an ellipse about a centre of force at a

focus when the "
intensity of the centre "

is suddenly increased in

any ratio m
;
to find the new mean distance and the direction of the

line of apsides.
Let a be the mean distance before the increase of intensity, and r

the distance of the particle from the centre of force at the instant of

change. The energy equation before and after the change has the

forms 2 1

\>

if d be the new mean distance.

a

j^_2_l
mfx r a'

1

Thus we get

,_ nifir

2m2
ix

2

2\x
- v2r 2?n/x

- v2r

The new empty focus lies on the line PO', at a distance from

P= 2d r= v2r2\i^Lm\x
- v2r),

and the new line of apsides is the line joining the point thus d(

termined with the focus 0.

The new eccentricity e' is given by the equation

4d2
e'

2= (2d - rf+ r2+ 2r(2d - r) cos 2<f>,

which, by the value of a' found above, becomes

}{2m
2
ix

2 -
2m,fxv

2r+ v*r2+ vV(2m/x
- v2r) cos 2(/>}.

For instance, take the case (

m=2 and r= a, then

2d r= v2a2
l(4/x

- v2a).

But now v2J/x=l/a, and so

2d - r = fjia/(Afi
-

//,)
=

a/3.

If a diagram (Fig. 61) be drawn
of the ellipse with a tangent at an

extremity /
J of the minor axis, and

a perpendicular be let fall from
the empty focus 0' to meet the tangent in //, and O'P and OH be

joined, it will be seen that the lines O'P, Off meet in a point 0" which
is \0'P distant from P. But this, as we have seen, is the position of

the new empty focus.

The equation for e'
2
gives for these values of r and m,

Ex. 5. A body is describing a circle under an attraction towards
the centre when the force is suddenly reduced to one half its former
value

;
to find the new path.

We have here m= ^, r a, cos2<= -1, v2a= fx,
and we obtain by

the last example, or directly,

d= oo, e'= l,

and the path is a parabola.
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Ex. 6.* When the ratio is m and the original path is a circle, to

find the path.

Again, we have r= a, cos2(/>
=

1, v2a=
/x,

and obtain

a = ?naj(2m
- 1 ), e'

2= (m - 1 )
2
Jm

2
,

so that e'= (m - l)/m.

Ex. 7. A particle describing an ellipse about a centre of force at

a focus and is at one end of the minor axis when the centre of force

is suddenly shifted a small distance ma towards the particle, to find

the change, if any, of the eccentricity, the turning of the line of

apsides and the alteration of period.
It has been shown (Ex. 18, 131) that

e2= 1 - 2v2r sin2
</>/// + v*r2 sin2

</>/ju,

2
.

It follows that, since v2
a=fx,

3e/dr=0, when r=a. Thus
the eccentricity is not altered

by the smail shift of the centre.

Again, by the equation

v2
lix
= 2lr-l/a,

the change in a is twice the

change in r when r= a. Thus
when r is diminished by a.a, 2a
is diminished by 4a.a. When
the particle is at B, therefore, the centre of force is brought to

l

and the second focus to 0[, where 0'0[
= 300

1
. Hence (see Fig. 62)

Fig. 62.

N0[ = 3a.a\/l - e2
,
M0

1
= <x.a\l\ - e2

,
since sin

<$>
-J\&1

and therefore the line of apsides 0^ is inclined to the former at the

angle 2aa\Jl- e2/2ae= a.Je- 2 - 1 .

The alteration of period is from 2irs]a?\\x to 27r\/a3(l
-
2.)

3
//z, that

is to 27r(l
-

3c*.)sJa^/fi. The period is thus diminished in the ratio

of 1 3a. to 1.

Ex. 8. A particle describes an elliptic orbit about a centre of force

at a focus, and the centre of force is suddenly shifted a small distance
a.a towards the centre of the orbit : to find the change of eccentricity
and the turning of the apsidal line.

The distance r is altered by -|o.acos(</j+i/r), where \js
is the angle

between the tangent and the major axis, as shown in Fig. 58. Hence
is shortened by rxa3 cos(< + \/r)/r

2
,
and therefore 2a- r is shortened

y hx.a(4a
2 r2)cos(if)+ ^)/r

2
. Both radii-vectores are turned towards

he centre through the angle a.sin(</>+ ^)/r. Reference to a figure
shows that the second focus is carried to the other side of the

major axis from the particle through a perpendicular distance

(2a
-

r) sin((/>+ \jr)cos(<f> -yfr)- \oja{4a
2 - r2

)~^cos(cfi+ \jr)sin(<j>
-

i/r),

i
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and therefore the turning d\Js of the apsidal line is this quantity
divided by 2ae.

Again, the distance between the foci in their new positions is

less than the former distance 2ae by

<xa{l+ ^2 cos(^+ ^)cos(<^-^)+ ^^sin((^+ ^)sin(</>-^)}>

and this is -(2a8e+ e8a)= -2{a8e-2e |-
cos

(</>+ t/t)},

from which we obtain 8e.

Applying these results to the particular case when the particle
is at an extremity of the latus rectum through the focus, we notice

that to the first order of small quantities 8a= 0, and obtain

8\fr=-j-> 8e=oL,

where I is the length of the semi-latus rectum.

To the second order of small quantities we have in the same case

8r= %r(8<f>)
2=

%a.
2a2

/l, and therefore 8a= 28ra2
jr

2= o.
2a4

//
3

. Thus

{a+ 8af= a?{\ + fa.
2a3

/Z
3
).

The period 27rVa3
//x is thus increased by the fraction .

2a3
/7

3 of its

former value.

151. Orbit slightly disturbed from Circular Form. In the

preceding 147-150, we have considered the effect of a

small disturbance of the motion of a particle about a centre

of force attracting according to the law julu
2

,
and have seen

that it is to cause the particle to describe a new orbit, the

deviation of which from the original orbit is specified by
the alterations produced in a, e, and \js.

We now suppose
a particle which moves in a circular orbit about a centre of

force situated at the centre of the circle, and attracting

according to the law jm
n

,
to be slightly disturbed from its

path in such a way that the value of h is not altered.

In the first . place, if 1/c be the radius of the circular

orbit and v the speed of the particle in it, iPc =
/ulc

11

,
so that

h2 = v2
/c

2 =
juLC

n
~*. Further, the equation of motion is

d2u _ P _u-* m
Now let u = c(l+x), where x is small. We obtain

f?2r

dp= -(l+a+{l+(*-2)a+...} (2)
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or g+ (3-?i)z = 0, (3)

if we neglect higher powers of x than the first.

If 3>n, this equation has the solution

x =A cos (\/B n ol), (4)

where A and a. are constants. Thus we have

u = e{l+Acos(s/3-nO-(JL)}, (5)

and as the radius vector turns through the angle 27r/\/3 n,

the value of u oscillates from the maximum value c(l-f A)
to the minimum c(l A) and back again. The value of

A is to be found from the conditions of the disturbance to

which the orbit is subjected.

To carry the solution to a higher degree of approximation, we write

the differential equation as

^==(n-3){x
+ $(n-2)x*}, (6)

from which all terms above x2 have been excluded. Substituting the

approximate value of x, A cos(\/3 nO-<z), just found in the term
in x2

,
we get for the differential equation to be solved

^=(w-3)[^+ i(^-2)^
2{l+cos2(v/3^ 6>-<x)}] (7)

For the solution of this form of equation the student may consult

Gibson's Calculus, 170. But he will find by substitution that it is

satisfied by

x=Aco8(*J2^6-o.)+ A 2
{C+Dco8(2*/3^7i6-ol)}, (8)

and will at the same time determine the two additional constants

C, D. In the same way the approximation may be pushed still

I

further, but it will be found that the coefficient of is no longer a

multiple simply of V3 - n.

If n> 3 the solution of (7) is of the form

~_ A Vn -30 , R/,-v/^T30

SO

tb
wl

x=AeVn ~ i0+ Be-

so that unless A is zero x will increase indefinitely with 0. We must
therefore regard the circular motion in this case as unstable, and
when w<3 as stable, inasmuch as whatever the constants A and a.

may be the radial deviation can never exceed the values correspond-
ing to the maximum and minimum values of u, c(l+A), c(l -A).
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It will be observed that if n = 2, the differential equation is

dhi fx d2x

dO2 '

h2 d(P

and x is under no restriction to be small. Thus we have

x= A cos(#-ol),

and u=c{1+Acos(6-ol)},

.(9)

(10)

(11)

the equation of a conic of

eccentricity A and semi-
latus rectum 1/c. Thus we
get again the solution fully
discussed above. But from
the present point of view,
we regard it (at least when
A < 1) as an oscillatory
deviation from the circular

orbit, described from the

centre of force (a focus of

the conic) as centre, with the

semi-latus rectum 0L= l/c
as radius, as shown in Fig.
63. The period of oscilla-

tion is that of revolution.

For the ellipse which we
have when A (

=
e) < 1, the

radial deviation at the point nearest the centre is

l/c-l/c(l+A)= e/c(l+e),

since A = e, and at the point furthest from the centre is

l/c-l/c(\-A)=-e/c(\-e).
The double rate of description of area retains the value

\//a/c(
=

y/fia (1
- e2))

in the elliptic orbit which it had in the circular orbit, but the

period in the ellipse is

2Wa3//
x= 27r/\//xc

3
(l-e

2
)
3
,

while in the circle it was 27r/\//Ic
3

. By this we can reckon easily the

alteration of period produced by a slight disturbance of a circular

orbit. Thus, if e be very small, the period is changed from

2tt/>/^ to (27r/\^)(l+|e
2
).

If =1, the differential equation of the approximately circular

orbit is

S+ 2*=0, .(12)

so that for x we have the value

#=^4cos(\/20 ), .(13)
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where A is small in comparison with 1, and the equation of the

u= c(l+.v)= c{l+Acos(s/20-a-)} (14)
path i

The variation of u thus passes through one complete period while

the radius-vector revolves through the angle */%ir.

The student may prove that the area swept over by the radius-

vector and the period remain unaltered to the second order of small

quantities.

152. Theory of Apsides. An apse is a point on the orbit

at which it is met at right angles by the radius-vector

from the centre of force. The condition fulfilled at an

apse is therefore du/d6= 0, that is u is a maximum or a

minimum. A planet is at an apse when in perihelion or

aphelion, but not elsewhere in the orbit. At perihelion u
is a maximum and r a minimum, at aphelion the reverse is

the case.

The radius-vector from the centre of force to an apse
is called an apsidal distance. We can show that, whatever

may be the number of apsides in an orbit or a branch of an

orbit, there cannot be more than two apsidal distances, if

the central force is a function of the distance alone. For
an apse may be taken as the point of projection, and the

velocity there as the velocity of projection. If two particles
be projected in the plane of the orbit from an apse in the

two opposite directions at right angles to the apsidal radius-

vector, under a central force which has always the same
value at the same distance, the paths of the particles will

lie symmetrically on the two sides of that line. Thus

every radius-vector on one side will be repeated on the

other at an equal angular distance from the apsidal radius.

The curve on one side will, in fact, coincide with the image
of the curve on the other in a mirror at right angles to

the plane of motion and coinciding with the apsidal radius.

Now the radius of curvature at every point of an orbit

must be the same for both directions of motion along the

tangent at an apse, since v2
/p =F sin

(f>;
and therefore a

particle which has reached an apse in its orbital motion

will, if its motion were there suddenly reversed, simply
return along the path by which it arrived. Thus an

apsidal radius-vector divides an orbit into two parts, which
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lie symmetrically on its two sides. It is clear then, that if

we take any three apsidal radii to successive apsides A, B, G,

the radius to G is the same as that to A, and the radius to

B is repeated again at the next apse in order, D say, and
so on. Thus there cannot be more than two apsidal dis-

tances in any distinct branch of the orbit, and these are

reached alternatively as the particle describes it.

We can prove a somewhat more general proposition

analytically as follows. 'We have

If F=/u.u
n

,
where n is an integer,

v2 =
2\j

uun - 2 du=-^^u
n - 1+ C. (1)

Hence, for an apse, since there v2 = h2uz
,
where h is th<

angular momentum about the centre of force, we get

""-'-^v+^-o,
where G is a constant

;
in fact, it is twice the constant valu<

of the energy of the motion. This is an equation in

descending powers of u, if n^>2, but whatever n may be
the equation can always be so arranged, and as there are

only three terms there cannot be more than two mutations
of sign of the coefficients. Thus, by Descartes' rule, the

equation has no more than two positive roots. Thus there

are, for this law of force, in all the branches of the curve

(if there be more than one branch) not more than two

apsidal distances. The case of n a fraction p/q (in its

lowest terms), can be dealt with by writing u= u' q
, taking

care that the sign of F is properly settled when q is even.

Ex. 1. Let the central force be /w*
n

,
where n>3. The value of C

is zero when v2 ='2fiu
n~1

/(n- 1), that is when the speed is the speed
from infinity. To make C positive, therefore, we take

v2
>2iJM

n-1

/(n-l).

Then we notice that a superior limit of the positive roots of (2) is a
value of u ( > 0), which makes the expression on the left of (2) positive.
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Such a value of u is one which satisfies the equation

Hence l/u cannot be less than a positive root of the equation

(l/'u)
n-3= 2fx/(n-l)h

2
.

Again, transforming (2) by substituting l/u for u, we get

2/x 2//.

and a value of l/u which makes the expression on the left positive is

one which satisfies the equation (l/u)
2=C/h2

. Thus l/u cannot be

greater than the positive root of this equation.

Ex. 2. To find the apsidal angle.

By what has been stated above as to the symmetry of the orbit

about each apsidal radius- vector, it is clear that there is only one

apsidal angle, that is the angle between two apsidal radii. It

can be determined at once when the equation of the curve is known,
by differentiating u with respect to 6 and putting du/d$= 0. Thus,
for the ellipse we have

du/dd= - e sin (8 a.)/a (1 e2
),

and this vanishes for #-<x=0, tt, 27r, Stt, Thus the apsidal angle
is tt and the apsidal distances are a(l -e), a(l+e).

In the case of the approximately circular orbit, discussed in 151,
it will be seen that the apsidal angle for both the approximations
there given is tt/n/3 n. For a higher approximation, in which it

is found that

x= Acosp(6-oL)+ A 2
{C+Dcos2p(0-a.)} + A 3

Ecos3p(d-a.),
the values of C, D, E, and p are to be found by substituting in the
differential equation, and equating coefficients on the two sides of

the result. It is found that

p=(3-*){l-A(*-2X+l)il*}'.
The apsidal angle is then ir/p.

[For fuller information regarding the Theory of Apsides and the
Classification of Orbits, the student is referred to Routh, Dynamics of
a Particle.']

i
\m
cir

eqi

153. Centre attracting according to Inverse Cube of Distance.

discussion of the motion of a particle attracted according
the inverse cube of the distance (F=/ulu

s
) is very

istructive from the point of view of the effect of initial

circumstances on the form of the orbit. The differential

equation is ^u
ae (l-6)- Q w
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We may have 1 > ,
==

,
or <

jul/Ji

2
. In the first and last

cases we have, if k= Jl /m/h
2

,

u = Aco$k(0-oL), (2)

u=A
1
eke+ A 2

e- ke
(3)

respectively, and in the transition case of /u/h
2
=l,

u = C(6-ol) or t(0-ol)C=1, (4)

where the constants A, A lf
B

lt
and Care assigned according

to initial conditions.

The speed from infinity to distance R is sffi/R
= V

, say.
If the particle be projected with speed V at distance R, in

a direction inclined at an angle (p
to the radius-vector, then

h=VR sin
<f>,

and thus pfh?
= /u/V

2R2 sin2

0. The cases

enumerated above are therefore those in which V 2 >
,
=

,
or

<jul/R
2 sin2

(p.
If the particle moved in a circle of radius R

under the attraction at distance 72, we should have for

its speed Vl/R = /u./R* or Vl = jm/R
2

,
and thus V

x
= V the

speed from infinity. This is called
" the speed in the

equidistant circle." Thus, according as Fsin<>, =, or <
the speed in the equidistant circle, we have the three cases

enumerated above.

Fig. 64.

(1) Vsm<f>>V\ or l>/ui/h
2
. Differentiating the ex-

pression for u above, we get du/d6= kA sin&(# oc),

which vanishes when Q CL nir\k, where n is any integer,
included. Measuring 6 from the radius-vector for which

7i= 0, we get u = Acoake or rcoskO= a (5)
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for the equation of the path. Each value
'

of oc gives a
branch of the curve, and these branches occur at successive

intervals of irjk. They are all precisely alike in the sense

that each in succession is the one before it, turned forward

through an angle irjk in its own plane about the centre.

The curves are represented in Fig. 64.

(2) F"sin0= V, or ju/h
2 = l. The equation is then

rO=C, (6)

and the curve is known as the reciprocal spiral. It is

shown in Fig. 65.

Fig. 65.

(3) Fsin
<j>
<V or 1 </z/A

2
. Going back to the differ-

ential equation, multiplying both sides by 2du/d0 and

integrating, we get (du/d6)
2+u2=u2

jULlh
2+ c, where c is

a constant. Hence

v2 = hfm
2+ h2c = iV'

2+ih2c (7)

is the energy equation. Initially, v=V, and .so we have
c=(V 2 -V' 2

)/h
2

,
and

(du\
2

^ 2 jut
V2 -V' 2

(K.

(do)
+u= u+

Tf
(8)

If there is an apse, that is if we can suppose that the

angle may take the value 7r/2, then du/dO= 0, and we get

Wu^ V

^- (9)

where k2 now denotes
ju./h

2
l.

Thus, with k= Jju/h
2

l, the necessary condition for an

apse is V'^>V, and there is no apse if this condition is

contradicted. We fall back then on case (1). Assuming the

existence of an apse, we take l/u for the apsidal distance,
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and measure from that position of the radius-vector

Thus, for the complete integral written above in (3), we get,

(10)

since l/r
= u and du/d6= 0, for = 0, A

1
=A

i

and therefore r u = l(<P+ e-**).

Here k is positive, and therefore du/dO is positive for all

values of 0, that is r diminishes with increase of 0. The
curve bends in towards the

centre of force, as shown in

Fig. 66. There are two
branches described in oppo-
site directions from the apse
A, and each winds in closer

and closer convolutions about
the centre of force.

Two other sub-cases of

Case (3) remain : first, tha
in which V=V'\ second, tha
in which V>V. In th

first of these, du/dO= ku, an
therefore

r u= eke (11)

is the equation of the curve, which is an equiangular spiral

(see Fig. 23, 43). In the remaining case V2 >V'2
,
and

so we have (du/dO)
2 = (/u/h?-l)u

2+(V 2- V'2
)\h\ As we

have seen, there is no apse. If we go back to the solution

of the differential equation, we get

and, by squaring,

@ 2

=i-V-4/AiA

Fig. 66.

M
.(12)

(13)

Thus the positive quantity (V 2-V'2
)jh

2=-^k2A
1
A2 ,

so

that in this case A
1}
A

%
have opposite signs, and are such

that A
1
A

2
--

we have

_
( V 2- V'2

)/4,k
2h2

. Thus, writing b2 for

(F 2-F,2

)/4^
2

,

^S?-*)u=A. .(14)
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Both u and du/dO increase without limit as 6 increases,

and therefore r diminishes. When = 0, a = A
1

b2
,
and

if initially A
X
= W, then r=oc. Of course du/dO maybe

either positive or negative, and so there are two branches,
as in Fig. 67. They have a common asymptote, as shown
in the diagram, and the curves are described as shown

by the arrows.

Fig. 67.

By putting Aeka= A
lf

Ae~ ka= b2/A l
we get A = b and

Jca.= \ogA 1 log 6, so that we can write the equation
for u in the form

u =A
{
ek(9+a)_ e -He+a)} (15)

or, changing the initial value of 6, in the form

u = A(e
ke -e- ke

), (16)

which differs from that for the case of V > V only in the

sign of the second term.

The curves for the motions treated in this section are

known as Cotes' Spirals {Harmonia Menstirarum, 1722).

154. Force varying as Inverse nth Power of Distance. The
differential equation for the case of F=juLU

n
(7i> 1), namely

&-&**>
can (except in the case, just treated, of n = 3) be integrated

by aid of the energy equation when the speed of the particle
at every point of its path is the speed from infinity. If this

is the case at one point the point of projection it will

be the case at all. The energy equation can then be written

*-*{+W-4ir (2)
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dO, (3)

This gives, after a little reduction

du

uJaun - 3-l

where a = 2fi/(n 1 ) h
2

.

By the substitution aun '^=1/z
2
(which is only applicable

if n ^ 3), this transforms into

dz n 3 ,- ...

-jT=7=^r
de ' (4)

which gives cos- 1 3 = (0 ol), (5)

where a is a constant. Thus the equation of the orbit is

r =
(fo -1) /t

2
j
cos

~^r^
~ a) = C cob -^-(0- a)....(6)

The result of the integration is unaffected by the

ambiguity of sign introduced by the radical, which is to be

interpreted according to the sign of the initial du/dO.
This equation shows that when ?i>3 the path consists of

one, two, or more loops, according to the value of n, with a

common node at the centre of force, and a maximum radius

vector equal to c, which recurs at the angular interval

4<7r/(n 3). When ti<3 the orbit has infinite branches;
for example, when n = 2, it is a parabola, and c is the

minimum radius-vector.

As another example we take the case of n = 5. We have
then r= ccos(0-oc), (7)

the equation of a circle with the centre of force on the

circumference. The maximum radius-vector is c, the

diameter of the circle.

If n = 7 the equation of the curve is

r2 = c2cos2(0-oc), (8)

the equation of the lemniscate of Bernoulli (see above,
Ex. 4, 125).

In all these cases the condition is imposed that the speed
at each point is that from infinity. But the integrations
can be effected under other conditions in these and other
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cases. (Reference may be made to Routh, Dynamics of a

Particle, and Greenhill, Elliptic Functions.)

Ex. 1. Carry out the integration when the force is repulsive, force

varying as the inverse nih
power of the distance, and the speed at

each point is that from the centre of force to the point.

Ex. 2. Integrate the equation of energy when the force is repulsive
and varies directly as the ?*

th
power of the distance, and the speed

at each point is as in Ex. 1.

Ex. 3. If the speed at each point in a central orbit bear a constant

ratio to that in an equidistant circle, find the orbit and the law
of force (see 153.)

Ex. 4. The speed and direction of motion at any point and the

centre and law of force : find the radius of curvature of the orbit

at the point.

Ex. 5. Find the equation of the orbit when F= /xu" + /x^t
3
,
where

n> 1 and ^3, when the speed in the orbit for F=fxu
n

is equal to the

speed from infinity (see 130.)

155. Different Centres for Same Orbit. Newton's Theorem.

Newton proved (Principia, Lib. I. Prop. VII. Cor. 3) that

if the force towards a centre 0, by which an orbit can
be described, is known, H
the force towards a new
centre

L , by which the

same orbit is described,
can be found. Clearly,
the orbit will be described

if the force toward the

centre of curvature have

always the proper value.

Let P (Fig. 68) be any
point of the orbit, p the

radius of curvature there,

r, r
x

the distances, OP,
XP, and p,p l

the lengths
of the perpendiculars let

fall from 0, X
on the

tangent drawn to the curve at P. Then, if v be the speed
at P and F, F1

the forces which give the same value of v2
/p,

Fig. 68.

#->,&, so that 5-&.
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The double rate of description of area is h =pv, under the

force F towards : if the force F
x
towards

X
is taken for a

new speed v', we have h
1 =plv',

so that v' 2
/v

2= h
2

1p
2
/h

2p
2

1 ,
and

in this ratio we must increase Fv Thus, we obtain for

the forces towards and
lt

either of which will enable

the orbit to be described,

F K*fir
V ;

If we draw from
X
a line

X
H parallel to OP to meet

the tangent in H, then pjp = O-JIjr, and therefore

F h 2 rV

t4vf
; ;

(2)

As an example, take as the focus of an elliptic orbit at

which the centre of force is situated, and let
X
be the

centre of the ellipse. Then F=
jul/t

2
,
and from the geometry

of the ellipse we have
1H=a, so that

*-43 (3)

Thus the force toward the centre of the ellipse under which
the orbit can be described varies directly as the radius-

vector r
lt
drawn from the centre. Writing fji1

r
x
for F

ly
we

get *i (i

But when the orbit is described by a particle under a force

toward the focus, h2 =
/j.a(l e2

), so that we obtain

h\ = ^a\l-e2
)

or h
l =JfjL^.ab, (5)

where a, b are the principal semi-axes.

156. Hamilton's Theorem. The force toward any centre

Oj (Fig. 69), under which a particle will describe an orbit,

is, as we have seen, given by the equation

v2 r 1 h2r n \F= = = , (1)
P V P f
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where p is the radius of curvature at a point P of the orbit

to which the radius-vector is r, and p is the length of

the perpendicular let fall from
1
on the tangent at P.

Now, if the orbit be a conic of semi-axes ab, and the

polar LM of the point X
with respect to the conic be

drawn, and et, vf denote the lengths of the perpendiculars
let fall from P and from the centre of the conic respectively
to this polar, it can be proved that

p~aVtf P ' " ' W
P

Fig. 69.

In proving this proposition we shall assume that the

curve is an ellipse, but the proof may be easily modified

to suit any other conic. Let /, g be the coordinates of
X

with reference to the principal axes; the equation of the

polar is
fi>Mgy ,

If x, y be the coordinates of P, the perpendicular from P to

the polar has length

/. 9.
of b*

y
_ ai

b*-V>fx-a*gy

while that from the centre to the polar has length
a?b2

TV =
s/fW+g*a*

o.D. T
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The length of the perpendicular from
1

to the tangent
at P, of which the equation is

a2 ~*~
b2
~

'

is found in the same way to be

_ a2b2 b2fx a2
gy

P ~
Jx2b* + y

2a4=
'

Hence we get, by (2),

ps= (3)
o 2b2 tf (x

2 + y
2
a*y*

But if we calculate 1/p by the usual formula,

d2
y

1 dx2

1 + dy
dx

we find (disregarding sign, since 1/p is to be taken positive

here) precisely this value. Hence by (1) we have

F= r (4)

The values of r and 13 vary from point to point on the

curve, the other quantities remain constant. Thus we
have the theorem that if

3
be any centre, a force varying

as the distance of
X
from P, and inversely as the cube of

the length of the perpendicular from P on the polar of
l

and directed towards
lt

will enable the conic to be

described. This theorem is due to Sir W. R. Hamilton

(Proc. Royal Irish Academy, vol. 3).

As an example, let
t
be the focus of the ellipse. Then

the polar of
1
is the directrix, and

13= r/e, 13'= a/e.

Hence ^=-2T2 ( )r= ^-~. gf ~^r= 5'a2b2 \i3/ <x
4
(l e2) r* r1

the known law of force.

i
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157. Second Statement of Hamilton's Theorem. Hamilton's

theorem can be put in another form. Stiil considering a

given orbit, let, if possible, two

tangents O
xA, X

B (Fig. 70) be

drawn from the proposed centre

of force O
x

to the orbit, and
from any point P of the orbit

let fall perpendiculars to the
lines

YA, Ofl, AB: let the

lengths of the first two be de-

noted by oc, ft; the length of

the third is ts since AB is the

polar of Ov Then, by the

properties of conies, we have

a/3
= te2

,
where k is a constant for the conic.

writing k for h2zz'%
1

*/a
2b2

,
we get

Fig. 70.

Hence,

F= (1)

(OL/3Y

The equivalence of these two statements of Hamilton's

theorem may be seen as follows. The general equation of

the second degree referred to
X
as origin may be written

ax2+ 2hxy + by
2+ 2gx+ 2fy + c= 0.

The polar of the origin has equation gx+fy+c= 0, and
therefore if P be any point on the curve of coordinates x, y,
the perpendicular from P to this polar has length

(gx+fy+e)/Jp+9
2

.

If
rj,

be the coordinates of the centre of the conic, we
obtain by transforming the equation of the conic to the

centre as origin,

a+hf,+g = 0, h+brj+f=0 (2)

as the conditions that the new / and g should vanish. By
these we write the equation of the curve in the form

ax2+ 2hxy+ by
2+g^fy+ c = ax2

+2hxy+ by
2

+^-^2
=

)

where & = abc+ 2fgh af
2

bg
2 ch2

,
the result, multiplied
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by ab h2
,

of substituting the values of
, rj derived

from (2) in the expression g+fy+ c. But since
r\

are

the coordinates of the centre, (g-\-f*i-\-c)/\/f
2+g2

is the

length zz' of the perpendicular let fall from the centre on
the line ^+/i/+c = 0, the polar of

1
with respect to the

conic. Thus A

&**-aE=v (3)

Again, if ap l\ be the lengths of the principal semi-axes

of the conic, we get, by turning the axes so as to make
the new h vanish,

a^~ ab-h2 ~(ab-h2f
We obtain, therefore,

albiyn)-
(

'l,
(gx+fy+ cf (gx+fy+ cf

V

But x, y, the coordinates of P, satisfy the equation

ax2+ 2hxy+ by
2+2^+ 2fy+ c = 0,

which can evidently be written in the form

c(ax
2
+2hxy+ by

2)-(gx+fyf= -(gx+fy + c)
2

;

that is, if we put A=g2
ac, B=f 2

bc, C=fg ch,

Ax2+ 2Cxy+By2 = (gx+fy+ c)
2

.

We get then, by (1), with the meaning of h in (4), 156,

F=h2
<*

= (5)

(Ax
2+ 2Cxy+By2f

Now the equation Ax2+ 2Cxy +By2 = represents two

straight lines 0^4, X
B meeting the curve at the points

A, B in which it is met by the polar of the point l
. These

lines are therefore, if real, tangents to the curve at A, B.

If then x, y be, as here, the coordinates of a point P on the

curve which does not lie on either line, Ax2+ 2Cxy + By2

is, to a factor which is the same for all points on the curve,

equal to the products of the lengths of the perpendiculars
a, /5 let fall from P on the lines. The second form of

Hamilton's theorem is thus established.
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158. Orbit a Conic touching Two Straight Lines drawn from

C.F. The very important result follows that if
1
be any

centre of force and
XA, OJB be any two lines drawn from

X , any conic touching these two lines is an orbit for the

centre of force, and the law of force is given by (5).

Again, if a particle move under the action of a force

directed to a fixed point 1 ,
and varying directly as the

distance of the particle from the fixed point and inversely
as the cube of its distance from a fixed straight line, the

orbit is a conic with respect to which the given straight
line is the polar of

1
.

For if a point P in the plane of the two lines
rA, XB,

or in the plane of the centre of force
X
and the fixed

straight line, be specified and a velocity at that point be also

specified in direction and magnitude, a conic passing through
P and touching XA, 0^, or with respect to which the

given straight line is the polar of
lt
can be determined,

which is an orbit described about the centre of force
1

under the influence of a force as specified in (4) of 156 or

(1) of 157, with velocity at P and direction of curvature as

indicated. And every other possible orbit so described will

coincide at P with the conic in regard to speed, direction

of motion, and curvature, and the variation from P in

direction of motion and curvature will be the same in

both that is the two orbits are solutions of the same
differential equation which fulfil the same initial conditions.

There is only one such solution, and the orbits are identical.

Analytical proofs of propositions equivalent to the state-

ment that the two laws (or rather two versions of the

same law) stated above are the only laws which always
give conies as orbits have been given by MM. Halphen
and Darboux (Gomptes Pendus, t. 84).

159. Particle acted on by Forces from Several Centres.
Bonnet's Theorem. Provided a certain condition is satisfied, a

particle can describe a given path under the combined action of any
specified system of forces Fu F2 ,

... directed to any given fixed points.
Let N and T denote the normal and tangential components of force

on the particle, due to these forces. Then

r+vA r=-2*i?, (\)
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where pk denotes the length of the perpendicular let fall from the
centre for the force Fk to the tangent at I\ the position of the particle
at the instant considered, and rk is the distance of P from that centre.

Now if p be the radius of curvature of the path at P, we have

2T=d(v*)/ds= d(Np)lds.

Hence, inserting the values of JV and T given above, we get

*****U&)-* (2)

But we have

since \lp
= (dpkjdrk)jrk . Thus the equation just found can be written

1 d ( F PkP\SiT^=0, (3)

which is the required condition. Of course, the speed V of projection
must be such that V2

/p
= JV.

Let Pu P2 , ... be central forces, each of which if it acts alone causes

a particle to describe a central orbit
;
then we can prove that any

such system of forces acting together will enable the particle to

describe the orbit, provided the speed v at any chosen point is given

by v'
i=

v\-\-v\+... ,
where v

t ,
v2 ,

... are the speeds at that point for th

separate forces Pu P2 , Thus, for the combined forces, the energy
is the sum of the energies for the separate forces.

Since each of the forces Pl7 P2 ,
... enables the particle to describe

the orbit, we have v\jp
= PipJ^ , v\\p

=P2p2\r2 , > v^vjds= - P^rjds,
v2dv2/ds= -P2dr2/ds, Now, with the value of v stated above,
we have

t-pPl + pEl-L. v *E-._(p*?l + p
dr

l+ \ (4)

and the normal and tangential forces required are just furnished by
the combined system. This is Bonnet's theorem. [Liouville's Journal,
t. ix.].

160. Theorem of Curtis. The following is another general
theorem with regard to the description of an orbit under combined
forces.

If a given path is described by a particle under the separate action

of forces 7^, P2 ,
...

,
which act from fixed centres, it can be described

also under the combined action of forces Fu F2 ,
... acting from the

same centres, provided

^(SH> (1 >

where ck is the chord of curvature of the path in the direction of Pk .

[Curtis, Mess. Math. x. 1880].
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We have, as before,

p
1

^' -p-
P
W'"' Vl ~d^~~ lx

'ds>
V*d^-- P*ds J {2)

If, then, jF\, F2 ,
...

, acting from the same centres as Plf P2 ,
...

,
enable

the particle to describe the path, they must satisfy the simultaneous

equations

-vdvjds=Fl
dr

1/ds+F2dr2/ds+ ...
y

v2/p
=F

1^+F2
P-2- + (3)

and these give the condition

or, with insertion of the values of pjrly p2/r2 ,
... from the first of (2),

dv
+ d^(F

k

ds ds

that is by the second of (2)

:*r*^^flSH
from which, noticing that v\

=Pkck , by 132, and that the two first

terms cancel one another by the first of (3), we get finally equation
(1) as the condition to be satisfied [A. H. Curtis, Mess. Math. x. 1880].

161. Examples of Multiple Centres of Force.

Ex. 1. Deduce from this theorem the relation

1 d , _ 2 . 1 d , _, .

to be fulfilled for two forces F
1 ,
F2 towards the foci of an ellipse under

which acting together a particle can describe the ellipse.

[Note that
/x/r^, fi/r^ directed towards the foci are forces under

which the ellipse can be described.]

Show that the general solution of the equation

1 dr _ j-
\ d

ridr^=rl(F4'
rhich holds for elliptic motion, is

r\F,
=
jrWf^+f^a-r^dr^C,,

r
2F

2
=
fr

2

2{f (r2)+/1 (2a-r2)}^2+ C2,

rhere fv f2 are arbitrary functions and C^ C2 are constants, which

lay be included in the integrals if it is understood that different

constants may be used for F
1
and F2 .
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Ex. 2. Show that by properly choosing the functions/, we obtain

as forces towards the foci under which a particle can describe the

Ex. 3. A particle moves in an ellipse with the speed

a-jK (a - r)/r(2a
-

r),

where 2a is the length of the major axis and k is a constant : to show
that its acceleration consists of two components, one towards the near
focus and the other from the farther focus, both varying as the
inverse square of the distance.

If r'=2a-r, we have v2= ^a
2
(K/r-K/r'), and v2/p=%a*b(i</r-K/r')/(rr')Z,

since 1 Jp
=

ab/(rr')^. Now substitute for 2<z/(?v')"* the value (p +p')/*Jpp',
and obtain v2

lp
= \a

2
{Kp''/rV

-
Kp\r'

2
r\ and therefore

^_oVk p k p'\

p 4 Vr2 r r'2 ?*'/'

the first equation, which is consistent with the statement to be

proved. This, with
dv , n (

'

k dr k dr'
y

ds
1 J k dr k dr'\

which is at once obtained, establishes the theorem.
It will be noticed that the motion here specified cannot exist except

in the half of the ellipse on the same side of the minor axis as the

attractive focus. Outside these limits the speed is imaginary.

Ex. 4. Show that a particle will describe an ellipse if its speed
along the tangent at any point P is given by

v2= t^ r {(k + K')r
2+ 4i<a(a - r)

- K f

ar\,
ar(2a

-
r)

v ' v '

and it is acted on by forces towards the foci.

Ex. 5. Particles of different masses mu m2 ,
...

,
which have speeds

yn v
2 ,

... at the same point, describe the same path under the action of

given forces F
t ,
F2 ,

Show that a particle of any mass M, which
has kinetic energy at the same point equal to the sum of the kinetic

energies of the particles, will describe the path under the combined
action of Flt F2 ,

....

Ex. 6. Prove that if a conic section is described under the action

of either of two forces directed to the foci, each varying as the

inverse square of the distance, or of a force towards the centre and

varying directly as the distance, it will describe the curve under
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the combined action of the same three forces, provided the particle
is projected with speed given by

y
2 =

ai(^+^)+cV,
where r, r' are the focal distances at the point of projection and

(i, fx, /x" the intensities of the centres [Lagrange, Mec. Anal. t. ii.

sect. vii. 83].

162. Earth-Moon System disturbed by Action of Sun. We
give here an interesting application of the equations of

motion, with reference to revol ving axes, to the approximate
determination of the influence of the sun's attraction in

disturbing the motion of the moon relative to the earth.

Let S be the position of the sun's centre, supposed to be

fixed, and E that of the earth's centre. We take a to

denote the distance of the earth from the sun, and x, y, z

for the coordinates of the moon's centre M relative to that

Fig. 71.

of the earth as origin, choosing the direction of x in the

prolongation of the line SE, that of y at right angles
to SE in the plane of the ecliptic, and taking z as the

distance of the moon's centre from that plane. The
coordinates of the moons centre relative to the sun's centre

as origin are therefore a-\-x, y,z. The equations of motion
of the moon are therefore (see (2), 14), if X, Y Z be the

component applied forces,

x 2ny yii n2
(a+ x)= X,\

y + 2mb-\-(a+x)nn2y= Y,y (1)

z=Z.)

The acceleration of the earth toward the sun is at any
given instant n2

a, which is the force per unit mass toward
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the sun at distance a. Hence the force per unit mass
toward the sun on a particle at M is

n2
a?/{(a+ x)

2+ y
2+ z2}=n2

a?/R
2

,
if R2= {a+x)

2+ y
2+ z2 .

The components of this in the direction of x, y, z, increasing,
are n2a3

(a-\-x)/R
3

,
n2
a?y/R

3
, n2a2

z/R
3

. Since x, y, z

are small in comparison with a, these components are

approximately ri2a-\-2n
2
x, n2

y, n2
z. Besides these

there are the .component forces of attraction exerted on

the moon by the earth, which, if r denote Jx2+ y
2
-\-z

2
,
are

julx/t
2

, jmy/r
3

, julz/t
3

per unit mass. Thus, if we

suppose n = 0, we have the equations of motion

x 2ny f Sn2 ^ )x = 0,

z+ ri

= 0,

Multiplying these equations by
integrating and adding, we get

= 0.

(2)

y, z respectively,

v2-3n2x2+ n2z2-2^+ C=0, .(3)

which is known as Jacobi's equation of the relative energy
of the moon's motion.

163. Stability of Earth-Moon System. Hill's Theorem.

This result affords an example of a very useful method of

assigning limits to the possible relative displacements
of the parts of a system. For a given value of v, the body
here considered the moon must have its centre some-
where on the surface given by (3) of 162, which intersects

the plane of x, y in the curve

3wV+2^-C=0 (1)

or, if x= rcos6,
3tiVcos2

e-Cr+2/z = (2)

If this cubic equation for r has at least one real positive
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e-

root for every value of 0, the curve possesses a branch
closed round the centre, within which the body must always
remain. It may be verified by the student that the roots

of (2) are all real if cos2 < 3
/8l

2
/z

2
. It will be found

that when 6 = tt/2, so that cos = 0, the equation has one
finite root r= 2/jl/C, and two infinite roots, one positive, the

other negative. For = or x, so that cos2 = l, one root

lies between 2jul/C and 3///0, and between these values

of 0, r alters continuously.
Besides the closed branch, which is oval in shape, the

curve has, as shown in Fig. 72, two infinite branches,
which have the two lines

Sn2x2 = G as asymptotes.
In the space between these

infinite branches and the

closed branch, v2 is nega-
tive, and v, therefore, a

pure imaginary. The hody
must therefore either be
inside the closed branch
or outside the two infinite

branches, and, if once
within the closed branch,
can never escape to the

space beyond.
The closed branch and the infinite branches are shown in

Fig. 72(a). A A', BR are the lines Sn2x2 = G. In diagrams
a, b, c, the trace of the surface on the plane of xy is shown
for the three cases (7

3>, =, <81/z
2w2

. In the second case

the oval and the infinite branches meet at the ends of the

former, and it appears as if the particle might there escape
from the closed branch. But the condition CB =

Sljui
2n2

shows that there both the velocity and the acceleration

of the particle are zero. In the remaining case there is

no closed curve round the origin, and no upper or lower
limit for the distance of the particle from the origin.

Considering the moon's orbit and neglecting its inclination

to the ecliptic, we see ( 126) that C=
jj./a',

where a' denotes

the length of the semi-axis major, and from this the limits

of the branches can be assigned. Mr. G. W. Hill, to whom
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this discussion is due (Am, Jour. Math. vol.
i.),

has shown
that the surface indicated by (3) of 162 consists of three

sheets, one closed around the earth and nearly spherical
in shape, another also closed but surrounding the sun,
and shaped like an ellipsoid of revolution with semi-axes,
in the plane of the ecliptic, rather less in length than
the earth's mean distance from the sun, and axis of

revolution, about f as long, perpendicular to the ecliptic,
and a third branch, unclosed in these two directions,

surrounding the other two.

Within the space between the two closed sheets an<

the third, the value of v2 is negative, so that the moving
body must be either outside the latter or inside the former.

The radius of the sheet enclosing the earth is about
110 earth- radii; therefore, as the moon is distant from
the earth only about 60 earth-radii, it cannot possibly be
made by the sun's attraction to part company with the

earth.

EXERCISES V.

1. Prove that a body projected from the earth's surface with speed
exceeding seven miles per second will not in general return to the
earth.

2. Show that the greatest velocity of a planet in its orbit about
the sun is to its least velocity as 1+e is to 1-e; and find this

ratio for the earth, whose orbit has the eccentricity e= 0*01677120.
Find the greatest and least speeds of Halley's comet, taking the

eccentricity of the orbit as 0*96173, the mean distance from the sun as

1796 times the earth's mean distance, and the period as 76'1 years.

Verify that this period fulfils Kepler's third law.

3. A particle is placed on the straight line joining two fixed points
0, A, and is subject to an attraction towards and towards J,

varying in each case inversely as the square of the distance. Show (i)

that there is one position B between O and A at which the particle, if

placed there, will be in unstable equilibrium ; (ii) that if the particle
be projected from any other point C on OB with such a speed as will

make it pass through B it will reach A
; (iii) that if the speed

of projection from C is such that the speed of the particle would
vanish at B it will take an infinite time to reach B.

4. Show that if a particle describes an ellipse under the action of

a force towards a focus, the angular speed round the other focus varies

inversely as the square of the diameter parallel to the direction of

motion.
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5. A particle describes an ellipse under the action of a foice

toward the centre : prove that the speed is always proportional to the

length of the diameter conjugate to that through the particle, and
that the sura of the kinetic energies of the particle at the extremities
of two conjugate axes is the same for all pairs of conjugate axes.

6. A particle describes a parabola under a force towards the focus :

prove that the speed is inversely proportional to the length of the
normal intercepted between the point and the axis, and that the sum
of the kinetic energies at the extremities of a focal chord is the same
for all such chords.

7. Show that in the parabolic orbit specified in the last example
the speed of the particle at any point may be resolved into equal
components, one perpendicular to the focal distance of the point and
the other perpendicular to the axis.

8. A particle describes an ellipse under a force directed to one of

the foci : prove that the sum of the speeds at the extremities of a
chord parallel to the major axis is inversely proportional to the length
of the diameter drawn parallel to the direction of motion at either

extremity.

9. A particle moving in an ellipse under the action of a force

toward a focus moves from the greatest distance from to an

extremity of the minor axis in time t, and thence to the least distance
from in time tjk : find the eccentricity of the orbit.

0=M*-i)/(*+i)-]
10. The period of a particle moving in an ellipse is T when the

centre of force is at one focus and T' when the centre of force is at

the other focus, and the speed at a certain point P is the same in

both cases : prove that the focal distances of the point are

2aT'/(T+T'\ 2aT/(T+T'),

where a denotes the mean distance.

11. A particle moves in a circular path in such a manner that the
time of describing any arc AP from a fixed point A is proportional to

the sum of the length of that arc and the length of the perpendicular
let fall from P on the diameter through A : prove that the particle
moves under the action of a central force.

12. P is the projection of the centre of a planet on the plane of the

ecliptic : prove that P moves as if it were a particle acted upon by a
force toward the sun's centre.

13. A particle describes a parabola under the action of a central

force directed to the focus. We infer from Ex. 15, 137, that the

time-average of the kinetic energy in the parabolic orbit is zero.

Verify this by showing that if A be the area described by the radius-

vector in any time t, the ratio A/t tends to zero without limit of

closeness as t is made to increase without limit.
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14. If the speed of a periodic comet is suddenly increased near its

aphelion by a small amount 8v, prove that the changes produced in the

eccentricity and major axis are given by the equations

8e=-28v\/l/jl, 8a= 28yV{
3
(l-e)//x(l + e)},

where the letters have their usual meanings for elliptic motion.

15. A particle is projected from the earth's surface so as to describe

a portion of an ellipse whose major axis (2a) is 1*5 times the earth's

radius. If the direction of projection makes an angle of 30 with the

vertical, prove that the time of flight is

V(3a/#)(tan-V6Wf),

where a is the earth's radius, and g is the acceleration due to gravity
at the earth's surface. [Find v2 ( = gr), e= V7/3, cos 0= -5/2>/7, by
Ex. 12, 131 ;

then use (4), 145.]

16. A satellite revolves about a very massive and very distant

primary towards which it always turns the same face : prove that in

order that a loose particle in contact with the face on the line of

centres may remain in contact the condition M> 3a3
$/r

3
,
where M is

the mass of the satellite, S that of the primary, a the radius of the

satellite and r the distance of the centres of the two bodies apart.
Show that the same condition is necessary for the retention of a

particle on the line of centres, but on the side turned from the

primary.

17. A particle of mass 1 gramme is hung by a very fine quartz
fibre 2 metres loner, and is at rest with the fibre vertical. A sphere of

lead 30 cms. in diameter is suddenly placed with its centre 20 cms.
from the particle on the same level. Find the equation of motion of

the particle and how far the particle moves towards the sphere in a
second. [Density of lead 11*47 grammes per cub. cm.]

18. Two homogeneous spheres of matter of the same density
(22 grammes per cub. cm.), one 30 cms., the other 60 cms. in diameter,
have their centres 300 cms. apart and revolve round their common
centroid as a double star. Show that the period of revolution is

20 h. 58 m. 22 s.

19. If two homogeneous spheres, of masses E and M, move under
their mutual gravitation and that of a fixed homogeneous sphere of

mass S, so that the three centres are always in one plane, prove that

(E+M)2H+EMh is constant, where h is the rate at which the radius
vector from E to M describes area about E, and H is the double rate

of description of area about S by the radius vector from S to the
centroid of E and M. What does the relation become if the fixed

point is the common centroid of the two bodies 1

20. A particle moves under a central force fx/r
2 and is projected

with speed v from a point at a distance r from the centre of force in
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a direction making an angle a. with the radius vector. Prove that

the apsidal distances are the real roots of the equation for r,

Wr2
/(r* sin

2oc r2)= \y\

where W is the work done by the central attractive force as the

particle moves from the point of projection to any point r, 0.

21. A thin spherical shell of small radius, moving without rotation,
describes a circle of radius R with speed V about a gravitating centre

of force 0, and when its centre is at a point A, the shell bursts with
an explosion which generates speed v in each fragment directly
outwards from the centre. Show that the fragments all pass through
the line AO within a length

8FV1^F.-t.6PV+'*
4
X

and that if v is small the stream of fragments will form a complete
ring after a time approximately equal to \irRjv.

22. A particle describes an elliptic orbit under a central force

towards a focus S. When at distance r from that focus the particle
receives a small radial impulse changing the speed by 8v. Show that

the changes in the mean distance, the eccentricity, and the position of

the major axis are

8a= 2a2
r8v/fi 1

8e= h sin . 8vjjxs 8\fr
= h cos $ . 8v//j.e,

where $ is the angle which the radius vector makes with the least

radius-vector.

23. A comet moves round the sun in an ellipse of eccentricity e

nearly equal to unity. At a point where the radius vector makes an

angle 6 with the least radius vector the comet has its speed suddenly
increased in the ratio n+l : n where n is great, without alteration of

direction. Show that if the new orbit is a parabola, e is nearly equal
to l-(4cos

2

J0)/7&.

24. If the particle of Ex. 22 when at a point P receives the impulse
along PM, the perpendicular to the major axis, show that the major
axis turns round through the angle (SM . PMj SP)8vjeh.

25. A particle acted on by a central attractive force nu
3
(c

2u2+ 4) is

projected from, an apse at distance c with speed 3\/2/z/2c : show that
the orbit has the equation r= c cos 0, and that the particle arrives at

the centre of force after an interval 2= \/27rc2/4\//z.

26. A particle under a central force 2fxu
3
(l a2u2

) is projected from

an apse at distance a, with speed s/fx/a : prove that the particle is at a
distance r after a time

1 / 91
r+ sl?^a~2 ^ /-a r/l

2^|"-log
+rVH-i).
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27. If, at any point of an elliptic orbit about a focus, the force

ceases to act for a given very short time, find the angle through whicl
the apse line will have turned and the change of the eccentricity, am
show that they are respectively proportional to the resolved parts
the force parallel and perpendicular to the apse line.

28. Writing (1), 153, in the form

so that k2
fjb/h

2
-l, solve the equation, and hence derive the orbil

which exist, according as k is real or imaginary, and according as tin

coefficients A lt A 2 in (3), 153, have the same or opposite signs.

29. Prove that if k be real and the coefficients A
1 ,
A 2 (Ex. 28) have

the same sign, the time of passage from the value of the vectoris

angle to the value is (a
2
/kh)(e

2k0 -
1) j (e

2ld+ 1), where a is tl

distance of the apse from the centre of force.

30. If (3 be the constant (acute) angle between the tangent to the

path and the radius vector, when the orbit is given by (11), 153 (ai

equiangular spiral), show that if the vectorial angle be when u=
it will have grown to 6 in time (1/4cV/acos/3)(1 e~ 2ke

).

31. If the motion is given by (6), 153 (Fig. 65), show that the

time taken by the particle to pass to the centre from the extremity
the radius vector inclined at angle 6 to the radius vector parallel
the asymptote, on the side of that radius-vector in the direction

motion, is 1/4c
2
\//a#, where l/2c is the distance of the asymptote froi

the pole.
Show also that if the motion is given by (16), 153, the time as jus

specified is given by (1 /2c
2M) / (e

2ke
1), where in this case l/2ck is th(

distance from the pole to the asymptote.

32. Prove that if h be imaginary the time taken by the radius

vector to revolve through an angle from the apse (at distance l/2c) is

(l/4cWl^/P) tan (Vr^/VW).

33. A particle describes a central orbit with acceleration /jlu\

starting from a point at a distance a from the origin ;
the direction of

motion at the start makes an angle 7r/4 with the radius vector, and
the speed is the speed from infinity. Find the orbit, and show that
the time taken to reach the apse is

[The equation of the orbit is r=a(l + sin 6.]
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34. A particle moving with a central acceleration /x(18a
2w5 - 8u3

)

starts from a point at distance a from the origin in a direction

perpendicular to the radius-vector, and with the velocity from infinity.
Show that the equation of the path is

r=acos30.

35. A particle moves subject to an attraction towards a fixed point
0, the attraction per unit mass at the point (r, 0) being

/x(l+3cos26)/r
2
,

where r, are polar coordinates with as origin; if at the point
(<?, 0) the velocity is perpendicular to the radius to the point, and is of

magnitude \//x/c, determine the orbit. [Ex. 17, 131.]

36. A particle under a central attraction /z(5M
3+ 6aw4

) is projected
from an apse at a distance a with the speed from infinity ;

show
that the equation of the path is

=l(l +
eoS 4

If the central attraction be //,(5w
3+8a%6

) and the speed of pro-

jection from the apse at distance a be 3\////a, show that the orbit has

the equation r=acos#.
37. A particle moves in a smooth tube in the form of a Bernoulli's

Lenmiscate (r=a
2
cos20), and is attracted to the pole by a force

varying as the square of the distance
;
show that if the speed at the

extremity of the axis is that due to a fall from an infinite distance,
the force on the tube will be constant.

38. A particle describes an ellipse under the combined action of

forces li/OP
2
, fx/O'P

2 towards the foci 0, 0' and a force A . CP towards
the centre C: find the relation connecting jx

and A, and the speed
at P. [Ex. 6, 161.]

39. A particle describes an ellipse under the combined action of two
forces towards the foci, each varying according to the law

/x(l/r
2+ r/8a

3
),

where r is the distance of the position of the particle from either focus.

Show that the speed must be Tr(r
2+ rr' +r' 2

)ITsJrr', where T is the

period which the particle would have if the force /x/r
2 towards one

focus only acted.

40. A particle describes a parabola under two forces, one constant
and parallel to the axis, and the other passing through the focus

;

prove that the latter force varies inversely as the square of the focal

distance. Prove also that if the force through the focus is repulsive,
and at the vertex equal to the constant force, the particle will come to

rest at the vertex.

41. If the force parallel to the axis in last example is three times
the repulsion along the line through the focus, show that the orbit

can be a parabola.
g.d. U
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Show also that if two particles describe the same parabola imcU

the forces specified, the directions of motion will always intersect in

fixed confocal paraljola.

42. Show that if an ellipse be described under an attraction P
the focus 0, and an attraction P' to the focus 0\

dP_dP=JP _P'\
dr' dr \r r /'

where r, r' are the distances of the particle from the foci S, S'

respectively.

43. Prove Newton's theorem by showing that the equations of

motion of the particle for the force specified in (2), 155, give the

elliptic path described with areal speed \hx
about the centre Ot .

44. A satellite moving round a primary is acted on by a small

tangential force in the direction of motion. Show that the satellite

will gradually move to a greater distance from the primary, and that

while the applied tangential force causes an increase of the total

energy, the kinetic energy is diminished by an amount equal to the

increase of the total energy.
At any instant the orbital kinetic energy (per unit mass) is \v

2 and
the potential energy fx/a, if a be the distance from the centre.

Take the path as approximately circular; then v2
ja=fx/'a

2
,
and so the

equation of energy is

After an interval of action of the tangential force, the total energy
has been changed from /z/2a to /x/2a+ W. The speed has become ft

and the distance a'. Hence the energy equation is now

z a 2a

But now v'
2
=/*/', and so the last equation may be written

This, with the first energy-equation, gives v2 -\v'
2= W, that is,

the kinetic energy is now less than before by an amount equal to the
increase of the total energy.
The reader may consider this slow motion of the satellite outwards

by means of the equations of 121.

The moon is a case in point. A tangential action is exerted in the
forward direction on the moon in consequence of the fact that the line

of high waters on the earth's surface is not along the radius-vector to

the moon, but in advance of that in the direction of the moon's
motion. The displaced water, as may easily be seen by means of a

figure, gives a forward tangential force on the moon. The additional

energy W is derived from the kinetic energy of the earth's rotation.



CHAPTER VI.

MOTION OF A RIGID BODY.

164. Angular Momentum (A.M.) of a Rigid Body. A rigid

body is one in which the line joining any two particles
of the body (that is two small parts, not two molecules),
remains unaltered in length, and the angle between every
pair of such lines remains unchanged as the body moves.
The motion of a rigid body may be regarded as made up

of a motion of the centroid with speeds u, v, w parallel
to axes Ox, Oy, Oz, and a rotation of the body with angular

speeds dlf 62 , 6S ,
about axes parallel to these drawn through

the centroid. For an element of the body of mass m,
whose coordinates relative to axes

through the centroid are x, y, z, has

angular momentum 2 {m (zy yz)}
about the axis of x through the

centroid. Let P
t (Fig. 73) be the

projection of the particle on the

plane of yOz, and P
XQX , PiR t repre-

sent the distances y dt, z dt which
the particle travels parallel to the

axes in time dt, being the com-

ponents, along Oy, Oz of the pro-

jection P
1
S

l
on the plane yOz of

the actual displacement PS of the

particle in dt. The projection OPj of the line drawn from
the origin to the position P of the particle has turned
round through the angle PftS^ which we shall denote for

the present by a.
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Now, numerically, the angular momentum m(zy-yz)
is proportional to

area (rectangle N-JS-^ rectangle Mfi^)
= 2 area (triangle 0Q1

S
1 triangle OR^)

= 2 area (triangle OQ1
S

1 triangle 0PlQ l triangle PiQx
S

x

= 2 area triangle OP^.
But OP

x
= r

lt OS^r!+ <&!, lP^S^k, and

2 area OPS^^ = r
x (rx+ dr^oL= t\ol.

Hence m(zy yz)dt = mr\oL, and we get, summing for al

the particles, 1{m(iy _m dt = 2(mr?(x).

If the body is rigid (in the sense defined above), then, i

the line 0P
1
drawn for a selected particle turn through a

angle oc, the lines so drawn for the other particles must al

turn through the same angle. If there is no turning at all,

the motion of the centroid expresses the whole motion.

Hence, putting a.jdt
= 6

l ,
where

1
= lM

1
0P

1 ,
we get, since

X
is the same for every particle,

^{m(zy-yz)}=0^(m^).
In the same way we get for the other two axes,

^{m{xz-zx)} =6^(7)17*),

2{m(yx-d;y)} = ds2(mrj).

Hence the rates of change of angular momentum about

the axes are, if the distribution of matter is invariable,

2{m(zy yz)} =612(mrlX

2{m(xz zx)} = 22(mrJ),l (])

2{m(yx xy)} = 32(m^).

But there may be alteration of mass of the body, as in

the case of a rolling snowball, and from this cause, or from
the expansion or contraction of the body with alteration of

temperature, r, ,
r
2 ,

r
3 may change, though of course this

would be a violation of rigidity. We have then

jj2{m(zy-yz)} =S12(w^)+ d2(m^)+2d12(mr1
r

1 ), (2)
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with similar equations for the remaining two axes. Any
alteration of the motion of the centroid or of its position
in the body, due to the addition or withdrawal of mass,
must be taken account of by a variation of the angular
momentum of the body due to the motion of the centroid.

165. Moments of Inertia about Parallel Axes. The quan-
tities 2(rar*), . . . are called the moments of inertia of the

body about the axes parallel to Ox, Oy, Oz drawn from
the centroid. We may, however, take moments of inertia

about any other system of three axes, using the following
definition :

The moment of inertia of any body or system about a

given axis is the sum 2(mr2
) of the products obtained

by multiplying each infinitesimal element of mass of the

body or system by the square of the distance of the

element from the given axis.

We can always find a distance k such that the product
Mk2

,
where M is the whole mass of the system, is equal to

2(mr2
) : k is called the radius of

gyration about the given axis.

A simple relation of great prac-
tical importance exists between the

moment of inertia of any system
about a given axis and the moment
of inertia about a parallel axis

through the centroid. Let m at P
(Fig. 74) be an element of mass of

the system, and A and G be the points in which a plane
drawn through P at right angles to the given axis intersects

the given axis and the parallel axis through the centroid.

Then AP = r, and if h, r, and denote the lengths AG,
GP, and the angle PGB in the figure, we have

r2= h2 +r'2 +2hr'cos6.

Hence, since h is the same for every particle,

^(mr
&
)
=Mh2+ 2(7n^

2
)+2hZ(7wr

/ cos 0) (1)

But r cos S = GB, and GB is the distance, x say, parallel
to the fixed line A G, of the mass m from the centroid. Now
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2(m#) = 0, by the definition of the centroid
;
hence

^(mr2
)
=Mh2+ 2(mr 2

)
=Mh2+ MJc2

, (2)

where k is the radius of gyration about the parallel axis

through the centroid. The theorem thus established mai
be stated as follows : The moment of inertia of a systei

about any given axis is eqm
to the moment of inertia of th<

system about a parallel axii

through the centroid, togethei
with the moment of inertia

about the given axis of the

*(xyz)
whole matter of the system,

supposed collected at the

centroid.

Fig. 75.

x 166. Calculation of Moments
of Inertia. Momental Ellipsoid.

We now consider the problem :

To find an expression for the

moment of inertia of a system
about an axis given in position.

We shall suppose that the axis passes through the origin
and has direction-cosines I, m, n. Then a point P of

coordinates x, y, z (Fig. 75) is at a distance from the

axis = {x
2+ y

2+ z2 (lx+my+ nz)
2
y. The square of this

distance may be written, among other ways, in the form

l
2
(y

2
-f z

2
)+m2

(z
2+ x2

)-\- n?(x
2+y2

) 2mnyz 2nlzx 2lmxy.

If we multiply this by the mass, jul say, of an element of

the system situated at the point x, y, z, and sum the pro-
ducts for all the elements of the system, we get the moment
of inertia of the system about the given axis. Denoting
it by J, we have

I=2[p{l
2
(y

2+ z2)+m2
(z

2+x2
)+n2

(x
2+ y

2
)

2mnyz 2nlzx 2lmny }] (1)

This expression is of course, from its formation, essentially

positive.
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Now let

tifitf+ffi^A, ^{n(z
2+x2

)}=B, 2{fx(x
2+ y

2
)}=C,

2(fiyz)=J), 2(fjizx)
= E, 2(fjLxy)

= F;

then I=l2A+m2B+n2C-2Dmn-2Enl-2Flm (2)

A, B, C are called moments of inertia, D, E, F products
of inertia.

If p denote a distance measured off along the axis from
the origin, and f, r\, f its projections on the axes, we have
I= g/p, m= rj/p,

n = g/p, and

Ap+Bf^~iDfeU&-*r&~?L (3)

If we take values of p
2 which are inversely proportional

to /, p
2I takes a constant value, kA

say, for different direc-

tions I, m, n of the axis. (The meaning of & here is of course

distinct from that stated in 165.) Now the equation

Af-+ B,,z+C?-2Drt-2EZ-2Ffr = k\ (4)

is, since the expression on the left is positive, the equation
of an ellipsoid. Hence we get the theorem (which seems to

have been given first by Cauchy, but is generally ascribed

to Poinsot), that the moments of inertia of a material

system about different axes drawn through a given point
are inversely proportional to the squares of the lengths of

the radii-vectores of an ellipsoid, the centre of which is

at the point. This is called the momental ellipsoid. Since

the choice of k is arbitrary, there are any number of similar

and similarly situated ellipsoids, any one of which may be

taken as a momental ellipsoid.

By the theory of the ellipsoid it is known that when the

surface is referred to the principal axes that is three axes

at right angles to one another, which are also normals to

the surface the equation may be written in the form

A'e+ B'r>
2+C' 2 = l (4)

In the most general case the ellipsoid has three unequal
axes the longest (OA, Fig. 76) is in the direction of the

axis of least moment of inertia, and the shortest OC in

that of the axis of greatest moment of inertia. The inter-

mediate axis has the maximum length of all axes lying in
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the plane determined by it and the axis of minimum

length, but the minimum length for all lying in the plant
determined by it and the axis of maximum length.
A momental ellipsoid drawn for the centroid as centra

is called a central momental ellipsoid.

Fig. 76.

167. Principal Axes of Momental Ellipsoid. To find the

axes of this ellipsoid, we note that, since a radius-vector has

direction-cosines proportional to the coordinates rj, f of

the point in which the radius-vector meets the surface,

these coordinates must, if the radius-vector be a normal, be

proportional to the direction-cosines of the normal. But if

S denote the expression on the left of (4), 166, these

cosines are proportional to dS/d, dS/drj, dS/dg. [For if dx,

dy, dz be any displacement along the surface from a point
x, y, z, we must have

dx+ dy+ d2= (1)

so that dS/dx, ... are proportional to the direction-cosines

of a line perpendicular to the displacement dx, dy, dz.]
Hence we must have

-E-Ik+C^Kft
where k is a constant.
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By elimination of
rj, f from equations (2), a cubic

equation,

k*-(A+B+ C)k
2+(AB+BC+CA-1)2-E 2

-F*)k

-(ABC-2DEF-AD2-BE 2-CF2
)
= 0, (3)

called the discriminating cubic, for the determination of

k is obtained, the three roots of which can easily be proved
to be all real

;
so that there are three axes which can be

drawn to the ellipsoid to meet it at right angles, and each

pair of these are at right angles to one another. They are

called the principal axes of the ellipsoid. It will fee

observed that according to (4), 16^ if one of the axes of

reference, say that of f, be a principal axis, the products
D, E of inertia must, from the third of these equations,
be zero.

Special cases are (1) that in which two of these axes are

of equal length, when also all the axes in the plane of

these two are equal, that is, the ellipsoid is one of revolu-

tion, and (2) that in which all three axes are equal in

length, when the ellipsoid is a sphere.
The roots of (3) substituted successively in (2) enable a

set of values of the cosines /p, r]/p, /p to be found for each

root, which, when used in (4), 166, enable the length of

the axis corresponding to the root to be calculated for

an assumed k. The length of this axis is thus found as

a function of k. Hence the roots of the discriminating
cubic are independent of the choice of axes, provided the

origin is fixed, and therefore the coefficients of the powers
of k in the cubic have the property of invariance. These

coefficients, the values of which are invariant, that is, inde-

pendent of the choice of axes, are, as will be seen,

A + B+C, AB+BC+CA-D2-E 2-F\
ABC-2DEF-AD2-BE2-CF2

.

168. Meaning of a Product of Inertia. It is important to

gain a clear idea of the meaning and effect of a product of

inertia. Consider a body of any form revolving about a

shaft, fixed in position and so strong that it is not sensibly
disturbed by the action of the body upon it. The body
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may be of any form whatever; for example, one of th(

arms of a Watt's steam-engine governor, or the crank-axh
of a locomotive, may serve to fix the ideas. The body h

attached to the shaft by bearings, the reaction on which w(
shall also consider. Let any origin on the central line oi

the shaft be chosen, and the central line taken as axis of z,

while the other axes are taken in a plane at right angles t(

Oz through 0. The coordinates x, y, z of each element ol

mass are taken for the configuration of the system at

given instant. A particle of mass m at the point P(x, y, z)

is moving about Oz in a circle of radius Jx2+ y
2

. Hence, il

is under acceleration towards Oz of amount w2Jx2+ y
2

(mu
2
x-\ mtbyj^r ^7

mw x+mioy

O moj.r+m&y-

Fig. 77.

This is applied to it through the action of the rest of the

body. The particle reacts on the system with an equal
and opposite force. This reaction, being outward from Oz,

has no moment about Oz, and can be resolved into two

components, mA parallel to Ox and muPy parallel to Oy.
These act as shown in Fig. 77.

Again, if the angular speed is varying there is a force on

the particle at P, of amount mw\/x2
-{-y

2
,
in the direction of

motion, and, as before, a reaction of the same amount in the
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opposite direction on the rest of the system. This reaction

has components mwy, mwx in the direction of Ox and Oy
respectively, as shown in Fig. 77.

We shall consider the aggregate of these reactions and
their effect, which is to exert certain forces upon the

supporting shaft or axle. For this purpose we introduce

at the origin forces maPx+ mwy, m<>2
y m<bx along Ox,

Oy with two equal and opposite forces to balance them.

The force murx+ m<hy at P and the force (mw2x+ m<by)
at give a couple of moment mw2xz+ mdoyz about an axis

in the direction of Oy, and similarly, the forces mary mwx
at P and mw2

y+mwx at give a couple of moment

mwhjz+mwxz about an axis in the direction of Ox. The
forces at P in their action on the body, and ultimately on
the axis of support, are equivalent to these two couples,
and the two forces at 0, mw2x+ m(by acting along Ox and
mw2

y nwx acting along Oy.
This process, applied to all the particles of the system,

reduces the reactions to two resultant couples of moments
w2
'E(mxz)+ d)Z(myz\ a)

22l(myz)+ w2,(mxz) [or as we may
write them, EuP+ Dcb, Dco2+ Ecb, where D, E are the

products of inertia H(myz), 1,(mxz)], about axes parallel to

Oy, Ox and two forces w2
2mx-\-(b'Zmy, co^my <bHmx

along Ox, Oy. If x, y be the coordinates of the centroid,
these forces become w2

Mx+<bMy, w2My wMx, where M
denotes the whole mass of the body. If the products of

inertia B, E are zero, the moments of the couples are zero,

and there is no couple of reaction given by the resolution

with respect to the chosen axes : only the forces w2Mx -fwM y,

(*)
2My wMx remain applied at 0.

169. Reactions of an Unsymmetrical Rotating Body on its

Bearings. Free Axis of Rotation. So far only the reactions have
been included, and they appear as the reversed mass-accelerations.

But the applied forces X, Y on the particle of mass m at P, give

couples Xz, - Yz about axes parallel to Oy, Ox respectively, with
forces X, Y applied at 0. Thus we obtain resultant couples *2Xz,

'ZYz about these axes, and resultant forces 2X, 2Fat 0.

Now let the body be held by two bearings on the axis Oz at distance
a1? a2 from 0, and let X

l ,Yli X2 ,
Y2 denote the components of forces

exerted by these bearings respectively on the body. The latter forces

and the aggregate of reactions must form a system in equilibrium.
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Taking moments about the bearings in succession, we obtain

v { M(<o
2x+ <uy) + SX}a2

-
(Eqj

2+ DC* + SXz)

v {M(i*x.+iQ)+'2X) l -(E>
2 +Dth+ ?Xz)

JL<>= "j

v {M(ta^-<ox) + ?,Y)a2 -(D<at-Eu+ ?,Yz)
JL 1
=

51 a2
- a

x

Y = {M(<&j - wx) + 2 Y}ax
-
(Du>

2 -E6>+ 2 Yz)
2 a2 -ax

Along with these, if Z
x ,
Z2 be the forces in the direction of Oz

applied to the body by the bearings, and Z be the applied force in

that direction on the representative particle of mass m at P, we have

Z
X +Z2+2Z=0 (2)

If the bearings be on the axis of z, the force along Oz applied to the

body at one bearing can have no moment about the other, and so

the conditions 2(Zr)= 2(Z<y)=0 must be fulfilled.

Let now the bearings be at equal distances on opposite sides of the

plane xOy, then a2
= -a

x
=

a, say, and we get

X
x
=- %{M((o

2x + w?/)+ zX\ H

X2
= - \{M{u

2x+ wT/)+2Z} -

F
1=-P(a,2y-^)+SF}+

2a

E>2+ Du,+ 2Xz
2a

'

Dufi-Ew+ 'ZYz

2a

D<o2 - Ew+ ZYz
2a

.(3)

If E denote the resultant of M((o
2x+ o)i/)+HX in the direction of

Ox and M(a)
2
y -

wx)+ 2 Y in the direction of 0y, and R the resultant

of (Ew?+ D<b+ ?Xz)/a in the direction of Ox, and (D<o
2 - Ew + '2Yz)/a

in the direction of Oy, these equations show that at one bearing,
forces -\E, \R, and at the other bearing, forces \E, \R, are

applied to the body. The forces applied by the body to the bearings
are equal to these forces reversed. The two equal but oppositely
directed forces \R, -\R are entirely due to the products 2), E of

inertia if there are no applied forces, and in that case vanish when
these products are zero. They tend to turn the supporting shaft or

axle round in their plane of action.

We have thus an example of the effects of products of inertia on the

supporting axis of a rotating body. We may take the driving axle of

a bicycle with its pedals, which give products of inertia for an axis

through the centroid, or the driving axle of a locomotive with its cranks
and attachments as practical examples. It will be observed that the
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closer together all attachments, such as pedals or cranks, are placed,
the smaller are the products of inertia and the resulting couples.
Undue spreading out of the parts along the axis of rotation increases

the products of inertia, and augments the couple, causing unsteadiness

of running.
If we choose the axes Ox, Oy through so that *2{mxy) is zero, and

if at the same time ^(myz), *2(mzx) be each zero, then the three axes
of coordinates Ox, Oy, Oz are principal axes of moment of inertia of

the body. It will be observed that if be taken at the centroid

Mx=My=0, and that therefore if the axes Ox, Oy, Oz be principal
axes through the centroid, and there be no applied forces, there is no
action whatever exerted on the axis of support or exerted by that
axis on the body. Hence, in the absence of other forces, the body,
if rigid, will, when set rotating about Oz, continue to do so without

support. Oz is then what is called a free axis. It will be clear that

any principal axis of moment of inertia through the centroid is a
free axis.

170. A.M. about any Axis. Equations of Rotational Motion.

Let now the axis OA in the direction I, m, n be one about
which the whole system is turning with angular speed w.

The angular momentum H about the axis is given by

H=a>(Al
2+ Bm'i+ Cn2-2Dmn-2Enl-2Flm), ...(1)

or, as we may write it,

H=w{l(Al-Fm-En)+m(-Fl+Bm-Dn)
+n(-M-Dm+ Cn)} (2)

But the angular momentum is also IH^mH^+nHz,
where H

1}
H

2 ,
H

z (the F, G, H of 71) are the components
of angular momentum about the axes of x, y, z. Hence,
since a\, ov

2 ,
w
z ,

the angular speeds about the same axes,
are lea, moo, noo respectively,

H
x
= A(6

X
F(*)

2
Ews ,

H
2
= Fw

1+ Bco
2

Deo

'}...(3)H
z
= Ew

x
Dco

2 -f Cco
s

.

If L, M, N be the moments of forces about the axes, the

time-rates of variation of these components give three

equations of the form

Ac*! Fw
2

Edo
3 -\-A^ F(*)

2
Ew

s
= L; (4)

for it will be noticed that as the body is in motion relatively
to the axes, the quantities A , B, C, D, E, F cannot be taken
as constants.
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The equation of the ellipsoid referred to its princip*
axes may be written

XP+X#+V{*-1, (5)

where A', B\ C are the moments of inertia about th(

principal axes. If I, m, n be the direction-cosines, wit!

reference to the principal axes, of the axis about which the

angular speed is o>, the angular momenta about the prh
cipal axes are A'lw, B'mc, C'nco = A'(jo

1 ,
B'a)

2 ,
C /

co
3 ;

but il

is only when the axes of reference and the principal ax(

are coincident that these simple values of the componenl
of angular momentum are obtained.

If at the instant under consideration the principal ax(

coincide with the axes of reference, A' = A, B' = B, C =

and D= E=F=0. The equations of motion are now

Aw-l+A^ Fco
2

Ea)
s
= L, (6)

and two others of similar form. It will be noticed thi

though D, E, F are zero, their time-rates of variation ai

not in general zero, for the body is changing in positioi
with reference to the axes, and the coincidence of ax<

existing at time t no longer exists at time t-\-dt.

We now suppose the system to be a rigid body, so thj

the values of A, F, E are to be calculated subject to this

condition. Since A =2 {/u(y
2+z2

)}, E= ^(/ulzx), F= 2(lULxy)

A = 22{ fJ.(yy + zz)}, F=2{fji(xy + yx)}, F=H{ ju(zx+ xz)}

But since the body is rigid and is turning with anguh
speeds co

1 ,
a>

2 ,
a>
3 about the axes,

x = oo
2
z M.

6y, y = (jo.
3
x (t)

lz, z = w
ly w

2x, (7)

so that yy + zz = w
sxy oo^xz. Hence A = 2 { // (yy+ zz)}= 0,

since D=E F=0 at the instant. Again,

xy+ yx = ft>
3 (x

2+ z2)- w9(y
2+ z2 )+ w

2yz
-
^xz,

and therefore F=coB(B A).

Similarly E=w9{A G). The equation of motion become
therefore

'

A(h _ {B
_ G )u>^= L (8 ;

Similar results hold for the other two cases.
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Here A, B, C are the moments of inertia about the

principal axes, which we have supposed to coincide at the

instant with the fixed axes of reference. The angular
speeds <a

ly
co

2 ,
a>

3
are those about the fixed axes of x, y, z;

but since, obviously, there is no difference between the

angular speed about a moving axis and that about a fixed

axis with which the moving axis coincides, we may regard
ojj,

w
2 ,

o)
3
as the angular speeds about the principal axes of

the momental ellipsoid, which moves with the body. It

requires examination, however, to decide whether cb
l ,

the

time-rate of variation of the angular speed ft>
x
about the

fixed axis of x, may be identified with the time-rate of

variation of the angular speed about the moving axis
;
for

after the lapse of time dt the moving axis has separated
from the fixed axis.

To decide this point, we find, what the angular speed
about the moving axis is at time t+ dt. In time dt the

principal axis, which coincided

with Ox at time t, has turned f\

round in the plane xOz through
the angle co

2
dt by the rotation

about Oy, and in the plane xOy
through the angle cD

s
dt by the

rotation about Oz (Fig. 78). In
other words, a line Oa of unit

length, which coincided with

Ox, has been turned about
so that its outer extremity a Fig. 78.

has now coordinates 1, co
3dt,

w
2dt, and these quantities may be taken as its direction-

cosines. Hence the cosine of the angle between the new
position of this line and the fixed axis, now of direction

cosines l+dl, m+ dm, n+dn (about which the angular

speed is now w+ wdt), is l+ (mco3 na)
2)dt, and the angular

speed about it is

(o)+ a) dt) {I+ (mft>3 nw2)dt}
= (w+ wdt)l-\- (co2w3 (jo3ct)2)dt,

to the first order of small quantities. Hence <bldt is the

change in the angular speed about the moving axis
;

which is precisely the change which takes place in time dt
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in the angular speed about the fixed axis with which the

moving axis of Ox coincided at the beginning of that

interval of time.

We have thus obtained for a rigid body, moving aboul

the fixed point 0, the very important result that the equation*
of motion with respect to principal axes of moment oi

inertia passing through the point and moving with tlie boch

are
A^-{B-G) W^=LA
B<i>2 -(C-A)^i =M\ (9]

Ccb3 {AB) w^z = N,)

where A, B, G are the principal moments of inertia for tin

fixed point 0. These equations were first given by Euler
and are of continual application in the theory of rotational

motion. Another proof is given in 251. [See also Ex. 17,

p. 336.]

171. Moments of Inertia in Different Cases. In thi

previous sections the part which moments of inertia pla;
in the dynamics of a rigid body has been illustrated. W
now consider a little in detail the practical subject of th<

calculation of moments of inertia in different cases.

In the first place we make some deductions from the

theorem of the momental ellipsoid. First, we see that, if

the principal moments of inertia A, B, C are known, the

moment of inertia about an axis, the direction-cosines of

which with respect to the principal axes are I, m, n, is

Al2+Bm2+ Cn2
. Hence, if A=B=C, the moment of

inertia about the given axis is A. We have such a case

in a uniform cube
; clearly by symmetry principal moments

of inertia for axes passing through the centre are those

about the three axes at right angles to the three pairs of

opposite sides, and are equal. Thus the moment of inertia

about an axis joining two opposite corners of the cube

has the same value as that for any one of these axes
;
in

fact the moment of inertia is the same for every axis

through the centre of the cube. In this and other such

cases consideration of the momental ellipsoid, with the

theorem of 165, enables the moments of inertia about

different axes to be found with great ease.
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172. M.I. of a Lamina. In the case of a plane lamina, or

plate, it is clear that one principal axis is at right angles to

the plate, through whatever point as origin axes in different

directions are taken. For if ZOZ' be an axis at right

angles to the plate, and AOA' an axis inclined at an

angle to ZOZ', the distance d of any element m from
ZOZ' is greater than its distance d' from AOA', since

d' = d cos
<f>,

where
<f>

is some angle between and 0. The
axis ZOZ' is therefore one of maximum moment of inertia,

and the theorem of the momental ellipsoid shows that it

meets the ellipsoid at right angles. The other two prin-

cipal axes therefore lie in the plane of the plate.
If now we take the plane of the plate as that of xy, and

any chosen point as the origin through which axes of

reference are taken, we get, since z = for every particle,
A = 2(/uLy

2
), B=2(/ulx

2
), 0=2{/x(a

2+ 2/
2
)}, whether the axes

in the plane of xy are principal axes or not. Thus we
have C=A+B for a plate; and however the axes may be

taken, provided only that of z be perpendicular to the

plate, the products of inertia D and E vanish, and F also

vanishes if the axes of x and y are principal axes. The
moment of inertia of the plate about an axis through the

origin is thus

Al2+Bm2+{A+B)n2 or Al2+Bm2+2Fmn+(A+B)n2
,

and the equation of the momental ellipsoid is

A'g
2+ B'v

2+ (A'+B')
2 = l (1)

or Ai2
-\-Br1

2+ 2Fir]+(A+B)P= lA
, (2)

according as the axes of x and y are or are not principal
axes. As explained above, any constant value can be

assigned to k in (2).

173. M.I. of Triangular Plate. As a first example we find

the moment of inertia of a uniform triangular plate about

any axis in the plane of the plate. The theorem just

proved will then enable the momental ellipsoid to be found
for any point through which axes are taken in different

directions. Let ABC (Fig. 79) be the triangle, OK the axis

in its plane, and D, E, F the feet of perpendiculars, of
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Fig. 79.

lengths pv p2 , p%, let fall on the axis from the vertices

A, B, 0. The" line AH drawn parallel to OK divides the

triangle into two, ABH,
AHC, of which we can

very easily find the

moments of inertia.

Taking first ABH, con-

sider a strip LM of

breadth du, the length
of which is parallel to

the axis, and let n be its

distance from the axis.

The length of the strip is

AHiu-p^Kjj.-p.^),

and its moment of in-

ertia about the axis is

the product of this by
o-u2du, where <r is the mass of the plate per unit am
Thus the moment of inertia I

x
of the triangle is

T (T.AH CPr, .

g
,

Pi F2 JPi

= V.AH{i(P l+P)(pl+Pl)-hPi(pl+PlP.2 +P$}..:('

For the other triangle the length of a strip parallel to

the axis and at distance u from it is AH(ps u)/(p3 p 1 ) y

and its moment of inertia is

cr AH fPs

or I
2
= <t . AH^p^pl+p^+p^-^+p^tpl+p^}. (4)

The whole moment of inertia is the sum of these results,

or if A denote the area of the triangle, that is AH(p3 p2 ),

I= \<rMfl+li\+pi+V2Vz+VzVi+Pi
r

P2) (5 )

If OK intersect the triangle, the p or p s on one side have

positive numerical values, on the other side negative.
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Clearly, (6) gives the moment of inertia, about the axis,

of three particles each of mass ^<rA, placed at the middle

points of the sides. Here we have an example of an

equimomental system. In every way, as regards moment
of inertia, this system of particles is equivalent to the

triangular plate.
If we consider two perpendicular axes through and in

the plane of the triangle, and call one of these the axis of

x and the other the axis of y, the ordinates of the vertices

will be ylf y2 , y3 ,
and their abscissae x

1 ,
x

2 ,
xs ,

and we shall

have for the moment of inertia about Ox,

4 =^a{(^)
2

+(^)
2

+(M^)
2

}
(7)

and for the moment of inertia about Oy,

If now we take an axis through in the plane of the

triangle and inclined at an angle to the axis Ox, the

distances of the vertices from that axis are

yx
cos x

x
sin 6, ...

,

and the moment of inertia can be written down by
substituting these values for pv p2 , ps

in the expression
found above. It will be found to have the form

Acos26+Bsm20-2F8m6cos0, (9)
where

A= T\<rA[{(y 1+ y2)}*+...l B = J\aA[{(xl+ x
2)}*+ ...],

F=
l\o-A{(xl + x

2)(y 1 + y2 ) + ...}.

Hence the equation of the momental ellipsoid is

A^+ Br
}*-2Fgr1+ (A + B)F = k*, (10)

where A, B, F have the values here stated. Of course the

common factor IcrA may be neglected ; and, according to

the value assigned to the parameter k, different, but similar

and similarly situated, ellipsoids are obtained.
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174. M.I. about Axes at any Point parallel to Principal

Axes at Centroid. The moment of inertia of a system with
reference to principal axes through the centroid G being
AV1

-\-Bin
2
-\-Cn

2
,
we can find the relation of this to the

moment of inertia with reference to parallel axes through
any other point. Consider an axis in the direction I, m, n
and passing through an origin whose coordinates with
reference to the axes through the centroid are a, b, c. The

square of the distance h of the centroid from this axis is

a2+ 62+ c2 (la+mb+ nc)
2

,
and the square of the distance

of an element of mass
jul

at the point x, y, z (referred to

the axes drawn from G) is

(x - c^+ (y-bf+ {z-cy-{l(x-a)+ m{y-b) + n{z-c)}

Thus the value of / is

2[iu.{(x-a)
2+ (y-b)

2+ (z-c)
2
-(l(x-a)+m(y-b)

+n{z-c)f)l

which, since Hju = M, the total mass of the system, an<

'E(julx), 'E(juy), 2(//0) are zero, may be written in the form

-- 2mnbc 2nlca 2lmbc [ (1)

It will be noticed that this differs from Al2+Bm2+ Cn2

by Mh2
,
so that we have here another proof of the theorem

of 165.

Taking then distances from 0(a, b, c) along the axes

drawn from for different values of I, m, n, each of such

a length p that the product of the expression just obtained

by p
2 has the same value, k4

,
for all axes drawn through 0,

and putting =lp, r)
= mp, g=np, we obtain for the equation

of a momental ellipsoid referred to axes drawn from

parallel to the principal axes at G,

-26^-2c.^-2^ =y (2)
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It appears therefore that the ellipsoid, with centre at the

point 0, has its principal axes otherwise directed than are

those of the central ellipsoid. But the terms in
//f,

. . .

vanish if the point 0(a, b, c) is on one of the principal axes
at G, and then the principal axes at are parallel to those

at G.

Equation (2) can be written in the form

-3f(af+&,,+ cf)
2 =

(3)

Here
rj, f refer to the origin ;

but if we go back to

the origin G, we see that the equation of a momental

ellipsoid referred to principal axes at G may be written

Hence denoting the expression on the left, taken for the

parallel axes at 0, by S, the equation of the ellipsoid is

S+ M(a*+ 62+ c2)(
2+ f + f

2
)
- M(ag+ br, + c f = 0. (4)

175. Examples of M.I. We take now some examples of the

calculation of moments of inertia for particular cases, considering

only axes drawn through the centroid of the distribution of matter,
inasmuch as the moments of inertia for other axes can then be found
with great ease by the theorem of 165.

1. A straight rod of length 2a and uniform mass /x per unit length.
Here the axis of the rod and any two axes at right angles to the

length and to one another are principal axes. The ellipsoid is in fact

one of revolution. Let the moment of inertia about the axis of the

rod be A : that about a perpendicular axis is

%(*n&dx^liuf^Ma*, (1)
Jo

if M= 2a
fi,

the whole mass of the rod.

The moment of inertia about an axis through the centroid in the

direction I, m, n is therefore Al2+ ^Ma2(m
2 +7i2

),
and the equation of

a momental ellipsoid is A^+\Ma\rf+ {^)
= \ (2)

The thinner the rod the smaller is A, and therefore the longer the
axis of revolution of this ellipsoid in comparison with the other axes.

The equation ^+ 2=! (3)

may be used as that of a momental ellipsoid for all axes which are

not coincident with that of the rod, if the rod be very thin.
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2. A thin rectangular plate of length 2a and breadth 2b and ofuniform
mass fx per unit area. We suppose the plate first divided into thin
rods each parallel to the sides of the plate, and calculating /for one
of these rods, about the longitudinal axis of the plate, find then by
integration I for the whole plate about that axis. Let y be the
distance of a strip of breadth dy from the axis : then its mass is

2crady, and /for the strip is 2cray
2
dy. Hence for the whole plate

I=4o-af
b

fdy= <rab3=M- (4)
(i 3

if M=4crab, the mass of the plate.

Similarly the moment of inertia about a transverse axis in the plane
of the plate is Ma2

/3. It follows from the theorem of plane plates

( 172) that for an axis perpendicular to the plate through G,

I^l6M{a
2+ b2

), (5)

and for an axis through G in the direction I, m, n,

I=lM{(b2
l
2+ a2m2

+(a2+ b2
)n

2
} (6)

The equation of a momental ellipsoid is therefore

b2 2+ a2
yf+ {a

2+ b2
)L

2= l (7

3. A uniform block bounded by rectangular sides. Let its length,
breadth and thickness be 2a, 2b, 2c, and its mass per unit volume p.

Suppose it divided into thin plates parallel to the breadth and length,
and let the distance of one such plate from the parallel middle plane
be z, and its thickness dz. Then, for the plate about an axis through
its centroid parallel to its length, I=4.pa\Pdz\'& ;

to this, by 165, we
have to add 4pabz

2 dz to get the value of / for the plate about the

longitudinal axis of the block. Taking twice the integral of their sum
from z= to z= c, we obtain for the whole block

/_S^2+.,+ .; (8)
o o

Similarly the values of / for axes parallel to the breadth and
thickness are I M{<t

2+ c2
), \M{a

2 + b 2
).

Thus for an axis in the direction I, m, n,

I=lM{(b
2+ c2)l

2+ (c
2+ a2

)m
2+ (a

2+ b2
)n

2
}, (9)

and the equation of a momental ellipsoid is

(b
2+ c2)g

2+ (o
2+ a2

)71
2+ (ct

2+ b2
)C

2=l (10)

4. A thin uniform plate bounded by an ellipse of semi-axes a, b.

The principal axes in this case are clearly the major and minor axes of

the elliptic boundary, and an axis at right -angles to the plane.

Taking first the major axis, a strip parallel to it at distance y, and of

breadth a??/, has 2o-a(l -yl
\b

2Yy2
dy for its moment of inertia. For by

:
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the equation x2
Ja

2 +y2
/b

2= l of the ellipse, the length of the strip is

2a (1 -y2
/brf. Hence for the whole disk,

Ix= 2a-a[

b

(l -& y
2
dy= 2o-ab3

J r̂
sin2 cos?6 dO, , (11)

if y
2
jb

2= sin 2
0. The integral can be found at once by integration by

parts, and we obtain , 2 , 2

Ix= ab
h
4=M

h*

(12)
4 4

where M=ircrab, the mass of the disk.

Similarly, for the minor axis,

Iy
=M% (13)

4

The moment of inertia about the third axis, I2 ,
is given by the

relation IZ
=IX+ I!/ ,

and we have

I.=Mt^ (14)
4

Thus, for an axis in the direction I, m, n,

I=iM{b2
l
2+ahn2+ {a

2+ b2
)n

2
), (lfc)

and the equation of a momental ellipsoid is

a+ay+(<*+tft
s
~ii ( 16)

the equation already found for a rectangular plate.
These results are of course, with a2 = 62

, applicable to a circular disk.

5. A uniform ellipsoid of semi-axes a, b, c. The equation of the
surface is

'

2 2
z jjf 4-i = i

a2+ b2
+

c2
~

'

and evidently the axes of .r, y, z are the principal axes. We find first

/ for the axis of x, and for that purpose divide the ellipsoid up into

elliptic disks parallel to the plane of x, y through the centre. Let z

be the distance of such a disk from the plane of x, y. The area of the
disk is irab{\ --z2/c

2
), and its moment of inertia about an axis in its

own plane through its centroid parallel to that of x is %iro-ab\\ z2/c
2
)
2

.

Hence the moment of inertia about the .'.-axis of the ellipsoid is

<rab{\ -z2
ic

2
){z

2+ %b
2
(l-z

2
lc

2
)}.

We get, taking twice the integral of this from 2=0 to 2= c,

l^^pabc
b2

^=M
b̂ 't (17)

O D

Similarly we obtain

I,
=Mc2+

/, I.=j (18)
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The moment of inertia of a uniform sphere about a diameter is thus
Mr2

,
where r is the radius.

The moment of inertia of the ellipsoid about an axis in the direction

I, m, n is thus given by

/=|i/{(6
2+c^2

+(c
2+ a2)m2+ (a

2+ 6'
2
)

2
} ) (19)

and the equation of a momental ellipsoid is

(62+ c2)j2+ (6
.2+ a2) 7?

2+ (a
2+62

) ^2 =1 (2Q)

6. An ellipsoidal shell. It is sometimes necessary to use the moment
of inertia of a thin spherical or ellipsoidal shell. This we can obtain

by differentiation from the moments of inertia found above. For take

l*=Mpabc(b2 + c2)
= lM(b2+ c2

), (21)

which has been found above for a solid ellipsoid of uniform density p.

Let the axes be increased in length by small amounts da, db, dc
; then,

neglecting small quantities of the second order, we get

d/,=A Jrpa6c
{(6a

+c)(^+^+^) + 2(6d&+
ccfc)}

(22)

The former mass is M=^irpabc, the increase of mass, dM, is

f^irpabc (da/a 4- dbjb+ dc/c) ;

hence we can write the equation just found in the form

dlx=ldM. (6
2+ c2)+ \Md{b2+ c2

), (23;

which we might have obtained at once from the second form of Ix
in (17). Similar results hold of course for Iy ,

Iz .

If the axes be increased in the proportion of their lengths so that

da\a= db\b= dc\c=d\, say, we get

dIx^^rpabc{b
2+ c2)dk= bIxdX (24)

The moment of inertia of a thin spherical shell about a diameter is

thus \Mr2
,
if M is the mass of the shell and r its radius.

If the moments of inertia of thick shells bounded by concentric

surfaces are required, the moments of inertia of the solid ellipsoids
which coincide with the outer and inner surfaces of the shells must be
calculated and the required moments of inertia found by subtraction.

176. Condition that an Ellipsoid may be a Momental Ellipsoid.

While a momental ellipsoid, or, rather a series of momental

ellipsoids, can be found for any point taken in relation to a

given material system, it is not the case that to every
ellipsoid that can be described there corresponds a material

system of which it is a momental ellipsoid. For (except in

the limiting case in which one principal moment of inertia

is zero and the other two principal moments are equal) the

.
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sum of any two principal moments of inertia is greater than
the third. Take say A+B-C. We have

A = 2{v(y
2+ z2)}, ,

and so A+B-C=2{juL(y2+z2+ z2+x2-x2-y2
)}
= 2(2/zs

2
),

which is positive, and the same thing can be proved for

A + C B and B+C A. Thus, unless the sum of the

squares of the reciprocals of the lengths of any two of

the principal axes of the given ellipsoid is greater than the

square of the reciprocal of the length of the third, the given
ellipsoid cannot be a momental ellipsoid of an^ material

system.

177. Foci of Inertia. Let the principal moments of inertia

at the centroid, G, of a given material system be A, B, C,

and let A, the moment about the axis of x, be greater
than B, the moment about the axis of y. On the axis of x
take two points lt 2 (Fig. 80), one on each side of the

centroid, at a distance
1
G = G0

2
= */(A -B)/M. Since

1

and
2
lie on a principal axis through G, the principal axes

at either point are parallel
to the principal axes at G.

The moment about the axis .^ /

of x is A for each point, ^^ ~~^^
while that about the axis

of y at
X
or

2
is

B+M(A-B)/M=A.
Thus the moment of inertia

is the same for every axis

at
1
or 0.

2
in the plane of

xy, that is the momental Fig.~80.

ellipsoids with centres at

1
or

2
are ellipsoids of revOxUtion. The points V 2

are

called foci of inertia.

If we take any point P in the plane of two of the

principal axes at G, it can be proved that one of the

principal axes at that point is perpendicular to the plane.
For let the plane be that of x, y, and let h, k be the co-

ordinates of P, and x, y, z the coordinates, with reference to
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the principal axes through the centroid, of an element of

mass ju. We have then for an axis through P parallel to

Gz, the products of inertia

2{[i(x-h)z}, ^{n{y-h)z},

which are both zero since X(/jxz) = 2(juyz)= 0, and 2(//z) = 0,

for the axes at G are principal axes and G is the centroid.

Hence the proposition stated.

Again, taking the plane of x, y at G, let Gx (Fig. 80) be
the axis about which the moment of inertia is A (> B), .

and
lt 2

be the foci of inertia. Then, if we take any
point P in the plane and join it with

lt 2 ,
the moments

of inertia about
X
P and

2
P are the same in amount, and

one principal axis at P has been shown to be at right angles
to the plane X

P0
2

. The other two must be the internal

and external bisectors of the angle C^POg. For if a

momental ellipsoid be described from P as centre it will

meet the plane 1
P0

2 (the plane xGy) in an ellipse, and the

radii-vectores from P through X , 2
will be equal in length.

The principal axes of the ellipse are the bisectors referred

to. Thus if an ellipse or hyberbola be described through P
with

X
and

2
as foci, the two principal axes at P required

are the tangent and normal to the curve at P as shown in

the figure.

178. Ellipsoid of Gyration. Finally may be noted here

some theorems regarding other ellipsoids which also repre-
sent conveniently the moments of inertia of a material

system about different axes through a specified point. For

example, if,M being the total mass, we write Mtfv Mk\, Mk\
for the moments of inertia A, B, C about principal axes

through the specified point, we may use the equation of

the momental ellipsoid in the form

*K'+ijf+*SC
,-i w

The quantities k
lf
k
2 ,
k
3
are called radii of gyration of

the system about the principal axes.

It is convenient sometimes to use the ellipsoid

e+i+ ?=L, (2 )A +B+ IT
W
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which is said to be reciprocal to the momental ellipsoid

A?+B#+C?=l, (3)

and is called the ellipsoid of gyration. With the constant

term on the right chosen as 1/M, where M is the whole

mass, the ellipsoid represents moments of inertia about
different axes through its centre in the following manner.
For every such axis two parallel planes can be drawn to

touch the ellipsoid and be perpendicular to the axis.

These planes are at the same perpendicular distance p from
the centre, and the moment of inertia about the axis is

Mp2
.

For the direction-cosines of the normal I, m, n, say, are

given by the equations

I, a 1

l,m,n = r (4)
-2\i

\A 2^B2^C2J

Hence, if
t], f be the coordinates of a point in which a

tangent plane touches the surface, the length of the per-

pendicular is

lf+mr,+nt=p = r (5 )

But since l/(g/A)
=

m/(r}/B)
= n/(/C), we get by squaring

the fractions, multiplying the numerator and denominator
of the first squared fraction by A, of the second by E, and
of the third by C, and then adding numerators and denomi-

nators,

g^+mi*+*q= 1 =
1/M F/Ai+f/Bt+ p/C*

l W
by (5). Hence we have

VA+m2B+n2C=Mp\ (7)

which is the proposition stated above. Thus the perpen-
dicular p on the tangent plane is exactly the radius of

gyration of the body about the axis with which the perpen-
dicular coincides. In this lies the convenience of this mode
of representation.
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It will be seen that if k
x>
k
2i
k& be the principal radii of

gyration, we can write the ellipsoid of gyration in the

more compact form, ^2 2
~
2

l+Hr 1 <>

This ellipsoid is said to be reciprocal to the momental

ellipsoid, (1) above, for the following geometrical reason.

Let the momental ellipsoid be constructed, and concentric

with it a sphere of such radius that it lies wholly within
the ellipsoid. Then taking any point P on the momental

ellipsoid, draw the polar plane of P with reference to

the sphere, that is the plane which contains the points of

contact of all tangent planes to the sphere which pass

through P. Then if we cause the point P to travel over
the momental ellipsoid, we get a succession of polar planes
which all touch a second ellipsoid envelope it, as it is

said. This second ellipsoid is coaxial with the first and

reciprocal to it. The ellipsoid of gyration, (2) or (8), may
be regarded as thus produced with a suitable choice of the

radius of the sphere of reference.

179. Equimomental Cone. Theorem of Binet. At any point

P, the principal moments of inertia at which are A, B, C, the axes for

which the moment of inertia has the same value / form a cone of

which the principal diameters are the principal axes at P. For if

I, m, n be the direction-cosines of an axis about which the moment
is /, we have PA +m2B+n?C=I or P(A -I) +m?(B-I)+ n2(C- 1)= 0.

Multiplying by p= /l
=

rflm=--{/ni
we get

(A -I)p+{B-I)yf+C-I)&= Q, (1)

which is the equation of a cone, called an equimomental cone, on which
lie the axes in question through P. The principal axes of this surface

are coincident with the principal axes of the momental ellipsoid at P,
since there are no terms involving the products of coordinates

?/, ?/,

{. Different equimomental cones are obtained for different values

of /, but it is to be carefully remarked that all have this property.
To further determine the principal axes of moment of inertia at any

point P, we consider the surfaces which pass through P and are

confocal with the ellipsoid of gyration which has its centre at G (the
central ellipsoid of gyration), which for brevity we shall refer to as

the ellipsoid E. The equation of a surface through P confocal with E is

^Ta
+^+

^TI
=1 (2)
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Its principal sections have the same foci as those of the ellipsoid E.

Equation (2) may be regarded as a cubic equation for the determination
of A, for any given fixed real values of x, y, z. There is no difficulty
in proving that all three roots are real, and that one is less than the

least of k\, k
2

2 , k^ and negative or positive according as P is within or

without E, while the other two roots are both negative, and have
numerical values which, taken positive, lie one between the greatest
and next greatest and the other between the least and next least of

l'~v />% 3. Thus, if
j,

fr?2 , lei be in order of magnitude, the greatest first,

j + A, &2+ A, k^+X are all positive for the first root, ^+A is positive

and k
2

2+ A, &3+ A are negative for the second, and ^-f A, kl+\ are

positive and
j
4- A is negative for the third. The surface represented

by the equation is an ellipsoid when the first root is used as the value
of A, a hyperboloid of two sheets when the second root is taken, and a

hyperboloid of one sheet in the third case. Thus through any point
whatever can be drawn these three surfaces confocal and therefore

coaxial with the ellipsoid E. It can easily be proved that at the point
of intersection the normals to the three surfaces are mutually perpen-
dicular. Moreover, the normals to the hyperboloids at P are tangents
to the lines of curvature of the

confocal ellipsoid at the same

point, that is, the intersections

of the surface by the two

planes at right angles to one
another which contain the radii

of greatest and least curvature
of the ellipsoid at the point.

Now, from the specified point
/\ at which it is required to

find the principal axes, draw a

tangent cone to any surface

confocal with E. To fix his

ideas the student may take the

confocal ellipsoid. This cone is

the locus of the intersections of

planes which all pass through
P and touch the surface. Take

any one of these planes and calculate its distance from G. If I, m, n

be the direction-cosines of a normal to the plane from G, the square of

this distance is, by (2),

P(k*+ \)+m*(kl+ \)+ nHtfi+ \) = l
2
kl+m%+ n2

kl+\ (3)

Thus if (Fig. 81) a perpendicular from Q meet the tangent plane at

//and a parallel tangent plane to E in //
,
and we write p, p for GH

and 6'//
() ,
we get X=p2

-p\- This interprets A, and we see that it is

the same for all tangent planes drawn from P to the same surface

confocal with E.

Fig. 81.
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But if we write GP2= r2
,
we have PH2=r2 -p2

. Hence, by 165,

if we take the moment of inertia of the body about G'lf, namely Mp
2

>

the moment of inertia about a parallel axis through P is

Mpl+ M(r2 -p2
)
= M(r2

--\) (4)

Thus r2 - A is the square of the radius of gyration about the axis

parallel to Off through P, and hence the axes drawn through P
parallel to all the axes Gff, corresponding to planes through P
enveloping the surface characterised by A, form an equimomental cone
with P as vertex, and the principal axes at P are those of this cone.

Such an equimomental cone can be drawn by enveloping any one of

the confocal surfaces by planes through P, and we have seen that the

principal axes of all such cones coincide. We may therefore use any
one of the three confocal surfaces which intersect in P. In this case

the equimomental cone has one axis at P perpendicular to the surface

which it envelopes ;
and thus, by drawing an equimomental cone to

envelope each surface, we see that the three principal axes at P are

normals to the three confocal surfaces which these intersect. This is

Binet's theorem.

EXERCISES VI.

1. Prove that if the mass of a system is symmetrically distributed

on the two sides of a plane, a pair of principal axes lie in that plane
for every point of it.

2. A uniform plate is in the form of a regular polygon. Prove
that its m.i. about an axis through its centre at light angles to its

plane is M(r'
2 + 2r2

), where r, / are the radii of the inscribed and
circumscribed circles.

3. Find the m.i. of a uniform elliptic plate, of semi-axes
, b, and

mass m, round an axis at right angles to its plane and passing through
an end of a diameter inclined at an angle 6 to the major axis. Find
also the m.i. about a tangent to the elliptic boundary at the extremity
of the diameter specified [Ex. 4, 175].

4. Prove that the m.i. of a homogeneous right circular cone about
an axis through the centroid perpendicular to the axis of figure is

^\jM(h
2+ 4a2

),
where a is the radius of the base and h the height of the

cone from base to vertex.

Prove also that the m.i. about the axis of figure is foMd*. Hence
find the m.i. about an axis I, m, n through the centroid, and the

equation of the central m.e. Find also the m.e. for the vertex.

5. Prove that in a momental ellipsoid the length of the shortest

of the three axes is not less than that of the perpendicular let fall

from the centre on the line joining the extremities of the other two
axes.
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6. A uniform elliptic lamina of mass M is loaded with two particles
each of mass m placed at the extremities of the minor axis. Find
what condition must be fulfilled in order that the principal axes for

any point on the boundary of the lamina may be the tangent and
normal at the point.

7. Prove that a body of given density and of mass M will have
minimum m.i. about an axis through a given point if it is a sphere
with its centre at the point.

8. Prove that the m.i. of a uniform hemispherical shell is the same
for every axis through the centre. Hence show that the same thing
is true for axes drawn through the vertex of the surface.

9. A uniform plate is bounded by a parabola (#
2= 4#.r) and a

straight line perpendicular to the axis at distance c from the vertex :

prove that the m.i. of the plate about the axis of symmetry is fiJ/ca,
and about the tangent at the vertex is %Mc

z
. Hence find the m.e. for

the vertex.

10. A solid ellipsoid may be regarded as made up of infinitely thin

similar and similarly situated ellipsoidal shells, each of uniform density.
This density varies as the distance from the centre along the axis a.

Show that the m.i. about that axis is |J/(6
2+ c2

),
where M is the mass

of the ellipsoid. [Equation (24), 175. Put b=pa, c= qa, p= ka,
where p, q, k are constants]

11. Show that the foci of inertia for a uniform elliptic lamina lie

on the minor axis at distances from the centre each equal to \ae.

12. A rigid body has its mass M symmetrically distributed on the

two sides of a vertical plane and revolves under gravity about an axis

at right angles to the plane of symmetry. At the instant considered

the angular speed is w : show that the resultant forces on the axis are

AI(u-h+g cos 6) outwards along the perpendicular let fall from the

centroid on the axis and Mgsm 6. k2
/(h?+ k2

) at right angles to this

perpendicular, where h is the distance of the centroid from the axis,
k the radius of gyration about a parallel axis through the centroid, and
6 the inclination of the perpendicular to the vertical.

13. If the perpendicular from the centroid to the axis of rotation

have an initial inclination a. to the vertical, show that the forces are

respectively

^{(3A
2+ F)cos 0-2tfcosa.}, Mg ^Jt^sm

0.

Hence show that the resultant stress is a minimum when = a..

14. A planet of mass M has a satellite of mass m which revolves

about it at a constant distance r. The planet has moment of inertia /
about a diameter and rotates with angular speed n about an axis per-

pendicular to the orbit. Show that the a.m. of the system about its

centroid is ln + 2<s/KMm(M+my"*r?, where k is the force of attraction

between two particles of unit mass at unit distance apart.
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15. Show that the total energy E kinetic and potential of the

planet and satellite in Ex. 14 is given by

E=In2 -%KMmr- 1 + C,

where C is a constant.

16. A body turns about a fixed point with angular speeds &>,, w2 ,
w3

about axes fixed in space. Show that the kinetic energy T is given by

T= | (A 0%+ Bu>l+ Ccol
- 2 Do)2u>3

- 2
,w3w 1

- 2 /^w.,),

and verify that the equations of motion are

dt d(o
x

'
dt (3w2

'
dt (3(o3

[See 170.]

17. By means of equation (1), 9, and the values of II
l ,
H2 ,

Hz

(F, G, Hoi 9) given in 170, find the general equations of motion
with respect to moving axes for a rotating body.

Also by (1), 9, taking for F, G, H the angular speeds to,, w2 ,
i3

about the moving axes, and for Z, M, N the angular speeds about
fixed axes with which the moving axes at the instant coincide, prove
that wx= 6)u <Uj,

= a>2 , (t>z
= to3 . [See also 170.]

18. If the axes of x and z are the axes of greatest and least m.i. for

the origin, in the case of any material system, prove that the equi-
momental cones intersect the m.e. in curves which, projected on the

planes of yz and xy, give ellipses, and projected on the plane of xz

give hyperbolas.

19. Find the locus of P ( 179) so that the moment of inertia with

respect to the principal axis (Pz, say) at the point may have a constant
value Mk2

.

By (4), 179, the m.i. about a principal axis of the surface

M(r2.- A), where A is a root of equation (2) of that section, and
r2 ==x2+y2+ z2 . Now here Mk2= M(r2 -

X), so that X=r2 -Jc2
. Sub-

stituting in (2), we get for the required locus

x2
j_ y

2
j_

z2 _
r2 -k2+k/

;
r2 -k2

+kl r*-k2
+kl

a surface of the fourth degree. If for (1) on the right we substitute

(x
2 +y2+ z2)lr*, and put a2= h2

-k\, b2=k2
-k\, c2=k2

-k\, the equation
takes the form

a2x2 b2y
2 c2z2 _

the well-known equation of the wave-surface.
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20. Find the condition that a given straight line

(x
-

a.)jl
=

(y
-
f3)/m = (z- y)/n

may be a principal axis at some point, and find the coordinates x, y, z

of the point.
The line must be a normal to the quadric surface, (2) 179, wnich

passes through the point and is confocal with the central ellipsoid,

and therefore, if we put n=x/l(k
2+ \.)=y/m(}t%+ \.)=z/n(k

2

3+ X.), and
substitute the values of x, y, z which these give in the equation of the

line, we get /x
=

(cl/1
-
/3/m) /(k

2

-t%)=(f3lm-y/n)/(kl-k
2

3),
which is the

condition required.
The value of

fx
is thus known, and so x, y, z can be found. The

value of A is assigned by substituting the values of x, y, z in the

equation of the quadric. This gives X-\-l
2
Jc\-\-m

2 l
2

2+ n2k
2

3
=

\j/a
2

.

21. Prove that in the plane auv+fiy+ yz 1 = there is a point for

which it is a principal plane of the m.e. (with centre at the point) of a

given material system. Prove that if A, B, C be the principal
moments for the centroid, the coordinates of the point are those of the
intersection of the plane with the straight line

x/a.
- A =y/(3 -B=z/y-C.

22. Prove that a straight line drawn on a uniform thin plate is a

principal axis of m.i. for some point on the line. Find the point if the

straight line pass through the centroid.

23. A principal axis at a point P meets a principal axis for a point

Q in a point R. Two planes are drawn through P and Q respectively

perpendicular to these principal axes. Show that their line of inter-

section is a principal axis for the point in which it meets the plane
PQR.

24. Ox
} Oy and Ox, Oy' are two pairs of rectangular axes in the

same plane, and 6 is the angle xOx'. The moments about the first

pair are J, B, and the product of inertia "2,(mxy) is zero. Prove that

Z,(mx'y')
= \{A -2?) sin 20, where = lxOx'.



CHAPTER VII.

APPLICATIONS OF DYNAMICAL PRINCIPLES.

180. Practical Applications. In the present chapter we
shall deal with a considerable number of illustrations of

dynamical principles, drawn as far as possible from practical

affairs, such as mechanical traction, workshop appliances,
and various contrivances made use of in the industries or

in daily life. By practical examples drawn from ordinan

experience and from engineering and the arts generally, th<

relations of the different fundamental ideas, and indeec

their precise significance, are made clear, and by a carefi

study of these the student can obtain a hold of the subject
which no mere study of abstract formulae can provide.
We shall in this chapter use gravitational or practical

units in many examples, and shall distinguish between
force equal to that of gravity on a pound or a ton 01

briefly a force of one pound, or one ton and the ma?
or weight of a pound or a ton by the use of an initio

capital for Pound or Ton in the former case.

There can be no question that the use of the word weight
in the Act of Parliament defining the standard pound, and
the process of comparing masses by weighing, renders

difficult and inconvenient the restriction of the word weight
to forces. The combination foot-ton and the like are in

no danger of being misapprehended.

181. Acceleration in the Direction of Motion. We take

first the simple case in which the acceleration of a body
along the path in which it moves is alone considered. And
here we consider a body moving without rotation as that

is explained in 45 above, or only the motion of the
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mtroid of a body which does not fulfil that condition.

ucceleration is rate of growth of velocity of a body. When
the component in the line of motion is of uniform amount a,

the speed which grows up in t units of time is at. If this

is in addition to the speed n which the body had at the

beginning of the interval of time, the speed at the end

is?;, where v =u+ at (1)

As has been already explained, speeds are measured in

centimetres per second (cm/s), in feet per second (//$), in miles

per hour (mjh), or in knots (k). An acceleration of amount a

may be a rate of growth of afjs per second (written af/s
2

,

or of amjh per second (written am/ks) or of a knots per hoar

(ak/h), or of a knots per minute (akjm). It is to be clearly
understood that acceleration is not velocity, but rate of

growth of velocity, and has in every case its own direction

which does not depend on the direction of motion, but on
the action of other bodies which produces it. The speed in

a given direction which grows up in time t depends on the

average value for that time of the acceleration in that

direction, and on the magnitude of the interval of time t.

If that average value be a, or if the acceleration in the

specified direction is uniform and of amount a, the speed
in that direction, produced in the interval t, is at

;
and if

we desire to specify the units, it will be written at.f/s,

at . m/h, or at .k as the case may be. This will be done
when necessary : it is undesirable to encumber our equations

by always inserting the units specification.
When the acceleration of a body in the direction of

motion is uniform in amount, the average speed during
time t is h(u+ v)= u+ \ at, and the distance travelled in

the time is given by

s=(u+ v)t = id+ iat
2

(2)

If in this we substitute (v u)/a for t, we get

as= i^_i,,2 (3)

Of course u may denote an initial speed which is

negative and a may at the same time denote a positive
acceleration as when an engine exerts a forward pull
on a train moving backward

;
or the initial speed may
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be positive while a denotes a negative acceleration (a

retardation) as when a train approaching a station is being
slowed down by the action of the brakes. The direction

taken positive is a mere matter of convenience
;
the formulae

hold in all cases, with proper interpretation of course when
numerical values of the quantities symbolised are inserted.

182. Motion of a Railway Train. Time lost in Stoppages.

If now F denote the force applied to the body and R the

resistance to motion due to gravity, friction, etc., and these

be constant, the whole work done by F in time / is Fs, and
the part of this spent in increasing the kinetic energy is

(F R)s. But if W be the weight of the body in pounds
or tons, FR= Wa, and so

(F-R)s= Was= Wv2-Wu2
(1)

In the specification of units here employed, the unit of force

is that which gives unit of acceleration to the unit of

weight, a pound, or a gramme, or a ton, and so the unit

of work or energy, may be expressed as lb. (f/sf or ton (f/sf,

as the case may be.

Let, however, the force of gravity on a weight of 1 lb. be

taken, as it often is, as the unit of force, then, since this

force gives to the 1 lb. weight let fall under gravity a

downward acceleration of which the numerical reckoning
is g, the values of F and R are the former values divided

by g. Roughly, g = 32 //s
2

. The unit of work when F and g
are reckoned in the units now specified is 1 ft. lb., the work
done in overcoming a force equal to the gravity of 1 lb.

through a space of 1 foot. We have then in ft, lbs.

1 W 1 W

where it is to be clearly understood that W is the number
of lbs. which the body weighs.
As an example of what precedes, we take the case of

an express train fitted with continuous brakes, which is

brought to rest before entering on a block, and started

again after the block has been declared clear. If the

speed of the train was 60 miles an hour, and the brakes,
and other resistances, produced a retardation of Smjhs, if



the train remained at rest 2 minutes, and was then started

and regained its full speed under uniform acceleration in

travelling 1 mile, it is required to find the running time lost.

The student may construct the speed diagram for such

a case. The ordinates of the curve are speeds, and the

abscissae are times measured from a convenient zero. The
distance travelled in any time is numerically equal to the

area contained between the curve, the line of abscissae,

and the terminal ordinates for the interval of time. The

graph for a journey, including stoppages between which
the maximum speed is attained, is a succession of curves

rising from and falling again to the line of abscissae, with

gaps between. The length of a gap along the line of

abscissae is the duration of the stop. The distance lost

in the running of the train is the area of the gap between
the straight line of maximum speed, the line of abscissae,

and the curve. If this latter area is measured in any way,
the running time lost is got by division by the full uniform

speed of the train.

The time required to bring the train to rest is 20 seconds,
and the distance traversed in stopping is, since the average
speed is 30 mjh, or 44//*, 880/ or 1/6 of a mile. The time
taken to start is 120 seconds, and so the whole time from
the instant of application of the brakes to that of regaining-
full speed is (20+ 120+120)sec. or 260 sec. In this time,
at full speed, the train would have travelled 260 x 88/= 4Jm.
But 1^ mile is actually traversed, so that the loss of

distance is 3 miles. For this 3 minutes would be required,
and this is the exact loss of running time.

The formulae established above have not been referred

to in this simple computation, and the student is strongly
recommended to avoid using formulae, and as far as possible
to use his own common sense, which amounts indeed to

constructing his formulae as he wants them.

183. Work done on Trains. Tractive Force. Positive

work is not done by the resistances in stopping the train,

work is done against these resistances by the train itself,

and its kinetic energy is correspondingly diminished : this

may be regarded as negative work done by the resistances.
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Work is again done by the engine in starting the train up
to its full speed, and the kinetic energy is regained, while,

moreover, work is done in overcoming resistances with a

resulting equivalent in potential energy if the train has
been raised against gravity, in heat generated in overcoming
friction, and a small amount in aerial and other vibrations

in the noise of the train and the shaking of the ground
but this is also finally transformed into heat.

The available tractive force which can be exerted by an

engine is the forward force exerted by the rails against back-
ward slipping of the wheels, and is proportional to the weight
of the engine and the coefficient of friction or

" adhesion
"

( 201) between the wheels and the rails. Let the engine in

the example of 182 weigh 80 tons, and the whole weight
be available for adhesion (as in a tank engine with 5 pairs
of wheels coupled), then in ordinary English weather the

adhesion will enable a tractive force of 16 Tons to be de-

veloped. The resistance R on the level is only about \ per
cent, of the weight of the train. If, however, as we here

suppose, the train in this example weighs 200 tons, and is

on a somewhat steep gradient up which it must be taken,
the total resistance may be very considerable. We take it

here as 9'8 Tons in all. Thus F-R=6% in Tons.

The work done by the engine, in bringing the train

(including of course the engine itself) from rest to its full

speed, amounts, at this value of F, to 16x5280, or 84480,

foot-tons, and the kinetic energy of the train at full speed
is this diminished in the ratio of 6'2 to 16, that is 32736 f.-t.

Let the time of regaining speed be t and that of coming
to rest t'. The total resisting force during t' was B-\-R, if

B denote the brake resistance, and the momentum destroyed
was Wv. The same momentum was regained in the time t

by the action of the force FR. Hence, with gravitational
units of force,

Wv = (B+R)gt'={F-R)<,t,

and therefore t+t'={^+^)
V- (lj

Also +r_j|-J{r. (2)
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The two forms of the last equation show that the total

resistance, B+ R, which is applied during the time t' of

stopping, would if it acted during the time t of regaining

speed, as well as the time of losing it, t', destroy as much
momentum as a force F+B would generate in the interval

t, and, alternatively, that this latter force acting during the

interval t' would generate just as much momentum as

would the force FR (the actual momentum-generating
force during if)

in the whole time t+ t'.

If s, s be the distances travelled by the train in the

times t, if, then, since the kinetic energy, Wv2
/2g, is annulled

by the resistance B+R in the distance s, and regained by
the action of the force FR, over the distance 8, we have

W- = (B+ R)=(F-R)s, (3)

and so 8+^^__+F_J^ (4)

Also . s+s =^TR s =
jr-R

8 (5 )

The energy spent in overcoming brake resistance in the

stop is Bs, and from the last result we get

Bs' = Fs-R(s+ s'), (6)

which of course is self-evident.

184. Effect of Nature of Road Surface on Vehicular Traffic.

These equations, and especially the last, show that dimi-

nution of R must be accompanied by increase of brake

power if the time and distance of stopping are not to be

increased. The resistance R, here taken as constant, de-

pends to a certain extent on the air resistance to the

motion of the train, as well as on the state of the road,
and this part is smaller the lower the speed. The adhesion

to which F is due is not altered in the case of a railway
by improvements of the road

;
but the provision of a hard

smooth surface on an ordinary road makes motor-cars skid,

and prevents horses from obtaining that grip of their feet

on the ground which is necessary for the development of

any given forward force F. In this last case both F and
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R are diminished, and 8, the space traversed in bringing the

speed up to any required value, becomes great, so that

the general speed of traffic is diminished.

185. Efficiency of Brakes. Brakes as such are only
effective if the wheels continue to revolve, as the energy
of motion is consumed in overcoming the frictional re-

sistance between the brake-shoe or band and the surface

against which it is pressed. If the brake be applied too

firmly the wheels will be locked and skid along the rails,

and the braking action is then that of the friction between
the rails and the sliding wheels. The occurrence of this

state of things is rendered all the more likely by the dimi-

nution of the bite of the wheels, in consequence of a greasy
state of the track

;
and a stream of sand should be poured

on that surface, before the brakes are more than moderately
applied.

If the coefficient of friction between the brake-shoe,

supposed applied to the revolving surface of the wheel,
be the same as that between the wheel and the rail, the

thrust of the shoe against the surface must not be so great
as the thrust of the wheel against the rail

;
otherwise the

revolution of the wheel will be opposed by a moment of

forces as great as or greater than that causing it to

revolve, and skidding will begin. If the coefficient of

friction between the wheel and the road be smaller than
that between the wheel and the brake-shoe, the stoppage
of revolution will occur for a smaller thrust of the brake-

shoe than that of the wheel against the rail. Thus the

limit of action of brakes applied to the wheels is that at

which the wheel skids, and some form of emergency brake
which will then check the motion of the carriage along
the rail is necessary. Magnetic brakes actuated by an
electric current have been proposed and used ;

but no

emergency brake used on steep hills should depend on
the rotation of the wheels for its action.

186. Time of Train from Station to Station. It is of im-

portance to determine the time in which under given
conditions of load, brake power, road resistance, weight of

engine, etc., a given journey from one station to another
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m be performed. If the distance is not too great the

speed will not rise above that which it is desirable on
account of curves, or for other reasons, should not be

exceeded. The solution of the problem is given by the

equations written above ( 183), in which the two intervals

of time t, t
f

are now to be supposed to occur in the order

here stated. The distance s+ s (
=

c, say) is fixed, and so

are all the other quantities, W, F, B, R, so that the highest

speed attainable is given by the equation

j2gc(B+R)(F-R) (1)v~y~w~ ~B+F~
~ y )

derived from (3) ( 183). The time is therefore 2c/v or

ficW B+F (2

Ex. 1. A train weighing 200 tons has brake power which, as ordi-

narily used, stops it in \ of a mile from a speed of 60 miles an hour
under additional resistance R. If i?= 9 ,8 Tons, show that B=4 Tons

nearly. If F=12 Tons, show also that for c= 2 miles t+ t' 264 sees.

The highest speed attained according to this example is in feet per
second 4 x 5280/264, or about 55 m/h. In actual working of a local

heavy train between stations two or three miles apart, the slowing
down would be effected more gradually, and so the brakes would be

applied sooner, and the speed attained would be less, and the time
of running somewhat lengthened.
Of course for runs of any length the speed must not rise above the

limit required for safety, and must be reduced before passing curves
of any sharpness. (See 190 for some results based on the Salisbury
accident of 1906.)

Ex. 2. Find the distance travelled (according to the data in last

example) up to. the instant of shutting off steam and applying the

brakes, and the highest speed attained.

Ex. 3. Find the horse-power developed by the engine in accelerating
the train, and the energy and horse-power absorbed by the brake in

stopping it.

If the time t+ t' between two stations at a distance c is fixed, F
must be determined so as to take a train of given weight W under
resistance R and with brake power B, from one to the other in the
allotted time. The student may verify from the equations given
above that

R{B+R)g{t+ t'f+ 2cBW
{B+ R)g{t+ ty-2cW
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Ex. 4. With the former values of W, B, R, find the least value
of F so that the train may be taken a distance of 4 miles in 6 minutes.

[F= 12-2 Tons.]

Ex. 5. Find the least value of F for a train of 100 tons, resistance

0'5 p.c. of load on level, and brake power used that necessary to stop
the train from 60 miles an hour in J mile on the level, if the train is

to be carried on the level 4 miles in 6 minutes. [5= 6375 Tons.]

Ex. 6. An engine can pull a train weighing if tons at a speed Ton
the level, against resistances which vary as the square of the speed,
the engine exerting a pull of P tons weight. Prove that the limiting

speed of the train when running without steam down a plane inclined

at an angle a. to the horizon is VjMsinu./P. What is the maximum
speed with which the engine can draw the train up the incline ?

Ex. 7. An engine of M tons when working at H horse-power
draws n carriages, each of weight M' tons, at the uniform speed of

v miles per hour. Supposing the resistance on the engine and in each

carriage to be proportional to the weight, show that the pull on the

coupling connecting the engine to the first carriage is

75 HnW
448 (M+nM')\

Tons.

Ex. 8. On a certain branch railway there are between the termini
of the branch five stations at nearly equal distances of 2 miles

;
find

for engine and train, etc., as in Ex. 1 (except that the resistance is

that on the level and only 0*5
p.c.

of the load, and the engine gives
a total force F of 3 Tons), and 3 minute stops at the intermediate

stations, how long the journey on the branch would take.

The curve of speed plotted against time is, on the merely approxi-
mately true supposition of constant resistances, a succession of straight
lines, so that the distance travelled between any two stops is \v{t+ t').

If, however, the speed be plotted against distance, the curve consists of

a periodic succession of parts in contact at their extremities : each part
consists of two parabolic arcs which meet the line of abscissae at right

angles, at the vertices in fact of the parabolas.
The distance run from the instant of starting to that of shutting off

steam and applying the brakes is the fraction (B+ R)/(B+F) of the

distance 2 miles, between stations, and the time occupied is the same
fraction of the time, t+ t' seconds, from start to stop. [-M'= 268*3

;

time of journey, 41'8 minutes.]

187. Dynamics of Self-Propelled Vehicle on Straight Road.

If the wheel-base of a self-driven four-wheeled vehicle

for example a motor-car or motor-bus have length b feet,

and height of c.G. h feet, the bite of the driving wheels on
the ground and the consequent forward force (of F Tons,

say) exerted on the wheels and through them on the

i
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vehicle, alters the distribution of the weight between the

front and hind wheels to the extent given by the equation

Flh^wb, (1)

where w is the weight in tons taken off the front wheels
and added to the load on the hind wheels. If then the

weights on the hind and front wheels be W
lt
W

2 respec-

tively, when the driving power is off and the vehicle is

unbraked, and fi be the coefficient of adhesion (or friction),

we have F= /z( W^iv), that is by the former equation

F=& (2)
b fjik

For a constant force F given by this equation, the

acceleration is fibW^/ib /z/t)(iri+ W2)
and the speed at-

tained and distance travelled in time t from rest are given by

_ l
ubW

1 _ 1 fibW, 2v
^{b-nK)(W1+W2)

gh s
-2(b- luh){W1+W2)

9t ' W
Thus the time required to get up a given speed v and

the distance travelled in that time are

<-(>*)(-).* "(i+ :)(H)!
*>

When the power is taken off and brakes are applied to

the hind wheels to stop the car, the retarding force F, say,
takes weight w off the hind wheels and throws it on the

front wheels according to the same relation Fh = wb. But
F is now given by the equation F=/ul(W1 w), and so we
have .

1
.

F=^ (5)
b+ IAIL

Thus, for the time and distance of stopping from speed v
,"""

^+m+m <6>

If the vehicle is only slowed down from speed v to speed
u, the values of t and s are to be found for the slowing
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down and the speeding up again from the equations

respectively.
In a motor-car the height h is not very great, though it

varies with the number of people in it; thus the change of

load on the wheels is small. On a motor-bus, however, the

height h is considerable, and varies a good deal according to

the distribution of the passengers between the inside and
on the top.

In the case of a horse-drawn vehicle of any kind, the

value of W
1
for forward pull is the weight of the horses.

For stopping the case is different according as the hind

wheels, or the front wheels, or both, are braked, and
the horses exert or not a backward push. In the last c

of course, only the shaft-horses can be taken account of.

ind

-
Ex. A motor-bus weighs 9 tons with passengers ;

6 tons are on
the hind wheels and 3 tons on the front wheels, without driving or

retarding force applied. It is driven and braked from the hind wheels
and is limited to a speed of 10 miles per hour. Taking the adhesion
coefficient as I, and the height of the c.g. and the length of the wheel-
base as 5 feet and 15 feet, find the time and distance for starting and

stopping, and the time occupied in a journey of 300 yards between
two stopping stations.

Here we have v= 44/3 (ft. /sec), and

Hence, for starting, t= 3ji (sec), s= 23'5 (ft.), and for stopping
*=3|f (sec), 5= 26-9 (ft.).

Thus 6| seconds are occupied with starting and stopping and

50/4 feet are traversed in the time. There remain 8496 feet t<> In-

travelled at 10 miles per hour, that is 44/3 feet per second, and for

this 57*9 seconds are required, making in all 64*8 seconds as the
time spent in travelling the 300 yards.

In this way, with an allowance for the duration of each stop, the
time required for any specified journey can be found.

188. Dynamics of Vehicle on a Curve. A vehicle, such as

a bicycle or a- motor-car, moving round a curve on the

level, or on a track inclined inward towards the centre of
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e curve, affords an example of the relative equilibrium
referred to in 95. We take first a level track on which
the vehicle, a motor-car say, of weight W, moves so that its

centre of gravity describes a circle of radius r with speed v.

The force toward the centre of the curve required to give
the acceleration v2

/R towards that point is Wv2
/R. That

is supplied by the action of the ground transverse to the

vehicle brought into play by the continual change of direc-

tion of the motion. The force thus applied is equivalent to

a force Wv2
/R towards the centre of the curve, applied at

the C.G., and a couple of moment Wv2
d/R, where d is the

height of the C.G., tending to capsize the car outwards.
This capsizing couple is balanced by the action of the

weight of the car and the vertical forces applied by the

ground to the wheels on the two sides
;
for these vertical

forces are, as we shall see presently, unequal.
If b be the breadth of the wheel-base, and P, Q the

upward forces on the inner and outer pairs of wheels, we
have, taking moments about the line of contacts of (1) the

inner wheels, (2) the outer wheels,

Wv2

^\wbg = Qb, -Wv2

^+\wbg
= Pb (1)

Hence the forces applied to the wheels are

gbR-2v2d n _ wgbR+ 2v*d
(2)

We see then that the inner wheels will just cease to bear
on the ground, that is, the car will be in imminent danger
of upsetting, when 2v2d=gbR ;

that is, when

HV ^
Ex. Take the case of a motor-car for which d is 30 inches and b

5 feet, turning a corner of a street 30 feet wide on the level (that is

in a curve of 15 feet radius). We get in feet per second

-V|^32xl5 = 21-9,

or slightly less than 15 miles per hour, as the limiting speed at which
the wheels on the inner side just cease to press, and the car is on the

point of upsetting.
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The force Wv2
/R is, if the weight of the car W be taken as 2 tons,

143360 in lb. ft./sec
2
units, or the gravity of 4480 lbs., that is, as it

happens in this case, just the force of gravity on the weight of the

car. It is the force towards the centre of the curve applied by the

ground to the tires, and therefore also the force applied by the tires

to the ground the force tending to produce skidding. If the ground
is too slippery to allow this force to be produced, the car will skid.

189. Bicycle on Curve on Banked Track. We now consider

the more general case of a vehicle on a track canted over

towards the centre of the curve to obviate risk of upsetting.
For a bicycle on such a track, the condition of greatest

safety is adjustment of the speed so that the plane of the

bicycle shall be normal to the slope of the track, and there-

fore no transverse force along the slope be applied to the

tires. The reaction of the track on the machine is then

upwards in the plane of the frame, and balances the resultant

of the outward centrifugal force Wv2
/R, and the downward

force of gravity Wg, which acts in the same plane. Then
tana= v2

/gR. If a be given, we can find v from v2 = gR/tsnn

Ex. 1. If the radius of the curve be 120 feet, find the cant of tl

track for a racing speed of 40 miles per hour. [a.
= 48.]

A bicycle is said to have run from a steeply canted track to

vertical bounding wall on the outside of the slope, described a cun
on the wall and returned to the track without losing contact with the

wall or the rider losing his balance. The path described on the wal
was no doubt convex upward as well as outward.

Ex. 2. If R be the radius of the circle which the bicycle describes,
and < the limiting angle of friction [201], show that equilibrium is

possible with the bicycle frame inclined to the normal to the track if

gR tan (a+ </>) > v2 > gR tan (. - </>).

Ex. 3. Prove that it is possible for a cyclist to travel round the

inside of a vertical cylinder, if the frame of the bicycle is inclined to

the horizontal at the angle ta,n~ 1

(gR/v
2
\ provided v be so great that

this angle does not exceed
</>.

190. Locomotive on Curve with Super-elevated Rail. We
shall now consider a locomotive on a curve the outer rail

of which has an elevation h about the inner. This is called

the super-elevation, and is arranged of course to suit the

average speed of trains which pass the curve
;
and if the

curve is at all sharp a maximum speed is prescribed which
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is not to be exceeded by drivers. In 1 906 a terrible accident

took place at Salisbury station on a curve of 528 feet radius,

to a boat express which was rounding the curve at an
excessive speed. The locomotive simply capsized outwards
on its side

;
and twenty passengers of the train were killed

and many injured. The theory which we give for a loco-

motive on rails is at once applic-
able to a motor-car or other

vehicle, by substitution of tan oc

(where a. is the "cant" of the

track) for the ratio h/b.

Taking P and Q (Fig. 82) as

the upward forces exerted at

right angles to the wheel-base

on the two sets of side wheels

by the. inner and outer rails

respectively, b as the breadth of

the wheel-base (the
"
gauge

"
of

the rails), d as the distance

of the c.G. from the wheel-base,
and using a. for a moment in

the sense of tan
- *

(/*,/&),
we get, by taking moments of the

forces acting as shown in the figure, (1) about the outer

rail, (2) about the inner rail, the equations

2bP=wlg(bcos(x+ 2dsma.)-(2dco$OL-h)-jp i,

2bQ=w(g(bcosoL-2d^moL)+ (2dcosoL-\-h)-^y

But cos cc= Jb2 h2
/b, sin ol= h/b, and therefore these

equations become

en

2bP=
-^{gR(bJb

2-h2+ 2hd)-(2ds/b
2 -h2 -hb)v2

},

jir
,

2bQ=~{gR(bsfW^-2hd)+ (2dJb
2-h2

+hb)v
2
}.\

(2)

From these expressions the force on the rail (or on the

ground) exerted by the wheels on either side can be found,
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and, by putting P = 0, we can find the value of v for which
the inner wheels just cease to press on the rail (or the

ground). Of course when there is zero force on the inner

rail, the state is one of extreme danger, and the speed
should fall far short of that which throws all the weight
on the outer rail. The speed of 30 miles an hour at the

Salisbury curve gives, according to the example below, five

parts of the weight on the outer rail and four parts on
the inner, and is probably high enough. For transverse

oscillations of the engine are inevitably set up, which

produce alternate increase and diminution of the weight on
either rail, and it is evident that, if the speed is so high
as to approach the critical value, the equilibrium will be

endangered by every oscillation. And if it happen that a

considerable oscillation, set up by any cause, is so timed
as to be assisted by some other disturbance, the equili-
brium may be destroyed, and capsizing or derailment take

place.
In the theory here given no account is taken of the effect

of the parallelism of the axles of the driving and trailing

wheels, which renders pure rolling of the wheels on both
sides impossible when a curve is being traversed. The

engine has no differential gearing like that provided in

motor-car
; and, besides, in the case of a six-coupled loco-

motive the different wheels overlap the rails to different

extents. All these things tend to the production of

oscillations which might be a source of danger at speeds

considerably below the critical speeds.

Ex. For the locomotive of the Salisbury accident b was 59 inches,
and d had approximately the same value : the weight of the engine
was 53" 2 tons with water in the boiler- tubes and men on the foot-plate.
The radius of the curve was 528 feet, and the super-elevation h was
3*5 inches. Verify the following table of weights on the rails at

different speeds.

Speed.



Speed.
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It will be seen that 1/a, the speed at the middle screen, is exactly
the mean speed for the passage from the first screen to the third of

the set. The retarding force on the projectile if W is its weight is

ft2W tm+1 ~^" im~l
~ ^ i,n ^3

P g
in Pounds, if W is weighed in pounds, and the same unit of length is

used for I,
v and g, and the same unit of time is used for tm+ i,...,

v and g.
That the speed at the middle point of any distance 2s traversed is

the mean speed for that distance, (that is, has the value 2sJt^ where
t.2s is the time taken to traverse 2s), if dv/dt= kv3

,
can easily be

proved. We have vdvjds= -kv'3
,
and therefore (dv/ds)/v

2= -k
;
and

if v be the speed at the initial end of 2s and v& the speed at the other

extremity, we get, by integration,

J__JL=2fo (4)
V2* V

Similarly the speed at the middle point is given by

1 1 = ks (5

:

Again we have dv/dt= - kv3
,
and therefore (dv/dt)/v

2 = -
k, an

this gives, by integration,

->* <

2t

if t be the interval of time occupied in traversing 2s. Thus we obtain

by (4), (6) and (5)

J__J_
2s v* v _ 2v Vte __ Vq

t 1/1__1\ o+* 1 +vjn
"

2 \vl vV

As remarked in 119, the results of Mr. Bashforth's experiments
show that for speeds from 1100//s to 2200 f/s, the resistance is very
nearly proportional to v3.

192. Effect of Small Periodic Variation of Uniform Speed :

(1) Time-Periodic, (2) Space- Periodic. The effect of a simple
harmonic variation of an otherwise uniform speed is of

considerable practical importance. The motion of a boat

is periodically disturbed by the action of the oars, the

motion of a steamship by the variation of the action

of the screw which occurs with every revolution of the

engines. These variations are too complicatedly periodic
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towfn
=

\
K

Jo

be completely represented by a single harmonic term,
but such a term gives a first approximation to the

effect. It is to be observed that they are time-periodic,
that is the speed v is capable of being represented by the

equation v= v + v
1 smnt, (1)

where in general v
1

is small in comparison with v . The
interval of time the period in which the variation goes

through a cycle of changes is 2701.
In this case the distance s travelled in the interval 2t0?.

is simply vfiir/n, that is the distance which the body would
have travelled if there had been no periodic disturbance.

For we have
2-7J-

+ v
1
sin nt)dt = v

, (2)
lb

since the integral of the harmonic term vanishes. Thus
v is the mean speed of advance for any time containing
a whole number of time-intervals each equal to 270?.
Just as much time is gained when sin nt is positive as is

lost when sin nt is negative, and this is obvious without
calculation.

This, however, is not the case when the variation of speed
is space-periodic, as when a ship passes over a succession

of waves of equal length, or better (since the wave motion
varies with time as well as with distance), when a bicycle
or motor-car traverses a series of regular up and down
undulations of the road, so that the speed is given by the

equation v = v + v
1 smmx, (3)

where x is distance travelled forward from some chosen

point in the path. The length of an undulation is 270??.
The distance travelled in a period is now given by

\(v -\-vx siiimx)dt

taken over the interval of time occupied in traversing
an undulation.

It is easy to see without calculation that the time gained
when sinm# is positive is less than that lost when sin ma?
is negative. A boat is driven at speed v through water
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which is flowing at speed v. The speed of the boat

relative to the land is v v against the stream and

v-\- v' with the stream. To travel a distance s with the

stream takes time s/(v+ v'), and if the boat then travel*

the same distance against the stream, the time taken

s/(v v'). The time required for the distance 2s, hali

travelled with the stream and half against the stream,
thus sl{v+ v')+ sl(v v')

= 2s/v(l v'2/v
2
), which is great(

than 2s/v, the time required when v' is zero. When v =
the time is infinite, for in the second half of the journey
the boat then makes no headway against the stream.

v' be small in comparison with v, this expression is approxi

mately (2s/v)(l + v'2/v
2
).

We shall show that in the case

the periodic variation the factor 1 -f v'2/v
2
is replaced by

l-h.it>>
2

.

The time required to traverse an undulation is t, givei

by the equation

_ P*lm dx _ Pn'm dx

Jo v Jo v +v1
ammx?

where v
x < v . For the calculation of this integral, tl

transformation u = tan \mx may be employed (see Gibson'

Calculus, 117), but care must be taken in evaluating f<

the limits. It will be found that the integral has th(

value 2-K\mslv\ v\,
or provided vjv is small,

Ul+&\ (4-

The time in the undisturbed motion is 2Tr/mv ,
and the

increase caused by the term v
t
sin "inx is thus 50v\/vl per

cent.

193. Small Periodic Variations of Speed of Ship. Effect of

Relative Motion of Parts of Ship. It will be seen that it

conduces to uniformity of speed in the first case, that of

thne-periodic variation of speed, to have everything in

the boat or ship made quite fast, so that the periodic
variation of the driving force which gives rise to the term
v

l
s\nnt may have as little effect as possible. For if any

part of the boat or cargo be loose and move relatively to

t
mi
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e boat, its inertia is in whole or in part withdrawn
3m the reaction against acceleration or retardation, and

the change is greater in consequence, that is, the amplitude
v

1
of the harmonic term is increased.*

Moreover, though the time-periodic change does not affect

the average speed it makes the boat, as we shall see, more
difficult to drive, so that for the same mean speed the

rowers or the engines must work at a greater rate. The

swing of the oars forward and backward which produces
a corresponding backward and forward swing of the boat is

more or less nearly counteracted by the swinging of the

bodies of the rowers.

On the other hand, in the case of space-periodic variations

of speed, due to waves or undulations in the path pursued,
the value of v

x
is fixed, and consequently the smaller the

mass which takes up the periodic change completely,
the more nearly does the momentum as a whole remain
uniform. Thus everything should in such a case be as

loose as possible, even to the masts.t

194. Activity with periodically Varying Speed. The rate

of working, or activity, of the propulsive force is easily
calculated in each of these cases. We shall suppose, what
is approximately true for a ship, that the resistance R to

motion is proportional to the square of the speed, that is,

that R =
jul
Wv2

, where W is the weight of the vessel and
/ul

a coefficient. If, then, F be the propulsive force applied at

any instant, we have

Wv=F-R
or F=W(v+ julv

2
) (1)

*Sir George Greenhill (Notes on Dynamics) quotes Joseph Pitts'

Acroujit of Mohammetans (1704) regarding the pirates of Algiers whose

galleys then infested that part of the Mediterranean, ". . . so careful are

they that nothing may hinder their speed, that they will scarce suffer any
Person in the Ship to stir, but all must sit stock-still, unless Necessity
otherwise require. And all things that are capable of any motion must be
fasten'd or unhang'd (even the smallest weight), lest the Pursuit should
be something retarded thereby."

+ "Pipe the hammocks down and each man place shot in them, slack

the stays, knock up the wedges and give the masts play.
"

Sir Edward
Berry's orders on board the "Foudroyant" when in chase of the
"Le Genereux," Feb. 18, 1800 (Mahon's Life of Nelson, ii. p. 25).
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The rate of working is thus Fv or // Wv*+ Wvv.
To find the average activity, we integrate this over

one complete period of a variation and divide by the time

occupied. For the time-periodic variation, we have

Fv = fi W(v + v
x
sin ntf+ W(v + v

x
sin nt)nv1

cosnt . . .(2)

When this is expanded, we get

Fv = /iWv*+3fiWv v*sin*nt+ (3)

The terms which are not written down on the right are all

such as, when integrated over the time 2ir/n, give a zero

result. Thus

Fvdt = uWvl \-^aWvQv
2

(4)
Jo

r n 2^ 1 n

Dividing this by 2ir/n, we get for the mean value A m of

the activity the equation

4.=7F^(l+||)
(<j

The first factor is the activity for uniform speed v
;
and

appears, therefore, that the periodic variation brings aboul

an increase of activity amounting to 150v
2

Jv
2

per cent, oi

the uniform activity.
The propulsive force F is given by

F= fi Wv
2+ Wv fx W(vl+ 2v v

x sin nt+ v\ sin
2

nt)

+ Wv{ii cos nt (6)

Neglecting the term in v\ and writing

F=F {l + ksm(nt+ e)},

we obtain

F =
/ul Wvl , FJe cos e= 2jul Wvqvx , FJc sin e= Wv

xn, . . . ( 7 )

,; .. , n v x 7 . TT^i Wv n /ov
so that A; cos e =2, /csine = ^ ,

tane= -
s-J Vs;

In the other case considered, that of space-periodic
variation of speed, we shall calculate the work done in

traversing the distance 27r/m the length of an undulation
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and then, dividing by the time 27r(l + vl/vl)/mv ,
which

re have seen is occupied in traversing that distance, we
>hall obtain the mean activity. Thus

I2n/m

f2w/m
Fdx=\ (jULWv

2+Wv)dx (9)

But i'

2= v
2+ 2v v

l
sin mx+ v\ sin

2

ma?,

and v = v
l
m cos mx . x= mvl cos mx (v + vx sin mx).

Inserting these values in the integral to be found, we note

that no term makes any contribution to the integral except
the group of two juW(vQ+ v^ir^vix). Thus we get

\TFdx=fiWv^(1+
li)

(10)

Dividing this by the time 27r(l 4- JvJ/vJ)/mv ,
we get simply

fiWv for the mean activity, that is, the mean activity is

not affected by the space-rate of variation of v. Never-

theless, as the time of traversing any given distance

across such undulations is, if the distance is great in

comparison with 2ir\m, increased by 50v
2

Jvl per cent., the

energy expended is increased in the same proportion ;
so

that besides the delay there results an increased cost of

propulsion.

Denoting in this case the force F by F {l + ksin(nt+ e)},

we have, neglecting as before terms in v\,

F =
/ulWvI, FJc cos = 2julWv v

1 , FJc sin e =mWv vu ...(11)

so that

195. Work done in the Passage of a Carriage over an
Obstacle. Extra Work on a Causeway. Effect of Springs.

We now consider the passage of the wheel of a carriage
over an obstacle in its track. We suppose that the radius

of the wheel is r, and the height of the obstacle h, and that

the centre of the wheel, before impact occurs, is moving
with speed v horizontally. If W be the weight of the
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wheel and the part of the carriage and its load which rests

upon it, the kinetic energy of the wheel and its load is

J Wv2 in absolute units. When impact with the obstacle

occurs the direction of motion is changed, for the wheel at

that instant begins to turn about the point of contact B
with the obstacle (see Fig. 83); but the radius to this

point is inclined, at an angle a= cos _1
(l h/r), to the radius

which at the same instant has its outer extremity in contact

with the horizontal plane along which the wheel was rolling.
Just before impact the momentum associated with the

wheel was Wv in the horizontal direction
; just after the

impact with the obstacle the momentum is in the direction CD
and is of amount Wv cos ex. For the impulse applied to the

wheel cannot alter the angular momentum about the point
of contact B, and this just before impact was proportional

to Wv cos oc. The centre of the

wheel now gradually asesnds

through a height h, and the

speed changes from vcosoc to

u, say. Let now the average
forward force in the direction

of motion, on the wheel and
its associated load, be F, and
the resistance be R. During
the ascent the centre of the

Fig. 83. wheel travels a distance roc,

and the forward displacement
of each part of the load will also be vol, if, as the wheel
mounts the obstacle, the load is displaced so that its centroid

remains vertically above the axle. We suppose this to be
the case, and that the forward speed u when the obstacle has

just been surmounted is v. This involves the supposition
that the energy of rotation of the wheel is not altered.

Then the principle of energy gives

(F-R)tol= Wgh+ i
2Wv2sm2

OL (1)

On the left we have the work done by external forces in

making the wheel surmount the obstacle, and on the right
that work is seen to be made up of two parts, Wgh the gain
of potential energy and the part hWv2 sin2 a due to the
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idden change of direction of motion the jerk. But

sin2
oc= 2h/r h2

/r
2

,

id so (F-R)roL= Wgh+Wv^-^) (2)

general the second term on the right is the more

important. For example, if a wheel 4 feet in diameter

carrying a load of 10 cwt. pass over a pebble an inch high,
at a speed of 10 miles an hour (44/3//*), we get, taking
1 cwt. as the unit of mass, Wgh 10x32 x TV=26f (or
in foot-pounds, 93^) and Wv2

h/r= 10xU2
/12 x 2 x 9 = 90,

nearly (or in foot-pounds, 313).
Let now the wheel descend again to its former level.

The force F in the direction of motion has not the same
value as before : we suppose it to be such that the speed of

the centre of the wheel, when contact with the horizontal

plane has been resumed, is still the same. By the same

process as before, we get

(F-r)roL=-Wgh+Wv^-^ (3)

Hence, since h is small in comparison with r, the work
done in passing over the obstacle is 2Wv2

h/r. It is directly
as the height of the obstacle and inversely as the radius of

the wheel. A high wheel is therefore better adapted for

the easy running of a springless vehicle on a rough road.

Thus two-wTheeled vehicles in which the whole weight is

borne by one axle are made, whether springs are used or

not, with higher wheels than four-wheeled vehicles, where
of course the load raised by the passing of a wheel over an
obstacle is only one fourth of the wThole.

The work spent in overcoming obstacles is diminished by
the use of springs, which prevent to a great extent sudden

change of direction of motion of any part of the load on the

wheels, and so diminish the expenditure of work from that

cause. It will now be seen how it is that the work

spent in propelling a vehicle over a causeway exceeds that

necessary for the same speed on a smooth road, and how
this is diminished by the use of springs for the support of
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the body of the vehicle on the axle, or by the use of

pneumatic tires on the wheels.

196. Condition that a Vehicle on Wheels may surmount an
Obstacle. If the carriage is not acted on by any external

forces, it will be stopped by the obstacle of height h unless

a certain condition is fulfilled. Let us suppose that the

two wheels of a cart or gig encounter an obstacle of height
h at the same instant, a plank, for example, laid across

the road, and that no tractive force is at the moment being
exerted. Let r be the radius of each wheel and k its

radius of gyration about its axis. The angular momentum
of the two wheels about the summit of the obstacle is

at the instant of impact

2Wv(r-h)+ 2Wk2
v/r.

Hence, if <o be the angular speed of turning of the wheels

about their points of contact with the obstacle, we have

2W(r2+k2
)u = 2Wv(r-h)+ 2Wk2

v/r>

and therefore (jo = v{r(r h)+ k2
}/r(r

2+ k2
),

so that th<

kinetic energy of the wheels just after the impact is

Wv2
{r(r-h)+ k2 }

2
/r

2
(r

2+ k2
).

Further, if there is load W on the axle which has the

same displacement, its kinetic energy just after impact is

\Wv2
{v h)

2
/r

2
. The obstacle will be surmounted if the

sum of these kinetic energies is at least equal to the

potential energy (W+W)gh given to the whole mass by
the elevation h. We must have therefore

^ {r^f }2+ ^}>2(1F+ WyA .,(1)

This is in agreement with (2), 195. The wheel, without

load, will surmount the obstacle if

v2
7^(r

2+ k2
)7i / 9 \

2g
>

(r{r-h)+ k2
)
2

197. Proper Height of Buffers, or of a Line of Draught.

Rotary Inertia. Another problem regarding vehicles is that

of the proper height of the buffers of a railway carriage or
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> the line of forward pull exerted on such a carriage, or of

te draught on a cart or waggon. For this it is necessary
take account of the rotary inertia of the wheels.

Consider a carriage the body of which with load weighs"

tons, and the wheels of which, n in number, each weigh
tons, and have radius of gyration k and radius r. We

Lall prove that the effective inertia of the carriage is

~*+nw(l~t-k
i
/r
a
). Let P be the forward resultant force

ipplied to the carriage, and / the backward force exerted

it the rails on a wheel in consequence of friction. We
itroduce at the axle of each wheel a forward and a back-
ward force each equal to /, so that there acts on the wheel

a couple of moment fr, and a backward force / on the axle.

Thus if (b be the angular acceleration of the wheel, we have
wlc2

(b=fr. But if the wheel rolls forward on the rail

without slipping, (b= v/r, and so we get
wk2v =fr

2
.

Now for the linear acceleration v, we have, applying
the resultant force P nf at the centroid of the whole

system of body of carriage and wheels, P nf=(W+nw)v,
that is, / 1A\^\

P=(W+nw^-)v. (1)

The quantity in brackets is the effective inertia of the

whole carriage, including the wheels, and thus has the
value stated above. The resultant force required to give
the body of the carriage and load only the acceleration

v is therefore

Wv or PW/{W+nw(k2+ r2
)/r

2
}.

Let us now suppose that P is applied to the carriage,
so that this resultant has its line of action through the

centroid of the body and load of the carriage at height h,

say, above the level of the axles. Let h! be the height
of the line of action of P above that level

;
then taking

moments about a transverse horizontal axis at that level,

we get Ph' =PhWj{W+nw(k2+ r2
)/r

2
} or

*. 2* (2)
nr .

kl+ r2W+nw s
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This is the proper height of the buffers or the coupling
above the level of the axles. The carriage will, if this

adjustment is made, be free from oscillations about a trans-

verse horizontal axis when started or stopped suddenly,
and be more unlikely to leave the rails. Caution should

be observed with waggons loaded so that the centroid of

the carriage itself and the load is abnormally high, to

avoid the setting up of such oscillations by collisions

between buffers or sudden tugs on the couplings. When
a locomotive is started the pull on its couplings, and the

tangential pull of the rails on the wheels applied at their

points of contact, give a couple which throws the weight
of the engine and boiler to a greater extent on the hind-

wheels than before, until the moment of the couple is

counteracted (see 187).
Another way of regarding this matter is to consider the

carriage as consisting of mass W, the centroid of which
is at the height h above the axles, together with mass

nw(k
2+ r2

)/r
2 with centroid on the level of the axles. The

centroid of this system is at height li above the axles, and
the force P is applied at this level.

The force PW[{W+ nw{r*+l<?)l**) applied at height
above the axles gives acceleration v to W, the force

P{nw(k2+r2
)/r

2
}/{W+nw(r

2+ k2
)/r

2
},

applied at the height of the axles, supplies

P(nwk2
lr

2
)l{ W+nw(r2+k2

)/r
2
}

to give the same acceleration to the mass nw of the wheels,
and

Pnw/{ W+ nw(r2+ k2
)/r

2
}

to annul the backward force of amount nf=nwk2
v/r

2'

applied at the axles, according to the specification of the

couples which produce the rotational acceleration of the

wheels.

198. Effective Inertia of Wheeled Vehicle or of Train of

Wheelwork. The effective inertia of any connected system,
for example a locomotive, including its wheels and the

parts moving with them, a bicycle, or a train of wheelwork
which has a motion of translation, may be found in the
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following manner. Let the system consist of different

parts of weights w
lt
w

2 ,..., let W be the total weight,
and v be the speed of the centroid of the whole system.
The total kinetic energy is that of the whole system moving
with the speed of the centroid together with the sum of the

kinetic energies of the motions of the parts relative to the

centroid. Thus, if the relative speeds of the parts referred

to be v
1}

v
2 ,

... in any direction, we have

K.E. = i( Wv2+W
XV\+W2

V2

2
+ ...).

We may write this

K. E.
=^(

K
W+W^+W^+...) (1)

and W+Wi J+w2 -|+...

is the effective inertia of a body moving with only transla-

tional speed v, which would have the same kinetic energy.
If some of the parts, or a group of parts forming a wheel,

or a set of equal wheels, say, have rotation, ^L(wky
2

k)
becomes

^(2ivk)k
2
co

2
,
where *Lwk is the wr

eight of the group, k is the

radius of gyration and w the angular speed of rotation,

about the axle of a wheel. Then if the speed of the rim
of the wheel about the centre be v, and the diameter of the

wheel be d, we have w2= ^v2

jd
2

,
and therefore

\ (2wk)k
2w2= \{^%vk)Wv2

jd\

If the speed of the rim be not v, but nv, we get

KlwJ&w*= i(Zwk)4,kWv
2

/d
2
,

and n is the speed-ratio.
Take for example a bicycle with two equal wheels, a

crank axle with attached sprocket wheel, and a chain

running at a speed depending on the gear of the machine.
We have here Wv2 for the forward motion of the machine
and rider as a whole

; \ Wfifa
2

,
where w

x
is the angular speed

and k
x the radius of gyration of either wheel, and W

x
is the

weight of the pair, for the kinetic energy of the two wheels
;

|W2
k2

2
co

2

2
for the kinetic energy of the crank-axle, cranks

and sprocket; ifljt^ where W
3

is the weight and v
z
the
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speed of the chain, and, in strictness, a fourth term, for

the motion of the legs of the rider.

If d
1
be the diatneter of the wheels, measured by the

same unit as \, say in inches, and the crank-axle be geared

up to a diameter d
2 ,

that is so that w
2
= v/d2 ,

and if d
s
be

the diameter of the toothed wheel by which the chain drives

the hind wheel of the bicycle, we have

MM^W+W^+W^+W^. (2)

and so the expression within the brackets is the effective

inertia. It is this that the net force of traction, the force

applied to the driving wheel by the ground minus resistance,

has to overcome in giving acceleration to the system.

Similarly if a train of wheelwork receive angular accelera-

tion a) by the action of a couple of moment L applied
at a main axle, and (hlf (b2 ,... be the resulting angular
accelerations of the wheels in the train geared in succession,
we have T .

. 7 2 . u

= {wk^w^\n\+ wjc\nl+ ...)<b, (3;

where w, wlt wti ... are the weights on the main and
successive axles, k, k

x ,
k2 ,... the radii of gyration, and

nlt n2 ,... the speed-ratios of the successive wheels to the

first. The effective moment of inertia / of the train is

thus given by
I= ivk2+ w]c\n\+u>2lfyil+ ...

, (4)

that is the moment of inertia of a single wheel and axle in

which L would generate the angular acceleration w has this

value.

199. Motion of a Wheeled Vehicle on an Inclined Plane.

The motion of a vehicle on an inclined plane for example
of a railway carriage on a gradient may be determined
from (1), 197, which enables account to be taken of the

inertia of the wheels. The gradient is measured by the

rise h of the track in a distance I travelled along it. When
h and I are measured in the same units, the inclination a.
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of the track to the horizontal is given by sin <x = h/l. Thus,
for a gradient of 1 in 20, we have sin a= 1/20.
The value of P in (1), 197, is then (W+nw)j sin a -R,

where Wg+nwg is the force of gravity in absolute units

on the whole weight, and R is the resistance to motion,

apart from the backward pull applied to the carriage at

the contacts of the wheels with the rails, which has been
taken account of in forming the equation referred to.

Thus, if the only applied force be that due to gravity,

/ 7^2 _|_ r2\
( W+nw ^ )v = (W+nw)g sin a. R (I)

or (w+nw
1

^-^)
= 1

r {(W+nw)g
sin a. -R}, ...(2)

where is the rate of increase of 6, the angular speed of

turning of the wheels, supposed to be rolling without

slipping. If these equations be multiplied by v ( ds/dt,
where s is distance measured along the slope in the direction

of motion) and respectively, and R be supposed con-

stant, they become directly integrable, and we obtain

1/ur, ^2+ T :

jv"=\{vv -tnw)g sin . n
j-
s -f- u,

(3)

, W+nw g
-"

)
v2= {(W+nw)g sin a. R} s+ C,

\(w+nw
1

^)fr =
\{(W+nw)cJSmo.-R}6+^

where G is a constant. If v, s, 0, be v
,
s

, , initially,
we have

l/w Jc
2+r2

\
/

9 2x

-^W+nw^J^-v,)
=

{(W+nw)g sin a R}(s s
),

l{Wr*+ nw(li?+ri

)(6
2

-dl)

(4)

= {(W+nw)gsina.-R}r(6-6 )^

The first of these equations may be written also in the form

i(W + nw)(v*-vl)+ lnwW(6*-el) 1

= {(W+ mv)g sin a. R}(s s
). J
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These are equations of energy ;
on the left-hand side is

the kinetic energy gained in descending the distance s s

along the incline from initial speed v
;
on the right is the

loss of potential energy and the work done against the

resistance R. In the last form of the equation the kinetic

energy is separated into two parts the translational

kinetic energy of the whole moving system and the energy
of rotation of the wheels about their axes.

200. Rolling of a Solid of Revolution on an Inclined Plane

under Gravity. For the motion of a solid of revolution 01
" wheel

"
rolling down the incline under gravity, without

resistance, we have

\wv
L
-\- ^wk

262 = wgs sin ol, (1]

if the motion has started from rest. Since there is supposee

^_^^ to be no slipping we have here

f
] F^^^^ 6 vjr. Thus the speed

;n Ĵ Z\J r̂^^ acquired from rest is less thai

.^r \ os
that which would be acquiree

<^^a *
'

bv the body in sliding friction-
'Ftp 84 / o

lessly down a distance s alonj

a slope of the same inclination, in the ratio of r to *Jr
2+ 1

From (1), we obtain also

hw \
1 + ^)(

v2 - v
l)
=w9(s- s

o) s[nOL , (2;

where s s is the distance traversed by the centroid whil<

the speed increases from v to v.

These results may of course be obtained directly. At
the centroid a force wg sin a. acts down the plane, and at

the point of contact a force F acts up the plane. Hence
for the motion of the centroid, we have

wv= wg sin a F. (3)

Again for turning about the centroid, we get

wJc
2 = Fr; (4)

or if there be pure rolling, since then = vjr

W]C2y = F^ (5)
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W
{
1 + ^)v

= wgsincL (6)

I

With the value of F given by (4) inserted (3) becomes

wh

J
syr

m which multiplying hy v and integrating we derive

hw{
1
+-2)(v*-vl)

= wg(s-s())sma.

which is (2). Also (3) and (6) give F.

By (6) the value of v is uniform, and so the time of

otion can be obtained as in uniformly accelerated motion.

The " wheel
"
may be any solid of revolution with matter

mmetrically distributed about its centre. For example,
it may be a uniform sphere of radius r, in which case

k2 = ir
2

,
and we have

wlv2=^wv2 = wgs sin a (7)

The effective inertia of the sphere is thus increased by
rolling in the ratio of 7/5. For a thin hoop the equation is,

since Ic ^= rp~>

\w1v
2 = wv2 =

rugs sin a, (8)

so that the effective inertia is 2w.
If the wheel is a uniform disk, (k

2+ r2
)/r

2 = l, so

that the effective inertia is increased in the ratio of 3/2.
This is an approximate estimate for the wheels of railway

carriages.

Ex. 1. Two spheres have the same external diameter and the same

weight. One is a gilded sphere of hrass and the other a hollow shell

of gold. Compare the speeds acquired in the same time from rest by
the two spheres in rolling down an inclined plane through the same
distance. Thus one sphere may be distinguished from the other.

Ex. 2. A rough homogeneous sphere of radius r is placed within a

hollow cylindrical garden roller of radius R and comes to rest at the

lowest point. The roller is suddenly set rolling on a level track so

that its centroid moves with speed V. Show that the sphere will roll

completely round the interior of the roller if V 2> 2Jg{R-r).
[If the line from the centre of the sphere to the point of contact

with the roller make an angle 9 with the vertical at time t, the

angular speed of the sphere is (R-r)6/r- Vjr. Hence find the

equations of motion].

201. Sliding Motion of a Body along an Inclined Plane with
Friction. The approximate laws of friction between dry

G.D. 2 A
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solids are no doubt known to the student, but they may
here recapitulated.

(1) Friction acts always tangentially to the surface oi

contact of two bodies in the direction to annul or prevent
relative motion. Thus a body resting on an inclined plam
is prevented from sliding down if the inclination is les

than a certain limiting value. Just sufficient resisting
force is developed to prevent motion, and this force, which
must equal wg sin oc, if w be the weight of the body and a
the inclination of the plane to the horizontal, increases

until wg sin oc= jmwg cos oc, where /u is a coefficient depending
on the nature of the surfaces in contact. Thus /z

= tanoc,
and oc is called the limiting angle of friction.

When pure rolling is possible just enough friction is

developed to make r0= v. (See 204).

(2) Friction is independent of the extent of the surfaces

in contact.

(3) Friction is independent of the relative speed of the

surfaces in contact.

(4) Friction at each part of the surface of contact

proportional to the normal force with which the two
surfaces there press against one another, that is, if F be

the friction and N the normal force, F=/ulN, where
jul

is

the "
coefficient of friction." [Thus in the case of the in-

clined plane and body resting on it referred to in (1), the

normal force N is wg cos oc and /x
= tanoc. The angle oc,

at which the body begins to slide, thus enables the co-

efficient of friction to be determined for any two substances

if the inclined plane is made of one, and the body placed

upon it is made of the other.]
The value of

jul
thus obtained is, however, rather greater

than that which an experiment with an inclined plane

gives, if there is sensible relative motion. For it is found
that if the plane is held at the limiting angle, and the

body is started down the plane with a small speed, it

will have a slight acceleration, showing that now the value

of F is somewhat under wg sin oc. Experiment has shown
that the value of the coefficient of friction nearly constant

for finite speeds increases for a small range of values of

v as v is diminished towards zero.
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Let now an inclined plane make an angle /3> oc with
he horizontal, and let a body of weight w be placed upon
t. For simplicity we shall suppose for the present that

he body is a particle. The particle will slide down along
he line of greatest slope of the plane through the initial

sition, that is along a line at right angles to the inter-

ection of the inclined plane with a horizontal plane at the

lace. The equation of motion is

wv = wg sin ft jmwg cos ft (1)

or v g(sinft /ut cosft)
= g sec a sin (ft oc), (2)

ince
/z
= tanoc. Thus the acceleration is the same as if

there were no friction, the inclination were ft oc, and

gravity were increased to gseca..
If the motion start from rest,

v= gt sec oc sin (ft oc), (3)

and the distance s traversed in time t is given by
s = \gt

2 sec oc sin (ft oc) (4)

But the equation for v gives t = v/g sec a sin (ft oc), and so

i<y
2 = sg sec oc sin (ft a), (5)

or, as we may write it, the equation of energy

\wv*-
=

tvgs sec ol sin (f3 oc) (6)

This might have been obtained at once by the principle
of energy. The loss of potential energy is wgs sin ft, the

work done against friction is wgs tan oc cos ft : the excess

of the former over the latter is the gain \wv
2 of kinetic

energy.
If the body is drawn up the inclined plane through the

distance s, the work spent is

wgs(sin ft+ fi cos ft)
= wgs sec a sin (ft+ a).

We may regard the downward motion through s, and the

upward displacement of the body restoring it to its starting

position as a " stroke
"
of the arrangement regarded as a

machine. The work spent in the stroke is

wgs sec a sin (ft+ oc),

that gained is wgs sec oc sin (ft <x),
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and therefore the efficiency of the arrangement is

sin (ft oc)/sin (f3+ a).

In Fig. S5,AB= s,

lBAD = /3, l.GAD=lDAE=ol,
and BODE is a vertical line. Then

efficiency
= BG/BE.

Some of these results have already
been obtained for a particle in 89.

A wheel rolling on a rail is always
opposed by a small couple called the

couple of rollingfriction (proportional
to the normal force) which is here neglected.

202. Railway Carriage at Rest on Incline : Front or Back
Wheels Braked. It is important to notice that the equations
of motion of a particle along an inclined plane without
friction are exactly those of an extended body mounted on

very small wheels or castors which roll along the plane.
This is obvious from the equations for v and v2

, (2) and (5),

199, in which, if k2 be made very small, the quantity
W-\-nw(k

2+ r2
)lr

2 becomes W+nw, the whole weight of

the body. In the case of an extended body like a long

railway carriage, supported on two sets of wheels, one at

each end of the carriage, the action against the plane
exerted by each set of wheels depends on the distribution

of the matter composing the carriage and its load. If

that be uniform on the whole along the carriage, or equally
distributed on the wheels, and there be unresisted accelera-

tion down the plane, each set of wheels (rotary inertia

neglected) will exert a total force of ^(W+nw)g cos /3 in

absolute units on the plane at right angles to its direction,

and an equal and opposite reaction will be exerted on
the wheels.

It is otherwise when one set of wheels is braked and
the carriage is at rest on the incline. Then the reactions

are as shown in Figs. 86 and 87, according as the lower or

upper wheels are braked. If, as we suppose to be the case,

the carriage is just prevented from sliding down, the full

frictional force is developed at the braked wheels, and
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if the total reaction there be N (Fig. 86) or N' (Fig. 87)
the force F is N tan a or N' tan a. as the case may be. To
ind N' and N we have, taking moments about the contacts

of the wheels (supposed coinciding in a point at each end at

listance 21 apart), and putting h for the distance of the

:.G. from the wheel-base,

21N= ( W+nw)g(l cos f3+h sin f3),'

2W =
(W+ nw)g(l cos 0-h sin /3>,

(1)

(W+nw)g

Lower Wheels Braked

Fig. 86.

Upper Wheels Braked

Fig. 87.

Thus the friction in the first case, that of the front-wheels

braked, is

F=}2(W+nw)g(cos f3+jsin /3)t&noL, (2)

and in the other case, when the hind wheels are braked,

h
(3)F= %(W+nw)g(cosl3j sin /3) tan ol. ...

In each case, of course, F=(W+7iw)gsin f3, since the

component of gravity along the plane is balanced. It

appears, therefore, that when the carriage is at rest it is

more easily held when the front wheels are braked than
when the hind wheels are. The reaction at the braked
wheels in each case makes an angle a with the normal to

the plane as shown in the diagrams. The value of /3,
the

inclination of the plane to the horizontal, for which the

carriage can just be held by the brakes on one set of wheels
is therefore greater in the first case than in the second.
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If h/l be small, we may neglect terms multiplied by that

factor, and then each value of F is the same, namely,
h(W+nw)g cos /3tanoc, and the limiting inclination may
be taken as the same whether the fore or the hind wheels
are braked.

As will be seen from the diagrams, the carriage is held

in equilibrium in each case by three forces in one plane
(N\ (W+nw)g, i\

r

/cosoc in one case, and N, (W+nw)g,
N'/cosa. in the other), and it is a well-known proposition
that when a rigid body is thus held in equilibrium the

forces either meet in a point or are parallel. The forces

are not parallel ; they therefore meet in a point as shown
in the figures.

203. Railway Carriage in Motion on Incline. One Set of

Wheels Braked. We now consider the more general case in

which the carriage has acceleration v along the incline.

The equations of motion according as the front or the hind
wheels are braked are

(W+ nw) v = (W+ nw)g sin ft N tan a
,

(W+ nw)v = (W+nw)g sin f3 N '

tan a . /

rW -

Fig. 88. Fig. 89.

Thus, for a given inclination /3 of the plane, we get
different values of v according to the wheels braked. To
find these values we note that we have now the equations
of moments

21N= (W +nw){g(lcos /3+ hsin f3)-vh},\
21N' = (W+nw){g(lcos /3-hsin f3)+ vh}.)

m
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(3)

When the hind wheels are braked these equations become

by the value of v given by (1) and reduction,

When the front wheels are braked the equations become
in the same way, by the value of v in (1),

N =(W+nw)g cos/3grj^
'

, r , , frr ,
, I h tan ocN =

( W+ mv) a cos 6 ^ rr

W

It is to be observed (see 96) that a plummet hung in a

railway carriage has its cord in the direction of the resultant

of v reversed and g downward. No matter how v occurs,
whether with one or the other set of wheels braked, or with
the carriage resisted in some other way, a value of oc can
be found which will enable the equation
(2), 201 above,

v=gsec<xsm(B oc), (5)

to be satisfied. With this meaning of

a, we have

9

sin(/3 oc)

cos a .(6)

and therefore the angle DAE (Fig. 90),
which the resultant AD oi v reversed

and g makes with the normal AE to the

incline, is a. Thus AD is the direction

of the apparent vertical to observers in

the carriage, and relatively to that the

true vertical, as shown by buildings, etc.,

in the neighbourhood, will seem to be inclined. In this

direction a man can stand upright in the carriage without

support, and to it the free surface of water in equilibrium
in the carriage is perpendicular.

Fig. 90.
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204. Solid of Revolution Rolling and Sliding on Horizontal

Plane. A uniform solid of revolution held with its axis

horizontal, while spinning about its axis with angular

speed 6Q ,
is projected along a horizontal plane with speed

v perpendicular to the axis. The

jtS X speeds 6 ,
v are in the directions

If \ shown in Fig. 91 : to find the

-*. motion.

Let w be the weight of the solid

and wg therefore the upward force

applied by the plane to the solid.

The force fxwg acts in the direction

opposed to the motion at the line, or point, of contact.

The motion of the centroid is given by the equation

wv= jULwg (1)

Again, the angular motion about the axis has the equation

wk2 =
jmwgr, (2)

where is the angular acceleration.

Integrating, we get for the speeds at time t,

v-v =
-fxgt, (3)

k'(0-eo)=-figrt, (4)

so that k2 rv is constant. We denote this by A. That
A is constant might have been inferred at once from
the fact that the angular momentum of the body about the

contact with the plane must remain unaltered, since the

forces applied by the plane to the solid all pass through
the contact.

Initially the speed of the part of the solid in contact

with the plane is v + r6 ,
and at time t the contact is

moving with speed

v+ r0 = v + r6 -
/ugt(l+

r

^)>
(5)

which vanishes when

^v.+rB.B (6)
jug k2+ r2
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From this instant onward pure rolling exists, and
rovided a certain condition is fulfilled, the solid returns

towards the place of projection at a uniform speed. The

speed v of the centroid is zero by (3) when t= v /jmg; but,

as we shall see, v will not vanish unless this instant occurs

before that of the production of pure rolling. The angular
speed when v = is {k

26 v r)/k
2

,
and if this has the same

sign as at first the body will turn back.

The angular speed at the instant of the beginning of

pure rolling is found by inserting the value of t from (6) in

(4). Thus we get for that instant,

A_k%-v r_ A
(1)a

k*+ r2 ~k2+ r2

From this it appears that if v r>k26 ,
the angular speed

will have changed sign before rolling has been set up.
The distance s of the centroid from the point of projection
at the same instant is given by

Thus 8 is positive or negative according as

v (Jc
2+ 2r2)> or <k2r6 .

If it is positive and likewise k2 >v r, the body will,

when pure rolling begins, be rotating in the same direction

as at first, and will roll back to the starting point with
uniform speed. But if k26 <v r, the body will roll still

further away and will not return. This is the condition
'

referred to above, for then [see (6)]

vJw > (v + re )k
2
/iu(k

2+ r2)g.

On the other hand, if &V0O> v (k
2+ 2r2

),
s is negative,

that is the body has had the speed of its centroid reversed,
and been brought back beyond the starting point before

the setting up of pure rolling. If then k2 > v r, the body
will be rotating in the same direction as at first, and will

roll still further away from the starting point. The
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condition Jc
2r0 > v (k

2+ 2r2
) precludes the possibility of

the case lc
26 < v r, which therefore cannot be associated

with a negative value of &
If the solid returns the time t' occupied in retraversing

s is given by s/Or, by (8), that is t' = s(k
2+ r2)/Ar. Thus

,,_ v + rd k2 v
Q{I*+ r2)-Ar (9)

2/ug F+ r2 At
To find the whole time from projection to return, we have
to add to this the value of t. Thus if A =k26 v r,

v + rQ k2 v (k
2+ r2

)+ArJv + r0 )
2

J_j
I (10)

2/ug J?+ r2 At 2/ug k2+ r2

Arj
If the body, before projection in the same direction as

before, is spinning the other way, the motion of mixed

sliding and rolling will go on until pure rolling is set u]
and the rolling motion will then continue to carry th<

body farther and farther from the point of projection.

Ex. 1. Prove that in the latter case vor+k2
o is constant, that pure

rolling is set up after a time (vo r8 )k
2
/iJLg(k

2+ r2
), according

v > or <rd ,
that the angular speed is then (v r+k26 )/(k

2+ r2), anc

(v
- rd )k

2
{Ar+ {k

2^^)v^lig{k
2+r2

)\

where A =vor+k2
o is the distance described in the time here stated.

Ex. 2. If the solid be given underhand spin, as in Fig. 91, and be

projected up a plane inclined at the angle /3 to the horizontal, show

that, so long as pure rolling does not exist, the equations of motion are

v= -#(//, cos /3+ sin /3), k26= -figr cos ft,

that (unless pure rolling has first set in) the solid will ascend for a

time t= v lg(n cos /3 + sin (3), and a distance %v
2

Jgfa cos f3+ sin (3), that

pure rolling will begin after a time

t' = (v + rd )k
2
/g{n(k

2+ r2 )cos(3+ k2
sm(3\,

from the instant of projection, with angular speed

{k*6 (ii cos (3+ sin (3)
- v rn cos (3\/{(k

2+ r2)/x cos (3+ k2 sin /3}.

Find the condition that t'>t. Find also the whole time from the
instant of projection to that of return to the starting point.

Ex. 3. The solid, still with initial underhand spin, is projected
down the inclined plane of last example : find the equations of motion
and show that, if /x cos (3> sin

(3, and pure rolling has not begun, v=
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when t= vQ !g(fjiCOs /2-sin ft). Prove that at that instant the solid is

rotating in the same direction as at first, and will therefore turn

back, provided \x > tan /?/(l -v rjk
26 ). Prove also that pure rolling

will never begin unless
//,
> k2 tsm f3/(k

2+r2
).

Ex. 4. A uniform cylinder of radius r, revolving with angular
velocity w about its axis, is gently laid with its axis horizontal on a

horizontal table. Tf the coefficient of friction between the cylinder
and table be

/a,
show that the cylinder will slip for a time ;-<o/3/x#,

and then roll with angular velocity w/3.

Ex. 5. A shaft on loosely fitting bearings, radius a feet, carries a

weight of W lbs. Tf \x
= tan c, show that the resisting couple is

Wa sin $, in pound foot units.

205. Compound Pendulum. Any rigid body movable about
a horizontal axis may be used as a compound pendulum,
provided the centroid does not coincide with the axis about
which the body is pivoted. A wheel mounted with its axis

horizontal and put out of balance by a weight attached to

the rim may serve as an example. The position of stable

equilibrium of the body is that in which the centroid is in

-- fc .

a

Wt

%

fe
Fig. 92.

Fig. 93.

the lowest possible position. For when the body is deflected

a little way from that position and left to itself at rest, the
forces upon it have a moment causing it to return to that

position, that is the forces tend to bring it into the position
of minimum potential energy consistent with rotation about
the fixed axis when the moment vanishes.
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Generally a compound pendulum constructed as such is a

body supported on a horizontal line of knife-edges, and so

shaped that its parts are symmetrically distributed about a

plane through the centroid at right angles to the knife-

edges which are also symmetrically placed with regard to

that plane. Fig. 92 shows one form a massive ring of

rectangular section supported on an upturned knife-edge
which touches it along one of the generating lines of its

inner cylindrical surface. Fig. 93 shows a more usual form
with attached knife-edges and sliding weight.

206. Theory of Compound Pendulum (C.P.). Equivalent Simple
Pendulum. We shall suppose first that the body is provided
with a cylindrical bearing of radius c (Fig. 94) supported on

a horizontal surface, so that at any
instant of its motion the body is

rolling on that surface and turning
therefore at the instant about a

generating line of the cylinder. We
denote by h the distance of the

centroid of the body from the axis

of the cylinder and by Wk2 the

moment of inertia of the body about
an axis through the centroid parallel
to that of the cylinder. Then, if the

deflection of the line through the

centroid perpendicular to the axis

from the vertical be 0, the moment of inertia about the

instantaneous axis is

W(k
2+ h2+ c

2 -2hc cos 6).

The forces on the body are (1) the resultant force of gravity
acting vertically downward through the centroid, and

(2) the reaction R of the axis. The latter has no moment
about the axis, and thus Wg is the only force concerned in

altering a deflection from the vertical position, for we
assume that there is no friction at the axis which exerts a
moment on the pendulum, for example no couple due to

what is called "rolling friction" (see 201). Wgh sin 6 is

then the moment of Wg about the instantaneous axis of

turning, and tends to produce angular momentum in the
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direction of diminishing 6, and the angular momentum at

the moment is W(k2+ h2 + c2 21tccos6)6. We have there-

fore

W(k
2+ h2+ c2- 2hc cos 6)6+2 Whc sin 6 . 62 = - Wgh sin 6,

and therefore

(h
2+ k2+ c

2
-2hccos6)6+ 2hcsm6.62+ghsm6= ,..(1)

for the equation of motion.

In the case of small oscillations we replace in this

cos 6 by 1, sin 6 by 0, and ignore the term in 62
. Thus

we obtain

{(h-c)
2+ k2

}6+gh6 = (2)

as the equation of motion, which is precisely that of a

simple pendulum, of length I, given by

pJh-cT+ k2

(3)
h

If the pendulum is suspended on knife-edges supported
on hard plates, we may take c as zero, and then

*=*+* (4,
It

is the length of a simple pendulum, which would, in the

absence of air-resistance, oscillate through any angular
range whatever in the same period as that of the compound
pendulum in oscillations of the same angular range.

Should the pendulum consist of several parts of weights
w

lt iv.
2 ,

...
,
of which it is convenient to consider the moments

of inertia, and moments of forces about the given axis,

separately, then if h
lt

h
2 ,... be the distances of the

centroids G19 G
2 ,... of these parts from the axis of

suspension and k
lf

k
2

... the radii of gyration about the

axis A, we have

W(h
2+ k*) =wl (hl+ kl)+w2(h

2

2+ kl)+ ... .

Also, if the perpendiculars from G
x ,
G

2 , ... to the axis A
make at the instant under consideration angles 6X , 62 ,

...
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with the vertical, we have

Wgh sin w^gh^ sin +w2gh2
sin

2+ . . .
, ( 5 )

SO that 7^
=

f
: 7r l

i : 5 < l) >

sin - wxh x
sin Qx+w2k2sin02 +...

The compound pendulum of Fig. 92 consists of a ring of

iron of rectangular section, made of quarter-inch boiler or

ship plate, well hardened after construction. The inner

and outer surfaces are truly coaxial cylinders, and the ring,
as already stated, oscillates on an upturned knife-edge

touching it in a generating line of the inner surface. If

rv r
2
be the inner and outer radii, the moment of inertia

about the axis of figure is

(y
7^-

^ 7
^)'

r
2
m7r^- r

?)(
r2+ r?)'

where m is the weight of the plate per unit of area, th*

is, the M.I. is J W(r\+ r\), where W is the whole weight, ai

the moment of inertia about a generating line of the inn(

cylinder is ^W{r
2
-\-3rl). The period is therefore given bj

T=2-
\9

207. Suspension Axes and Oscillation Axes. Interchang

ability. Suppose the pendulum to be hanging in stable

equilibrium, while capable of turning about an axis A
(Fig. 93) at distance h from the centroid G, and let a circle

be imagined to be described from the centroid as centre with
h as radius, in the plane in which the centroid moves.

Now let the pendulum as it hangs be imagined connected,
if necessary, by a framework of negligible mass, rigidly
attached to the pendulum with an axis through B parallel
to A, and then to be loosed from the axis at A so as to be

free to turn about that at B. The period of unresisted

oscillation about B for any range of deflection will be the

same as the period for the same range about A.

If another circle be described from G as centre in the

same plane as before with l h (or l h+ c) as radius, a
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perpendicular let fall from G to any of the equivalent axes

A, B,..., and produced backward, will meet the second

circle in a point A',B',.... Then l = AA' =BB,= .... The

points A , B, ... have been called centres of suspension for

the pendulum, and A
', B', ... centres of oscillation.

The pendulum has, as will be shown presently, the same

period of oscillation about a parallel axis through A\ B'
,
...

that it has about the axis through A, or any of the

equivalent axes through B, C, This is the principle of
"
convertibility of the centre of oscillation and suspension

"
;

but the principle is often so expressed as to suggest that

for a certain period there is only one centre (or axis)
of suspension and a corresponding centre (or axis) of

oscillation.

As generally made with fixed knife-edges compound
pendulums admit of only one axis of suspension being used,
and the problem is then that of finding the centre of

oscillation which corresponds, and some range of variation

of that is provided for by a sliding weight which can be

fixed in different positions on the pendulum. But as a
matter of dynamics there are an infinite number of

equivalent axes and corresponding oscillation axes, or, as

they would be more properly called, conjugate axes.

It is convenient to have an arrangement to illustrate

this, and one has been made as follows. A sheet of steel-

plate, thick enough to remain rigidly plane, is loaded with
a diametral bar across the centroid formed by two strips of

steel riveted to its two sides. Holes of equal size, large

enough to admit an upturned knife-edge projecting from
a fixed support, are bored with their centres in a circle

round the centroid, and another concentric row of similar

holes is made nearer the centroid, so that the radii of the

circles touched by the outer edges of the holes in the two
series have the radii h and l h for the arrangement when
used as a compound pendulum. The outer series of holes

is cut first, and then the position of the second series

is fixed with allowance for the material to be cut away.
The cross-bar is made a little too long at first, and the

arrangement is finally
" tuned

"
to agreement of period

by filing a little away from each end. The same period of
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oscillation is given whatever hole is used for the suspensioi
of the body on the knife-edge.
The theorem of convertibility of axes referred to abo^

is proved as follows. The period T is given by

W^-WJ <:

where l= (h
2+ k2

)/h. This last equation can be written

either of the forms

h2 -hl+k2 = 0, (l-h-<l-h)l+&=Q,
so that, if h is one root of the equation, I h is the othei

The sum of the roots is I and their product is k2
,
as affirm*

by the quadratic equa/tion. We infer that if I be the lengtl
of the equivalent simple pendulum for the distance h froi

the centroid to the axis, it is also the length of the equiv*
lent simple pendulum for the distance l h. Thus for the

infinite series of parallel axes, for which I has a given valu(

there is a conjugate series at distance l h from the centroic

for which I has the same value.

If h be chosen very great l h will be correspondingly

small, and the periods will be the same; and when h
infinite l h will be zero, and the periods in both cases wil

be infinitely long. Hence, if we diminish h from infinity

l h will be increased from zero, and the periods will

diminished
;
and clearly the two distances coincide whei

the period is a minimum. We have then 1 = 1 h, or 1=2)
and h = k, so that l= 2k is the smallest length of the

equivalent simple pendulum.
If the matter of the pendulum be concentrated in two

particles, one of weight Wk2
/(h

2+ k2
) at the centre of

suspension and the other of weight Wh2
/(h

2+ k2
) at a

point L at distance l = (h
2
-\-k

2
)/h from the suspension, the

period will be the same. This arrangement, as was pointed
out by Maxwell (Matter and Motion), is kinetically equi-
valent to the compound pendulum. For if the compound
pendulum have its suspension at and its centre of

oscillation at X, the two centroids coincide, the moments
of gravity forces, and the moments of inertia about 0, are

the same. The moments of inertia about an axis through
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the common centroid are the same, and therefore the

moments of inertia about any axis whatever are the same.

208. Experimental C.P. A compound pendulum used for

experiment is generally furnished with two pairs of knife-

edges, one pair fixed relatively to the pendulum and a

movable pair, and also with a sliding weight to enable the

distribution of matter in the pendulum to be altered, and
the experimenter is required to arrange the apparatus so

that the pendulum swings about the two pairs of knife-

edges in the same period. In the Repsold pendulum the

sliding weight is within a containing tube, which keeps
the external form the same for all distributions of the

mass, in order to avoid inequalities of air-resistance. This

resistance may be regarded as made up of two parts, a

true fractional resistance and a dragging of air with the

pendulum, by which its inertia is virtually increased.

Further, the pendulum being immersed in the air has its

gravity virtually diminished by the buoyancy of the air

displaced. We shall show presently how the virtual increase

of mass and the effect of buoyancy may be estimated.

The adjustment of the period of swing about the two
axes to equality is made easier by hanging a simple

pendulum alongside the compound one (when the latter is

made to oscillate about the fixed knife-edges) and altering
its length until the two just keep pace. The position of

the second pair of knife-edges should then be shifted to a

distance from the first equal to the length of the simple

pendulum thus found
;
and this, with a slight correction

for the change produced by the sliding piece carrying the

knife-edges, will give the required arrangement. The
distance of one line of knife-edges from the other is then I,

and, if the period T of small oscillations be determined,

g can be calculated from the equation

g^-j^i (1)

This method of determining g was carried out by Captain
Kater (Phil. Trans. R.S. 1818). In preference to a simple
pendulum he carried a compound pendulum from place to

G.D. 2 B
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place, and so made a gravity survey over a considerabl

part of the country.
It will be clear from Fig. 93 that besides A and A' thei

are in the same line AA' two other points, A x ,
B

lt
at whicl

the second knife edge can be placed to give the same

period. The student is not likely to place the seconc

knife-edge at A
lt

but occasionally he hits on B
1
as the

position. This, it will be seen, gives 2h, not I, as the dis

tance between the two lines of knife-edges. Thus, twi<

one root of (2), 207, generally the greater root, is obtainec

and taken as I; the student ought to be advised of his

error by the absurdly large value of g then given by (1).

209. Buoyancy and Air-Drag of C.P. The buoyancy anc

air-drag modify the equations as follows. Let w be tl

weight of air displaced by the pendulum, that is the weigl
of the air at the density of the surrounding atmosphere
which fills a volume equal to that of the pendulum : the

assumption is made that the air dragged with the pendului
is proportional to w. This assumption is derived froi

the fact that, for example, an infinitely long cylinde

moving with uniform speed u in a direction at right angl<
to its length in an infinite incompressible frictionless fluk

has an apparent kinetic energy greater than that corre

sponding to the mass of the cylinder by \wu2
: in the case

of a sphere moving in any direction on such a fluid, the

excess of energy is \wu2
,
for an ellipsoid it is kwu2

,
where

k is a coefficient depending on the direction of motion

relatively to the principal axes.

We take then k' such a length that wk'2 is the increase

of moment of inertia of the pendulum, supposed of sym-
metrical outward shape, and situated about positions of

the knife-edges, symmetrical about the centre of figure,
and giving nearly equal periods T

lt
T

2
. The buoyancy

of the air is a force wg acting upwards through a point
which is called the centre of buoyancy of the immersed

body, and this for a pendulum in which the knife-edges are

symmetrically placed, as here supposed, is at a distance

(/&!_+ A,
2)/2 from either axis, if hv h

2
now denote the dis-

tances of the centroid of the pendulum from the two
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knife-edges. Thus the moment of inertia is increased to

W{h\+ k2
)+ wk'2

,
and the moment of forces is diminished

to Wg\ IwgQi^h^), about the first knife-edge. Similar

expressions hold for the other knife-edge. The lengths
lv l

2
of the equivalent simple pendulum for the two knife-

edges are given by

W(h\+1<*)+wV* g m2
^-Wh

1 -iw(h1 -^h2)~ ^tt2
1J

W{hl+k2
)+ wk'2

g 2
62~ w^-iw^+h^^ir2 2 '

By means of these equations, we can eliminate Wk2+ wk'2
,

and so find an equation for g containing a small correction

term, depending on the value of w, which can be approxi-
mated to more or less nearly in various particular cases;
and this, with or without the term depending on w/W
may be used to find g, when the distances \, h

2 giving

periods Tx ,
T

2
are measured. We find

g =
87r2(^+ fr

2)
(2)

This divided by 4-7T
2 is the length of the equivalent

simple pendulum which would have a period equal to

unity, and divided by ir
2
it gives the length of the equiva-

lent simple pendulum which would beat seconds. The

length is thus expressed in terms of h
x ,
h
2 ,
T

x ,
T

2
and the

ratio iv/W. The latter furnishes a small correction term,
which can be estimated more or less nearly in different

cases, according to the shape of the pendulum.
For a clock-pendulum the air carried with the bob is

the only thing regarded, and then it is sufficient to take
it as a particle added at the centroid of the bob. The

weight added is some fraction
jul

of the weight w of air

displaced, and so the equation for the corrected value V
of the length of the equivalent simple pendulum is

L -
(tr_w)A

Lv + wv +/x
i)s

(3)
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where l = (h
2+ k2)/h, the uncorrected length. If the bol

is a cylinder moving at right angles to its length, /a ma]
be taken as 1, though this supposition is rendered ii

accurate by the fact that the cylinder is of finite lengtl
and the atmosphere in which it moves is limited by tl

clock-case. For a spherical bob
/ul may be taken as

The factor of w/W is the ratio of the specific gravity
air to that of the material of the bob, and if the bob
of lead the ratio is about 8000. Thus, taking h/l

= 1 an(

ju
=

| for a spherical bob (w/W)( 1 + fih/l)
=

S/1 6000, so thi

a clock regulated by such a pendulum, of the length I

beat seconds, would, in consequence of buoyancy and air-

drag combined, lose about 8 seconds in 24 hours.

Very accurate sidereal clocks at observatories are noi

enclosed in partly exhausted air-tight cases, so that thi

correction may not fluctuate as it would otherwise do witl

the barometric pressure, owing to alterations produced
the ratio w/W.

210. Examples on the Compound Pendulum.

Ex. 1. A compound pendulum is formed of a uniform rod

length 21 and mass m loaded with a mass m' at each extremity. Fine

the length of the equivalent simple pendulum for vibrations about
a horizontal axis at right angles to its length. Find also the position
of this axis when the period has its least value.

Let the distance of the axis from the centroid be h. The length L
of the equivalent simple pendulum is then given by

_ {\m + 2m') I
2+ (m+ 2m') h

2

(m+ 2m')k
This equation may be written

m+ 2m
The roots of this quadratic in h cannot be imaginary, and therefore
the least possible value of L is to be found from the relation

(m+ 2m')L2= 4Qm + 2m') I
2
.

lim= m', this gives 9Z2= 2&12
,
or 3Z= 2sfll. We have then h = J sfil.

If the axis of suspension intersects the rod, it divides the rod into

segments in the ratio of 3 - \/l to 3 + sll.

Ex. 2. A homogeneous sphere rolls within a hollow right circular

cylinder which is fixed. Find the time of a small oscillation of the

sphere about the lowest position.
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The centre of the sphere moves in a circle of radius R-r, where R
is the radius of the cylinder and r that of the sphere. Let

y\r be the
inclination to the vertical of the perpendicular from the centre of

the sphere to the axis of the cylinder, and 6 the angular speed of the

sphere at any instant. Then we have (Fig. 95), noticing that 6 and \p

are in opposite directions

r6= (R-r)\js.

The kinetic energy of the sphere (weight w) is

hv(R - r)V2+ lwr*fr=foo(R -rf^
by the relation between 6 and

\p. The potential energy in the position
indicated is wg(R r){\

- cos
\fr).

Hence if a. is the extreme value of
I/*-,

Jqw(R - rf \p
2=wg(R- r) (cos ty

- cos a.) ;

and we get, by differentiation,

l(R - r)$+g sin yfr
= 0.

The period of a small oscillation is

therefore
2^j<R _ r)/g,

The problem may also be solved as

follows. The sphere is turning at the
instant about 'the point of contact A
with the cylinder. Hence, if 6 be the

angular acceleration,

wgr sin ^_ 5 gsm\}r

\wi
,<l+ wi* 7 r

But, by the relation between 6 and \p,
we have 6={R-r)\flr.

Substituting in the equation just found for 0, we get

5 9

0=

*+; sin^= 0,
7 R-r

the same equation as before.

Ex. 3. A uniform plank, of length I, balances on a fixed horizontal

cylinder of radius R : the length of the plank is at right angles to the

axis of the cylinder. If the plank is set rocking without slipping,
show (neglecting the thickness of the plank) that the period is that of

a simple pendulum of length ^P/R. Derive also the energy equation.
The plank rolls without slipping : at time t let it be inclined at an

angle 6 to the equilibrium position : the radius to the point of contact
now makes an angle 6 with the vertical, and if G be the centroid,
and D the point of contact (Fig. 96), DG= R6. Hence, if W be the

weight of the plank,

W(T\P+R?62)6= - WgROcos 0,

that is, the length of the equivalent simple pendulum is ^l2
jR.

or, when is small,
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The kinetic energy of the rod is \W(feP+&&)$*; and at time
the point of contact of the rod is at

distance i?(l-cos0) above the centi

of the cylinder. Hence, the centroi

is at a distance

R6sm 6+ R(l -cos 0)

above C. The potential energy im
therefore be taken as

%{#0sin0+/i!(l-cos0)}.

Let a. be the extreme value of 0, f<

C which, of course, 0=0. The equati(
Fig. 96. of energy is

iIF(1y2+^2 2
)0

2 +%/^(0sin0-a.sina)-(cos0

Ex. 4. A uniform plank 13 feet long is balanced on a horizontal

log of circular section, 4 feet in diameter, and two boys of equal mass
seated at its ends use it as a " see-saw." Taking the mass of the plai
as 40 lbs. and that of each boy as 84 lbs., and regarding the plai
as a thin rod and the boys as particles each at a distance of 6 fe

from the middle of the plank, show that the period of. a small oscill

tion is 4'43 seconds.

Ex. 5. Show that if the internal and external radii of the rii

pendulum described in 205 be r
x
and r2l the length of the equivalei

simple pendulum I is given by
1 K 3

2r;
+
2 fl>

If the mechanic in cutting the ring has made rjr2 have nearly

assigned ratio (so that only the outside diameter is measured), show
that a small error in this ratio has zero effect on the calculated length
of the equivalent simple pendulum when the ratio has the value n/3/1.

Ex. 6. At a point P in the line joining the centre of suspension
and the centre of oscillation of a compound pendulum a mass w is

attached. It is required to find the change in the length I of the

equivalent simple pendulum, and to show that if the mass w be small

it produces the greatest change in I when attached at a point halfway
between the two centres.

Without the additional mass l= (h
2+ k2

)jh. When w is attached the

moment of forces for a deflection becomes ( Wgh+ wga;) sin 0, where
x is the distance of P from 0. The moment of inertia becomes

W(k2+ k2
)+ wx*.

Hence if I+ y denote the new value of I, and p the ratio w/ W, we have

_h2+ k2
+px

2 hl+ px
2

y~
h+px

~
h+ px
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Thus y vanishes when x= 0, and when x= l, and is a maximum
when xl/2, if p be small.

Clocks are sometimes regulated by varying a small mass placed on
a shelf carried by the pendulum. It is here shown that the shelf

should be midway between the two centres.

Ex. 7. If y denote the excess of the length of the equivalent
seconds pendulum when the mass w is at distance x from the centre

of suspension over the length when the mass w is at distance a, show
that the graph formed with values of y as ordinates and values of x as

abscissae, is a hyperbola, of which the asymptotes are the lines

#=0, x=y-
We have here

_hl+px
2 hi+ pa

2
_hl+ px

2

T

k+px h+ pa h-\-px
'

which leads to the equation

px
2 -

pxy
- pLx -

hy h{L - 1)
= 0,

the graph of which is clearly a hyperbola. The terms of the second

degree px
2 -

pxy equated to zero give the asymptotes, which are

therefore the lines ^ n
#=0, xy= 0.

This relation can be used to graduate a metronome, an instrument
for beating time in music. The period is altered by changing the

position of a sliding weight, which is comparable with the whole

vibrating mass.

Ex. 8. A compound pendulum is formed of a sphere as bob,

consisting of a uniform shell of iron filled with water, and suspended
on knife-edges attached to a rod rigidly connected with the spherical
shell.

If we neglect the friction of the shell on the water we must take
the water as a mass every particle of which has at each instant the
same velocity as the centroid. Hence if W be the weight of the water,
W

x
that of the shell and rod, h the distance of the centroid of the

whole and K the distance of the centre of the sphere from the knife-

edges, k the radius of gyration of the solid part about the knife-edges,

weget Wh'2+ Wx
k2

( W+ W
x)h

'

211. Reactions due to Accelerations. Case of C.P. It is

important to find the reactions due to the accelerations

impressed on the different parts of a body or system
moving in any manner, as these give the forces which are

exerted by each different part on the rest of the system,
and when properly summed lead to expressions for the

forces exerted on the supports of the system. As an
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example we take here the compound pendulum ;
but th<

same process may easily be applied to any swinging body,
such for example as a ship in a seaway. Any small part
of weight w1} say, at a point Px

at distance r
x
from the axij

of suspension has, in the motion of the pendulum at ani

instant, an acceleration r
xQ\ in the direction towards th<

axis, and an acceleration rQ
1

in the direction of 6 in-

creasing, if
X
be the inclination to the vertical of th<

perpendicular let fall from the point P1
to the axis aboul

which the pendulum turns. For a positive value of
1

that of 6 is negative, and vice versa, so that the accelera-

tion rQ
x
is really always in the direction of diminishing V

Fig. 97.

The corresponding forces are w
1
r

1 1
and w^O^ These are

forces applied to the part by the rest of the system. Now
we have w^r^ = wg sin 0-\-P1 ,

w
l
r

lOl
= wg cos -fRx ,

where P
x

is the force tangential to the circular motion in

the direction of increasing Qlt and Rx
is the inward radial

force, both applied to w
1 by the body itself. Hence

w
\
r-3i "+"wi9 sm ^1

=
-^\ w

i
T

i^l +wi9 cos 1
= PV . . . ( 1 )

The addition can be carried out graphically, by drawing
vectors from the point Px

to represent the mass-accelera-
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tions of w
l reversed, and then combining with these

the vertically downward vector w
xg. The vector obtained

is equilibrated by that given by the P, R forces in their

actual directions. The latter vector represents the result-

ant of the forces applied to the body by the axis, since the

resultant of the internal forces is zero.

Thus, in Fig. 97, the symbols u\a, wx
n indicate the two

reversed vectors so drawn for u\ at the point Px
. The result-

ant is the vector V inclined at an angle tan~ 1

a/n to the line

AP
1 produced. Now, since the angular acceleration 0, and

the angular speed 0, are the same for every part of the

oscillating body at any instant, this angle is the same for

every radius-vector AP drawn from the axis to the position
of an element. Thus the resultant of the reversed mass-

accelerations is, at every point, along the forward tangent
to the equiangular spiral of equation re^n

' laln
, (r= AP),

drawn through the point from a pole at A. This result is

due to Sir George Greenhill (Notes on Dynamics).
With this is to be combined the uniformly directed

vector wg. This can be done by constructing another

spiral of the same angle = tan
" l

(a/n) from a hew pole
A' found by the following process. We draw AB inclined

to the vertical at the angle 0, which represents the de-

flection of the pendulum at the instant (so that AB is a,

line which would be vertical in the equilibrium position
of the body), and make AB= l, the length of the equivalent

simple pendulum, and on the upward vertical through A
take a point G, such that AG=g/0

2
. Then through B

we draw a line at right angles to AB, to meet a horizontal

line through A in E, shown in Fig. 97. G is then joined
to E and a perpendicular AA' let fall to GE. Then, as

can easily be shown, lAEG LA'AG=(f>, and A' is a
new pole from which, by means of an equiangular spiral
of the same equation as before, we can represent for every
part of the body in the plane of the diagram, the vector

compounded of the reversed mass-accelerations wa, wn,
and the downward vector wg.
For we have, at P

lf by the equations of motion,

w
x
a =w

xgAP1
sin 6/1

= w^gAPJA E, w n =w
xgAPJAG
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by construction, and therefore a/n = AC/AE. But

a/n tan
cf>,

and thus the construction gives lAEG=<j>. The resultant

of a, n and g at P
x
is

a/8in<j>=g(AP1/AE)/(AA'/AE)=gAP1/AA' (2)

Again, for w
2 at A' the resultant vector is evidentl

vertically upwards, by the spiral, and its amount is

w
2
a
2/sin

=w
2g(AA'\AE)\(AA'\AE)=w2g (3

Hence, if with this be compounded the vector w
2g down

wards, the resultant is zero. Since the resultants of a and
n for the two points Px

and A' are by (2) proportional to

the lengths of the lines AP
1
and AA' (at J/ the resultant

is g upwards), and are inclined to one another at the same

angle as are these two lines, the result of compounding tin

downward acceleration g with a and n at P
x
is the same

that of compounding a vector represented by APlt
with

vector equal and opposite to one represented by AA\ and
is a vector represented in the same way by A'P

X
. Thus

the resultant at P
1

is inclined to A'P
X
at the angle 0, and

is proportional to A'P
1 ,
and so for other points. A' is thus

the pole of a new spiral by which the resultants at other

points may be found graphically.
It is to be observed that, since a and n vary as the

pendulum swings, the positions of E, G, and A' also change.
For example, in the middle of a swing

2 has its maximum
value, and AG its least, while, since a = 0, <f>

is then zero.

Thus E is infinitely far off from A, for the deflection

is zero, and B is on the vertical through A, and the pole
A' is at G At the end of a swing is zero and $ = 7r/2,

so that A' is at E, the position of which is that given by the

construction when 6 is the whole amplitude of deflection.

By resolving the forces P
lt i^ horizontally and vertically,

and summing for the whole body, we find the components
in these directions of the whole force exerted on the body
in consequence of its internal connections and the action of

its support. These are partly purely internal forces, and

partly forces transmitted through the body from the axis

ne
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f support. Since the purely internal forces equilibrate one

another, we shall obtain by a summation of the forces

described above the equilibrant of the whole system of

forces applied to the body by the axis of support, and
therefore also the reaction of the body on the axis.

Thus, for the total force in the direction of x, taken

positive when taken along AE in Fig. 97, applied to the

body by the axis, we have

X = HP1
cos B

x Si^ sin
1
= ^Lw

l
r
1dl

cos
X Si^r^sin 0) ,, ,

= whzose.e-whsm6.e\ r }

and for the total force in the vertically downward direction

Y= - SPj sin 6
1
- Si^ cos

X
= - Wh sin . 6

\ (5)

-WhcosO.fc-Wg,)""
which give

h2

X= Wg ,
2 -rg

sin 6 cos 6 h62 sin 0,

Y=-Wg- Wh02 cos O+Wgj~^ sin2a
(6)

Besides the forces here calculated the axis may apply
to the pendulum, a couple depending on the manner in

which it is attached to the axis. An overhanging pendulum,
for example, turning about an axle carried in a bearing
before or behind the plane in which the centroid moves,

applies a couple to the bearing, and a reaction couple must
be applied by the bearing to the axis to keep it horizontal.

212. Theory of Impulsive Forces. Impulse. An impulsive
force is a force of very great amount F applied to a body
during a very short interval of time t: a blow from a

hammer, the impact of a common-shot on an armour plate,
are examples. The smallness of t makes the change of

momentum produced in that time by ordinary forces applied
to the body, such as the force of gravity, vanishingly small

in comparison with the time integral

^Fdt
of the impulsive force F. The change of momentum
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produced by the impulsive force is equal to this integral,
which is called the impulse; and though, as a rule, the
manner of variation of F within the interval r is unknown,
the value of the integral can be calculated, or observed

experimentally, in many practical cases. We shall take
some examples, and then consider how the equations of

motion of a system are to be modified in the case of

impulsive forces.

213. Collision of Inelastic Bodies. Theory of Pile-Driver.

We consider here collision between inelastic bodies. These
are bodies which after impact remain in contact, so that

two rigid bodies which impinge on one another move
afterwards as one rigid body, or, if there be any relative

motion, there is no elastic deformation of either to be

extinguished by frictional resistance to vibrations. As an

example, consider the impact of a wooden mallet on a
chisel used to cut wood or soft stone. There is little or

no elastic deformation, or "rebound," of the mallet, the

momentum which it possessed before impact is distributed

between the mallet and the chisel just after impact, and
the kinetic energy of the system is then used up in the

cut made. If the mallet rebounded from the chisel there

would be a greater forward momentum of the chisel just
after the blow, and that would be useful in making
a slight cut in hard and resistent material like steel

and granite, and for this reason it is found advantageous
to substitute a steel hammer for the mallet. We shall

return to the discussion of this example. Anything like

a complete discussion of the impact of elastic bodies in-

volves the theory of vibrations of an elastic solid, and
therefore we do not enter on the subject in the present
treatise.

Consider now an inelastic "pile" a beam of wood

pointed at the lower end which is being driven into the

ground by successive blows of a hammer, or pile-driver,
of weight W let fall from a height It above the head of the

pile. The speed of the hammer at the beginning of the

impact is sl2gh, if the friction of the guide and of the air

be disregarded. Hence the momentum is then W\/2gh.
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ust after the impact the hammer and pile have the

immon speed v given by the equation

W
f r

W+w^- w
I'or the momentum of the pile has been increased from
zero to wv, and that of the hammer has been diminished

from Wj2gh to Wv. Hence we have

W(s/2gh v)= wv,

which gives the equation just written down. We have
in this case -rrr

Fdt = wv = 1^- sfWi (2)
Jo W+w J v }

Now let the pile descend a short distance d in consequence
of the blow. The energy expended is

i(W+w)v2+(W+w)gd.
But if R be the space-average of the resistance of the

material to the downward progress of the pile, the work
done is Rd. Hence, inserting the value of v just found,
we get 1 W2

or {R-(W+w)g}d= 1̂ gh (3)

The average upward thrust R' on the hammer during
the penetration d is different from R. For that we have
in the same way

(R- Wg)d= W(ŵ fgh (4)

The quantity (W+w)gd is small in comparison with the

right-hand side of (3), and therefore this quantity in (3),
and Wgd in (4), may be omitted without seriously impairing
the accuracy of the values of R and R.
From (3) it follows that the weight which must be

applied to the top of the pile, so that it may descend by
dead weight alone, is

W h

"Kw+wd^v
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The method of dead weight is adopted for the sinking of

caissons, which for several reasons cannot be driven down

by blows from a hammer. It is to be observed that if,

after a little penetration, a smaller resistance than R were
offered to the pile, the dead weight would be too great and
the pile would go down " with a run."

The discussion here given for a pile is applicable to the

driving of nails by a hammer, though here the action

between the nail and the hammer is elastic. A wooden
hammer does not drive nails well, even if it is made of very
hard wood, for the head of the nail deforms the hammer
face, and energy is lost thereby, which in the case of the

steel hammer is utilised in causing the nail to penetrate
the wood.

214. Energy-Change in Inelastic Impact. Advantage of

Heavy or Light Hammer. The error, which is not uncommon,
of equating the kinetic energy of the hammer just before

impact to the work done in causing the pile or nail to

penetrate the ground or wood is to be avoided. The first

action is one of redistribution of momentum, and this has

been effected before penetration to any sensible distance

has taken place, so that the resistance of the material has

not been sensibly brought into play.
In the impact itself a loss of kinetic energy of amount

W2 Ww
B-W-TfcsBh-^k (i)

takes place, and it is noteworthy that for a hammer and

pile or nail, of given weights, it is always the same fraction

of the whole kinetic energy just before impact. This is

expended in deforming the head of the pile and, to a much
less extent, the face of the hammer. It is important to

observe that the energy lost bears to the whole kinetic

energy available the ratio w/(W+w), which is nearly equal
to unity, or to zero, according as W is small or great in

comparison with w. Thus the hammer should have a

weight W, great in comparison with that of the pile, or

nail, for then very nearly the whole available kinetic energy
will be utilised in causing the penetration desired. On the
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)ther hand, if w be great in comparison with W, or of

the same order of magnitude, nearly the whole or a large

part of the kinetic energy available will be expended in

deforming the head of the body struck.

Hence if the object is to indent, or fashion the surface of

a body according to any pattern, by hammer blows, the

hammer should have mass W small in comparison with
the mass w of the body struck, as then the available kinetic

energy is expended in producing the result required. Thus
a blacksmith uses a small hammer to give detail of form
to the surface of a piece of iron, and employs a sledge
hammer to drive a steel chisel through the material,

softened by heat, when he cuts a thick bar in two, and
also a sledge hammer when a bar is to have its cross-

section much reduced or altered.

215. Duration of Impact. How far a Pile should be Driven.

From (1), 214, and (4), 213, we can obtain the distance,

a say, by which the pile is shortened in consequence of the

blow. For the energy Wwgh/(W+w) lost from the

hammer in the impact must be equal to the work Ra done

by the force R exerted by the hammer on the pile. Hence

n _ Wwgh _w(W+w) j ma
-(W+w)R~ W* a> W

by the approximate value of R from (4), 213. From this

result we see that, according as W is great or small in

comparison with w, the distance a is small or great in com-

parison with d.

The times t
lt t

2 , r of traversing the spaces h, d, a can be

compared. First we have t
1
= j2hjg. Again, the time-

average of the speed during the interval t
2
is

lv = bJ2ghW/(W+w), so that t
2
= 2d(W+ w)/Wj2gh.

But tA
= 2h/j2gh, and therefore

t
2_ W+w d

t
1
-~w~h W

The momentum lost in time r by the hammer is

j2ghWivl(W+w),
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and the action R' of the pile on the hammer is

W{W/(W+w)}*gh/d.
But R't = J2gh Ww/( W+w\
and therefore

\Tw(W+w) , IT a, /Q .

gh W 2 V gh

Thus, if a is very small in comparison with h, that is, if

only a slight deformation of the pile is produced^ the time
of redistribution of the momentum is very short, and the

impulsive force R (which is approximately equal to

the resistance R to penetration, if W/w be great) is very
large enough to overcome through a short distance the

resistance of the substance. This explains the advantage
of a hammer in cutting metal or marble or granite, though
it is to be remembered that the impact of a steel hammer
on a steel chisel is not a case of the impact of inelastic

bodies. In the case of marble or granite, which are brittle,

the impulsive wedge-action may start a crack in the material,
which extends so that a large piece is splintered off.

The resistance of ground to penetration by a pile fre-

quently increases as the pile is driven deeper ;
there is, of

course, additional resistance due to friction, if the ground
presses against the sides of the pile. If L be the load, in

tons or pounds, according to the unit adopted for W and w
to be carried, the driving may be stopped when the value

of R has risen above Lg, that is, when

h^ W+w
The chain used to raise the hammer of the pile-driver

applies a lifting force equal to W(g+ <x)+ F, where a. is

the upward acceleration and F is the friction of the slide.

At starting on its upward journey the weight W has a

considerable acceleration, but this falls off and the weight
is finally brought to rest, or nearly so, at the top of the

slide by the action of F.

216. Equations of Motion of System under Impulses. We
now consider a system of particles acted. on by impulsive
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forces. Let the components of one of a set of impulses

applied to the system be P, Q, R, in the directions of the

axes, and let the components of velocity of a particle of

mass m at the point x, y, z be changed from x
, y ,

z to

x, y, z in the very short time-interval t. If we insert the

impulsive forces in the equations of 60, 75, or regard
the forces there specified as impulsive, and integrate
over the duration r of the impulse, we get

2{m(x-x )}=2P, 2{m{y-y )}=2Q,\
2{m(z-z )}=2R J

V ;

Any ordinary forces, coexisting with the impulsive forces,

have zero integrals over the vanishingly small time r.

Similarly, we get for the equations of moments,

2[m {(z-.Z )y-(y-y )z}] = 2(Ry -Qz),\
2[m{(a- x )z -(z - z )x}] = 2(Pz -Rx)\ (2)

2[m{(j/ -yQ)x-{x-x )yY\ = ^(Qx -Py)}

where the summations on the left are to be taken over all

the particles of the system, and on the right over all the

impulses. The impulses P, Q, R are supposed to be applied
from without at certain points to the system. But, in

general, the particles are connected by internal links, or

fulfil certain conditions of configuration, and, therefore,

changes of velocity in general occur throughout the system.
The last three equations break up into two sets, one

with reference to parallel axes through the centroid, for

which the equations are precisely (2), on the understanding
that the origin is now at the centroid, and the set

M(r,i-fr) = ZQ-2P, I

where rj, f are the coordinates of the centroid with
reference to the given axes, and M is the whole mass 2m
of the system.

By the properties of the centroid we can write (1) in the

form,

Md-i^ZP, M(n-i, )
= 2Q, M($-i ) = XR. ...(4)

<:. d. 2 C
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For a rigid body the equations of moments become

Ml{<p-<p )
= ?,Sxrx , Mkl(x-Xo) =^y

r
y ;\

jf/4(^-^ )=s>Sfsn, J

where
<p, x> V*"

are the angles which perpendiculars let

fall from any point, xyz, to the axes of x, y, z, make with
the axes of y, z, x respectively. The lengths of these

perpendiculars are rx , yy ,
rz ,

and

(Sx ,
Sy ,

Sz)
= {(R cos - Q sin

<f>)rx ,
\

(Pcosx-^sinx)^, I (6

(Q cos \[s
P sin

\fj-)rz }.)

The values of 0, x> V' are different for perpendiculars
drawn from different points, but if the body be rigid,

(p, x, \js
must be the same for all. The perpendiculars may

therefore be supposed drawn from the centroid to the

given axes.

217. Impulse applied to Compound Pendulum. Consider
now a compound pendulum hanging vertically on its axle,

or on knife-edges, and let it receive a horizontal impulse in

the vertical plane through the centroid at right angles to

the axis of turning. We can prove that, if the line of

application of the impulse pass through the centre of

oscillation, no shock will be applied to the axle or bearing

by which the body is supported. We suppose that the

duration r of the impulse is so short that whatever change
of motion of a body is produced by an impulse applied to it

is brought about before the body has moved through any
perceptible distance, or turned through any sensible angle.
Now the change of motion of the centroid of a body,

whether rigid or not, effected in any time, is the same ( 60)
as it would have been if all the forces on the body had
been applied to a free particle of mass equal to the mass
of the body ;

and so if the horizontal component of the

reacting impulse at the axis be /' (measured as before by
the time integral of an impulsive force), and v be the

change of speed of the centroid in the direction of the im-

pulse, we have Wv = I-I' (1)
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Again, the moment of the impulse about the axis must be

equal to the angular momentum generated about the axis,

so that if a be the distance of the line of application of /
from the axis, ,

since v/h is the angular speed generated. Thus we have

Ia=Wi

by (1). Thus we get

Ia=Wv
}^ J^=Wvl = (I-r)l, (2)

I
'='(1-!. <3>

and /' is positive or negative according as a is < or > I.

Thus if a = l, 1=0, and there is no shock to the axis.

There is no vertical component of impulse called into

play. The production of angular speed v/h about the

axis calls into play a force towards the axis, of amount
Whv2

/h
2 = Wv2

/h, on the body, and a reaction of the same
amount on the support; but this being a force of finite

amount, depending as it does on v/h, cannot in any very
short time produce a sensible change of momentum.

218. Impulse applied to Rod on Smooth Table. Impulse on
Pivot. Consider a rod of length 2h resting on a horizontal

table. If the rod be of uniform weight per unit length
and friction be absent, it will, if struck at one end A by an

impulse along the table at right angles to the length of the

rod, begin to turn about a point B, at a distance of \a
from A. B is the centre of oscillation of the rod as a

compound pendulum hung from the point A, and if the rod

is struck by an impulse at G, directed as before, it will

begin to turn about A. In neither case will there be any
impulse or shock applied to an axle at the point of turning.
The proof is similar to that given above for the compound
pendulum.

Let / be the impulse and v the speed of the centroid

produced. Then if W be the weight of the rod, we have

Wv = L (1)

If the rod turn about a point A at distance x from the end
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struck, the angular speed is v/(x h). Hence, taking
moments about the point A, we get

Ix=Wv(x-k)+W^ -r> (2)7 3 x h

or, substituting the value Wv of / on the left, and rejecting
the common factor Wv,

xh= ih2
(3)

Thus we obtain x = ih, and the statement made above as

to the point of turning is verified. Moreover, this result

has been obtained on the supposition that no impulse,

except that at the end, has been applied to the rod, and we
infer that if there had been a pivot at the point B, it

would have experienced no shock.

But let a pivot be provided at a distance x
1
from the end,

so that the rod is constrained to turn about it, and let the

impulse / be applied at the end as before. If T
the impulse now applied to the rod by the pivot, in th

direction parallel to that of /, we have

Wv=i+r (4

he

and IXi =Wv(x1-h)+W~j^-Ti

(5)

These equations, since x
x

is now fixed, enable us to deter-

mine F and v. We see first that if x
x
= h, v must be zero

;

this is obvious without calculation, for then the centroid is

fixed and its speed v is zero. It will be seen that the

equation reduces to

r=Wvpx^ (6)
Sx

1 (x1 h)

which vanishes when x
1
=

-^h. For v we get the equation

3^-6/^ + 4/.
2

\
;

Ex. 1. Verify that when x
t=4h the kinetic energy is a minimum

for given speed u of the end struck.

The angular speed is ujx x ,
and the moment of inertia about the

pivot is W{\h2+ {x\ h)
2

). Hence the kinetic energy is

and this, by the ordinary criterion, is a minimum when x
x
=

^h.
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Ex. 2. Show that if the impulse / applied to the end of the rod be

given, the kinetic energy is a maximum when x
1 -^^h.

It will be observed that in this case u is not given but depends on

the value of /. But the kinetic energy is still ^Wic
2

{}i h
2 + (xl -hf}/x],

and since u=x
1v/(x1 -h), we have Wu2= Wv2

x\l{x^ Kf. Thus, by (7),

we get for the value of the kinetic energy,

U A I
2 /2

We have seen that the reciprocal of the fraction in the brackets is a
minimum when x

l
=

fi h, hence the fraction is a maximum for that
value of x

l
. But I2/W is given, and so the kinetic energy is a

maximum.
These examples illustrate by particular cases a general theorem of

maximum and minimum energy of a system set in motion by impulses,
which we shall explain later.

Ex. 3. An mi pulse I is applied at the distance x=h from one end
of the rod

; prove that turning will begin about that end. We have

again for the motion of the centroid I Wv, and if the rod begins to

turn about a point in itself, or in line with it on the table, at distance
* from the point struck, we have, taking moments about that point,

Ix=Wv(x-\h)-t-Wh2
v/(x-^h). Substituting Wv for 7, we obtain

x{x - \h)={x -))>+}*, or \h(x- lh)= $h\ that is x= &L The rod
therefore begins to turn about the farther extremity from the point
struck.

The student may easily experiment on this subject in any smith's

shop or engineering laboratory. Let him take a uniform bar of iron,
measure off two-thirds of its length from one end, and mark the point.

Then, gripping it by the farther extremity from the mark, let him
strike the bar forcibly against the edge of an anvil, at a point a little

beyond the mark to allow for his grip of the bar. He will feel little

or no jar from the blow. But if the point of the bar which strikes

the anvil be much farther off, or much nearer the hand, the jar will

be very unpleasant.

Again, if the bar is held at a distance of two-thirds of its length
from one end, and is then made to strike the anvil, there will be a

very perceptible jar, unless the point of collision is the farther

extremity of the bar.

Ex. 4. Show that a uniform sphere, oscillating about a point on its

surface under gravity, has a period equal to that of a simple pendulum
of length equal to *7 of the diameter of the sphere.
Hence explain why the cushion of a billiard table is at a height

above the table equal to "7 of the diameter of a billiard ball.

219. Double Compound Pendulum. We take next the problem
of two compound pendulums, one hinged to the other, like a bell and
its clapper. To deal with this we take axes as in the last problem,
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and denote by x, y the coordinates of the point of attachment of the

second pendulum to the first (so that x2 + i/

2 = l
2
,
where I is the distance

of the hinge from the fixed point 0), by hx/l, hi//1 the coordinates of

the centroid of the first pendulum (distant h from 0) and by , r/
the

coordinates of the centroid of the second pendulum. We suppose that

the hinge is on the line from through the first centroid. We have

x=lsin6, y=l cos 9, hx/l= h sin 9, hy/l
= h cos 9, = l sin 9+a sin 4>,

r]
= l cos + a cos

<f>,
where 9, </>

are the angles which the line in each

pendulum through the centroid and the hinge makes with the vertical,
and a is the distance of the centroid of the second pendulum from the

hinge. These lines are supposed to remain in one plane the plane
vibration.

We have then
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about that position. The angular momentum is W2 {^(r) -y) i|( x)}y

and in taking the time-rate of change of this, we must regard x, y as

constant. We thus obtain, as the reader may verify,

W
2 {(a

2+ kl) cf>+ al cos (<f>- 0) 6+al sin ($-$)&)=- W
2gasin(f>. (4)

Subtracting this from (3), we get

.(5)
W

1 {It
2+ kl) 0+ W2 {1

20+ al cos
(<f>

-
6) j>

- al sin (<f>
-

6) </>

2
}l

= -(Wih+ W2l)g sin 0.)

We may take (4) and (5) as the equations of motion.
A chain of n pendulums vibrating about parallel axes, the first

pendulum attached to a fixed point, the second pivoted on the

first, the third on the second, and so on, can be dealt with in the

same way. The rate of change of angular momentum of the ntl

\

about the instantaneous position of its pivot, is first found and equated
to the moment of the forces of gravity on the nth

pendulum about
that pivot, which gives one equation : then the nth and (??-l)

th are

taken together as one system turning about the pivot on the (?i-2)
Ul

,

and an equation of motion found as before
;
and so on until the n

pendulums are taken together, and n equations in all are obtained.

Ex. 1. A plane lamina rests on a horizontal table between which
and the lamina there is no friction. The lamina is pivoted to one end
of a horizontal rod which turns about a vertical axis at its other end.

If the rotation of the rod be uniform, show that the motion of the

lamina relatively to the rod is that of a simple pendulum of length

equal to (a
2+ kt)g/alfo, where a is the distance of the centroid of the

lamina from its pivot, k2 the radius of gyration of the lamina about
an axis at right .angles to its plane through the centroid, I the length
of the rod, and 6 its uniform angular speed.

Ex. 2. An inextensible thread of negligible mass and length a has
one end attached to a point on the rim of a vertical wheel of mass M,
radius I, and radius of gyration k about its axis, and carries at the

other end a particle of mass m. Find the equations which determine
the small oscillations of the system about the position of stable

equilibrium. Prove that the two principal periods are 2^/%, 2ir/n2 ,

where nu n2 are the real positive roots of the equation

MJPan* - {Mk2+ mal+ ml2
)gn

2+ mlg
2= 0.

Ex. 3. Two equal uniform rods AB, CD have each mass m and

length 2a. The ends A, C and B, D are connected by threads of

negligible mass and length I, and the system is hung in a vertical

plane on a horizontal axis passing through the centroid of the rod
AB. If the latter rod be set in rotation about the axis, it is required
to find the subsequent motion.
The rod AB revolves with uniform speed, while the centroid of

CD moves as would a simple pendulum of length I.
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220. Small Vibrations of Double Pendulum. If now in th*

double pendulum we suppose 6 and
(f>

to be so small that we may
write 0, ((>

for sin 8, sin
<f>,

1 for cos(<-^), and neglect terms in

6\ cj>\ we obtain (219)
ald+ (a

2+ kl) cf>
+ ag<p

=
0, 1

(^+*!+^i)*+-|Jfli#+(A+^*)^-a{

(

Writing b, d, e for the coefficients in the first of (1), and c, pb, /for
those in the second, as they stand in each case, we get

c6+ pb<f>+f$:

where /)= W2/
W

t
. If now we put $= A sin (?it + a.), <p

= B sin (nt + a),
and substitute in these last equations, we obtain

bAn2+ dBn2

-eB=0,\
cAn2+ pbB?i

2
-fA=0,i

which by elimination of A and B give

(cd-p&
2
)tt

4
-(ce+/d>i

2+ e/=0, (4)

a quadratic equation for n2
which, since cd> pb

2
,
has two positive

we get

(2)

.(3)

roots. Thus, as before, two modes of vibration of different

frequencies, one, the mode of greater period 2ir/nlt in which both

pendulums are deflected at the same instant in the same direction

from the vertical, the other, of smaller period 2tt/?i2 ,
in which they

are deflected in opposite directions.

Solving (4), we get

2(cd-pb
2
)

1

pb
2
)

{ce +fd - s/{ce -fdf+ Apefb
2
},

{ce+ fd+ sl{ce-fd)
2+ pefb

2
},

\

.(5)

"
2
~2(cd

which, since cd> pb
2
, proves that n\ and n\ are real and positive

The complete solutions of the differential equations (2) are thus

6=A X
sin (nx

t+ 04) 4- A 2 sin (n2t+ ol2),\

(f>
=B

1
sin {nx

t+ 04)+B2 sin {n2t+ ol2). J
(6)

The constants A, B for each frequency are connected by a fixed

relation, namely, B
1
= k

1
A

1 ,
B2
= k

2A 2 . Multiplying the first of (3)

by pb and the second by d, and subtracting, we obtain the ratio

B/A={fd-(cd-pb
2
)?i

2
\lbpe, so that

B
1
=

B9=

fd-{cd-pV)n\

bpe

{cd-ptf)n\

bpe

fd

A\ Ki-4]

A 2=k2A 2 .

.(V)
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ll
l

rwe {
~

(ce
~
fd) J{ce

~fdf+ 4b2pef}-]
(8)

ius Kj is essentially positive and k
2 essentially negative.

Multiplying these values together, we obtain

*.=- <9>

It is important to notice that if ce= fd, the values of Kj and k2
are

equal in numerical value but have opposite signs, and further that,
when the relation ce= fd is not fulfilled, the imposition of the value 1

on either of the coefficients *c
l5

k
2 makes the other have the value

-f/ep. [See also Foppl, Technische Mechanik, Bd. VI.]

221. Double Compound Pendulum under Special Conditions.

Bell and Clapper. We shall now work out some examples of what

precedes.

Ex. 1. Find the values of the constants of integration and the

complete solution for small motions, when the initial values are

#0> </>()> #05 <o-
We obtain easily from equations (6) of 220,

^ = ^4
1
sinoc

1 + J 2 sin a.2 , <f>
= K

1
A

x
sin ol

}
+ /c2^2sin oc2 ,

^ = ?i
1
^

1
cosa.

1 + w2 i4 2 cosoL2, <^
= w

1
/c

1
J

1
cosa.

1 + ?i2 /<2^ 2cosa2 ,

from which to find A
x
sin 04, .d 2 sin oc2 ,

A
l
cos 04, Thus we have

K
l \- n

l
n2

(<(,
_ K2# ) cos n \

l+ (<o
_ KM cos 7h( p

with for
<f>

the same expression, modified by multiplying the first and
third terms by ku and the second and fourth by k

2 . Hence

</>-#=
1 [-(^-^{^kzMosin^+^-K^cos^)

K-2
~ K

i
1 V.

7lj
J

+ (k2
- 1)|^o_Z^A sin^+ (</)

-
k, ^ ) cos ?^)~|.

If we impose the condition that # = ( =
0, we get

('2)

^=-^--{-^^sin^+*^^sin^).k2 Kj \. n
x

n2 "J

same expression for <, modified by multiplyi:
and the second by k

2 . Also in this case,

= -

{-(/<!- i)
^o-^o sin Hji+^-l) fc^'sin rut). (3)

K2
~~ K

l
*- n

l
n2

*

with the same expression for
(/>,

modified by multiplying the first

term by k
x
and the second by k

2 . Also in this case,
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From these last results we draw at once the conclusion that if both

pendulums be started with the same angular speed # =
</> , </>-#will

remain zero, if Kj
= l. The coefficient k 2 will then have the value

-f/ep (see (9) 220). These are therefore the conditions that the two

pendulums should continue to vibrate as one, if started together as

one pendulum.
Such an arrangement of a bell and its clapper would, if started as

here supposed, fail to give any relative motion of the parts, and the

bell would not ring. We shall, however, consider the failure of a
bell more fully presently.

If in (2) we assume that k
1
=

1,
=

0, but do not suppose that
(/>(l

is

zero, we get a

cf)-0=
5 gin n2t+ cp cos n2t, (4)nt

.

of which the maximum value is v(< -# ) + n^/n2
. Thus, if the

arrangement is such that k
1
=

1, then, although the second pendulum
may have an initial deflection

<j> ,
the relative deflection cannot exceed

the maximum value here stated, which it will be seen approximates
to < if n2 be great, that is, if the period of the second pendulum
vibrating alone is short. Thus the relative deflection remains very
nearly <

,
and the two pendulums still practically vibrate as one.

This result still holds when
<j>
= 0.

Ex. 2. Prove that if the condition ce=fdis fulfilled, the values of

k
1?

k
2 are s/f/pe,

-
slfjpe, and of Oj, n2 are \fd-\/p~efb

2
/Jcd-pb

2
,

\'fd+<Jpefb
2
/s/cd-pb

2
, respectively. Find the finite equations of

motion for this case.

Ex. 3. If p (= W2jW^) be small, prove that to a first approximation
n

x
=

sjf\c, n2 =Je\d, and to a second approximation

n
x
=

sj{fdjce -fd) -
pefP}/{<* -fd)(ed

-
p&

2
),

n2
=

\J{ ce(ce -fd) + pefb'
z
\j(ce -fd){cd - pb

2
).

Ex. 4. A rod of length 2a is suspended by a string of length I

attached at one end of the rod, from a fixed point 0.

Show that if the inclinations of the string and the rod to the
vertical at time t be 6 and

</>,
the equations of motion are

16+ a eos(<
-

6) 4>
- a sin (<

-
6)<j>

2+g sin 6= 0,

*
a<j>+ 1 cos (<p

-
9)

]+ 1 si n (<
-

6)&1+g sin <p
= 0.

Hence find the equations for small motions, and show that the

equation of frequencies is

(an
2
-Sg)(ln

2
-4g)-9g

2= 0.

Show that this equation has four real roots, and write down the

complete integral equations.
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222. Driving and Driven Pendulums. Forced Vibrations.
The corresponding values of ku k

2 in the Ex. 3 are approxi-

mately K
l
=
b/l(ce-fd), k2

= -(ce -fd)/bpe. The value s/f/c of n
x

is

very nearly \ hgl(h
2
-\-k{) y

that is, "Jg/L, where L is the length of

the equivalent simple pendulum for the first pendulum oscillating

alone, and s/e/d is the same thing for the second pendulum. Thus
the two fundamental periods of the system are simply those of the

two pendulums, each hung up alone.

If, then, p WJW1
be small, and the double pendulum be started

from rest with # = < =0, and </>o=0, by imparting an initial angular

speed y)
to the first pendulum, we have, by (1) above and the approxi-

mate values of Kj, k
2 ,

H^VJ-^W!^- o)

Since p is here supposed small, and it is assumed that there is no

approach to fulfilment of the condition ce~fd=0, the second term
makes only a small addition to the first term, which is the main value

of 0; but so far as the second term goes it varies in the period

%7rs/d/e.
The value of

</>
is obtained from that of by multiplying the first

term by k
x and the second by k2 ,

that is,

I *&f7*W-&fi*f* ~
Of course, if the effect on the period of oscillation is required with

exactness, the more closely approximate values of nls
n

2 must be used.

If the second pendulum has a very short equivalent simple pen-

dulum, slclf may be so great in comparison with \fdje, that the main

part of 4> is represented by the first term, and this varies in the

period of the first pendulum. This, of course, is what we should

anticipate without calculation
;
the massive upper pendulum acts as

driver, and the small attached pendulum is driven in the period of

the other, and acquires a steady amplitude of vibration of considerable

amount, while the vibration of the driving pendulum is but little

affected. The term, however, in the value of
cf),

which has the period
of the second pendulum, is great in comparison with the corresponding
term in the value of 0.

It is to be observed that here c has for its main term the same

sign as 9, or the opposite sign, according as ce>fd or ce<fd, that
is according as the period of the natural vibration of the driving
pendulum is greater or less than that of the driven.

223. Theory of Seismographs. The principle of the Gray-Milne
seismograph, and of other seismographic apparatus for registering
earth vibrations may be regarded as that of the double pendulum in

the case here discussed
;
but the motion of such apparatus falls more
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naturally under the category of forced vibrations. The moving earth

or building, however, may be considered to be the driver and the

pendulum of the instrument, which has naturally a long period, as

driven. The period, 2Wc//, of the driving vibrations is very short,

so that s/c/f is small, and 27r\fd/e is relatively great. The condition

that Myifj is negligible holds here, of course, so that we need

only include vibrations due to the earth itself in 0, for there can

be no sensible reaction exerted by the apparatus on the earth. We
have thus

/ /7 \=Aam^tt + cH
)

(3)

The effect of this on the seismograph is to produce a vibration
(}>
= k

1 )

along with which will be free vibrations of the seismograph itself, in

its much longer period 27r\^d/e. All these will be registered by
the apparatus, but there is no difficulty in distinguishing those due
to the earth or building from those of the instrument. We have thus

^Kid+Bain^-t + oL^
(4)

f-dje)=4ir*(b!e)l(7*-l if

G&+0-~: (5)

The value of k, is bf/(ce-fd)= (b/e)/(;clf-dle)
= 4Tr2 (bje)l(7

i2 -
7*) if

7
t

1
=

2tt\/c//, T2
=

2Try/d/e. Thus

<f>=-47r2
5+ Z?sin^

e T T

We may write this, putting ble
=

ljg, in the form

, 4tt2Z<9
, D . /2tt \

(fe
.

*~-rf5^
+BmU'+a4 (6)

since T2 is very much greater than T
x

in almost all cases. The
quantity IB is the linear displacement of the point of suspension of

the seismograph pendulum, whether placed horizontal or vertical

(see 226). The relation of the amplitude of the vibrations, as

registered, to the actual amplitude, can thus be calculated.

224. Bell and Clapper. Returning now to the bell and its

clapper, it will be observed that if W%fWx
be very small, as it is

in this case, and if I be not very great, we may neglect in (2), 220,
the term. multiplied by this ratio. We have then

cdd+ (a
2 + k

2

2) cf>+ agcf>
= 0,

These are identical equations if

=
4>, 6=cf>, and a= hl, al + k

2

2
= k

2

r

The length of the equivalent simple pendulum is then for the first

(the bell) vibrating alone,

(h*+ k
2

)/h
= a+ klJa

= a + (al+ kl)!a
= l + a+ l?la

= l+ L,
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where L is the length of the equivalent simple pendulum for the

second (the clapper) vibrating alone.

The two pendulums if started together with 6=(f>, and 6=<j>, will

thus vibrate so that 6 remains equal to
</>,

if the distance of the centre

of oscillation of the second from the point of suspension of the

system, when the centroids are in line, is equal to the distance of

the centre of oscillation of the first pendulum from the same point.

Thus, if the first pendulum is a bell and the second its clapper, and
the conditions of starting are as stated, the bell will not ring. One

way of curing a bell from behaving in this way would be to lengthen
its clapper considerably. This is said to have been done for a bell in

the Cathedral of Cologne.

225. Forced Vibrations. The subject of forced vibrations

referred to above is of great importance. Examples of it

are found in the phenomena of the tides, which are oscilla-

tions of the water on the earth's surface and of the earth's

substance, produced by the periodic action of forces which
are not to any appreciable extent controlled by the earth

itself, in such a way as to enable tidal vibrations to have

any of the free periods of such disturbances. A ship is

made to vibrate by the revolution of the more or less

unbalanced parts of the engines, and it is made to pitch in

the period of the waves it passes over, and to roll in the

period of the waves that pass under it transversely. In a

great number of such cases it will be seen that the control

of the driven body by the driving oscillator is absolute :

the energy of the latter is practically unlimited, or, at least,

the part abstracted by the driven body is so small a fraction

of the whole that no modification of the driving oscillations

is noticeable. It is otherwise, however, in such cases as a

pendulum driven by another pendulum of energy of motion

comparable with that which the former possesses when in

full swing. Take, for example, a beam and scales, in which
the beam oscillates about its knife-edges (when the scales

hardly swing about their suspensions), in nearly the same

period as that in which the scales swing alone. When the

beam is set oscillating the scales gradually increase their

pendulum swing about the extremities of the beam, which
in its turn comes to rest, to begin oscillating again as the

scales in their turn become the driver, and so on. Thus, if

the system is left to itself, a continual backward and
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forward transfer of energy takes place, from the beam to

the scales, from the scales to the beam, and so on, until all

the energy has been transformed into heat by the friction

which retards the motion throughout.
This is the problem referred to in 108 as having been

discussed by Euler. It is obviously an example of the
double pendulum of which the theory is given above.

The reader may now work it out for himself and trace the

energy changes, leaving friction out of account.

226. Simple Pendulum with Vibrating Support. As an

example of forced vibrations, we take first

Q_0_P_C the case of a simple pendulum hung from a

point P, which is constrained to vibrate in a

horizontal direction about a mean position

(Fig. 98), so that its distance x from that

point is given by the equation x= asinpt.
Let I be the length of the cord, m the mass

i of the bob, the angle which the thread
\ makes with the vertical at any instant, and

L^. P the pull which the cord exerts on the bob.

Fig 98
^ne horizontal distance of the bob from
at time t is x+ 1 sin 0, and the vertical distance

I cos
<p.

Hence the equations of horizontal and vertical

motion are ^
m-jjzfa+ 1 sin cp)= P sin

<p,

d2

m -r-2(l cos <p)
= P cos

<j>+ m#

or m( + cos0. $ lsm<p. <j>

2)= Psin0,

m( I sin
<p

. I cos
<p

.

2
)
= P cos + mg.

Multiplying the first of these by cos 0, the second by sin
cp,

and subtracting the second product from the first, we
eliminate P and obtain

l<p+g sin <f>= xco$<p, (2)

which, if
<p

is always small, may be written

#+f*=-f (3)

.}
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But .' = p
2
x, and hence this equation of motion is really

<p+y-<f>=p
2

jsmpt (4)

We now assume that
<f>
= A sin pt is & particular solution

of this differential equation. Substituting, we obtain

A(g/l-2i
2)=p

2
a/l, so that A = (p

2
a/l)/(g/l-p

2
).

But if T
r
be the period of the forced oscillation of the point

of suspension, and T
2
the natural period of the pendulum,

p
2 = 4>7F

2

/Tl, g/l
=

4ni*/Tl, and we get

A _ ^a _ T\ a
(5)*-

g(Tl-T])- T\-T\l

Thus, adding the complementary function to the particu-
lar solution, with the value of A just found, we obtain

0= ~
.y^yg. asinpf+ ffisin y]

(

jt
+B2 cos^t ...(6)

or = _ _ asin
_^-fC'sin^^-a.j, (7)

where C and oc are constants. This, as the reader should

notice, agrees with (5) of 223, for the quantity 10 (I has
there a different signification) which occurs in the first term
of

<p
in that equation is clearly the present a sin pt.

It is important to observe that, if T
2> T

lt
the forced

vibration term in the solution is opposite in phase to the

exciting vibration, and that the amplitude of the latter is

altered in the ratio of 47r to g{T
2

2 T^),
a ratio which is

greater the more nearly the two periods coincide. Examples
are a plank of wood, which when floating in water has
a very short free period, and follows at once the motions
of the waves in a seaway, and a vessel, the period of rolling
of which is greater than the half period of the waves in a

seaway, and which therefore oscillates in the opposite phase
to what must be regarded as the exciting oscillation in this

case. Other examples are the driven pendulums discussed
in 107.
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227. Agreement of Natural Period with Forced Period:

Resonance. When, however, the two periods the natural

period T
2

of the pendulum and the impressed period T
x

given by the motion of the point of support coincide, the

particular integral which we have assumed is not applicable.
We now assume that

<j>
= At cos %)t is a solution. Substi-

tuting in the differential equation,

< + g<j>/l
=M sinpt (M=p2

a/l),

we find that A = M/2p, and therefore we have

= a& t cospt+Bx
sin yJj t -fB2

cos yJ~ t,

with p = Jgjl, or, by the values of T
x ,
T

2 given above, which
are now equal (

= T, say),

=^^ sin
(^-^-f) + C'

sin
(f'^-

a
) i 1

Thus the "forced" part of the oscillation is a vibratio

of frequency p/^w, a quarter of a period behind the exciting
vibration in phase, and of amplitude increasing uniformly
with the time. The exciting vibration is given by
x = asmpt, and therefore at = we have x = 0. The
forced part of

</> represents the oscillation of the pendulum,
which has grown up in time t from rest through the action

of the point of support ;
and it is not difficult to see how

the difference of phase arises. For at = the pendulum
hangs vertical with the bob at rest, and the point of

support is then moving with maximum speed, towards the

right, let us say. As soon as the cord becomes inclined

the bob is made to follow, and angular speed <p
of the cord

begins to grow up, and continues to do so as the speed of

the point of support falls off, until when the latter point
has its furthest displacement towards the right the value

of
<j>

has become a maximum, and the cord is now again
vertical, because the natural period of vibration of the

pendulum is equal to that of the variation of x, and a

quarter period of both has elapsed since t = 0. From this

instant the slope of the thread is towards the right, and the

speed of the bob towards the right begins to diminish, and

:
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is zero when the point of support has come back to its

middle position, and again the pendulum motion is a

quarter period behind that of the point of support. Then
motion of the bob towards the left begins, and continues

until the point of support has returned to its middle

position, and so on. At each swing the exciting action

is repeated, and the appearance of the factor t in the

amplitude is explained.
We have here an example of resonance, by which a body

is set into violent oscillation by an exciting vibrator, the

period of which nearly agrees with the free period of the

body. But it is to be observed that in the particular case

of the pendulum, as in others, the results of the theory
given above, and of the parallel theory that holds for these

other cases, are modified by the frictional and other re-

sistances to motion that exist. The theory of forced

oscillations with friction proportional to speed is given
in 235 below.

228. Examples of Resonance. Examples of resonance occur in

all parts of physics. The column of air in a sea-shell, or in an organ

pipe, picks out from a confused mixture of vibrations in the air that

vibration which suits its period, and if there is energy enough
available, sounds quite loudly its own proper note. The student may
experiment by sounding different notes in a room in which there is a

piano, the keys of which, in order to lift the dampers from the

strings, are held down by. a bar of wood laid along the keyboard.
The notes, if they are in unison with notes of the piano, will be echoed

by the strings, which will continue to he heard after the exciting
sounds have ceased.

Again, a ship which lies broadside on to waves in a sea-way is

set into forced vibration, in being made to roll from side to side

in the half-period of the waves, and, if the natural period of rolling

(the time of what is commonly called two rolls) of the ship in still

water agree with the period of the wave, the angle of the inclination

of the ship may be carried dangerously near the limit of the ship's

stability. It is also to be remembered that while there may be
no such coincidence of periods when the ship is disabled and rolling
"in the trough of the sea," or steaming in a direction parallel to

the wave-crests, it may arise when the ship steams obliquely across

the direction of the waves, because then the period of the wave at the

ship is altered by the relative motion. Thus H.M.S. Devastation

lying broadside on to waves having a period of about 11 seconds,
rolled through a maximum angle of 6^ to windward and 7 to

leeward, or through a total angle of 14. She was then made
g.d. 2D
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to steam obliquely away from the waves at a speed of *l\ knots,
when she was found to roll 13 to windward, and 14^ to leeward, or

through a total angle of 27^ [Sir William White's Naval Architecture,

p. 242]. Thus the period of the wave and the ship's
" natural period

"

of rolling much more nearly synchronised in the latter case than
in the former. The rolling of a ship is greatly modified by resistance,
and the irregularities of the waves tend besides to prevent the full

effects of synchronism from being experienced. Often an almost

imperceptible but regular swell in calm weather will, if synchronism
exist, produce a much greater effect than waves in a heavy sea.

"Admiral Sir Cooper Key observed that the vessels of the Prince

Consort class were made to roll very heavily by an almost imper-

ceptible swell, the period of which was just double that of the ship"
[Sir William White, loc. cit.]. The ship's period in this quotation is

half the complete period.

It has also been observed that in the rolling of ships produced
by a regular succession of waves the amplitude of deflection alternately
increases to a maximum and diminishes to a minimum. This is due
to alternate coincidence and opposition of the forced and free

oscillations. If the ratio TJT2 of the periods be expressed by p/q,
where p and q are two whole numbers which have no common factor,

then pT2=qTx (and no smaller multiples of 7\ and T2 can satisfy this

equation), and so in every interval of time pT2 or qTx agreement or

disagreement of phase between the forced and free oscillations will

recur.

If the student attempts to deal with the problem of 226 by the

method of energy, he will see that the pendulum is not what has been
called in 65 a "self-contained system," for it receives energy from
the exciting vibrations. The rate of receipt of energy can be

estimated, but that involves the introduction of the pull of the

thread on the bob, and then the method of solution coincides with
that adopted above.

229. Examples of Forced Vibration.

Ex. 1. Show that P, the pull exerted by the cord on the bob

( 226), has the value mg, if small quantities of the second order are

excluded, and only the forced vibration is considered.

Find also the value of P when small quantities of the second order

are taken into account.

Ex. 2. The point of suspension of a simple pendulum has forced

simple harmonic motion in a horizontal line, of period ^ sec. and

amplitude 1 inch. If the natural period of the pendulum be 1 sec,
find the amplitude of the forced vibration. [R.N.C. 1909.]

By (6) 223, the angular amplitude in radians is 47r2a/#(7|- Tj),

where a is the amplitude of the forced vibration, T
x
the forced period,
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T2 the natural period, and g the acceleration produced by gravity in a

falling body at the place [say 32(ft /sec.
2
)].

The angular amplitude
in radians is theiefore

9-87x4 . .

12^3^1= '136, nearly.

But <7/47r
2 is the length of the simple pendulum, and therefore the

linear amplitude of the forced vibration is a\(T\- 7^)
=

1/(1 -1/4)= 1J,

in inches.

Ex. 3. An instrument for the detection of vertical oscillations has
been made as follows (Fig. 99). A strong post with attached bracket
stands on a massive base which sup-

ports the whole apparatus. From the

bracket hangs a spiral or other spring
with its lower end attached to a hori-

zontal lever, at a point distant I from
a pivot, or knife-edge, about which
the lever turns. The lever is loaded
with a mass which can be clamped at

different distances from the pivot, and
which gives the lever and attachments
a large moment of inertia about the

pivot. The spring is so stretched that

the lever is horizontal when the apparatus is in equilibrium. It is

required to find the natural period of free vibration of this spring-
lever arrangement, and explain how it can be used for detecting
vertical vibrations. [R.N.C. 1909]

Let the arrangement rest in equilibrium with the lever horizontal,
and let the moment of inertia about the pivot be Mk2

,
and the moment

of the whole weight about the same axis be Mgh. Further, let the

equilibrium elongation of the spring, beyond that produced by its

own weight, be s, and the pull in consequence exerted on the lever be
F. We have then Fl= Mgh for equilibrium. Let the elongation of

the spring be increased from s to s-fx ;
then the upward pull applied

by the spring is increased to F(s+x)f,% and the moment of this about
the pivot is F(s+x)ljs. If x be, as we here suppose, a small elongation,
the opposing moment of forces is Mgh, and so the net moment giving

angular acceleration 8=x/l to the lever is Fxljs Mghxjs. The

equation of motion is therefore

x_Mghx_ghx

ghl

Fig. 99.

that is, x+ T5-^=0.
ics

Thus the free period of small oscillations is ZicJlchlghl, and the

length of the equivalent simple pendulum is hhjhl. By making I very
small, that is, by attaching the spring at a point very close to the

pivot, the period of free vibration can be made very great.
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This apparatus was proposed as a vertical motion seismograph by
the late Professor Thomas Gray (see Trans. Sets. Soc, Japan, 1879).
The arrangement enables a long period to be obtained without the
use of an inconveniently long spring.

Writing, now,
a for ghljkh, so that n/2ir is the frequency of vibra-

tion, let the support from which the spring is suspended, and the base

carrying the lever, etc., be subjected to a vertical vibration, the

displacement in which is =asmpt at time t. If x be the distance

at the same instant of the point of attachment of the lever below the

level of the pivot, and the acceleration be in the opposite direction

to x, we have, at the instant, elongation of the spring= .r, and so the
moment of forces producing angular acceleration is Mghxjs. The

angular acceleration is then (.r +)/, and the equation of motion is

-(x + )!l=ghxlk
2
s. This may be written in the form

x + n2x= - =p2a sinjjt.

The forced vibrations are therefore given by the integral equation

p2a
#=-f sm,

n* fr

and this, if the natural vibrations are negligible, is the equation of

the vibrational motion of the arrangement. The period is that of the

forced oscillation, and the amplitude is p
2
a/(n

2 -p2
).

The lever writes, by means of a pen fixed upon it at a convenient

point, the vertical oscillations of that point on a vertical ribbon of

paper carried on a suitable holder placed on the base of the apparatus.
The paper is carried past the pen by clockwork, and the relative

motion of the lever and the supporting frame-work is thus registered.
The period of natural vibration is generally much longer than 2ir/p,
and the forced oscillations are thus easily separable in the record

from the natural vibrations, and their period can be determined from
the rate of motion of the paper. The equation for x gives the reducing
factor by which a can be found from the registered amplitudes.

230. Examples of Mutually Influencing Vibrations. Ex. 1.

Oscillations of Balance and Case of a Watch. The bending of

the spiral hair-spring' caused by the deflection of the balance from the

equilibrium position gives rise to a return couple, the moment of

which is proportional to the angular deflection multiplied by a

constant, E say, depending on the elasticity of the spring. Thus E6 is

the moment of the couple, and if wk2 be the moment of inertia of the

balance-wheel and the hair-spring which swings with it, the equation
of motion is ^

S+S^ ' 0)

and this, for properly shaped springs, is very nearly true, even for

somewhat large values of 0. The period of oscillation is therefore

27r/\/

'

Ejwk
2
,
and the frequency, /say, is ]E}wk

2
\2ir.
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We shall suppose, for simplicity, that the balance wheel has its axis

through the centroid of the rest of the watch. If then the watch be

hung with its face horizontal by a sling attached to a long fine cord,
the torsion in which may be neglected, or be laid on its back on a
smooth table, it will, when the balance swings round in one direction

through an angle 0, swing in the opposite direction through an

angle <f> given by the equation wk26 WK2
<f>,

where WK2 is the

moment of inertia of the watch (without the balance-wheel), for

turning about a vertical axis through the centroid. For the hair-

spring exerts on the balance and the rest of the watch forces which
have equal and opposite moments, and so throughout the motion we
have w&6= WK*4> so that w;fc

20= WK2
<]>.

The deflection of the balance-wheel is now 6+<f>, and so the

equation of motion is

*+J^++>-M^+w>=a (2)

Thus the period is changed from

ZirslwWjE to 27rJwF2/s/E(l+ivk2
/ WK2

),

and the frequency from/ to /(l -\-wk
2
j WK2

)*. Thus the watch goes
more quickly.
A pocket chronometer belonging to Archibald Smith of Jordanhill

(presented by the Admiralty for his work on the Deviations of the

Compass in Iron Ships) when thus suspended was found to gain
1 second in 1299. In this case the ratio of frequencies was 1300/1299,
and therefore \wh

2
\ WK2 was approximately 1/1299, that is, the

moment of inertia of the watch was about 649 times that of the

balance-wheel. [Lord Kelvin, "On the Rate of a Clock or Chronometer
as Influenced by the Mode of Suspension," Popular Lectures and
Addresses, vol. ii.]

231. Ex. 2. Watch hung by Bifilar Suspension. Theory of

Bifilar. A watch is hung with its face horizontal by two threads each

of length I attached at their upper ends to

two points on the same level at a distance
2a apart. The lower ends are sym-
metrically attached to the watch at a
distance 2r apart. It is required to find

the effect of the vibrations of the support
on the rate of the watch.

It will be clear that when the watch is

hanging in equilibrium each thread is

inclined to the vertical at the angle
sin-1 {(a

-
r)/l}. When the watch is turned

through an angle </>
about the vertical pIG jqq

through its centre, the inclination of each
thread to the vertical is sin-1 A Bjl. Hence if P be the pull applied

by each thread the two threads together apply a couple to diminish
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6, of which the moment is P. ABjl .asinLOAB (Fig. 100). But
sin L OAB/sin <f>

= r/A By
and the moment of the couple is 2Par sin

<f>/l.

Now, if, as we shall suppose to be the case, I be great in comparison
with r and a, we have 2P=(W+w)g, since the vertical acceleration will

then be small. Here W is the weight of the watch (without the

balance) and the sling, and w is the weight of the balance. Hence if

K be the radius of gyration of the watch and sling, and k that of the

balance, the equation of motion, if the watch is not going, is

(IT

(WE2+
wk*)j>+(W+iv)jgsm<f>=0 (3)

Thus, for small motions, the frequency is
'

s/( W+w)(argjl)/( WK^+w^ir.
We shall denote this by Fy

so that

4Tr2F2(WK2+ wk2
)
= (W+w)argjl (4)

If now the balance be vibrating, and its deflection from the position
which it occupies when everything is at rest be #, the equation of

motion of the watch, etc., without the balance, is

WK2
4>+{W+w)g4>+ E{4>-6) = 0, (5)

and that of the balance alone is

wt?0-E(<f>-6)= (6)

If the balance were vibrating alone the equation of motion would
be v;k20+E0=O, and the frequency of vibration would be

say. Thus J#=47r2/2rf.
The two equations of motion (5) and (6) are satisfied by

6= Asm2irnt, <f>=B sin 2mit (7)

(so that n is the frequency), provided the equations

-47r2^WE2
(f
i+(W+w)

c

^g^+ E(4>-d)=0,\ (8^

- 47r%2rf0 -
E(4>

-
6)
= J

hold simultaneously. The necessary condition for this is

B E E-4ir2wkhi2
,

Q
.

A - 4tt2 WK*n*+ ( W+ w)%g+E
E

Substituting for E and ( W+w)argjl, the values

47r2/2rf and 47r2F2(WK2+ wk2
),

found above, we have

BJ*-n* rf^ ao v

A f2 - WK*n*+F*{WK*+wl*)+w&f*
v }
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If 1 + e be put for l+wk2
J WK 2

> equation (10) may be written in

the form
{n

2 -(l+e)F2
}{n*-(l + e)f

2
}-eF*f*(l + e)=0 (11)

This equation in n2 has two positive roots, one between + oo and the

greater of {\+e)F
2 and (1+e)/

2
,
and another between the smaller of

these and 0. For when n2= 4-qo ,
the left-hand side is positive, when

7i
2
=(l + e)F

2
,
or ii

2= (l+e)f
2

,
it is negative, and when w2=0, it is

again positive.

We see therefore that if n be greater than F\ll+e, or greater
than /Vl + e, it must be also greater than the other, and the watch

gains. But (10) shows that then B/A is negative, that is, the watch
and balance are then deflected in opposite directions at each instant.

On the other hand, if n be less than F*J\+e, or less than /\Zl + e, it

must also be less than the other, and the watch loses. Then A/B is

positive, and the watch and balance swing in the same direction at

each instant.

It is important to consider what will happen if the bifilar

suspension is held at rest while the watch goes, and is then left to

itself. The discussion of the analogous case in 107 above answers
this question. The watch becomes the driving pendulum, and we see

that if the natural period of the bifilar be greater than that of the
watch balance, the two vibrations, that set up in the bifilar arrange-
ment and the vibration of the balance, will be in opposite phases and
the watch will gain. This case can be arranged for by placing the

upper points of attachment of the threads sufficiently close together,
so as to make the value of F2

,
which varies as a, small enough.

The mode of vibration is shown in Fig. 44, where the upper
pendulum represents by analogy the watch balance, and the lower

pendulum the bifilar pendulum.
On the other hand, if the natural period of the bifilar arrangement

be smaller than that of the watch balance and this can be arranged
for by placing the upper ends of the threads sufficiently far apart
the vibration set up by the going of the watch, and that of the
balance will be in the same phase, and the watch will lose. The
mode of vibration is represented by the diagram of two pendulums
in Fig. 44, where, as before, the upper pendulum corresponds to

the watch balance, and the lower to the bifilar pendulum.
This last result is of great importance in its bearing on the proper

mode of supporting a clock which is intended to keep accurate time.

Very frequently the supporting framework from which the pendulum
is suspended is not sufficiently massive, while it is rigid enough to have
a short period of free vibration. The result is that the going of the
clock is influenced by the mode of suspension just as that of the watch
is in the second case just considered.

Ex. 3. Prove that if the watch be hung by the ring from a nail

(as a watch under adjustment sometimes is in a watchmaker's shop)
so that it oscillates like a compound pendulum under the influence of
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the vibrations of the balance, the equations of motion are

wkfc-E(cl>-0)= 0,

W(K*+ A2
) 4>+ ( W+w)gh<f>+ E(<p

-
6)
= 0,

where h is the distance of the common centroid of watch and balance
from the point of suspension.

Hence show that the frequencies (values of n) of vibration are given
by the equations

wk2
f* P-n2

<

- W(*+h')n*+F*{W{K*+h*)+w(t*^)+fhpP} f2
6>'

where F2=
( W+ w)gh/{ WK2+ wk2+ ( W+ w)h

2
\
4tt2

,
and f2= E^irhok

2

are the squares of the natural frequencies of free vibrations of the

watch hanging on the nail with the works stopped, and of the balance

vibrating with the watch at rest.

Approximate values of n2 are f
2+ (ivk

2/WK 2
)f

2
/( f

2-F 2
),

and
F2 -

{wk
2
l WK 2

)f
2
/(f

2 - F*
). The frequency of oscillation and beat of

the watch is n in the two cases.

It will be noticed that in all these problems no account has been
taken of the effect of the motions of other parts of the watch than the

balance, e.g. of the escapement, etc. These motions must, of course,
affect the results to some extent.

Ex. 4. A carriage of weight W
t
mounted on side springs at a

distance b apart, oscillates about a longitudinal axis mid-way between
the springs and on a level with their top : if the c.g. of the oscillating

body be at a height h above the springs, and its radius of gyration
about a parallel axis through the centroid be k, and the springs be

compressed a distance c when the load upon them is in equilibrium,
find the period of small oscillations.

If the compression be x at any instant during an oscillation, the

return force of the springs on one side will be \ W.v/c. One spring will

be under compression, the other under stretch, and therefore the

carriage will be acted on by a "righting couple," due to the springs,
of moment \ Wbx/e. The angle of inclination is then 2.v/b, and if we
call this 0, the moment of the couple is \Wb2

d\c. Besides this a

couple is applied in consequence of displacement of the c.g. This has
moment Wgh sin 0, and tends to increase 9. Thus the equation of

motion for small oscillations is

(h
2+k2

)e+g^^e=o.
The period of oscillation is 27r\/4c(A

2+ k2
)j{b

2 -
<ch)g, and the length

of the equivalent simple pendulum is (h
2+k2

)/(b
2
/4c-h). The period

is thus greater the greater h and the greater c
;
but b2 must be

greater than 4tch to ensure return to the equilibrium position.

232. Dependence of Steadiness of a Vehicle on Period of

Vibration. For steadiness, a long period of free vibration

is essential : a carriage mounted on stiff springs (that is,
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for which c is small) with its C.G. low, will vibrate in a

short period, and its motion will be unpleasant. Thus,
if the carriage is hung low on the springs, these must not

be stiff or the motion will be very uneasy. Care, however,
must be taken not to turn corners quickly if the C.G. is

high, otherwise the carriage may capsize. [See 190.]
The C.G. of a locomotive, or of a railway carriage, is

made fairly high to ensure easy running; the righting
moment of a ship, for small angles of heel to one side

or the other, is usually made so small, that in a moderate
sea the period of rolling is long. But the ship is so con-

structed that, as the angle of heel increases, the righting
moment increases more rapidly, so that there may be no risk

of capsizing in a heavy sea, or, when a succession of waves

passes transversely under the ship, the period of which may
nearly coincide with the free period of rolling of the ship.

Lord Kelvin's compass card is made exceedingly light,
and most of the weight is distributed round the rim, which
is kept in shape by radial silk threads under tension.

The card has thus a large moment of inertia, and there-

fore a long period of free vibration, thus ensuring great
steadiness.

233. Pendulum with Point of Support in Vertical Vibration.

If the point of support is subjected to a vertical vibration

instead of a horizontal one, we can write down the equations
of motion in a similar way to that used in 226. We have
in this case

y = asmpt,
and the equations of motion become then

m(l cos
<f>. (f>

Ism. <p. <p
2
)= Psin 0, ^

,..,

m(y I sin <p.<p I cos
<f>

.

2
)
= P cos +mgj

which give +f sin =
y sin

j
-y a sin pt)

sin =
(2)

For small motions this is

$+ (y-p2

jsmpt)cj>==0, (3)
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an equation which, if a is of sensible amount, does not

represent simple harmonic motion of the pendulum.*
A uniform circular motion of the point of support will,

if it take place in a horizontal plane, give rise to a forced

conical motion of the pendulum ;
if it is performed in a

vertical plane, no true vibrational motion will result. The
student may try attaching a small pendulum to the centre

pin of the pedal of a bicycle turned upside down, and then

causing the crank axle to revolve steadily. The student

may write down the theory of a C.P. hung from the crank.

234. Pendulum Motion retarded by Friction. If friction

retards the pendulum motion, the results are modified in an

interesting manner. The typical equation of the forced

oscillating displacement of a single body, whatever the

nature of the displacement may be, when the motion is

resisted in proportion to the speed, can be written

+K+n2g=p2
asm(pt+ oL), (1)

where a sin (pt+ a.) is the displacement of the type con-

sidered, whatever it may be, at time t in the exciting
vibration, 27r/n is the period of the vibrator acted on,

and x, are the similar displacements in the exciting and
excited vibrations respectively.
We assume that =A sin (pt+ /3) is a particular solution

of the differential equation, and find by substitution that

this value of satisfies the equation if

A=
,

p2a
tan/3 =

(7^2)tana-^ -(2)
J(n

2-p2
)
2+ K2p2 n2-p2+ KpttmoL

For the equation found by substitution gives on the left

terms in sin (pt+ ft), cos (pt+ /3), the aggregate of which
are equal to p2a sin (pt+ oc) ;

and since the equation must
hold for all values of t, we are entitled to equate the

coefficients of sin pt, cospt on the two sides. This process

gives the values of tan/8 and A written above, as the

*
Equation (3) belongs to the class of linear differential equations in

which the coefficients of the terms are harmonic functions of the inde-

pendent variable. This class of equations is discussed in various treatises.
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student should verify. We have then only to add the

complementary function to complete the solution, which
is therefore, if n2> Ik

2
,

p2a
sin (pt+ /3)

sl{n
2 p

2
)
2+ K2p

2

+e^Kt

(01
sin n't+ ft cos n't), (3)

where n'= *Jn2
\k

2
. The condition w2

>|/c
2 must hold if

the body is to be capable of vibrating about the position of

equilibrium when left entirely to itself after displacement.
If Ik

2> n2
, the body will, when left in the displaced state,

Fig. 101.

gradually lose its displacement according to the exponential

law e~^K+ **"***>*
\ thus losing it all in an infinite time, but

the greater part of it in a moderate interval of time. As it

is, the free oscillations once started are gradually wiped out

by the exponential multiplier e~*
Knt

in the manner shown

by Fig. 101.

235. Resonance modified by Friction. Tidal Example. It

will now be seen more clearly what happens when the

periods 2ir/p and 2ir/n, of the exciting vibrations and
the free vibrations, coincide. The forced vibrations do not,
as might at first sight appear from (6), 226 above, become
infinite in amplitude ;

the amplitude approximates to paJK,
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as p and n tend to coincidence. Thus, according to the

canal theory of the tides, with friction left out of account,
the excess of the natural period in a canal parallel to the

equator, above that of the forced tidal wave at the place,
causes the tides to be inverted in low latitudes, while in

sufficiently high latitudes where this excess has become

negative, the tides are direct, and at the latitude of transi-

tion the tides are infinite. The effect of friction is to

modify these results profoundly, and to bring them into

something like agreement with actual fact.

What takes place is this. It will be seen from the

equations found above, that

tan(a- i8)
=
^^.

By comparing the values of t for which sm(pt-\-oC) and

sm(pt+ /3) are equal to unity, it will be found that at the

equator, where n<ip, the phase of the tide is behind that

of the tide-producing action by an angle cl /3, lying
between 7r/2 and it

;
in other words, high water occurs

later at any place than the maximum of the tide-producing
action, by the time-interval corresponding to this angle.
But without friction the angle would have been 7r, and

therefore, relatively to the state of affairs, with no friction,

the existence of friction has set the phase forward by an

angle in value between and 7r/2.

As we go to higher latitudes, where still n<^p but by a

less amount, ol alters until at the latitude of transition

it becomes tt/2. At still higher latitudes oc f3 lies between

7r/2 and 0, and high water occurs later than the maximum
of the tide-producing action by the corresponding time-

interval. But without friction the time of high water, and
that of maximum tide-producing action, would have co-

incided the tides would have been direct
; relatively to

this state of things, the existence of friction has retarded

high water by the interval of time corresponding to a

phase-angle between and 7r/2.

236: Ballistic Pendulum. The theory and use of the

ballistic pendulum, invented by Benjamin Robins in 1740

for measuring the speed of musket bullets, afford excellent
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illustrations of the principles of momentum and energy.

Fig. 102 shows an old form of the pendulum which has been
used for many years in the Natural Philosophy Department
of the University of Glasgow. Improved forms have been
made by Mr. A. Mailock, but the old arrangement will serve

as a good example of this application of the principle of

constancy of angular momentum.
In the first form a heavy cylindrical bob is hung hori-

zontally by a rigid framework from a fixed horizontal

support. The upper cross-bar

of the framework has a knife-

edge at each end turned down-
ward to rest on hardened steel

plates, and give a horizontal

axis, at right angles to the axis

of figure of the bob, about which
the whole framework and bob
can turn as a rigid body.
The bob consists of an outer

shell of boiler plate, with the

top front part removable to

allow the interior to be got at.

About two-thirds of the cylinder
is filled with lead; the remainder,
which is in front, is filled by a

block of wood.
The bullet is fired as nearly

as possible along the axis of the

bob, and, after piercing the wood
in front, is received by the lead, from which the splinters
of the bullet are prevented by the wood in front from

rebounding into the room. The pendulum is deflected by
the blow through an angle which is measured by the length
of a tape drawn out by the deflection. The tape is attached

to the bob at a point just below it and is held just firmly

enough to prevent slipping of more than the right amount

by a spring which grips it on the same level, just at the

point of attachment to the pendulum, when in the position
of stable equilibrium. The tape drawn out measures the

chord of the arc of deflection, for a radius equal to the

*-
Line offire

Fig. 102.
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distance of the point of attachment of the tape from the

line of knife-edges.
For the theory of the ballistic pendulum we require the

principles of angular momentum and energy. Let the

distances of the centroid, the line of fire, and the point of

attachment of the tape from the knife-edges be h, It, L
respectively, the weights of the pendulum and bullet W, w,
and I the length of tape drawn out. Then before the

collision the angular momentum of the bullet, flying with

speed v, is wvh' about the line of knife-edges. When
collision occurs the pendulum takes over this angular
momentum to the amount Wk2

w, if Wk2 be the moment of

inertia and u> the initial angular speed of the pendulum
about the line of knife-edges. The bullet, moving with
the pendulum, and supposed to remain at the same dis-

tance as before from the knife-edges, retains the amount
iJbh'^a) of angular momentum, for h'w is now the speed
of the bullet. Hence, since the action and reaction be-

tween the bullet and pendulum cannot change the angular
momentum of the whole system about the axis of turning,
we have

wvh' = (Wk2+wh'2
)w or (* = wvh'l(Wk

2+wh'2
). ...(]

We have here assumed, what is to all intents and pui

poses correct, that the transfer of angular momentum h*

been completed before the pendulum has been sensibb

deflected from its initial position. The angular speed
has been generated, but the pendulum has not had tim(

to turn through any appreciable angle from its initio

position.
The turning system has kinetic energy of amount

J ( Wk2+wK2
) co

2=
\w2v2h'2/( Wk2+ wk'2

),

in absolute units, by the value of o> found above. This

enables the pendulum to go on turning, until, at a deflection

6, the whole kinetic energy has been turned into potential

energy, by the raising of the pendulum to a higher level on
the whole. The centroid has been raised through the

vertical distance h(l cos0), and the bullet through
height h'(l cos 0). The potential energy is thus

(Wh+ wh')g(l -cos 6)
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in the same units. Hence we have the energy equation

1 w2v2ti2 \

2 wv+wh* =(wh+ h')ga-e)
(2)

= 2(Wh+ wh')gsm
2
%0,)

and so we get

2_ A ( Wh+ wh')(Wk2+ wh'2
)g sin2 jrfl ^V w2A'2

The value of k2 has been, it is understood, previously
found by allowing the pendulum to oscillate through a
small angle about its knife-edges, and determining its

period of oscillation, with and without a massive cylinder
of weight Wx ,

which can be attached below the bob with
its axis of figure parallel to the knife-edges in the plane

through these and the centroid. This cylinder can be
made fairly long and thin, so that its diameter may be

neglected. If T, Tx
be the periods of the pendulum alone

and with the cylinder attached, and h
x ,

the distance of the

axis of the cylinder from the line of knife-edges, we have,

by the theory of the compound pendulum,

k2
/h=gT

2
/4>Tr

2
, (&

2+ WJi/W)l(h+ W1
h

1/W)=gT'
2
/4<7r\

Thus we have two equations from which to find k2 and h.

When h is found we can use the value k2
=^ghT

2
/4>7r

2
,
in

the equations for v2
. If I be the length of tape drawn

out, we have 2L sin ^6 = 1 or sinJ0 = Z/2Z. Making these

substitutions in (3), we obtain

9 _(Wh+ wh')( Wg2hT2+ ^ir
2wh'2

g) l
2

(4f)

*>w
2w2h'2L2

'
V

for the calculation of v.

For the sake of the example we have worked out the
exact value of v2

,
with neglect, of course, of the resistance

of the air, which it is difficult to estimate. In view of this

neglect, and of the smallness of the ratio of w to W, we
may leave out of account the effect of the retention of the
bullet in the pendulum, and obtain,

v2 = W 2h2
g
2T2l2l^ir

2w2hf2L2

or
1 WhgTj /K .

v=Ttt^L 1 <5>
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It is of no consequence what units of weight and length
are used except for I. If I be measured in feet, and the
second be the unit of time used for g and T, we get v in f/s.

In the Glasgow pendulum W=25855 grammes, h = S7'6

inches, 7*/ = 42 inches, Z = 47 inches, T= 2'0690 sees. A
Jacob rifle was used of which the bullet weighed 45'5

grammes. Thus, for a bullet of weight w grammes,
v = 51891/w . (f/s) when I is reckoned in feet, and for the
Jacob bullet i>= 45. 17 . 1 f/s. The charge of powder was

usually 65 grains or 418 grammes, and the speed was about

900//*.
The ballistic pendulum is sometimes used with the rifle

screwed into position under the bob, and the pendulum
then measures the angular momentum of recoil, from
which the speed of the bullet can be deduced, but only
with some uncertainty due to the fact that the powder
gases which leave the rifle after the bullet also produce
recoil. This may be allowed for by estimating the extra
recoil in various cases, by comparison with the results

obtained with the apparatus used as described above
;

but there does not seem to be any very good reason for

deviating from the latter method.

EXERCISES VII.

1. An iceboat is mounted on runners so that it can make no lee-

way, that is can only move in the fore-and-aft direction. If the
direction of the lower edge of the sail, drawn forward from the foot

of the mast, make an angle a. with the direction of motion, OV
drawn in the latter direction represent the speed of the boat, inclined

to the windward direction at an angle (3, and W drawn in the proper
direction represent the actual speed of the wind, show that VW repre-
sents the apparent wind at the boat, and must be parallel to the sail

if the boat is at full speed.
If a circle be described about the triangle OVW, show that, for a

given wind and fixed angle <x, this is a fixed circle, and that the maxi-
mum speed of the boat is JFcosec a., and the course is then so directed

that the wind blows at an angle a. abaft the beam. Show also that if

the speed of the boat be resolved into two components, one to true
windward and one at right angles to that direction, the windward

component is greatest when ^=j7r4-|.. Hence prove that, if the
sail can be set so that a= sin-1 ^, the maximum speed of the boat is

three times the speed of the wind, and the boat travels to windward
as fast as the wind blows in the opposite direction. (Greenhill.)
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2. A train weighing W tons starts from rest under a net forward

pull of P Tons, and in t seconds acquires a speed of v f/s and travels a

distance of s feet. It is brought to rest at the next station in t'

seconds and s feet by a retarding force of P Tons. Show that

Ps= Wv2
/2g= Ps', Pt= Wv/g= Ft\ %v= (s+ s')/(t+ *')

It is required to run trains of 100 tons weight on a level electric

railway, with stations half a mile apart, at an average speed of

12 miles an hour, including a half-minute stop at each station. Prove
that the electric locomotives must weigh at least an additional 8 tons,
if the coefficients of adhesion be ^, and the trains be fitted with
continuous brakes (so that if necessary the whole adhesion of the train

with locked wheels may be utilised to stop). (Greenhill.)

3. A locomotive of weightM has two pairs of wheels (radius a) such
that the moment of inertia of either pair (including axle) about the

axis of rotation is A. The engine exerts a couple (moment G) on
the forward axle. Prove that if both pairs of wheels bite at once
when the engine starts, the friction capable of being called into play
between one of the forward wheels and the rail must not be less than

%G(A + Ma2)/a(2A+Ma2
) : also prove that if the only action between

an axle and its bearings is a couple of moment proportional to the

angular speed of the axle, the final friction called into play between a

forward wheel and the rail is G/4a. [Forces exerted by the rails are,

F forward on the pair of driving wheels, and F' backward on the

other pair. Hence (Ma
2+ 2A)d>= G, Mad=F- F', Fa=A w.]

4. Prove that the horse-power consumed in maintaining a flywheel,

weighing IF tons, revolving N times a minute in bearings a feet in

diameter, is 22407raiVIFsin </33000, if tan< be the coefficient of

friction.

Prove that if the flywheel is left to itself it will come to rest after

making rfiV2
/1800a<7 sin < turns in 7rk2JV/900agsin<f> minutes, where

k is the radius of gyration of the wheel about the axle. [Ex. 5, 204.]

5. A truck consists of a framework with the wheels and springs,
which carries a box above it hinged along the front of the truck.

The box is filled with material so that it may be regarded as a uniform

rectangular block of length 2a, height 26, and mass M, with its

centroid G at a distance h from the line of hinges. If the truck be

suddenly stopped, find the speed so that the box may just turn over.

Prove that if the box thus turns over, the horizontal and vertical

components of force on the hinges vanish when the plane through the

line of hinges and G is inclined at the angles sin_1 (2/3) and sin_1(l/3)

respectively, and that the total force on the hinges has a minimum
value |\/7/ll . Mg when the angle is sin_1(20/33).

6. A pulley (weight M) has a fine cord wrapped round a groove
(radius a) in its edge and its middle plane is coincident with that of a
fixed vertical pulley over which the cord is passed in a groove (radius

b). The free end of the cord carries a weight, M\ and the parts of the
cord depending from the fixed pulley are vertical. Find the motion.

g.d. 2 E
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Let MK 2 be the m.i. of the first pulley about its axis mk2 that of

the fixed pulley, T, T' the forces applied to the latter, by the cord,

a., a! the downward linear accelerations of the movable pulley and the

weight respectively. Let also w be the angular acceleration of the
first pulley. The equations of motion are

MK2
(b=Ta, Ma.=Mg-T, M'al= M'g-T', mlc2ol ={T -

T)b
2

.

The reader may verify that since <ba a.'=cL, these equations give

(m'o
2+(M- M')K2+m *?)g

(M+M')K2+M'a2+m^{K
2+ a2

)

{M'a
2 -{M-M')K 2

)g

(M+M')K2+ M'a2 +inUK2+ a2
)

T and T are determined by T= M{g - a.), T= M(g - a.').

Any mass may be rigidly attached to the movable pulley, provided
its centroid coincide with that of the pulley, and a principal axis with
that of rotation. M is then the total mass at that end of the cord.

Find the motion of M in this example when the cord to which
the unrolling pulley is attached is held at the upper end by a fixed

point.

7. A body of moment of inertia Mk2 about an axis round which it

rotates with angular speed o> impinges on a particle of mass M'. The
line of action of the shock is perpendicular to the axis of rotation and
at a distance r from it.

Find the momentum communicated to M' and the value of r that

this may be a maximum, on the supposition that just after the impact
the bodies are moving in contact.

The speed of M' is Mk2
r(x)/(M'r

2+Mk2
),

which is a maximum when

r=ksjMjM'. [Equate angular momenta before and after impact.]

8. A cord is wound round a vertical wheel (weight M, radius of

groove a, and m.i. MK2
) which is free to turn about its axis which is

fixed. A weight M' is attached to the free end of the cord. To find

the acceleration of the system and determine at what distance from the
axis M' must act so that the angular acceleration may be a maximum.

[The linear acceleration of M' is M'a2gj(MK2+ M'a2
),
and the angular

acceleration of the wheel is M'agj(MK2+ M'a2
).

The latter is a

maximum when a= K*jM/M'.~\

9. A heavy rod, free to move only in a vertical line, presses with
its lower end on a smooth wedge which can slide along a smooth
horizontal plane. If m be the mass of the rod, m! that of the wedge,
and a the inclination of the face of the wedge to the horizon, show
that, the acceleration of the wedge is mg tan a./(m'+m tan2

a.).

10. An inclined plane of mass M and angle a. can move without
friction on a horizontal plane. A uniform sphere of mass m and
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radius a is placed on the incline and rolls down under the action of

gravity. Prove that if x be the distance rolled over on the inclined

plane by the sphere in time t, the horizontal displacement of the

inclined plane in the same time is mxcosa./(M+m), and

5(M+m)gt2 sina.

14 (M+ m) 10m cos2ol

11. A horizontal platform is kept moving with s.h.m. of amplitude
c. A uniform cylinder of radius a is placed gently on the platform,
with its axis horizontal and perpendicular to the motion of the

platform.
Determine the motion of the cylinder, supposing the friction

developed to be sufficient to ensure pure rolling of the cylinder on
the plane. Prove that if the platform is at rest when the cylinder is

placed upon it, the cylinder rocks over a strip of breadth 4c/3.

12. The door of a railway carriage which has its hinges (supposed
smooth) on the side of the door towards the engine stands open at

right angles to the train, when the train starts off with uniform

acceleration/. Show (neglecting any action of the air) that the door
closes in time

JoJ+F2 ft* dd
* 2a/ Jo Vsln^'

with a final angular speed *j2af/(a
2+ k2

), where 2a is the breadth of

the door, and h the radius of gyration about a vertical axis through
the centroid.

13. A uniform rod is turning (without friction) about one extremity
on a horizontal table and drives before it a particle of mass equal to its

own, which starts from rest indefinitely near to the fixed extremity of

the rod : show that when the particle has described a distance r along
the rod, its direction of motion makes with the rod the angle

ta,n- 16= k/>s/i*+ k2
.

Why does the particle move outward along the rod ?

14. A uniform solid spherical ball of mass m and radius a is at rest

in a cylindrical garden roller of radius b, when the roller is seized and
made to roll along the level with uniform speed V. Find the motion
of the ball, supposing that it does not slip on the roller.

Prove that the inclination of the line of centres to the vertical

varies as does the inclination to the vertical of the thread of a simple
pendulum of length I (b -a), and the ball will lose contact with the

roller when 6=&{l6-7 V 2
/(b-a)g}. Hence find V so that the ball

may just go completely round.

15. The wheel of an Atwood's machine is supported by placing the
two ends of its axle in the well-known manner on two pairs of over-

lapping friction wheels or rollers : to work out the theory of the
machine and explain the action of the rollers.
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Let L be the moment of frictional forces applied to the axle (radius

a, moment of inertia MK2
) of the wheel, T, T' (T> T) the pulls applied

to the rim of the wheel by the cord on the two sides. Hence if

12 = angular speed of wheel at time t,

MKHl = {T-T')R-L.
Let the sum of the frictional couples on the axles of the rollers

be Z', and the sum of the moments of the rollers about their axes

4fjik
2

. The angular speed of each roller is lRh; and therefore

n aR R
Elimination of L between these two equations gives

(^MK
2+ AixB

c(

^\il
= {T- T')R- L'^.

But if cl(
= RQ) be the linear acceleration of m downwards and m'

upwards,
(m + m!) a=(m- m')g-{T- T').

Hence
*-),-*

If the radius a of the axle be small in comparison with both r an

R, the effect of the frictional couple 11 becomes negligible. The rolle:

therefore prevent friction from causing any sensible dissipation

energy. In many pieces of mechanism ball-bearings are used f<

this purpose. The theory of friction rollers here given requii
modification for such bearings, since the balls are displaced bodily
they roll in the ball-races ; but the action is similar. The couple
is avoided by having no bearings for the balls, but on the other han
the motion of the balls is retarded by friction in the "

races."

In Atwood's machines, as usually made, the ends of the axle are

enormously too thick. A short length at each end should be turned
down to the thickness of a darning needle.

16. Find the length of the shortest equivalent simple pendulum for

a uniform solid hemisphere oscillating about an axis parallel to the
base in a plane through the centroid perpendicular to the base.

17. A uniform rod of mass m and length 2a is hung from a fixed

point by a fine cord of length I attached to one end, and the system
moves in a vertical plane through the fixed point. Find the exact

equations of motion, and prove that the equation of frequencies (n/27r)
for small oscillations is

aln*-g(4a+3l)tv
>

+Zg*=0.

18. Solve Ex. 17 when the string is replaced by a uniform rod, of

mass
fx
and length 21, to which is freely jointed at the outer extremity

the rod of mass in and length 2a.
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19. Two uniform and equal rods AB, BC, freely jointed at B, are

moving forward in line with speed v, the direction of motion being
perpendicular to the lengths of the rods. If A is suddenly fixed, show
that the speed of the middle point of AB is immediately reduced to

^v, the angular speeds of AB, BC are made 9v/14a, -3v/14a, respec-

tively, and the kinetic energy is reduced by if
of its original value.

20. Determine the speed acquired by a block of wood, weighing
W lb., free to move in a straight line, when struck directly by a

bullet weighing to lb. moving with a speed of v feet per second
;
and

prove that if the bullet is imbedded a feet, the resistance of the wood
to the bullet, supposed uniform, is in Pounds Wwv2j{W+ w)2ga.
Prove also that the time of penetration is 2afv seconds, during which

time the block travels through a distance of wa/( W+to) feet.

21. A railway carriage of weight W and moving with speed v

impinges on a carriage of weight W at rest. The force necessary to

compress a buffer to the full extent I is equal to the force of gravity
on a weight w. Assuming that the compression is proportional to

the force, prove that the buffers will not be fully compressed if

v2 <2wgl(l/W+l/W').
If the yielding of the backing against which the buffers are driven

be neglected, prove that when v exceeds the limit stated the ratio of

the final speeds is

{ Wv - sj2wW'gll{\+W'IW}l{ Wv + s/2wWgl/(l+ W/W}.
Let the speed v be just sufficient for driving the buffers home, and

let the common speed of the carriages when this is done be v'.

Then by the principle of energy ( W-\- W')v'
2= Wv2

2mgl. But

( 1F+ W')v'= Wv, and so v2= 2wgl(ljW+ l/W). A smaller value of v

would not give complete compression of the buffers.

If this value of v be exceeded, let the final speeds be v
x ,
v2 . Then

finally the kinetic energy is what it was at first, and so

Wv\+ W'v\= Wv2
.

Also Wv
l +W'v2=Wv. Hence if p= v

l/v1 we get

W( Wp2+ W)j{ Wp+ W)2
=l,

or p= (
W- W')J2W, which is zero when W= W'. But at the instant

of complete compression of the buffers we have ( W-\- W')v'
2= Wv2 -

mgl,
( W-\- W') v1= Wv, and therefore

Wv2
=2wgl(l+ W/W'), W'v2= 2wgl(l+W'/W),

and the ratio can be written as stated.

22. A thin lamina moves, without rotation and unimpeded by
friction, in contact with a horizontal plane, when a point A at distance

x from the centroid is suddenly fixed. Prove that the speed of the
centroid is changed to v.i?sm6/(k

2+x2
),
where v denotes the original

speed of the lamina, k its radius of gyration about a vertical axis

through the centroid, and 6 the angle between the original direction

of motion and the line from the centroid to the point A.

[The angular momentum about the point of space with which A
coincides at the instant cannot be changed by the fixing.]



CHAPTER VIII.

ROTATIONAL MOTION.

237. Motion of a Rigid Body about a Fixed Point. When
a rigid body turns round an axis every point of the body
receives a displacement in a circle, the centre of which is

on, and the plane of which is at right angles to the axis :

these displacements are all in the same direction round
the axis, and are proportional to the distances of the

points from it. An example is the turning of a wheel
about a stationary axis.

The particles of the body retain the same configuration
relative to one another, since clearly the particles in any
plane whatever containing the axis retain the same con-

figuration relative to one another, and the particles in

any plane perpendicular to the axis remain also in the

same relative positions as the plane turns.

At any instant while such a displacement is taking
place, all the particles have speeds, in the coaxial circles

which are their paths, proportional to the radii of these

circles ; that is, the perpendiculars to the axis from the

different points are all turning with the same angular
speed in the same direction.

We can prove that any displacement of a rigid body,
one point of which is fixed, can be effected by a rotation

of the body about a definite axis passing through the

point and fixed in the body. Describe a spherical surface

in the body with the fixed point as centre, and let the

displacement be one (however effected) in which points
A, B of a spherical sheet of the body (centre 0), are
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carried to A'B'. [The student should construct a suit-

able Figure.] The different points of the sheet do not
alter their relative positions. Join A and A', B and E,
by arcs of great circles, and through the middle points
C, D of these arcs draw great circles on the spherical
sheet meeting AA', BB' at right angles. These will

meet in two diametrically opposite points /, /' on the

spherical surface. Join AI, BI, A'I, EL The body might
have been carried from the initial to the final position

by a rotational displacement about the line IF. For

by this turning A is carried to A' and B to E, and it

is clear that the particles which lay on the part of the

spherical surface bounded by the spherical triangle ABI
are in the same relative positions on the part bounded by
A'EI; and all the particles in the spherical surface are

in the same relative positions.

238. Every Rigid Body Displacement parallel to Fixed Plane

is equivalent to a Rotation. A rigid body is displaced in such
a way that a plane A fixed in the body, initially and

finally coincides with a plane B fixed in space, and three

points (not in line) in A come from P, Q, R to E, Q', R' :

it is clear that the displacement, whatever it may be, could

be effected by first displacing the body so that every
point of the plane A receives a displacement equal and

parallel to PP', and then turning the body round an
axis through E at right angles to the plane B, until Q, R
coincide with Q', R. [Here again the reader should draw
the necessary Figure.]

This displacement may also be effected by a turning, of

the same amount and in the same direction, about an axis

at right angles to the plane B. For, except in an extreme

case, the lines joining P, P' and Q, Q' will not be parts
of the same straight line. Excluding that case (in which
no change of direction of lines in the body is involved), let

these lines be drawn, and their middle points C, D be found,
and lines perpendicular to PE, QQ' drawn through G and
D. These meet in a point /. A turning about an axis

through / at right angles to the plane B would evidently

bring the three points P, Q, R to E, Q', R\ and likewise all
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other points of the body from their initial to their final

positions.
If s denote the displacement PP', and the angle of

turning, which is clearly the same in both the modes
of effecting the displacement described above, the co-

ordinates of / in the plane B are evidently PC=s and

CI=^8Jta,n^6, to be measured from C so that the angle

PIG{ = |#) is in the direction of turning.
If the displacement s be the small displacement effected in

time dt with speed s, we have PP'= s dt, and if dO be the

angle of turning, we have CI=sdt/dQ. The displacement

might be effected in time dt by a turning about the axis at I,

with angular speed 0, such that Odt = dO. We have then

GI=s/6. The axis through / is then the instantaneous
axis about which the body may be regarded as turning.

239. Any Rigid Body Displacement is equivalent to that of

a Nut on a Certain Screw. We can prove that any displace-
ment whatever of a rigid body can be effected by a

displacement of the body without rotation (a translation)

parallel to a certain direction
;
and a rotation about an

axis parallel to that direction. For the displacement can

be effected by displacing the body without rotation, so that

a point in it initially at P is transferred to its final position

P', and then rotating the body about some axis through P'.

The different points of the body in the latter displacement
move in planes at right angles to the axis, and the direction

of the axis and the angle of turning are independent of

the choice of the point P. The former displacement, the

translation PP', can be resolved into two components,
PM and MP', at right angles to one another, of which MP'
is at right angles to the axis of the rotational displacement.
But, as we saw in 238, the displacement MP', and the

rotation about an axis through P' at right angles to

MP', may be replaced by a turning about a parallel axis.

Hence the displacement can be effected as specified in the

proposition.
The two displacements may be supposed effected together,

in such a manner that the amount of turning effected is

always proportional to the translation; that is, the body
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may be regarded as having the motion of a nut along a

screw, so that each point of the body moves in a helix. If

s be the distance which measures the translation, and 6 the

angle which measures the turning, the ratio s/6 is the

advance of the body per radian turned through, the "pitch
"

of the screw, while 2irs/0 is the advance per complete turn,

called the "
step

"
(often also the pitch) of the screw. Thus

all the helices in which the points of the body move have
the same pitch. If the motion is a pure rotation s = 0, and
the pitch and step are zero; if the motion is a pure
translation 6 = 0, and the pitch and step are infinite.

The motion of a rigid body has been discussed very fully
from this point of view by Sir Robert Ball in his Theory
of Screws, which the reader may consult for further

particulars. We shall find this mode of regarding the

subject illustrated later by the theorem of the central axis

[see 247 below. In Chap. XL below the central axis of

a system of forces is considered. The system is reduced to

a "wrench," a single force along the central axis, and a

couple about a line parallel to the central axis]. That the

central axis is a single determinate line will be proved
in 247.

240. Motion of a Rigid Body parallel to a Given Plane.

Space and Body Centrodes. We have seen (238) that any
small displacement of a rigid body, which is moving
parallel to a fixed plane, may be produced by turning the

body through an angle d0 about an instantaneous axis

which meets the fixed plane in the point i". To find /, we
take two points P and Q in a plane in the body coinciding
wich the fixed plane, and apply the construction described

in 238. Since PP\ QQ are very short lines, the con-

struction can be carried out by drawing two lines from
P and Q, perpendicular respectively to the direction of

motion at P and the direction of motion at Q. These meet
at /. The points P and Q are obviously turning about I :

the reader may prove that any other point in the body
is turning about the axis drawn through I at right angles
to the fixed plane.
As the body moves continuously the positions of the
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instantaneous axis change in space and in the body. Thus,

taking their intersections with the fixed plane, and with
the plane in the body which
moves in coincidence with

it, we get two curves which
are called respectively the

space-centrode and the body-
centrode (Gs ,

Cb ). We can
find their equations in the

following manner.
Take two axes Oxy in the

fixed plane, as shown in

Fig. 103. Let / be the inter-

section (coordinates x, y) of

the plane by the instantaneous

axis, and P any point (co-
ordinates a, b). Then if I

be the distance IP, and u, v the components of velocity
of P, the inclination of IP to Ox, we have
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If now P be the origin of the
, t) coordinates, we get

(u sin 6' v cos Q'), t]
= -

(u cos 0'+ v sin 0'), . . .(2)'

$

which give the equation of Cb by elimination of the time.
The two curves Gs ,

Gb (Fig. 104) are two series of points
such that, as the body moves, the points of the second series

come in succession into coincidence
with corresponding points of the
first series, and each in doing so

comes to rest at the instant,

though, as the body moves con-

tinuously, it does not remain at

rest for any interval of time,
however short. At the instant

of rest it coincides with the

point / of the instantaneous axis.

After an interval of time dt has

elapsed, the instantaneous axis

has passed to another position Tt

and another point P' of the body coincides with it.

Fig. 104.

241. Velocity and Acceleration of Body-Point. The velocity
of the point of Cb at the instant of coincidence with / is

zero
;
its acceleration has in general a definite finite value.

If s be the speed with which the point i~ moves along the

curve Gs , it is plain that this is also the speed with which
the position of the instantaneous axis moves along Cb .

For clearly the distance IP' is equal to IT, if P', I' be the

points in the two curves which coincide after the interval

dt. The curve Cb may be regarded as rolling without

slipping along Cs , as a wheel rolls without slipping along
a rail, and the distance which the instantaneous axis

travels along the circle of contact of the wheel in any time
is equal to the distance which it travels along the rail.

Now, since the curve Gb may be regarded as turning
about /, the point P\ at distance from I= sdt, has speed
cos dt (where w= 6) at right angles to IP', and this speed
is annulled in the interval of time dt, in which P/

travels

to /'. Thus the acceleration of the point I
y

infinitely near
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P is cos, in the direction perpendicular to the curve Gg ,

opposed to that along which P' approaches the curve just
before arrival. For a point P' on Gb , but on the other side of

P, the acceleration is also cos, in the same direction as before.

It may be affirmed of course that P/

has an acceleration

co
2
s dt towards I, but this is infinitely small in comparison

with cos.

If P (Fig. 104) be any point in the body, in the plane
for which the centrodes are drawn, and at distance r from

P, the velocity of P is rco at right angles to IP. Hence,

relatively to I, the acceleration of P consists of two com-

ponents tw at right angles to IP, and rco2 in the direction

from P towards I. But after dt, P is turning about I
',

and we must take account therefore of the acceleration of

the point of the body coinciding with I. Thus we must add
to the acceleration of P a component s0, in the direction

of the normal IN drawn to

CB (Fig. 105). That direction

is also indicated by the dotted

line through P in Fig. 104.

Or the acceleration may be
found as follows (Fig. 105).
From I, T draw lines to the

position of P for i", and lay
off Pp, Pp to represent rco,

roo
;
the geometrical difference

FlG 105 p'p between these lines repre-
sents the change in rO due to

the displacement in dt from I to F. The other changes
produced are robdt and roo2 dt, the directions of which have
been specified. But Pp, Pp' are proportional to IP, I'P,
and the angle pPp' is equal to the angle IPF. Hence
the triangles IPT,pPp' are similar, and, since IPp is a

right angle, pp' is at right angles to 17'. Thus we have

pp' = II'.Pp/IP = sdt.rco/r= scodt. Thus the acceleration

due to the motion of / along the space-centrode is sco, and
is parallel to the direction IN.

242. Curvature of Path of Body-Point. We can apply
these results to find the curvature of the path described
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by any point of the body. For, (Fig. 106), let the curve
Cb roll on the curve C8 in the plane of the paper, and

G, D be the centres of curvature of the two curves at the

point of contact /. Then, if /' and P' are corresponding

points, we have arc IP'= arc //', and if

the arcs be those traversed in time dt,

sdt = IC.LlCP'=:ID.LlDr. LetIC= P>
ID = p ,

and we have

ICP'+LlDI=sdt(-+ -\
\/0 /P P

But this is the angle turned through by
the body in time dt, and therefore

&
\o 0/

(1)
P P

Fig. 106.

This is on the supposition that, as

shown in Fig. 106, the curvatures are oppositely directed.

If the curvature of Cs be in the same direction as that

of C,
=
<---,), (2)
\0 /

and, of course, p > p. We get then for the acceleration

of the body-point at /, the value

PP

P+ P
or PP

P ~P
(3)

according as the curvatures are opposed or in the same
direction. Also s/co

= pp/(p p).

For the point P (Fig. 105) in the body the total accelera-

tion in the direction PI is, by the results obtained above,
to

2r stocoscp, if
<p

denote lPIN. Thus

to
2r scd cos $ = oci

2r2
/R,

where R is the radius of curvature of the path of P at

the instant. Thus

to
zr sco cos 1 PP

r2
P P

COS0. w
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This expression for the curvature vanishes if

r= pp cos (j>l(p'ztp), ...(5]

that is for all points on a circle in the body-plane touching
both curves at /, and of diameter pp'l{pp). All sucl

body-points therefore pass points of inflexion in their paths
at the same instant.

243. Signs of Angular Displacements. The direction of

turning of a body about an axis is positive or negative

according to the manner in which it is regarded. Thus
the direction of turning of a flywheel may be taken as

positive or negative according to the

side from which it is viewed. Seen
from one side the motion of the top

(supposing the wheel vertical) is from

right to left, seen from the other side

it is from left to right. We usually
take the former direction, or, to make
the distinction applicable to all cases,

the counter-clock direction, as posi-

tive, the clock direction as negative.
If we have to take account of

Fig. 107. turnings about a number of parallel

axes, for example the turning of each
of the wheels of a train of wheelwork, we may, viewing
the arrangement from either side, reckon all those moving
in the counter-clock direction as having a positive turning
motion, and all those moving the other way as having a

negative turning motion.

Again, when we have a number of axes in different

directions which all pass through one point or origin, it is

convenient to settle in each case, according to convenience,
a direction from the origin outward along the axis, which
is to be regarded as positive. Let

XA, O^B, O
xC, ... be

these directions chosen as positive. Then, regarding the

turning about each axis from the point A
, B, G, . . .

,
it is

classed as positive or negative according as it is in the

counter-clock direction or in the clock direction. Thus,
in the figure the rotations about A and

X
B appear
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to an eye situated at A and B respectively, counter-clock

rotations, and are to be reckoned positive, while that

about O-fi is in the clock direction, and is to be reckoned

negative.
As already noticed in 76, the turning of a rigid body

about an axis is one in which each point of the body moves
at right angles to the perpendicular drawn from the point
to the axis, in the same way round for each point, and

through a distance wdt .p, where cd dt is the (infinitely small)

angle of turning, the same for all points, effected in time dt

in consequence of the angular speed co, and p is the length
of the perpendicular. The arrangement of the particles
and their relative distances are evidently undisturbed by
this motion.

244. Composition of Angular Displacements. The displace-
ment of a point P of a rigid body, due to a turning of the

body through any small angle wdt above any axis, say YA,

being equal to the product codt.p of the angle turned

through into the perpendicular distance of P from the

axis
XA, is numerically equal to the moment of a force

F= w dt, acting along the axis, about the point P, or about
an axis at P at right angles to the plane of O^A and P.

This leads to the conclusion that angular speeds about
different axes (that is angular
velocities) are to be compounded
like forces of the same numerical
amounts along the same axes.

The theorems regarding the com- <

position of angular velocities might
be inferred from those of composi-
tion of forces, but for clearness we
shall give a separate investigation.

Let first P be a point on Ojilf,

and consider the motion of P, due
to the turnings in an elementof time

dt, in consequence of angular speeds co
1 ,

ft>
2 ,
about

X
A and

XB, in the directions shown by circular arrows in Fig. 108.

Let PA, PB be perpendiculars from P on OA, OB, and
denote the lengths of these perpendiculars by p x , p2

. By

Fig. 108.
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the turning w
Y
dt about

X
A the point P is depressed below

the plane of the paper a distance w
ldt.pv and by the

turning w
2
dt about

X
B it is raised above the paper a

distance w
2dt.p2

. The point P will be undisturbed if

a)iPi C02P2> tna,t is ^ wja>
2
= sin ft/sin ol, where ol, ft denote

the angles AOP, BOP, and r the distance
X
P. The same

thing can be proved for any point lying in the line
XM,

and for no other set of points. The line
Y
M is thus an

axis about which the body may be regarded as turning:
this will be seen more clearly from what follows.

Let now P be any point in the plane AOB, which also

contains
XM, and let PA, PB, PM, of lengths p13 p2 , p, be

perpendiculars let fall from P on
XA, XB, 0^ (Fig. 108).

Denoting the angle PO-^M by 6, and, as before, X
P by r,

and the angles A0XM, M0
X
B by ol, ft, we have for the

displacement of P, due to the turnings about OA and OB,
the expression

dt(^p^ co
2p2)

= r dt{^ sin (6+ ol)+ w
2
sin (6 ft)},

which may be written

r sin . dt(wi
cos ol+ w2

cos
ft),

since fc)
x
sin oc eo

2
sin /3

= 0, as we have already seen. If

then we write _,, Q _i_,, o Q n\60= 6^ COS 0C-j-ft>2 cos p, (1 )

we have for the displacement the expression w dt . p.

Now oleosa-!- a>
2 cos/3 would, in the case of forces w

1 ,
w

2

along the lines
XA, O^B, be recognised as the resultant of

the forces, acting along OM, since the relation

<! sin ol= ft>9 sin ft

would show that there was no component of force at right

angles to O^M. Hence we take w
1
cos a+ 2

cos
ft,

the result

as we say of resolving w
1 ,
w

2
about

XM, as the resultant

angular speedy, and the turning at this angular speed is

about
XM, the line which we have seen remains at rest

when the two turnings specified about
XA, X

B are

superimposed.
Now let P be taken at a distance h from the plane A OB.

Fig. 108 will serve for this case also. We have to show
that the displacement of P, compounded of those due to
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the two turnings o) dt, w
2
dt about the axes O

xA, 0^, is

equal to that produced by the single turning

(ft^
cos a.+ ft)

2
cos fi)dt

about OM, which is so situated in the plane A Ox
B that

co
1
sin ol= a)

2
sin

/3.

First consider the displacement a>
1dt.p1

: this is at right

angles to the perpendicular from P on OA, and lies in a

plane at right angles to the plane A OB and containing that

perpendicular. Evidently it can be resolved into two

components, one at right angles to the plane AOB, and one

parallel to the latter plane. Let P be the projection of P
on the plane AOB and r the distance OP . Then, if is

the angle P^M, the two components just specified are

r dt . ft)
x
sin (6+ ol) and w-Ji dt.

Similarly we have for the components due to the turning
o)

2
dt about

X
B the expressions r dt . w

2
sin (6 /3) and

w
2
hdt. It has already been proved that the displacement

w dt. px
r dt{wl sm.{6-\-<x)-\-w2 sin (6 fi)}. There remain

the components coji dt, ct)
2
hdt. These are parallel to the

perpendiculars from P on
X
A and

X
B respectively, and

since they are proportional to oo
1 ,

c
2
have a resultant in the

direction of the perpendicular from P on OM. The

magnitude of that resultant is /id^ct^ cos oc+ ft>
2
cos /3), that

is coh dt. Hence it has been proved that the displacement
at P, compounded of the independent displacements due to

the two rotations specified, is identical with the displace-
ment at the same point due to the resultant rotation, that

compounded of the rotations co
1 ,

ft>
2
about

XA, X
B.

The rotations about
XA, X

B may be each the result of

compounding the rotations about a pair of axes, and so

on, so that the rotation about
X
M may be the resultant

obtained by compounding the rotations about any number
of axes given in position.

245. Turning about any Axis expressed by Component Turn-

ings about Three Rectangular Axes. We shall now show
that if a rigid body turns with angular speed w about an
axis

XM, passing through any point V the same motion
g.d. 2f
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is produced by the displacement due to independent turn-

ings at angular speeds loo, mw, nw=p, q, r, about three
fixed axes O

x
x

xyx
z
x

at right angles to one another, and

making angles with
YM, the cosines of which are I, ra, n.

The distance rz of any point P (coordinates x, y, z with
reference to axes O^xyz) of the body from

X
M is

{x
2+ y

2+ z2- (lx+my+ nz)
2
}^.

Hence the displacement effected in dt is this multiplied ty
w dt, that is

corn dt = dt {(mz-nyf+ (nx- Izf+ (ly
-

rase)
2
}* 1

= dt{(qz ry)
2
-\-(rxpz)

2+ (py qx)
2

}*.)

The expression on the right can easily be seen to be

equivalent to the three displacements of the point P,

ps/y
2+ z2 .dt, qjz

2
+x^.dt, rjx2+ y

2
.dt, due to the turning

through the angles pdt, q dt, rdt about the axes of the

set O^y^z-L respectively, where each turning is supposed
to be effected independently of the others, from the same
initial position of the body. The three displacements result-

ing from these turnings are not generally at right angles
to one another, but they give the displacements parallel
to the axes as follows : pz dt and py dt parallel to

1y 1
and

x
z
Xf the components of

*

pJy
2
-\-z

2
.dt, qxdt and qzdt

parallel to
x
z
x
and

x
x

Xi
the components of qJz

2+ x2
.dt,

and ry and rx parallel to
Y
x

x
and 0{yXi

the components
of rJx2

-\-y
2
.dt.

246. Component Linear Velocities of Point in Turning Body.
The rates of displacement of the point P parallel to the

axes are therefore qz ry, rxpz, py qx; and so we
have the equations

u = qz ry, v =rxpz, w py qx, (1)

which are useful in many applications.
These are component velocities of the point P due to the

rotations of the body about the axes. From them we can

obtain at once the expressions for the components of

velocity for a set of mutually rectangular axes Oxyz which
are turning with angular speeds p, q, r about Ox, Oy, Oz
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respectively. For we may suppose these axes fixed in the

rigid body, and, in the course of their turning with it, to

be at time t in coincidence with the fixed axes
1
x

1y1
z
1

.

The motion of the particle P, if that particle is fixed in the

body, has in consequence of the rotation of the bod3^
the components just written down.
But if the particle at P be moving in the body, and we

now regard x, y, z as the coordinates of P relative to the

. moving axes at the instant, which of course we may do,

since at the instant the axes are coincident with the fixed

axes, the components x, y, z, relative to the moving axes,

give the rates of displacement of the particle in the body
with respect to axes fixed in it and therefore moving with
it. The components u, v, w of the velocity with respect
to the fixed axes O

1
^

1^/ 1 1
are therefore given by

n = x+ qz ry, v = y+rxpz, w = z-\-py qx, ...(2)

Thus if we draw the vector OP, the components of the

motion of the outer extremity, P, are given by these

equations. The terms qz ry, ...
,
are those which depend

on the motion of the system of axes Oxyz, those, in fact,

due to the motion of the rigid body here supposed to carry
the axes, and with them also the point P. Thus qz ry, ...

are called by French writers the components of the velocity
of entrainment

; perhaps they may be termed the com-

ponents of co-velocity.
If the origin of the moving axes does not coincide with

that of the fixed axes, the values of u, v, w require no
modification, provided the two systems are parallel and
the origin is not in motion. If, however, is in motion
with components u

,
v

,
w

,
the equations become, as the

reader may easily convince himself,

u = x+u + qz-ry, v = y+ v + rx-pz,}
w= z+ iv +py qx. f

Then the components of the velocity of entrainment are

u + qz-ry, v +rx-pz, w^+py-qx.
The same results may be obtained in the following

manner. Let the fixed axis
1
X

1
at time t make angles,
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the direction-cosines of which are ol, /3, y, with the ax

OX, OY, OZ, and let the projection of Ofi on the axis
1
X

1

be x . Then if x
x
be the projection of

X
P on

1
X

1 ,
we

obtain x
x
=

x^+ ajx+ fiy+ yz, (

and therefore

;

5)x^XQ+OLX+ fBy+ yz+ djx+fBy+ yz (5

But if the directions of Oxyz coincide with those of O
xx{yx

z
x ,

then oc= 0, /3
= y= -7r/2, and, since d(cosO)/dt = sin 0.6,

d= 0, /3
= 0, /3=r, y = 0, y= q, and therefore, writing

u for x
1 ,
and u for x

,
we get

u = x+ u + qz ry (6)

Similar expressions are obtained in the same way for

v and w.

247. Central Axis. Let, now, the point P be fixed in the

body so that x = y = z = 0. Then u
,
v

,
w are the same

for all points of the body, and are the components of a
motion of translation of the body as a whole parallel to the

fixed axes with which the moving axes at the instant

coincide. We can find for each instant a line in the body
which fulfils the condition that the motion at every point
of it is in the direction of the axis of resultant angular
velocity. The equations of the line are

qz-ry+u =rx-pz+v =py-qx+w ^
p q r

It is called the central axis of the motion. Its equation

depends on the components u
,
v

,
w of the translational

motion, and the components p, q, r of angular velocity,

just as the central axis defined in 343 below for forces

depends on the resultant of a set of forces and their moments
about the axes.

It may be observed that the central axis is the locus of

points for which the resultant speed

v = {(qz ry+ u )
2+ (rx pz+ v )

2+ (py qx-{- iv f}? (2)

is a minimum. For if this expression be differentiated

partially with respect to x, y, z, and the derivatives be

equated to zero, we get exactly the equation of the line.
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With respect to the fixed axes, to which Oxyz are

parallel, the equations of the central axis are

q(z1
-z )-r(y 1 -y )+ uQ^ r(x1

-x )-p(z1
-z )-\-v

V P

=p(yi-yo)-q(xi-Xo)+wo

r

(3)

If we denote the common value of these ratios by V/co,

V/od is the ratio of the rate of displacement of a point
of the body parallel to the central axis to the rate of

rotation around it, the pitch of the screw at the point

(see 239). If V=0, the body has motion of rotation only,
if <o = the motion is of translation only.

248. Examples on Central Axis and Rotation.

Ex. 1. Planes are drawn through any two points P, Q of a rigid

body at right angles to the trajectories of these points, and meet the

central axis A in J/, N. Show that M, N are the feet of the perpen-
diculars let fall from P, Q to the central axis, and that

MJV= PQ cos (PQ, A). [Chasles.]

No generality is lost by taking the central axis A as the axis of x,

the coordinates of P as xu 0, z%\ and the coordinates of Q as x2 , y2 , H-
The point P has speeds u parallel to the axis of x, iaz^ parallel to

the axis of y, and zero parallel to the axis of z. The corresponding
speeds of Q are u0i -<oz2 , <di/2 . Hence the equation of a plane

through P at right angles to the trajectory of P is

b(*r*i)-*!?**'$

which meets the central axis in the point x=xx
.

Again, the equation of a plane through Q normal to the trajectory
of that point is Mx _

X2)
_ aH(y _%)+^2(,_ 22)

= 0>

that is, ?* (x
- x2)

-
oiz^y+ wy^= 0,

which meets the central axis in the point x=x2
.

Hence the first part of the proposition is proved. The second is

self-evident, since MN is the projection of PQ on the axis A.

Ex. 2. From an arbitrary origin, say the origin of coordinates,

are drawn three vectors 0A, OB, 0C, representing in magnitude and
direction the velocities at three points P, Q, R of the body : to show
that the central axis is at right angles to the plane of the three points

A, B, C, and to find the intersection of the central axis with that

plane.
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If the coordinates of the three points be xx ,yl ,z l , %f>yi,Hi ^tVztH
the coordinates of A, B, C are

u + qzx
-
ryx ,

v + rxl
-
pzx ,

w +pyx
-
qxx

for A, with similar expressions for B and C, to be obtained b}

changing the suffixes to 2 for B and to 3 for C. If we denote thes<

three sets of coordinates by f^ift.fi, 2 > %i &> s> %> &> we get foi

the equation of the plane ABC,

X,
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To prove the converse, we begin with a.= and note that we have

also lp+ mq + nr=0. Hence we obtain

o> (Ip + niq+ nr)= (o{lp+ mq + nr)

or l(iop (op) + m((oq (bq) + n(ioi' (or)
= 0,

which must hold for all values of I, !, n. Thus we have p/(o=p/w, ...
,

the conditions that the axis should be fixed in space.

Ex. 4. Prove that if a body be turning about a fixed point, the

angular acceleration about an axis, the cosines of which with respect
to the moving axes are

I, m, n, is lp+mq+ nr. If <o
t
be the angular

speed about the axis in question, we have <o
l
=

lp + mq + nr. Hence

(b
1
=

lp +mq+ nr+ lp + mq+nr. But in last example it is proved that

lp+ mq+ nr=0, and therefore we have

<o
l
=
lp+ mq + nr.

Ex. 5. A body moves along a curve in space in the following
manner. A point fixed in the body describes the curve, and three

lines fixed in the body and intersecting in that point are always
directed so that the first is along the tangent to the curve in the

direction of motion, the second along the principal normal, and the

third at right angles to the osculating plane. These lines are at right

angles to one another and in the order named form a system of

moving axes Oxyz, in which the turning is from y to z, z to x and
x to y. It is required to find the angular speeds about the axes.

Let the radius of curvature at any position of the body be p, and
the radius of torsion that is the reciprocal of the rate at which the

osculating plane is turning round the tangent per unit distance

travelled along the curve be t, and let s, the distance travelled along
the curve from =0 to the instant considered, he f(t). According to

the sign usually given to the analytical expression denoted by t, the

rate of turning of the body about Ox is sjr= f'{t)JT. The rate of

turning about the radius of curvature is zero, since the changes in the

direction of the tangent lie wholly in the osculating plane for the

instant. Finally, the rate of turning in the osculating plane is that

about the binomial as an axis, and is s/p=f'(t)/p. Hence we have*

P=~fWr, ?=0, r=f{t)lp.

To find the equations of the central axis, we note that the axis of x
here taken has, with reference to axes O

x
x

xyx
z
x ,

direction-cosines d/ds,
drj/ds, d(/dz, where

, 77,
are the coordinates of the position at time t

of the point which moves along the curve. The cosines of the y-axis are

p{d^';ds\ d\\ds\ d^lds
2
),

and of the 2-axis,

p(drf/ds . d^/ds
2 -

dC/ds . d2
rj/ds

2
),

Calling these three sets of cosines a, b, c, a', b', c', a", b", c", and putting
#!, ylt z

x
for the coordinates of a point P of the body, we get

x=a(xx
-

)+ ..., f**d(xx -)+..., z=a"(xl
-

)+ ...,
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and therefore the equations of the central axis are

V
q{a"(x1 -)+...\-r{a'(a;1 -)+ ...}=p- i,

r{a(xl -)+...}-p{a"(xl -g)+...)
=q^

V
p{a'(x1 -)+...}-q{a fo-f)+...}=

<U

where p, q, r have the values found for them above, and V is s cos (<o, s)

Ex. 6. Prove that if the ratio o/t= const., the curve in the h

example is a helix traced on a cylinder.
If we draw axes from a fixed point parallel to the moving axes Oxyz,

then, since pfr is constant, the line through parallel to the central
axis is fixed relatively to the system of axes. It is therefore fixed in

space (see Example 3), and therefore the axis Ox makes a constant

angle with the instantaneous axis, which remains fixed in direction as

the body moves.

249. Accelerations of Point in Rotating Body. Equations of

Motion. In precisely the same way if we set up a vector

from 0, the components of which along the axes Oxyz.
that is, parallel to Ox, Oy, Oz, are a, v, w, we obtain th

components of acceleration in terms of x, y, z, p, q, r

x, y, z, u
,
v

,
w

,
and their rates of variation. If the

components of acceleration along the fixed axes be ax ,ay,a
we have

ax= u+qw rv x+ u -\-2qz 2ry-\-qz ry

+P(qy + rz) -(q
2+ r2

)x,

ay =v+rw pw= y+ v +2rx 2pz+rxpz
+ q(rz+px) -(r

2+p2
)y,

az =w+pv qu=z+w + 2py 2qx+py qx
+ r{px+ qy)-{p

2+ q
2
)z.j

The first two terms on the right in these expressions are

the components of relative acceleration, the next two
terms, 2{qz ry), 2(rxpz), 2(py qx), form the com-

ponents of what is called the complementary acceleration,
and the three groups of four terms remaining form the

components of the acceleration of entrainment or co-

acceleration. Thus, denoting

qz ry+p(qy-\-rz) (q
2+r2

)x

r

...(i)
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by axc , 2qz 2ry by dm ,
and so on, we have

ax '=-x-\-(ixc -\-(iXCi cty
= y -}- ciyC+ ci

yc ,
ctz
= 2;+ ttzc+ ct C ,

where u
,
v

,
w are supposed included in x, if,

z.

Thus, if X, Y, Z be forces on a particle at P, the equations
of motion are

mx+ max*+mdxc
= X, ra#+mayc+ma^= F,\ /2)m + maa,+ ma'zc = Z. J

These equations may be written

mx =X+Xc , my=Y+Yc ,
mz =Z+Zc , (3)

where Xc
= m(aiCC+ a^), Thus the equations of motion

are now of the form for axes at rest, but the force in each

case is the applied force, with a force added sufficient to

produce an acceleration equal and opposite toa^+ a^, ....

It will be noticed that the components dMi d
yc , d^

represent a vector at right angles to the plane of the vector

(p, q, r) (the instantaneous axis about which the body is

turning with angular speed a> = Jp2+ q
2+ r2

) and the vector

vr
= six

2+ y
2
-f i

2
(where x, y, z include x

, y ,
z if these

exist), that is, the vector representing the relative velocity.
Its magnitude is 2aovr sin (w, vr), where (go, vr) is the angle
between the positive direction of the instantaneous axis

and that of vr ,
and its sense is that in which the turning co

tends to carry the outer end of the vector vr .

250. Angular Momenta. By (2), 71, the components of

angular momentum about the fixed axes O
1
cc

1i/1 1
are given

by the equations

H^^mizy-yz)}, H.2 = i:{m(xz-zx)},\ ^Hs
= ?:{m(yx-xy)}, i

and therefore by (1), 246, we have

H
1 =p2{m(y2+ z2)}-ql,(mxy)-r2l(mxz), (2)

with similar expressions for H
2 ,
H

3
. But H{m(y

2
-{-z

2
)}, ...

are the moments of inertia about the axes and are denoted

by A, B, C, while ^(myz), ... are products of inertia and are

denoted by D, E, F. Hence
'

H^Ap-Fq-Er, H =
Bq-Dr-Fp,} (s)

B^Cq-Ep-Dq. )
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When the axes are principal axes of moment of inertia

D=E=F=0jmd
H, = Ap, H

2
= Bq, H

s
=Cr (4)

The kinetic energy T is given by

T=^[m{(qz-ryy+ (rx-pZf+ (py-qxf}]
= H^2

2{m(2/
2+^)}+g22{m(^+^2

)}

+r22{m(&2
+2/

2
)}

2qrL(myz) 2rp*L(mzx) 2pql(mxy)] r

andsoby(2) ^=Hl7 -H g=#3 (6)

Also clearly T=l
I(pH1 + qH2+rH3) (7)

A proof in all respects similar to that given in 244
above for the composition of angular velocities might be
framed to show that the angular momentum about the

axis, the direction-cosines of which are proportional to

Hu H2 , #3, is (Hl+H
2

2+ Hlf, and that, if this be called

H, the angular momentum about any axis inclined at an

angle to that of H is ifcos
;
but the subject has already

been discussed in 71.

It has been proved in 75 that the time-rate of change
of angular momentum, about any axis, is equal to the

sum of the moments of the impressed forces about the axis,

or, as it is sometimes put, to the moment of the impressed
couple about that axis. This holds whether or not the

system is a rigid body.

251, Representation of A.M. as a Vector. Rates of Change
of A.M. about Moving Axes. It is convenient to measure
a distance from along any axis OA

, OB, ...
,
in the

positive direction, in length numerically equal to the

angular momentum, or angular speed, or moment of forces,
as the case may be, about the axis. The points A, B, ...

may be the outer terminal points of these distances or

vectors, and will show by their displacements, as time

passes, how the direction or the numerical value of the

directed quantity represented by the vector is varying.
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Now, the time-rates of change of angular momentum
for the fixed axes 0{{yx

z
x
have been found in 72 above,

and if these be denoted by Hv H2 ,
Hs ,

the time-rate of

change of angular momentum about any axis 0^, the

direction cosines of which with reference to 0{{yx
z
x
are

I, m, n, is lH
x+mH2+nH3

. Also, in 170 have been
derived the rates of growth of angular momentum for a

rigid body, about the principal axes of moment of inertia

supposed fixed in the body, and therefore turning with

angular speed p about
1
cc

1 , q about
1y1 ,

and r about
x
z
x

(ojj, o)
2 ,

o)
3 ,

in 170).

For the case of angular momentum referred to a system
of axes Oxyz turning with angular speed Q

XJ 62 , 3 about
fixed axes, with which the moving axes at the instant

coincide, we can find the equations of motion by an applica-
tion of the method explained in 9 above. We shall denote

the components of angular momentum referred to the system
of rotating axes by h

lf
h
2 ,
h
s ,
and identify these with the

directed quantities L, M, N referred to in 9. The symbols
L, M, N, thus set free, we shall use to represent the moments
of impressed forces the impressed couples about the

axes. Thus we get, if the origin be at rest,

h
1 63

h
2+ 62

h
3
= L, \

k-O^+eji^M, I
(1)

K-OJ^+ Ofi^N.)
If the axes are fixed in space 1 ,

62 , 3
are zero, and the

expressions on the left reduce to their first terms. If the

axes are fixed in the body, then 6ly 62 , 63 are the angular
speeds, p, q, r say, of the body at the instant about these

axes fixed in itself. If moreover the axes fixed in the body
coincide with the principal axes of moment of inertia of

the body, we have h
1
= Ap, h

2
= Bq, h

3 =Cr, so that the

equations of motion become

Ap-(B-C)qr= L,

Bq-(C-A)rp = M, \ (2)

Cr-(A-B)pq = N,
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which are the Euler's equations, found in 170 by another
method. These give only the rates of change of the

angular momenta, so that the body is either turning about
a fixed point, for which the principal axes are taken, or the

translational motion is ignored.

252. Body with One Point fixed. Deductions from Euler's

Equations. From these equations we can obtain some

important results. Multiply the first equation by p, the

second by q, and the third by r, and add. The sum on
the left is App+ Bqq+ Grr, so that

App+ Bqq+ Crr= Lp+ Mq+Nr (1)

The kinetic energy T is given by the equation

T=i(Ap2+Bq2+ Cr2
), (2)

so that the equation just obtained can be written

^=Lp+Mq+Nr (3)

The quantity on the right is the time-rate at which work
is being done by the impressed couples as the body moves,
and this is the time-rate of growth of the kinetic energy.
Hence, if L M=N=0, the system moves subject to the

condition that the kinetic energy is constant.

If we multiply the first Euler's equation by Ap, the

second by Bq, and the third by CV, we get

A 2
pp+Wqq+ C2rr=LAp+MBq+ NCr (4)

The square, h2
,
of the resultant angular momentum is given

b^ h2= A 2p2+B2
q
2+ C2r2

, (5)

and therefore the equation just found can be written

t̂ =\(LAp+MBq+ NCr) (6)

that is, the time-rate of growth of resultant angular
momentum is equal to the resultant moment of the im-

pressed couples about the axis of resultant angular momen-
turn. If L =M = N=0t
the resultant angular momentum (H below) remains constant
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in amount, and its axis (OH say) unchanged in direction

as the body moves. The axis of resultant angular velocity

01, the instantaneous axis, is not, however, stationary, and

the value of co (=\/p
2+ q

2+ r2
) also varies.

253. Body with One Point fixed. Relation of Axis of

Resultant A.M. and Instantaneous Axis. The cosine of the

angle between the axes OH and 01 (angle POH in Fig. 109,

below) is (Ap
i

-\-Bq
2
-j-Crf/H(o, that is, if T be the kinetic

energy, 2T/Hw. Now, if L =M=N=0, both T and H are

constant, and we have then w cos I0H=2T/H, a constant.

The direction-cosines of a normal to the plane of IOH
are {(B-C)qr, (C-A)rp, (A -B)pq}/uH sin IOH, and so

the resultant couple, or rate of growth of angular momentum,
represented by

{(B
- Cfq2r2+(C-Afry+ (A -B)Yq2

}
h

,

lies in the plane IOH, and its magnitude is wH sin IOH.
This is sometimes called the centrifugal couple, or couple due
to centrifugal forces. For we can write Euler's equations
in the form

Ap = L+ (B-C)qr, ..., (1)

and then (B-C)qr, ..., appear as moments of centri-

fugal couples. On the other hand, we have interpreted

(B-C)qr, ...
,
above as the rates of growth of angular

momentum about the instantaneous positions of the principal
axes, due to the motion of the body. In fact, the angular
momentum H about the axis OH resolves into two com-

ponents ooHcosO along 01 and wHsinO at right angles to

01, and the turning with angular speed o about 01 gives
a rate of growth of angular momentum

u>HsmI0H= {(B-C)
2
q
2r2+ (C-Afr2p2+(A-Bfp2

q
2
}
1

(2)

about an axis at right angles to the plane IOH.
The reader may consider for the sake of the analogy the

equation of radial acceleration in the motion of a particle
in a plane, m(r-r6

2
)
= F, (3)

where F is the outward impressed force along the radius-

vector from the origin. We may consider the term mr62

either as appearing in the rate of growth of momentum
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^-mrO2
along the radius-vector, due to the turning with

angular speed 0, and consequent momentum mrQ transverse

to the radius-vector, or as a centrifugal force mrO2 added
to F, which gives the rate of growth of momentum due to

the rate at which mr is changing, according to the equation

mr=F+mrQ2
.

254. Motion of a Eigid Body under No Forces. We now
go on to consider very shortly the motion of a rigid body
under no forces, by means of the momental ellipsoid,

according to the method of Poinsot. We may suppose one

point of the body to be fixed in space ;
but the conclusions

will be applicable in other cases, for example to the oscilla-

tions and rotations, with respect to the centroid, of a quoit,
or of a stick thrown into the air, since these relative

motions are not affected by the action of gravity when the

body is free in the air.

Fig. 109.

First, we prove that the angular speed about 01 is pro-

portional to the length of the radius-vector of the momental

ellipsoid (m.e.) (described for the body about as centre),
with which 01 coincides. For let 01 intersect the m.e.

in P, and x, y, z be the coordinates of P with respect to

the principal axes of the ellipsoid. Then, since p, q, r are

the angular speeds about the principal axes, we have

p/x = q/y = r/z
=

<*>/0P,
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The square of each of these ratios can be written

(Ap
2+Bq2+ Cr2

)/(Ax
2+By2+ Gz2

).

But the numerator of this is 2T, where T is the kinetic

energy, and by the equation of the ellipsoid we can put

Ax2+By2+ Cz2 = l.

2

Thus we get UF*
=2T

> (1)

a constant.

Again, the value of w . cos IOH is constant. For

cos IOH=2T/coH,
since the direction-cosines of 01 are proportional to p, q, r

and those of OH to Ap, Bq, Cr, and therefore

9.T
wcosIOH= ~, (2)

and T and H are both constant from the condition

255. Invariable Plane and Invariable Line. Rolling of

M.E. on Invariable Plane. The perpendicular from the

centre on the tangent plane at P has direction-cosines

proportional to Ax, By, Gz, that is to Ap, Bq, Cr. The

perpendicular therefore coincides with OH. Its length is

l/(A
2x2+B2

y
2+C 2z2

)
h

,
that is oo/(OP.H), which, by (1), 254,

has the constant value J2TJH. The M.E. thus always touches

a plane perpendicular to the axis of resultant angular
momentum H at the distance coj(OP .H), or J2T/H (

= &),
from the centre of the ellipsoid. The plane through at

right angles to OH is frequently called the invariable plane.
In this plane an impulsive couple, of moment H, which
instituted the motion from rest would have to be laid.

The fixed line OH is called the invariable line.

The M.E. is turning about the instantaneous axis 01, which
is coincident with OP. At P the M.E. is in contact with a

fixed plane parallel to the invariable plane, and so rolls

on that plane. The angular velocity about OP may be

resolved into two, an angular velocity of amount

o)Cos I0H=2T/H
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about OH and an angular velocity of amount w sin IOH
about an axis OG, the intersection of the plane HOI with
the invariable plane. If then we suppose the invariable

plane to turn with the m.e. about OH with speed 2T/H, the

motion of the ellipsoid relative to that plane will then be

simply that of rolling about OG with angular speed
w sin IOH.

In the course of the motion, OG describes in the body a

cone, and in space a portion of the invariable plane about 0.

The angle turned through by the invariable plane will give
the time.

Ex. 1. Prove that the ellipsoid

\+Ah
x +

i+BhV
+

\-:-c/S
_i

'

which is confocal with the m.e., touches a plane parallel to the
invariable plane in a point Q, the coordinates of which are

x=R(l+Ak)p, y= R(l+Bh)q, z= R(l + C'h)r,

where R=l/(2T+hH 2
).

Also prove that the line OH intersects this plane of contact in

point L, at a distance \f2T+/iH 2
/I][, a constant.

Ex. 2. Calculate the speed of the point Q, that is w . OQ sin QOI
for any instant, and hence the angular speed w sin QOT/sin QOL, of Q
round OL at the same instant, and show that this angular speed
reduces to hH.

[This gives Sylvester's measure of the time required by the body to

perform any part of the motion
; namely the angle turned through

by Q about the line OL, divided by hH]
Ex. 3. Prove that the line OG describes a cone in the body.
Let G be the projection of P on the invariable plane. Then GP=Z3.

Also if the coordinates of G with reference to the principal axes be

> It C we have, since GP is parallel to OH,

(-x)/Ax=(r] -y)IBy= (-z)jCz= n,s&y.

Also, since OG is perpendicular to OH, Ax + Byr] + Cz=0. The first

set of relations give =x+ /xAx, t)=y-\-\xBy, =z+ fj,Cz. Multiplica-
tion of these by Ax, By, Cz gives Ax2+By2+Cz2+ fL(A

2x2+By-+C2z2)=0,
or fi= -E?2

(since Ax2+ By2+Cz2=
l, A'2x2+ B2

y
2+C2z2= l/T3

2
).

Thus
x = l{\-TZ

2
A), y= v/(l-ZU

2
B), z=tl{\-TZ

2
C), which, substituted in

Ax + Byr) + Cz=0, gives

Zu*A

the equation of a cone.

A? Br,
2 C& _

iA _ i ^T32B- 1 ^T3*C- 1
'
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256. Polhode and Herpolhode. As the m.e. rolls on the

fixed plane referred to above, the successive points of

contact trace out two loci, one on the ellipsoid, the other

on the plane. The former is called the polhode, the latter

the herpolhode. The former is the locus of points on the

ellipsoid, the tangent planes at which are at a constant

distance from 0. If V5 as before be the constant length

J2T/H of this perpendicular, we have the equations

Ax2
-\-By

2+Cz2 = l, A*x*+&y*+C*z*= \> (1)

which give the equation

A(2AT-H 2
)x

2+B(2BT-H2
)y

2+C(2CT-H2
)z

2 = 0,{2)

the equation of a cone fixed in the body. This is called

the body-cone. It rolls on a cone fixed in space, the space-
cone, the intersection of which with the fixed plane of

contact is the herpolhode. The cone is imaginary unless

H2
/2T, that is 1/cr

2
,
lies between the greatest and the least

of A, B, C.

C

Fig. 110.

If C be the greatest moment of inertia and A the least,

then 1/gt
2 = A or 1/vj

2 C converts the equation of the cone
into

B(A-B)y2+ C(A-C)z2 = (3)

or A(A- C)x
2+ B(B- C)y

2 = 0, (4)

each of which represents a pair of imaginary planes, in the

G.D. 2 G
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former case meeting in the axis of x, in the latter case in

the axis of z.

The cone degenerates into two real planes if 1/t3
2= B,

where B is the intermediate moment. We have then

A(A -B)x2- C(B-C)z* = (5

These two planes intersect on the axis of intermediate

moment, and they separate the polhodes which are closed

curves surrounding the axes of greatest and least moment,
as shown roughly in Fig. 110. Their intersections with
the M.E. are therefore called the separating polhodes.

257. Stability of Motion of Rigid Body under No Forces.

It has been shown in 169 that an axis of principal moment
of inertia is an axis of free rotation for a body under no

impressed forces. The figure shows that if the body be
set rotating about the axis of greatest or least moment, any
slight deviation of the axis of rotation from the principal
axis will not result in any further large divergence of the

axes; the instantaneous axis moves in the body so that

its intersection with the M.E. describes the small closed

curve of points at the same distance m from the centre.

But if the body be set rotating about an axis nearly

coinciding with the axis of intermediate moment, the axis

of rotation will wander off* in the body along the polhode,
which it will be seen passes nearly to the opposite side

of the ellipsoid before returning to the original position.
The motion is therefore stable in either of the former
cases and unstable in the latter. If the body rotates

exactly about either the axis of greatest or the axis of

least moment, the polhode is a mere point.

258. Projections of the Polhodes. If we eliminate z be-

tween the two equations (1) and (5) of 256, we obtain

A{A-C)x*+B(B-C)y* = (l~) (1)

Whether G be the greatest or the least moment the locus,

which is the projection of the polhode on a plane at right

angles to the axis of z, is an ellipse. The ratio of the

.

#-axis of the ellipse to the ^/-axis is JB(B C)!A(A C),
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and is therefore more nearly a circle the nearer A and B
are to equality. But if B G and A C be very unequal,
the axes of the ellipse differ widely, and in one direction

there will be a comparatively large displacement of the

instantaneous axis in the body. For the highest degree
of stability, therefore, we should have in this case A=B.

Eliminating y between the equations (1) and (2) of 256

to project the polhode on the plane of xz, we get

A(A-B)x2-C(B- C)z
2 =

2(1-Bn
2
\ (2)

the equation of a hyperbola. For 1 > Bm2
,
we get one

hyperbola, and for 1 < B&> 2 the conjugate. The asymp-
totes are the two lines

A(A-B)x2~C(B-C)z2 = 0, (3)

that is the lines

JA (A - B)x+ JC(B - C)z= 0,Y

jA(A-B)x-s/C\B-G)z = OJ
which are the projections of the separating polhodes.

259. Form of the Herpolhode. With regard to the herpol-
hode we have not space to go into detail. It is a curve

consisting of different parts, which correspond to the

successive repetitions of the polhode, and from the manner
of its description, by the rolling of the ellipsoid, it must

always have its concavity turned towards the foot of

the perpendicular from the centre of the ellipsoid to the

plane of contact, and therefore cannot have a point of

inflexion. The distance of the point of contact at any
instant from the foot H of the perpendicular from the

centre is \l0P2 m2
,
and it is evident from the form of

the polhode as displayed by its projections just indicated,
that OP varies between a maximum and a minimum value,

in each fourth part of its description. Thus, the distance

HP = s/OP2
tz

2
similarly varies, and so the herpolhode

is a curve lying between two circles which have the pro-

jection of the centre of the m.e. as their common centre,
and touching the outer circle internally and the inner
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externally, as shown in Fig. 109. The herpolhode is not
in general, however, a closed or re-entering curve

;
unless

the angle turned through by HP, from contact of the

herpolhode with one circle to contact with the other, be

commensurable with 27r, the curve will not be repeated.
When T

2 =
1/B, the intermediate moment, the herpolhode

has an interesting form shown in Fig. 110. The polhode
then passes through the extremity of the principal axis

OB of the M.E., and is therefore one of the ellipses which
form the separating polhodes. When the extremity of

the axis OB is in contact with the fixed plane, HP =
(),

and so the radius of the inner limiting circle is zero.

Let the motion of the m.e. begin at any point of the

polhode distant from the extremity of the axis OB, say
at the maximum value of OP, then the motion consists,

as we have seen ( 255), of a spin about an axis through
the point of contact, of angular speed 2T/H, and a rolling
motion about the line HP with angular speed wmnlOH.
As the ellipsoid moves and the point of contact approaches
B, the motion becomes more and more one of spin merely,
and so the herpolhode consists of a succession of constantly

diminishing arcs of a spiral closing down on a pole P.

The spiral is a double one, but only one half of it is de-
j

scribed by the point of contact. (See Ex. 4, 260 below.)

260. Examples on Motion of Rigid Body.

Ex. 1. If p be the distance HP, then from the equations

a?+y2+ z2= p
2+ ^2^ Ax2+ Bi/

2+ Cz2= J
> 8(^2^+ B2

}/

2+ C2Z2)=\ ,

fulfilled by the coordinates of the point of contact of the m.e. with
the plane on which it rolls, prove that

BC(C-B)(p
2
-o.) 2_ CA(A-C)(p2

-(3) z2=
{A-B){B-C){C-AY

j
(A-B)(B-C)(C-Ay

where
#

c,= -^ ^ >, 0-../, 7 =....

Ex. 2. By means of the relations p/.v=q/i/=r/z o)/OP=\^2T
( 254), prove that Euler's equations may be written for the case of no
forces in the form

Ax - s/2T(B - C)yz= 0, By -
\f<2T(C -A)zx=0,....
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Hence show that

159 (A-B){B-C){C-A)
pp=- sj^Txyz ABC '-,

and by the last example that

pp= J-27W'-(p
2
-a.)(p

2
-p)(p

2
-y),

from which p
2 can be found in terms of t.

Ex. 3. By calculating the rates of description of area by the

projections of the radius-vector OP on the coordinate planes (that is,

yz-zy, zx-xz, xy-yx\ and taking the sum of the projections of

these on the plane of contact, show that if
</>

be the rate of increase
of the vectorial angle <p corresponding to the radius-vector p= ffP of
a point of the herpolhode,

2
: *JP(TZ

2A - 1 . 9 \
TZ2B- \'

x
V52C- 1

2
\

and that this, by Example 1 above, reduces to

p
2
<j>
= &\f

2f(p*+E),
where E=(T3*A - \)(&B- l){TZ

2C-l)l&ABC= -J^ffyjzj.
Hence show that the differential equation of the herpolhode is

d<f>_ TZ(p
2+E)

dp ps!-{p
2
-a.){p

2 -
p)(p

2
-yj

Ex. 4. In the case (259 above) in which GT2 =1/Z?, show that
this differential equation reduces to

dcf>_ 1

dp~*JBp*JfP-f?

and that therefore -= - L
,

P 2n//3

so that the curve has the form shown in Fig. 66. (See equation (10),

153.)

[These examples are mainly due to a Note by M. Darboux in

Despeyrous' Traite de la MecaniqueJ]

Ex. 5. From Euler's equations of motion of a rigid body turning
about a fixed point under the action of no forces, deduce the stability
of the motion, when the axis of greatest or the axis of least moment
of inertia is the instantaneous axis.

Let the axis of rotation coincide with 0A, then the equations of

motion are Ap= 0, Bq=0, Cr=0. If, however, the axis deviate slightly
from 0A

y
and the angular speeds be Po+p\ q> r, where p', q, r are small,

then we can show that in certain circumstances q, r can never become

large. The equations of motion are now, if products of small quantities
be neglected, Ap'= 0, Bq- (C- A)rp =0, Cr-(A-B)p q= 0. Differ-

entiating the second equation and eliminating r between the result
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and the third equation, we obtain

..(A-C)(A-B) 2
_

Now, if (A
- C)(A B) be positive, that is, if either A>B>C or

C>B>A, this equation can be written

q+ n*q= 0, (2)

where n2= (A G){A - B)p
2

jBC is real and positive. If initially q = qo

and q= qQ ,
we get .

q = q cos nt+ sin nt (3)

But initially q = (C- A)r pJB, and therefore

C A
q= q cos nt+ -g^-r p sin nt (4)

Thus if, as we suppose, q()
and q be small initially, q can never acquire

more than the small value given by the last equation, and a similar

result can be found for r. The instantaneous axis therefore remains
in proximity to OA. This will be seen more clearly if we find the

position of the instantaneous axis. By the relation Bq= (C- A)rp ,

we get for r the equation r= Bq/(C- A)p ,
or

r=r cosnt+ -. -^^ sin nt (5)u A-C p
Hence, for the angle AOJ which the instantaneous axis makes with

OA, we have t-sr. 9

tanJO/=^2+r2
(6)

Po
For the angle AOH which the axis of resultant angular momentum
OH makes with OA, we have

tan AOHJW+< (7)
4p

Thus, if A be the greatest moment, the fixed cone lies within the

moving cone.

Ex. 6. Show that if A be the greatest or least moment, and B^C,
that the instantaneous axis describes in the body a right cone round

OA, the axis of figure, and that this cone rolls on a right cone fixed in

space.
We have here n2= (A - Bfpl/B

2 or n= (A
-
B)pJB. The equations

for q and r become

q
=
q cos nt r sin nt, r=r cos nt+ q sin nt,

or q= R cos (nt+ e), r= R sin (nt+ e),

where R=s/ql+ rl
and tan e= r /q . The resultant of q and r is there-

fore an angular speed about an axis which lies in the plane of B
and C, and makes an angle nt+ e with the axis OB. That angle
increases at rate n, and the resultant axis moves round from OB
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Fig. 111.

towards OC, that is, in the direction of the rotation about OA, if

A>B, and in the contrary direction if A<B.
It is clear from the Poinsot representation of the motion that as

the m.e. (here of revolution) moves, the instantaneous axis must make
always the same angle with the invariable line Off. Hence 01
describes a right cone in space, that is, the cone fixed in the body
rolls on a right cone fixed in space. If A>B, n is positive, and the
axis 01 moves round OA
in the body in the direc- ^il-

tion of rotation. The

angle which 01 makes
with OA is

tun-1(Jq
2+ rl/p \

that is, tan*1

(R/p ),
that

which Off makes with
OA is tan"1

(BR IAp \
which is less or greater
than the former according
as A>B or <B. Thus
the fixed cone lies within the moving cone in the former case, and
the concave side of the latter cone rolls on the convex side of the

former. In the other case, the convex surface of the moving cone
rolls on the convex surface of the fixed cone. The two cases are

shown in Fig. Ill, (a) and (b).

Ex. 7. Discuss the motion of a symmetrical quoit, and of a long
thin cylinder.
When the quoit is thrown into the air its centroid moves in a

parabola, if the resistance of the air be supposed insensible
;
but the

motion of the body relative to the centroid is unaffected by gravity,
and is the same as if that point were fixed. The moment A about
the axis of figure is very much greater than the moment B, and so

if the quoit when it is thrown is given a rapid rotation about the

axis of figure it preserves that rotation unchanged, except by the air

resistance, and the direction of the axis only changes comparatively
slowly, if at all. The action of the air is thus rendered nearly the

same throughout the flight, and the mark aimed at is more certainly
reached. The fixed and moving curves are as shown in Fig. Ill (a).

The motion of the cylinder illustrates the other case in which
A < B. Here again there is stability in the case of rapid rotation

about the axis of figure. A juggler throwing knives or other elongated
bodies from one hand to the other, or to another performer, gives in

the act of throwing the necessary rotation about the axis of figure,
which therefore remains nearly fixed in direction, and the body can
be caught with ease and certainty.
An elongated rifle bullet rotating rapidly about its axis of figure,

and preserving the direction of that axis constant during the flight, is

another example of this case. (See Chapter IX.)
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EXERCISES.

1. Compound two screw motions about rectangular axes, Ox, Oy,
if wj, co2 be the angular speeds, and pu p9 the pitches of the screws.

Prove that resultant angular speed is about a line OP in the plane

xOy inclined at the angle ^= tan~ 1

(a>2/w 1 ) to Ox, and that there are

two linear speeds,

co
1p 1

cos + o>2p2 sin 6 along 0I\
'

and (H\P\ sin - w2p2 cos 6

at right angles to OP.
Show that the former of these and the resultant angular speed give

a screw motion about OP of pitch jt?=/>1
cos26'+p2

sin 2
^.

2. Prove that the motions of Ex. 1 give a single screw motion of

angular speed Vaj + o>2
about a line O'P through the axis of z parallel

to OP at a distance z= \{p x -p x ) sin 20 from the plane xOy.
Show that this line may be constructed as follows : Take two points

A, B on the axes Ox, Oy equidistant from 0, such that the distance

between them isp1 p2 . Through A OB describe a circle
;
the centre

is C, the mid-point of AB. Let OP intersect the circle in P, and join
CP. Then lAOP=0, lACP=26. Let fall a perpendicular PD on

AB, then DP=^(p 1 -p2)s,\n 20. Now draw perpendicular to the

plane of the circle a line PP of length equal to DP, and a line from
P parallel to PO to meet Oz in 0'. The line O'P is the axis of the

single screw which represents the motion.

3. Show that if the angle of Ex. 2 be varied uniformly by
variation of wv w2 while pu p2 are kept unchanged, the successive

positions of O'P trace out a surface of which the equation is

The successive positions of O'P are the generators of the surface.

4. Show that the pitch p (Ex. 1) of the screw for any generator of

the cylindroid is inversely proportional to the square of the radius-

vector in the given direction of the conic

where C is a constant. When is it possible to have generators for

which the pitches of the screws are zero, so that the motion is of pure
rotation 1

5. From Exs. 3 and 1, 260, prove that

; 2T (2AT-H2)(2BT-H2)(2CT-H*) ,.

*=H + 2HTABC ""<
where is the inclination of the instantaneous axis to the invariable

line.

Hence show that if the m.e. be written in the form

Ax2+ By2+ Cz2=Me\
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and OK be the radius-vector of the ellipsoid parallel to the projection
on the invariable plane of the radius-vector to the point of contact of

the ellipsoid with the plane on which it rolls,

;_ ffW 1

V-2ABCT0K*'
It has been seen ( 254) that the first part of

</>,
that is 2T/B, is the

angular speed with which the plane through the invariable line and
the radius-vector to the point of contact is turning about the invariable

line. The remainder of
<f>

arises from the other component of the

turning about the instantaneous axis.

6. To find the motion of the principal axes OA, OB, OC in space.
Let 6 be the angle which OA makes with 01: the motion of a point

P on OA at unit distance from is at right angles to the plane AOI
with speed w sin $. Let

<f>
be the inclination of the plane AOI to AOL :

the speed of P at right angles to AOL is co sin 6 cos
<f>.

Now let a
denote the angle AOL, and

2
be the angle at which the plane AOL is

inclined to a plane through OL and fixed in space. The speed of P at

right angles to AOL is therefore also
x
sin a. Hence

x
sin a= (d sin cos

<f>.

But a, 9 are the sides of a spherical triangle the vertices of which are

the intersections of OL, OA, 01 with a sphere of unit radius described

about as centre, and
cf>

is the angle between these sides at P.
If (see Ex. 5) be the third side, sin a sin 6 cos

<f>
= cos cos a cos 6.

Hence
x
sin 2a = o> cos - oo cos a. cos 6. But a> cos is the turning about

OL, that is 2T/H, and tocos d= <t)v Hence

x
sinJa=

-jj
-
Wj cos a==

-ff ~~j cos^a,

since w
1

=H cos a./A. This gives the rate at which the plane AOL is

turning away from a plane intersecting it in OL and fixed in space.
Similar results hold for the planes BOL, COL, inclined at the angles
b, c to the fixed plane.

7. Show that if the invariable line OL make angles with the

Erincipal

axes the cosines of which are a., /3, y, Eulei^s equations, for a

ody with one point fixed and under no forces, may be written in the
form BC6l H(B C)/3y

=
0, with two similar equations.

Taking along with the equations of last Example, written in the

6,-H(liC-l/B)f3y = 0,...,

the equations of Ex. 6,

,-
~ IT Ha?

show that if two bodies pf principal moments A, B, C, A', B', C, be

initially placed with their principal axes parallel and be set in
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motion by parallel impulsive couples H, H' which fulfil the relation

ff(l/C- l/B)=H'(l/C -!/&), ...
, prove that after any time t the prin-

cipal axes will still be equally inclined to the axes of the couples.

8. Prove that if the kinetic energies of the two bodies in Ex. 7

be T, T,

3_ir= H_ir_H_]r (T_r_\
A A' B B' C C \H WP

and hence that the angles between the corresponding planes AOL,
A'OL, ... will increase at constant rate 2(T/ff- T'jH').

9. A body free to turn about a fixed point is impulsively set into

motion : to find the equations of motion about principal axes fixed in

the body.
[Let L, M, N denote the time-integrals of the impulsive couples

L, M, A7
,
and use Euler's equations.]

10. To find when an impulse applied in a given straight line to a

body movable about a fixed point produces no rotation of the body
about a perpendicular from the fixed point to the line.

Take the direction of the impulse as Ox and the perpendicular as

axis Oz. Then, impulse about Oz=0, and co3
=

0, if D= E=0. Oz is

then a principal axis for the sections xOz, yOz.

11. Find the direction of the axis of the impulse of moment H in

order that the initial kinetic energy of the body may be a maximum.
Here T=$(\J/A + M 2/B+U 2

/C). Let A>B>0, then clearly T
will have its greatest value if N be made equal to H, and L = M=0.
The impulse should be applied about the axis of least m.i.

12. To find the values of L, M, N for fixed axes. These are given
by (3), 170. They are

Ao)
1
-F(a2 -Eo)3=L, -F(t)

1 + B(i)2 -D(o3=M, -E(d
x
- Z)a>2 + Ca>3

= N,

where <o
l ,

a>2 ,
<o3 are the angular speeds of the body about the axes,

and A, B, C, D, E, F are the moments and products of inertia. If

the motion does not take place from rest, then for Wj, o>2 ,
w3 we must

write ^-(wjX,, a>2 -(a>2) , a>3-(a)3) .

13. An impulse H applied at a point P of a rigid body movable
about a fixed point gives that point a speed V; to find the
instantaneous axis.

The direction of Fmust be at right angles to OP since is fixed.

Hence the direction of Fmay be taken as Ox, and OP as Oz. Then
( 246) V= (i)^

-
(o^,

= w^r
-

a^z,
= Wi#

-
io^. But z= OP, x=y= 0,

and therefore V=<i)2z, 0^=0. Also N=0, that is, C(o3
= D(o2 ,

or

(a3
= DV/Cz. Hence show that the instantaneous axis lies in the plane

yOz, and makes an angle tan _1
((7/Z>) with Oz.



CHAPTER IX.

TOPS AND GYROSTATS. GYROSTATIC ACTION
IN MACHINERY.

261. Symmetrical Top moving about Fixed Point. Equations
of Motion. As a preliminary to the discussion of the theory
and some of the applications of gyrostatic action, we con-

sider the motion of a body which turns about a fixed point,
and is under the action

of gravity. We suppose .
; }y-

'

"%'
" "*

"*,

the body to be sym- .-''

metrical as regards dis-

tribution of mass about
an axis which passes

through the point of

support, and which we
shall call the axis of

figure. The body is in

fact a top, and its posi-
tion may be taken as

that represented in Fig.
112. is the fixed

point and OG is the
rs ,/

axis of figure, which is *\?\

inclined at an angle 6
***'

fig. 112.

to the vertical OZ. Two
other axes OD, OE, at right angles to one another and to

0C
y
are taken as axes of reference. These are not fixed

in the body, but one of them, OB, is at right angles to

the plane ZOG, the other, OE, lies in that plane. They
move with the plane ZOG

Q
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We suppose the motion to consist of a spin of angulai

speed w about the axis 00, relative to the plane ZOO,

turning of the top about OD at angular speed 6, and

turning of the plane ZOO with angular speed \fs
about OZ,

all in the directions (clockwise as seen from 0, Fig. 112'

of the arrows in the circles surrounding the axes. The

angle \fs may be taken as that which a horizontal line in

the plane ZOO makes with a fixed horizontal line.

Now
\js may be resolved into two, \js

cos 0, \js
sin 0, about

00, OE respectively. Hence the total angular speed, n,

about 00 is od+ ^cosO. The a.m. about OD is AS, about

OE is A\js sin 6, and about 00 is On = 0(w+ \js
cos 6), if

be the moment of inertia about OC and A that aboul

OD or OE.
The turning of the plane ZOO about the vertical is

frequently called the precession of the top, for a reason

which will be explained in 275 below. Sometimes the

turning about OE is referred to as precession. In the

discussion of gyrostats we shall regard motions about
different axes, perpendicular to the axis of figure, as pre-

cessions, according to convenience. The context will make
clear the sense in which the term is used.

Now let a vector OH be drawn from in the proper
direction and of the proper length to represent the resultant

A.M. of the top : the velocity of H is the resultant rate of

change of a.m. in direction and magnitude. The speed witl

which the extremity H of that vector is moving in an^
direction in space is the rate at which a.m. is growing up
in that direction. This of course is partly due to the time-

rate of increase of length of OH, partly due to its change
of direction in consequence of the motion of the axes about

which the components of OH are reckoned. We now

proceed to calculate this speed for the moving axes OD,
OE, 00 themselves.

Taking first OD, we notice that gravity exerts about
that axis, in any of its positions, a moment Wgh sin 0, if

the distance of the centroid of the top from be h, and the

weight of the top be W. This is one expression for the

rate of growth of A.M. about OD. Another expression is
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obtained by estimating the several parts of this rate of

growth. These are: (1) AG due to increasing angular-

speed about OD, (2) the rate of production of A.M. about
the instantaneous position of OD in consequence of the

motion. [In what follows the instantaneous position of OD,
or of OE, which are both definite directions in space, will

be referred to as simply OD or OE, when an axis is referred

to as moving toward or from either, and the reader will

kindly supply the proper interpretation.] The turning
about OE with angular speed \js

sin moves the axis 00
round towards OD, and therefore produces a rate, Cnxjs sin 0,

of growth of A.M. about OD. Similarly the turning about
00 moves OE away from OD, and therefore a.m. is growing
about OD, at rate A\js

2 sin Gcos Q. Thus the total rate of

growth of a.m. about OD is AG+(Cn A\js cos G)\js sin G,

and equating this to Wgh sin 0, we get the equation of

motion
AG+(0n-A^ cos G)\js sin G=Wgh sin G, (1)

which will have many applications in what follows.

We notice next that there is no moment of forces about
the axis of figure. The rate of growth of angular momen-
tum consists (1) of A\jseos$ .6 due to the turning of OE
towards the instantaneous position oij&fi, and (2)

A6\Isgo&0-

due to the turning of OD away from the position of 00 by
the rotation about OE. The total rate due to the motion

is thus A
6\jr eos A

6\fr eos or zero, and since there is

no moment of forces, we have

Cn = (2)

Therefore n and On are constants throughout the motion.

Further, about OE there is also no moment of forces.

There is, however, rate of change of angular momentum
A d(\js sin G)jdt because of rate of change of angular speed
about OE, and of change of inclination G of the axis to the
vertical. In consequence of the motion there is, as the
method already employed shows, rate of growth of angular
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momentum A 6\[r cos 6 CnO. Thus we get the equation

AsmO.$+(2A\jscosO-Cn)6 = (3)

This equation, it will be seen, expresses the fact that the

angular momentum about the vertical OZ undergoes no
change, that is

CncosO+A^sm20=G, (4)

where G is a constant. We thus see that (4) is a first

integral of (3).

By writing a for 2Wgh/A and b for C/A, we put
equations (1) and (3) in a somewhat simpler form, which
is convenient

6+ {bn \js
cos 6)\jr sin

=
|asin0,] . .sin0 = Ja sin 0,1

0-bn)6= 0. J\fr
sin + (2\fr COS

We have also as two first integrals of these, (4) derived

from the second of (5), and the equation of energy. The
latter is evidently

i{A(fc+y!,
2sin20)+Cn2

}+WghcosO = E, (6)

if the position of zero potential energy be that for which
=

ir/2, and E be the constant sum of energies.

262. "Spherical" Top. If C=A all the moments of

inertia are equal, and we have what is called a spherical

top, though that does not mean that the top is of spherical

shape. Now, if we write An' for Gn, we can put the

equations of 261 in the form
Wak

+ (n \js
cos 6)\js sin = f- sin 6,

^sin0+ (2i/rcos0-')0= O,

with the integral equation corresponding to the second of

these, namely, q
n' cos + \fs

sin2 =
-j-

Thus, so far as these equations are concerned, we may
suppose the actual top replaced by a spherical one, provided
A remains the same, and the actual rotational speed n is

changed to n, where n nC/A =bn; in other words, that
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n has been increased by n(CA)/A. As these equations

give the whole motion, there is no loss of generality in

supposing the top spherical.
It is to be noticed, however, that the kinetic energy is

not given by this substitution, for Gn'2 = Gsn2
/A

2
.

263. Rise and Fall of Top. Putting now for brevity,

0L= (2E-Cn2
)/A, /3

= G/A, z = cos6,

we obtain the equations of energy and angular momentum
in the form 2+ i,

2
(l-z

2
)
= OL-az, 1

< (1)

Eliminating \js
between these equations, we get

z2 = (oL-az){l-z
2
)-(fi-bnz)

2
=f{z) (2)

The cubic expression f(z) is negative when 0= oo,z=l,
and positive when z = + 00 . It is also positive when z has
its initial value z

, say, which must be between 1 and
+ 1. Two roots of the equation f(z)= lie therefore one,
z
lt between 1 and z

, another, z
2 ,
between z and +1, and

the third, z
3 ,
between +1 and 00 . The last is not relevant

to the question, since 1 < z<+ 1. We have therefore

z2= a(z-z1)(z2 -z)(z3 -z) (3)

The product of the three factors is positive since z2 is

positive the third factor is obviously positive, and there-

fore z must lie between z
x
and z2 . We have taken 'z

2
as the

greater of the two roots zli z
2

. Hence, as z alters the

angle 6 varies also, but is always such that cos0 lies

between the limits zv z
2

.

From (3) z can be found as an elliptic function of the

time t; and thus the top rises and falls periodically.

264. Path of Point on Axis of Top. By elimination be-

tween z = Jf(z) and
i/r
=

(/3 bnz)/( 1 z2
),
we get

d\(/ _ /3 bnz qv
~fc~(i-**)JM'

from which
y\r

can be obtained in terms of z by quadrature.
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Let a sphere of radius 1 be drawn round as centre,
and call Zlt

the point in which the vertical through
intersects the sphere, the pole of the sphere (Fig. 113).

Then, if P be a point in which the axis of the top meets
the surface, the projection OP on the radius 0Z

Y
is the

value of z, and the distance of P from that radius is sllz2
.

The tangent of the inclination i of the line traced by P
on the unit sphere to the meridian Z

X
P at any position is

{fi bnz)lJf{z), in which the value of \lf(z) is taken +
or according to the sign of z. This expression shows
that the path of P is at right angles to the meridian

Fig. 113. Fig. 114. Fig. 115.

whenever z has one or other of the values z
1 ,

z
2 ,

unless

it should happen that at either limit z= /3/bn. Thus the

path lies between the two parallel circles on the unit sphere

corresponding to zu z
2

. When z= fi/bn at one of these

circles, the path of P has cusps as shown in Fig. 114. As
we shall show, this can only be the case at the upper circle.

The form of the projection on a horizontal

plane is shown in Fig. 115 for the second
case.

If the value of fi/bn lie outside the limits

z
ll

z
2 , fi bnz must always preserve the

same sign as P moves. But if j3/bn lie

between z
x
and z

2
the path will have the

form shown in Fig. 116, from which the

changes of sign and value in tan i can be traced. To settle

whether when z( = ftfbn) lies between 1 and +1, it also

lies between z
x
and z

2 , we have only to consider the value

which this gives to f(z), that is z2
, which of course must

Fig. 116.
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be positive. By (2) 263 we have, if z = /3/bn,

^)=(- aS(1-&> <2 >

in which the second factor is positive. Hence if the first

factor is positive /3/bn lies between z
x
and z

2
. The con-

dition is therefore /3/bn < a/a.
There is, however, the case in which this factor vanishes :

/3/bn is then equal to one of the limits z
lf

z
2

. To find

which we substitute in f(z), a.= a/3/bn, and get

f(z)
= ~

n(/3-bnz){a(l-z
2
)-bn(f3-bnz)} (3)

If we equate the right-hand side to zero, we see that

one root of the equation is given by the first factor.

The second factor is zero if /3 bnz a{\ z2
)/bn. But

a(lz2
)/bn is positive, and therefore /3 bnz must also be

positive if this equality holds, that is, z < /3/bn, with n
positive. We see then that if one of the roots z1} z2 of

f(z)
= be /3/bn, it must be the greater root. Thus the

cusps are at the upper circle as stated above.

The conclusion thus analytically obtained for the position
of the cusps is obvious from considerations of energy.
For at either limiting circle the term in the kinetic

energy depending on 6 is zero. The potential energy,
however, has its maximum value at the upper limiting
circle, and its minimum value at the lower. At the lower
circle therefore it is impossible for

\js
to be zero, otherwise

the kinetic energy would, for the minimum of potential

energy, be reduced to the constant part \Cn
2

, depending
on the spin about the axis of figure. But, since the total

energy does not vary, the kinetic energy must have its

greatest value at the lower limiting circle. Hence the

cusps, if they occur, are connected with the reduction of

the kinetic energy to the constant part in consequence
of the adjustment of the maximum of potential energy
to the value E-\Cn\
The dynamical reason for the form of the path in

Fig. 116 is clear from (1) above, the second of (1) of

263. If the two roots of f(z) = be such that before

g.d. 2h
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reaching the upper limit of value, cos becomes so great
that On cos exceeds G or bnz^>/3, then \js(lz

2
) must

become negative. In other words, the turning about the

vertical must be reversed from the direction which it had
at the lower limit of cos 6, where Cn cos 6 < 6r.

It is here assumed that the diagram of the third case,

that in which /3/bn lies between z
x
and z

2 ,
is shown in

Fig. 116 (c). The positive advance in the value of
\fr

in

each period is there shown as greater than the negative.
This can be proved, but we leave the discussion for the

present.

265. Top started with Rapid Rotation and Zero Precession.

Let it be supposed that initially
= 0, = 6 (and therefore

cos = z ), \fs
= 0, and n very great. Then

E=Cn2+Wghcos0o .

Thus, initially, OL= az
, f3

= bnz . Afterwards, when the

inclination of the axis of the top to the vertical is 6,

we have
i^ (^2+ ^2 sin2^ = TT^(cos0o -cos0) (i)

or, as we now write it,

2+^2(l-z2
)
= a(zo -z) (2)

Also ^(l-z
2
)
= /3-bnz = bn(z -z) (3)

We have seen that z2 = (oL az)(lz2
) ((3 bnz)

2
,
and

therefore, by the values of ol, /3 given by the initial con-

ditions in this case, we have

i = a(* _*){l_s*-2-(* _)} (4 )

The second relevant root, z
x say, will cause the factor

1 z2 b2n2
(z z)ja to vanish. Hence

*o-Zi = a -j^ (5)

It follows that if n be great z z
1
must be small.

Hence the axis of the top moves between two close right
cones which have 0Z

Y
for their common axis.
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Now consider the value of
\jr.

We have

yp-
=
bi%Y & .(6)

By the value of z z
x just obtained we can write this

in the form
2

^ h=\=^ (7)r on z z
x
1 zl

The quantities z z, z z
1
are both small: their ratio

depends on the value of z. The value, however, of the

ratio (1 2%)/(l
z2

) is (since z can differ but little from z
x)

very nearly 1. We see from (2) that z >zif
that is,

z is the value of z for the ripper limiting circle, and z
x

is that for the lower.

We notice that when z= z
,
that is at the upper circle,

\js
= 0, or the curve of intersection of the axis with the

spherical surface is that shown in Fig. 115, for it is

clear from (2), (3) and (7) that
i/r

2
(l z2) is small in com-

parison with 6 when z approximates to z
, though both

and
\fr approach zero, and the path meets the upper circle

in a series of cusps.

Again, when z = z
1 ,
we have

\js
= a/bn = 2Wgh/Cn. We

shall see that the average value of
\js

is Wgh/Cn in this

case.

266. Approximate Solution for Rapidly Rotating Top. In

the present case, 6
l

is small, and 6 lies between 6
and

X
. Let = -f rj, where r\

is a small quantity. We
get cos = cos 6 y\

sin
,
that is, z = z

rj
sin . Now,

substituting in (4), 265, we get, neglecting terms affected

by the factor rj/n
2

,
and remembering that 1

2^
= sin2

o ,

^
2 = a^sin b2n2

rj

2
(1)

From this we obtain

dn
bndt = '

a2 sin2 fl _ / _ 1 asinfl \
2
\*

b 464 4 V 2 b2n2 ) J
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and so
v\
= a sin ( 1 cos bnt)/2b

2n2
. Hence we have

and therefore

e=e +^w (1
-

cos67?i) (2)

o
1
=e +^me (3)

It only remains to determine
\js.

We have

xls
= bn(z -z)/(l-z*)

= bn {cos cos(# + >
?)}/sin

2
(0o+ tf)

= bntj/sin 6 .

Hence ^r
= -

(1 cos bnt) (4)

This gives ^ = when t = 0, for then =
,
and

\js
= a/bn

when t = ir/bn. This agrees with the statement in 265.

The motion expressed by (2) and (4) is one of oscillation

about a steady motion with constant values and a/2bn

(
= Wgh/Cn) of 6 and

\js.
We shall prove later that the

steady motion is stable. Meanwhile we note that the period
of oscillation about the state of steady motion is

2r/lm=2irAICn.

267. Reaction of Top on Support.

Ex. It is required to find the horizontal and vertical forces exerted
on the support by a rapidly rotating top, supposing the point of

support to be fixed.

If the azimuthal motion is insensible, the outward horizontal force

exerted by the support on the top is Wh{0 co& 6- <9
2 sin $). The

vertical force is - Wg+ Wh($ a\n + fo co& 6). Hence the forces

exerted on the ground are

X=- Wh(d coa 6 -framd), Y= Wg - Wh{6 sin fl+l^cos 0). ...(1)

But by (2) of 266,

6= \ a sin 6 cos bnt,
2=

.p, 2
sin 2# sin2 bnt.

Putting cos Q0i sin Q for cos 0, sin 0, we get

X= -
\ Wha sin 6 ( cos 9 cos bnt -

wj^r2
^ n2 ^0 s *n2 ^nt

)fa \Y= Wg - h Wha sin2
O ( cos bnt+ aw 2

cos ^0 sm2 bnt
)

(2)
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As noticed above, this takes no account of the azimuthal motion

with angular speed \p.
For this motion there must be applied

through the centroid the inward force

Wh sin 0xP
2= Who.2 sin O (1

- cos bnt)
2
j4tfn

2
.

Hence an outward force of this amount is applied by the top to the

support, and this must be added to the value of X given above.

268. Top on Perfectly Smooth Plane. So far we have supposed
the point fixed. If, however, the top be supported on a plane
which offers no resistance to the motion of the point 0, we notice that
no horizontal force is applied to the top, and that therefore if the
centroid G is initially at rest horizontally, it will remain at rest.

We may apply the preceding discussion to this case, if we take the
centroid G as the fixed point and modify the equations to take
account of the vertical motion of G. The axes are taken as before,
but through G.

Let F be the vertical reaction of the plane on the point of the top.
Then we have, by the reasoning in 261,

A0+{Cn-Axjs cos 0)*psinO= FhsinO (1)

But A sin 6. is the speed of G vertically downwards. Hence

W^(hO sin 0)=Wg-F

or F=Wg- Wh(si.n 0.0+ cos 0.02) (2)

Substituting this value of Fin (1), we get

(A+ Wk2 sin2 0)0+ WtfsinOcosO. 2+ (Cn
- A

if,
cos 0) if sin $ }

(3)= Wgh sin 0, J

which takes the place of (1) of 261.

The equation of constancy of angular momentum about the vertical,

through G in this case, is the same as (4), 261,

Cncos O+ Aif sin2 = G (4)

The kinetic energy in the present case is

i\Wh
2 sin 2

. fr+ A{fc+ xf
2 sin 2 0)+Cn2

},

and the potential energy is Wgh cos 0, as before. The equation of

energy therefore is

{(A+Wh 2 sin 2
0)(P+ Asin 2

0.xf
2+Cn2}+WgkcosO=E. (5)

We remember that Cn is constant, and write by (4),

if
=(G- Cn cos 0)1A sin2

0.

Thus the equation of energy can be written in the form

\{{A+
Wh2 sin2 0)^+

^G
~f^

S

e
)2+ Cn2^ Wghcoa6=E,...(6)
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in which \p does not appear. If now we write z for cos in this, we

get, after reduction,

A{A + Wk2
(l-z

2
)}z

2= -(G-Cnz)2+ 2A(c -Wghz)(l-z
2
), (7)

where 2c 2E Cn2
,
a constant. It will be noticed that c is the whole

energy minus the energy of the rotation of the top about its axis of

figure.
From this t can be expressed in terms of z by integration ;

but the

discussion is beyond our limits of space.

269. Examples on the Motion of a Top.

Ex. 1. Prove that, if we write 0=2
1
cos2

</>+ 32 sin
2
^), (3) of 263

reduces to .
.

<2_m2
(1
_ fcl gln2^

where &: 2
=ot(%--iX

if 1= A/W/i. [Thus t can be found as an elliptic integral of the first

kind.]
Also prove that.if cf>=a,m?it,

z cos 6= zxcn
2 mt + cos /3 sn

2 mt.

[Greenhill, Elliptic Functions, 210.]

Ex. 2. Prove that

A i_ G-CncosQ_\ G+ Cn 1 G-Cn
*~ sin2 ~2 l+cos0

+
2 1 - cos #'

G+Cn G-Cn
so that A\L =T 2 1 + z

1 + {z2
-
zj su2 mt l-z

1
-
s {zi

- z
x) sn

J mt

Also by (4), 268, show that

(+^)W_(1+ ,i)(1+Z2)(1+%) , (^)
2

=
2f(l -*Xl-tf(l-tf

F sn2 v
l
=so that if

en v, . dn v
t

Fsn2^=^-^,i-z
x

en v9 . dn v-2

d. i\p

d{ mt) 1 - k2 sn2 v
1

. sn 2 m "^
1 - k2 sn2 v2 . sn2 mt

+

[Greenhill, loc. cit.]

Ex. 3. Prove that the axis of the top keeps time with the beat of a

simple pendulum of length L= lj\{z2 -z^), suspended from a point at

height ^l(z1 + zi) above 0, so that a point on the pendulum at distance

l
2
JL from the point of suspension moves so as to be always at the same

level as the centre of oscillation of the top. [Greenhill.]
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Ex. 4. A top is rotating rapidly about the axis of figure and

performing small oscillations about a state of steady motion at

inclination O of its axis to the vertical. Find the distance described

by the point P (Fig. 113) on the unit sphere in the period of vibration.

By (2) and (4) of 266, we have

(fl
2+ an*09iffl)l= (a sin 6 lbn)sm \bnt,

and this is approximately the speed of P. Hence integrating over a

period 27r/bn, we get for the distance s travelled by P,

s==4^2 sin
^o=8^sin(9 ,

if we denote the mean value of
\p,

that is a/22m, by fi.

The distance travelled in a period by the centroid of the top is

therefore 8///isin OJbn.

Ex. 5. A symmetrical top is held at rest on a rough horizontal

plane, with its axis inclined at an angle O to the vertical, and an

angular speed n about the axis of figure is given to it by unwinding a

string. The top is then left to itself. Show that the inclination

oscillates between O and cos-1 {l
- Vl -

2pcos o+p2
}, where

p = WghA\C2n2
.

Ex. 6. Prove that the distance ft described by the point P
(Fig. 113) on the unit sphere fulfils the equation

(C%2 - 4 WghA cos O) tan ft
= 4 WghA sin O.

By (1), 263, we have fr+ \p
2 sin20=oL - a cos 0, and this is

</>

2 if
<j>
be

the rate at which the axis of the top is changing direction. Hence

<j>
= Vol - a cos 0.

But we have also, by elimination of \p between the two equations

(1) of 263, 6= Vol - a cos 6 - {(ft
- bn cos 0)/sin 6 P, and therefore

d<f>_ Vol a cos 6 . sin 9

d6~ V(ol
- a cos 6) sin 2 -

(ft
- bn cos Of

'

But, initially, 6=$ ,
and 0=^= ;

and therefore

ol=cos0o , ft
= bncos O .

Substituting in the last equation, reducing, and writing p for ^b
2n2

/a,
we Set d = sin0

<W Vl - 2p cos O+ jt>

2 -
(p

- cos 0)
2

'

Now, at the other limit 6X
of we have cos 0=p- Vl -

2pcos 6 +p2
,

and therefore we get, by integration,

. . _. -COS0
<j>
= sir 1

.

r + C,
Vl-2pcos d +p2
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and for /? the value of this integral between the limits 0=6{)
and

$= cos-1{/> \/p
2

2p cos 6 + 1
}.

Hence

/
^^ g1

-

n-i^
2 -^eos^ l_ o

.

Ti
_ ^-cos^

Vp2 -
2p cos #o+ l YP2 2P cos ^o+ 1

O 1 _i - COS #

V/>
2
-2/?cos # +l

This is, of course, also the measure of the angle turned through by
the axis of the top on the surface traced out by the axis.

The expression found for /3 gives

Vj
2
-2pcos O+1

and it follows that sin fi= /

vp2
-2pcos 9 +l

Hence, we have (p
- cos O) tan ft

= sin O ,

the relation to be proved.

270. Steady Motion of Top Rapidly Rotating about a Fixed

Point. Stability of Steady Motion. It is proved in 266

above, that if a top be set spinning about its axis of figure
at a high speed and then be left to itself, with one point
fixed, it will perform small oscillations about a state of

steady motion between narrow limits of 0, the smaller

of which is the initial inclination of the axis of figure
to the vertical. But as an example of a method which
is of frequent application, another discussion is here given.
We have, 261, the equations

AO+ (Cn -A\js cos Q)yj, sin
= WghsmO,) ^

Cn cosO+ Ayjrmn
26 = G. /

We notice first that if be changed slightly by action

which has no moment about the vertical,

d(Cn cos +A^ sin20) = O (2)

The peculiarity of steady motion is that is permanently

constant, so that = 0. Hence
\js

must be constant also:

let its value be
//. We get therefore by the first of (1)

for steady motion, the equation

(Cn-A/uLCosO)ju = Wgh (3)

The factor sin is dropped as we do not suppose that = 0.
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This is a quadratic equation in
ju.

The condition that

its roots should be real is that C2n2> 4A Wgh cos 0. Unless

this condition is fulfilled, steady motion is not possible.
For example, a top cannot spin upright in steady motion
unless Chi2> 4>A Wgh. We shall return to this question

presently.

Now let the steady motion be deviated from, so that the inclination

becomes 9+ cl, where 9 is the steady value, and the azimuthal motion,
or precession as we shall call it (see 275), becomes /x+ 77.

Substi-

tuting in the first of (1) and in (2) multiplied by sin 0, combining the

results and using (3), we obtain, as the reader may verify,

JV-+(^V-2T%/^/x2 cos6+ W2
g

2h2
)a.=0 (4)

The quantity in brackets can be written as the sum of two squares,
and is therefore positive. Hence the deviation from steady motion
is simple harmonic. The period is

yr= 2ttAh

(jy - 2 WghAfx
2 cos + W2

g
2h2f

If the motion had been unstable, the period would have been

imaginary. The result shows that if a top is in steady motion, and
is slightly disturbed without violation of (2), the motion is then one
of oscillation about the state of steady motion, in a period which is

shorter the greater the spin. The period here obtained is a more
exact value than that, 2-irA/Cn, found in 266, to which, however, it

reduces if the terms in /x
4
,

ti
2 be neglected.

The two values of /x given by (3) are

Gn / M L AA Wgh TV

Either of these values of /x is possible and may be realised by starting
the top properly. The smaller root, which approximates to Wgh/Cn,
or, more exactly, to Wgh{\ +(A Wgh cos 9)/C

2n 2
}/Cn, when n is great, is

that which applies when the top is held with its axis inclined at some

angle 9 to the vertical, set into rapid rotation by the unwinding of a

string, and then left to itself. The motion is not then strictly steady,
but is one of oscillation through.a small range of 9, and a range of /x

from twice the initial value of \p to zero. For truly steady motion,
the top must, besides being set into rapid rotation, have given to it at

starting the proper amount of azimuthal motion
/x.

271. Graphical Representation of Condition of Stability of

Steady Motion. The dynamical stability can be illustrated by a

very elegant geometrical construction due to Sir George Greenhill.

In 'Fig. 117 OC is the vertical, OC the axis of the top. OC and 0C
are made of lengths to represent respectively the angular momentum
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G about the vertical, and the angular momentum Cn about th<

axis of figure. These are components of an angular momentum 01
in the plane COZ, obtained by drawing lines in that plane at right

angles to OC and OC, and the line OK to their point of meeting K.
KM is also drawn vertically, and KN is drawn parallel to OC
meet OC in N.

[From K the line KH at right angles to CK is drawn to represent

AQ ;
and so OH represents the resultant angular momentum.]

F
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direction of the motion of K, measured by the speed of K in that

direction, grows at rate CK . /x= Wgh sin 0. But

CK= (Cn
-
Afx cos 0) sin 0,

and therefore we have

(Cn -
A[jl cos 0) fJi

= Wgh,

the quadratic equation for /x found in 270 above.

By the diagram,

Wgh . n Wgh , ON MK

Thus we get MK . JVK=A Wgh, and thus, for 0C with the given length
and inclination to the vertical, K lies on a hyperbola of which 0C
and 0C are the asymptotes.

If E be the middle point of CF, we get

C'E* - KE2=CK. KF=KM. NK . sin tan = Wgh sin tan 0.

If the line C'iSf intersect the hyperbola again in K', another value fx of

the azimuthal angular speed exists for K', and is the larger root
of the equation.
"When the roots are equal the line CK touches the hyperbola. Then

KM=\0F, KN=\0C, and therefore

A Wgh = KM. NK=\0F. 0C'= iC*n? aec 0.

Hence C?i 2sfA Wgh cos 0, fi
= '2Wgh/Cn. It will be seen that the

hyperbola depends only on the angle 0, so that if 0C be too short
CK will fall below the vertex of the branch of the curve shown
dotted in the diagram, and steady motion will be impossible. The
roots of the quadratic are then imaginary.
What happens, when the top is started with the given a.m. Cn,

at a given inclination with and \p zero, is, first (since the
term %Cn2 of the kinetic energy remains unaltered, while terms

ill?
2 and %A\f

2
sin.

2 are called into existence at the expense of the

potential energy) a sinking of the axis below the inclination 0. This

sinking continues while increases, and 0, at first a maximum,
diminishes until when is zero is a maximum. At that instant

\js

has the steady motion value
//,,

as appears from (1) of 270. Fig. 117
shows that at the starting of the top K lies within the hyperbola, and

that when the value of \p is the smaller root of the steady motion

equation just referred to. It cannot possibly be the greater root

unless a sufficiently large initial value of \p is given to make

(Cn -Axf cos 0)4<> Wgh,

when, by (1), 270, A0 must be negative, and the axis will rise toward
the point K.

After has thus become a maximum, and K has reached the

hyperbola, the axis continues to sink, and becomes negative. We
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have then (Cn - A \p cos 6) \p > Wgh, and xp increases, until it attains

maximum value just when the absolute value of 6 is greatest, as we
see from (3) of 261, for then =

0, and therefore \p
= 0. Then the

absolute value of 6 diminishes, a negative value of 6 grows up and
the axis rises.

Unless the initial position is such that the line C'K intersects the

hyperbola, there does not exist a value of
ip,

with which if the top
were started it would continue in steady motion.

272. Additional Couple about OD. Effect of forcing Pre-

cession above Free Value. Now let an additional couple N
about OD be applied to the top, say by the action of a ring
similar to that which constrains the model in Fig. 121, so

that the whole moment about OD is Wgh sin + N, and
let the top be in steady motion in these circumstances.

We have then the equation

(Cn-A/u cos 0)/ul sin 0= Wgh sin 0+N

or J^= - A
{j.

2 cos 6+ CniuL- Wgh (1)

If fa, fa (fa > fa) be the roots of the equation

A fi
2 cos -

Cujul+ Wgh = 0,

we can write (1) in the form

N a /!/ w x KM.NK w . ,a!

^Q= AcQsO(fa-p)(/i-/iJ = -j Wgh ...(2)

by 271 above. According as N is positive or negative

JUL
does or does not lie between fa and fa, that is, the point

K in Fig. 117 does or does not lie within the hyperbola
which gives the values of /u for free steady motion. But
if N be positive, it must arise from the exertion of a force

by the ring on the axis tending to increase 6, so that the

axis presses upwards against the ring, that is, the outer

end of the axis tends to rise. On the other hand, if N be

negative, the point K in Fig. 117 lies outside the hyper-
bola, and the axis tends to fall from the ring.

In free steady motion no ring is required, but it is now
clear that any increase of the precessional speed fx

from
the value fa will, in the absence of constraint such as that
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given by the ring, cause the outer end of the axis to rise,

and that any decrease of
/ul

will cause the axis to fall.

It is shown in 261 that A.M. is produced by the motion

about the axes OC, OE at rate (Gn A\js cos 6)\fs sin 0, and
so we have the equation of free steady motion

(Cn A/u cos 0)/ul sin = Wgh sin 6,

which can be written, without change of signs,

Acos6(/ul 1 -/ul)(/u-/ul2 )
= (1)

If this equation is fulfilled because
/ul
=

/ul2 ,
the smaller root

of the quadratic in
/x, any sudden increase in

/u,
without

change in 0, must give the quantity on the left a positive

value, that is make (Cn A\fs cos 0)\fr sin exceed Wgh sin 0,

and so by (1), 261, AO must be negative, that is begins
to acquire a negative value, and the top rises. On the

other hand, if the equation is fulfilled because /
=

/x 1 ,
the

greater root, any increase of
/ul beyond that value will make

(Cn-A^ cos 6)\!r sin - Wgh sin

acquire a negative value, that

is AO must be positive; in

other words, 6 begins to ac-

quire a positive value, and
the top falls. Similarly dim-
inution of

/ul
from the values

jul2 , fxx
causes the top to fall

and rise respectively.
It is important to notice

that the common rule
"
hurry-

ing the precession causes the

top to rise, delaying the pre-
cession causes the top to fall

"

is not, as it is usually given,
correct. The effect of either

depends on whether the
smaller or the larger of the

two possible values of /u is that of the steady motion. Jn
the majority of cases which occur in experiments with tops,
it is the smaller value of

/ul
which characterises the motion,

Fig. 118.
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and so the rule in its ordinary form gives results in

accordance with experiment.

Fig. 118 shows the effect of imposing precession about
a vertical axis in a balanced gyrostat. Precession about a

horizontal axis is produced.

273. Reaction of Ring-Guide or Space-Cone on Top. If, as

in the model of Fig. 121 and in the toy shown in Fig. 119,
the top be furnished with a material cone or axle, fixed

round the axis of figure, which rolls on a cone fixed in

space represented by the ring in Fig. 121 or the curved
wire of Fig. 119, and the point of support be at the

centroid, the couple on the top must be applied by
the pressure of the fixed against the moving cone. The
circle of the points of contact on the moving cone is the

polhode on the top, and the fixed ring or curved wire is

the herpolhode. (See Chap. VIII.)
The pressure of the axle on the ring-guide, that is of one

polhode on the other, is to be found from the calculation

of the rate of growth of a.m. given in 261. This is the

rate of displacement of the extremity H of the vector OH
representing the A.M., and is clearly about an axis at right

angles at once to the axis of figure and to the vertical, an

axis, therefore, which may be represented by the axis OB
of Fig. 112. For OH is always in the plane ZOO of

Fig. 112, which is perpendicular to the path of the point /
of the instantaneous axis along the guide.
But the A.M. grows in the direction OD at rate

A6+ (Cn - A\js cos 6)\j^ sin 0,

and therefore, if N be the couple,

AS+ (Cn-A\f, cos 6)^81x10 = 1}?, (1)

or if the motion is steady,

(Cn-A/u cos 6)/uL$m6 =N (2)

This equation is sometimes written in this connection* in

the form
{Cw-(A-C)ncoaO}/iam6 = N, (3)

*See Klein and Sommerfeld, Theorie des Kreisels, p. 173, where,
however, a different mode of derivation is used.
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where to is the rate of turning of the top relatively to the

plane ZOC ($ 261).

If A G, we have the steady precessional motion, under

couple N, of a spherical top, that is, the equation is

C(n-fi cos 6)fJL sin 6= N, (4)

as in 272 above. We shall see below that the term
introduced by the inertia of the case of a gyrostat enables

a similar equation of steady motion to be obtained for that

form of top ( 281).
The pressure on the ring is N/l if I denote the distance

of the point of contact of the axle with the ring from the

point of support.
If a slight push or blow be given to the axis of the top,

an impulsive couple is applied which produces an increase

of the component A\jss\n6 of A.M. about the axis OE, that

is, changes \fs
to

\js+ S\[r,
if is kept unchanged by the

guide. This increase in
\jr

makes the rate of growth of

A.M. about OD more rapid than is accounted for by the

couple N, and so the top endeavours to turn about OD
in the direction to keep the rate of change of a.m. the

same as before, that is so as to press with so much greater
force against the guide, that the enhanced value of N is

that required for the greater precession. [The reader

should as an exercise verify this by the consideration

of an actual case, drawing the momentum axes, and

determining the sense of the couple JST.]

274. Explanation of Clinging of Axle of Top to Curved Guide.

The action of the top shown in Fig. 119 is very curious,
but its explanation may be made out easily from the above
discussion. The axle rolls round the curved guide
following all the convolutions, however sharply curved,
and on coming to the end of the guide in one direction

turns rapidly round the end of the wire and rolls back on
the other side. The axle has been described as clinging
to the wire like a piece of iron to a magnet.

For simplicity we have supposed that there is no gravi-
tational couple on the top. The action of the guide may
be analysed as follows. Consider a right circular cone
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with the vertical through as axis and the line 01 as

generator; a short element of the guide at the point oi

contact is at the intersection of the guide and a circulai

section of the cone. Such a cone may be made to pas

through any element of the guide, and is now the semi-

vertical angle of that cone. The element will in general

give a component of action on the axis of the top in the

plane through the axis of the cone.

We have for the couple applied to the axle in the plane

through 01, the equation

AG+ (Cn-A\js cos 6)\js sin = N. (5)

Fig. 119.

Besides this couple N, a reactional couple in the tangent

plane to the cone through 01 is applied to the top. For

clearly a component F of reaction of the guide acts on it at

/ with or against the direction of motion along the circular

section, according to the angle between the section and the

guide, and F and F inserted at the point of support
give a couple of moment N\ the axis of which is at right

angles to 01, in the plane COI. This can be resolved into

two components iV'sinot, iV'cosoc (ol
= IOC) about 00 and

OE (at right angles to 00) in the plane GOI. The former

couple of comparatively small moment alters the speed
of rotation, the latter gives change of

\js
at numerical rate

^sin#= i\
r
'cosa,
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where 6 is negligible. The axle therefore presses more or

less on the guide from this cause.

There is also a frictional couple which in general splits
into two components, one with or against N, and the other

helping or retarding \js, according to the direction of the

guide.
Now let the axle come to a discontinuity in the guide,

for example one of the ends. The couple N may be

regarded as there suddenly annulled, and therefore (since

any thing like steady motion ceases) A6 as taking at the

same time a value

(Cn A\fs cos 6)\js sin 0,

the value of AO 2V just before the discontinuity is arrived

at. In other words, the motion may be regarded as disturbed

by an outward force Njl applied at / to the axle. Thus

6 grows up rapidly, and the axle moves outward.
But as the axle moves outward owing to 0, a rate R of

growth of A.M. about OE would be produced, were it not

for another motion of the top. There is now no couple
about OE, and therefore, in order to keep R zero, the top
must turn about OE, and in the direction, as will be seen

from the figure, to bring the axle against the end of the

wire, across which the axle will roll, until the next sharp
corner is reached. In this way the axle rolls round the

end of the guide, while the space-cone of angle 6 changes
position rapidly.
When the end has been rounded the precession becomes

again nearly steady, but the axle now presses against the

other side of the wire. The precession is now in the

opposite direction, and the axle therefore again presses

against the wire, but in the opposite direction to that in

which it formerly pressed at the same place.
A similar explanation accounts for the hard pressing of

the axle against the guide where increases or diminishes

rapidly, as it does in a guide like that of Fig. 119.

275. Astronomical Precession. The term precession as

applied to the motion of a top or gyrostat is derived from
the "

precession of the equinoxes
"
caused by what becomes a

conical motion of the earth's axis, if the translational motion
G.D. 2 1
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of the earth in its orbit is reduced to zero. For the earth

is a top, rotating about an axis inclined at an angle of

66 33' to the plane of the ecliptic, that is the plane of

the motion of the earth's centre. While the earth thus

rotates, the differential attraction of the sun on the two
halves of the earth's equatorial protuberance, that turned

towards the sun and that turned away from the sun to

take the earth at perihelion or at aphelion exerts a couple
which tends to bring the earth's equator into coincidence

with the ecliptic, by turning it about a diameter at

right angles to the radius-vector from the earth's centre

to the sun. This couple plays the part of the couple
about the axis OD (Fig. 112)

_^
-"

""*****, applied by gravity to the top.

fT in 6boo ^ ^e resu^ is the same; just as

{ \ ye^rs the top does not fall down, but

!
/ has an azimuthal motion in

*

*V -. ! .---/' virtue of the couple, so that the

; /' axis of rotation, if the motion

! in 13600
*s steady> moves in a right cone,

N0W \ ! y^a'rs so the earth's axis does not

\
j

/ approach perpendicularity to

\ ; / the ecliptic, but, relative to the

\V earth's centre regarded as a fixed

pIG 12o. point, has a conical motion in

space about a line drawn from
the earth's centre to the pole of the ecliptic, which answers
to the vertical OZ in the case of the top (Fig. 120). The
angular speed of a point on the earth's axis about the axis
of the cone is MjGn sin 0, where M is a certain mean value
of the moment of the couple referred to above as applied by
the sun's attraction. This is exactly analogous to the value

Wgh sin 6/Cn sin 0, which the theory of the top gives for the

precessional motion of angular speed \js
about the vertical.

The conical motion of the earth's axis has a period of

26,000 years, and causes the astronomical phenomenon of

precession of the equinoxes, that is the continual revolution
of the line of equinoxes in the plane of the ecliptic.

This is illustrated by Fig. 121, which shows a terrestrial

globe with the lower half cut away, and the upper part
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loaded so that it can turn about a point of support at the

centre, with the pin P in contact with the inside of the

horizontal ring RP at the top. The pin P is the upper
end of a cone fixed on the body, having its vertex at the

centre of the globe ;
this cone rolls on a cone fixed in

space. The latter cone is represented by the ring RP,
which is enough to guide the moving cone : all the rest

is cut away, but it is

understood that the

vertex in this case is

also at the centre.

As then the globe
turns about the axis of

figure the cone P rolls

on the fixed cone, and

travelling round the

axis of figure describes

a cone in space, in the

model a cone of 23 27'

semi-vertical angle. The

equator of the globe is

shown by the dark line

intersecting a meridian

through P in K The

upper surface of the rim,
to which the supports
of the ring R are attached, represents the plane of the

ecliptic, and the point N represents the intersection of

the equator with that plane. N therefore represents
an equinox. As the globe revolves in the counter-clock

direction (as seen from outside P) the pin P rolls round
the ring in the clock direction, and so the point N moves
from right to left along the ecliptic, in the direction to

meet the rotation, that is to make the equinox occur earlier

in time. This is the precession of the equinoxes, which is

thus completely illustrated by the model.

Ex. Supposing the model enlarged to the size of the earth and to

spin with the same speed as the earth, find the diameter at the north

pole of the cone fixed in the earth with vertex at the centre, which,

rolling on the internal surface of a cone of semi-vertical angle 23 27'

Fig. 121.
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with its vertex also at the centre of the earth, gives precessional
motion of 26,000 years' period.

The rolling of a cone fixed in the body on a cone fixed in

space represents exactly the steady motion of a top. The

body as it rotates about the axis of figure with speed n
has each point of that axis carried round the vertical OZ
with angular speed \js

. The point I in Fig. 112 is there-

fore, in consequence of the rotation about 0C, being carried

in the direction from the reader, while, in consequence of

the turning about OZ, it is being carried towards the reader.

Let the position of I be so chosen that the one motion just
counteracts the other. Then, as we shall show, the body is

turning about the line OI, which is the instantaneous axis.

276. Rolling of Body-Cone on Space-Cone. As shown in the

figure, / lies on two circles described about OZ and 00 as

axes. Denote the angle IOC by a, then ZOI=0 ol. The
radii of the two circles are 0/sin(# a) and 0/sinoc
But / has speed at right angles to the paper, of amount
n . 0/ sin a, due to the rotation about 00 and speed

\jrsmO . 01 cos a,

due to the rotation
\[r

sin about OE. Thus we have

tana = ^ (1)n

The resultant angular speed is thus about 01, and is

Jn2
+\js'

zsm2
6.

01 always lies in the vertical plane Z0C, which turns

round 0Z with angular speed \[s
. Hence, if 6 does not

vary neither does a, and 01 moves round 0Z in the cone

of semi-vertical angle I0Z=0 ol, the cone fixed in space.
It will be noticed that the moving cone rolls in this case

on the convex surface of the cone fixed in space, and that

therefore precessional, or azimuthal, motion is in the same
direction as the rotation. In the case of the earth, the

moving cone rolls on the concave surface of the fixed cone,

that is inside the latter. If this be called positive pre-

cession, that of the top is negative.
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We can now analyse the motion in the following manner,
which gives a geometrical picture of what takes place.
Consider two axes OA and OB fixed in the body, at right

angles to one another and to OC, and therefore principal
axes about which the moment of inertia is A, to coincide

with OD and OE, and let a short interval of time t elapse.
The moving cone has rolled forward on the fixed cone, and
the instantaneous axis is now OF. The change of direction

101' on the surface of the cone is towards the position
which OA occupied at the beginning of r, that is towards
the position then of OD. The angle 101' is clearly

\jsTsm(9 ol).

By the turning of 01 towards OD in this way the

angular speed about the position of OA at the initial

instant of r has (as we see by the principle already
frequently applied) been increased by

x/
2+^2 sin2

0.cos{7r/2-^T sin(0-a)},

that is by Jn2+ i/r
sin2

. \jsr sin (0 ol).

[The semi-vertical angle of the cone has in the time t been

increased by 6t, but this has only moved the instantaneous
axis parallel to the plane ZOO, and therefore can have

produced no effect on the angular speed about OA.]
Now the figure shows that

sin (0 a)/sin = (n \js
cos 0)/Jn

2+ \/r
2 sin2

#,

so that the change of angular speed just calculated is

\jsr(n \\r
cos 0) sin 6.

[For n
\js

cos is the angular speed about 00 relative

to the plane ZOC, and therefore (n \jr
cos 0) sin ol is

balanced by \f/ sin(0 ol), so that

sin(# oc)/sin OL (n \jr
cos 6)/\js.

But sin#/tana= ?i/^r, and therefore

sin (0 a)/sin Q = (n yp-
cos 6)/(n/cos ol)

= (n
-

yj,
cos 0)/V?i

2+^2sin2fr]
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To this change of angular speed falls to be added any

change Or which has grown up in the angular speed 0.

The total rate of growth of angular speed about the

instantaneous position of OA is therefore

+ \js(ii i/r
cos 0) sin

;

and this is the rate of change of the angular speed about
OA in its position at the instant. We have proved ( 170)
that this is also the rate of change of the angular speed
about OA as it moves with the body.
The angular acceleration about the axis OD, the

instantaneous position of which was taken as coinciding
with that of OA, is uninfluenced by the rotation of the

body with angular speed n
\fs

cos relative to the plane

ZOG, and is therefore simply 0.

The reader may in like manner find the position of

the axis OH of resultant a.m., and find the equations
of motion from a consideration of its motion.

277. Motion of a Top deduced from Euler's Equations. The

equations of motion of a top, with reference to the special
axes OG, OD, OE which have been
used above, are often obtained by
means of Euler's equations, and to

complete the discussion we indicate

how that is done. We have to

use axes fixed in the body : one
of these is OG, the others are OA,
OB, which are in the plane of OB
and OE (see Fig. 122). Since OE
moves with the plane ZOG, we

may take EOB as the angle

through which the body in its

turning about OG has outstripped
the plane ZOG. Denoting this

angle by 0, we have
(/>
=

(*), the

angular speed relative to ZOG.

Putting p, q for the angular speeds
about OA and OB, and r( = n) for that about OG, we have

p = 6 cos
<f>+ i/r

sin sin
<p, q = 6 sin

<p+ yjs
sin 6 cos

<p. (1)

Fig. 122.
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The Eulerian equations are therefore

Ap (A C)qr = Wgh cos
cj>
sin 0, \

Aq -(C- A)rp = -Wgh sin
<j>
am 6, I ....(2)

Ar= 0. J

Hence r=
<j>-\-\js

cos = w+ \js
cos 6 is constant.

Substituting the values of p, q, r in the first two equations,

multiplying the first equation by cos
(p,

and the second by
sin

<p,
and subtracting the second product from the first, we

get, after reduction,

A0+ (Cn -A\j, cos 6)\js sin 6=Wgh sin 0, (3)

which is (1) of 261.

Multiplying the first equation obtained by the substitu-

tions by sin
<p

and the second by cos
<f>,

and adding the

results, we obtain

A\p>sin6+(2A\lscos6-Cn)6= 0, (4)

or (3) of 261.

The last found equation, if multiplied by sin 0, is directly

integrable, and the result is the equation of constancy of

momentum about the vertical OZ.
The reader may also verify that if the first equation

of (1) be multiplied by p, the second by q, the third by r,

and the results be added, the equation obtained is directly

integrable and yields the equation of energy.
It will be noticed that by the values of p and q in (1) we

have when
<\>

is zero, and OA and OB therefore coincide

with OD and OE,

p = + \js(n-\l, cos 6)sin6, q = <j>sind-6(n-2\j, cos0).(5)

The first of these agrees with the value obtained otherwise
in 276, and the second can be obtained in a similar manner.
The reader should also obtain them by the method of 9,

proceeding as shown in 261.

The reader should also carefully note the fact here

illustrated, that p, q, r, the angular accelerations with

respect to fixed axes with which the moving axes OA,
OB, OC coincide at the instant, are also (see 170 above)
the angular accelerations with respect to the moving axes
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OA, OB, OC. In other words, the change in dt of angular

speed about OA, OB or OG in their new positions is the

same as for the fixed axes, with which at the initial instant

of dt they coincided. On the other hand, while the angular
accelerations about the fixed axes, with which OD and ()E

coincide at the instant, are the values stated above in the

equations for p, q, the accelerations about the moving axes

OD, OE are simply 6, and d(\js sin 6)/dt. The former is less

than p by \js(n \jsCos 6) sin 0, and the latter greater than q

by (n \js
cos 6)6.

278. Gyrostats. Motion of a Gyrostat. The theory of a

top given above applies with some slight modifications to

the motion of a gyrostat, that is, a fly-wheel mounted in a

case or on a framework, and set into rapid rotation about
its axis. Figs. 123, 124, and 125 show different gyrostats
made for different purposes. The first shows a fly-wheel
with heavy rim, mounted on an axis the ends of which
are carefully rounded points held in cup bearings, adjustable
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is a wide and shallow cylinder with at each side a longer,
narrower cylinder surrounding the axle. Round the wide

cylindrical box is a projecting edge, on which in the

diagram the gyrostat is shown resting.
A part of the case surrounding the axis is cut away to

allow the thread by which the spin is generated to be

passed round the axle. A strong fine cord about 6 or

Fig. 124. Fig. 125.

7 yards long has one end passed round the axle, and the

two ends are then knotted together. The cord is then

passed over the over-hanging pulley of a small electric

motor, so that the plane of the now endless string is at

right angles to the axis, and the string is crossed to give
it a better grip of the axle. The motor is now started

while the gyrostat is held by the operator, who pulls only
slightly at first, so as not to stop the motor. After a time
the fly-wheel will have been got into motion, and the string
is cut by a blow from a sharp knife near where it is

running to the axle, and runs off.

A simpler form is that familiar to nearly everybody as

a scientific toy, in which the case is reduced to a ring
carrying the fly-wheel bearings, and provided with a stand
on which the gyrostat can be placed in different positions.
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The gyrostatic action of a bicycle wheel is familiar to

every one. The angular momentum of such a wheel is

great though its speed of rotation be small. A simple
form of gyrostat (or rather top) may be constructed, as

suggested by Sir George Greenhill, by mounting a bicycle
wheel at one end of a straight rod as axle, and hanging
it from a fixed point by a universal joint at the other

end. The wheel can then be spun by a stick placed
between the spokes, and the phenomena of precession,

reactions, etc., studied. The gyrostatic action of the wheels

of a vehicle (a rapidly moving motor-car or railway

carriage, for example), moving round the curve, gives a

couple aiding centrifugal force to upset the vehicle, which
must be balanced by the reaction of the ground or rails.

The reader may calculate this couple by the methods

explained below.

279. Gyrostatic Stability. Two positions of a gyrostat
which experiment and theory show are stable are indicated

Fig. 126. Fig. 127.

in Figs. 126, and 127. In the first, the gyrostat is supported
on two stilts, one rigidly attached to the case and parallel
to the plane of the wheel, the other merely a stiff wire

with rounded points, the upper of which rests loosely in
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a hollow in the projecting arm seen in the diagram. The
lower ends of the stilts rest on a metal plate. If the

gyrostat is free to oscillate in azimuth, it will be stable

when thus supported.
In the second case, the gyrostat is supported on gimbals,

with its axis nearly vertical. It can thus turn its axis

away from or towards the vertical in any direction. It

has in fact two freedoms to turn from the vertical, one

about the axis of each gimbal ring. The upright position
is thoroughly stable when the fly-wheel is spinning. The
remarkable fact will be proved below that the gyrostat
must be unstable for both freedoms when the fly-wheel
is not rotating, otherwise it cannot be made completely
stable by rotation. In point of fact only an even number of

freedoms can be rendered stable by the angular momentum.

Fig. 128.

In Fig. 128 a gyrostat is shown supported on a bifilar

sling, arranged in different ways. In the third and fourth

diagrams of this figure the two threads are crossed by
putting one through a ring placed in the other. Here
azimuthal oscillations are possible. It is clear that the

inclinational equilibrium in 1 and 3 is stable without

rotation; in 2 and 4 it is rendered stable by rotation

of the fly-wheel. The azimuthal equilibrium in 3 and 4
is only rendered stable by rotation. These arrangements
are due to Lord Kelvin. [See Thomson and Tait's Natural

Philosophy, 345x.]
One of the most striking experiments which can be

made with a gyrostat is that shown, carried out in slightly
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different ways, in Figs. 125, and 1*21). In Fig. 129 the cased

gyrostat is shown hung by its rim, while a weight is

hung from one end of the part of the ease surrounding
the axis. The gyrostat thus supported is pulled by the

weight, so that it is acted on by two equal and vertical

forces at a considerable distance apart, and would, if the

wheel were not rotating, turn round so as to bring the

centre of gravity of the whole under the supporting thread.

But if the wheel is in rapid rotation,

the axis of rotation remains approxim-
ately horizontal while the whole revolves

about a vertical axis. The axis of rota-

tion of the fly-wheel turns round in a

horizontal plane, that is to say, turning
is produced about an axis perpendicular
at once to the axis of rotation, and to

the axis about which the vertical forces

tend to turn the gyrostat. One almost

naturally expects (though any other

behaviour of the gyrostat than that

which actually takes place would be

really unnatural), the axis to be tilted

A ,2 down. This does not happen; the axis
* ' nibi.y

"I 1 rill 1

moves round sideways. Ihe result is

not, however, more wonderful than the

azimuthal motion of an ordinary top
under the action of gravity.

The same thing is shown in Fig. 125, and perhaps in the

latter case more strikingly. The whole gyrostat is hung
by a cord attached outside the containing ring, and by its

weight pulls the centre of gravity down. As before, the

axis, if free to do so, turns round in azimuth.
It is to be noticed that the direction of this azimuthal

turning of the whole gyrostat is (like that of the top under

gravity) always towards making the fly-wheel face in the

direction in which it would face if the rotational motion
of the wheel were produced by the turning moment, or

torque, due to the weight of the gyrostat and the pull in

the supporting cord. As the vertical line of action of the

weight moves round with the gyrostat, the turning in

Fig. 129.
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azimuth goes on continuously, and is always towards giving
to the system angular momentum about the axis round
which gravity tends to generate such momentum.
We shall refer to this azimuthal motion as the precession

of the gyrostat, according to the analogy between it and
the precession of the equinoxes, explained in 275 above.

The precession may be explained in an elementary way
as follows. Consider a ring of balls contained in a circular

tube as shown in Fig. 130. Let the balls move round in

the tube in the direction shown by the arrows, while a

couple acts tending to turn the whole system round the

axis A B, so that G comes forward towards the reader. A
ball when at B has no a.m. about AB, but as it rises above
AB it will, if the ring have any turning about that line,

be made to take up such A.M. The ball will therefore

press against the tube in the direction from the reader.

Similarly, a ball below the level of B losing its A.M. as

it rises presses against the tube in the same direction. The

right-hand half of the tube is thus pressed away from the

reader.

It will be seen in the same way that the balls in the

left-hand half press on the tube towards the reader. Thus
the tube is made to take a precessional motion about CD.

The directions of the motions are shown by the circles in

Fig. 131.
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280. Experiments with Gyrostats. Eising and Falling of

Ordinary Top. If the gyrostat is held in the hand with the
axle in the line of the outstretched arm, and an attempt is

made to strike a sudden downward blow witli it, as with a

mallet, the gyrostat gives a violent sideways wrench. The

explanation of this is obvious. The downward turning of

the gyrostat gives a rapid rate of production of angular
momentum about a vertical axis, while the action of the

operator has a moment, not about a vertical, but about a

horizontal axis. The gyrostat as a whole, therefore, moves
round sideways about a vertical axis in the proper direction

to annul the production of angular momentum about that

axis.

When the gyrostat is supported by a cord, or on a glass

plate or stone slab, so that a couple is applied to it by
gravity tending to change the direction of the axis of

rotation, it will be noticed

/ that when the precessional
/ motion is impeded by
/ \s^ aPPtymg a couple round
/ ^t^ / the vertical axis, the gyro-
/ / s^ a^ OIlce begins to fall

/ / down, and that if a couple

^^ ^m is applied in the opposite
''^r^^ direction, that is so as to

\-o. hurry up the precession,

^^^p^- the axis actually rises. It
^-s

/o/v^
is thus, as was long ago
pointed out by Jellett in

his Theory of Friction,
that a top is made to rise in the first part of its spin
and fall in the latter part. In the first part of the

spin the rotation is so rapid that the point of contact of

the peg with the surface of the stone slab is moving
relatively to that surface in the direction opposite to that

indicated for the precession in Fig. 132, so that the friction

applied to the top gives a couple about its axis hurrying
up the precession; in the latter part the spin is so slow
that the point of contact is moving the other way, so that

the couple due to friction delays the precession, and the

Fig. 132.
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top falls. [It is very instructive to experiment with two
identical tops, one with a peg ground sharp, the other with
a well-rounded peg. The former, if supported on a glass
or marble slab, does not rise up from its initial inclined

position the latter does.] A dynamical explanation of

all this will be found later; and the phenomena here

described, though apparently not directly connected with
the subject, will help to make clear the dynamical dis-

cussion.

Another experiment, which it is convenient to describe

here, is made with the gyrostat (Fig. 133, 283) spun as

before. It is provided with a pair of trunnions, attached

at extremities of a diameter to the edge surrounding the

case in the plane of the fly-wheel. These rest in bearings
on the two sides of this rectangular frame of wood

;
and

the gyrostat when thus supported, and the frame held

level, has its axis nearly vertical. Moreover, the centre of

gravity of the gyrostat (wheel and case) is almost exactly
in the plane through the trunnions at right angles to the

axis of rotation, so that there is little or no stability due to

gravity with either end of the axis uppermost.
The direction of rotation of the fly-wheel is shown by

the arrow-head marked on the case. If then, holding the

tray in his hands, the operator carries it with the gyrostat
round in azimuth in the direction in which the wheel is

rotating, the gyrostat remains at rest so long as the azi-

muthal motion imposed on the whole system coincides with
the rotation

;
but if the azimuthal motion is reversed, the

gyrostat at once capsizes so as to bring its rotational

motion into coincidence with the azimuthal motion. This
will also afford an illustration of the theory of the in-

strument.

Finally, consider the arrangement in Fig. 137, (like that
of Fig. 129 without the attached weight). A gyrostat has
the centre of gravity of the fly-wheel and the case (which
is supposed to be symmetrical on the two sides of the fly-

wheel) at the centre of the fly-wheel. The fly-wheel is

spun rapidly, and the gyrostat is hung at the lower end
of a long vertical steel wire, so that the axis of rotation

is very nearly, if not quite, horizontal. If the gyrostat
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is turned round in azimuth, so that the wire is twisted,
and is then left to itself, it swings in azimuth about the

vertical in consequence of the torsional elasticity of the

wire, performing also inclinational oscillations in the same

period, and the period of this torsional vibration is much
greater than that of the vibrations which the same system
would execute if the fly-wheel had no rotation. The
moment of inertia of the gyrostat round the vertical

axis is virtually enormously increased.

This arrangement is analogous to that of a large and

very rapidly rotating fly-wheel supported in a certain way
on board ship, with its axis across the horizontal line about
which the ship rolls. If this wheel were of great enough
moment of inertia and rotated sufficiently rapidly, it would

virtually increase the moment of inertia of the rolling
vessel and lengthen the period of rolling. The virtual

increase of moment of inertia is proportional to the square
of the angular momentum of the fly-wheel. This arrange-
ment will be referred to again later.

281. Equations of Motion of Gyrostat. The equations

given in 261 above for the motion of a top require
modification for a gyrostat to take account of the fact

that only part of the instrument the fly-wheel has the

angular speed n about the axis of figure. We suppose,
however, that the distribution of matter is symmetrical
about the axis of the fly-wheel, that the wheel has moment
of inertia G about its axis, and that the rest of the

arrangement, which we shall call the case, has moment of

inertia C about the same axis. Frequently a point on the

axis of the gyrostat may be taken as fixed
;
we shall denote

then by A the moment of inertia of the whole about an
axis through that point at right angles to the axis of

figure. We refer to Fig. 112.

First, then, we suppose that the angular speed n is only
taken by the fly-wheel, while the case turns with the

angular speed \js
about the vertical. The angular speed

of the case is thus
\js

cos about the axis of figure and

i/rsinO about OE, and the whole system turns about OD
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with angular speed 0. The a.m. about OD is AG, about OE
it is A\js sin 0, and about OG it is Cn+C'yjr cos 0. Thus the

rate of growth of A.M. about OD is (On 4- C'xjs cos 0)\js smO
due to the turning about OE, and Ayj^siw 0cos# due to

the turning with angular speed \fs
cos about 00. a.m.

therefore grows about the instantaneous position of OD at

total rate

Ad+{Cn-(A-C')\lscos6}\lssm6=Wghsm6 (1)

In a similar way the reader may calculate the total rate

of growth of a.m. about the instantaneous position of OE,
and, since there is no moment of forces about OE, verify the

equation

A^sin 6+ {2(A -<7>/r cos 6-Cn} = (2)

As before, we notice that this equation of motion is

derivable from that of constancy of a.m. about the vertical

through the fixed point, which is now

(On+ C\/rcose) cos 0+A\lrsin
26 = G (3)

Equations (1) and (2) are exactly the same as those

obtained in 261, with A C substituted for A in the

terms within brackets on the left, but not in the first

term in each case.

282. Steady Motion of Gyrostat. Period of Oscillation about

Steady Motion. We may find, in precisely the same manner
as for the ordinary top, the condition of steady motion at a

constant inclination of the axis to the vertical, and the

period of a small oscillation of the gryostat about steady
motion. The equation of steady motion is

{Cn-(A-C')pcmO}iuL=Wgh (1)

The period of oscillation is

T_ 27r/UL{(Asin
26+ C'cos2

0)A}* ]

{WYh*-2Wgh/i*(A-C')coaOY ()

+ A(A-C')/uL
4}hmO)

If C' = 0, this reduces to the period obtained for the

ordinary top.
g.d. 2 k
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It is interesting to notice that the top may be so con-

structed that C = A . In that case, the equation of steady
motionis

Cnfji=Wgh, (3)

The periodand there is only one possible value of
/ul.

becomes ^^ ^
.(4)

Wgh sin Cn sin

283. Gyrostat with Axis Vertical, Stable or Unstable accord-

ing to Direction of Azimuthal Motion. We now take some
cases of gyrostatic motion. First, let the gyrostat be sup-

ported (as shown in Fig. 133) by two trunnions screwed
to the projecting edge in the plane of the fly-wheel on
a wooden tray as shown. The axis of the fly-wheel is

very nearly vertical, and the wheel is spinning rapidly
in the direction of the arrow shown on the upper side of

the case. The centre of gravity of the whole instrument is

nearly on the level of the trunnions, so that there is no

stability due to gravity.

Fig. 133.

If now the tray be carried round horizontally with
constant angular speed jn in the direction of spin, the

gyrostat remains quite stable. If, however, it be carried

round in the opposite direction, the gyrostat immediately
turns on its trunnions and capsizes so that the other end
of the axis is uppermost, and if the azimuthal motion is

continued in the same direction, the gyrostat is now stable.

It will be observed that the fly-wheel is now spinning
in the direction of the azimuthal motion. Hence the

gyrostat is in stable equilibrium when the azimuthal

motion is in the same direction as the rotational motion.
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This result follows from equation (1) adapted to fit this

particular case. It will be seen that the terms mgh sin

and AjUL
2sinOQOsO are small in comparison with Cu/jl sin 0,

the former because h is practically zero and the latter

because
jul

is small in comparison with n.

Hence the equation is

A8+Cn/uLd = (1)

The solution of this differential equation, if n and
/u.

be

in the same direction so that nju is positive, is oscillatory

motion of period 2W'A/Cn/u. about the vertical position,
so that this position is stable.

On the other hand, if n and p. have opposite signs the

solution of the differential equation is of another form,

curiously connected with the former, but representing a

different state of things. It shows that if the gyrostat is

disturbed from the vertical position of its axis it tends

to pass further away from it
;
the instrument capsizes.

These results are indeed indicated by the differential

equation. The moment CujulO, producing rate of change
AO of a.m., is in the first case in the direction to check
motion away from the vertical position and to bring the

gyrostat back to that position, while in the other case

Cn/uO, having the opposite sign, produces a.m. in the

direction away from the vertical.

It will be seen that in this arrangement of the gyrostat
it has only one freedom of motion as regards inclination

of the axis to the vertical
;

it can turn about the trunnions
but not about a horizontal axis at right angles to the line

of the trunnions. Hence, as we shall now show, it cannot
have complete dynamical stability. [See 284.]

284. Gyrostat on Gimbals. Gyrostatic Pendulum : Analogy of

Motion of Electron in Magnetic Field. Consider the arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 127 of a gyrostat on gimbals. One
end of the part of the case which surrounds the axis

carries knife-edges in a line at right angles to the axis and

intersecting it. These knife-edges are pivoted on a ring,
which itself carries knife-edges at right angles to the

bearings on which the former rest, and these in their turn
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rest on bearings carried by a second but fixed ring, or on a

fixed support as shown in the figure. The gyrostat is

shown with its axis vertical, and the two sets of knife-

edges enable it to turn about one horizontal axis or about
the other, or about both at the same time, so as to be

inclined to the vertical in any desired azimuth. The two

pairs of knife-edges are not exactly, but nearly, on the

same level. The part of the case surrounding the axis

may be supposed prolonged so as to give any required
"
preponderance

"
Wgh to the gyrostat above either axis.

Let the total mass which turns about the axes formed

by the knife-edges be W and W, the heights of the

centroids above (or distances from) the axes be h, h', the

moments of inertia about the axes be A, A\ the respective

angular deflections (supposed small) be
\fs, <p,

and the

moment of inertia and angular speed of the fly-wheel be

G, n. We get then, by the process so often employed for

the rates of growth of a.m. about the axes, fixed in the

present case,
A<(r + Cn<j>=Wgh^\
A'$-Cnxjs=W'gh'(J>,)

(1

or, if we write B= Wgh, B'
'

Wgh',

A+ + Cn<p-B^ = Q,\

A'$-Cn%lr-B'<f>=0.)
Now let

\]s
= aeivt

, <p
= beivt

. Then, by substitution, we get

i2v2A.a + ivCnb - Ba = 0,
j

i2v
2A'h-ivCna-B'b = 0, I

( '

and therefore, since i2= 1,

{v
2A+B)(v2A'+ B')-v

2C2n2 = (4)

The quantities A, B, A', B' are all positive according to

the supposition made above, and the roots of the quadratic
in v

2 are real and positive if the inequality

(CJ
2n2-AB'-A'B)> 4<AA'BB'

is satisfied. This is the condition of complete dynamical
stability, for, if it be fulfilled, \/r

and represent simple
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harmonic deflections from the position in which the axis

of the gyrostat is at right angles to both lines of knife-

edges in the diagram the upright position. Each de-

flection may have either of the two periods given by the

two real roots v
2

v v\
of (4). The motion is therefore stable,

and there are two modes of vibration which the gyrostat

may take either separately or in combination.

It is important to notice that if (contrary to the figure
of course) B, B' have opposite signs and the product B, B'

therefore be negative, one of the roots of the quadratic
in i/

2
is positive, the other negative ;

and consequently
there is only one possible mode of stable motion, for the

negative root of the quadratic in v2 gives an imaginary
period.

Let now h = h', W= W, A =A\ and let nv n
1}
n

2 ,
n

2

be the four roots of the determinantal equation in v
;

then, since the real and imaginary parts of x = aelvt
, y = beivt

must separately satisfy the differential equations, and since

the expressions for the ratio a/b exhibited above give
a = ib, we get

\jr
= L

l
cos n

x
t+ L\ sin n-

L
t+L2 cos n2t+ L'2 sin n2t, ]

, ~ v

<
=A sin n x

t L\ cos n
x
t+ L2 sin n2t L2 cos n2tj

where X L[, L2 ,
L2 are arbitrary constants.

We see that the first terms on the right give a circular

motion of a point on the axis in the period 2irjnx ,
that

the second terms give a circular motion of the same period
in the opposite direction, and that the third and fourth

terms give circular motions in opposite directions in the

period 27r/n2
. The radii of the circular paths are the

values of Lu L\, etc.

If we combine two of these circular motions, say those

given by the first two terms, or the last two terms, on the

right of equations (5), we get Fig. 134 as the path of a

point of the axis of the gyrostat. [The rays are not drawn
in to the centre.] For here the radii are equal, the periods

unequal, and the motions of the circular components oppo-
sitely directed. If we take the motions given by the first and

third, or by the second and fourth terms in each equation,
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the path is as shown in Fig. 135. Here everything is as

before, but the circular components are in the same
direction. The resultant radius bisects the angle between

Fig. 134. Fig. 135.

the component radii, and the resultant angular speed is

the mean of the components.
When the two motions exist together, we have the path

shown in Fig. 136. There the present

arrangement inverted is represented by
a pendulum with a fly-wheel rotating
about the axis of figure contained in

the bob, so that there is gravitational

stability for both displacements apart
from rotation. The theory is essentially
the same in both cases. In the pendulum,
however, the universal gimbal joint is

replaced by a short piece of steel wire

which bends easily but resists torsion

very greatly.
Without serious error, h may be taken

as equal to h\ and so the motions are

circular, as we have seen. The period
of describing the circle in one motion
is 1ir\nx

and in the other 27r/?? 2 . The
student may verify that in the case of

the gyrostatic pendulum shown in Fig. 136, where the

Fig. 136.
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whole mass may be regarded as concentrated at the centroid,

provided the fly-wheel have moment of inertia C, the

periods are 4,7r/(2p+ k) and 4nr/(2p k), where p= jgjh,
k= Cn/Wh2

(supposed small). For equations (2) may be

written x+ky+p2x = 0, y-kx+p2
y = (6)

With proper analogues for k and p2 these are precisely
the approximate equations of motion of an electron in a

magnetic field. In the electromagnetic case, the value

of k is, if the magnetic inductive capacity of the medium
be taken as unity, eHjm, where e is the charge and m the

effective inertia of the electron and H is the magnetic
field intensity.

In the case referred to above, in which one of the

inclinational modes is stable and the other unstable

without rotation of the fly-wheel, one of the elliptic or

circular motions just discussed is possible, the other is

not
;

for in the latter case the period, as we have seen,

is imaginary. This, in point of fact, is the general
theorem, of which the action of the gyrostat supported
on trunnions with its axis vertical, as described and

explained in 283, is a particular case.

It will be noticed that while complete stability is con-

ferred on a gyrostat if it is unstable as regards both its

freedoms without rotation, this is not the case when only
one freedom is unstable. This is a case of a general
theorem, which asserts that for a holonomous system ( 302)

only an even number of degrees of freedom can be rendered
stable by rotation.

It was proposed in 1870, by Sir Henry Bessemer, to

obtain a steady cabin for a cross-channel steamer by
placing it on a gyrostat with its axis vertical and sup-

ported on fore-and-aft trunnions. This plan was bound
to fail

;
for it will be seen from what has been set forth

above, that while the arrangement was stable when the

ship's head was turning in one direction, it could not be
stable when the ship was turning in the opposite direction.

A gyrostat has, however, been successfully applied recently

by Herr Schlick to mitigate the rolling of a ship (see
288 below).
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285. Gyrostatic Action of Eotating Bodies on their Bearings.

It will now be evident that if the gyrostat is so fixed on

bearings that the motion, which the change of direction

to which its axis is subjected tends to bring about, is

made impossible, a couple preventing the motion will be

brought into play and applied to the bearings by the

framework to which they are attached. The magnitude
of this couple is Gnfx, where n is the angular velocity of

the fly-wheel and
/ul

is the angular velocity with which
its axis is changing direction. For, take a distance OG
along the axis of rotation from the centre of the fly-wheel,

say to represent the a.m. Gn. Then OG is turning with

angular speed /jl
towards a line at right angles to OG,

OD, say. The rate of production of A.M. about OD is

therefore Gnju. The gyrostat will tend to turn about

OD in the direction to annul this rate of growth of
A.M., and can only be held in equilibrium when the

couple applied to it in the opposite direction is Gn/m.
Then this couple it is that produces the rate of growth
of a.m.

In this way the equation of motion can be written down
at once in each of a number of practical cases which we
shall now consider.

A good example is a dynamo armature of large moment
of inertia, rotating with velocity n about its axis placed

athwartships, while the ship rolls with angular velocity /u.

The armature tends to turn about a vertical axis, but is

prevented by fore-and-aft forces applied to the ends of

the axle by the front and back of the bearings. This

couple is always of just the amount to produce the rate

of growth of A.M. which, in consequence of the changing
direction of the axis of rotation, is being generated about
an axis at right angles to the deck. It tends to shear the

bearings off the deck, and is reversed when the ship rolls

back, and varies in amount as the angular velocity of

rolling varies. If the bearings are in the fore-and-aft

direction the rolling of the ship has no effect, but the

pitching causes equal and opposite forces to be applied
to the two bearings. These forces are again in the plane
of the deck, but are in this case across the ship. If the
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bearings are at all loose, this alternating action upon
them may have serious effects.

Ex. A dynamo, the armature of which weighs half a ton, has

a radius of gyration of 2 feet and is revolving at 240 revolutions a

minute. If the axis is athwartships, and the ship rolls through
a total range of 30 in a period of 10 seconds (what is commonly
reckoned two periods of rolling or " two rolls "), find the moment of

the couple on the bearings.
In ton-foot units the moment of inertia is 2. The maximum

angular speed of rolling, that at the middle of the roll, is in

radians 2tt x 15/(10 x 57*3) = 3^/57*3= '165. The angular speed of the

fly-wheel is in radians 873-. Hence the couple in a plane parallel
to the deck which is called into play is in ton-foot units

2 x8ttx -165/32 or '26.

If the length of the axis between the centre of the bearings is 2 feet,

each bearing will be acted on by a force of | of a Ton.

286. Virtual Increase of Moment of Inertia of Vibrating

Body produced by Gyrostat. To illustrate the gyrostatic

couple brought into play by constrained precession of the

axis of rotation and the method here used for its calculation,

we take the following problem, which was dealt with by
Lord Kelvin at the meeting of the British Association at

Montreal in 1884. A long vertical torsion wire had a

gyrostat, with axis horizontal, attached

to its lower end in such a way that the M

gyrostat turned with the wire, when
that turned about its axis. The wire
was attached at a point of the rim, in

the plane of the fly-wheel (Fig. 137).
A twist was given to the wire, and
the system of gyrostat and wire then

performed torsional oscillations about <^/
the vertical. When the fly-wheel was //y^lp"
made to rotate rapidly the period was W a *\
found to be increased in the ratio of FlG ri7p
JA'+ C2n2

/Mga to s/X', where A' denotes
the moment of inertia of the gyrostat about a diameter
of the fly-wheel, Gn the A.M. of the wheel, M the weight of

the gyrostat, and a the distance of the point of attachment
of the wire from the centre of the wheel.
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Let the lower end of the wire be turning with angular

speed <f>,
the rate at which the wire is untwisting. Let, as

before, a distance OG from the centre along the axis of the

wheel represent the a.m. Gn; the rate of growth of A.M.

about a horizontal axis A
,
in the plane of the wheel and

at right angles to OG, towards the instantaneous position
of which OG is turning, is the horizontal speed cp

. OG of

the extremity G of the line, that is Gn<j>.

The gyrostat turns about the point of attachment of the

wire so as to place the centroid at each instant sufficiently
far out of the line of the wire to give a gyrostatic couple
about OA. The wire will not remain quite vertical, but if

it is long the deviation from verticality may be neglected.
Let the tilt of the gyrostat from the horizontal be 0,

supposed also small. [It is exaggerated in the Fig. 137.]
Then the couple about OA is WgaO. We have therefore

A0-Gnci>= - WgaO, (1)

where A is the moment of inertia of the gyrostat about a
horizontal axis through the point of attachment at right

angles to the plane of the vertical and the axis.

But the angular speed produces A.M., about the down-
ward vertical along the wire, at rate CnO, and the un-

twisting of the thread produces A.M. about the same line

at rate
A'<j>. Hence we have

A'$+ Gn6 = -t0, (2)

where r is the torsional rigidity of the wire.

Now at starting 6 is zero when = 0; and we have
thereafter a maximum, and also at its greatest numerical

value, when <j>
is greatest numerically. Thus, as is always

small, we may neglect AG in comparison with Cn<p.

Substituting then the value <pCn/Wga derived from (1)
in (2), we get the differential equation

The motion is therefore simple harmonic in period

P=2t^5II' (3)
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If n be great, the period is greatly increased by the

rotation. The moment of inertia of the gyrostat regarded
as a torsional vibrator hung on the wire is virtually

CV/Mga+ A'
'

;
when there is no rotation of the fly-wheel,

the moment of inertia is simply A'.

287. General Theory of Vibrator containing Gyrostat. In

view of various practical problems, we give here a rather more
detailed discussion of equations (1) and (2) of 286. Let

then, by substitution, we obtain

#a?kA-ia.KCn+ Wgak=OA
iWKA'+ ioikCn+ KT^O,)

., . k ia.Cn i
2a?A'+ T (o\

so that ~= -?
.

, Tfr
= : 7=

V*/
K i

2aJA + Wga ia.Cn

Thus, we have the equation [see (4), 284]

{A'a:>-T){Aa?- Wga)-C2n*a?= 0, (3)

a quadratic equation in a?. Thus there are four values of
., namely,

^n ^) -<xi>
-

-2>
and the complete solution of the equations (1) and

(2) of 286 for the initial conditions < = <
> 0=0, <j>=d=Q is given

y = k^in a,^+ k2 sin a^t, if>
=K

1
cosa.

1
t+K2 cosoi2t, (5)

where, since when =0, < = <
,
and 0=0, we must have

0.^ + 04^2= 0, K
l+K2 =4> (6)

Now, by (2), we have in any case,

k^ ta.
1
Cn i a,

x
A'+ r

(7)

K
x

i
2

aJ[A + Wga ia-
x
Cn

k2 ioL.fin i a^A'+ T

K
2 i'

2
a?2A + Wga ia^Cn

so that, again, in any case whatever,

K
x (**<v*' + TW1(AA + w9a ) k

'\

In the present case ^04= -k2a^, and so putting
- 1 for i\ we get

k~~- cX ~" (>

We might have supposed the wire at rest without torsion and the
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gyrostat at rest initially, but tilted through an angle 6n . Then we
should have had , v . ,,/.- + \

^^COSGL^ + ^COSO^, J

with the condition

A>4 + AVx2
=

(), *2 +lra=0o (io)

Then we should have found also

k,= (A'<4-T)(Aa*-Wga)
(J

It will be noticed that if Aol\ be small in comparison with Wga
(which in 286 was supposed to be the case), the two frequencies of

vibration have approximately the common value

JLJ "W^~~
2tt VC'W+ A'WgaT'

so that the period is T=2wJ +J
We

> ( 12 )r V Wgar
the result obtained above [3, 286].

If the angular momentum Cn of the fly-wheel is zero, (3) becomes

(A'a.
2
-r)(Aa.

2 - Wga)= (13)

The first factor gives the period 2tt*JA'jr of the free oscillations of the

wire and the attached gyrostat, when the fly-wheel is at rest and the

gyrostat is moving only in azimuth with the lower end of the wire :

the second factor gives the period 2tt\/A/ Wga of the free pendulum
oscillations which the gyrostat can perform about the point of attach-

ment to the wire, when the wire is held at rest. By means of these

periods, or the corresponding frequencies, the quantities r, Wga can
be eliminated from the equations set forth above.

288. Gyrostatic Controller of Boiling of Ship: Schlick's

Apparatus. The solution here given is applicable to the oscillations

of a ship in which is fixed a gyrostat G, as shown in Fig. 138. When
the ship is upright and the gyrostat in equilibrium, the axis of the

fly-wheel is vertical. The wheel is pivoted in a frame F, as shown.
The frame turns on the bearings b

x b, and a weight W gives the

arrangement gravitational stability. In an arrangement of this kind,
devised by Herr Otto Schlick to diminish the rolling of a ship, a
brake pulley B surrounds the axis 66, about which the frame turns,
and friction of a graded amount is applied by a special device.

The brake damps out the free oscillations of the system and also serves
to reduce the forced oscillations. But the action of the brake must
not be so violent as to prevent the swinging of the gyrostat, as that

would annul the inertia effect, which is of the greatest importance for

the forced oscillations, according to the principle illustrated in 287.

If the ship is set rolling in still water, the theory of the motion
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is precisely that set forth above. For r]A\ WgajA we write Att2F2
,

47T2/2
,
where F, f are the frequencies of the free oscillations of the

ship and gyrostat, the first oscillating with the gyrostat rigidly fixed

within it, the second when the ship is at rest, in both cases without

rotation of the fly-wheel. A', A are the moments of inertia of the

ship and fly-wheel for the axes about which the ship rolls and the

gyrostat frame turns. The equation of periods, (3) of 287, is thus

(rx.
2 -47r2/T2

)(oL
2 -47r

2
/'
2)-^OL2= (1)

A A

Similarly the other equations may be modified.

Fig. 138.

When the ship rolls in a sea-way, the main oscillations of the ship
are forced oscillations of the period of the waves, and the natural

period of the ship is so increased by the gyrostat that any resonance

effect, due to near agreement between the period of the waves and
that of the ship, which might exist without rotation of the fly-wheel,
is rendered impossible. The differential equations of small oscillations

are, as we see at once from what has been stated above,

A''$+ N'<j>-C7i6+M<f>=C cos ptA (2)

AO+N0+Cn<i>+ Wga6=0, J

where A, A' are the moments of inertia of the gyrostat for the axis

b, b and the ship for the longitudinal axis about which she rolls, NO is

the frictional couple applied to the gyrostat frame by the brake B and

otherwise, N<$> is the frictional couple applied by the water to the ship
as she rolls, M is the righting moment per unit of the angle of heel,

Wga is the "preponderance" of the weight W, C is the amplitude,
and ;?/27r is the frequency of the forced rolling produced by the waves.

The forced oscillations are given by supposing <f>
= Keipt

, 6= keipt
.

Substituting in the differential equations, we get

K( - A 'p
2+ iN'p+ M) -

ikpCn=C, k(-Ap2+ iNp+ Wga)+ iKpCn= 0.

Here it is to be remembered p is fixed in value : the coefficients K, k

are complex quantities. The reader may solve for K and k, and
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realise then the solution of the differential equations. The reader
will find in Nature for March 12, 1908, some numerical solutions by
Professor Perry for such an apparatus.
To complete the solution, the expressions already obtained for the

oscillation in still water are of course to be added. In practice the
frictional resistance, due to the action of the water on the ship, may
be neglected, and the results may therefore be simplified by putting
N'= 0. Of course N is not made so great as to render the gyrostatic
action ineffective : it is possible to have it small enough for this and

yet large enough to give through the relative motion of the ship
and gyrostat a sufficient damping out of the free oscillations, and to

reduce the forced oscillations.

Just as the turning of the wire produced tilting of the gyrostat, so

the rolling of the vessel causes turning of the gyrostat about the
axis bb, and this may set up or augment pitching of the vessel. For
a full account of the action of this important appliance the student

may consult Klein and Sommerfeld's Theorie des Kreisels, Bd. V.

(Leipzig, 1910). See also a theoretical paper by Herr Foppl in the
Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects for 1904.

289. Foucault's Apparatus to show Earth's Rotation.

Gilbert's Barygyroscope. The theory of a method originally

proposed by Foucault and by Sire, of using a properly
mounted gyrostat to show the rotation of the earth, will

now be easily understood. Let the gyrostat be supported
on an axis, as on the tray in the experiment in 283

above, in the plane of the wheel, and passing through the

centre of gravity. Suppose this axis to be fixed horizon-

tally east and west so that the axis of rotation can move
in the plane of the meridian. Then the slow turning motion
of the earth supplies the angular speed jul.

If the gyrostat
be so placed that the direction of spin of the fly-wheel is in

the direction of the rotation of the earth, we have precisely
the same equation as before,

A(}+Onp0=0, (1)

when is small. The gyrostat then turns on its bearings,
so that its axis moves in the meridian, and oscillates about

the direction of the earth's axis in the period 2irsJ'AjCn/j.,
where n is the angular speed of spin of the gyrostat and //

the angular speed of the earth's rotation.

The same simple considerations give the complete solu-

tions in nearly every other case, for example for Foucault's

gyrostat with axis of rotation in a horizontal plane [now
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converted, with axis elastically constrained to horizontality,
into a non-magnetic but powerfully directive marine

compass (Nature, July 20, 1911)], and for Gilbert's bary-

gyroscope, also for demonstrating by a gyrostat the earth's

rotation. [See Ex. 8, p. 547.]
In this a gyrostat is supported on bearings, as in

Foucault's experiment, fixed horizontally east and west
;

but it is given a certain adjustable amount of gravitational

stability through the centre of gravity being beneath the

line of bearings.
Let X (Fig. 139) be the (north) latitude of the place, and

the axis of rotation of the fly wheel be inclined at an

angle (lower end, say, towards the

south) to the vertical at the place P.
The angular speed, w say, of the

earth's rotation can be resolved into

two components, one, w sin (X+ 0),

about the axis of the fly-wheel, the

other, ct)COs(X-f-O), about a line at

right angles to this axis, and drawn
towards the north. If n and to be

similarly directed, the component
to cos (X+ (9) gives a precessional
motion which, for a proper value of

6, will equal Wgh sin 0. At this inclination there will be

equilibrium, and then, as in the cases considered above,
On cos (X -h 0) Wgh sin 0. Hence

Fig. 139.

tan (9

Cnct) cos X
(2)

Cno) sin X+ Wgh
If the spin be reversed the inclination is to the other side

of the vertical, and of amount & given by
Cnco cos X

tan 0' = (3)
Cnw sin X Wgh

This deviation or 0' must be taken into account when a

gyrostat is used as a clinometer, or to give an artificial

horizon.

Ex. Let the line of bearings of the barygyroscope be pxav.cn w
a horizontal direction inclined at an angle < to the east to west
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horizontal direction, and the inclination of the axis of rotation of the

gyrostat to the vertical be 6. Prove that

n Cnu) cos A cos </> ,
, ,tan d=

-jy
* v , nr , (4)t7%wsinA+ Wgh

The components of w about the vertical and about the horizontal in

the meridian are rosin A. and o> cos A. The latter has a component
to cos A cos

(f>
about a horizontal axis towards the east of north at right

angles to the line of bearings. This, in its turn, gives an angular
speed about an axis perpendicular at once to the horizontal axis just

specified and to the axis of rotation, of amount <o cos A cos
</>

cos 6.

The component wsinA, about the vertical, gives a component,
to sin A sin 6, about the axis last mentioned. The precessional angular
speed about that axis is therefore <o (cos A cos

<fi
cos 6- sin A sin 0).

Hence, since the couple about that axis has moment Wgh sin #, we

Cfow(cos A cos
<f>

cos - sin A sin 0) Wgh sin 9,

..'. n Cnu> cos A cos
cf>

/ , >.

and therefore tan0=^ x
, tiy f v

4 )
Cno) sin A+ Wgh

Here it is supposed that n and a are the same way round. If they
are not, the denominator has the value CWsinA Wgh, and the

upper end of the axis is turned towards the south, instead of to

the north as in the former case.

290. The Brennan Monorail Car. In this invention gyro-
static action is used to keep a carriage in stable equilibrium
on a single rail, and the apparatus is entirely self-acting.
It forms at once the nerve-system which detects the need
for the application of a righting couple to the carriage, and
mechanism by which the couple is applied. Two gyrostats
are placed in the carriage with their axes in line, and trans-

verse to the rail, as shown in Fig. 140. The wheels W, W
are driven by motors and revolve about the axes AA, A'A',
at the same speed in opposite directions, as indicated by
the arrows. The wheels are enclosed in cases C, C, from
which the air has been exhausted, and which turn about

the axes BB, B'B. The system can turn as a whole
about the axis which is parallel to the rail. By means
of two segments, B, B', above the apparatus, the gyrostats
are made to take equal and opposite precessions, when any
precession occurs; then, of course, the axes cease to be

in line.

When the car is upright and in equilibrium, the gyrostats
are upright, with their axes in line transverse to the rail.
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Suppose, now, a couple to be applied to the car, say by a

gust of wind, or the displacement of part of the load, so as

to tilt the car over on the rail, to the right, say. In con-

sequence of the rotation the axes of the wheels retain their

directions, and the carriage turns relatively to the gyrostats.
This brings the shelf D, which is fixed to the car, into

contact with the spinning axis R of the left-hand gyrostat,

Fig. 140.

and the axes begin to be tilted. Each gyrostat therefore

begins to produce by its motion a.m. about a vertical

axis, and the gyrostats therefore precess in opposite direc-

tions. This precession is assisted by the couple exerted by
the force of friction on R, enhanced by slipping of the

rapidly revolving spindle R on the shelf D, which is in

the direction of forward motion of R, that is, in the direction

G.D. 2 L
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away from the reader, with the result that a restoring

couple is applied to the shelf D, and therefore to the car.

This couple, which is due to the acceleration of the pre-
cession, is sufficient to arrest the tilting and turn the car

in the opposite direction.

The shelf D extends away from the reader, and on the

right there is a corresponding shelf D' extending towards
the reader, as shown by the plan, on which the end R
of the spindle acts in the case of a deflection to the left,

as explained above for R. There are two other shelves

E, E' which are arranged to come into contact with rollers

S, S', mounted on sleeves turning loosely on the spindles.
The shelf E extends inwards towards the reader, the shelf

E' outwards.

It will be clear that in consequence of the precession of

the gyrostats brought about by the pressing of the shelf

D on the end R of the rotating spindle, tihe roller S' has
been brought over the shelf E'. Consequently, as the car

swings over to the left in consequence of the couple applied

by the gyrostats, the roller S' comes into contact with E '.

Precession in the opposite direction to the former pre-
cession is caused, but there is not now any accelerating

couple, but really a retarding one, since the roller sleeve

turning round on and supporting the spindle applies a

friction couple to the gyrostats resisting the precession,
which, it is to be remembered, is now back towards the

mid-position. The gyrostatic axes do not, however, greatly
alter their inclination to the horizontal while precession
occurs in obedience to the couple applied by the pressure
of the shelf on S'.

As precession goes on, the axes of the gyrostats are

brought once more into the line RR\ with R lowered.

They go beyond the mid-position and R' begins to roll

on the shelf D\ and so applies a frictional couple to the

gyrostat, just as R did before, with the result that the

gyrostats now begin to turn over and apply a couple
to the car from left to right. The car tilts over, and the

roller S comes into contact with the shelf E, the axles are

brought once more into line, R presses on D and rolls

along it as before, and a couple to the left is applied to
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the car, and so on. Thus the car vibrates about an equili-
brium position under the deflecting couple, that is a position
in which it is heeled over to meet the couple (supposed still

existing) through angles which rapidly diminish in amount.

Finally, the vibration has been wiped out, and the car

stands in the new position of equilibrium. Thus the

car is held over against the deflecting couple, if that is

maintained constant.

When the car runs on a curve the two gyrostats exert

equal and opposite gyrostatic actions, and the car takes

the curve without the gyrostatic resistance which a single

gyrostat would have applied, and which would have been

very inconvenient.

The mode of action of the gyrostats on the car has been
modified in various ways by Mr. Brennan in later models :

but the principle is perhaps sufficiently explained in the

description here given of the arrangement which he ex-

hibited to the Royal Society in May 1907. [See the

article by Professor Perry, in Nature for March 12, 1908.]

291. Gyrostatic Action of Turbines in Steamers. Interest

in the gyrostatic action in steamers in which the main

propelling engines are of the steam turbine type was
excited at the time of the Cobra disaster, and a series

of letters from engineers and others appeared in the

technical journals. These letters were informing in very
varying degree, but the general conclusion come to was
no doubt correct, that the gyrostatic action could not

produce any breaking moment so great as to affect a

ship's safety. For example, to break the ship, as the

Cobra apparently was broken, by a breaking moment

applied to it in a vertical plane, the ship's head would
have had to turn round at an impossible rate. Rolling
could bring no gyrostatic action into play, the axes of

the turbines being fore and aft; pitching would produce
a moment no doubt, as will be seen, much greater than
the former, but tending to bend the vessel in a horizontal

plane, that is, about vertical lines.

The following discussions are based on authoritative

estimates of the data necessary for the calculation of the
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gyrostatic moments applied in possible circumstances to

the hull (1) of a large Atlantic liner (the Carmania),
(2) of a torpedo-boat destroyer, and (3) of a cross-channel

steamer.

The mode of calculation will be clear from the preceding
discussion. When, for example, the ship's head turns round,
the direction of the axis of the rapidly revolving turbines

is changed at a rate
//,

the
/j.

of the equations above
;

that is a precession of speed fx about a vertical axis

is imposed. But to correct the generation of a.m. about
an athwartship axis, which this produces, the turbines

make an effort to turn about that axis, and so a couple
is applied to the ship, and an equal and opposite couple to

the turbines. Hence the turbines may be regarded as

having a precession of angular speed //
in azimuth pro-

duced by the couple just referred to, which, therefore,

has the moment Cnju, if Gn be the a.m. of the turbines.

If the turbine rotors be equal in all respects, and run
at the same speed, but in opposite directions, the total

couple exerted on the ship, as a whole, will be zero. But
each turbine will exert a couple on the ship at the bearings,
and an opposite couple will give the precession /u to the

turbine. Internal stresses will be exerted on the ship in

consequence of the opposite couples, and the stresses will

be a self-balancing system within the ship.
A corresponding action of course takes place when the

ship is pitching with angular speed //.

For the Carmania* the total weight of the rotors, three

in number, may be taken as 200 tons, and the radius of

gyration as 4 feet, so that in ton-foot units, the moment
of inertia of the rotor on each wing-shaft is 1280, on
the supposition that the weight of each rotor is f of the

whole, and the moment of inertia of the rotor on the

centre shaft is therefore 640. The number of revolutions

is 200 per minute, and therefore the value of
/ul

is 207r/3, in

radians per second. The ship's head can be turned through
of a degree, or about yL f a radian in a second. Hence

the gyrostatic couple of moment Cn/ut which must be

* For these data we are indebted to Mr. W. J. Luke, of Messrs. John
Brown & Co., Limited, Shipbuilders, Clydebank, who built the Carmania.
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applied by the ship to each wing-rotor to give it the

precession which the turning of the ship involves, and
therefore also the moment of the equal and opposite couple
exerted on the ship, is 1280 x 20-7TX 75 X rV x T;\.

= 11'2, in

ton-foot units : that is, the moment is that which would
be produced by a force of 11 "2 Tons acting at an arm of

1 foot, or a couple of "28 ton acting at an arm of 40 feet.

Such a couple cannot have any perceptible effect in straining
the ship.

If we take 12 as the range of pitching, and the period
as 6 seconds, the maximum angular speed is

2ttX 6/(6x57-3)= 1/9,

in radians per second, and this is to be substituted for the

1/75 in the above calculation. The couple is thus 8*3 times

the former couple, or 2'3 Tons at an arm of 40 feet : still

quite a small couple when regarded from the point of view
of breaking the ship, even if relatively as lightly built as

was the Cobra. The engines of the Cobra were, of course,

very small as compared with those here considered. The

gyrostatic couple due to pitching is, however, reversed

twice in each (double) period of pitching. For a range
of pitching half as much again, and a period of 9 seconds,
the gyrostatic action would just be the same.

If there were only two shafts, one right-handed, the other

left-handed, the moments applied to the ship would be

equal and in opposite directions. Of course, internal

stresses of a kind easily analysed would be set up in the

structure. These would tend to produce alternately com-

pression and extension at the bow, and extension and

compression at the stern, athwartships in each case; but

they would be quite negligible.
For three shafts, if two turn one way, and the third the

other way, and the weight of the turbines be supposed
distributed among them in the ratio of two parts to each

wing-shaft and one part to the centre shaft, the resultant

gyrostatic couple is much less than J of that calculated

above, inasmuch as the radius of gyration of the centre

rotor is only 3 feet. The couple may be taken as 9/32 of

that due to each wing-shaft. The couples due to the
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wing-rotors being oppositely directed at each instant, will

produce internal stresses, which can only be of importance
in the event of their coinciding in period with a free

oscillation of the ship as an elastic structure, an event
which seems very unlikely.

If, however, one wing-shaft be driven ahead, the other

astern at full speed, so that the direction of rotation is the

same in both, and the centre shaft be stopped, the gyrostatic

couple (due to pitching) applied to the ship will be twice

that due to each wing-shaft, or 186 Tons at an arm of 1 foot.

If the centre shaft be at the same time driven full speed
ahead, the couple will be that just stated, with 9/32 of its

amount added or subtracted, according as the centre

shaft runs in the same direction as the wing-shafts, or

in the contrary direction. If the centre shaft is run at

diminished speed, the latter couple must be diminished in

proportion.
For a destroyer the weight of each rotor may be

taken as 6 tons, the radius of gyration as 2 feet, and the

revolutions 900. This gives moment of inertia, in ton-foot

units, 24 for each rotor on wing-shafts. The angular
velocity is 30x in radians per second, and the angular
velocity with which the ship can be turned round is

3 per second or TV of a radian per second. The gyrostatic

couple for the two rotors running in the same direction

would be 48x307rx TVx -gV
= 7

,

4, that is, 7 -4 Tons at an
arm of 1 foot.

With the same period and range of pitching the gyrostatic

couple for the destroyer would be about twice the couple

just calculated.

Here, again, to get the true values of the resultant

couple, we must take one -half, or, if the vessel has triple

screws, some other fraction of the values just found.

For a cross-channel steamer, the following data have
been furnished by the Hon. C. A. Parsons : weight of

each l.p. rotor 7 tons, radius of gyration 21 inches, speed
700 revolutions. The moment of inertia of each rotor is

thus 7 x 1'752
,
or 21*4 in ton-foot units, and the speed

is 707r/3, in radians per second. The maximum gyrostatic

couple of each rotor, for the same amplitudes and periods
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of pitching- as those supposed above, is thus above I *8 Tons

acting at an arm of 1 foot.

If the turbine on the centre shaft has, as Mr. Parsons

states it has in this class of vessel, less than half the mass
of the others, the resultant couple on the ship will be less

than one-half of that just calculated.

The stresses seem quite insignificant. Their only im-

portance, if they have any, must be in their rapid reversal

and the consequent forced vibration of the structure.

Danger is not likely to arise from near agreement of the

period of this forced vibration with that of some natural

free period of the structure, but this is a question for naval
architects. Nor are natural vibrations in the rotor itself

likely to correspond in period with that of the gyrostatic

couple. [See a paper by Dr. Henderson, Transactions of
the Inst, of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, 1905.]

292. Gyrostatic Couple on a Locomotive or Carriage.

Gyrostatic couples of practically insignificant amount
have been found for a new locomotive recently built in

Glasgow, part of which consists of a rapidly rotating
steam-turbine and dynamo mounted with their common
axes in the " fore-and-aft

"
direction. Numerical par-

ticulars cannot be given here, but the couples due to

passing round curves, or over parts of the track where
the gradient is changing, can have but little effect on the

running of the engine.

Ex. 1. A carriage, which has wheels of total moment of inertia C
and radius a, runs on a curve of radius R with speed v : find the

gyrostatic couple on the train.

The angular speed of a wheel is v/a, and the a.m. of the wheels
is Cv/a. Hence a.m. is being generated by each wheel of amount
Cv/na . v/R= Cv2

/naR per second, if n be the number of wheels, about
an axis drawn from the wheel in the direction backwards along the
track. In order to counteract this, the carriage will tend to turn
about this axis in the direction outicards from the centre, until

the couple required to produce a.m. at the rate due to the turning
is applied to the carriage by the excess of pressure on the outer
rail. Thus the gyrostatic action provides a couple of moment Cv2

/aR,
which tends to upset the carriage in the same direction as the couple
due to centrifugal force, and is balanced with the latter by the action

of the rails.
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If the track is on the level, and b be the gauge, the excess of thrust

exerted on the wheels by the outer rail over that exerted by the

inner rail, is Cv2
/baR. The ratio of this to the centrifugal force

Mv2
j R, where M is the weight of the carriage, is CjMab, and is

obviously very small.

Ex. 2. Work out the action of the steam-turbine referred to above
as mounted on a carriage with its axis in the fore-and-aft direction.

The a.m. of the turbine may be denoted by Cn, where n is the

angular speed of rotation. As the carriage moves forward on a

curve, there is a rate of production Cnv\R of a.m. about an axis

in the direction of the radius of the curve at the position of the

turbine at the instant. This throws more weight on the front

wheels and less on the back, or vice versa, according to the direction

of rotation and of turning in the curve, until the reaction couple

applied to the carriage by the rails has moment Cnv/R. If d be the

distance between the front and back sets of wheels, the difference of

weights borne is Cnv/Rd, which is the fraction Cnv/MyRd of the

weight M of the carriage.
If the locomotive, with the "fore-and-aft" turbine, referred to

above, is not on a curve but on a convex part of the track, of radius

of curvature R, there will be a rate of production of a.m. of amount

Cnv/R about a normal to the track at each instant. If the rotation is

in the counter-clock direction, as seen by an observer standing behind
the carriage, the rate of growth of a.m. is about the outward normal,
and so the rear of the carriage tends to slew round towards the

observer's left, and the front towards his right. The reverse is the

case with reversed rotation, or with concavity of the track.

293. Drift of a Projectile. The turbine thus moving forward
while rotating, may be compared to a projectile fired from a rifled

gun. The rotation of the projectile is right handed in that case as

looked at by an observer at the firing point, and the shot drifts in

its trajectory, which is convex upwards, towards the right. But with
this direction of rotation of the turbine, the front of the carriage
would turn towards the left

;
so that the idea of the projectile as a

gyrostat moving forward on a convex track with its axis in the
direction of motion throws no light on the drift of the projectile.
The cause of this drift is not yet fully understood, but it is con-

nected with the rotation, as its direction is reversed with that of the
rotation. It amounts to 25, 1*1, 4'4, 11*5 metres on ranges of 500,

1000, 2000, 3000 metres respectively. Since the rapidly spinning pro-

jectile tends to keep the direction of its axis unchanged, it is presently
moving forward on the convex trajectory with its axis in the plane
of the trajectory, but pointing a little upward relatively to the path.
Thus it has a motion in the direction of the axis together with a
lateral component. Hence, by 80, a couple is applied by the air

tending to increase this obliquity of the axis of spin to the direction

of motion ; but, as the projectile spins rapidly about its axis, it
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precesses about the instantaneous position of the axis of resultant

momentum, as explained in 294, with of course modification of the
resistance in consequence. As a result the projectile moves forward
in air, and relatively to the path its point is directed slightly upward
and to the right, and the shot is continually deflected towards the

right by a side thrust applied by the air.

294. Stability of Rotating Projectile in Air. We now consider

the stability of a rotating projectile in an unlimited frictionless

liquid.* Let the projectile rotate about its axis of figure with angular
speed n, so that its a.m. about that axis is Cn. By 80 the projectile
will experience a couple depending on its motion with speed v in the

axial direction, and in a direction perpendicular to the axis with

speed u. The moment of the couple is

(c2 -c^uv,

where c
l ,

c2 are the effective inertias in the directions of v and a

respectively, what are denoted by Mx ,
M2 in 80 above.

Now let the shot have precessional angular speed fx
about an axis

parallel to the direction of the resultant momentum, that is, the

resultant of c
x
v and c2u. This is the direction of the impulse which

would be required to produce these components of momentum. If 6
be the angle which this direction makes with the axis of figure,

tan 0=c2u/cl
v.

We suppose the motion to be steady. The shot now "precesses" as

if it were an ordinary top (Fig. 112) spinning about a fixed point
with the line of resultant momentum vertical, and endowed with a.m.

Cn about the axis of figure, and an effective a.m. An sin 0, about an
axis 0E, at right angles to the axis of figure 0C, and in the vertical

plane containing DC. The couple A^acts about an axis represented in

the case of the top by 0D.
For steady motion, 272 above gives the equation

(CVi-^/xcos^/Asin = N. (1)

Now, since N=(c2 -c1)uv and tan Q= c
2u\cxv, we have

iV=-1

(c2 -c1)v
2
tan^,

and therefore (1) becomes

{Cn- A fi cos 6) fx
= -l

(c2 -c1)v
2 sec 6, (2)

c2

for we do not suppose that = 0, which would mean that the shot did
not swerve from the axial direction of motion given to it by the gun.

* The discussion here given is a version of that by Sir George Greenhill

(see "Gyroscope and Gyrostat," Encyc. Brit., 10th edition, vol. xxix.),
to whom most of recent investigation in this subject is due.
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The roots of the last equation are real if

t>*vt%^- c^ <3>

which gives the least value of n compatible with stability. In what

follows, we assume that n has the value given by converting this

inequality into an equation.

Now we can put c
t
=M+ M'ol, c2

= M+M'fi, (5)

where M' is the weight of the displaced fluid and a., f3 are coefficients

depending on the shape of the body. Thus

c2
-

Cl
= M'{fi-o.).

If (3 be the angle of rifling and d the diameter of the bore at the

muzzle of the gun,

A p j

(
5
)

=^W/?-.).|
If ku k2 be the radii of gyration of the body about the axis of

figure, and the other axis about which the body revolves with angular
speed fx

sin 0, we have, writing k for M'jM,

C=Mk\ A=Mk\+ M'k'l

and t^(S= (k:+ Kk'l)fP^~
K (^-a.) (6)

Now we may apply this theory to a shot in air, and in that case we

may neglect M'k''
2/M in comparison with kl, and write

tan*0= d*i*K(j3-oi), (7)

which, if a. and /3 are known, gives a lower limit to the angle of

rifling required for stability. Into the calculation of ex. and ft for

an ellipsoid, for which alone the discussion has been completed, we
cannot here enter. [See Greenhill, article on "

Hydromechanics,"
Encyc. Brit., 10th edition.]

For an automobile torpedo completely submerged and without

buoyancy M'=M and ^ = 1^(1 + 0.), c2
= M(l+/3\ so that

^2^2
a jri/i* i /'^l + o-zo \

-^r
= 4M2(h+ 1

2) i^pd
3 - -)

The a.m., C?i, is supplied by a rapidly rotating fly-wheel in the

torpedo with its axis along the axis of figure and running at a

very high speed, about 150 revs, per sec. In the Obry self-steering

torpedo, when the axis of the torpedo turns relatively to that of

the gyrostat, mechanism actuated by compressed air and started

by the gyrostat brings a rudder into action to restore the projectile
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to its course. In the Whitehead-Howell torpedo, the gyrostatic

apparatus (axis perpendicular to direction of motion) both detects

the deflection from the course and applies the restoring couples.

295. Rolling of a Solid of Revolution on Horizontal Plane.

Let (Fig. 141) be the point of contact of the solid with
the horizontal plane, G the centroid, GC the axis of figure,
and draw a vertical through G meeting the horizontal

plane in M, and a perpendicular from to the axis of

figure meeting it in N. Denote GN by x and ON by y.

Let F, F' be the components of friction at 0, the former

acting along the intersection of the horizontal plane and
the vertical plane, and the latter at right angles to the

vertical plane as shown, and let R be the reaction of the

plane on the solid at 0. What is called pivot-friction (by
the Germans "

boring friction"), the resistance to spinning of

the solid on the plane, is here neglected. For a body resting
on what may be regarded as a point its moment is very small.

Let be the inclination of GC to the upward vertical.

Now take axes at G, one along GC, the second, GD, at

right angles to the plane GOC, and the third, GE, at right

angles to GC in the plane GOC, all as shown in the figure.
If the solid turn about GC and CD with angular speeds n and

0, and about the vertical with angular speed i/r
counter-clock-

wise to one looking downward, the angular momenta about
the axes just specified are On, AS, Ayjs sin 0. Hence, for

the rate of growth of a.m. about GD, we get, by the process
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used in 261, the expression A6+ {Cn A\]s cos 6)\js sin 6.

Now the total moment of forces about GD is clearly

R(x sin 6 y cos 6) F(x cos 6+ y sin 6),

so that we get the>equation

A 6+ (Cn A\js cos #)\/r sin 6= i2(. sin 6 ?/ cos 0)

-F(xcos6+ ysin6)....(l)

Again, as in 2(51, we see that the rate of growth of a.m.

about GE is A\js s'm 6+ (2A\ls cos 6 Gn)6, and the only
force with moment about GE is F' . Hence we get

A<(r s\n 6+ (2Ayjs cos 6 -Gn)6 = F'x (2)

The motion of the axes produces no change of a.m.

about GC, and therefore

Cn=-F/

y (3)

Now let u, v be the speeds of the centroid parallel to OM
and perpendicular to the plane GOG respectively. Then,
since is supposed to be at rest,

u = MG. = (x cos 6+ y sin 6)6, v = yn \jsxsinO. ...(4)

Here v is taken in the direction DG. The rates of change of

momentum in these directions and along MG are given by

M(u+ v\fs)
= F, M(v-u\lr) = F\ Ml=R-Mg. ...(5)

These equations give the whole motion. A relation

between x and y is given of course by the form of the

surface.

For steady motion 6> = 0, 6= 0, u = 0, z = 0, \fs
= 0, so that

\js
=

/u, & constant, F' = 0, F=Mjul(julx sin ny), R = Mg.
Hence (1) becomes

{(C+My2)n- (A +if^2
)/z cos 6}/x sin 6

+ Mxy{nfA cos 6
jul

2 sin2
6)
= Mg(x sin 6 y cos 6). ...(6)

Since in steady motion u = v = 0, we have by the first

of (5), and the value of F for steady motion,

v = ny /uLX
sin 6,

that is v is constant. The direction of v turns round with
uniform angular speed //, and therefore G moves in a circle,
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and M in a parallel circle in the horizontal plane. But /ulv

is the acceleration of M towards the centre of the circle,

that is if r be the radius /ulv
= v2

jr and r=
v//ul. Thus

r=^ scsinfl (7)

The azimuthal motion
/ul

is in the counter-clock direction

to an observer looking from above on the solid, and there-

fore the circle has the position shown in Fig. 132.

296. Rising and Falling of Top Spinning on Rounded Peg.

We see that a top supported on a rounded peg rises under
certain circumstances. Initially the top is spun in various

ways, generally by throwing it from the hand so that it

alights on the ground on its peg. The speeds u, v, \js
are

small as a rule, the speed of rotation n is large. The
result is that the friction F' is for the turning indicated

in Fig. 141 in the direction there shown, and is as great
as the force R can make it : for the point of contact of

the solid, owing to the rapid rotation, slips back on the

plane, and the friction is not limited to that required for

pure rolling.
The total couple given by friction resolves into the

two components on the right of equations (1) and (2); one
accelerates the precession, the other reduces the spin about
the axis of figure. The axes GC, GD, GE show, by the

directions in which they are drawn from G, the sense of

the angular momentum about each. Now the acceleration

of the precession produces a.m. about the axis GD towards
which the precession is carrying the axis GO, with its a.m.

of amount 6V, so fast that the rate of growth

(Cn A\js cos 0)\jr sin

of a.m. is greater than the applied couple producing A.M.

about GD
;
and therefore A is negative, that is the cen-

troid of the solid, if before was zero, is now rising. If 6
is still positive, it is now diminishing, and the action is

towards raising the centroid of the solid.

We can study this quantitatively by means of the

equations. Multiplying both sides of (2), 295, by sin
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and substituting the value of F' given by (3), we obtain

jt
(A^ sin2 + On cos 6) + Gn

x-V cote
sin =

(1 )

Now let the solid roll on a part of its surface, including
the extremity of the axis of figure, which may be taken
as spherical of radius a, and let c be the distance of G
from the centre of curvature. We have then

(x y cot 0)/(y /sin 0) = c/a,

so that we get from (1), by integration, the result

^i/rsin
2

04-^(cose+ ^)
=
O%(cos^o+ ^),

(2)

where the constant expression on the right is the initial

value of the quantity on the left, for initially

= 6 ,
n = n

, \js
= 0.

Now n is being continually diminished by friction, and
if we suppose n large and therefore

i/r small, there will be

a value of 7i = n (cos0 -\-c/a)/(l + c/a). But, as the reader

may verify from (2), for this value of n, 6 = 0, that is the

body is spinning with its axis vertical. If this value

of n satisfy the condition' ( 270 above) Chi 2> 44 Wcjh,

steady motion in the upright position is possible ;
the top

will rise up and "
sleep

"
in the vertical position.

297. Disk or Hoop on Horizontal Plane, Oscillations about

Steady Motion. For a circular disk or hoop rolling without slipping
on a horizontal plane, equations (1) and (2), 295, become, since

#=0 and y= a-> the radius of the circular edge

J<M^-^cos<9)^sin0=-a(#cos<9-!-^sin6O/|

^(A^Bin
2
6)- Cnd sin 6=0, Y (1)

Cn=-F'a, J

with M(u+ v\P)
= F, M{i)-u\P)= F', M=R-Mg,

where (295) u = a,0 sin 0, v= an, =asin#. Thus

J/((9'sin 0+ <9
2cos + nxP)

= F, Ma{k-0xp sin 6)=F' (2)
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Hence we obtain for the first of (1),

(A + Ma2
)6+{(C+Ma2

)n
-
Axfcos 6}^sin 6+ Mga cos 6=0;

^(J^sin
2
<9)-(7w0sin 6=0,

f
...(3)

(C+Ma2
)n

- MaW^ sin 6=0.

Now, let the motion be steady. Then ^=0, $=0, 6=0, u= 0,
u = 0, v=0, h=0, and we get

{(C+Ma2
)n- A fx

cos 6}{i sin 6+ Mga cos 6=0 (4)

with v=na.
For a uniform circular disk, C=\Ma2

, A=\Ma2
,
and for a hoop,

C=Ma2
, A=\Ma2

.

Now, let n', &, fx
be steady values of n, 6, \f and n'+ v, 6' + a-,

fx+ ft be the values at any instant for a slight deviation from steady
motion. Then equations (1) become

(A + Ma2
)'6.+ {{C+ Ma2

)v- A$cos 6' + Ao^fxsm 6
,

}fxsm &]
+ {(C+ Ma2

)n
- A

fx
cos 6' }($ sin 6' + [xa. cos 6')\

-Mga.asm 6= 0,) ...(5)

A0 sin6'+ (2A[xcos6
- Cn)6.=0,

(C+ Ma2
) v

- Ma2
6Lfi

sin 6'= 0. ,

From the last equation, we get

(C+Ma2
)v =Ma2

oL[jLsm 6', (6)

since there can be no constant of integration. Substituting in the

first equation, we obtain

{A + Ma2
)a.+ (Ma2

a.Li sin ff - A $ cos 6'+ Aolll sin &)ll sin &\

+ {(C+Ma2
)n- Afjicos &}($sin 6

1 + [jlolcos 6') I ...(7)

-
Mga.a sin 6=0.)

Putting now a.= r sin (pt -f), (3
= s cos (pt

-
f), and substituting in

the last equation, we obtain

{(C+Ma2)n- A fx
cos 6'} f

i cos 6
1

1

s = +(A+Ma
2
)(tx

2sm2
6'-p

2)-Mgasm 6' \ (8)

r
~

{(C+ Ma2
)n - 2A f

i cos & }p sin 6'

'

>

Again, substituting in the second of (5), we get

s _2A\xcos 6' - Cn
r Ap sin ff

The value of p
2 can now be obtained by equating the two values of

sjr. It is given by the equation

A {(K+ Ma2
n)fx cos & + Lf

x
2 sin 2

6' - Mga sin & } \

2_ +(^-^ /xcos6>')(A^+J/a
2
/i-J/Jtcos^) \ (9)

p jzr~ 'J
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where K=Cn- A/jl cos 9', L = A + Ma2
. Here 0<7r/2, and therefore

p
2 is positive if n be great enough. Thus, there is a real period of

vibration, and the motion is dynamically stable, if the rotation be

sufficiently rapid.
If n=0 and #=7r/2, that is, if the body only turn in azimuth with

its axis horizontal, as a coin spins with its plane vertical on a table,
WehaVG {A+MaW-Mga (10)p A+Ma2

' V ;

which is evidently positive if jx be sufficiently great. This shows,

moreover, that for a coin spinning very rapidly, the period of an
oscillation about the vertical position is approximately the period of

the azimuthal rotation, for then p
2
=fx

2
nearly.

For a hoop the equation for p2 reduces to

p
l Sna{n - /x

cos 6')+ 3a/x,
2 -

2g sin &
/^ I

\

~~Sa
''

V

If the hoop is spinning about the vertical so that w= 0, we get

?=f-Va 02)

298. Condition that a Disk or Hoop may Roll Upright in

Straight Line. In the steady motion of the hoop, the radius of

the circle in which the centroid moves is na/fx, which agrees with

(7), 295, for here ,v=0. The radius of the circle in which the point
of contact with the horizontal plane moves is therefore

na/fi+ a cos 0=a{n+ fi cos 0)/fx.

This also holds for a circular disk in steady motion in the same way.
In order that the disk may roll upright stably along a straight line,

we see from (11), 297, that

2_ C(C+Ma2
)n

2 -AMga (l)P ~
A(A+Ma2

)

V ;

The condition therefore is n2> .

'

, r .,. (2)
C(C+Ma2

)

For a hoop this is n > V m
andfora uniform disk it is n> \ $- (4)

The hoop is therefore more stable than the disk, requiring for the

same radius less speed of rotation, in the ratio of \Js to 2, in order to

remain upright.
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EXERCISES IX.

1. A heavy flywheel is pivoted at the extremities of a horizontal
diameter AOB, and this diameter is carried round a vertical axis

through its centre with uniform angular speed ll. At a point P at

distance a from the centre on a diameter at right angles to AB an
additional weight w is attached. Find the equation of motion.
Take as axes OA, OP and the axis OC of the wheel drawn from on

the other side of the vertical from OP. If be the inclination of OP
to the downward vertical, the angular speeds about OP and OC are

fxcosO and /xsin#, while the angular momenta are AfxcosO and
(C+iva

2
)[xsin Q, The total rate of growth of a.m. about OA is there-

fore, by 9,
- (A + iva2) + (C+ wa2

) ll
2 su\ d cos 6 -Afx

2cos 6 s\n 6, and
the moment of applied forces is wgasinO. The equation of motion
ls

(A + iva2)
- (C+wa2 - A) [x

2cos sin 6= -wgasm 9.

'
2. A top is set in rapid rotation and is placed on a frictionless

horizontal plane with its axis inclined at an angle t9 to the vertical,
and is constrained by two smooth planes parallel to the angle 0, so

that its axis must remain in that plane. Prove that the top must fall.

No action of the constraining planes can alter the energy of rotation,
or the angular speed 0. If = when 0=0O ,

and A be the m.i. of the

top about a horizontal axis through its centroid, we have

h {
A #+ rfsin2

. fr }
= wgl(cos 6 - cos $).

The left-hand side is positive, so must be greater than 6 .

[It is important to remember that any constraints may impair the

stability of a top or gyrostat. Conclusions, for instance, derived from
the behaviour of a top mounted on a tray as in 283, where a certain

diameter of the flywheel is constrained to remain horizontal, cannot be

regarded as necessarily holding for a top perfectly free to precess

e.g. a planet rotating in free space.]

' 3. A gyrostat is suspended from a fixed point by a string of

length a fastened to a point P in the axis of rotation, and is in steady
motion with the axis horizontal. Prove that if a. be the angle which
the string makes with the vertical, n the angular speed of the flywheel,
h the distance of the point from the centre of gravity of the gyrostat,
M the mass of the gyrostat, and C the moment of inertia of the
wheel about its axis, M2h2

tan <*-=gpi ~2 (h+ a sin oc).

[The string applies horizontal force Mfx
2
(k+ a sin a.), and the gravity

couple is Mgh. Thus
fx

2=M2
g
2h2

/C
2n2

,
and so horizontal force

=M*g2h2
(h+ a sin u.)\C

2n2
.

By equating this to the horizontal component of the pull exerted by
the string and the gravity of the top to the vertical component, the

reader will obtain the required result.]

o.d. 2M
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4. A simple conical pendulum is inclined at an angle a. to the

vertical, and its length is I. Find the period of a small oscillation

about the steady motion.

5. A ring of wire, of radius c, rests on the top of a smooth fixed

sphere of radius a, and is set rotating about the vertical diameter of

the sphere with an angular speed n. Prove that the motion is

unstable if n2c* < 2g(2a
i -c2

)\fa^^. [Math. Tripos, 1885.]
Since the ring moves on the surface of the sphere it may be regarded

as a top turning about the centre of the sphere.

6. Show that a gyrostat, balanced and free to turn about an
axis AB through the c.g. at right angles to the axis of rotation, is

in stable or unstable equilibrium with the axis of rotation vertical

according as the rotation of the wheel is with or against the earth's

rotation. Show also that if the gyrostat be placed with its axis of

rotation horizontal in the meridian, and the axis AB vertical, it will

be in stable or unstable equilibrium according as the direction of

rotation of the wheel is from west to east or from east to west.

Show that the periods of oscillation about the positions of stable

equilibrium are 2tt \JA JCno> sin A, 2ir *JA jCnu) cos A, where n is the

angular speed of the flywheel, w that of the earth about its axis,
and A the latitude of the place.

7. Two intersecting rods are at right angles to one another. One
is placed vertical, the other can turn in a horizontal plane about the
lower end of the first. The ends of the axis of a gyrostat slide freely on
these rods, and the axis (of length 2a) is initially inclined at an

angle Q to the vertical, when also the horizontal rod is turning
with angular speed xj/

. If at time t the inclination of the axis to

the vertical is 0, and the azimuthal speed \p, prove that

(Ma2+ A)(^sin
2
0-iposin

2 eo)+ Cn(cosO-coseo)=0,

(Ma2+ A) 6+ {C?i
- (Ma2+ A)if cos 0}i/s sin O + Mga sin = 0,

where M is the mass of the gyrostat and C and A are its principal
moments of inertia. [The m.i. of the case about the axis of symmetry
is neglected. Take axes at the centroid and apply the method of 26.]

8. Four rods, each of length 2a, are freely jointed together so

as to form a rhombus. At the centre of each rod is a gyrostat of

mass M, the axis of which is along the rod. The rhombus is hung
with one diagonal vertical, and the hinges at top and bottom are
attached to rods which swivel in hooks, so that the frame can turn

freely in azimuth, while a weight that does not turn is hung at the
lowest point.
The gyrostats are all equal and are set spinning with the same

angular speed n, in the same direction in each case to an eye looking
downward along the rod. A weight W is hung at the lowest point :

prove that if the angle at the lowest point be 2a., the arrangement will
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turn with steady azimuthal angular speed fx given by
{ Cn - (A + Ma?) p. cos a. }/x+ (23/+ W)ga= 0.

[Discuss each of the two gyrostats on either side, as in Ex. 7.]

Find the period of oscillation about this state of steady motion.

[It was stated by Lord Kelvin in his lecture on "A Kinetic Theory
of Matter" [Popular Lectures and Addresses, vol. i. p. 238] that this

arrangement forms a spring balance which is drawn out a vertical

distance proportional to any addition of weight made to IF, and
vibrates vertically when disturbed just as a spring balance does,
that in fact, if the rotating and precessing masses were enclosed in

a case leaving only the hooks accessible, it could not be distinguished
from a spring balance. The reader may endeavour to verify these

statements.]

9. Considering the earth as a rotating body with its centroid at

rest in space, find the equations of motion of a particle with reference

to axes O.v, Oy, Oz drawn from the centroid parallel to the horizontally

southward, the eastward, and the vertically downward directions at

a point P on the surface.

The coordinates of P are thus 0, 0, a, where a is the vertical distance

of P from 0, approximately the earth's radius at the point. Let the

direction of the gravitational force O on unit mass at P make, as in

Fig. 39, a small angle 6 with the vertical. The components of gravity
at P are G cos(^7r -f 6) along O.r, zero along Og, and G cos along Oz.

The angular speeds (clockwise) are wcosA, 0, and wsinA, if n be
the angular speed of the earth's rotation and A the geographical
latitude (see Fig. 39). The coordinates of any other point P with
reference to these axes are x, y, z, and the components of force there are

Z+6'cos(!tt+0), F, Z+G cos

due to gravity, with components X', ',
Z' due to any other applied

forces. The equations of motion are therefore

i;-2*/ftsin A+w2 sin A (z cos A - x sin A)= X+X' - 6' sin 8,

y+ 2xnsin\ 2zncos\ n2y=Y+ Y,
z+ 2yn cos A ti

2cos X(z cos A - x sin A)=Z+ Z'+ G cos 6.

If, as is generally convenient, the axes be taken in the directions

specified, but from P as origin, it is only necessary to substitute z+ a
for z in these equations, and to add, on the right, force-components
equal and opposite to those required to give the acceleration n2acoa A,
of a particle at P towards the earth's axis of rotation.

10. Apply the equations of last example to a simple pendulum
suspended from P and executing small vibrations under gravity.

Change the origin to P
,
as explained in Ex. 9, and neglect terms in

n2
x, n

2
y, n2z after this is done. If F be the pull per unit mass applied

by the thread to the bob, X=-Fx/l, T=-Fy/l, Z=-Fzjl=-F.
These are the only applied forces besides those due to gravity.

Verify that the third equation gives F=G cos 6=g, nearly, where

g is the apparent force of gravity on unit mass.
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Verify also that the first two equations of motion are, if a> be written
for n sin A, and G sin be neglected,

x~2o)y+^x=0, y+ 2(x>x+y=0,

and that these equations are satisfied to terms involving w
2
by

x= a cos mt cos cot, y= -a cos mt sin o)t,

where m2
=g/l. Hence when =0, .r=a, y=0, and at time t,

r= -fa?+y2= cos mt, tan-1 (y/#) = - w.

The plane of vibration therefore turns round relatively to the axes

Ox, Oy in the direction opposed to the earth's rotation with angular
speed co = ?isinA, an effect which is due to the turning of the earth

with angular speed ?isinA under the pendulum.
This is the theory of Foucault's celebrated pendulum experiment

for demonstrating the earth's rotation experimentally. After some

preliminary trials it was carried out on a large scale at the Pantheon
in Paris in 1851. The pendulum there consisted of a ball of lead

weighing about 28 kilogrammes, carried by a steel wire 67 metres

long. Underneath the pendulum, with centre vertically under the

point of support, was a circle of wood 6 metres in diameter divided
to fourths of a degree. Round part of this was placed a thin ridge of

sand which was cut through by the pendulum, and gave a register
of the turning of the plane of vibration relatively to the earth. A
smaller concentric circle enabled the turning to be traced for a longer
time, about 5 or 6 hours in all.

The period of turning at the latitude of the Pantheon is theoretically
31 h. 47 m. 14*6 s., and the pendulum appears to have shown a period
of about 32 hours. The experiment was repeated immediately and

successfully in the cathedrals of Reims and Amiens, and at other

places. Extreme care is necessary to make the suspension perfectly

symmetrical. [See Travaux Scientifiques de Foucault, Paris, 1878.]

11. Writing the equations of motion of the pendulum, referred to

in Ex. *&, in the completer form (origin at P )

x-2<Dy + (
- w2

J
#= 0, if+ 2wi +

(f
- co

2

)y
=

0,

prove that they are satisfied by x=a cos mt, y= a sin mt, where m is

a root of the equation
m2+ 2wm- ,

|
+ w2= 0.

Show that the motion of the bob is in a horizontal circl e, in one case

in the direction of the earth's rotation in period 2-ir/\fgjl
-
w, in the

other in the opposite direction in period 27r/\^g/l+io.

[These two periods are perfectly analogous to the two periods of

circular vibration of an electron moving in a plane at right angles
to the direction of a magnetic field.]
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12. Show that if a body be let fall from rest at a point at distance

h above the origin of coordinates, the equations of motion are

approximately
x 2yn sin A= 0, y-\-2x?is\n X-2'zn cos A= 0, z+ 2yn cos A=#,

and that after time t by the initial conditions

x - 2yn sin A= 0, y + 2xn sin A 2zn cos A= 2hn cos A, i+ 2yn cos A = gt.

Hence show that x= {\gt
2 -h-z) tan A.

But very approximately h ~{-z)= \gt
2
, , and so .

=
practically.

There is therefore no southerly deviation of a falling body from the

vertical.

Using this result in the second equation, prove that when the

height h has been fallen through,

y= igt
3 n cos A,

13. Apply the equations of Ex. 11 to find the deviations of a pro-

jectile fired from the origin with speed v at a small elevation a in a

plane inclined at an angle <f>
to the plane of the meridian.

The first integrals obtained are

x - 2yn sin A= v cos x cos
</>, y + 2xn sin A - 2zn cos A= v cos a. sin 0,

z + 2yncos A= gt
- v sin a..

Find values of x and z by neglecting the terms in n in the first and

third, substitute in the second and find y. Substitute that value in

the first and third and so find a second approximation to x and y.

Verify that

x= vt cos a. cos
(f>+ vt2n sin A cos a. sin

</>,

y= vt cos a. sin
</>
- vt2n(sin A cos a. cos < + cos A sin a.)

-
^ngficos A,

z -vt sin a.+ \gt
2 vt2n cos A cos a. sin <.

The terms in n are the deviations.

Work out for v= 2400// s, a= 4, A = 56N, =
0,

= 45.

14. The resultant angular momentum of a body movable about a
fixed point is FI, and the body is acted on by a couple of moment XH
about the axis of //, where A is a constant. Find the equations of

motion, and show that they can be reduced to those for the body acted
on by no forces.

[Use Euler's equations, 251, and the substitutions Xt'= e
Kt

1,

p'
= e-

M
p,....]

15. A body which can turn freely about a fixed point at which two
of the principal moments are equal and less than the third, is set in

rotation about an axis inclined to that of maximum moment of inertia.

It is acted on by a retarding couple proportional to the angular speed
whose axis is that of rotation at the instant. Show that the axis of

rotation will tend continually to coincidence with the axis of unequal
moment.

[Thus near coincidence of the axis of figure and axis of rotation of

the earth, does not prove that such coincidence has always existed.

Astron. Notices, March 8, 1867.]



CHAPTER X.

GENERAL DYNAMICAL METHODS.

299. Dynamics of a Connected System of Particles. Work
due to Constraints. Section IV. of the Second Part of the

Mecanique Analytique of Lagrange contains an exposition
of a general method for the solution of all the problems
of a system of particles moving under any prescribed
conditions. It is proposed to explain that method here,

with the modifications necessary to enable it to be applied
to a class of problems, such, for example, as the rolling
of a disk or hoop on a horizontal plane, for which the

method in the original form fails to give the equations
of motion.

We suppose for the present that friction is excluded, and
that the conditions under which a system of n particles
moves are expressed by the m equations (m<3?i) which
connect the coordinates x

lt ylt
zv x

2 , y2 ,
z
2 ,

... , xn , yn ,
zn

of the particles at time t with one another, and also, it may
be, with t :

/lOl> Vl> ZV X2> Vv Z
2>

' > Xn, Vn, Zn ,
= 0,

J2\XV Vl> ^1> X2> V%> Z2> '"
'
Xn> 2/w ^n> )

= ^>
.(1)

/mOi, yv z
,
x
2 , y2 ,

z
2 ,

...
, xn , yn ,

zn> t)
= 0..

These are the equations of constraint or simply the

constraints. According as t appears or not in these

equations, the constraints are said to be variable or in-

variable. Fixed guides along which some of the particles
move are an example of invariable constraints; if the
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guides are themselves in motion, the motion will be

recognised by the explicit appearance of t in the equations
of constraint, which are then variable.

If the components of active force (63) on a specimen

particle of mass m be X, Y, Z, and Sx, Sy, Sz be any
variations of the coordinates of the particle which are

possible acccording to the conditions which exist at time t,

we have, summing for all the particles,

?,{m(xSx+ ySy+ zSz)} = Il(XSx+YSy+ ZSz) (2)

We cannot, however, equate coefficients of Sx, Sy, Sz on
each side, since the forces X, Y, Z are not necessarily the

onty forces which act on the specimen particle ;
a sum

2(X&c+ YSy-\-ZSz), due to inactive forces, which is zero,

is left out on the right-hand side. But if we replace (1) by

! &i+m &2+ ... +m*/i+ ... =0;

| &1+| &2+ ... +g^+ ... = 0,.
3a;

1

?>x
l

1
0.

(3)

we have a set of equations connecting Sx, Sy, Sz for each

particle which coexist with (2). Now let the first of (3) be

multiplied by \, the second by A 2 ,
and so on, and let the

sum of the products be added to (2). We get

^{m(x8x+ y Sy + zSz)}

= Z(XSx+YSy + ZSz)+(\^+ \2^+ Sx
l

+ '

dx<
+ X,

dx J
&c9 +....

...(4)

It is possible, as we shall see, to choose \, X
2 ,

...
,
Xm

of such magnitudes that the coefficient of each Sx, Sy, or

Sz shall be zero in (4), and of course the multipliers can be
taken of such dimensions that every product of the form
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\df/dx . Sx shall have the dimensions of work. Thus we
get the equations, Sn in number,

mx -X + A 2^+ A 2^4- +A ^
m2*2=Z2+ X

1--+X2
- + ... +X,~,

.(5)

That A
l5
A

2 ,
... can be thus chosen is clear from the fact

that we have 3% coordinates and m multipliers \, A
2 ,

. . .
, A.,H ,

3n+m in all, and that the Sn equations of (5) and the

m equations of (1) give 3w+m equations wherewith to

determine them.
The equation (4) of virtual work (so called because

Sx, Sy, ... are virtual displacements, that is any arbitrary
small displacements possible under the conditions of the

system, as they exist at the instant t) only holds for the

conditions of the system at time t. If we consider actual

displacements dx, dy, ..., effected in an interval of time dt,

we have to replace (3) by

^
1 +^2+...+|^^1+ ...+|^ = 0,]dx

x

2

tyi dt

.^+g^+...+fi

^1+ ...+!^o )

dx
t+ = 0.

...()

If we multiply these respectively by \, A
2 ,...ATO and

add, we get

(7)
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and so the whole work done in an actual displacement
of the system in consequence of the fulfilment of the

m equations of condition (1) is

If we multiply W, the first by x
x ,
the second by x2 ,

... and

add, we get by the result just obtained, since

dT/dt= 2{m(xx+yy+zz)},

The interpretation of this result is that the time-rate of

increase of the kinetic energy is equal to the rate at which
work io done by the forces X

lt
F

1?
Z

x ,
... plus the activity

^f+^f+---+^t' (9)

due to the forces brought into play by the varying of the

kinematical conditions (1), 299. Hence when

3/iM a/a/as,...

are all zero, the fulfilment of the kinematical relations has no
effect on the energy of the system. Thus if the forces

X, Y, Z,... are conservative, that is, are derived from a
function V of the coordinates only, the sum of the kinetic

and potential energies remains constant during the motion,

provided t does not appear explicitly in (1).

300. Reduction to Independent Coordinates. From (1) of

299 any m of the Sn coordinates can be determined in

terms of the other 3n m, or k, coordinates. Thus, by
elimination by means of (1) of any chosen m coordinates,

say the first m, the discussion of any problem may be
reduced to one regarding a system characterised by k

independent coordinates. Instead of using the k coordi-

nates left, we may substitute k parameters qv q2 , ..., qk1

which are known functions of the coordinates. These are

connected with the x, y, z coordinates by definite relations
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such that the x, y, z for each particle can be expressed
in terms of the parameters, either by finite equations

or by differential relations

Sx = a
lSq 1 + a

2Sq2+ ...+akSqk ,\

Sy = b
lSq1 -^b2Sq2 + ...+bkSqkA (2)

Sz = c
xSqx + c

2Sq2 + . . . + ckSqk . J

Of these equations there must be as many sets as there

are particles, and they take full account of course of the

connections or constraints of the system, as expressed in

(1). The displacements typified by Sx, Sy, Sz are arbitrary,
but must be such as can take place under the conditions

of the system (1), as they exist at the instant t. If t appear
explicitly in (1), the actual displacements which take place
in dt in pursuance of the motion are given by

dx = a
1dq 1+ a

2dq2+ . . . + akdqk+ a dt,\

dy = b
ldq 1+ b

2dq2+ . . .+ bkdqk+ b dt,
|

(3)

dz = c
1dq l+ c

2dq2 -f . . . + ckdqk+ c dt,}

where dqv dq2 , ..., dqk are the actual variations of the

parameters in dt. The coefficients a, b, c are zero if t

does not appear explicitly in the conditional equations (1),

299, when the displacement specified by Sqly Sq2 ,
...

, Sqk

is one that is consistent with the conditions of constraint

as they exist both at time t and at time t-\-dt. We have,
in the general case,

x= a
xq x+ a

2q2+ ...+ akqk+ aA

y = b
lq 1 +b2q2 + ...+bkqk + b,\

(4)

301. Generalised Coordinates. Th e parameters q 1 ,q2 ,...,qk

are called the generalised coordinates : they are supposed
to be such as suffice to express the configuration of the

system at any instant. It may be remarked here that

there are cases in which the motion can be expressed in

terms of velocities (for example in the motion of a rigid
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body, the angular speeds of a body about its principal axes
which are fixed in the body), unrelated to coordinates

which fulfil this condition.

It is important to observe that the differential relations

(3) may or may not be equivalent to a set of finite

equations like (1). If they are, alf a2> ...
,
bv b

2 ,
...

,
c
x ,

c
2 ,

...

must be partial differential coefficients

d<p/dq1} d<f>/dq2 ,
...

,
dx/dqi , *xfat* ... , dx/r/dq^ ty/dq2t

...

of equations (1), 301, and one set of conditions for this is

da
x _ da

2 9<x
1 _ da

3

db
t _ db

2
96

1 _ db
3

dq2 ~dq'i Wz~Wi

(1)

The finite equations (1) and the differential relations (2)
of 299, then, express exactly the same thing one can
be derived from the other.

But if (1) and all the similar equations are not fulfilled

by the coefficients av a
2 ,

...
,
bv b

2 ,
...

,
a complete set of

finite equations does not exist, and the conditions (2)
of 299 are not integrable, as a whole at least.

302. Holonomous and Not Holonomous Systems. Derivation

of Lagrange's Equations. Lagrange's equations were given
for the case of finite equations of condition, and that these

exist has been tacitly assumed in most of the expositions of

the subject since his time. That they "fail" for the case

of non-integrable relations has been pointed out by several

writers, and systems are now called holonomous or not

holonomous, according as the constraints are or are not
defined by finite equations.
We shall now derive the equations of Lagrange from the

equations of motion of a system of free particles ;
as this

mode of derivation shows very clearly where the assumption
that the system is holonomous is introduced, and where,
therefore, the process should be corrected if the system is

not holonomous.
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The equations of motion of a system of particles are of

the type jfyx-X, my=Y, mz = Z, (1)

and, of course, these are the equations of a particle of a

connected system, when the forces due to the connections

are included in X, Y, Z.

Now, from (4), 299, find the values of x, y, z. They are

x = a
lq l+ a

2q2 +...+ akqk+ d
xqx+ d

2q2+ . . . + dkqk+ d, . . . (2)

with similar equations for y, z. Thus we get

2{m(a1
x+ bjj+ c

lz)}
= I,(a1X+b1Y+c 1Z\\

^{m{a2
x+ bjj+ c

2z)}
= ^{a2

X+ b
2Y+c2Z)ri (3)

The quantities on the right-hand side are called the

generalised forces of the Lagrangian system, and will be

denoted in what follows by Qlt Q2 ,

It will be observed that, by (3), 300,

2(X8x+Y8y + Z8z)
]= ^(aiX-i-b1 Y-{-clZ)Sq1+ ^(a2

X + b
2Y^c2Z)Sq2

\

= QAi+ Q2
S

2+ +&% J

Thus any Q is the coefficient of Sq in the expression Q Sq
for the work done in a possible variation of the parameter q,

and is not necessarily a force in the true dynamical sense
;

e.g. if Sq is an angular displacement Q is a moment of

dynamical force or a couple. Q does not depend on any
of the inactive forces, that is, forces such as those due to

guides and constraints which are invariable. Thus the

results obtained from a system of free particles hold for a

constrained system.
Now, by (2),

a
1
x+ 6

1^>c 1
= (a?+^+c?)g1 +(a1

a2+6A+ c
1
c2)^2 +...

,

j

+ a
1 (d 1qi+ a2q2 +...)+ b

l (b 1q1 + b2q2 +...) \ (5)

303. K.E. in terms of Generalised Coordinates. The ex-

pression of the right-hand side of this equation, by means
of the kinetic energy transformed to generalised coordinates,
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is the characteristic feature of the Lagrangian equations.
To effect this transformation we substitute on the right-
hand side of the equation

T=i2{m(^+ 2/
2+ i2

)} (1)

the values of x, y, z given by (4), 299. Thus we obtain

T=l,{A nfi+ 2A 12q42+2A 13qlq3+ ...

+ A 22ql+ 2A 23q2q3 +...+A 1q l +A42 +...+A kqk+A }, ....(2)

where A u ,
A 12 ,

...
, A^, A 23 ,

... are functions of the co-

ordinates qu q2 ,
...

, qk . The expression thus consists of a

homogeneous quadratic function of the speeds qlt q%1 ... , qkJ
a linear part, A lq A + A 2q2+...+A kqk ,

and a term A which
is a function of the coordinates only. These will be
referred to below as T2 ,

T
x ,
T .

304. Generalised Components of Momentum. We notice in

the first place that from (2), 303, we have

= A nql+ A 12q2+...+A lkqk+ A v.

oql

^ = A l2ql + A 22q2 +... + A 2kqk+A 2> ,

'p.rn

^= A,kq, +A 2kq2 +...+A kkqk+A k .

The expressions on the right-hand side are called the

generalised components of momentum, and will be denoted
in what follows by pv p2 , ..., pk . Equations (1) enable
the speeds qv q2 ,

...
, qk to be expressed in terms of

pv p2 , ..., pk and the coefficients An ,
A

12 ,... (which are

functions of the coordinates qlt q2 , ...), and therefore also

the kinetic energy to be expressed in terms of pv p2 ,
...

, pk

and functions of the coordinates. It is to be observed that

the determinant (A n ,
A

22 ,
...

,
A kk) of equations (1) cannot

vanish, since if it did the values of qv q9 ,
...

, qk given by
these equations would be zero, and T would be zero.
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305. Equations for Holonomous System. Modified Equations

for Not Holonomous System. Now we have, taking first

the coefficients av bv c
1}

d
a

x
x+ b

xy+ cxz
=^ (ax

x+ b
xy + c

xz)
- (a^+ b

xy +k\
and therefore

2{m((^*+ 6
1y>c 1iJ)}=^[{2m(tt1

^+^ + c
1i)}]l q)

^{midjX+ b
xy + 6^)}. )

But if we form J2{m(#
2+ 2/

2
-f-

2
)}, or T, from the values

of x, y, z given in (4), 300, we get

?,{m(alx+b1y+ c
1z)}=^r, (2)

and therefore obtain

2{m(a1x+b1y+c1z)}=^ ^-^{m(d1x+b1y+e1z)}. (3)

Again, by the value of T thus formed

^{mid^+b^ + c^)}

\dx dt da. dv dt da, dz dt daJdq1

'

dy dt dq x

'

dz dt dqx

provided the relations (1), 300, are derivable from a set

of k finite equations, for then av bv e
}
are partial differential

coefficients dx/dqv ... of xv yv z
x expressed as there shown.

Now
d dx_ d dx . d dx . d dx . d dx ,_

dt^- l̂^+^^ q^--'^ k̂ ^ qk+
dtdq'''

{b)

Hence, since dx/dq is supposed to be the partial derivative

with respect to q of an explicit function of qlr qt, ... , qk ,
we

e 3 Sr_3 3a; d dx _ d dx d dx_d dx

dq'1 dq~dqdq1

>

dq2 dq
=
dqdq^

'"'
dtdq

=
dq di'

and therefore

d dx d (dx .
,
dx .

, ,
dx .

, dx\
"

di Z-q
=
d-qK^

+^- + --- +^+W- (6)

j . .,
t p d dy d dz

and s.m.larly for ^ Jf
-.
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Thus we get

d dx _ dx d dy _dy d dz _dz ^
dt dqx

~
dq^ dt dqx

~
dqx

'

dt dq1

~
dq^

^ '

and therefore

vr r -j/ , -u ^T dx dT dy dT dz dT
/fiX

1 v x x n dx dq 1 dy dq 1
dz dq x dq 1

v '

Therefore, finally, (4) can be written, on the supposition
italicised above, in the form

dtdqx dq~^1 W
Similar equations are obtained for the other coordinates

such as

dtdq2 dq~^ (1U)

and so on. These are Lagrange's equations. The kinetic

energy T is supposed expressed as a function of the

generalised coordinates qlt q2 , ..., and of the speeds of

these coordinates qly q2 ,
...

;
and is, as stated above, in the

most general case the sum of a homogeneous quadratic
function and a linear function of these speeds, with a
function of the coordinates only added.

The forces X, Y, Z are in many cases derivable, in part
at least, from a function V of the coordinates which
we call the potential energy, and which may also contain
the time explicitly. We have then, if Q[ be the part of the

force independent of V,

V.^dV. dV
2(a1

Z+ 6
iy+cA)-=-Kai|^+^+idx l

dy
x dz

\dq1
dx dq x dy dqx

dz / dq^

(ii)

provided, as before, that a
l
= dx/dq1 ,

If this proviso is

not fulfilled, the part of the force which depends on V
cannot be written in the form dV/dq 1

.
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We get thus the equations of motion of a holononious

system

dt dq2 dq2 dq2

2 '

(12;

If the system is not holononious, we have, by (3), 305,

(13)ddT
dt dq2

- 2 {m(d2
cc+ b

2y+ c
2z) }

= Q,

where the summations are taken for all the particles of

the system. These equations are applicable in all cases.

In the very common case in which besides the finite

equations of condition certain non-integrable relations also

hold (as in the problem of the hoop discussed in the preced-

ing chapter) the generalised coordinates can be reduced in

number by taking account of the latter relations by the

method of multipliers, as used in 299 above. The

equations of motion are then found by expressing the

kinetic energy in terms of the remaining coordinates and

proceeding in the usual manner.

306. The Lagrangian Function or Kinetic Potential. If we
write T V= L, we can, since V does not contain any of

the speeds q19 q2 , ...
, put equations (12), 305, in the form

dtdqx 3ft

~ Vl '

d dL_'dL
dt dq2 dq2

,

(1)

so that the system may be regarded as having only kinetic

energy of amount T V, that is the potential energy, V,
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with its sign changed may be regarded as a part of the

kinetic energy of the system, destitute of terms involving
the q s. Thus, for aught we know, the energy of configura-
tion of a system may be really kinetic energy of changing
(but unobserved and uncontrollable) coordinates of a system
linked with that of which the motion and configuration
are being considered.

L is called the Lagrangian function and sometimes the

kinetic potential. It is interesting to consider its value for

a system which may be divided into two parts for which
the coordinates are qv q2 , ..., qi and s

lf
s
2 ,

... , Sj respec-

tively, and which are such that the T contains no product
of the form qs. The kinetic energy may therefore be

divided into two parts T\ T'\ one which contains only

squares and products of the q s and another which contains

only squares and products of the ,ss. For a g-equation of

motion we have

dt dq

"
dq ~*~dq~V

y K '

or, if U=V-T", as

d_-dT dT'.-dU_
dt dq dq+dq-V W

Now, so far as the motion depending on the gs is

concerned, the part T" with its sign changed may be classed

with the potential energy V. Thus, as Sir J. J. Thomson
has suggested, the potential energy of a system may be
kinetic energy depending on speeds of coordinates distinct

from the qs, and incapable of direct observation, but

involving the ^-coordinates, so that the potential energy is

a function of the configuration of the parts of the system
the motion of which can be traced.

In this case the value of L is T U; that is, of course.

r+ T"-V,orT-V as before.

Ex. To illustrate what precedes, we take the motion of a particle
of mass m in a plane curve. If at time t the radius-vector drawn
from a fixed point be of length r, and make an angle 6 with an axis of

x drawn from the same origin, the coordinates of the particle are
x= r cos 6, y = r sin 6, and therefore

sb=r cos#-r$sin 0, y=rs\n B+rdcoxO.
g.d. 2N
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Hence, for the kinetic energy T, we have

2T=m{(r cos 6 -r6 sin 0)
2
+(r sin 6+rfrcos d)

2
\ a)

or 2T=m{r2+r262). J

If we apply (13), 305, to the problem of finding the r, 8 equations
of motion of the particle, we have to take the first expression for

the kinetic energy. We obtain

d dT ..

at or

We have to subtract from this the quantity (derived from (4)),

d d
m(r cos 6 - r$ sin 6) -g (cos 0)+ m(r sin 6+ rd cos $) -r- (sin 6) ;

that is, mrff2
,
which could, of course, be obtained at once by writing

down ?)Tfdr. Hence the r- equation of motion is

m(r-r62
)
= R;

where R is the applied force in the outward direction along r.

For the ^-equation we have

^^=m (r
26+2rre\

dtdd

By (13), 305, we have to subtract from this

-im (r cos 6 - rB sin 6) -r (r sin 6)+ m(r sin + rO cos 6) -r (r cos 0)

or zero. Thus the ^-equation of motion is

m(r2
6+2rr6)= e;

where 9 is the generalised force perpendicular to the radius-vector.

But diT/d9=0, and so the ordinary form of Lagrange's equations

gives the same result.

This example illustrates the important point that the form of the

equations of motion given in (13), 305, cannot be applied to the
kinetic energy as given in the equation

T^\m{fi+ rW).

The operations indicated in the second terms on the left of the form,

2{m(a 1
;t;+ 6

1i/ + c
1i)},

must be performed with reference to the fundamental equations from
which the expression here written for the kinetic energy has been

derived, that is, the equations which embody the conditions to which the

system is subject. The axes of reference along which the speed com-

ponents r, rd are taken are specialised in such a way that in the

formation of T the quantities sin 6, cos 6, which appear in the values
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of x, y with respect to unspecialised axes, have been replaced by
and 1

;
and unless we go back to the fundamental expressions

r cos 6 -r9 sin 0, r sin 6+ rd cos 6, the process of equations (13), 305,
cannot be carried out.

It will be observed that in this example we have

9 (cos 0)
= -^ (r sin 0), ^ (sin 6)

=^ {r cos 0),

so that the conditions [(1), 301] of integrability are fulfilled, and
therefore it is impossible to proceed in the ordinary way by
calculating ?)T/dr, and subtracting .it from mr. The .functions of

r and involved in ^m{(r cos 6 -rO sin 6)
2+ (r sin + rd cos 0)

2
} and

in \m{r
2
-\-r

2 2
) are the same, and so in the latter case the ordinary

process remains applicable, though then, apparently, the integrability
conditions are unfulfilled. This explains why in many cases, as in

the example first given and in others, the ordinary form of Lagrange's
equations is applicable and the form in (13) is not. The latter can

only be applied when the expressions for the speed components,
whatever they may be, are those which arise from the kinematic
conditions of the system. Different modes of breaking up the
kinetic energy into a sum of squares correspond in general to

different sets of conditions and involve different sets of forces
;
for

two entirely different cases of motion may correspond to the same

expressions for T and Vt
if one be holonomous and the other not.

307. Examples on the Lagrangian Equations.

Ex. 1. By the equations of the type

prove that equations (13), 305, can be put in the form

which reduces to the ordinary form when the integrability conditions
are fulfilled.

Ex. 2. A simple pendulum is hung from a fixed point and is of

constantly varying length. Find the equations of motion.
Let r be the length, 6 the inclination of the thread to the vertical,

and
yjr

the inclination of the vertical plane containing the thread to a
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fixed vertical plane, all at time t. The components of speed are r, r$,

rxpsm 0, and the kinetic and potential energies are given by

T=\m (r
2+ r2&+ r2^

2 sin2 0), V= - mgr cos 0.

Hence, since the system is holonomous, we find

dT/dr = mr, dT/dd=mr2
6, dT/dx/s

=mr2
t sin2 0,

dT[dxfr=0, dT/dr=r&\ 3 Vidr= - m cos 0,

dT/d6=r
2
t

2
sinecosd, dV/d$= mgr sin 6,

and the equations of motion are

r -r&=gcos$,

r$ + 2rd+ r\j/
2 sin 0cos 0= -gsin 0,

r^ sin + 2r^ sin + 2r^0 cos 0=0.

If the motion is in one plane ^= 0, and the equations are

r rff2=g cos 0,

r6+2rd= -gsin 6,

and if r be constantly zero, we obtain the equation of the ordinary
simple pendulum

0+2 sin (9=0.
r

Ex. 3. A particle moves without friction on a straight line which
turns uniformly about a given vertical straight line : to find the
motion.

Let the turning line be inclined at the angle ex. to the vertical,
and r be the distance of the position of the particle at time t from the

point of intersection of the turning line with the plane drawn so as to

contain the fixed vertical and be perpendicular to the horizontal

projection of the turning line, a the distance of that projection from
the fixed vertical. Then we have for the kinetic and potential
energies f2 + (ez

2+ r2 sin2
ex>2

,

and T= ^ m{r
2 - 2a>ar sin ex.+ (a

2+ r2 sin2
a.) eo

2
},

V-= - mgr cos ex..

Hence

-^r
=mr - muta sin

ex.,
-rr- =mru* sinJ

ex.,
~ = - mg cos ex..

The equation of motion is therefore

The particle moves as it would if the turning line were fixed and a

repulsion mwtr sin2oc were applied.
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Ex. 4. A particle moves without friction on a right circular

cylinder with axis vertical, the radius of which (initially a) increases

uniformly with the time : to find the motion.
At time t the radius r is a(\+kt), where k is a constant. Taking

coordinates from an origin on the axis of the cylinder (x, y horizontal,
and z downward), we get .r= a(l+^)cos $, y= a{\ + kt)sin 0, and
therefore

i'= -
a{\ + ^0 sin 6+ ak cos 6, y = a (1 + kt) 6 cos 6+ ak sin 0,

so that r=ima*{(l+kt?P+k*}+^ V=mg{zQ -z),

if z= z
, initially. Hence 'dT/dO=ma2

(l + kt)
2
0, and the equations of

motion are i

%{a*(l+kty0}
= O

t z=g.

Thus a2
(l+kt)

20=a%, z= %gt
2+ bt+ c.

This is an example of constraint varying with t.

Ex. 5. A rigid body is suspended from a fixed support by means
of a piece of steel wire attached at a point in a principal axis, OC, of

the body through the centroid, and so short that it may be taken as

untwistable, while yielding freely to bending forces in all vertical

planes containing the wire. It is required to find the equations of

motion with reference to OC, and two other axes, one OD at right
angles to the vertical plane through OC, and a third OE perpendicular
to these.

Take fixed axes Oxyz through the point of support coinciding with
the positions of the principal axes OA, OB, OC at time t, and denote
the angular speeds and moments of inertia about them by p, q, r,

A, B, C. Then, if x, y, z be the component speeds of a particle at

x, y, z, we have for x, y, z,

x= qz-ry, y= rx-pz, z=py-qz,
and T=^2[m{(qz-ry)

2+ (rx-pzy+ (py-qz)
2
}],

which do not depend on the special conditions of suspension.
From this we obtain

-^-=?[m{-(rx-pz)z
+ (py-qx)y}],

and therefore, since the axes of reference are principal axes,

+ 2[m{y(py -
qx) +y(py+py -

qx)]\.

If now we subtract from this, according to (13), 305, the expression
H,[r,i{-z(rx-pz)+ y(py-qx)}], and take account of

y=rxpz, z=py qx, Aq= H,{m(xz-zx)}, Cr= '2{m(yx xy)},
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we get Ap (BC)qr, which is to be equated to the moment L of

external forces about the axis for which the angular speed is p and
the m.i. is A. Thus

Ap-{B-C)qr=L,

one of Euler's equations ( 170). The other two equations can of

course be obtained in the same manner, and may be inferred from
this.

Now, taking account of the suspension, we see that the body must,
if the wire do not twist, change the inclination to the vertical of

the principal axis, to which the suspension is fixed, by turning about
a horizontal axis, OD say, at right angles to OC, and that the angular

speed about OC is \f/(cos0\). Let the axis OA (angular speed p)
make an angle \fr with OD, then i/r will change with angular speed ip.

We get thus for the angular speeds about OA, OB, OC,

p = 6 cos \[r+ \p
sin ^sin

-

^, q=- sin
^fr+ \p sin costy, r=ip(cos0-]);

and if at the instant ^=0, p = 0, q= \f/
sin 0, rif/ cos 0.

The /?-equation of motion is therefore

A (<9+ ft sin 0) + {B-C)ft sin #(1
- cos 0)= - mgh sin 0.

The ^-equation is, since rp= ij/0(cos0-l),

B{$ sin 0- ^(1 -cos 0)}+ (C-A)0xjs(l -cos 6)=0.

The third equation of motion is

<7{^(1 -cos 0)+ ^sin 0}+ (A -B)0^sin (9= 0.

If the axis OC be one of symmetry, the first two equations become

A0+\2A -C-(A- C)cosW2 sin 0=mghsin 0,

A$ sin 0+(C-2A)0xP(l -cos 0)
= O.

[For the discussion of the motion of this body when a fly-wheel with
its axis of rotation along the axis of symmetry is contained within the

bob of a pendulum, see a paper on Lagrange's equations, by A. Gray,
in Proc. R.S.E. vol. xxix. 1909. See also 284, 287.]

Ex. 6. Find the equations of a rigid body turning about a fixed

point under gravity. [Equations of an unsymmetrical top.]
Here the body is left free from restriction imposed by its mode of

support. Let a., (3, y be the direction cosines of the downward
vertical with reference to the principal axes through in their

positions at time t, and
, rj, ( be the coordinates of the centroid

with the same axes. Then the vertical force mg gives components
mg{a., /?, y) along the axes, and the moments of these forces about the
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axes are mg(yr)~ (3\ mg(a.-y), wi<jr(/3 a.?/),
and therefore the

equations of motion are

Ap-(-C)qr=mtfyr,-p{),

Bq-(C- A)rp = mg(a{- y),

Cr -(A- B)pq= mg((3
-

ouj).

But oc, /?, y are also functions of the time
;
the axes are carried

with the body, and hence, by 15, we have, since a point on the vertical

through remains at rest,

cL-yq+ /3r=0, $-a.r+ yp= 0, y-fip+ ct.q
= 0,

with, of course, the condition a.2+ /3
2+y2= l.

308. Appell's Dynamical Equations. A new system of

dynamical equations has been given by M. Appell (Mec.
Ration, t. ii.) which are applicable to both holonomous
and not holonomous systems. If we square equations (2),

302, and form the sum

S=^{m(x*+yz+ z*)}, (1)

the "kinetic energy of the accelerations," as it has been
called by analogy, for the whole system, we express the

function S in terms of the generalised accelerations and

speeds, and of the quantities a
x ,
d

x ,
a

2 ,
d
2 , ... , bv b

lt
...

,

and clearly

^ = 2,{m(ai
x+ b

iy + c
iz)}.

Hence we get

!=. |-<* I-* <*>

The partial differential coefficients are most conveniently
formed in practice by multiplying, say for d8/'dqv the first

of (2), 302, by mait the second by mb
it
and the third by

mCi, and similarly for all the particles ;
the sum of these

products is dS/dq^
These are Appell's equations. They are as a rule much

more convenient than the modified Lagrangian equations

(13) of 305, for the solution of problems regarding not

holonomous systems.
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As an example we take again the motion of a particle in

a plane dealt with in 305. Here, calculating x, y and

squaring, we get

8= \m(j
2- 2'rr6

2+ r2 4+ r2 2+ 4r*00+ 4r2 2
),

and therefore

|Lm(r
- rO2

),
~= m(r2 + 2rrfl)

=m% (r
2
6),dr -$()

at

so that we get the same equations of motion as before.

309. Hamilton's Transformation of Lagrange's Equations.

Lagrange's equations admit of a remarkable transforma-

tion due to Sir William Rowan Hamilton. Let equations

(1), 304, be solved for ql , q2 ,..., qk ,
in terms of the

components of generalised momentum, and the values be

substituted in the expression for T, which then becomes a

function of the ps, made up, if the untransformed ex-

pression was, of a homogeneous quadratic part and a linear

part in terms of the p s and a function of the coordinates.

The transformation of the equations of motion can be

investigated by the following method, given by Jacobi

(Vorlesungen uber Dynamik). Consider the function K
defined by the equation

K=2qp-Ts , ..(1)

where Ts is T supposed expressed in terms of the ^s.

[For clearness we shall denote T when expressed in terms

of the speeds, the ^s, by Ts ,
and when expressed in terms of

the p s, the momenta, by Tm .]

Now, let the coordinates be subjected to slight variations

Sq x , Sq2 , ..., qk ,
and the speeds to slight variations Sqlf

Sq2 ,
...

, Sqk ,
which are all consistent with the conditions

of the system as they exist at time t. Then, if K become in

consequence K+6K, and T become T+oT, we have

SK=2(2iSq+ qSp)-STs> (2)

where Sp is the variation of p due to the changes Sq and Sq
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and therefore, by (2),

SK=Z(qSp)-z(^~&q) (3)

So far, each Sp has been taken as depending on the

related Sq and Sq, regarded as independent variations. But
if we please, we may take the gs and ps as independent
variables, that is the Sqs and Sps may be arbitrarily

assigned, and the change Sq deduced from them. The

expression for SK holds in this sense.

But now, if K be expressed in terms of the variables

p and q, we have

SK=2^Sp+2^Sq, (4)

and, since in each case the variations p and Sq are arbitrary,
we may identify (4) with (3), and obtain the typical equations

dK dKm dTs r5)

dp
*

dq dq

which are of great importance. They enable the typical

Lagrangian equation ^ ^j, <^rp

dtl$q~dq
=

^'

to be transformed to Hamilton's form, which, written along
with its companion equation, gives

dp dK n dK .

,
.

i+^ =ft
^--ft

(6)

where it is to be remembered that K is a function of the

q s and the p s.

It will be noticed that if Ts is a homogeneous quadratic
function of the qs, that is, if the equations which express
x, y, z in terms of the gs do not involve the time explicitly,
K= 2T, and that then (5) become

dTm dTm dTs />j\

dp
*

dq dq

and Hamilton's equations are of the form

dp dTm n dTm (9
.
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If we now suppose that each Q is derivable from a

function V of the coordinates (and it may be also explicitly
of t) by the relation dV/dq = Q, and write H for K+ V,

where K is supposed expressed in terms of the ps, then,

since V does not contain any p, we can write the two

equations (8) in the form

dp_ dH dq _dH /q\

'dt~~'^q
,

~di~dp*
which typify Hamilton's so-called canonical equations of
motion of a connected system. There are as many pairs of

such equations as there are variables. It will be observed

that the system is supposed to be holonomous. The
function H is called Hamilton s reciprocal function.

Ex. 1. Verify the relations

dq dq
1

"
dp

by direct differentiation.

On the left K is supposed to be a function of the ps and the qs.
If the ps were replaced by their values given in (1), 304, so that K
is expressed in terms of the qs and the qs, that is, becomes Ks ,

we
should have ^^ (?P) +M.

dq
~

V dp dq) dq
'

But we have also by the definition of K,

dKs ( .dp\ dT
dq~

Z
Vdq) dq'

*=f f~%
Ex. 2. A particle moves in a plane and its positions are referred to

axes Ox, Oy which turn with constant angular speed n about 0. If

the forces on the particle are derivable from a function V of a: and

y, it is required to find the equations of motion in the canonical form.
The equations of motion are, by 1 4,

?)V dV
m(.v

-
2ny n2

x)= -~-
, m(i/-\- 2?iot, - n2

y)
= - ^ .

From these we can deduce, by multiplying the first equation by #, the
second by y, and integrating, the equation

(x
2+ y

2
)+ V-m -= {x

2+y2
)
= const.,

which is the equation of energy.
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Now write q^
= x, qiy, m{x ny)=p x , m(y + ?ix)=p2 ,

and substitute

in the energy equation. The result is

^iPi +
mncL$+ 2 (^2

- nwqif+V~i mn2
(q\+ q = const.

The expression on the left is the function If for this case, and the

canonical equations are
. _ dll . JbH
Pl~~dqi

> 9l~^
.. dH . dff

where q x , q2 , P\, p2 ,
H have the values specified. The reader may

verify that the insertion of these values leads back to the equations of

motion in terms of .v, y.

Ex. 3. Find H for the motion of a particle under the action of a
central force which is a function V of the distance. Find also the

equations of motion.

We have here T=^m(r2+r26r2

).
Write mr=p l ,

mr2d=p2 i
so that

the coordinates qlt q2 are r and 9, and p2 is the a.m. about the centre

of force. We obtain T^-^p^+p^lr^jZm, and therefore

The equations of motion are

p t
= -

dff/dqi , p2
=- dE\?)q2 ,

that is, m(r-r<9
2
)= ~^T, m~(r2

^)
=

0, .

since the coordinate does not appear in H.

310. Variation of H with the Time. We now calculate

the total rate of variation of H with the time. We have

dH ~fdH \ : [dH A dH

which, by the canonical equations, becomes

db~W V '

that is, the total time-rate of variation of H is equal
to the partial differential coefficient of H with respect
to t explicitly appearing in the expression of the function.
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(2)

But since H=K+V, this result may be written

dt ~u + m dt* dt'

by the definition of K, (1) 309.

Thus if H is not an explicit function of t, it is a constant,

h say, that is, h=T+V, or there is conservation of energy
in the system. This is also the case, it may be noticed, if

dt" dt
'

that is, we have then K+ V=h.

Now, by the definition of K, we have

K= 2T
2+Tl

-T=T
2
-T

(

and so, when K-\- V=h,

T,-T +V=h
or T-T^-IT^+V

(3)

=*. J

(4)

Ex. Prove that, if t do not appear in the equations of condition,
and D be the discriminant of the function Tt ,
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to the other. Let us suppose variations 8q, 8q to be made in each
coordinate q and the corresponding speed q, that is, let the mode of

passage or "
path

" from one configuration to the other be slightly

changed without any variation of the terminal values of t. The
variation of L is

(#*M*>~dq J ~\'dq

so that, if t
x
- t be the time of passage,

and thus we get

where the integrated terms for the final and initial configurations are

distinguished by the suffixes 1 and 0.

If now we assume as a new dynamical principle that the variation

of the time integral of L is to vanish for the passage, the integrated
terms and the terms under the integral sign must vanish separately.

If, for example, the initial and final configurations be the same for

different adjacent paths of transition, the integrated terms are zero at

each limit. We get therefore the typical Lagrangian equation

dtdq 'dy
{S)

for a system, the forces on which are derivable from a potential
function V.

So far no variation of t has been imposed, that is, the time of

passage has been supposed the same for all the transitions.

312. Ignoration of Coordinates. Let certain coordinates

be absent from the equations of condition of a holonomous system,
while the speeds qi+lJ ..., qk appear, then it is possible so to modify
the function L that the equations of motion for the coordinates

<7j, q2 ,
...

, q i may be formed as if the speeds ^t
.

+1 ,
...

, qk did not exist.

Taking the unmodified L, we have

tr- --' t= (1 >

&-* - 1=^ (2)
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where ci+i, ...
, c^are constants. Hence if L

x
denote the function L as

modified by the elimination of qi+1 ,
...

, qk by means of equations (2),

we have

dL
l=
dL dL dq^ dL_ dgi+2

dq dq x dqi+1 dq dqi+2 'dq

4^--if^
3

-ff+---<
<*>

and in the same way
dL, dL 9</i+i dqi4.o , .

a*=3J
+c>+> -w+c^

-ff
+- C)

where q is any of the coordinates qly ...
, qv

Thus we get

d_dJ 1̂ _dLx_dL dL_dL (ddq^ dgi+1 \ f
.

dt dq ~dq~dtdq dq
n
'\dt' dq

"
dq r { }

But 1^_^=
dt dq dq

'

and therefore we get from (5),

d dL
l
dL

l (d dqi+l dqi+1 \

dt^~d^~
Ci

^\di'dq'~~W)''' ( '

But this is precisely what we should obtain if we constructed the
function 7 , T . m . . ,_,.L=L-ci +xqi+x -ci+$i+i -...-ekqk , (7)

substituted for qi+ i, ... everywhere their values as given by (2), an
then with LI as thus expressed wrote

d_d_L__dL
dt dq dq~

V -' K*

for any coordinate in the series qu q2 ,
...

, q{
.

This theorem is due to Dr. E. J. Routh (see Stability of Motion.,

p. 61). It is proved in a paper on Lagrange's equations, by A. Gray
(Proc. R.S.E. 1909), that for a not holonomous system equations (13),

305, require no modification in order that coordinates represented
only by their speeds may be ignored, except the elimination of these

speeds by (2).

Ex. We take for comparison the problem of Ex. 2, 307. Here
the coordinate

\fr does not appear while
\p does. Now we have

L= A m(r
2 + r2 ff2+ t*fr sin2

0) + mgr cos 6.

But dL/dif= mrhj, sin2 $ = c.

Hence the modified function is

L'= \ m(r
2+ r262

) + mgr cos 0,

from which \p has been eliminated as directed. Thus we get

dL'Jdr= mf, dL'/dr= mrff2+ mg cos 6.

:
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The equation of motion is therefore

r-rfo+g cos 6=0.

Similarly, the ^-equation can be found.

313. Meaning of Integration of Equations of Motion. Hamil-
ton's Differential Equation. Now let us reverse the process of

311 and begin by assuming the Lagrangian equations which have
been otherwise established. Thus we get, from (2), 311,

^MSK-'GK- <>

fh
Thus, if we write S= Ldt, we have

SS^ipSq^-^ipSq^ (2)

to which must be added 'dSfdt .St, if t is not taken as independent
variable, and is therefore made to vary. The function S was called

by Hamilton the Principal Function.
This expression is very important in connection with the integration

or the equations of motion (9) of 309 above. Such integration means
the expression of Z, or Z/, as a function of t, and of 2k constants of

integration (there are k independent coordinates), so that S is obtained

by integration in terms of these 2+l quantities, which may be the
time t and the 2k initial values of the pa and qs, typified, we
suppose, by (p , q ). Thus, in (p0i <? ) and (p, q) with t we have 4 + l

quantities connected by the k equations of motion or their integrals,
and the k equations q=dq\dt. Thus any 2k of these can be found in

terms of the other 2+l. If the 2k chosen to be found in terms of

the remaining 2 + l be (p, p ), and these be substituted in already
expressed as above, we obtain S as a function of t and (q, q ).

The variation of S when thus expressed is

S5=s
(f^),

+2(?M n
- (3)

If we compare this with (2), we see that

Tq=^ dfo
= ~P" (4)

But
-dt=

L
=Tt +^\^h (5)

since in the most general case t is explicitly contained in S, and

implicitly in the qs. But by (4), this is

or ^+2(^)_y+ r-0,
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that is with ^{pq)~ T replaced by its value in terms of (dSfdq, q),

This is the Hamiltonian differential equation. A second differential

equation was given by Hamilton, but we shall not discuss it here.

314. Jacobi's Theorem. It was shown by Jacobi that if a

complete integral of (6) is known, that is an integral which contains

k constants, au a2 , ..., a /: ,
besides the additive constant, the canonical

equations can be integrated, for let the integral S be expressed in

terms of ql9 q^ ...,' qkt and t , 2 , ...,*, then if blt b2y ...,bk be Mother

constants such that

dS - ZS
,

3>S . ...

SBf*' KJ-
1* as-** (1)

these equations, together with

sgr*' asT**
"" wrPk ' (2)

are the integrals of the canonical equations of the type

dq _JdH dp _ 'dff ,.,,

di'lty' dt~~"dq
( ;

This proposition is proved indirectly as follows. If a known
integral of the equation (6) is substituted in that equation, the left

side identically vanishes. Differentiate then any equation 'dS/da-bi

with respect to t, which can be done, since S is supposed known in

terms of q l , q2 , ..., qk ,
t. We get

'dT l̂

+'d^1

q + --' +
dqk

da l

q><- (4)

But by the first set of canonical equations this becomes

d*s
|

d*s m
|

-&s 3#_
(5)

'dt'dcii 'dq{dai'dp x

'"
'dqk dcii'dpk

But the differential equation (6) of 313, differentiated with respect
to ,, gives veM^.jar^

'daidt
r

dp 1
dai

'"
'dpk 'dat

'

for, since & in (6) is a function of qlt q2 , ..., qk
and the constants

au a2 , ..., a
k ,

these constants must be contained in thep l , p2 ,
. .., pk

of

the function //, from which as it stands in (6) the constants are

supposed to have been eliminated.
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Now substitute in the last equation obtained the values indicated

by pj
=

'dS/?)qj y
and we get dpJfdai 'd'

2
S/dai'dqJ

. Thus equation (6)

becomes ^
^

d2S a#
+ |

d*S 'dH=Q (7)
'da-i'dt 'da{dql 'dp l

'"
'da i'dqk 'dpk

'

which agrees with (5). The first set of canonical equations are thus
verified.

The second set can be verified in a similar way. Begin by
differentiating p l

=
'dSfdqi

with respect to t, and substitute for the qs
and for pi

from the canonical equations. This gives, since p^'dffjdq^

dll d2S d2S dff &S Vff
=0 (8)

3 'dt'dqi 'dqldq.dp 1

'"
'dqkdq,dpk

~

But (6), 313, gives

dq.?t
+

-dqi

+
d dSdq:dq 1

+ - +
d dldqiqk

' W
dqi dqk

and if the values of px ,p2 ,
...

, pk
be inserted in this from the equations

(2), we obtain (8). Thus again there is verification.

315. Case in which H does not contain t. Tf the function does

not depend on t as an explicit variable, (6) of 312 becomes

i+A =

where h is put for the constant value which, as we have seen, H now
possesses. Integrating from tQ (

= 0) to t, we obtain

S=-ht+ W(qu q2i ...,qk ,
alt a2 , ..., a

k_v h) (2)

The function W is the value of Hamilton's Characteristic Function

[S+ITt- H t
~\
when //does not contain t. It is a complete integral

of (1) for each value of h ; that is, it is possible to choose the constants

,, ...
,
ak-i so as to give for any chosen value of h arbitrary values of

'dW/dq l , ..., ^>W[dqk_ x ; and, conversely, if these constants can be so

assigned, If is a complete integral of (1). For if we desire that
3 Wfdqx ,

...
,
9 Wfdq^^ shall have certain arbitrary values

(Pi)o> (K>o, > (P*)o>

for tn, {q x\, (q2)o, , (<?*)<),
we put h = hQ ,

the corresponding value of

h, and then the value of 3 Wfdqk
is that given by the value h

{)
of H.

The equations
dW 3If dW . .

fvs

give the "path
"
by the first k 1, and the time of passage is given by

the last.

g.d. 2
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316. Examples on Jacobi's Theorem.

Ex. 1. Prove that the path of a particle the position of which is

defined by three coordinates q XJ q2 , q3 cuts the surfaces W=C at

right angles.
Let x, y, z be the component speeds of the particle at x, y, z and

&e, 8y, 8z the components of a step perpendicular to the direction

of motion. Then the condition of orthogonality is

x 8x+ y 8y+ z 8z= 0.

Now, from the equations

^=<(?i>?2,?3)> .y=x(?i>?2>?3)> z=f(9u ?2> q-i\

find x, y, z, 8%, 8y, 8z and T. Then it will be found that the condition

of orthogonality is

_^l+ _^2+_o?3=0.

But since px
=9Tfdq 1 ='dW[dqli ...

,
this is

dw. dw, dw n

which proves the proposition.

Ex. 2. If any coordinate, qx say, be absent from H, so that ZThas the

form H(pu p2 i >-<Pk , <?2> 9s* > 9*' 0> show that, with a.
x
a constant

Ex. 3. Prove that if coordinates q x , q2 ,
...

, qt
be absent from H,

S= a.
xq x + cx..

2q2 + ...+a.
iqi
+ U(t, qi+x , qK).

Ex. 4. Find the function W for the motion of a particle under the

action of a central force which is a function -?>V/or of the distance

of the particle from a force centre.

By Ex. 3, 309, we get

and therefore the differential equation (1), 315, is

into which 6 does not enter explicitly. Hence, we can write

W=a.0+R,
where R is a function of r only. Hence, the differential equation
becomes ;-*.
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Thus R =
fdryJ2m(h- V)-~,

so that W=a.e+ Jdr^2m(h- V)-^-

The finite equations are therefore

dW r dr

'2m(h-V)- V2J r^2?

r mdr'dW_ r mdr

The former of these last equations gives the path, the latter the time
of passage from any position to any other. [The student should work
out for V=\p/r\ V= ft/**.]

Ex. 5. Discuss the elliptic motion of a planet referred to three

coordinates. [Jacobi, Vorles. ii. Dynamik.]
Let the mass of the planet be 1, and adopt, to begin with, Cartesian

coordinates. Then,

Now, at time t = t
,
let the planet be at (.vQ , y , %), and at time t be

at
(.v, ?/, z). Then, if p be the distance between these two points,

show that

\ r/ \ or1 J rp op or \ op /

Next, putting <x= r 4- ?" + p, (r'=r+ r p, show that

dW_dW dW dW_dW dW
'dr So- 'cV 'dp o\r "cV'

so that

and the differential equation is

fdW\*^.^w-^y
=
Mcr-o-')-^(o-2-0+^ ((T

"">0-
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Show that this can be integrated by splitting it into the two,

so that -*r =y/u.\ , ^-r= v/x V
<3cr

r "
4cr Oct

' v 4ocr

Giving the + sign to the first and the sign to the second, and

putting \*Jula= sin
<f>,

show that

/<*

Ua _ u r<f>

so that W=\fajx(sin 2< + 2( - sin 2<' -
2<f>').

Ex. 6. By giving the same sign to 'dWJckr and dTF/cto-', show
that a second ellipse is obtained through the same initial point
and having the same centre of force, and the same length of major
axis.

Ex. 7. Show that in Ex. 5, dW/dh= (2a
2
/p)dW/da, and hence find

t-t
, proving Lambert's theorem [ 146 above].

Ex. 8. By calculating 3 W/dr0l find the equation of the path.
Write s= o--r

,
s'= cr'-r

,
so that s= ;*+ /o,

s'= r -
p, and show that

2 V a}& V u 2 * aj g
. > w+ rn

Hence noticing that

div.

o

'ds _r r cos 'ds _ rQ r cos 9

dr
~

p
' dr

~
~~p

'

calculate c)TF/<3r ,
and show that the path has the equation

(l !

r -rcoa$\J4.a-<r _ A _ r -rcosd\ J*a-<r'= c

where C is a constant.

317. Lagrange's Equations for Impulsive Forces. The

equations of Lagrange may be modified in the following-
manner for the case of impulsive forces. We have only
to integrate each over the infinitesimal time t, during
which the impulsive forces act. The integral of any finite

quantity, such as dL/dq, over that interval is zero. Thus
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we get, putting / for the time integral of the impulsive
force Q,pp = I. The equations are therefore

Pi-(Pi) = I
i> P2~(P2) = I

2> > P -(!>*)= **> -CO

where the brackets denote values of the quantities en-

closed for the beginning of the interval t.

If T
s be a homogeneous quadratic function of the speeds

qv q2 ,
...

,
we have

that is,

T-(Ts)
= ^[{p-(p)}{q+ (q)}-p(q)+ (p)q]. ...(2)

But if the terms in ^E{p(q) (p)q} be written out in full,

it will be found that the sum is identically zero, so that

(2) becomes

T,-(Ta)=lZ[{p-(p)}{q+ (q)}]
= lZ[I{q+{qm (3)

Thus if W be the work done by the impulses in time dt we
have, since there is practically no displacement of the

system effected in time t, and therefore no work done

except that represented in the change of kinetic energy,

318. Reciprocal Relation between Two States of Motion.

The theorem 2 {?($)} = 2{0>)g} (1)

proved above is very important. It shows that if p, q,

P'> i' typify tne momenta and velocities for two possible
motions of the system, we have

M' +p*%+ +w* =p'Ax +P*A+ + PA> (2 )

for one motion can be produced from the other by a

properly chosen system of applied impulses. It has

analogies in different parts of physics, the explanation of

which is afforded by general dynamical theory.

319. Motion Started from Rest by Impulses. Theorems of

Bertrand and Lord Kelvin. If the system be started from

rest by the impulses, we have

^=KM+M+*''^)=Wa+U+-^jA) (!)
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We can now prove two important theorems due to

M. J. Bertrand and Lord Kelvin respectively. They may
be stated as follows :

Bertrand's Theorem. A material system is set into

motion by definite impulses applied to certain points, while

the rest of the system is constrained to move by the in-

ternal connections : the kinetic energy taken by the system
is greater than that for any motion which could be brought
about by the applied impulses together with any system of

impulses which do no work on the whole.

Kelvins Theorem. A material system is set into motion

by impulses applied to certain selected points, such that

these points are given assigned velocities, while the rest of

the system takes the motion to which it is constrained by
the connections : the kinetic energy taken by the system is

less than that for any other motion (produced by another
set of impulses), for which the selected points have the

same velocities.

We shall prove the two theorems together. First divide

the generalised coordinates which specify the configuration
of the system into two groups qv qt , ... , qv q'v q%i

...
, q

'

and let pv p2 , , pt
, PV P^ , P- he the momenta which

measure the impulses applied. We have for the kinetic

energy 2T=2(pq)+ 2(p'q') (2)

For another system of impulses p+ Sp, p -\-Sp, for which
the velocities are q+ Sq, q'-{-Sq, we have

2(T+ST)= I.{(1>+ Sp)(q+ Sq)}+2{(p'+ Sp')(<i'+ 8q)),...(3)

and therefore

2ST=^(qSp+pSq+ SpSq)+ 2(q
/

Sp-\-p
/

Sq
/

-{-Sp
,

Sq). ...(4)

Now let the impulses p'v p'^ ... be all zero, so that the

two systems of impulses the effects of which are to be

compared are pvp2 ,
...

t p. f and^, p2 ,
... ,p., Sp'^Sp'^ ...,Sp'.,

and take the first set as those applied at the specified

points ;
then by the conditions of Bertrand's theorem, we

have
2{Sp'(q'+ Sq')}=0 (5)

But since Sp = 0, 2ST=It(pSq+ q'Sp'+ Sp'Sq) (6)
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Now (p, q, 0, q) and (p, q+ Sq, 8p', q-\-8q) define two
states of motion of the same system, and therefore, by the

theorem of (2), 318, we get

that is, 2(|) 8q) = 2(q'8p') = -
2(8p'.8q'),

by (5). Hence 26T= -2(8p'Sq') (7)

Thus the motion produced by the second set of impulses
has less kinetic energy than that produced by the first

set by the amount 1,(8p'8q').

For Lord Kelvin's theorem we have, since the speeds
of the first set of points are the same for both sets of

impulses, 8qlt 8q2 ,
...

, 8qt
all zero, with, as before,

Then 28T=2(q8p+ q'8p'+ 8p'8q'), (7)

and in the same manner as before the theorem of (2), 318,

glVGS
2(q8p+ q'8p')

= 0.

Thus we have 28T= 2(8p'8q')t

or the kinetic energy of the first motion is smaller than
that of any other motion with the same velocities q^,

q2 , ..., qt by X^p'Sq'), that is, the kinetic energy of the

motion which combined with the first motion would give
the second.

As Lord Rayleigh has remarked (Theory of Sound,
vol. i. 79), both theorems are consequences of the fact

that the imposition of any constraint on the system
increases the effective inertia of the system. [Thus, if

there were only a single coordinate, the inertia might
be regarded as measured by the ratio p/q.] If then the

qs be fixed, any constraint, for example that required
to make the velocities of q^ q2 ,

...
, qk the same as before

for the second set of impulses, will increase the value of p
and therefore the kinetic energy ;

and on the other hand, if

the ps be fixed, the constraint will diminish the <?s,
and

diminish the kinetic energy.
Of these theorems, 218 and the examples there given

are illustrations.
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EXERCISES X.

1. A heavy particle moves without friction along a vertical

guiding circle which turns with uniform angular speed about a

vertical axis in its own plane. Write down expressions for the kinetic

and potential energies of the particle, and find the equation of motion

relatively to the circle.

Find the positions in which the particle can rest in equilibrium on

the circle.

2. A particle is constrained to remain on a plane which turns

about a horizontal axis in the plane with uniform angular speed w.

The particle is otherwise free, and moves without friction.

Show that if r be given by the equations y= rsinw^, z=r cos bit

(z vertical), the equations of motion are

x=0, r - ioh-+ g cos o)t 0.

Integrate these equations completely.
Show that if at time t the particle be at rest on the plane at distance

a from the axis of rotation, the distance r at time t is given by

r^laie^ +e-^-^-Je^-e-^+^smiot.2 v '
A(az 2(0^

3. Discuss the motion of a falling ladder the ends of which bear

against a horizontal floor and a vertical wall. [Take the ladder as a

uniform beam of length Z, and the coefficients of friction at its ends

as both equal to unity.]

Show from the equations of motion that if be the inclination of

the ladder to the horizontal at time t,

&$-Pfr+glsm6=0,
and putting 6=<f>, integrate this equation.

4. A vertical shaft is hollow and has a hollow projecting horizontal

arm in which slides, without friction, a particle of mass m. To that

particle is attached a string which passes inwards along the arm, over

a pulley at the junction of the arm and the shaft, and then down
"

along the inside of the vertical shaft to a second particle of mass m\
which it carries at the lower end. The masses of the string and

pulley are negligible. The vertical shaft is set rotating about its axis

with angular speed w by external forces. Find the energy of the

system, and the equations of motion.
If T be the kinetic energy of revolution of the particle m, and dW

the work done in time dt in driving the system of two particles, and
r be the distance of m from the vertical axis, prove that

^= t
{log(rW)}dt.

5. A particle is moving in a tube in the form of a plane curve,

which is rotating in its plane with angular speed to, about an axis
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rigidly connected with it. Show that if there be no friction the

tangential and normal accelerations are, with the usual notation,

dv dv v dv
v-i <D

2r -j- + top, |-2wy+ <o
2 + <yr

ds as r '

p
r ds

6. Prove that a self-contained system is in stable equilibrium in

a configuration for which its potential energy is a minimum.
For all configurations near that of minimum potential energy the

potential energy Pis greater than the minimum value V in question.
Consider the neighbouring configurations in which the potential

energy is greater than V by the amount e where e is any small

positive quantity that is assigned. If in any configuration whatever
in the neighbourhood of the given one the energies be T and F, we
have T+V=Tn+V0i where T is the kinetic energy which corre-

sponds to F . Now by hypothesis V> V
,
and so T<T . If now, as

we suppose, T be small, we have V(=T + V T) less than T + V .

By taking T < e, we see that Fcan never reach the value F+, that
is none of the neighbouring configurations for which V= V + e can be
reached by the system. Further, since T < T

,
the speeds must all

remain below an assigned limit.

7. The particles of a system execute small vibrations about a

configuration of equilibrium. Show that the kinetic energy and the

potential energy are quadratic functions of the coordinates relative to

the equilibrium configuration.
Let c

x ,
c2 ,

... be the equilibrium coordinates, and c
l +q l ,

c2+ q.z ,
...

the coordinates at time t. We suppose that second and higher powers
of qu q ,

... may be neglected in comparison with qi,q2i themselves.

By (1) 300, we have

#-#*,*, ...)+fc^+fc^+...,
-...,

*-&^+&gj;+...,
Hence, forming the expression T=^2{m(x2+y2+ z2)}, we get

T=\{anq\+ 2a^qxq2+ ...+aQ2q\+2a^qz+ ...\

where aUJ a12 ,
... 2.2 ,

... are constants.

Again, for the potential energy, we have

since c)V /'dcl ,
'dV /dc2i ... are all zero for a configuration of equi-

librium, that is to say

8. Prove that the Lagrangian equations of motion derived from
the kinetic and potential energies set forth in last example are

-21& +22</'2+ + a
-2k<Jk+ b

2l<ll + &22?2+ +M*=
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Show that if we write q l
^A

1
ehu

, q2
= A 2e

itU
,

... where i'=v-l, we
get the determinantal equation for n,

bn -ann2
,

b
12
-a

12
n2

, ..., b
lk
-a

lk
n2 =0.

b
2l
-a

21
n2

, b^-a^n2
, ..., b^-a^n

2

If we write A for n2 in this equation, we get an equation of the kth

degree in A. The student may prove that all the roots of the

equation in A are real, and may also show that if the function V- V
of Ex. 7 can be reduced to a sum of k squares, multiplied by positive
coefficients, these values of A are all positive, and therefore the periods
of vibration all real. This condition amounts to the statement that

the potential energy F is a minimum for the equilibrium configura-
tion. [See Routh, Elementary Dynamics, chap, ix.]

9. Prove that when the expression of V- V thus obtained is

written in the form

where A l5 A2 , ..., A* are the roots of the determinantal equation, we
can write also

2r=+&+...+|;.
The coordinates

,, 2 , ..., t ,
which have thus taken the place of

qx , q2 ,
...

, qk
are called the principal coordinates.

The equations for the .v, y, z of any particle are now, by Ex. 7 and

equations (1) of 300,

where oi
l,^l ,y 1 ,

a.2 , ..., are constants. Thus the motion of any
particle in the mode determined by the coordinate

, say, in period

27r/\/A 1
is determined by the values of 04, /3n y x

for that particle,
with all the other coordinates put equal to zero.

The existence of equal roots of the determinantal equation does not
involve instability. The equations obtained in Ex. 8 by substituting

q l
= A

1
eint

, ... enable n \ of the coefficients Au A 2 , ..., A k to be
obtained in terms of the assumed value of any one. If two roots are

equal, then two of the coefficients are to be arbitrarily assumed and
the remaining n-2 determined, and so on. [See Routh, loc. citJ]

10. By means of Bertrand's theorem ( 582) prove that if a circular

disk, radius a, receive an impulse in its plane along a line distant p
from the centre, it will begin to turn about a point on the diameter

perpendicular to the impulse and distant (a
2+ 2p

2
)/2p from it.



CHAPTER XL

STATICS.

320. Equilibrium of a Particle. A particle is in equi-
librium under the action of a system of forces, when it is

at rest or in uniform motion : hence the forces must have
a zero resultant. If there are two forces acting, they must
be equal in magnitude and opposed to one another

;
if the

number of forces is three, any one of them must be equal
and opposite to the resultant of the other two; and if

there are n forces acting, any one of them must be equal
and opposite to the resultant of the remaining n 1 forces.

In other words, the graphical representation of the forces

must result in a closed polygon.

Analytically, we proceed as follows. The forces are

referred to rectangular axes passing through the particle.
Each force is resolved into components in the directions

of the axes. Denoting the components of a specimen force

by X, Y, Z, we see that the resultant force R acting on the

particle is given by
R = <J(2X?+ (2Yf+ (ZZf. (1)

Its direction-cosines are 2X/R, 2Y/R, 2Z/R. If the

particle is in equilibrium, R= 0, and consequently 2X = 0,

2F=0, and 2Z=0.

321. Particle in Equilibrium in a Smooth Tube. As an

example, we may consider the case of a particle maintained
in equilibrium in a smooth tube. We refer the particle to

axes of reference Oxyz. Let the forces acting on the

particle (leaving out of account the action of the tube)
in the directions of the axes be X, F, Z. If the length
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of the tube from a fixed point up to the point occupied

by the particle be s, the direction-cosines of the tube at

the point (x, y, z) are dx/ds, dy/ds, dz/ds. The force

acting on the particle along the tube is

Xdx/ds+ Ydy/ds+Z dz/ds,

and there is no component of force along the tube due to

the action between it and the particle. Consequently, the

condition that there should be no acceleration of the

particle along the tube is

x dx
yd^y z

dz = Q
ds ds ds

322. Flexible String in Equilibrium. The consideration

that three forces meeting at a point are in equilibrium,

provided that they can
be represented graphi-

cally by the sides of a

triangle taken in order,

suffices to solve the
o problem of a string sus-

pended from two fixed

points, and subjected to

forces applied at points
distributed along its

We suppose the string perfectly flexible, inex-

tensible, and of negligible mass. In Fig. 142 it is shown
attached to fixed points 8lt 82

: at points A, B, C, D
forces are applied to the string in the directions in-

dicated by the arrows. The relation that must exist

among the weights may be determined graphically as

follows. Selecting any point 0, draw a line 01 parallel
to S

XA, and from any point 1 in it, draw 12 parallel to

the direction of F
x ;

from draw 02 parallel to AB. Now,
the three forces T

1%
F

lt
and T

2
are in equilibrium, and hence

are proportional to the sides 01, 12, 20 of the triangle 012.

Again, from 2 draw 23 parallel to F
2 ,

and from draw
03 parallel to BC: the three forces T

2 ,
F

2 ,
and T

3
are

evidently proportional to the sides 02, 23, 30 of the

triangle 023. Proceeding similarly for the points C and

Fig. 142.

length.
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D, we obtain the diagram 0123450. Such a diagram is

called a force-diagram or force-polygon : the polygon
S^ABGDS^ assumed by the string is called a funicular

polygon.
The relation which must hold among the forces is

evident. Provided that they are proportional to the

sides 12, 23, 34, 45 of the force-polygon, the funicular

polygon will be that of the figure. The student will see that

if the forces are given in magni-
tude and direction, and likewise the

stretching force in, and the direction

of, any one side of the funicular

polygon, the stretching forces in, and
the directions of, the remaining sides

can be determined.

We now consider the case where
the forces are due to weights attached

to points in the string. The applied
forces are all vertical, and if the

force-polygon is constructed, the lines

12, 23, etc., will lie in a vertical

straight line. To solve the problem analytically, let P
(Fig. 143) be one of the vertices of the funicular polygon.
The three forces T, T', and Wn meet in a point, and are

in equilibrium. Resolving vertically and horizontally,
we obtain

TsmoL-T's\nfi=Wni (1)

Fig. 143.

T COS OL=T' COS /3. (2)

Equation (2) shows that the horizontal component of the

stretching force is constant throughout the string. Denoting
it by H, we have rtr

tana-tan
/3^^f

(3)

Equation (3) shows that when all the weights, together
with the inclination of anyone side and the stretching force

in that side, are given, the inclinations and stretching forces

for the other sides can be determined. This is evident
from consideration of the force-polygon, as has already been

pointed out.
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Now suppose that the suspended weights are equal.
Further, let the lowest portion of the string be horizontal,
as shown in Fig. 144. Denoting the inclinations of the

Fig. 144

succeeding portions of the string to the horizontal by l

2 , etc., we obtain

tan
X
= W/H ;

tan
2
= tan 6

1+ W/H= 2 W/H ;

t&n6s
= ttm6

2+W/H = 3W/H', ...;

tan n
= tan n _ x+ W/H=nW/H. W

323. Horizontal Projections of Sides of Funicular Polygon

equal. If the horizontal projections of the sides of the

funicular polygon are equal, it is easy to prove that the

vertices lie on a parabola. Taking horizontal and vertical

axes in the plane of the string and passing through the

mid-point of the lowest side, we obtain |a, as the co-

ordinates of A, a being the length of the lowest side
;
those

of B are fa, c, where c is the vertical distance apart of

B and A
;
those of G are fa, c+ 2c; those of D are fa,

c+ 2c+ 3c; and if x and y are the coordinates of the ntli

vertex counted from A, we have

2n+ l
x = ^ a, V

n(n+l)
2

'

;* 2

Eliminating n between these two equations, we obtain
'

2a2
.
a2

(1)

c
yU ('2)

as the equation to the curve passing through the vertices.

Hence the vertices lie on a parabola whose axis is Oy and
whose vertex is at a distance c/8 below the origin.
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324. Chain of Suspension Bridge. If the number of vertices

be very great and the suspended weights all equal, the

parabola on which the vertices lie coincides with the string.
An example is furnished by the chain of a suspension

bridge (Fig. 145). The vertical bars carry the weight of

the flooring, and are equally spaced throughout the span.
The vertices of the funicular polygon formed by the chain

thus lie on a parabola, and if the number of bars be great
the polygon will coincide with the curve.

Fig. 145.

We refer the chain to axes of reference in its plane, with
the origin at the lowest point. The curve in which the
chain lies is represented by the equation

x2 =
4>ay,

where a has not the same meaning as in 323. Differenti-

ating, we obtain dy/dx = x/2a = 2y/x.

Hence, if 2s is the span of the bridge, and h is the height,
the tangent of the angle a, made by the chain at the highest

point with the horizontal, is 2h/s. If T is the stretching
force in the chain at the point of attachment, and W the

total weight carried, we have T sin oc= W/2, or

(i)

and if H denote the stretching- force in the chain at the

lowest point,

4 h
(2)

These results may be obtained more directly as follows.

Let OPB (Fig. 146) represent a portion of the chain, and
T denote the stretching force in the chain at the point
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(x, y). Then, taking axes of reference as shown, denoting

by w the load per unit of the span, and resolving hori-

zontally and vertically, we
have

T
(~ = H,
as

1
ds

wx.

Hence dy
dx

wx
IT'

which gives on integration

1 w
.,

the constant of integration being zero, since y = when
x = 0.

Again, we may suppose the load carried by the portion
OPB of the chain to act in the vertical line PA, where A is

the mid-point of OG We have at B dy/dx = tan /.BAG
Now the forces H, wx, and T are parallel to the sides of

the triangle BAG Consequently

T _AB H AG
BG' wx~ BCwx

from which the expressions for the

stretching force at the highest point

may easily be determined in terms
of the total load, the height, and
the span.

325. Catenary. The form of the

curve (called the catenary), as-

sumed by a perfectly flexible,

homogeneous, inextensible cord
when suspended from two fixed

points, and acted on solely by its weight, and the forces

applied by the supports, can be found as follows. Since

the cord is perfectly flexible, the action of one part of the

cord on a neighbouring part will be everywhere along
the cord. Let the weight of unit length of the cord be

!
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w, and take axes as shown in Fig. 147, with the origin
at the lowest point. If T be the stretching force at a

point P, at a distance 8 from measured along the cord

we have, resolving vertically and horizontally,

T^= wsr T^ = H, (1)

where H is the stretching force in the cord at the lowest

point. Hence ,
1

ay _W8_8 /i)\

dx~ H~ c

where c = Hjw.
Now, if ds denote an element of the cord at P, we have

ds2 = dx2
-\-dy

2
. From (2), we obtain

dy
2 s2 dx2 c2

or, taking the square roots and rejecting the negative signs,
since x and y both increase as 8 increases,

dy _ 8
.

dx _ c
/g\

ds~jW+^' d8~j8T+#

The first equation of (3) gives on integration

y = x/^+ &+ const.
; (4)

and when 8=0, y = 0, and hence the value of the const,

is c. The equation is thus

y+C= >/8
r+& (5)

The second equation of (3) yields on integration,

x = c\og{s+J7+c2
}+c<mKt (6)

Since the value of the constant is clogc, (6) can be

written in the form

J = s+JW
(7)

c

where e is the base of the Naperian system of logarithms.

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of the right-
G.D. 2p
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hand side of (7) by s+\/s2+ (? and taking the reciprocal,

we obtain r-

c
- x-

= -s+^+ c^ (8)
c

and subtracting (8) from (7),

!('-*) (9)

the equation of the catenary in terms of x and s. The

x, y equation may easily be obtained from it by (5). Or
we may proceed thus : we have dy/dx = s/c, and therefore

z-w
m

--*i <>

Therefore y = -(ec + e
c
) + const.

The value of the constant is c, and hence

y+ C =
C

-(S+ e
-) (11)

If we transfer the origin to a point at a distance c vertically
below the lowest point of the cord, equation (11) takes the

simpler form

y = ^{f+e-') (12)

Equation (5) becomes y = Jc2+ s2
, (13)

so that (3) may be written in the form

<% = s
.

dx = c
(14)

ds y' ds y

The stretching force at any point in the cord may easily
be obtained. We have Tdy/ds = ivs, and substituting the

value of dy/ds given by the first equation of (14), we get

T=ivy (15)

The stretching force at any point in the cord thus equals
the weight of a part of the cord whose length is equal to

the ordinate of the point. It is to be remembered that

the origin is now at a distance c below the lowest point
of the cord.
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326. Geometrical Properties of Catenary. We may here

establish some geometrical properties of the curve. If 6

denote the angle made with the horizontal by the tangent
at a point P, we have tan =

s/c, and therefore

sec2
0d6/ds = l/c,

that is, ( 1 + s2/c
2
) dO/ds = 1/c.

Hence, if R is the radius of curvature at P, (13) gives

t a)

In Fig. 148 a point P is taken on the curve, and a perpen-
dicular is let fall from P upon the axis of x, meeting the

axis in N. On PN as diameter a circle, centre 0, is con-

structed; NT is a

chord of the circle

of length c; TM is

a perpendicular let

fall from T upon PN.
Joining T to P, we
have the angle MTP
equal to the angle
PNT. Again,

cos s.TNP= c/y,

by construction: hence

cos LMTP=cjy.
But by equations (15)
above, dx/ds = c/'y.

Hence PT is a tangent to the curve at P. A line drawn

through P perpendicular to TP is the normal at the

point P. If G'P = y'
2
jc, then C is the centre of curvature

of the curve at the point P.

Now, let the normal PC be produced backwards to meet
the axis of x in L. It is easy to see that the triangles
PNL and PTN are similar, and hence PN/NT=PL/PN,
that is, PL = y

2
/c. Hence PL is the length of the radius of

curvature. This suggests a geometrical method of con-

structing the curve if the lowest point A, and the value of
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c are given. From the value of c we find the origin 0.

From 0, Fig. 149, we draw OA and produce it to A' making
AA' = 0A; with A' as

centre, and A'A as radius,

we draw a short circular

arc AB; A' is now joined
to B, and A'B produced
to meet the axis of x in

B
1

. BB
X

is the radius of

curvature of the curve at

the point B. We now pro-
duce BA' backwards to B'

making BB' = BB,; B' is

the new centre of curva-

E, ture. With B' as centre

and B'B as radius, we draw
a short circular arc BD.

Repeating this process, the complete curve may be built up.

327. Flexible Chain under Great Stretching Force. The
radius of curvature for the lowest point of the curve is c.

Consequently, if the curve is flat, the value of c is great.
This will be the case if the sag is small in comparison with
the distance between the points of attachment. If the

span 2x and the sag d are given, we have y = c+ d, and
hence (c+ d)

2= c2+ s
2

,
or d2+ 2dc = s2 .

If the cord is very tightly stretched, c is great, and we

get as an approximation from (9) of 325, by expansion,
s =x+lxs

/c
2

, which leads to c = x2
jjzd.

328. Transmission of Power by Belt. Power is often

transmitted by means of a belt passing over two wheels
or pulleys, and tightly stretched to prevent slipping. In

Fig. 150, let Wy be the driving wheel and W
2
the driven

wheel. When the motion is uniform, let the stretching
forces in the parts AB, CD of the belt be T

t
and T

2

respectively. To find the relation which holds between

7\ and T
2
when slipping is about to occur, let PQ (Fig. 151)

represent a small portion of the belt. The forces acting
on PQ are (1) the force T at P, (2) the force T+dT at

Q, (3) the reaction dR of the pulley. Since these three
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forces are in equilibrium, they must meet in a point, and

since slipping is on the point of taking place, dR must

make with the radius C
X
P of the wheel an angle 0, where

C J

B
A T+rfT

Fig. 150. Fig. 151.

tan is the coefficient of friction between the belt and rim

of the wheel. Resolving along and at right angles to the

belt at P, we obtain

(T+dT)cosdO=T+dRsm<f>, (T+dT )
sin d6=dR cos

<f>.

These equations give, since tan =
//,

and d0 is small,

^-P* (1)

Hence, integrating over the part of the rim embraced by
the belt, we obtain p =e'JLe T (2)

where e is the base of the Naperian system of logarithms.
Let r be the radius of the driving wheel in feet, n the

number of revolutions made by it per minute, 2\ and Tt
the stretching forces in the tight and slack sides of the

belt expressed in Pounds. Then if H is the rate in horse-

power at which work is being transmitted,

_^m(Tx -T,) (3)
33000"

Now, from (2) above, we have

Tx-Tx=Tx<?L-e-o) (4)

and hence tf=
?|T^i(l _,-,*) (5)

Equation (5) may be used to determine the width of belt

of a given thickness necessary to transmit a required horse-
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power. If p be the maximum safe stress for the material
of the belt expressed in Pounds per square inch of the

section, t the thickness and h the breadth of the belt, in

inches, we have T^btp. Introducing this value of 2\
in (5), we obtain an equation which determines 6.

329. Equations of Equilibrium of Flexible Unstretchable

String in Field of Force. Let PQ denote an element of the

string, s the distance, measured along the curve, of P from
a fixed point in the string, ds the length of the element

PQ. Let the string be situated in a field of force, in virtue

of which there is exerted on the element (mass /z), situated

at the point (x, y, z) say, forces /ulX, /ulY and juZ in the

directions of the axes. Let T be the pull on the element
at the end P; then we have Tdx/ds, Tdy/ds, Tdz/ds for

the components of T in the directions of the axes. The

components of the pull at the end Q are

4:4(4> Hfc+*(HB* '+*(*)*
Hence, for the equilibrium of the portion PQ of the string,
we have

dor d / dx\ dx

with two similar equations. If <r be the mass per unit

length of the string at P, ju.
= a ds, and the equations become

(i)

If the forces X, Y, Z are derivable from a potential, they
take the form 7 . , _ Tr

&(*&*%-*+> (2 >

If the string is not in equilibrium we have to equate the
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forces on the left of (1) to <tx, try, <jz respectively, and the

equations of motion

-=l(rS +^ etc <3)

are obtained.

Resolving along the string we get, since

(dx/dsf+ (dy/ds)
2+ (dz/dsf= 1,

/.. dx
, ..dy , ..dz\ dT /'dx

,
,7 dy dz\ ,.,

On the left is the acceleration of the element along the

string, on the right is the rate of variation dT/ds of the

stretching force, and the tangential component of applied
force along the string.

If now as in Ex. 5, p. 95, the only sensible forces applied
to the string be due to the normal action of the peg, the

second term on the right is zero. Thus we get for an
element of length ds,

, ( .. dx ..dy ..dz\ dT
7 /CX

cr(h v:

d7s
+y^ +z ds)=d^

ds (5)

The integral of this is small if the part -s integrated over

is small. This is the justification of the assumption of

the equality of 7\ and T
2
made in the Example referred to.

330. Application of General Equations to Catenary. As a

first example, we may apply equations (1) of 329 to

the case of a uniform flexible string suspended from two

points and hanging under the action of gravity. For axes

of reference in the plane of the string, the equations
become, since X= 0, F= g,

(
yS=o. !(40=^ m

Integrating the first of these equations we obtain

Tt=H> (2 >

where H is a constant. This equation shows that the
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horizontal component of the stretching force is constant

throughout the string. Integrating (2), we obtain

where c' is a constant. If the origin be taken at the

lowest point of the curve and the weight of unit length
of the string be denoted by w, the last equation becomes

T%-m w
Equations (2) and (3) agree with (1) of 325, from which

the equations of the catenary were derived.

331. Equation of Catenary of Uniform Strength. Again
we may apply the equations to find the form assumed

by a flexible string hanging under gravity, when its

cross-section at any point is proportional to the stretching
force there existing. Here T varies as <r, so that we may
write T= \cr, where X is a constant. We have

Tdx/ds= H.

Introducing this value of T in the second of (1), 330,

we obtain 79 7

TT dly ax

and since H= Tdx/ds and T=\a-, the equation just obtained

may be written 79 . 7 .
.,

*2f(^Y = l, (1)
dxl \ds/ c'

where c is written for \/g. Writing l/{l+(dy/dx)
2
} for

(dx/dsf and integrating, we get

tan
- 1

-^-= - + const ( 2 )dx c

If the origin is taken at the lowest point of the curve, the

constant is zero, and we have dy/dx = tan (x/c), which gives

y = c log sec - (3)
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For the reason that the stretching force per unit area is

constant throughout the string, the curve determined by
(3) is called the catenary of equal strength.

332. Rigid Body acted upon by Forces. The equilibrium
of a rigid body is best regarded as the limiting case of the

conditions set forth in Chaps. II. and IV., in which the

accelerations are zero. But it is sometimes useful to con-

sider the subject separately, and therefore the following
outline of the statics of a rigid system is given. The effect

produced by a given force upon a body depends on (1) the

magnitude of the force, (2) its direction, (3) its line of

action. It is easy to see that the force may be supposed to

act at any point in its line of action. Thus, let F act at

the point A in the line BA (Fig. 152). At B apply two

c-
F

I

F
> i-U
Fig. 152.

equal and opposite forces of magnitude F, one along BA
and the other along AB. Provided that the point A is

rigidly connected to the point B, it is evident that the

three forces specified are together equivalent to the force

F at A. But the force F at A and the force F at B
are in the same line, and hence have a zero resultant.

Thus the force F at A is equivalent to the force F at B.

Hence we may suppose a force applied to a body to act at

any point in its line of action, provided that the point be

rigidly connected to the body.
If a rigid body is acted upon by a system of forces

which are concurrent, the conditions of equilibrium are

easily established. Each force may be supposed to act

at the point of intersection of the forces, and the conditions

of equilibrium are identical with those found above for the

case of a particle.

333. Resultant of Two Parallel Forces. Before dealing
with the general case of a rigid body in equilibrium
under the action of forces, it is necessary that we should
discuss the properties of parallel forces. A force P
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(Fig. 153) is applied at A and a force Q in the same
direction at B. Join AB and apply at i a force F in

the direction BA
,
and at B a force F in the direction A B.

Evidently these two forces together produce no effect

upon the equilibrium of the body. The forces P and F
acting at A are equivalent
to a force R acting in the

line OA. Similarly, the

forces Q and F acting at

B are equivalent to a force

S acting in the line OB.
At 0, where the lines of

action of R and S intersect,

we resolve R into the

components F parallel to

FlG 153 BA and P along OG, which
is parallel to the directions

of the forces P and Q. Treating the force $ in a similar

manner, we obtain a force F at parallel to AB, and a
force Q along OG. The two equal and opposite forces

at may be removed, and we are left with a force of

amount P+ Q acting in the

line OG. Thus the two

parallel forces P and Q
acting at the points A and
B are equivalent to a force

of amount P-\-Q acting in

the line OG.
Now the sides OG, GA,

OA of the triangle OGA
are parallel to the forces

P, F and R. Hence

0G/GA=P/F. Fig. 154.

Similarly, from the triangle OGB, we obtain 0G/GB= Q/F.
These two equations give P . GA = Q . GB, which de-

termines the position of G.

The case in which the parallel forces are in opposite
directions is dealt with in an exactly similar manner. The

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 154. The student will
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have no difficulty in proving that the two forces P and Q
applied at the points A and B are equivalent to a single
force of amount P Q acting in the line OG, which is

parallel to the lines of action of P and Q. The position of

G is again given by P .AG = Q. BG.

334. Centre of System of Parallel Forces. Obviously where
the number of parallel forces is greater than two, the

magnitude and line of action of the resultant may be
found by repeated application of this method. Let the

forces be Fv F
2 ,
F

B , ..., Fn ,
and let them be applied at

points whose coordinates are

(XV Vl> Z
l)> (X2> V^ Z

*)> (X3> Vz> Zz\ ~;> (Xn, Vn, Zn).

If we denote the coordinates of the point of application of

the resultant of F
x
and F

2 by (x, y\ z'), those of the point of

application of the resultant of Fv F2 ,
and F

3 by (x", y", z"),

etc., we have at once, by the previous paragraphs,

F
x(x' xj =F2(x2 x)

or (F1+F2)x'=Fix1+F&, (1)

with similar equations for y and z. Proceeding a step
further, we obtain,

(F1+F2)(x"-x')= Fs(xs -x-)
or (F.+ F^+ F.^x'^F^+ F^+F.x,, (2)

with similar equations for y" and z" . Dealing with all the

forces in turn, we obtain finally for the coordinates (x, y, z)
of the point of application of the resultant,

(Fl+F2+Fs+...+Fn)x=F&+F&2+F&9+ r.+Fffa, (3)

with similar equations for y and z. Hence we have

_ 2Fx _ 2Fy _ ^Fz u .

It is to be noted that the expressions for x, y, and z do
not depend on the direction of the parallel forces. It

follows that the position of this point is not changed by
turning all the forces about their points of application,

provided that they remain parallel. For this reason the

point (x, y, z) is called the centre of the parallel forces.
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335. Centre of Gravity of Body. A body situated at the

surface of the earth is acted on by a system of very nearly

parallel gravity forces, since the body may be supposed
built up of a system of particles rigidly connected together.

Supposing the body divided up into such particles of

masses m,, m2 ,
m

3 , etc., we have F
1
=m

1g, F2
=m

2g, etc.

Hence

that is

IZmgx

2m

y =

y=

_Yimgy
*Zmg

'

_^my

_ _ Imtgz .

2
-"v^ J

zmg
_ 2ms

2m 2??i
(1)

The point (x, y, z) is called the centre of gravity of the

body. It coincides with the CI. as found in 59. In

strictness a c.G. does not exist except for bodies belonging
to a limited class called centrobaric bodies. But the dis-

cussion of centrobaric conditions belongs to the subject of

Attractions, which is not dealt with in this book.

336. Graphical Method for Parallel Forces. The line <

action of the resultant of a system of parallel forces appli<
to a rigid Ipody may be found by a graphical process. We
take as an example the case of a bridge carrying a series

loads as shown in Fig. 151

The load W
1 may be suppose

to act at any point A' in i1

line of action, the line beinj

supposed rigidly connected
A. The force W

x
at A' mai

now be resolved into tw<

components, one (arbitrary)
in the line I, and the other

line II, it being of course

understood that the lines I

and II are rigidly connected
to A'. The line II is pro-
duced backwards to meet the

vertical through B in B\ Let
now a force equal and opposite to that acting at A' in

the line II act at B'. Combining this with the force W
2

acting in the line BR, we obtain a force in the line III.
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A force equal to this reversed must now be supposed to act

at the point G\ the point of intersection of the line III and
the vertical through G Combining it with W3 acting in

the line GG\ we obtain a force acting in the line IV. This
force together with the force acting in the line I are equi-
valent to the forces Wlt W2 ,

and W
3 acting at the points A,

B and G. Producing the lines I and IV until they meet,
we obtain a point G in the line of action of the resultant.

337. Application to Loaded Bridge. The method of carry-

ing out the graphical construction is shown in Fig. 156 for

a bridge carrying loads W
lt
W

2 , W3 ,
W4 ,

and W
&

. On a

vertical line set off parts 12, 23, 34, 45, and 56 to represent

Fig. 156.

the loads. Then, selecting any point as pole, join 01, 02,

03, 04, 05, and 06 as shown. Starting at any point S[, in

the vertical through the left-hand point of support of the

bridge, draw a line S[A' parallel to 01, meeting the vertical

through A in A'; from A' draw A'B' parallel to 02, meeting
the vertical through B in B'

;
and from B' draw B'G'

parallel to 03, meeting the vertical through G in G'. The

process is continued until finally we arrive at the point S'2
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in the vertical through the right-hand point of support of

the bridge. The diagram on the right is called the force-

polygon ;
the polygon

SiA'&C'D'E'Si
is called the funicular polygon.
From the force-polygon we see that the force represented

by 12 is equivalent to the forces represented by 10 and 02
;

the force represented by 23 is equivalent to the forces

represented by 20 and 03
;
and similarly for the remaining

vertical forces. If, now, we suppose the weights to act

at the points A', B'
, etc., we see that we may replace W1

by the forces represented by 10, 02 acting in the lines

S[A', A'B'
; similarly we may replace W2 by the forces

represented by 20, 03 acting in the lines A'B' and B'C';

and similarly for the other weights. We observe that we
have two equal and opposite forces acting in each of the

lines A'B', B'C', CD', D'E'. Consequently the forces

Wlt W2 ,
W3 ,

Tf4 ,
and W

b , acting at the points A, B, C, D, Et

are equivalent to the forces represented by 10, 06 acting in

the lines S[A', S2E' ; producing these lines until they meet,
we obtain a point G in the line of action of the resultant.

The vertical thrusts exerted at the points of suppoi
Si and S2 are readily deduced from the diagram. If froi

we draw 07 parallel to the line S[S2 ,
it is easy to se(

that 17 represents the force applied to the left-hand suppoi
and 76 the force applied to the right-hand support. Th(
force represented by 10 is equivalent to the forces repre-
sented by 17 and 70, and the force represented by 06 to

the forces represented by 07 and 76. Consequently, if the

force along S[A' be resolved into a vertical component and
a component along S[S'2 ,

and likewise the force along S'2E{
into a vertical component and a component along S^Sl, the

two component forces in the line S[S'2 are equal and

opposite. Consequently the vertical thrusts applied to the

supports are represented by 07 and 76.

338. Theory of Couples. The methods described above
for the finding of the resultant of a pair of parallel forces

break down in the case where the two forces are equal in

amount, parallel, and opposite in sign. Such a system of
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forces is termed a couple. The subject of couples has

already been touched upon in 79. We give here some
further explanation. Referring to Fig. 153, we have for the

point G, P.GA = Q.GB. If we put P= Q in this equation,
we have GA = GB, which is true only when G is at infinity.

The resultant force is P Q, and hence in the case of a

couple the resultant force is zero, and its line of action is

a line parallel to the forces, and at an infinite distance

from them.
The perpendicular distance apart of the lines of action of

the two forces is called the arm of the couple. In Fig. 157

let the arm be represented by AB. The product of either

force into the arm is called the moment of the couple.

Thus, in the case of the couple shown in the diagram, the

moment is FxAB. This moment evidently measures

the moment of the forces about any point in their plane.

Thus, if we produce AB to and take moments about 0,

we have

Moment of forces about = F.0A-F.0B= F.AB

IF

;

Fig. 157.

--4l

F
B'

-F'

M
-cr-

Fig. 158.

The same result is obtained if lies between A and B
;
in

this case the moments of the forces are of the same sign.
Certain theorems hold for couples acting on a rigid

body. In the first place, we shall prove that the effect

of a couple is not changed by translating it in its own
plane or to any parallel plane. In Fig. 158 let AB be the

arm of the couple in its initial position, and A'B' the arm
of the couple after the translation. Let the magnitude of

each of the forces of the couple be F. Now introduce at

A' and B' two equal and opposite forces, each equal and

parallel to the forces at A and B
; obviously the system is
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in no way altered. Now the force -\-F a>t A and the foix

-f-i^at B' combine to give a force + 2i^at 0; likewise th(

force F Sit B and the force F at A' combine to give
force 2F at 0. These two resultant forces, being equ*
and opposite have a zero effect upon the system. We an
left with the force +F at A' and the force F at B\ whicl

proves the proposition.
The effect of a couple is not changed if it is rotated ii

its own plane. To prove this proposition, let AB be th(

arm of the couple in its initial position, and A'B' the an
turned about througl
an angle. At A' and ai

B' let two equal anc

opposite forces each of

amount F be introduced,
each force being at right

angles to A'B'. The
force F at A' and the

force -\-F at A combine
to give a resultant alon^
ED; and the force

at B and the force +.
at B' combine to give

resultant along BE. These two resultants are equal anc

opposite, and we are left with the force +jPat A' and th<

force F at B', which constitute a couple equal to the

original couple in all respects.
The effect of a couple is not changed if the magnitude oi

each of its forces and its arm are changed, provided that

the moment of the couple remains unaltered. Let AB =
be the original arm of the couple, and let A'B' p' be the

new arm. At A' and B' introduce two equal and opposite;

forces, each of amount F' = Fp/p', in directions parallel to

the original forces. The force F'&tA' and the force F
at B combine to give a resultant (F+F') at 0; likewise

the force F at A and the force F' at B' combine to give a

resultant (F+F') at 0. We are left with the force F' at A'

and a force F' at B'.

It thus appears that the effect produced by a couple

upon the equilibrium of a rigid body depends on (a) the

Fig. 159.
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moment of the couple, (b) the direction in which the couple
tends to produce rotation, (c) the normal to the plane in

which it is situated.

339. Graphical Representation of a Couple. It follows

from the preceding section that a couple may be repre-
sented completely by a straight line. The line is

drawn at right angles to the plane of the couple ;
its

length represents the moment of the couple, and the

direction in which it is drawn indicates the direction in

which the couple tends to produce rotation. The con-

vention adopted in drawing the line is as follows : if the

couple, as viewed from one side, tends to produce counter-

clockwise rotation, the line is drawn towards the observer
;

if it tends to produce clockwise rotation, the line is drawn

away from the observer. In Fig. 160 the couple shown
in the plane abed tends to pro-
duce counter-clockwise rotation as

viewed from above
;
we therefore

represent it by a line OA drawn

upwards at right angles to the

plane. The student will see that

if the couple is viewed from below
it will tend to produce clockwise

rotation, and hence the line OA
must be drawn upwards as before.

Since the effect of a couple is not altered by translating
it in its own plane or to a parallel plane, it is immaterial
where the initial point of the line OA is taken. The
line OA is called the axis of the couple.

340. Composition and Resolution of Couples. Now let two

couples in planes inclined to one another act on a rigid

body. It is easy to show that the two couples' are

equivalent to a single couple, the axis of which is obtained

by compounding the axes of the two couples according
to the parallelogram law. Let the couples act in planes

perpendicular to the paper (Fig. 161); let OA be the trace

of one plane, and OB the trace of the other. The two planes
intersect in a line, which is represented in plan by in the

figure. We may represent the couple in the plane OA
G.D. 2q

Fig. 160.
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by its axis Oa, drawn for convenience from 0, and th(

couple in the plane OB by its axis 0b
f

as shown. Ii

the figure the couples are both supposed to be countei

clockwise, as seen by an eye placed at C. The axis of th(

resultant couple is obtained by completing the parallelograi
and taking the diagonal passing through 0.

For let the arm of each couple be so changed that eacl

of the forces become unity ;
the magnitudes of the couph

will then be represented b]
their arms. Now let the couph
in the plane OA be translated

until one of its forces passes

through towards the reader;
and let the couple in the plane
OB be translated until that one
of its forces which is from the

reader passes through 0. The
two forces at being equal

and opposite, we are left with a force of unit amount at

A at right angles to the paper and away from the

reader, and a force of unit amount at B at right angle
to the paper and towards the reader; that is, we have

a couple in the plane of which AB is the trace, whos

magnitude is represented by AB.
The student will have no difficulty in proving that

the triangle oaC is equal to the triangle AOB, and that the

line 00 is perpendicular to the line AB
;
that is, that

the two couples in the planes OA and OB are equivalent
to the couple whose axis is 00.
When a number of couples act on a rigid body, their

resultant is found by adding their axes geometrically.
We resolve each axis into components along three rect-

angular lines of reference Ox, Oy, Oz. The axes which
lie along Ox are added, and likewise those along Oy and
Oz. If L, M, N are the sums of the axes in these direc-

tions, we have for the magnitude G of the resultant couple,
and its direction-cosines I, m, n,

G = jL2+M 2+N2
; ..(1)

(2)7
L M N

n=G
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It is easy to see that a couple G and a force F in the

same plane are equivalent to a force of equal amount,
and in the same direction, acting in a line at a distance

G/F from the line of action of F. To prove that this

is the case, we merely have to rotate and translate the

couple in its plane until that one of its forces which is

opposite in sign to the force F lies in the same line.

Keeping the line of action of this force fixed, we trans-

form the couple so that each of its forces is of magnitude
F. The two equal and opposite forces annul one another,
and we are left with a single force of amount F acting
in the line specified.

Conversely, a single force F applied at a point P in a

rigid body can be replaced by an equal and parallel force

F applied at any other point Q of the same body, together
with a couple formed by F at P and F at Q.

-*~Y

aZ

341. Reduction of System of Forces to Force and Couple.
Let forces Fv F2 ,..., Fn , having components Xv Yv Zv
X

2 ,
Y

2 , Z2 ,
...

,
Xn ,

Yn ,
Zn ,

be applied to a rigid body at

points (xlt yv z
x ), (x2 , y2 ,

z
2\ ...

, (xn , yn ,
zn). Let X, Y, Z

be the components of a representative force F applied at

the point P(x, y, z). We drop a perpendicular from P
(Fig. 162) upon the plane yx
meeting it in ra, and from m
we draw a line mn parallel to

Oy meeting the plane xz in n.

The force Z may be supposed
applied at the point n. At
each of the points n and we
introduce two equal and opposite
forces, each of amount Z. The
force Z at P and the force

Z at n form a couple +Zy
with axis Ox; likewise the

force Z at n and the force

-Z at form a couple Zx with axis Oy. Hence
the force Z at P is equivalent to the force Z at together
with the two couples specified. Dealing with the forces

X and Y in like manner, we arrive at the result that

Fig. 162.

G.D. 2Q2
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the force F' at (x, y, z) is equivalent to the force F at

together with a couple Zy Yz with axis Ox, a couple
Xz Zx with axis Oy, and a couple Yx Xy with axis Oz.

We thus see that the system of forces Fv F2 , etc., applied
at the points (xv yv z

x ), etc., are equivalent to a system
of equal and parallel forces applied at the origin together
with a couple 2(Zy Yz) with axis Ox, a couple 2(Xz Zx)
with axis Oy, and a couple 2(Yx Xy) with axis Oz. If F
is the resultant force, we have

F=s/(2Xf+(2YY+(ZZf; (1)

its direction-cosines are

(2X)/R, (27)1Rt (2Z)/R (2)

If G is the axis of the resultant couple, and L, M, N are

its components, we have

L = 2(Zy-Yz), M=2,(Xz-Zx), N=2(Jx-Xy)\ ...(3)

G =sIT?+W+W*\ (4)

the direction-cosines of G are L/G, M/G, N/G.

342. Conditions of Equilibrium. To obtain the accelera-

tion of the centroid of a body, we suppose all the forces

transferred to the centroid without change. Hence the

centroid will be without acceleration if

2X= 0, 2F=0, 2Z=0 (1)

Further, the rate of change of moment of momentum of

the body about all axes will be zero if

2(Zy-Yz) = 0, 2(Xz-Zx) = 0, 2{Yx-Xy) = 0. ...(2)

When a rigid body is without linear acceleration of its

centroid and angular acceleration about any axis, it is said

to be in equilibrium. The equations (1) and (2) are called

the equations of equilibrium. (See 75 above.)

343. Poinsot's Central Axis, Wrench. We have seen that

any system of forces acting on a rigid body is equivalent
to a single resultant force F, acting at an arbitrary origin 0,
and a resultant couple G. In Fig. 163 let be the origin,
F the resultant force, and G the axis of the couple, drawn
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for convenience from 0. We resolve G into two com-

ponents Om and On along and perpendicular to F. The

component Om represents a couple in any plane perpen-
dicular to F, and On represents a couple in any plane

perpendicular to On. This latter couple
and the force F are equivalent to a force

of amount F acting in a line O'T, whose dis-

tance from is On/F, that is, G sin Q/F,
where is the angle between F and G.

The line 00', it will be observed, is per-

pendicular to the plane containing F and G.

The force F at and the couple G are thus

equivalent to a force F in O'T together with
a couple in a plane perpendicular to O'T.

The line O'T is called Poinsot's central axis.

The combination of a force acting in a

straight line and a couple whose axis co-

incides with the line is termed a wrench.
The ratio G/F, which evidently represents a length, is

termed the pitch of the wrench.

Let X, Y, Z be the components of the force F at 0, and

L, M, N those of the couple G. The component couples
about any point of coordinates x, y, z are

L-Zy+Yz, M-Xz+ Zx, N-Yx+ Xy.

Now the central axis is a line in the direction of the force

F, such that the force system reduces to the parallel force

F along that line, and a couple about that line. Hence the

axis of the couple must have direction-cosines proportional
to X, Y, Z. They are also proportional to the component
couples written above. The equations of the central axis

are therefore

L-Zy+Yz_M-Xz-Zx_N-Yx+Xy (S)X ~
Y Z

This as the reader may verify can be transformed to

x a_y b_z c
/^\

~it~~t~~z~' ;

where a, b, c ={NY-MZ, LZ-NX, MX-LY)/F, (5)
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so that a, b, e are the coordinates of a point through which
the central axis passes. [Compare the discussion of the

Central Axis of the Motion of a Body, 247.]
We conclude the chapter with some examples, worked

and unworked.

EXERCISES XI.

1. A man walking at the rate of 5'5 feet per second drags
behind him 19 feet of flexible rope weighing five pounds per foot.

If he holds the end of the rope 5 feet above the ground, show that he
works at the rate of '12 h.p. in dragging the rope (coefficient of

kinetic friction between rope and ground= 0*2).

Let I feet be the length of the rope dragged along the ground ;

the remaining 19 feet will hang in a catenary. Denoting the

weight of one foot of the rope by w and the coefficient of friction

by /x,
we see that the stretching force in the catenary at the lowest

point is fxivL Hence c=
/xl.

The value of y at the highest point is

5 + c, and the length of the catenary is 19 ?, so that

(5 + /x0
2=/^2+ (19~02

-

Introducing the value of
/x
and reducing, we get

Z
2 -40Z+ 336 = 0,

which gives Z= 208.

Hence the length of rope dragged along the ground is 12 feet.

The horizontal force applied is therefore 12 Pounds, and the rate

of working in horse-power is 12 x 5*5/550= 0*12.

2. A heavy uniform chain 110 feet long is stretched between two

points in the same level 108 feet apart. Find the stretching force

in the chain at either of the points of attachment.
If I denotes the length of the chain and d the span, we have

Expanding the right-hand side of this equation and remembering that

c is great, we obtain

c2=d3
/24(l -rf)= 1083

/48,

from which c=162. If h is the droop in the centre, we have very

approximately, by 327, h= \J$1(1 -d)= 9-08. Hence if T be the

stretching force in the chain at one of the points of support,

T=wy= io{c+h)=mmw.
The maximum stretching force which the chain is called upon to bear
is 1 *55 times its own weight.
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3. Two uniform rods connected at one extremity by a smooth

hinge rest on two smooth pegs on the same level and distant d from
one another. If each rod be of length I and be inclined to the

horizontal at an angle 6, show that = cos' 1

$d/l.
Let w be the weight of either rod, F the force applied by each

of the pegs to the rod resting upon it. Taking moments about
the hinge, we have

j
i

w cosd= F-
2 2 cos 6

Resolving vertically, we obtain

Fcos 6= iv.

From these two equations, we have, finally,

cos30=
j.

4. Three rods OA, OB, OC, of equal length I and weight a; are

freely jointed at 0, and their other ends are connected by threads

AB, BC, CA, each of length k. The system is placed on a smooth
horizontal plane on which A, B, C rest, the threads being tight.

Show that the stretching force in each thread is wk/6>Jl
2
-^k

2
.

Let fall a perpendicular from upon the horizontal plane meeting
it in 0'. Since the ends A, B, C of the rods form an equilateral

triangle, we have 0'A=kf\/s, and hence 00'

=\Jl2
-}yk

2
. Obviously

the reaction of the plane on each of the ends of the rods is w. The
forces acting on the rod OA are (1) the weight w of the rod acting at

its centre of gravity, (2) the reaction w applied by the plane at A,
(3) the stretching forces, each of amount T in the strings adjacent
to A, (4) the force applied to the rod OA at the hinge. Taking
moments about 0, we have

that is T=wk/6^l
2

-^k
2

.

5. Twelve equal forces act along the edges of a cube, the parallel
forces acting in the same direction. Find the central axis of the

system.
Let a be the length of an edge of the cube, P the magnitude of each

force. Consider first the forces parallel to the axis Ox (Fig. 164).
We have

(1) The force along OA, which is P along Ox.

(2) The force along BF ;
this force can be replaced by P along Ox

together with a couple Pa, whose axis is along Oz.

(3) The force along CD
;
this force can be replaced by P along Ox

together with a couple +Pa, whose axis is along Oy.
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(4) The force along EG ;
this force is equivalent to P along Ox,

together with a couple Pasl2, whose axis is perpendicular to

the plane containing OA and EG
;
this last couple may obviously

be resolved into a couple +Pa whose axis is along Oy, and a

couple Pa whose axis lies along Oz. Thus the four forces

parallel to Ox may be replaced by a force of amount 4P along Ox,
a couple +2Pa whose axis lies along Oy, and a couple -2Pa
whose axis lies along Oz.

Fig. 164.

The forces parallel to Oy yield similarly a force 4P along Oy, a

couple -\-2Pa whose axis lies along Oz, and a couple -2Pa whose axis

lies along Ox. The forces parallel to Oz are equivalent to a force 4P
along Oz, a couple 2Pa whose axis is along Ox, and a couple -2Pa
whose axis lies along Oy.

It will be seen that the couples destroy one another in pairs. The
twelve original forces are thus equivalent to the three forces 4P along
Ox, 4:P along Oy, and 4P along Oz. The Poinsot couple is zero

;
the

system reduces to a force AP*Jz along the diagonal OG, which is

the central axis.

6. A is the lowest point of a uniform flexible chain hanging from
two fixed points B and C. If a and b are the heights of A and B
above the directrix of the catenary in which the chain hangs, show
that the length of chain between A and B is \/(b

2 -
a?).

One end of a uniform chain of length 13 feet is fastened to a fixed

point at a height 3 feet above a rough horizontal plane (coefficient of

friction ^). Part of the chain rests on the horizontal plane, and the

whole chain is in one vertical plane. Show that the greatest length of

chain which can hang between the point and the plane is five feet.

7. Show that a uniform heavy flexible inextensible string supported
from two points A, B hangs in the form of the curve c sec2

\js=p,
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where p is the radius of curvature at any point and yjr the inclination

to the horizontal of the tangent at that point.

Assuming that the force exerted by the wind on a flexible ribbon is

at each point entirely normal to the ribbon and proportional to the

square of the normal component of the wind's velocity, show that a
ribbon attached to two points P, Q will assume the form of a catenary.

[Take PQ perpendicular to the direction of the wind and neglect the

weight of the ribbon.]

8. Two equal pulleys on the same level and 260 feet apart are

connected by a long wire cable, and it is found that when the pulleys
are in motion the maximum sag in the cable is 4 feet for the driving
side and 8 feet for the slack side. Find approximately (in Pounds

per square inch) the stress in the cable at the pulleys for both
the slack and the driving sides, the weight of the cable being taken
as 03 pounds per cubic inch. If the cable be just on the point of

slipping on a pulley, find approximately the coefficient of friction.

9. A belt laps the driving wheel of a steam engine, the angle
subtended at the centre of the wheel by the arc of contact being 150.
The wheel is of diameter 3 feet, makes 110 revolutions per minute,
and transmits 20 horse-power. Show that if the coefficient of friction

between the wheel and belt is 0*36, and slipping is about to take place,
the maximum pull in the belt is about 1042 Pounds.

10. Two equal beams, A B, AC, hinged freely at A, stand in a
vertical plane with the ends B and C resting on a smooth horizontal

plane. The rods are kept from falling by two strings connecting B
and C with the middle points of the opposite beams. Show that if

T is the stretching force in either string and W the weight of either

beam, T 1

-^=^\/9coW+l,
where 6 is the inclination of either beam to the horizontal.

11. A heavy uniform rod of length 21 rests partly within and

partly without a smooth fixed hemispherical bowl of radius r. Show
that the rod is in equilibrium when the inclination to the horizontal is

<*<>-
s?

Consider the question of stability of equilibrium.

12. A smooth rod, length 21, has one end resting on a plane inclined

at an angle a. to the horizon, and is supported by a horizontal rail

which is parallel to the plane and distant d from it. Show that the

angle 6 between the rod and plane is given by the equation

d sin a.= I sin 2
cos(# a.).

13. A heavy uniform rod AB can turn freely about the fixed end
A while B rests against a rough vertical wall, coefficient of friction

/x.
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If B is just on the point of slipping, specify, with the aid of a careful

sketch, the forces maintaining equilibrium ; and show that if N is the
foot of the perpendicular from A on the wall, $ the inclination of NB
to the vertical and

</>
the angle NAB, then

tan 6 tan
<f>
=

l
J"

14. A square drawer, of length I,
is pulled out by a handle to one

side, at a distance d from the edge of the drawer. Show that the
drawer will jam unless the coefficient of friction is less than 1/(1

-
2d).

15. A bicycle is driven by two pedals, each of length 2a and
mass m, attached to the ends of two cranks, of length 26 and mass ra2 ,

at distance 2c apart. If the pedals are rotating with angular velocity to

and a vertical force F is applied to one pedal while the cranks are

horizontal, find the resultant action on the bearing of the pedal axle.

(Neglect the friction in the bearing and regard the pedals and cranks
as uniform rods.)

16. Equal forces F act along the sides A B, CD of a regular tetra-

hedron ABCD
;
determine the equivalent wrench.

17. A right circular cylinder of radius r is acted on by a force P
along, and a couple G round, its axis, and also by a force Q tangential
to the circumference and perpendicular to the axis. Prove that the

system is equivalent to a force R= \ll^-\-Q
2 and a couple of moment

(P.G+ P.Q.r)/R,
the axis of the couple coinciding with the direction of R.

18. Forces la, mb, nc act in three non-intersecting edges of a

rectangular parallelepiped, where a, b, c are the lengths of these

edges. If the directions of the forces be taken in cyclic order and
the system be reduced to a wrench, show that the product of the force

and couple of that wrench has the numerical value

(Im+mn+ nl) V,

where V is the volume of the parallelepiped.

19. Two forces P and P' act along lines whose shortest distance

apart is c ; show that the central axis of the two forces intersects the

shortest distance between the lines in a point at distance

P'{P'+ Pcaa6)c

from the force P, R being the force along the central axis and the

angle between the two forces P and P'.

20. Four equal heavy uniform bars, freely jointed at their ends,
form a square ABCD ;

the joint A is fixed, while the joints B and D
are connected by a string, and the whole system rests in a vertical

plane, the string being horizontal. Show that the stretching force in

the string is 2 W, where W is the weight of a rod. Prove also that the
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reaction at C is horizontal and of amount \W; that the force on

BC at B is MV5/2 in a direction inclined at tan-1 1/2 to the vertical
;

that the force on AB at B is Wl3/2 inclined at tan" 1

3/2 to the

vertical
;
and that the reaction on AB at A is 5 JF/2, and intersects BD

at a distance \BD from B.

21. Three forces P, Q, R act along the non-intersecting edges of a

rectangular parallelepiped, whose edges corresponding to the forces are

a, b, c. Prove that the forces have a single resultant if

afP+blQ+c/R*=0.

22. Two forces P and Q, acting in directions making an angle oc

with one another, have c for the shortest distance between their

lines of action. Prove that when they are reduced to their central

axis the couple is PQ sin a. . cjR, where R is the resultant force.
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Acceleration, 16.

examples of, 22.

components of, 30.

in direction of motion, applica-
tions, 339 et seq.

of point of rotating body, 443, 456.

Action and reaction, 98.

Newton's law of, 98.

Active and inactive forces, 105.

Activities, equal and opposite, 103.

Newton's law of, 103.

Angular displacements, signs of, 446.

composition of, 447.

components of, 449.

Angular velocity,

components of, 449.

Angular momentum, 114.

components of, 116.

about parallel axes, 117.

rate of change of, 119.

with effective inertia different

in different directions, 120.

when body gains or loses mass,
121.

equal to moment of force, 122.

examples of, 127.

of rigid body, 305, 457-
rate of change of, 458.

relation of axes of, and in-

stantaneous axis, 461.

Appell, dynamical equations, 567.

Apsides, theory of, 279.
Atwood, machine of, 138, 436.

Axes, of coordinates, 13.

moving, 17, 30, 33.

principal, of moments of inertia,
312.

Ball-bearings, theory of, 436.

Bell and clapper, 409, 412.

Bertrand, theorem of impulsive
motion, 582.

Bicycle, on banked track, 350.

Bifilar suspension, theory of, 421.

Binet, theorem of, 333.

Body-point, acceleration of, 443.

curvature of path of, 444.

Bonnet, theorem of central forces,

293.

Brachistochrone, 179.

in conservative field, 180.

under gravity, 182.

variational method of investigat-

ing, 184.

in any field of force, 1 85.

Brakes, efficiency of, 344.

Brennan, monorail car, 528.

Buffers, proper height of, 363.

action of, 437.

Canonical equations of motion,
570.

integration of by Jacobi's method,
576.

Carriage, passage of, over obstacle,
359.

extra work on causeway, 361.

effect of springs, 361.

proper height of buffers of railway
carriage, 363.

Catenary, 594 et seq.

geometrical properties of, 597.

application of general equations
to, 601.

of uniform strength, 600.
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Central axis, of motion of rigid

body, 452.

examples on, 453.

of forces on rigid body, 612.

Central forces, 220... 306.

differential equation of path of

particle, 221.

transverse force, 221.

inverse square of distance law, 230
et seq. , 245 et seq.

inverse cube of distance law, 281
et seq.

from different centres for same
orbit, 287.

Hamilton's theorem, 288.

Halphen and Darboux, theorem,
293.

Bonnet's theorem, 293.

Curtis' theorems, 294.

examples of multiple centres of

force, 295.

earth-moon system disturbed by
sun, 297.

stability of, Hill's theorem,
298.

exercises on, 300.

Centre of mass, or centroid, 100.

properties of, 101.

Centrodes, space and body, 441.

Chain, of suspension bridge, 591.

flexible under great force, 596.

equations of equilibrium, 598.

Components of Velocity and Ac-

celeration, 30.

Compound Pendulum, 379.

theory of, 380.

suspension and oscillation axes,
382.

experimental, 385.

Rater's, 385.

buoyancy and airdrag of, 386.

examples on, 388 et seq.
reactions of, on axis, 391.

double, theory of, 405.

ballistic, 429.

Constraints, work due to, 550.

equations expressing, 551.

Couples, 134.

equivalence of, 134.

theory of, 606.

graphical representation of, 611.

composition and resolution of,

611.

Curtis, theorems of orbital motion,
237.

theorems of central forces, 294.

Curvature of Path, in three dimen-
sional space, 36.

Darboux, theorem of central forces,
293.

Directed quantity, 17.

rate of growth of, 17.

Displacement, 1 et seq.
of rigid body parallel to fixed

plane, equivalent to rotation,
439.

of rigid body equivalent to that
of nut on screw, 440.

Double compound pendulum, theory
of, 405.

examples of, 407.

small vibrations of, 408.

bell and clapper, 409, 412.

driving and driven pendulums,
411.

theory of seismographs, 411.

Elliptic functions, 161.

Energy, kinetic, 86.

potential, 87.

kinetic, of translation and rota-

tion, 132.

Equations of motion, 90.

for systems of varying mass, 91.

examples, 92.

for rigid bod}', 125.

Euler's, for rigid body, 320.

for impulsive motion, 400.

of rigid body with reference to

rotating axes, 456.

integration of, 575.

Equilibrium, of particle, 587.
in smooth tube, 587.

of flexible string, 588.

conditions of, for rigid body, 612.

Equimomental cone, 332.

Binet's theorem, 333.

Euler, theorem as to brachisto-

chrones, 181.

of time in orbit, 264.

equations of motion of rigid body,
320, 459.

motion of top deduced from,
502.

Exponential motion, 77, 78.
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Force, 85.

units of, 96.

as space-derivative of potential

energy, 111.

frictional or dissipative, 113.

polygon of, 588.

reduction of force-system to force

and couple, 611.

Foucault, gyrostatic indicator of

earth's rotation, 526.

pendulum showing rotation of

earth, 549.

Free axis, 317.

Friction, laws of, 369 et seq.

rollers, theory of, 436.

General dynamical methods, 550...

588.

Generalised coordinates, 553.

Lagrange's equations in, 555.

kinetic energy in terms of, 556.

Hamilton's equations, 568, 572.

Generalised momenta, 557.

Hamilton's equations, 568, 572.

Gilbert, barygyroscope, 526.

Gravitation, universal, 257.

experimental illustration, 261.

Gravity, apparent and true, 169.

Gray, A., method of forming equa-
tions of motion of rotating

body, 9, 475.

on Lagrange's equations, 574.

Gray, Thomas, seismographs, 411.

vertical motion seismograph, 420.

Greenhill, Sir George, reaction of

compound pendulum, 391.

Gyration, radii of, 330.

ellipsoid of, 330.

Binet's theorem, 333.

Gyrostat, 504... 536.

motion of, 504.

stability of, 506.

elementary explanation of preces-
sion of, 509.

experiments with, 510.

on trunnions, 511.

equations of motion of, 512.

steady motion of, 513.

oscillations about, 513.

on gimbals, 515.

in pendulum bob, 516.

analogy to motion of electron,
519.

Gyrostat, Bessemer's gyrostaticalrj

supported cabin, 519.

virtual increase of m.i. produ<
by, 521.

theorv of vibrator containing,
523.

Gyrostatic, action, 509 et seq.
of rotating bodies on

their bearings, 520.

increase of m.i. due to, 521.

controller of rolling of ship, 524.

of turbines in steamers, 531.

on locomotive or carriage, 535.

controller of torpedo, 538.

Halpe^en, theorem of central forces,
293.

Hamilton,theorem of central forces,
288.

equations of motion in generalised
coordinates, 568, 572.

canonical equations, 570.

"reciprocal function," 570.

partial differential equation, 575.

"principal function," 575, 577.
" characteristic function," 577.

Herpolhode, 465.

form of, 467.

Holonomous and not holonomoi

systems, 555.

Hoop or disk, rolling on horizontal

plane, 544.

vibrations of, about steady motion,
543.

condition of upright rolling, 544.

Horizontal plane, rolling and sliding
of solid of revolution on,
376.

Ice-boat, motion of, 432.

Ignoration of coordinates, 573.

Impact, 396 et seq.

duration of, 399.

Impulses, theory of, 395.

inelastic bodies, impact of, 396.

theory of pile-driver, 396.

equations of motion for system
under, 400.

applied to compound pendulum,
402.

applied to rod on smooth table,

403.

examples of, 404.
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Inclined plane,

rolling of solid on, 368.

sliding of body on, 369.

railway carriage at rest on, 372.
in motion on, 374.

Inelastic bodies,

impact of, 396.

energy changes in, 398.

Inertia, effective, different in dif-

ferent directions, 136.

moments of, 125, 309.

products of, 311, 313.

foci of, 329.

rotary, 362.

effective of wheeled vehicle or of

train of wheelwork, 366.

Integration of equations of motion,

meaning of, 575.

Invariable line, 463.

Jacobi, dynamical theorem of, 576.

examples on, 578.

elliptic motion of planet, 579.

Kater, determination of gravity,
385.

Kelvin, Lord, tide predicter, 68.

influence of suspension on rate of

chronometer, 421.

theorem of impulsive motion, 582.

Kinematics of moving point, 1.

Kinetic potential, 560.

Lagrange, equations of motion,
555.

examples on, 563.

equations for impulsive forces,
580.

Lagrangian function, 560.

Lambert, theorem of time in an

orbit, 263.

Laplace, tautochronic motion, 178.

Laws of motion, 88.

first law of motion, 88.

second law of motion, 89.

third law of motion, 97.

Locomotive, on super-elevated rail,

350.

gyrostatic action of, 535.

Mass, effect of change of, 84.

Momental ellipsoid, 310.

principal axes of, 312.

Moments of inertia, 125, 309, 310.

in different cases, 320.

of a lamina, 321.

of triangular plate, 321.

about axes at any point parallel
to principal axes at cen-

troid, 324,

examples of, 325.

condition that an ellipsoid may
be momental ellipsoid, 328.

radii of gyration, 330.

ellipsoid of gyration, 330.

equimomental cone, 332.

Binet's theorem, 333.

Motion, varying, 4.

graphical representation of, 11.

curvilinear, 25.

radial and transverse com-

ponents of, 26.

in three dimensional space, 35.

uniplanar, 30.

of particle along moving guide,
38.

of projectile in uniform field of

force, 42.

properties of path, 43.

under acceleration towards fixed

point and varying inversely
as square of distance, 54.

equations of, 55.

equation of hodograph for, 56.

path of particle for, 57.

simple harmonic, 61.

velocity and acceleration in,
62.

equation of, 62.

amplitude,period and phase, 63.

uniform circular motion derived

from, 64.

exponential, 77.

first law of, 88.

second law of, 89.

third law of, 97.

equations of, 90, 320, 456.

non-rotational, 91.

rotational, 114, 438.

translational and rotational, 122.

resisted, 144 et seq.
of a simple pendulum, 159, 160.

of particle in vertical circle, 161.

cycloidal, 172.

tautochronous, 174.

Lagrange's equations of, 555.
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Motor-bus, time of running, 348.

Motor-car, on convex road, 168.

turning corner on level, 349.

Newton, laws of motion, 88 ... 97.

revolving orbit, 236.

dynamical deductions from Kep-
ler's laws, 251.

correction of Kepler's third law,
254.

theory of universal gravitation,
257.

theorem of different centres for

same orbit, 287.

Orbital motion, 220.

differential equation of path,
220.

force transverse to radius-vector,
221.

speed from infinity, 225.

exhaustion of potential energy,
225, 242.

force varying as distance, 227.
laws of force in different cases,

229.

solutions of differential equation
in various eases, 230.

discrimination of orbit, 232.

period of particle in orbit, 233.

determination of orbit, 234.

Newton's revolving orbit, 236.

law of force for inverse of given
orbit, 237.

relation of orbit and brachisto-

chrone, 241.

acceleration in terms of tangential
and radial forces, 244.

hodograph, 245.

velocity resolved into two con-
stant components, 246.

laws of force deduced from form
of orbit, 247.

Kepler's laws, 248.

verification, 249.

Newton's dynamical deduc-

tions, 251.

effect of mass of planet, 252.

experimental illustration of, 261.
elements of an orbit, 262.
time in an orbit, 263.

Lambert and Euler's theorems,
264.

Orbital motion, disturbed orbit

266... 271.

examples of, 271 et seq.
disturbed circular orbit, 276.

under forces from different cer

tres, 287.

Bonnet's theorem, 293.

Curtis' theorems, 294.

examples, 295.

stability of earth-moon system,
Hill's theorem, 298.

exercises, 300.

Parabolic motion, 42 et seq.

Parallel forces, centre of system,
605.

graphical method for, 606.

application to loaded bridge,
Pendulum, simple, 159, 160.

cycloidal, 172.

conical, 188.

double, 189, 191.

physical analogues of, 194.

spherical, 197 et seq.

compound, 379.

suspension and oscillation axt

382.

on vibrating supports, 414, 425.

gyrostatic, 516.

Periodic variation of speed of v

hide,
(1) time periodic, (2) space peri-

odic, effect of on activity,
354.

Pile-driver, theory of, 396.

how far a pile should be driven,
399.

Planetary motion, 54.

hodograph for, 55.

equation of path, 57.

resolution of velocity into two

parts of constant amount,
59.

Plummet, equilibrium of, 168.

in railway carriage, 170.

Poinsot, momental ellipsoid, 310.

method of representing motion of

rigid body under no forces,

462.

central axis, 615.

Polar coordinates, 27.

Polhodes, and herpolhodes, 465.

projections of, 466.
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Polygons, funicular, 586.

with equal horizontal projections
of sides, 590.

Power, transmission of by belt,
596.

Precession, of symmetrical top,
476.

effect of accelerating or impeding,
causing top to rise or fall, 492.

astronomical, 497.

of equinoxes, 498.

Principal coordinates, 586.

Projectile, in uniform field, 42.

properties of path of, 43.

horizontal range of, 44.

range of, through fixed point, 44.

envelope of coplanar paths of, 46.

examples of motion of, 48.

time of flight of, 49.

drift of in air, 536.

stability of, 537.

Rate of change of momentum,
in curvilinear motion, 85.

effect of change of mass on, 84.

Rayleigh, Lord, on effect of con-

straints, 583.

Reactions of rigid body, 315.

Rectilinear Motion in resisting
medium, 144.

limiting speed in resisting
medium, 145.

Relative motion, 11.

of parts of ship, effect of, on

activity, 356.

Resistance to shot, 217.
Resisted motion, 144.

when resistance varies as v", 149.

when resistance varies as v, 153,
as v2

, 153, as v3
,
154.

in vertical line, 155.

examples of under gravity, 156.

curvilinear in uniform field, 206.

resistance, Jcv, 210.

trajectory for, 211.

resistance, kvn
, 213.

hodograph, 214.

intrinsic equation, 214.
flat trajectory, 216.

exercises, 218.

Revolution of particle in vertical

circle, 164.

examples on, 165.

Rifle bullet, speed of in air, 353.

drift of, 536.

stability of, 537.

Rigid body, translatory motion of,

122.

rotation of, 125.

moments of inertia of, 125.

rolling motion of, 125.

equations of rotational motion of,

317.
Eulers equations for, 320.

examples on central axis and
rotation of, 453.

motion of, under no forces, 462.

stability of motion of, under no

forces, 466.

examples on motion of, 468.

equilibrium of, 601.

Road surface, effect of on vehicular

traffic, 343.

Rolling, of solid on inclined plane,
368.

of m.e. on invariable plane, 463.

of body cone on space-cone in

motion of top, 500.

of solid of revolution on horizontal

plane, 539.

of hoop or disk, on horizontal

plane, 543.

oscillations of, 543.

Rotation, 114, 122, 438 et seq.
of tops and gyrostats, 475 . . . 544.

Routh, Stability of Motion, 574.

Elementary Dynamics, 586.

Salisbury, railway accident at, 351,
352.

Schlick, gyrostatic controller of

rolling of ship, 524.

.Screw- motion, theory of, 440.

cylindroid, exercises, 472.

Seismographs, 411.

for vertical motion, 420.

Simple harmonic motion, 61.

velocity and acceleration in, 62.

equation of, 62.

amplitude, period, and phase,
63.

uniform circular motion derived

from, 64.

composition, 66, 67, 68, 69.

resisted, 75.

differential equation, 77.
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Solid of revolution, rolling of on
horizontal plane, 539 ... 544.

Speed, 1.

varying, 5, 9.

curve of, 6.

distance traversed at varying, 7.

Spiral of Archimedes, motion in, 31.

Spiral springs, connected, 195, 196.

Stability, of earth-moon system, 298.

of motion of rigid body under no

forces, 466.

of top, 489.

of gyrostat, 506.

of projectile, 537.

Statics, 586... 619.

Steamship comparison, law of, 147.

examples, 148.

Suspension bridge, chain of, 591.

Tait, elliptic orbit and brachisto-

chrone, 241.

Tautochronous motion, 174.

examples of, 175.

Tops and gyrostats, 475 . . . 544.

Top, symmetrical motion of, 475.

spherical, 478.

path of point on axis of top, 479.
rise and fall of top, 479.
started with rapid rotation, 482.

vibrations of rapidly rotating,
483, 489.

reaction of on support, 484.

examples on motion of, 486.

steady motion of, 488.

graphical representation of con-

dition of stability of, 489.

effect of forcing precession above
free value, 492.

reaction of ring-guide or space-
cone on, 494.

explanation of clinging of axle of,

to curved guide, 495.

rising and falling of ordinary, 510.

Torpedo, gyrostatic controller of,

538.

Trains, problems, regarding, 341,

SUetseg., 433.

time from station to station, 344.

Turbines, steam, gyrostatic action

of, 531.

Vehicle, self-propelled, dynamics of,

346.

dynamics of on curve, 348, 350.

time of starting and stopping, 348
effect of periodic variation of

speed of, 354.

wheeled, inertia of, 366.

motion of on inclined plane, 366.

at rest on incline, 372.

Velocity, 1.

graphical representation of, 11

relative, 15.

curve of, 15.

angular, 17, 449.

components of, 30.

linear, of point in turning body,
450.

Vibrations, theory of, 61 et seq.
of simple pendulum, 159.

of double compound pendulum,
408.

of simple pendulum with vibrating

support, 414.

resonance, 416.

examples of, 417.

examples of forced, 418.

examples of mutually influencing,
420 et seq.

of balance and case of watch, 193,
420.

of watch hung by bifilar suspen-
sion, 421.

of carriage on springs, 424.

steadiness of, 425.

retarded by friction, 426.

tidal example, 427.

general theory of, 585.

Watch, influence of suspension on
rate of, 193.

as double compound pendulum,
420.

Weather helm, why a ship carries,

137.

Work, 104.

units of work, 105.

variational equation of, 108.

done in starting and stopping
trains, 341.

due to constraints of system, 550.
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